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Critical acclaim for I Will Bear Witness

"Together and separately, the two volumes form a stunning, engrossing,
and magnificently human document, created by a shrewd and honest
man during an insane and cataclysmic time. . . . An eloquent and essen-
tial testament."

-ChicagoTibune
"Klemperer's personal history of how the Third Reich month by month,
sometimes week by week, accelerated its crusade against the ]ews gives
us as accurate a picture of Nazi trickery and brutality as we ar€ likely to
have. . . . I WiIl Bear Witness is a report from the interior that tells the hor-
rifying story of the evolving Nazi persecution with a concrete, vivid
power that is, and I think will rrmain, unsurpassed. To read his almost
day-byday account is a hypnotic experience; the whole, hard to put
down, is a true murder mystery-from the perspective of the victim."

"There is no better record of what it fett like to live through the war in Ger-
many as a German lew. I Will Bwr Witness will take its place with the
great human records of our time."

-Newsday
"Whathasbeencalled one of the most remarkable documents to come out
of the Second World War tums out to be one of the most compulsively
readable books of the year." --The San Diego Union Tribune

"The diary is his obsession . . . the point is not to write history but to pro-
vide evidence. That, of necessity, means confession. I Will Bear Witness b
of great value to historians in their present debate as to how far ordinary
Germans collaborated in the death of six million Jews. But it is even more
precious as a story of love between two sixty-year-olds, both hypochon-
driacs who try each other's nerves almost to the breaking point but who
know-this is the entry for March 18, 1945-'the main point after all is
that for forty years we have so muctr 

H*trtr"#'wat st ra lou*ot
"Klemperer's writing has a mesmerizing quality that draws readers on."

-Dmoer 
Post

"Richer and more profoundly disturbing than Anne Frank's joumals."

-Time
"This is color film of Nazi Germany after years of black and white. KIem-
perer's diary deserves to rank alongside that of Anne Frank. . . . It is cer-
tain to become not only the main primary source for historians of the
Nazi period, but also an essential read for anyone who wishes to under-
stand what it was like to be a Jew living in Germany in the 1930s."

-Prrr.rr KrRR, The Sunday Tizes (London)
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I shall go on writing. That is my heroism.
I will bear witness, precise witness!

-May27,7942



Ezta and Victor Klemperer, c.'1940.



PREFACE*

. . . but I want to tell that he was a hero. He coulil not *y three sente?rces
without talking about his fear, but I want to tell of his courage.

lurek Becker,

fakob the Liar

I

On New Year's Eve 1941, Victor Klemperer gave a little speech to the re-
maining occupants of the ]ews' House at 15b Caspar David Friedrich
Strasse in Dresden. It had been, he said, "our most dreadful year, dreadful
because of our own real experience, more dreadful because of the constant
state of threat, most dreadftrl of all because of what we saw others suffer-
ing (deportatiory murder)"-*ut, he concluded, there were grounds for
optimism. The regime, he implied, was close to collapse, the guilty would
receive just punishment.

As we now know, and the diarist Victor Klemperer was soon to dis-
cover, the worst was very far from over. The German advance after the
surprise attack on the Soviet Union on June 22, l94l,had created the con-
ditions for a "final solution of the Jewish question" by extermination.
While the fewish population of the newly occupied territories was massa-
cred, the |ews of Germany and of the territories under German control
were to be deported eastward and, together with the Jews of Poland, mur-
dered immediately or starved and worked to death. The year 19t12 would
be, in Raul Hilberg's words, the "most lethal . . . in |ewish history."

At the end of 1941, Klemperer was still unaware of the massacres tak-
ing place behind the German front. The extent of his knowledge was
summed up in a diary entry of October 25, L94l: "Ever more shocking re-
ports about deportation of ]ews to Poland. They have to leave almost lit-
erally naked and penniless. Thousands from Berlin toLodz." Dependent
on runor and secondhand reports of foreign broadcasts, Klemperer was
only dimly able to discem the scope and radicalism of the Nazis'plans
and actions. The repercussions of the plan of genocide, however, were
soon to be felt in Dresden.

r For an accomt of Victor Klempercr's life and work, see drc Pr€face to I Mll Bear Witnas:
A Diary of the Nazi yea6 1933-7947 (Rmdom House, 1998).
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On January 73, DA, Paul Kreidl, a fellow resident of the ]ews' House
where Klemperer lives, passes on a rumor-"but it is very credible and
comes from various sources---evacuated Jews were shof in Riga, in groups,
as they left the train." On the fifteenth, the first "evacuation" from Dres-
den is announced. The Zeiss-Ikon plant in which a large number of the re-
maining |ews in the city work as forced labor, manages to retain its ]ewish
workers. Nevertheless, on |anuary 21, 224lews from Dresden and nearby
towns, including Paul Kreidl, are transported to the Riga ghetto.l

After that, the blows come hard and fast: the brutalities of the Gestapo
house searches, the step-by-step removal of elderly Jews to the Theresien-
stadt concentration camp, the suicides of those who prefer to snatch at
least death from the Nazis.2 All this was accompanied by the steady short-
ening of rations for ]ews, the lack of privary and overcrowding in the
Jews'Houses, and the continuing military success of the Axis powers.

The fews left in Dresden are uncertain of the fate of those deported to
the East or even to nearby Theresienstadt. The arrest and murder of indi-
viduals, however, are a token of the deportees' likely fate. Yet even uncer-
tainty can still give rise to hope of something better. On luly 24, Da2,
Klemperer notes: "The general mood among Jews is that they do not fear
evacuation quite as much as before and now even regard Theresienstadt
as a relatively humane place. . . . People say to one another, things are so

bad here that anywhere else they can at most be equally bad, but perhaps
also somewhat better. "3

A few months earlier, on March 16, 1942, Klemperer had recorded an-
other rumor. "Lr the last few days I heard Auschwitz (or something like it),
near K<inigshiitte in Upper Silesia, mentioned as the most dreadful con-
centration camp. Work in a mine, death within a few days." The planned,
deliberate extermination of millions of |ews was still unimaginable to
Klemperer (and most others). The realization that "deportation" was, in
Nazi terms, equivalent to extermination only gradually established itself
in his mind; for a long time he retained quiet hope that there would be
news. On September 21,1942, after visiting friends about to be deported,
he writes, "They were really going into a beyond, from which as yet there
had been no reliable news. Because what had been reported was no more
than supposition."

II

On November 23,1942,2791ews, the overwhelming majority of those left
in Dresden who were not in mixed marriages or otherwise "privileged,"
were forced to move to some newly erected barracks at Hellerberg, just
outside the municipal boundary north of the city. The adults and adoles-
cents of this group were largely employed at Zeiss-Ikon's Goehle plant,
which manufactured fuses for the German navy. The company took re-
sponsibility for the construction and day-to-day running of the camp.
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This was a step that had been planned for some time. Pressure to segrc-
gate the Jews working in armaments factories had come from both local
Nazi Party organizations (there was a macabre competition between Nazi
authorities to make their towns and dbfrcts ludmrein-fuee of ]ews) and
from the Nazi leadership. There was harsh criticism of the role of compa-
nies that, encouraged by the arrry and the armaments ministry, had ar-
gued for the maintenance of trained Jewish workforces.

Very unusually, there exists a film of this initial stage of deportation:
"Assembling the Last |ews in Dresden in the Camp at Hellerberg on No-
vember 2T24, DA."4 This twenty-seven-minute silent film shows not
only the building of the camp, the removal of the ]ews from Jews' Houses
in Dresdery and the initial humiliations, like "delousing," inflicted on
them (as a kind of prelude to subsequent degradation), but also a number
of identifiable persons, among them several mentioned in Victor KIem-
perer's diary.

For the Nazis, the camp was no more than an interim, local ,,solutiory,,

part of the preparations for the so-called Factory Action, which began on
February 27,1943. On the moming of that day, Jews throughout Germany
were picked up at their workplaces without warning, so that they would
have no chance to escape and go trnderground. The Factory Action was in-
tended to eliminate those ]ews working in the armaments industry. They
were to be replaced by forced labor from the occupied countries.

InDresden, the camp at Hellerberg was sealed offearly on the morning
of February 27,1943. More fews from Dresden and from nearby towni
were also assembled there. On the evening of March 2, nearly all the in-
mates, including 293 Dresden Jews, were taken to Dresden-Neustadt sta-
tion and loaded onto cattle trucks. They reached Auschwitz as part of a
train that was by then carrying 1J00 people.

On learning that the Hellerberg camp inmates were to be deported Vic-
tor Klemperer wrote in his diary: "We shall not see any of them again.
Frau Voss, the Seliksohns, Reichenbachs, Frau Ziegler-I count them all
among the dead."

In the calendar of events at Auschwitz-Birkenau compiled by Danuta
Czech, the arrival of the train, on March 3, is recorded as follows: ,,Ap-
proximately 1,500 fewish men, women and childrery including Norwe-
gian ]ews, arrive from Berlin with a transport. . . . After the selectiory 535
men, who are given the numbers 104,890 to 105,424, aswell as 145 womery
who are grven the numbers 36,935 to 37,079, are admitted to the camp as
prisoners. The remaining approximately 820 people are killed in the gas
chambers."s Among those selected as fit for entrylo the camp were about
fi$ of the 293 Dresden Jews. As far as is known, ten survived, seven men
and three women.

Now the only )ews left in Dresden who were not "protected" by mixed
marriage or "privileged" status were the two officials of the National As-
sociation of |ews in Germany. On ]une L0,1943, it was wound up and the
officials and their dependents were deported shortly after. Orr ]une 12,
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Victor Klemperer noted: "The National Association of Jews in Germany
has been dissolved. As yet nothing is known about the significance and
consequences of this measure. Lewin thinks: They want to demonstrate
that there are no ]ews in Germany anymore. But there are still some nev-
ertheless, and among them still a number conspicuous because of the

|ew's star! In Dresden, out of 500,000 inhabitants there are 50 wearers of
the star running around. What will happen to those with privileged sta-

fus, what, above all, to us wearers of the star?"

III

It is probable that the Nazi leadership decided to PostPone "solving" the
problem of the category of Jews in mixed marriages to avoid the risk of
public disturbance and because of possible effects on morale.6 Instead, in-
dividuals and small groups were picked off for infringements of the de-
crees concerning ]ews. In the meantime, if they avoided drawing attention
to themselves, Jews like Victor Klemperer, married to "Aryan" women
fiewish women married to "Aryan" men were classified as "privileged"
and did not have to wear the star), inhabited a strange limbo. The threat
and fact of death were ever-present; the dwindling number of ]ews'
Houses became increasingly overcrowded, most remaining Jewish men
were forced into unhealthy and exhausting factory work.

Klemperer, who was compelled to carry out "labor duty" fromApril 19,

1.943, until June 23,L9M, found his period of forced labor especially hard,
since it was dfficult for him to keep up his study of Nazi language. There
were, however, factors that ameliorated the hardships and the sense of
threat. It was cleaq, at the latest from the surrender of Stalingrad, that Ger-
many was losing the war, even if for the ]ews still alive in Germany and in
territories under German control the pace of the Allied advance was
numbingly slow. The feeling of isolation was not quite as complete as be-
fore: There were a greater number of sympathetic " Aryan" contacts, there
were discussions and arguments both in the ]ews'Houses and in the fac-
tory and in the factory sometimes the radio was even switched on.
(Though never absent: the fear of the Gestapo, of arbitrary arrest, torture,
death, the misery of walking out on the street wearing the yellow star.)

In all this time, however, Klemperer never wavered in his commitment
to keeping his diary-if discovered, it would have cost his life and possi-
bly that of people mentioned in it, as well as of the "Aryan" friend who
safeguarded the pages that Eva Klemperer regularly brought her. The
diary was at once the everyday record of one ]ew's experience, a way of
staying sane for a scholar who had always lived by the pen, and finally a
memorial, the material for a memorial. On September 2,1942, on the eve

of the move to a second ]ews' House, he writes: "As far as it lies in my
power, the Jews' House at 15b Caspar David Friedrich Strasse and its
many victims will be famous." It is a wish he repeated several times, al-



rnougn one rnaf was realzeol qrurc unexPecreory, oruy oecaqes arTer rus
own death.T

IV

The most obvious portent of Germany's approaching defeat was the Al-
lied air campaign against its cities. Growing ever bolder, more destructive,
and larger in scale, it was viewed with ambivalence by Dresden's remain-
ing Jews. It was evidence of Germany's weakness, for sure, but it also con-
tributed to their sense of dread. Would the Gestapo put them up against
the wall before the end, would they be transported after all<r would the
bombs kill them, along with the " Aryans"?

Throughout 1943 and 19t[4, Klemperer, indeed the whole population of
Dresdery puzzled. over the absence of air raids on the city, while so many
other places, from Cologne to Hamburg, Berlin, Kdnigsberg, and nearby
l*ipztg, were being devastated. People speculate (the city has been allo-
cated to the Czechs when peace comes) and tell jokes (Churchill's aunt is
buried here). There are the regular air-raid wamings, the comedy of air-
raid drills, the repeated trips down to the cellar; eve& from the second half
of 19t[4, a couple of minor raids.

Finally, on February 12, 1945, the waiting appears to be over. Most of
the remaining ]ews, whether in mixed marriages or "privileged," are to be
ordered to report for labor duty on February 15. ln all likelihood, they
would have been deported to Theresienstad! among those summoned for
forced labor were children under the age of ten.8 Victor Klemperer himself
is not included in this transport although on February L3 he has to deliver
some of the orders. He fully expects to be included in the next batch. Now
there is no one who does not believe that this sl[runons means certain
death.

Then, on the night of February 13, another long-anticipated event
comes to pass: the Anglo-American air raid that reduces the historic cen-
ter of Dresden to rubble. Almost all the ]ews survive the attack, and dur-
ing the raid or its aftermath they remove their yellow stars and destroy or
hide the documents that identify them as ]ews.

Many years later, in a television interview in February 1995, Henni
Brenner, one of the jewish survivors-she was still living near Dresden-
recounted her feelings about that night: "ln the morning my father re.
ceived the order to report for the transport. He became very depressed
and said: 'Henni, only a miracle, a bolt from the blue, can save us now.'We
survived the air raid and then walked toward the city center."

"What did you feel?" asked the joumalist.
"It was terriblg the bodies, the city buming. But my father wanted at all

costs to see what had happened to the Gestapo building. We couldn't get
that far, because everything was buming, but from a distance we saw that
it [too] was ablaze. Well, then we felt some satisfaction."e
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Provided with temporary papers, but nevertheless afraid of being recog-
nized, the Klemperers did not want to stay close to the city (or risk being
sent back to it). And so they begin a long and still dangerous joumey
through Germany. The fear of denunciation and the Gestapo fades,
though not the threat of sudden death. The end of the war finds the cou-
ple in a village in Upper Bavaria. The story of their weeks on the run is re-
lated in frequently quite lengthy diary entries, written in moments of rest.
It is one of the most fascinating parts of the whole of Klemperer's diaries
since 1933 for its record of ordinary Germans'views and fears in the clos-
ing days of the war. But the value and interest of even this section is over-
shadowed by the account of the long trek home in late May and early June
of 1945.

Victor Klemperer's diaries, kept from the beginning to the end of Nazi
rule, give an account of everyday life from below, from the perspective of
a German Jew whose life for years on end is at risk at every moment of
every day. As such they are unique. Klemperer's view of defeated Ger-
many is equally unique. Now he is both "inside" and "outside i' "below"
and "above." He is exhilarated at being alive, at still being together with
Eva, at the prospect of getting back to work, of contributing to rebuilding
Germany. He has survived, he is among the victors. Yet he is still German;
the Allies, the Americans, put obstacles in his way, his feelings are mixed.

"They [the Americans] drive quickly and nonchalantly, and the Ger-
mans run along humbly on foo! the victors spit out the abundance of their
cigarette stubs everywhere, and the Germans pick up the stubs. The Ger-
marrs? We, the liberated, creep along on foot, loe stoop down for the ciga-
rette ends, zue, who only yesterday were the oppressed, and who today are
called the liberated, are ultimately likewise imprisoned and humiliated.
Curious conflict within me: I rejoice in God's vengeance on the henchmen
of the 3rd Reich [ . . . ] and yet I find it dreadful now to see the victors and
avengers racing through the city [Munichl, which they have so hellishly
wrecked" (May 22, 7945).

The ambivalence of his feelings, however, allows Klemperer to give a
much more differentiated account of Germany in defeat than many of the
famous joumalists who entered the country with the Allied forces. The
joumey from Munich to Dresden takes more than two weeks. The KIem-
perers cover much of the distance on foot, sometimes get lifts on carts or
tractors, are dependent on the kindness (or not) of villagers, priests, and
innkeepers; only toward the end are they sometimes able to travel by
train. The roads are lined with the debris of battle, the cities they pass
through are in ruins, and the couple bear with them the memory of all
those who have not survived. And yet, for all that, there is an aspect of
idyll as well as melancholy to their odyssey.

It's summer, of course, the weather is warm, the landscapes endure,
they are going home , it is a joy to be alive. But perhaps the sense of idyll that
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is evoked also has something to do with the absence of tovemment-not
least such a govemment as that of Nazi Germany. It has gone, and the A1-
lies have not yet imposed anything in its place. There is often something
rather cheerful about people they meel the weight of war and dictator-
ship, the fear of death has been lifted from everyone's shoulders. It was an
atmosphere that would change with the coming of autumn and winter,
with food shortages, with the unending flow of Germans expelled and
deported from their homes east of the Oder-Neisse line, with the enforce-
ment of tighter controls. But for a while there was an air of anarchy, a sense

of opportunities to be grasped. A curious description, a curious time-<ne
catches no whiff of it in the reports of, say, Martha Gellhom or Lee Miller.
In Klemperer's account, the mood begins to cloud over only when the
couple cross into Russian-occupied territory. An informal interrogation in
a pub by a suspicious Russian officer reminds him of a Gestapo man or-
dering him off a tram for questioning.

The joumey and this volume of diaries concludes onJune L0, 1945. The
entry for that day was made on the thirteenth, with the Klemperers in-
stalled once more in their house in the village of D<ilzschen, just outside
Dresden. The day of their return to the ciry writes Klemperer, tumed into
a fairy tale. A potceman assures them they will have no difficulty in re-
claiming their house, they find their friends, the Glasers, unharmed, and
after eating with them, they triumphantly mount the hill back to their old
home. "The travails of the mountains," as Brecht put it, lay behind them,
"the travails of the plains" laybefore them. But for the moment, the Klem-

Perers wer€ haPPy.

VI

Finally, it remains for me to make good a serious omission in my intre.
duction to the first volume of Klemperer's diaries, I Will Bear Witness. lt
was Dr. Hadwig Klemperer, Victor Klemperer's second wife and widow
who deciphered the handwritten text of the diaries, produced after his
typewriter had been taken from him.10 She then prepared a typescript.
Hadwig Klemperer's continuing determination and advice were indis-
pensable in the preparation of the German edition of the diaries.

Martin Chalmers
Londoru 1999
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Notes

1. Figure in "Chronologie zur nationalsozialistischen |udenverfolgung in Dres-
den 1933-1945" in Norbert Haase, Stefi jerrh-Wenzel, and Hermann Simon
(eds.), Dre Erinnerung hat ein Gesicht. Fotogafen unil Dokumente zur national-
sozialistischen luilmoerfolgung in Dresdm L93T1945, prepared by Marcus Gry-
glewski (l*ipzig, 1998), p. 1.67.

2. Konrad Kwiet writes that the Nazi terror had driven many fews to commit sui-
cide. Suicides and suicide attempts rose after the boycott of fewish businesses
in April 1933, after the incorporation of Austria into the German Reich, and
during and after the November 1938 pogrom. By far the greatest number, how-
ever, occurred during the deportations that began in autumn 1941. There was a
"suicide epidemic," with between 3,000 and 4,000 victims (134,000 Jews were
deported from Germany during this period). See Konrad Kwiet, "Nach dem
Pogrom: Shrfen der Ausgrenzung" in Wolfgang Benz (ed.), Die luden in
Deutschland 1.9i11.945. kban unter nationalsozialistischer Herrschaft (Munich,
1988), p. 6s1.

3. Theresienstadt (Terezin) concentration camp, in Bohemia but less than forty
miles from Dresden, was set up in a former Austrian garison town. BeinB sent
there was supposed to be a privilege, and by comparison with the extermina-
tion camps in Poland, the chances of suwival were certainly higher. But (a) by
any other standards it was a death camp, and (b) it was used as a hansit camp

for Auschwitz. According to figures quoted in Marcus Gryglewski, "Zw
Geschichte der nationalsozialistischen Judenverfolgung in Dresden 193F
1945" in Haase, |ersch-Wenzel, and Simoru Die Erinnerung hat ein Gesicht, foot-
note 147,p.137, of 42,832'mates taken there from the teritory of the German
Reich,2O,729 died in Theresienstadt, and 15,036 were deported to other desti-
nations.

4. For details and bibliography relating to the Hellerberg camp and of the making
of the film, see Marcus Gryglewski, "Zur Geschichte der nationalsozialist-
ischen fudenverfolgung in Dresden 7933-1945," as above. Die Erinnuung hat

ein Gesicht also contains stills from the film. For brief comments by a former in-
mate of the camp md survivor of Auschwitz, see the letter from Heinz Mayer
to Rudolf Apt, printed as "Am Beispiel Dresdens" in Gerhard Schoenbemer
(ed.), Wir haben es gesehm. Augenzaqenberichte ilber db ludenoerfolgung ifi 3.

Rach (Wiesbaden, 1988), pp. 473-417. The original is in the Wiener Library,
London.

5. Danuta Czech, Kalendarium der Ercignisse in Konzentlationslager Auschwitz-
Birkenau 1939-1945 (Reinbek b. Hamburg, 1989),p. A9.This is a German trans-
lation of the original Polish edition.

6. It was in the course of the "Factory Action" that the wives of Jewish men in
mixed marriages who had been caught up in the sweep demonstrated in Berlin
for their release. The regime relented in this instance, and the husbands were
released-a few were even brought back from Auschwitz. The Nazis took no
further general measures against jews in mixed marriages until the closing
months of the war. See, on this, Nathan Stoltzfus, Resistance of the Heart. lfltet-
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maffiage and the Rosenstrasse Prctest in Nazi Gertnatry (New York and London,

1996). For a near-contemporary reference by an " Aryan," see Ruth Andreas'
Friedrich, Der Schattmtnann. Thgebuchaufztichnungen L938-1945 (Frankfurt/
Main, 1983, first published 9a\ pp. 10F104.

7. He had made a good start, however, in LTI-LinguaTertii lnpoii-his book on
Nazi language which is based on material contained in the diaries. An English
translation of LTI is forthcoming.

8. See Marcus Gryglewski, "Zur Geschidrte der nationalsozialistischmjudenver-

folgung in Dresden 193F1945," as above, p. 1t[4.

9. Quoted in Wojciech Pieciak, "Requiem fiir die Stadt Dresden" in Ewa Kobylin-
ska and Andreaslawaty, erinnernt oergessen, ooilriingen. Polnische und deutsche

Ehrfahrungm (Wiesbaden, 1998), p. 355. Dresden has, of course, become a sym-
bol of the futility of war in general and of the alleged pointlessness of Allied
area bombing of cities in particular, in a way that no other German city has.

This is not because the air raid, or rather air raids, on Dresden were more de-

structive than elsewhere. The damage to Dresden, although severe (and

unimaginable, inconceivable to those who lived through the bombing), was
not as gr€at as to many other cities, There is no certain figure for the number of
dead, but 25,000-at most 35,00G-is the figure accepted by serious historians.
This is large but by no means exceptional when compared to the fate of otlrer
large cities, like Hamburg, or even of small ones, like Pforzheim. Likewise, al-

though Dresden was regarded as a beatitiful city with an irreplaceable charac-

ter and architecture, the same can be said of a number of other German cities

that were devastated. The late point in the war at which the raids took place

was certainly a factor, as were the grossly inflated casualty figures announced
by the Nazis. Such figures are still sometimes quoted today, and they helped
fueI postwar German criticism of the air raids, particularly on the right of the

political spectrum, as a "war crime." It is perhaps no surprise that the far-right
English historian David Irving wrote a book about the destruction of Dresden

(1953). More recmfly, Irving has made a career out of denying the genocide of
the Jews.

The late date of the raids, however, atso led Soviet and East German com-

mentators to allege that the bombing of Dresden was an early move in the cold
war, a lesson to the Soviets advancing toward the city asmuch as to the Germans,

who were close to defeat, in the air superiority of the Westem Allies. The bomb-
ing of Dresden was then used to help promote anti-Westem attitudes in EastGer-

many. In other words, the singling out of Dresdm as "wat victim" owed

something to a convergence of interests of right-wing elements in the West and

Communist govemments in the East. None of this should obscure the legitimate
sorrow felt by the inhabitants of Dresden at the loss of life there and at the de-

struction caused, or the regret of "outsiders" for whom the destruction caused by
theAllied airraids rcprcsents aloss toEurope as awhole as muchas toGermany.
(For a summary of the issues, see Pieciak's article, as above.)

10. I am grateful to Dr. Derek F. Klemperer of Bristol, England, Victor Klemperer's
great-nephew, for bringing this to my attention.
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fanuary 1, Thursday

t...I
It is said children still have a sense of wonder, later one becomes

blunted. - Nonsense. A child takes things for granted, and most people
get no further; orly an old person, who thinlcs, b aware of the wondrous.

;anuary 4, Sunday

t...1
Situation obscure, The Neumanns did not know either, where the East-

em Front stands. - The lies outdo and contradict one another. First, the
word was: into winter quarters, we are shortening our line, let the Rus-
sians claim that as a success, we are masters of the situation ("we have the
initiative"). Then Ribbentrop explained: The Russians are attacking our
rear. Now Hitler has issued two New Year messages. One to the nation:
Should it become necessary, we, too, shall make the greatest sacrifices.
One to the soldiers ("My soldiers") that talks frankly about the Russian of-
fensive, which "must and will" fail.

The Neumanns in Kdtzschenbroda: The Russians attack on horse-
drawn sledges and with cavalry, tanks frozen up. Retreating Germans are
losing immense quantities of equipment. - Hitler has dismissed not only
Brauchitsch, but something like thirty generals altogether, or "Brauchitsch
and something like thirty others have left of their own volition" or "have
been shot." Reason: Brauchitsch had already considered winter quarters
necessary in the aufumn but when Smolensk was reached Hitler ordered
the advance to continue. - German tank divisions are massed on the
Spanish frontier. Against Gibraltar? To protect the Portugese coast? Will
Spain remain neutral? Which side will it join? Where does the German
Eastem Front stand? Nothing but questions without answers, in
Kritzschenbroda as here. -Yesterday Trude Scherk wrote something very funny in a letter. Heinz
Machol is exempted from few's star and social deduction (the 15 percent
value-added tax), because he has children from his first marriage with an
Aryan. But this fust wife was a wildly active Austrian Communist, he got
a divorce.

Finished reading I, Claudius. | . . .l
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|anuary 12, Monday

(Latest "post office box": Folder V. Hugo Poetry)
It was such a shock, that only today am I capable of writing it down; so

far I have tried to regain my balance working on the Curriculum.
At four o'clock on Thursday aftemoon, ]anuary 8, I am returning from

shopping at Chemnitzer Platz on the front platform of the no. 16 tram. At
the county court, people crowding on as usual. |ust before the station, a

young man tums toward me, very clean-cut face, cold Sray eyes, and says
quietly: "Gel olf at the next stop." I, quite mechanically, since I change
trams there: "Yes." Only as I get off does it strike me as curious. I'm wait-
ing for the no. 1.4. Then he's standing beside me: "\Mhere have you come

from? Where are you going? Come with me." I did not even ask for any

identification. As we are walking, he says: "State Police. Do you want to
see my ID?" - "Not here." Opposite the station, on the Hohe Strasse side,
where I used to park, a big office building between the hotels. So this is the
Gestapo building, about which so many terrible stories are told. My dog-
catcher says to a comrade coming toward him: "He's wandering around
on the tram during rush hour; I want to frisk him." To me, incidentally
without shouting: "You wait here, behind the stairway." I stood there for a

few minutes. Very short of breath. All the time with the feeling: "When
will they let you go?" Someone who was passing bawled at me: "Tum
aroundl" (I had [ . . . ] to face the wall.) My dogcatcher reappeared after a
while and beckoned me to come up. Upstairs a very large office; one can
look into another room, a kind of living room with the table laid. He looks
tfuough my pocketbook, my briefcase. "What are you doing?" - "l'm
writing a book." - "But you will never be able to publish it. - From to-

morrow you'll have work to do. The Goehle plant (Zeiss-Ikon). - Do you
have problems with your heart?" - I was probably very pale and sPeak-

ing laboriously, gasping for breath. Thus far the treatment had been al-
most decent. Now another policeman appeared, perhaps one rank higher,
average height, brown, mocking eyes. He addresses me familiarly: "Take
your filth (briefcase and hat) off the table. Put the hat on. Isn't that what
you do? Where you stand, that's holy ground.' Protestant." -
"What are you? Bapized? That's just a cover-up. As a professor you must
know the book by . . . by somebody Levysohn, it's all in there. Are you cir-
cumcised? It's not true that it's a hygienic prescription. It's all in the book'

- How old? - What, only sixty? Man, you must have been running riot
with your health. - What were those paws of yours doing? You've stolen
something, haven't you? Empty the briefcase." - I had to oPen every-
thing once again. A loaf, a bottle with half a liter of milk. "Good milk." -
"But no, skimmed milk." - "Good milk!" - "But it really is skimmed

milk." - Three little pieces of cake. - "Looks good!" - Half a pound of
blackberry tea. (For smoking!) - "l{hy so much at once, you can buy it
every day." - "Who's going to win the war? You or us?" - "What do you
mean?" - "Well, you pray for our defeat every day, don't you? - To Yah-
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weh, or whatever it's called. It's the fewish War, isn't it. Adolf Hitler said
se(shouting theatrically:) And whatAdolf Hitler says is true. -Why do
you shop at Chemnitzer Plala?" used to live there." - "You shop
there, because they give you more there. That's going to stop. Tomorrow
you'll register your coupons at the nearest grocer's. You'd better not let
yourself be seen on the tram here. You can walk. And if we see you here
agairl you're going. You know where to. Understood?" I simply said:
"Yes." He left. The dogcatcher stood motionless and sullen in a comer. -"May I go now?" He came as far as the stairs with me, and his final words
were: "And if you weren't so old and decrepit, you would be put to
work." Only when I was outside did I notice how much my chest and left
arm hurt. Still, I was free (as it is called here, I could also have disappeared
for a long time-Emst Kreidl has been inside for seven and a half weeks-
forever with the help of an injection). I walked home very slowly. I have
still not completely recovered. I registered my ]-coupons at Wasaplatz;
since then I have taken only a very few steps in the open aig, have not left
this area and shall not leave it again. The business of their fabulous
tyranny, brutality, mocking humiliation has taken hold of me far too
much. Since then, I have no longer been able to get rid of thoughts of
death.

According to what I hear from the Kreidls and Kiitchen Sara, similar
cases occur here and therc. The point of it all is supposed to be to lay
hands on people for labor service. But that could be done through the
Community. I think they want to intimidate people and drive them from
the sheets, perhaps also nose out shopkeepers who are friendly to Jews. -Only comfort: The reverse in Russia can no longer be disguised. Paul
Kreidl read out a very serious article from Das Reich-all at once the Rus-
sians, who have only just been armihilated, are tremendous and quite in-
exhaustible opponents. KAtchen Sara tells us how a tram driver poured
out his heart to her one morning. She should be brave, it would soon be all
up for the bloodhounds, he knew the mood of the soldiers; there were so
many men on leave riding on his platform in the momings, they didn't
want to go on fighting, etc., etc. -But who can estimate how far the inner tension, the extemal defeat
have progressed? I cannot wait much longer. And that is probably the pre-
vailing mood of all wearers of the star.

It has tumed very cold, and once again; as last winter, our heating
makes no headway against the frost, and we are more badly fed, and our
nerves are in a worse state than last winter.

|anuary 13, Tiresday

Paul IGeidl tells us-a rumor, but it is very credible and comes from vari-
ous sources.--+vacuated Jews were shof in Riga, in groups, as they left the
train. He fears for a married sister, living in Prague, marked down for
transport. On the other hand, he is optimistic: [n the center the Russian of-
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fensive is pushing toward Poland. I don't really believe it; today's military
bulletin again mentions fighting near Leningrad and east of Kturkov, so
the center cannot have been pushed so far back at all. -A great deal is being made here of the success of the fur collection. The
fur and woolen things were taken from the Jews, the Aryans had to sur-
render them "voluntarily" and handed over some 50 million items. That is
equivalent to "a plebiscite," testifies to the unshakeable attachment of
people and army, people and leader, etc., etc. -1...I

|anuary 17, Saturday

Since midday of the day before yesterday (Thursday, january 1.5) treat ag-
itation or in fact apathy, mixed with "Hurrah, I'm still alive," which in
tum altemates with [ . . . ] the question as to whose lot is the better. Evac-
uation of all the Jews here on the coming Wednesday, excepting anyone
who is over sixty-five; who holds the Iron Cross, First Class; who is in a
mixed marriage, including one without children. Point 3 protects me-for
how long? (There are three or four holders of the Iron Cross, First Class, in
Dresden.) One of the other women workers at the Goehle plant brought
Kiitchen the news. Since then terrible agitation in the house, Paul Kreidl
downstairs, Kitchen here. With her a jumble of childishness, hysteria, se-

rious heart problems, real dread. Early this morning I saw and heard
through the glass door that she was being shaken by a fit of hysterics in
her room. I went to her, she clung to me, gripped my hands, her head fell
on my shoulder; I had to stroke her, speak words of comfort to her. "I shall
be without a bed-you must all be with me on the last night, including
mother, including Ludwig (the brother-in-law and hei1, who has been
telegraphed to come); otherwise I shall take my life-I am like fesus on the
cross-why must I suffer so . . ."

Half an hour later a calm coffee together. I believe that she is precisely
the person whom it will not hit so terribly hard. They will not treat much-
needed workers all that badly, she will continue to have company. - StiX,
the severe cold makes everything more difficult, and she leaves here
stripped and naked. - Terrible scenes of despair are said to be taking place
at the Communityand in the factory,whereverymanyJews work. Married
couples are allowed to stay togethe4, but parents and children are sepa-
rated without pity. Thus the fifteen-year-old daughter of a pharmacist re-
mains behind here alone. - Different govemment departrnents appear to
be at cross-purposes. The evacuation order appears to have originated
from a Reich department and to have landed on Saxony without waming.
The Zeiss-Ikon [. . . ] factory is fighting for its Jewish section, which is
working well. They must employ about 400 people there. First all of them
were to go. Then yesterday an initial reclaim succeeded in retaining 50o/-
Kiitchen nof included. Then the company no doubt called on a military
commission for help, and it is possible that a further number will be re-
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tained today. -Paul Kreidl is on a different work detachmmt, as a laborer
on railway construction. Here he recently expressed the fear that ]ewish
transports would be shot down on arrival. But there is obviously a tremm-
dous shortage of labor, and what work can a dead ]ew do? - What are the
consequences for the two of us? 1) How long shall I remain in Dresden? 2)
How long shall we remainin this aparhnent? (And how will Muschel sur-
vive another move?) 3) What are they going to do with Dresden's ]ewish
rcmnant anyway? It appears as if anti-Semitism is going to inorease even
further, partly because of the more than critical extemal situatiory partly
because the Jew's star did not meet with much approval on the part of the
public. Cf. my arest recently, even though traveling by tram is officially
permitted. Many similar cases have meanwhile been reported.

The severe frost (about 27 degrees below freezing) for several days now
makes everything more difficult and gloomy. - I hardly get out of the
house an)rmore. (Always the fear of the dogcatchers.) All errands fall to
Eva. But I think one is almost as cold in the poorly heated apartment as
outside. My share of domestic work ever greater. To washing up and
scrubbing pots there is now added in greater measure the brashing of pota-
toes. I cannot peel them-but well brushed they can be eaten in their jack-
ets. Three hundredweight have been delivered for us, and to a great extent
I live on them. Warm or cold, potatoes substitute for scarce bread, at din-
ner I sfuff as many potatoes into me as I can. Diet gets ever worse, we both
look really pitiful now.

The Curriculum creeps along. But I keep doggedly at it. And also I
would far too much like to be the chronicler of the cultural history of the
present catastrophe. Observing to the las! taking notes, without asking
whether the utilization of the notes will lead to something worthwhile
again. I have the impression that the extemal and intemal position of the
3rd Reich is extremely strained. But perhaps I am deceiving myself, and
everything will go on for another two years.

January 18, Sunday morning

Yesterday dramatic reversal in the evacuation business. The first news
readred the fews' House in the aftemoon. There had been a fierce argu-
ment between the Party on the one hand, the company and the anny on
the other; many hours of negotiations, a threat to close the factory to ap-
peal to Giiring should the Jewish section be touched-finally the plant
won completely: Not only does the whole workforce remain, but it will
probably take over all the other Jews working in Dresden factories, so that
the transport will not take place at all. Very emotional scenes are said to
have occurred in the factory. - Thus the usual Sunday evening here was
very lively. The Kreidls in hopeful mood, Kitchen intoxicated. Naturally
everyone tended to see the overall situation in a favorable light. Things
seemed to be going very badly at the front, revolution seemed to be immi-
nent at home. Forsechd si, forsechd no . . . (In the newspaper only yester-
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day mockery of London papers, which "invented" and printed a map of
Berlin with SS machine-gun positions marked on it.) A passionate debate
between Paul Kreidl and myself: He was for a large degree of reconcilia-
tton after things change, for Christian renunciation of revenge; I on the
other hand in favor of an eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth. - On the tear-
off calendar and in the leading article, yesterday or the day before yester-
day, the 1933 election for the parliament in Lippe was noted as a

commemoration day. The sudden advance of the Party in the smallest
German parliament, symptom and prelude of the seizure of power. Perhaps
the fight over the Zeiss-IkonJews is also a final symptom. [ . . . ]

|anuary 19, Monday

The trial of strength: The Gestapo has struck twenty from the list of those
reclaimed by Zeiss-Ikon, it has stopped transfers of workers from other
companies to the plant. ln total, 250 people will after all leave here on
Wednesday. Among them Paul Kreidl, a very heavy blow for his mother.
Among them is also said to be a mother with three small childreru the
youngest a baby two months old. A transport also left Berlin yesterday.

Unspeakable *isery aggravated by the continuing very severe cold Oe-
tween 27 and 36 degrees of frost). Boundless arbitrariness and uncertainty.
For a moment Ketchen Sara believed herself to be one of the twenty and
almost passed out. I for my part also no longer feel safe. -My Curriculum has been at a standstill for several days. On top of the
commotion about the transport, Eva caught a cold. Great amount of do-
mestic work. I am reading Shmarya kvin's Childhood in Exile, 1935. A
great work of art. Content tremendously interesting, very important for
the last book of my Curriculum. The man, bom in Russia at the end of the
1860s, in Swislowitz on the Beresina, grows up in the ghetto, becomes a pi-
oneer of Zionism. For the first time it dawns on me that Zionism is human'
ism.The book was lent to me by the Setksohns; Seliksohn, early forties,
Russian ]ew by birth, came to Germany as a boy, volunteered in 1914 at 17

years of age, frontline service and interpreter in the East, afterward Social-

ist and Zionist, ill-treated in a concentration camp, becoming diabetic, his
wife at Zeiss-Ikon; both were on the transport list but were taken off it. We
know them through Kiitchen. I have already debated with him rePeat-
edly-yesterday aftemoon they were here for a long time. I must make
more detailed notes on l,evin.

]anuary 2Q evening

Yesterday with the Kreidls downstairs until midnight. Eva helped se',rr

straps for Paul Kreidl, so that he can carry his suitcase on his back. Then a
feather bed was stuffed, which one has to hand over (and apparently one
does not always see again). Today Paul Kreidl carted it to the prescribed
forwarding agent on a little handcart.
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|anuary 21, Wednesday morning

Before a deportee goes, the Gestapo seals up everything he leaves behind.
Everything is forfeit. Yesterday evening Paul Kreidl brought me a pair of
shoes that fit me exactly and are most welcome given the terrible condi-
tion of my own. Also a little tobacco, which Eva mixes with blackberry tea
and rolls in cigarettes. I have already been on pure blackberry tea for
many weeks. - This morning a kind of visit of condolence to his mother.

- The transport now includes 240 persons; there are said to be people
among them who are so old, weak, and sick that it is 

""lik"ly 
that every-

one will still be alive on arrival. (Continuing severe cold.)
Eva racked by a bad cough, much weakened. She made an attempt to

get up yesterday, but was too weak. - She zzsf go out today; we arc com-
pletely without food, and I do not have the confidence to go into town.

|anuary 25, Monday evening

Since Friday, four days now, Eva has been completely confined to bed
with serious fits of coughing, only rising to oversee a primitive supper.
Shopping limited to Wasaplatz and ]ew's card, food even more wretched
than usual. Everything made more difficult by the continuing frost (35 de-
grees of frost at night), and the fact that the rooms cannot be heated, and
by my own heavy cold. Whatever time is left to me after domestic work, I
use for reading aloud. levin, volume 2, completely finished in very short
time-I must at all costs make careful notes. Since Eva did not get to
Paulig's flending library], I looked through Frau Ida Kreidl's tittle book-
case yesterday and first of all tookBen-Hur ftom it. [ . . . ]

The war takes its unpredictable course. Every day there is said to be
"heavy fighting" in the East. In Africa, the English offensive has been
halted at Ajdabiyah. If it cannot get any farther, the outcome will be unde-
cided, and Italy, too, can muddle on. -

]anuary 29

Today, after several weeks of severe cold, a thaw is setting iO beginning
with snow. We have suffered greatly and are still suffering. Eva constantly
coughing badly, has spent a lot of time in bed. I have bad influenza, the
cold has punished my hands cruelly. - It was impossible to give a
thought to the Curriculum. - A lot of Bm-Hur. - Even worse food than
usual. -t...1

All the things that are a problem: No one wants to do our washing. The
Dippoldiswalder Laundry kicked out its more recent customers over a
month ago, other laundries are not taking on any new customers. It is not
only thelews who suffer from such measures, but the ]ews always first of
all and most drastically. Reason: not only shortage of materials, but above
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all of staff. Everything for the army, the East eats it up. - No one wants to
repair our vaculun cleaner. "Repairs are not accePted." A sign hanging in
x shop windows. Applies also to watches, umbrellas, etc.

Letter from Martin. Some weeks ago I had to let one of his letters go
back with "acceptance refused." Stamps had been included. The letter was
held at the customs office here; to have it released, I would have had to
make an application to a govemment office in Berlin. [But] the application
of a Jew would have been rejected. Stamp collections are also included in
confiscated Jewish property. - Now Martin writes-formal as always:
Sender Ame Erik Johannsson, Stockholm 1, signed "Your Ame" and re-
quests me to use this address. What is behind it? I susPect-impossible to
ask-that he expects a German invasion. Whereupon he might then share
the same fate as the Jews who emigrated from Germany to Holland and
France. - And if there is something else behind it? And if the GestaPo

should ever take an interest? Then I could end up like Emst Kreidl. He has

been inside for ten mortal weeks now. No one knows why, no one knows
for how much longer.

t...I

]anuary 31, Saturday

Since yesterday a new, extremely depressing difficulty: The howe in
Dcilzxhen appears, or is finally, Iost. Notice of calling in the mortgage on

July 1 was received a long time ago, but it would perhaps have been pos-
sible nevertheless to ward it off. Or: It's a long time to July 1, and so much
can happen before then! But for now: Yesterday I am summoned "for
questioning" to the police station here, where, by the way, they are very
friendty and very evidently hostile to Gestapo, SS, Parry etc. A long com-
munication from D<ilzschen District to the Dresden county administra-
tion, first of all asking the police station for information about the
"nationality of the ]ew Klemperer." ("Because if you were a French citizen,
Professor, things would be easier for you," says the inspector.) My plot of
land is completely neglected, repairing the damage is likely to cost 2000M;

since it cannot all be put into shaPe at once, a trustee will have to be ap-
pointed, who is to effect the "Aryanization" of the house. So not only will
the house be taken away from me, a further 2000M for future repairs will
be deducted from the fixed minimum price. We shall be beggars. What
hits me hardest about this business is Eva's bittemess. (I now hear from
her every day: "I am bored to death." Shopping, cleaning, cooking is now
her hated daily routine. - My own does not look so very different.)

On the same ]anuary 30, Benghazi, in Africa, was recaPtured by the
Germans. That means a camphor injection for Italy, a new prolongation of
the war. -t...I
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February 5, Thursday evening

Letter from Caroli Stern in response to our last epistle to Lissy Meyerhof.
Lissy was evacuated on January 25, during the days when the frost was
hardest. Admittedly, she was requisitioned by the Health Administration
and departs as a nurse to practice her professiory and thus she may expe.
rience the deportation as good fortune. Nevertheless robbed and expelled
within 48 hours.

I...1
Every day when she comes from the factory KAtchen Sara tells us about

house searches that arc accompanied by the most brutal beatings and by
indiscriminate theft.

A decree forbids Jews from using the rear carriage of the tram---on
which the front platform is not partitioned off from the compartmmt-
and from using the tram at all on Sundays. Since my arr€st, I myself have
not traveled by tram anymore, have not gone into town at all anymore. -After almost two years, no doubt at Trude Scherk's instigatiory a card
from Grete. D'outre-tombe. At first I was surprised at the smooth hand
and the clearly formulated sentences, including admittedly the words, ,,I
wish I were dead." Then I saw the date, or rather Eva discovered it: May
5,'4L. lt was followed by a few lines of greeting of January 3L,'42. The
writing was shaky, and the two sentences were only suggested, contained
disconnected words that did not make any sense as a whole. Complete de-
cline.

t. .I
In Africa, Rommel takes back Cyrenaica, in the East the Russians can-

not advance any farther-the war can last for years.
Daily visits by the tearful Ida Kreidl. Emst Kreidl has been in prison for

eleven weeks now, there is no news, no one is allowed to talk to him, he is
not allowed to write anything.

No longer severe, but nevertheless continuing, very bothersome frost,
which is very much felt in the apartment itself. t . . . I

Curriculum making the most pitiful progress. [ . . .] But I absolutely
want to finish the second volume.

February 6, Friday evening

ln the new soap coupons issued today (always for four months) there is,
for the fust time, no shaving soap for Jews. Is there such a shortage{o
they want to reintroduce the medieval |ew's beard by force? I still have a
small hoarded rieserve. I hope it will not be noticed during a house search.
I hope being clean-shaven will not make one suspect.

t...I

11
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February 8, Sunday

Always the same seesaw. The fear that my scribbling could get me put into
a concentration camp. The feeting that it is my duty to write, that it is my
life's task, my calling. The feeling of vanitas vanitatum, that my scribbling is

worthless. tn the md I go on writing anyway, the diary, the Curriculum. -
Especially depressed since yesterday. Eva exhausted by moming errand

through frost, snow, and ice; so I was at the Neumanns' alone. The whole
time they talked of nothing but the unspeakable house search they (and
others [kewise) had suffered. Eight-man squad. [ . . . ] vilest abuse, push-
ing, blows, Frau Neumann boxed on the ears five times. They rummaged
throlurgh eoerything, stole indiscriminately: candles, soaP, an electric fue, a

suitcase, books, half a pound of margarine (legitimately bought with ration

coupons), writing paper, all kinds of tobacco, umbrella, his military deco-

rations ("You won't be needing them anymore"). - "Where do you have
your laundry done?" - "lt's done at home." - "Watch you don't have the
ctreek to have your laundry done outside!" - "Why do you all get so old?

- Go on and string yourselves up, turn on the gas." Unfortunately also let-

ters, addresses, written matter in general taken away. - Finally one signs

a statement that one has voluntarily Put everything at the disposal of the

German Red Cross. - lio get arrested, it's enough for them to ascertain

contact with an Aryan. - A lady in her seventies arrested.

Nowhere a ray ol hope. The English are losing all of Cyrenaica again.
Rommel is said to have received material suPPort from Tunis from the
P6tain-Darlan govemment. ]apanese making Progress, the Russians stuck
fast. Germany will nevertheless certainly lose the war, but when? And
who will live to see it? The words of a Russian Zionist in kvin's memoirs,

addressed to God during the time of the pogroms, constantly go through

my head: "You canwait, for you a thousand years are as one day-but ale

cannot wait."

February 9, Monday

Again and again news of house searches, of theft of every kind, mistreat-

ment . . . I cannot stop worrying about my manuscripts anymore. I carurot

remove eoerything. Yesterday Kiitchen brought this news from a visit to re-

lations: a certain Stem, about sixty years of age, arrested some weeks ago,

because of a pastoral letter found. during a house search. Police prison-
then concentration camp-now an um has been rcturnd. - I find it diffi-
cult to muster the composure for the Curriculum. Admittedly, kitchen

chores for the greater part of the day. Recently also reading aloud inthe
early moming. i do notlike it if Eva is lying awake, left to her own thoughts.

Kitchen gite tt 
" 

the documents to read that are handed out to those
listed for transportation. Their property is confiscated, they have to make
an inventory on printed forms' These forms go into the most wretched de-

tail: "Ties. .. shirts. . . pajamas. . . blouses. . 
"'
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February 10

Under pressure of impending house search Eva is going to pima again. -Curriculum manuscript gone. - Probably complete intemrption.

February 12, Thursday evening

Father died 30 years ago today. His dying is in front of me all day, and all
those who were present then and have meanwhile departed.

Ibnse and resigned. Work on the Curriculum. people at the beginning
of May L919. My articles for the kipzrger NN.

"The District President of Dresden-Bautzen" has appointed a lawyer,
Heise, as Aryan trustee for my property.

The Japanese have taken Singapore, the Germans have had new suc-
cesses in the East.

t...I
Didn't leave the house all day. I am burying myself more and more.

February 13, Friday evening

At six o'clock a messenger came from the Jewish Commudty; I had to re-
port at eight o'clock tomorrow moming, in Riicl*itz, to shooel snoar. That is
exactly the work at which my heart protests after five minutes. It is to last
"until the early aftemoon." I also lack boots with good soles. It was too
late for any kind of objection or any attempt to procure boots. I have to ac-
cept it. I can do no more than die.

February 15, Sunday morning

Yesterday, February 14, the first day clearing snow, from eight till two, but
this coming week it will probably last from eight or half past eight until
five o'clock, plus a march of one hour there and one hour back. yesterday
left after seven o'clock in the gray of dawn, almost darkness, with Dr.
Friedheim. Snow-covered streets unrecognizable. Toward Zscherbritz,
past the old brickworks, then straight past the Moreau monument as far as
the Elysium, a large inn just at the beginning of Langemarckstrasse, for-
merly Bergstrasse, in Riicknitz. olr the way Dr. Friedheim fell twice, once
very heavily; later he produced a certificate from Dr. Rostoski: gallblad-
der, liver, hemia, diabetes . . . went home. A pitiful group assembled in the
house entry. One rupture without rupfure belt, one cripple, one hunch-
back. . . Seventeen "olde{' men should have come, two had not tumed
up, three were sent away, ol the remaining twelve seoeral were over sev-
e-nty, I at sixty literally the youngest. I considered whether I should go to
the medical assessor immediately. A man in uniform (municipal street-
cleaning deparbnent) arrived in a van with tools, took a kind of roll call.
Very polite. He advised me: "Try it first, you could get into trouble other-
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wise." We shouldered shovel and other tools and first marched to the "Lit-
tle Toll House." There a delivery van was struggling at the entry to the
Siidhrihe road. We got it free, widened the roadway. As I was shoveling
here, I was aware of my heart. Then we marched along Innsbrucker
Strasse almost as far as Ncithnitz Manor near Bannewitz [ . . . ], opposite it
a shed, where we had our morning break, facing Dresden, and a few hun-
dred yards from Kaitz [ . . . ]. How often have I gone driving there, at the

wheel of my own car. Now . . . Widening of the roadway; a high wall of
snow had already been piled up on the side away from Kaitz. It had to be
pushed farther back, a passing place was being made. When throwing the
snow up became too much of a strain, I lugged the full shovel to the free
side of the road and let the contents roll down the slope. It was blowing
terribly; at times there was a snowstorm. The pains had stopped very
quickly; I held out remarkably well. We worked at a very moderate Pace,
we stood around a lot, chatted-it was very exhausting nevertheless. And
it is very doubtful whether I shall last until five o'clock tomorrow. Stand-
ing around is unquestionably part of all such military-Iike collective tasks,

standing around, tedium, boredom, and the hours creeping by. Up here a

sociable, gray-haired foreman in civilian clothes was in charge. He ad-
dressed us as "Herr"! And to me he said: "You must not overexert your-
self, the state does not require it." I became friendly with a doctor working
beside me, Dr. Magnus, orthopedist and surgeon, 67, but much stronger

and younger than I. Sportsman, horseman, well prepared. He had a sup-
ply of coarse mittens and gave me a pair. He asked about my health prob-
lems. "Pains from the chest down to my left wrist." - "Typical symptoms
of angina." - It was a blow, nevertheless, to be told so bluntly what I had
long known and did not want to know. Angina sounds different from
"nervous heart." - But Dr. Katz, the medical assessor/ was a "shit'" Be-

sides, with the heart one never knew how it would respond. Perhaps all
the fresh air would actually do me good. I should only make sure to take

regular breaks. Finally: "You look very well." I had little in common with
the other workers. Businessmen, small-time dealers in this and that, one

quite proletarian. - The breakfast room: a toolshed, separated off from it
i tiny room with an iron stove, bench and table, meant for three workers.

We used it in two groups of six, are suPPosed to divide into three SrouPS
for our midday break. - Very similar to fatigue duty in the army. But I am

sixty after all. - The work is intemrpted: "Look out!" and we Prcss uP

against the wall of snow I always find it frightening when the heavy long-
distance buses with snow chains around their huge wheels roll past a few
inches away; they could so easily slide to the side. One with a protruding
metal triangle as a plow. - Then a ProPer snow plow, drawn by horses

t. . .].A couple of crude farmers' horse-drawn sleighs, carrying barrels

with animal feed. Occasionally a delivery van or a military vehicle. Al-
most never a private car, of which there used to be so many here. Ahorse-
drawn cart, the rear wheels placed on runners. - I constantly say to
myself: It is a thousand times better than being in prison [. . . ], time
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passes; but for all of that it is still a deadly boring waste of time. And wittr
"antina symptoms" how much time is left to one?

The Sunday is gone-what have I achieved? Washed myself down,
[ . . . ] brushed potatoes, this diary entry, rcad aloud a few line s of. Ben-Hur,
the end of which is very disappointing [. .. ]; a so-far vain attempt to
make notes on Levin. And now five quite merciless snow-clearing days lie
before me. It keeps on snowing.

Curriculum completely put aside.
Today we were supposed to go to the Seliksohns for tea. Called off, the

wife's father (Komblum) has died in a concentration camp, ashes for-
warded. Was informed without waming in the Zeiss factory. Kiitchen tells
us: Screaming and fainting and frequent nervous fits [in the factory]. It
was now nothing out of the ordinary there for people to faint, have fits of
weeping, etc. A (fewish) personnel doctor was busy all the time. Three
people had been arrested some time ago, because a hostile pastoral letter
had been found in their homes, Komblum senior one of them. A second
died in a concentration camp a few days ago, a third (Matthias, director of
a large brewery) hanged himself in prison right at the start. People always
seem to be put in Dresden police prison for a while before being trans-
ferred to a concentration camp. It is said that heavy work is required there
(carrying stones); anyone who does not stay the course is badly mis-
treated. -"Friday the thirteenth"-should I be superstitious? It was not only the
snowdearing order that was a blow, but with the shock I forgot about
the blackout of my room. Almost exactly a year since it happened to me
the first time. Not trntil about nine o'clock in the evening did it occur to
me. We immediately switched off the light and blacked out. Since no one
has come to see us, the business has passed without any consequences. I
would have spent many weeks in prison at least, or even gone to a con-
centration camp. So the ttrirteenth was merciful to me after all. -A notice at the baker's: Cakes may no longer be dispensed to Jews and
Poles. A general ban on cakes for |ews is already said to be in force in
Berlin.

t...I
Yesterday Frau Ida Kreidl came to see us with her new tenant, Frau

Pick, a lady (reallya lady) of 75, formerly well-off (some kind of very large
malt factory), now impoverished, family abroad. Uncommonly vigorous,
full of the joys of life (very Austrian), yet her demeanor is at once hearty
and digrrified. She shoked my hand: "You could be my son; in my day
girls married at 16."

February 15, Monday evening

Clearing snow no. 2. Outside from half past seven in the morning until
half past five. Pains on the snow-covered way there via Mockritz and
Kaitz to N<ithnitz. I found the shoveling easy, the standing around was
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bearable-but now nevertheless very tired and my hand is trembling. A
gray-haired man in uniform and with a goatee, roads inspector, not only
very humane, but also very clearly and emphatically expressing his sym-
pathy and his dissatisfaction. [... ] OId Social Democrat [... ]. At half
past four we marched down to the Elysium, where we handed in our
spades and where we must "report" tomorrow at 8:00 e.u. It keeps on
snowing. - Eva came up with the Possendorf bus, chatted for a while
with Magnus and myself. (She looked on as she had done when I was
leaming to be a gunner on the Oberwiesenfels.) I walked as far as Zschert-
nitz with Eisner, a shopowner from L<ibau, and the roughest and most
proletarian man in my squad. In the middle of the conversation, he began
to weep. "My son! He is mentally retarded, by himself he is helpless, and
they have taken him away and I'm left here!" Utter love for the thirty-two'
year-old idiot [ . . . ]. I comforted him. Chatted a lot to the elderly traveling
salesman of a big coal firm. One feels close to the whole grouP; not much
work is done, the day passes. The breaks for food in the little shed. I was
given half a cigarillo (broken in two) as a Present, I inherited a sandwich,
with liver sausage even. - Everything was bearable-but what will hap-
pen tomorrow?

It does disturb me after all, that Magnus talks so matter-of-factly about
my angina. His favorite subject of conversation: equestrianism.

Steinitz, the haveling salesman, garrulous but warmhearted, is writing
the history of his coal firm (Weinmann or somethin& one of the two
biggest in Moravia) "in English" (as an exercise) "more anecdotal" than
business history. So yet another curriculum vitae.

February 17

Fear again after being told of house searches, in which private papers

were tom up.

February 18, Wednesday evening

Yesterday and today "mustered" at the "Elysium," marched off, Lange-
marckstrasse as far as the Tott House, continued along the main road in
the direction of Kaitz. [ . . . ] Different foreman, different supervisor, again

both were very humane and anti-Nazi. "Don't say that we treated you
well, not at the Community either, rather say we were bad; otherwise we'll
be in trouble." - "Don't knock yourself out." - "Look, I can't tell you,
'Work more slowly,'you have to know that yourself," etc., etc. The senior
superviso4, a younger man, Puts in a brief aPPearance only in the mom-
ing. The foreman always with us. Fifty-five, glassblower until 1930, then
unemployed for a year, since then municipal worker. Social Democrat,

trade unionist, house search in'33. Entirely for us. But timid. Lets us go at
half past four, makes things easier as far as he can. Nevertheless I am as-

tonished how well I keep up. [. . . ] Yesterday a young woman or lady,
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stopping: "But that's too hard for you" (meaning all of us)-"You're too
old, and one can see that you have other professions"{with passionate
emphasis:) "That'swl.atGermany has come to!"

The foreman tells us: "The snow came too late, the ground is frozen to
a depth of a yard or more, the potatoes have suffered. At Christmas I had
to dig up potatoes near Magdeburg, they were damaged." - Such are
today's consolations. - Low spirits yesterday because of unpleasant re-
ports of new house searches in which papers were destroyed. As a result
Eva off to Pima today heavily laden. I shall place this page inside a book,
inside the Lanson bibliography of Voltaire.

Today Frau Dr. Magnus brought her husband lunch. Eva's visit set an
example. Lr the builders'hut, the doctor was greeted by a man in uniform,
whom he had treated. Likewise, by someone on the street as we were
working,

February 19, Thursday evening

Work (toward Kaitzer Weg) and eating place as yesterday. Breaks pro-
longed by fifteen minutes each because of more severe frost [ . . . ],
stopped at four, nevertheless more exhausted and chilled than previously.
One fellow worker, MtiLller by name, without the star, "privileged mar-
riage," has a small, formerly large leather factory in his wife's nam*four
workers instead of seventy, lack of material, everything rationed, [. . . ],
no real leather at all, only ersatz stuff. [ . . . ] Blum, the foreman: two sons
on the Eastem front. Huge losses. Victory impossible. And America is
coming. A quite ordinary man! Further: They won't destroy Bolshevism,
that's impossible. - He and Steinitz told us all about the giant furnaces of
the glassworks that swallow whole wagonloads of coal at a time and pro-
duce thousands upon thousands of bottles in a few hours. - But despite
all that, the hours creep by, and it is a pointless waste of time, and how
much time do I have left with my "angina symptoms"? I have been a la-
borer now for almost a week. It's an insult.

For the first time an anti-Semitic remark by a young passerby: "Just let
them work! It's good to see them working for once." - Magnus is again
and again addressed by passing workers, on whom he operated.

Febraary 22, Sunday morning

On Friday shoveled our way to the fust houses in Kaitz before the mom-
ing break. Then to the barracks of the [municipal] works department on
Zellscher Weg; shoveled snow for the never-ending remainder of the day
down in the university quarter (Hempelstrasse, Zeunerstrasse, etc.: names
of former colleagues). Shoveling snow with a view of the (new) univer-
sity! Unfortunately, the clock tower of the Lukaskirche was also constantly
in full view. The minutes crept by. - Yesterday, Saturday, 25 degrees of
frost in the morning; back at Zellscher Weg again. Right next to our hut a

t7
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pile of cinders. Sift it break off the frozen top layer with a pickax, crush
the larger pieces with a ram. ln a group of four. The rest away with a hand-
cart to put down the cinders. A prolonged morning break because of the
cold and finished at a quarter past one instead of a quarter to two. Distri-
bution of wage packets. Names without "Israel." (Roads inspector: "I've
got too much tact for that.") Much standing around, but also a great deal
of effort, cold and hunger. I had been very much looking forward to the
half Saturday and the whole Sunday. Tiredness shatters plans and mood.

[ . . . ] Hands chapped all ovet feet and legs bruised.
I...I
The group: Dr. Magnus-Alsleben,67, very youthful, orthopedist and sur-

geon, horseman above all, son of a horse dealer, had been a bit of a rake.

Married at 55, wife (brings him his food) twenty years younger, simPle
pleasant mannet Aryan; my guess is he married his receptionist. Only
university-educated man apart from myself. Range of culture and inter-
ests not very extensive.

Steinitz, the traveling salesman. Boasts that he knows every joke, of
which 99 percent are sexual. (All of these old men like to tell and hear sex-

ual jokes.) Is writing the memoirs of his forty years as traveler for Wein-
mann's, the coal wholesaler, "in Englistr," constantly quoting Shaw in
English. Has had a cataract operation on one eye, is blind in the other. Face

ol a fat, old woman. Good natured, self-satisfied. Also 67.
Milller. The starless leather manufacturer, business in his wife's name.

Quiet man, a gentleman. Well into his sixties. Always has a little bottle of
schnapps; I get a swig. (And from Steinitz, a pipe of tobacco or a supple-
ment to my blackberry tea.)

Aut'richtig. Imposing, very tall, white-haired. Works (like Miiller) only
half days. Seventy-two. Retired farmer. Was tenant of large Silesian es-

tates. Retired to a house on the Weisser Hirsch. His daughter, a doctor,
broke down, mentally ill-done away with. Father received notice of
death.

Eisner. The loud, proletarian country Jew, like an old horse dealer. But
had a fashion shop in Ltibau. The man with the deported idiot son.

The others: Businessmen, mostly shopkeepers. Very unpleasant is a cer-

tain Schein, clothing shop in a working-class quarter ("600,000M tumover
a year in the good times"). Criticizes everything without grasping the sit-
uation, a danger to the group. Blum, the foreman (something of a stage
character [. . . ], small, tough, resourceful, puckered-up roguish face,

mane of light brown hair): "We are already under martial law and must

work, and everything counts as sabotage-and that goes fot you more
than anyone!" I to him: "We are very happy to be with you; don't pay any
attention to the one man who is putting the whole group at risk. We always
stand with one foot in a concentration camp and the other in Poland."

A very hoary old, little man, Bdhm by name, very senile, with small,
fixed blue eyes, fumbling feebly around.

In time the remainder may also tum into individuals for me.
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In the barracks yard there is a coming and going of municipal workers.
All very friendly to us wearers of the star. At the heap of cinders an older
man cirne toward us, friendly and smiling: "That's the wrong way to do
i! you have to do it like this; it's easier too." I: "It has to be leamed. Also
my body isn't used to it. tn the war I carried ammunition. Afterward I
stood at the lectem over there"-I pointed at the TU [Technical Univer-
sity]-"and now I'm shoveling snow here." -Will I still have time to write my books? Every moming my fingers are
numb when I wake up. The blood does not circulate properly anymore. I
first became aware of the breakdown of Grete's mind in 1938 in
D<ilzschen, when she repeatedly told me with a spiteful, radiant smile:
"Your fingemails are gray, too, that's a sign of a poor heart." Since then the
symptoms have become more pressing.

1...I
Yesterday aftemoon distribution of the wage packefs. For the days from

Saturday, February 14, to Sunday, February 21, I received a provisional
payment of 30M, no tax deducted. I informed the pensions office of this
secondary income for "snow removal" and wrote to the foreign currency
office that I was paying the money into my blocked account, since the
works department of the City of Dresden had handed it out to me, despite
my declaration that I was not allowed to receive it in person. - The whole
thing would be a comedy, if it were not an insult and took up so much of
my much more limited time.

t...I
The hated Estreicher has met his doom. Sent to a concentration camp,

which amounts to a death sentence. The man enriched himself at the ex-
pense of the defenseless Iews. He will have known too much for the
Gestapo.

February 24, Tiresday evening

While I did not leave the house on Sunday, a storm raged outside-with-
out snow. The next day the whole stretch by the Totl House and down to
Kaitz, the whole of the single lane which we had cleared was destroyed
again, simply by snow blown from the fields. [ . . . ] AU day yesterday we
worked to clear a path once more. Likewise today until the moming
break. Then N<ithnitzer Strasse had to be cleared; tomorrow we are to go
up the hill again. We stood around in the aftemoon; toward evening I
come home exhausted. Then housework.

Every day the impression grows stronger that a crisis is drawing near.

February 25, Wednesday, before six o'clock in the morning

ln pitch darkness up an hour too early, before five. If I lie down again, I'11
oversleep and have to go out unwashed and without breakfast as I did re-
cently. Sometimes if I'm too early I read aloud to Eva-today she was still
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asleep. So a little time gained for the diary. (Lr the aftemoons there is al-
ways so much to be done in the household and so much time is needed to
eat one's fill.)

It does me good to be with people who are all older than I am. Most are
clumsier, weaker, more sickly than I am, all are closer to death, and all
leading qrite unintellectual lles as a matter of course. All of them get less
out of each day than I do, go to bed at nine. Admittedly: Which of them
still has business he would like to bring to a conclusion? - Basically no
difference between old and young. When the older ones are by themselves
and they have no need to maintain an air of dignity, then 90 percent of the
conversation is filled with jokes about sex. Apart from that, eating and
drinking-just as in the last war. - The serious conversation is of course
about one thing: How much longer? [ . . . ]

I...I

February 26, Thursday evening

Yesterday spent the whole day a long way out. Cleared Kaitzgrundstrasse
along Kaitzbach stream from Mockritz up toward Cunnersdorf. Moun-
tains of snow. [ . . . ] Ate in a primitive barracks. At midday our good fore-
man, Blum, took his leave of us. Unexpectedly summoned for an
examination, perhaps for labor service on the Eastem Front' An older
worker took charge of us temporarily. One trembles at every change. I was
very careless. Two French prisoners came PasU I did not notice that they
were preceded by a German, who was in charge of them, and chatted with
them for a little while. It can mean concentration camp, if it's reported'
How did they feel? - They would like to go back to France. Was I a pris-
oner too? - Not really, but I wasn't allowed to talk. - They understood.
"Il faut que l'Allemagne perde la guerre." - "Faut pas parler!" - As they
walked on, one of them said to me: "Bon courage!" (To his question as to
why I could speak French, I had said I was a university professor.) -

Today I was free, so that I could fetch things from the clothes store and
talk to Heise, the lawyer, our Aryan trustee, with whom only Estreicher
has negotiated thus far. Then housework all aftemoon, now dead tired,
and tomorrow shoveling snow again. The lawyer not entirely unpleasant,
evidently lives from the administration of ]ewish houses, but appears to
proceed in a straightforward maruter, does not appear to want to squeeze

anything out of me. I told him I would hold on to the house to the last, I
was in ill healtlu and my widow Aryan. - At the clothes store I was lent a
pair of lace-up boots with thick rubber soles, which were too large, and
paid three marks for a secondhand pair of rough woolen work trousers,
and four marks for two pairs of thick socks. - No possibility of getting off
the snow clearing. For that, I am at the mercy of the Jewish practitioner,
Dr. Katz (of whom everyone speaks very badly), who is too afraid to de-

clare anyone unfit for work. -
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Yesterday an article about agricultue in the East, which was very much
of a damper. It will be a long time before it is capable of providing any-
thing significant for us; the yield of the Ukraine is overestimated, the Ger-
man difficulties are underestimated. - At the same time, a declaration by
Hitler to his old guard, with whom he used to celebrate the Foundation
Day of the NSDAP [February 24] in Munich. He could not leave the front,
since the thaw was already beginning in the Crimea, and he was making
preparations for the offensive. He will carry on the war until the Jews have
been exterminated, who for their part had wanted to exterminate the
Aryanpeoples.

t...1

March 1, Sunday

Great tiredness, muscle pains in my calves, sore fee! my hand incapable
of guiding the pen. Incapable of intellectual work. Yet the shoveling is car-
ried on very slowly. But constantly in the open air from half past seven
until half past five, exerting oneself physically. Tioo little sleep. If on Sun-
day I wash myself down thoroughly, listen a little to Eva's playing, make
a scanty diary entry, read a few pages aloud, then that is a great deal. I am
constantly fighting the need to sleep. -On Friday moming, to my ioy, I met Blum at the Elysium. The group
had been given permission to use the E bus; Blum waited for me. He had
been released because of his teeth; otherwise he would immediately have
had to go to the East to build roads. On the way we talked about the war,
he thought as I do. Worked on the road along the Kaitzbach stream again.
Big, beautiful winter landscape, shetching into the distance, high-lying
fields, the snow glittering in the sunshine, the stream incised far below,
bare trees beside it. A four-in-hand, powerful workhorses pulling their
coal wagon from the road into the field: impressive image. [ . . . ] On Sat-
urday to Zellscher Weg again, then finished clearing Langemarckstrasse
and its continuation to Kaitz. (We had begun the job at the beginning of
the week, after the storm last Sunday, then abandoned it again. Our orders
arc very muddled.) Saturday work ended at half past one. At home:
housework. Ida Kreidl and Frau Pick were here in the evening. I could
hardly keep my eyes open. -About two weeks ago, we heard that Miiller, cigarette manufacturer,T2
years of age, was taken to *re concentration camp with Estreicher. Three
days ago: The Community has been notified of his death. Concentration
camp is now evidently identical with a death sentence. The death of the
person transported is notified after a few days. - My friend Professor
Wollf, Julius Ferdinand Wollf of the Dresilener NN, has committed suicide
with his wife after several house searches. Admittedly, he is said to have
been going blind.

Inquiry from the foreign currency department "for the pulpose of re-
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assessing your monthly allowance." Apparently therc are going to be very
considerable reductions. Constant fear of house searches. The Gestapo are
said to be creating the most dreadful havoc.

ln the East the Russians are attacking day after day.

March 3, Tuesday evening

Yesterday a considerable thaw, moming and midday breaks in a little old
house in Altzschertnitz; from there we cleared Mtinzmeisterstrasse as far
as the Si.idh<ihe road. Then a long walk down to Mockritz, to Gostritz,
worked on a road running toward Ndthnitz-Bannewitz across a deeply
cut stream. Hobbled home very painfully on damaged feet. The roads su-
pervisor made a short speech: He had been very satisfied with us, he

hoped that we would continue to be lucky, he had recommended us to his
colleague; admittedly, there was someone there with one of those (circling
movement on his lapel, indicating a Party badge). Apart from that, there
should be only three more working days for our grroup, discharge would
be on March 5. I can hardly believe it; it would be too good to be true. Tak-
ing leave of Blum tumed out very brief and ill-humored. We stood around
together for the last quarter of an hour and were very exhausted.

t...I
So today I had to be at Wdlfnitz lnn at a quarter to eight. Torture getting

there. Out of the house before seven. Black ice, darkness. The no.9 at
Wasaplatz so packed that I got on only after begging to be allowed to do
so because I had to get to work, and I had to cling onto the edge of the plat-
form. Changed to the no. 7 alOpernplatz.

March 6, Friday

Yesterday, after twenty days duty (on one of which I was not present), the
group was discharged. Slip in third "wage packet": 12L working hours at
70 pfennigs an hour = 84.70, of which L2.07 is income tax, leaving 72.63-
but I think another L5 percent Jews' "social compensation" is deducted as

well. The foreign currency office has already inquired, how much I eam
"monthly" on labor duty. I should always pay my wages into my blocked
account, I was not allowed, for example, to credit it to my allowance.

So on the last three days havel through the city to Wcilfnitz. From there
march to Altgorbitz. The usual road-workers' barracks in a comer of the vil-
lage, Lesskestrasse. From there mardred up the hill to the first houses of
Pesterwitz. Avery icy and snow-clogged road toward Gorbitz to be cleared.
Usual wo& usual view over a snowy landscape, not very different from
before. Only this time the knowledge: Dtjlzschen and your house are close
by! Then another repetition of earlier feelings: You used to drive your car
here! Regnavi---sum sine regno. Everything else also repetition aside from
very minor variations. The moming passes more quickly, the aftemoon is
hard, but we stop about an hour before five. The long march back together,
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now the long joumey home as well. On the first day, the morning break
came right at thebeginning, before we climbed thehill to our place of work.
Then the time until middaywas endless and very exhausting. Tuesday and
Wednesday were like early spring: thaw well under way, a greenish shim-
mer on the tsees. Thrce harcs were playing on the snow covered field. Un-
fortunately, the little Hitler Youths we.e ptuy-g in Gorbitz and followed
us, jeering and shouting. Then yesterday moming, snow fell again; very
pretty in the gray of dawn was the way the snow stuck to all the trees in the
GreatGarden, marking everycontour. Increasingly cold as we worked, and
a strong icy wind blew without letup. It made itself particularly felt when
we changed our workplace after the moming break. There is a hack across
the fields from Kesselsdorfer Strasse to Nausslitz. Here the wind was terri-
bly shong. Mittens and shovels iced up, thu grip slipped in one,s be.
numbed fingers, the iry snow stuck to my shovet btade, my face stun& my
nose ran, my eyes hurt, I felt dizzy.Even the foreman found the situation
unbearable. But we had to wait and stay where we had been working until
the roads supervisor tumed up with our payment. [. . .] The new people:
It was not quite as sociable as when working around Kaitz, but the ahno-
sphere still humane and courteous. The roads supervisor an elderly and
rather phlegmatic man without the warmth of the supervisor over there.
The foreman, a [ttle humpbacked and bad-temperedJooking, but friendly
in a comradely fashion, did his best to chase away the little HitlerYouths on
skis who swarmed around our hut on the last day; himself not veryfond of
ha.nd work, considerate toward us, using a pickax to break up the stuffthat
tud been frozen together; in favor of finishing early-"but don't let anyone
see you!" Unconcealed philo-Semite: Traveled all over Bavaria as a peddler
for a ]ewish textile company, Sommerfeld, in Chemnitz, taking thi goods
with him in a car, and remains very attached to the Jewish house. It seems
as if very many people in the municipal streetdeaning deparhnent-the
pen slipped, I had to Iie down on the settee for a while, after all I havebeen
up since five o'clock-were in other professions before'29, '30, and then,
after unemployment, found refuge in municipal employmen! Blum was a
glassblower, the new foreman a peddler, his colleague a roofer. This roofer
the most interesting man in all the three weeks. The Party member we had
been wamed about. Fifty years old, finely chiseled features, a little reminis-
cent of the Nazi Party's favorite types, enthusiastic worker, dropping up
the snow into huge cubes. He soon became friendly and obliging to atl of
us, chatted, helped didn't hound anyone, He spoke his mind to Magnus, in
part also to me. Already a committed Party member before ,33, Social
Democratic workmates behaved badty toward him. We were being heated
harshly, mistakes were certainlybeingmade-but the Fiihrer did notknow
about it, and National Socialism as a whole was the only Truth. Convinced
of Germany's victory and England's destruction, convinced above all by
what the newspapers report-however neither stupid nor brutal. He talked
about air-raid ddlls. I said, Dresden wasn't worthwhile [as a target] for the
English. He: Military targets were not what cotrnted for "them.,, ,,Iust look
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at Parisl" (Yesterday's attack on German armaments plants there.) "Six

hundred dead, 1,000 wounded-and all Frenclu not a single German!" Btttl
think for every one believer like that there are by now fifty unbelievers. And
the proportion of those who are pleased to see us working, or who shout
abuse, to those who express sympathy, is probably the same. After we were
dismissed, I quickly walked to the tram alone, taking a shortcut,
Hofwiesenstrasse. An older man, probably a tradesman, came toward me.

"You must be working out here?" - "Yes, clearing snow." - "You must be

getting on a bit too." - "I'm sixty." - He, as he walked on, passionately to
himseU: "That rabble, that damned, godforsaken rabble." It was a consola-

tion for the little Hitler Youths. - During the last few days the loquacious
Steinitz, the coal traveling salesman retired, talked about himself and com-
plained about his wife (Aryan, twenty years younger); she gets into a tem-
per, shouts abuse at him, calls him her misfortune, but does not want to get
a divorce, because otherwise her financial situation would be so bad, but
looks after him touchingly, is hysterical. Schein, the clothing-shop man, got

on my nerves with his grumbling and his utter laziness. There was a lot of
gossip about the Seliksohns-everyone is on top of everyone else in the

Jews' House in Strehlener Strasse. - I came home very exhausted with sore
hands and feet; I feel very fatigued today.

According to Kitchen's inlormation from Zeiss-Ikon, where they al-
ways know everything, and sometimes it's even true, the group is already
going to be " deployed" again next week. Should I nevertheless be granted
a longer break, then, after working up my reading notes, I should like to
describe the three snow-clearing weeks in the form of a seParate study, in
the same way as I recorded my days in prison.

The worst thing recently is the constant anticipation of a house search.

We are again and again totd frightful things about the squads carrying out
the raids. -Today came the ban on using the tram "out of consideration of the re-

peated undisciptined behavior of Jews on the trams." In the last few
months it was preceded by restriction to the front platform, ban on travel-
ing in the rear carriage, ban on traveling by bus. When one hears what
Kdtchen Sara reports of drivers' remarks, then there seems to be fear be-
hind the ban, a desire to isolate [us]. But joumeys to work and from work
to home are allowed. Yesterday a circular "for strictest compliance": no
"unnecessary corespondence," "Puchase and stockpiling of medi
cines . . . to be restricted to the utmost," "the use of electrical appliances is
likewise to be restricted to the utmost," ban on buying or subscribing to il-
lustrated or weekly periodicals. Ban on using food couPons not marked
with a J.

In the newspaper: Dentists refuse "cosmetic treatrnent " because too

many are needed in the army. 
-Annemarie 

said that there is a shortage of
space and of doctors in the military hospitals. But Isakowitz is in London,

and Magnus, orthopedist and surgeon, is shoveling snow.

t...1
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The cold more severe again today, the same explicitly reported from
Russia. [.. . ]

March 7, Saturday evening

t...I
The house searches have got as far as Wasastrasse. There Steinbery the

pharmacist, was told: "Why do you not all hang yourselves?" and they
showed him how to make a noose. Ida Kreidl reported it this moming
[ . . . ]. The sickening feeling of anticipation. Eva says: "To me the very sec-
ond when the earth shook in Naples was interesting, the second when our
car crashed into the field-I find this interesting too."

March & Sunday morning

The stiffness of my finger joints, my hands going to sleep when I lie
down-angina-I must go to the doctor. To whom with this star? Katz, the
Jew, is said to be impossible, an Aryan can refuse me or accept me out of
pity. People speak highly of Fetscher, who was a young lecturer at the TU
duing my time as a dean. I must try to forestall another demand to be a
laborer. Otherwise, marked thaw, the rooms cold, shortage of coal. -Conversation at breakfast: Were the shortages in 19L8 greater than
now? How can one make a comparison? l/fith. what awareness does the
present generation face the shortages, do they experience them more
strongly or weakly? - There is as little a science of history (at most we
know what happened, nothow it came to pass) as there is a science of aes-
thetics. - [ . . .] Ore can always only interpret subjectively, not know ob-
jectively. [ . . .] Que sais-je? And que sais-je? I as a Jew [know] of the
present frame of mind of Aryan Germans? . . . With all that: Yesterday Ida
Kreidl told us: "'They' were at my brother-in-law's at haU past ten on
Sunday moming. He had a barber with him, and his ears were boxed be.
cause of it." - Hochgemuth slipped Eva ten cigarillos for me yesterday.
"How many blows if they sulprise me as I'm smoking?" Eva laughing:
"How young one will feel if one is hit." - In my desk I found seven un-
used pencils. How many blows? - Now back to the Levin notes again
and this diary page into the reference book.

Evening

The whole day very happily at home. Read aloud a lot, made a lot of notes
on Levin. "Th"y" did not come. The waiting grinds one down. Eva took
apart an electric fire, I divided a bundle of penciJs among several drawers.
Nothing is safe.

I...I
For the two of us the currenry office conceded, from April, an al-

lowance of 190M, out of which 84M have to be paid for rent and storage.
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Thus only a crippling 53M each for food, gas, Iaundry, repairs. The reserve
at Annemarie's will probably last until the beginning of ]une. Why think
any further? The future is completely dark, the end, one way or another, is
close.

March 9, Monday evening

By midday, two-thirds of notes on Levin, volume 2, completed. In the af-
temoon a time-consuming visit by Steinitz, who brought a couple of in-
teresting books. As he was about to leave, a messenger from the
Community brought the order to report for "snow removal" again tomor-
row (March 10 to 14). I have not seen a doctor, I submit to everything fa-
talistically.

March 15, Sunday

Paid yesterday for the working days Tuesday-Saturday, March 1G-14, and
absolutely exhausted today. In many respects it was an exact repetition of
the first period of laboring. The same roads, across which the snow had
been blown once again, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday from the Toll
House and over the Kaitzbach stream, the road to Cunnersdorf on Friday
and Saturday, starting from Mockritz a) the route from Kaitz to N<ithnitz,
b) the Altgostritz-Ncithnitz road. The same works-department huts for
our breaks, often a considerable distance from where we were working,
the same people in charge: Blum as foreman and a couple of others al-
ready familiar to me, as roads supervisor the same tall Guards cavalryman
as recently. The same squandering of time with only short periods of
work, the same great fatigue simply as a result of all the walking and
standing around outside. The last two days were especially dreadful: We

stood without shelter in an easterly gale, which swePt across the fields
without interruption. My hands, my nose, my feet. On the niSht of the
twelfth to the thirteenth (Friday) there had been 20 degrees of frost in the
city, up in the open countryside there had been 29 degrees. Around mid-
day the sun brought a thaw-but only wetness, without warmth.

March 16, Monday

Recovered a very little. - It was really only my workmates who were
new. Only leather manufacturer Miiller was there from the previous gang.
Seventeen people reported; until Friday I was Part of a group of 7, then I
was together with the whole group. Most were lost in the crowd [ . . . ]. A
few stood out: ]ohann Neumann, by now an old acquaintance, whose

company I sought. He was very cheerful and optimistic, once in particular
he was quite bumptious when he arrived. He had heard from an "ab-
solutely reliable source" how catastrophic the situation in the East was:

"Let's hope the English get here before the Russians, so that we have an
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English occupation and not a Russian one." He looked after a Herr Perl, an
ailing gentleman in his seventies, urging him to do nothing. The Commu-
nity had sent Perl out with the best of intentions: As long as he is working,
he does not have to "teport" to the Gestapo. These demands to report are
now a favorite method of torture. The man (or woman) summoned for
half past seven. Has to wait, is thrown out, told to come again, and is
chased all moming like that. In between he is struck, kicked, even spat on.
Threat of prison, which is sometimes made good after eight or ten days.
"Reason": with Perl it was a little pack of tobacco found during a house
search; with a Frau Neumann, the mendacious assertion that she had
walked through the Great Garden, whereas in truth she used the permitted
road bordering it. (But a Gestapo driver saw her "coming out.") They
asked Perl: "With whom does your son associate in England?"

With Neumann, mm;r' a conversation on Jewish things in connection
with Levin, on which I had just finished making notes. - Schleimer, a
(business) representative. Somewhat boastful, usually good-humored, at
times quick-tempered man. The interesting thing about him was how he
wallowed in wartime memories. - He played the role of the hero, whose
services remain secret. Much talk about war service also with Neumann.
Altogether: The |ews' favorite topic, immediately after the Gestapo and
the current situation: their participation in the 1914-18 World War.

In the large group: Dr. Fried, tragic figure. Late sixties, south German
army doctor, surgeon-major, then medical officer in the Pensions Office
(assessor on invalid cases). Completely alone. Sons overseas, his wife scle-
rotic and mentally ill, a couple of weeks ago he took her to a ]ewish hos-
pital in Koblenz. She was "raving a little sometimes," "could not hold her
urine and excrement, we had so few underclothes and had to wash each
piece ourselves, the nurse was evacuated, I could no longer manage it all.
On the way there she was as gentle as a lamb, she looked charming, with
a film star's head, once we had untwisted her braids, I did not even know
that she has such a fine head. An SS soldier said: 'You have to stand, Jew!'
I showed my identification as surgeon-major and war veteran. 'I don't
care! You stand!'Later a policeman in uniform said to me:'Thke my sea!
sir, sit down!"' The man cooks, sews, looks after himself all alone. Does
not make a desperate impression.

Dr. Glaser, the lawyer, long, snow-white hair, mid-sixties [ . . . ]. Gamr-
lous-half senile, half touched by genius. Is a "privileged" lew (mixed
marriage with Christian children), wears medal ribbons. Is not a member
of any church and philosophically a monist. Was wealthy. Art collection
("degenerate art") [ . . . ], plays the violin. We are to be invited.

Standing out from the crowd: a Hungarian Jew, blond, European-
looking, with the Hungarian's broken-sounding German. Naturalized, his
Aryan wife has a shop for baby clothes on Prager Strasse and is now re-
questing him as a worker. He tells us that in Hungary the Jewish laws
have gone through only to a tsery limiteil extmt. No star, doctors still practic-
ing. Seliksohn, about whom there is so much gossip. Neumann was al-
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most blunt in waming me about him, they shoveled coal together. I asked:
"Is there anything definite against him?" - "I don't know of anything,
but he's too forward and I find him very disagreeable." On the very fust
moming Seliksohn invited the two of us over. Eva was for accepting. To us
he is interesting. He makes no bones of his Communism. [ . . . ]

On our way back on the last day: Gimpel; seemingly cheerful, harmless
man, mid-fifties, Jew's star, spectacles, the left lens black. Tells me: artist,
was chairman of the Dresden Association of Graphic Artists, well known
for his advertisement designs. - Going blind, left eye completely blind,
cataract, right eye badly affected, Berlin professor does not want to risk an
operation. Because of high blood pressure, the still partially sighted eye
must not be strained in any way. The local ophthalmologist, Aryan, says:

"Working in the snow is very bad for you, I shall tell the Jewish medical
assessor so." [n this case, as always, Dr.Katz, the ]ewish assessor, refuses
a certificate-the man has to shovel snow. Alleviation: He pretends to
shovel, Blum and the roads supervisor were even more patient this time
than recently. During the moming break, BIum told Hit1er jokes, the roads
supervisor opened up to me in a private conversation: How the Nazis had
harassed him because he was an SPD man, how the war was lost. . . On
one occasion another gang was working close by, workers partly from
Austria and Bohemia, partly from Freital. Their mood altogether anti-
Nazi. A complete stranger as he walked past me: "Well, Professor, how's it
gorng?" (BIum throws the title around.) - "Thanks, it has to Bo." - "lt
won't last much longer!" -Cohn was at Frau Voss on some kind of errand. He said to Eva in pri-
vate that he had told Dr. Fetscher, who is treating him, that I was anxious
about my manuscripts. Consequently he was passing on a message from
Fetscher: I could bring my papers to him, Fetscher. The first and only sign
of decent feelings among my colleagues at the TU. -Friiulein Ludwig sent a fish's head for Muschel-as an Aryan she had
got the fish from friends. Fish is exceedingly rare and completely prohib-
ited for the ]ewish household. Instruction: Cook the head immediately,
bum the bones! The fear of the Gestapo,90 percent of all conversations
among Jews revolve around the house searches. Everyone knows of new
cruelties and robberies. - Friedmann, who was arrested recently-a large
quantity of wine and bottled fruit is said to have been found in his
roorrts-is now in a concentration camp.

Friday is very important. At midday on Friday relatives bring under-
wear for the prisoners in the police cells. As long as the underwear is ac-

cepted and exchanged for used underwear, then the man is at least still
there. If the underwear is refused, then he has been transported to a con-
centration camp. Elsa Kreidl comes home almost consoled: "He's still in-
side." (For four months now-no one knows why.) [r the last few days I
heard Auschwitz (or something like it), near Ktinigshtitte in Upper Silesia,
mentioned as the most dreadful concentration camp. Work in a mine,
death within a few days. Komblum, the father of Frau Seliksohn, died
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there,likewise-not known to me-Stem and MtiLller, in whose homes the
banned pastoral letter had been found. - Buchenwald, near Weimar, is
said to be not necessarily and immediately fatal, but "worse than prison."
"Twelve hours work [a day] under the SS," says Seliksohn. -A comfort to |ews in general are the ileath notices with a swastika. Every-
one counts: How many? Everyone counts how many still fall "for the
Ftihrer."

So, yesterday aftemoon in the )ews'House in Strehlener Strasse. Ano-
tice on every door: "Here resided the Jew Werler . . ." -"Here resided the

|ewess . . ." These are the people who have been evacuated, whose house-
hold goods have been sealed up and are gradually being removed. So fust
of all to the reviled Seliksohns. Very friendly welcome with real tea and
home-baked cake. The woman looks unhealthily puffed up and pale. One
room. TWo beds, good washing facilities, bookcase. The conversation pro-
duced nothing new Except he got worked up about Karl May, "that crim-
inal," and of course he was the Fiihrer's favorite author. We: He could not
do anything about it. After that with farmer Aufrichtig for a while, who
lives opposite on the same hallway. The Reichenbachs are his subtenants.
Aufrichtig's wife, bent by age, an estate manager's wife, almost a stage
character, could not be more Aryan. Farming [ . . . ] and the usual weigh-
i.g ,p of the possibilities and of when. During our laboring days,
Aufrichtig had boasted about a contact and promised me potatoes; this
was the ultimate reason for our visit. Now the potatoes had also given out
here. However, Seliksohn, a diabetic (Aryan diabetics are allocated veg-
etables, but not Jewish ones), is going to give us a bag of potatoes in ex-
change for a packet of dehydrated vegetables.

The food shortage gets worse and worse. I nibble whatever the better-
supplied Kdtchen Sara (she eats less and receives a lot from her mother)
leaves lying open or partly eaten. A spoonful of honey, a spoonful of jam,
a little piece of sugar or bread. Yesterday a thick, already-cut sausage was
lying on the table. I sliced off a minute scrap. Soon afterward I heard Eva
chasing Muschel out of the kitchen: He, too, had wanted to steal from the
sausaSe. -Lr the newspaper a few days ago: The seven thousand (2000) Dresden
nursery gardens are switching over half of their acreage to vegetables:
give them your flowerpots for rearing plants and buy fewer flowers! Now
a ban on Jans buying llwers has come out. Not a day without a new decree
against Jews.

We are in great need of bread, potatoes, and coal.

March 17, Tuesday

Eva came home from her arduous shopping expedition with one foot
completely failing her and had to lie down for a couple of hours. What
will happen if the foot trouble gets worse? I am completely tied and am
afraid of the street. One of the two womery who for days have been tor-
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mented with summons to the Gestapo, falsely accused of having been in
the Great Garden, has now, as the ubiquitous expression puts it-"been
kept there," i.e., is in prison.

t...1
I made notes on Ben-Hur. t. . .] I am slowly coming to grips with

Arthur Rosenberg's Origins of the Gernan Republic. All of itis intended one
day to benefit the final volume of my Curriculum. I have no other choice
except to work as if I were completely certain of tomorrow and the day
after tomorrow. And yet from day to day I am reckoning on some catas-
trophe-arrest, disappearance into a concentration camp, etc. - It has
been made impossible for me to continue writing, the manuscript [of the
Curriculuml is out of the house, I don't have a tn>ewriter. So I shall study
whatever I can get hold of. Two things interest me: the rise of National So-
cialism and the history of Zionism. (I shall not even mention LTL IT's al-
ways there.)

March 19, Thursday

I...1
Que sais-je? I know nothing about the past, because I wasn't there; and

I know nothing about the present, because I was there. - That's what goes
through my head while reading Arthur Rosenbery'sThe Origins of tlu Ger-
man Republic, Berlin L928.

Eva's foot is very bad once again. The never ending errands, the pave-
ments, the carrying. She stays in bed for a couple of hours whenever pos-
sible, then I read aloud. As today The Mnn in thc Dark: Th, Lrfe of Sir Basil
Znharoff, the Mysterious European by Richard Levinsohn (Morus). I shall
probably finish the whole of the little volume. Basically the same view of
history as the one Hitler always emphasizes: The arms manufacfurers
bring about world war in order to make money out of it. Except Hitler
says thc )ew is behind the armaments people, and the whole thing is
merely the "democracies" doing business and not Germany. Whereas
Morus says Krupp is involved as well and clubs together with Patiloff.

March 2Q Friday evening

Today in the newspaper, reductions in the bread, meat, and fat rations (}{
pound bread, 3% ounces meat weekly, 9 ounces fat every four weeks).
That, at the time of the greatest shortage of potatoes and vegetables! Also,
after a couple of mild days, it is just beginning to snow again. We do not
know whether we should be happy or despair. We are very short: no cer-
tainty of bread for the next ten days, potatoes for about another four
meals, coal for less than a week. - But the impression on the people must
be disastrous. - Eva is at an end with her nerves and with her feet.

I am slowly finishing off Rosenberg's Origins of thE Republic. Tremen-
dously interesting; nevertheless, often I can hardly keep my eyes open
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from hunger and fatigue. It is very ral€ now that I stand up after a meal
having eaten my fill.

I no Ionger have the necessary peace of mind to read. I should so like to
go on with the Curriculum. But I have had to place all my papers else-

where. [ . . . ]Also every day I expect a new summons for labor service.

t...I

March 22, Sunday

What does Eva always have in her handbag, out of fear of a house search?

Soluble vitamin tablets, shaving stick, cigarette tobacco, sweetener.

Yesterday, because of our extremity, Eva went begging to Pima. She

came home with a heavy load: a basket of potatoes, about two pounds of
bread, a can of French beans. Bread couPons are supposed to follow; if
they don't come, we shall be literally starving as of Tuesday.

t...1
Yesterday evening with Ida Kreidl and Frau Pick. Treated to home bak-

ing. But one constantly has to comfort Ida Kreidl, who is on the verge of
collapse, and this moming she was up here again weeping-she cannot

bear it any more. Frau Pick, the seventy€even-year-old, is much more able

to cope. - Via Zeiss-Ikon, Kitchen Sara reports new house searches and
suicides.

March 24, Tiresday

So far Annemarie has let us down with bread couPons; Eva exchanged
margarine coupons for a four-and-a-haU-pound loaf, but how we shall get

through the one and a half weeks till the next couPon issue is a mystery.
On top of that the complete lack of potatoes. Today Eva taught me hpw to
prepare turnips. I can do it quite well. I find momings the hardest. Shiver-
ing (in the unheated room), feeling hrngry and falling asleep with weari-
ness at my desk is usual. Then I took in Kiitchen Sara's kitchen to see if I
can steal a spoonful of jam or a piece of bread, but that is only possible
when there is so much there that she won't notice. And I always worry
that she will nevertheless become suspicious. I also keep my miserable se-

cret from Eva, who usually returns from shopping at about two o'clock
with a sore foot, heavily laden but nevertheless unsuccessful.

Were at the Glasers on Sunday. The husband somewhat senile. The wife
looking youthful at fust sight, but then wom-out after all' One daughteq,

of about thirty years of age, has become mentally ill, one son abroad.
"Privileged" marriage. He and Eva played violin sonatas by Mozart and
Beethoven. That is, he imagined he was PIayrnS. In reality his violin pro-
duced only a quiet scratching and no real tone anymore' The Neumanns
were there with us. From him I borrowed Hlsf ory of the lews in Gennany by
Ismar Elbogen (the husband of cousin Regina Klemperer, the brother-in-
law of the musician Ofto Klemperer), and have already read three'
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quarters of it, as well as (for reading aloud) a German translation of Dis-
raeli'sTancred.

Steinitz was here on Monday aftemoon. Very happy when Eva played
for him. I had borrowed a couple of books from him recently. Of these I
have already worked through Rosenberg's German Republic, but cannot
manage to finish the notes on it, also I want to keep the book in exchange
for something. - After consulting Dr. Neumar! the Jewish 

,,legal ad-
viser," Steinitz had applied for his allowance to be raised, supporting his
claim by reference to his wife's Aryan status and to her illness. It really
worked. As a result I have made an appointment with Dr. Neumark for
Thursday aftemoon, to attempt something similar.

The attempt to take the house away from me is now at a very serious
stage. Bergel, who was so friendly and such an anti-Nazi, has betrayed
me. Presumably he succumbed to temptation. He has now, as I have
leamed from my "Aryan trustee," Heise, the lawyer, become a "political
officer"; he recently tried to acquire the house for 1.2,000M (the remaining
tt400M would be needed for repairs!), he has now dug up a legal para-
graph, according to which a ]ewish house "being used for commercial
pulposes" can be expropriated. His application is supported by the local
authority in D<ilzschen. ('The man has the only grocer's shop in
Dcilzschen," says Eva, "of course he's on good terms with the local
bosses!") Heise writes that the legal position will "cause headaches," since
my house was only later converted to commercial use by the present ten-
ant. At the same time, the tax office is demanding property tax for the time
in which I mysell was no longer living in the house. Heise has appealed
against this. At the same time, to be on the safe side, he has had me pay
him 200M in advance. How long shall I be able to keep up this struggle?
My reserves still amount to 643M. Once they are finished, I shall have to
pay all taxes from my pension alone. But we have too many worries to
bother thinking about any others. We live from day to day for as long as
we are allowed to live. One thingmusthappenin the course of the coming
months: Either Hitler perishes or we do. At all events the end is near. We
intend to await it calmly. Ida Kreidl's example is a waming, she comes to
us weeping two or three times a day, or has to be comforted in the street.
Again and again she declares that she is depressed, that she has to die,
cannot go on an)rmone; again and again one has to give her new heart. -At the Glasers, Frau Neumann told us that she spends a great deal of
time in the moming and the evening taking essential things out of their
hiding place and putting them back in their hiding place. And occasion-
ally she cannot find something again. For example, her husband's brief-
case. - The house searches are the nightmare weighing on all of Jewry.
New cases all the time of beatings, abuse, thefts of every kind (recently
also of money), arrests, summons to the Gestapo (especially feared). Every
day I reckon on it being our tum next,

I feel it very badly, that I cannot continue working on the Curriculum
(since all my papers have been brought to Annemarie). I read as much as
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I can and take notes-but it is in some degree a waste of time after all, and
of necessity I proceed unsystematically, always dependent on what I hap-
pen to be able to borrow. It is all supposed to be for the benefit of the last
book of the Curriculum and of the LII, but the years 191.9-L933 remain to
be writtery and I had to stop writing a few pages before the end of the sec-

ond volume. In the moming, when I wake up and my hands hurt and my
feet are numb, when my throat hurts as I am walking and the pains shoot
down my left arm to my hand-then I often think that neither my Dix-
huitidme nor my Curriculum will ever be concluded. In the moming I
usually feel low; in the aftemoon I pull myself together.

I...1

March 21 Wednesday

Kreidl taken to a concentration camp. The women here in the house keep
silent about it, the gossip headquarters at the Zeiss-Ikon factory knows all
about it.

Yesterday an elevating Goebbels speech. On the whole, the unusually
cold winter had tumed out favorably for the Axis powers. The Russians
were not "in the heart of Europe" the English were not in Tunis. Naturally,
after two and a half years of war, things were a little harder for us as well.
Food rations had been reduced, if necessary "radical measures would be
taken." (Threats, not bread.) On the other hand, they would try to ease

things wherever that was possible, thus, to general jubilation, the radio
programs had been "relaxed." (Music, not bread.) A great deal would im-
prove if, despite the tensiory we would all treat one another with courtesy.

Almost every day Frau Voss reports the most vehement Communist re-
marks by the tram drivers. There appears to be a particular hotbed of dis-
satisfaction here.

LTL Why is "liberalistic" pejorative, "socialist(ic)" neutral? In both
cases the ending "istic" does indeed entail a narrowing and a partial un-
dermining, a\ "as 1t." Liberal means Benerous. To be liberal, also rn rhe
party political sense, therefore, is to be generous or tolerant on every side.
Someone who is liberalistic, on the other hand, is only pretending to be
liberal. Likewisrr Social entails a sociability that is to the benefit of society
as a whole: Beneficium dare socialis res est-To be charitable is social be-
havior (Seneca). Socinlist(id restricts the social to a single party or to the
political relationship, limits it dogmatically. Comparisons; "pacific" (in
"Pacific Ocean") = peaceful in general; pacifistic: narrowing it down to the
political.[...]

March27, Friday, toward evening

With very great difficulty completed meager catchword notes on Rosen-
berg's German Republic. Very poor state of health. I suffer a great deal from
the unheated room, my cold hands, the constant tiredness. -
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Recently Seliksohn said in utter seriousness: "I cannot eat pork and
black pudding. That's a five-thousand-year-old tradition in my blood."
His wife put in: "But you eat ham." - How great an effect does tradition
have? What shakes me in Elbogen's Hrstory of the Jews in Germany, which
I have now plowed through to the end and will make notes on, is the
precariousness of my position as a German. Equal rights for Jews not
until 1848, restricted once again in the 1850s; Then in the 1870s anti-
Semitism already stronger again and, in fact, all of Hitler's theory al-
ready developed. I knew very little of all of that-and perhaps did not
want to know anything of it. Nevertheless: I think German, I am Ger-
man-I did not give it to myself, I cannot tear it out of myself. What is
tradition? Everything begins with myself.No, certainly with my parents.
If in his youth Father had accepted the American rabbinate he was of-
fered . . .

I am considering writing an appendix to the second Curriculum vol-
ume drawing on my current study reading: Que sais-je? Of the events that
I witnessed, what did I really experience and how? That would be psy-
chologically interesting and would allow a couple of facts of general im-
portance to be introduced. -Yesterday at Dr. Neumark's, the very Oriental-looking "legal adviser"
(i.e., the lawyer authorized for Jews). On Steinitz's advice, to risk an ap-
peal on the "allowance." Like Steinitz, I deployed an Aryan and ailing
wife. Amore important factor tumed out to be that I am living not on as-
sets, but on a state pension. Neumark's opinion was that the allowance of
190M would most likely be increased because of that. - Neumark's of-
fice is by the Kreuzkirche; I had to walk there and back. Neumark, in his
early fifties, told me of great resentment in Austria, also expected a
speedy end. -Latest restriction: "It is to be emphasized that Jews are not allowed to
store foodstuffs, but only to buy as much as they need for immediate
consumption." I asked Neumark how much was one then allowed to have
at home (e.9., the whole sugar ration for a four-week period?). He replied,
that depended on the Gestapo whenever they searched a house. - Dread
of this house search dogs me day after day. The most dangerous time ap-
pears to be eight o'clock in the evening.

I am reading Disraeli'sTancred with great pleasure. [ . . . ]
LTI. Death notices under the swastika: "Sunny," which flourished

in the first two years, still appears, but more rarely. "Full of life" appears
in at least four out of five notices, and just as frequently the news, by
which one is deeply shocked, is "incomprehensible." All three expres-
sions are life-affirming and in this context emphatically unchristian. Re-
ligious formulae ("as God wills" and the like) arc oery rare,but the rune
signs (Y,t) are also the exception. Now infrequent, no, only less fre-
quent, by no means unusual: "For Fi.ihrer and Fatherland" and "in
proud sorow."
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March 31, Thesday

LTL The language brings it out into the open. Perhaps someone wants to
conceal the truth by speaking. But the language does not lie. Perhaps
someone wants to utter the truth. But the language is more true than he is.
There is no remedy against the kuth of language. Medical researchers can
fight a disease as soon as they have recognized its essential properties.
Philologists and poets recognize the essential properties of language, but
they cannot prevent language from testifying to the truth.

1...I
We exchange margarine coupons for bread, we beg and get by. At Ida

Kreidl's we made the acquaintance of Frau Fleischer, a gray-haired wearer
of the star, godmother of Paul Kreidl. She has evidently transferred her
house in Bemhardshasse to her Aryan son-in-law. Eva went to see her and
came back laden like a packhorse and with her foot giving out. At least 20
pounds of potatoes, a jar of French beans, as well as coupons for 4%

pounds ofbread. Eva's foot gives out every day-I cannot spare her the
errands and the carrying. -An article by Goebbels in Das Reich appears to be disseminated every-
where. "We lmd lo rcduce the rations; the timing is unfortunate,butwehad
fo. Every act of black marketeering will mn the risk of a heavy sentence, of
the ileath smtmce." -Also in recent days: People who travel only for plea-
sure run the risk of concettration camp. At every point now the threat of
senselessly harsh punishments. Altogether the senselessness of the very
harsh punishments.

April 2, Thursday evening

Neumark had given me grounds for hoping that my disposable allowance
would be increased. The currency office has rejected my application.
190M, i.e., L06M for eoerything aside from rent. Eztery "lewbhhousehold"
is permitted the same 100M amount (excluding rent), no matter whether it
contains a single person, a married couple, a married couple with a child.
Indeed in one case the sum is said to have been allocated to a family of
five. I have available reserves at Annemarie's, which will last eight to ten
weeks. -

Jews prohibited from entering the railway station; |ews prohibited
from engaging Aryan tradesmen "for personal needs." (But the cobbler in
the ]ewish clothes store is to be evacuated. So where to take one's tom
shoes? There are morre such question marks. Our dirty laundry has been
piling up here since December. Our vacuum cleaner is broken in half.)

I finished reading Disraeli's Tanued aloud.l. . .l
Today for the first time doubts whether LTI really provides the material

for a book. Actually it's only about a handful of phrases and expressions.
But what should I do with my time now? First, the Dix-huitiEme was tom
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from me, then the Curriculum-now I am collecting reading matter that
fits in with the LTI plan. [ . . . ] Today I borrowed Steinthal, Uber ilas luden-
tumlAboutlrtdaisml, from Elsa Kreidl, and Eva brought me the fust vol-
ume of Houston Stewart Chamberlain from Paulig. I still have lying here
(from Steinitz) a National Socialist propaganda pamphlet in French: Hans
Keller, La troisiime Europe lThe third Europel. Also I at last want to work
through Die sozinlen Strdmungen [The social currents] by Th. Zegler, the
companion piece to R. M. Meyer's Llteratur des 19. lahrhunilerts [Literature
of the 19th centuryl, which I inherited from Gerstle. Thus, for a couple of
weeks, I am provided for. I also borrowed the novels Saninby Archeba-
shev andFrieilemann Bach from Elsa Kreidl for reading aloud.

With dl of that my main interest every day is: How shall I get enough
to eat? My main desire, to be able once again to uninhibitedly eat as much
bread as I need. -The general situation unchanged. It can go on like this for years yet.

April 5, Easter Sunday, evening

Springlike weather for the fust time. - At the Neumanns' in the after-
noon; Glaser also there with his soundless violin (Frau Glaser begged off;
her mentally ill daughter needed care). [ . . . ] Balance sheet of the holiday:
four suicides among the |ews so far. A married couple, summoned to the
Gestapo after a house search, took Veronal. A tailor and a businessman
hanged themselves in prison before transport to a concentration camP. -New evacuation hansports have left Berlin and several other cities. -
Against that From April 15 all public officials will get a revolver. A symp-
tom of the general mood. The tenseness of the situation and, correspond-
ingly, the cruelty in judaeos increase daily. Latest decree: A jew's star is to
mark the front door of Jewish homes.

[ . . . ] I read my way into H. St. Chamberlain. I read a trifling amount of
Friedemann Bach aloud. - V"ry difficult to eat one's fill.

A few weeks ago Ida Kreidl brought me a huge stack of writint paPer,

which she had found among Paul's things. It was hidden in the cellar. I am
now using a small part of it-the rest went back to the sheltering dark.
Nothing, really nothing at all is safe. Anything can be stolen, anything can
be the cause of boundless cruelties. - We have not had toothpaste for
weeks. Not to be found anywhere. Nor toilet paper. So far we have man-
aged to buy very small quantities of paper table napkins. We have been
unable to get our laundry done since December. I am almost down to my
very last shirt and handkerchief. - Eva cut my hair-barbers don't do it
(or only as an exception, for which one has to beg). - t . . . I

April 7, Tuesday morning

Yesterday, Easter Monday, not out of the house; the rest of the Easter reck-
oning reached us nevertheless-via KAtchen: another fzuo suicides in the
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Turmeck [Jews'House], which was ravaged recently (the fifth and sixth
there); dreadftrl house search in the ludenburg, the big, Jewish tmement
block on Strehlener Strasse, where we have visited the Reichenbadrs, the
Seliksohns, the Aufrichtigs. The Gestapo tumed up there, 15 stron& on
Thursday or Saturday, at any rate at five o'clock on the day before a holi-
day, at a moment therefore when everyone had bought their provisions.
They took away all the provisions (ration-coupon prooisions!), fats, meat,
vegetables, they found. There is said to be have been no lack of beatings.

I read a lot of Chamberlain and repeatedly fell asleep over the book,
partly because of general exhaustion and, Iiterally, purgs of hungeq, partly
because of my inability to understand philosophical writing. It is aston-
ishing that I have made my career with such narrowly limited intellectual
abilities. (Equally astonishing: with so little knowledge of my subject!)

The only cheerful impression at this time in which every day is more
burdensome: that it already gets light so nice and early now. We still suI-
fer from the cold-but at least the battle with darkness is over.

April 11, Saturday morning

Each day brings a change for the worse in the general ]ewish situation and
in our particular situation, and each day I feel my heart failing more and
more. I have to stop in the street, my throat hurts so badly. I tremble
and feel faint before any excitement. - We are sure to lose the house now,
and it is as good as certain that we shall not be paid a penny. The penulti-
mate state of things was: Berger wanted to get the house in refurn for pay-
ment of the mortgage, the remaining sum (at least 4,500M) would be
swallowed up by necessary repairs. Heise, impartial in his own way, re-
fused, as I had not given my consent. Berger and Drilzschen authority de.
clared: The house was now being used for "commercial purposes," so it
could be expropriated immediately. Heise objected: But it was a private
home when it was let, the case has to be clarified, and I had not given my
consent to the sale. [. . . ] Yesterday Kiitchen told us from ]ewish sources
that Krihler, the Party representative at the Jewish Community, called "the
Jews'Pope," that Kdhler "was foaming at the mouth at the philo-Semitic
Heise." - Early this moming a registered letter from the "President of
Bautzen Adminiskative District": Heise is no longer trustee, his place is
taken by a real estate company. That means, therefore, that the house will
be wrung from me. All efforts, worry, everything that has been put into it,
in vain. -Nor will anything come of raising the allowance. The regulations
change from day to day, from place to placg according to whim. "The pen-
sion remains disposable, it's eamed income": at the beginning Neumark
relied on that, that's how he had got Steinitz's application through.

Now they say: Pensions are savings, cotrnt as assets, are not disposable.
Then Neumark wanted at least to extract another five marks a month for
me, because my Aryan wife has problems with her foot, and when she
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goes shopping in town has to eat lunch there. A doctor's certificate is now
being demanded for that, which I shall have difficulty supplying.

In connection with these efforts, I came into somewhat closer contact
with the Glasers. He wrote to me that he knew what to do, I went to see

him, but instead met with his wife and (for a moment) his daughter; the
couple visited us the next day. The advice was trifling: Eva, as an Aryan,
should approach the currency office herself. But there she is granted only,
case by case, what she can prove she needs for herself alone (for a dress,
for a joumey). Glaser is a curious mixture of senility and eccentricity. He is
a musician and does not notice, that he does not get a note out of his vio-
lin. He is an art collector (engravings, etc.), he had read the Zola section in
my history of French literature and attacked me stubbomly, because I de-
clare Zola's determinism and his optimistic hopes of education to be con-
tradictory he himself has written conrmentaries on tax law. He does not
appear to concern himsel-f excessively with his family. He lived in Berlin
for two years, he roams around the skeets and in his thoughts. (He is
"privileged" and does not wear the star.) Worries seem to be left to his
likeable wife, who must be in her fifties. She grumbled a little to me re-
cently. The daughter, a quite goodJooking little blonde of thirty, is men-
tally ilI, is afraid of people, of her own relatives, suffers from feelings of
inferiority-sanatorium and psychoanalysis have not helped at all, there
is a risk of suicide. She is a master dressmaker, she used to have a flour-
ishing business, now survives only with difficulty. She declares she "is un-
able to cut out anymore." Her mother helps her. There is supposed to be a
son as well--doing tand-labor service somewhere. The whole atmosphere
very depressed. "My husband doesn't notice it so much . . ."

What we heard from the Turmeck, about the dismissal of the "philo-
Semitic" Dr. Heise, is true. Detectives came to make inquiries because of
the seven suicides. They were thrown out by the Gestapo.

New decree in judaeos: [ . . . ] Even on the way to work fews are per-
mitted to use the tram (in Dresden) only when the distance from home to
place of work is more than five kilometers [three miles], in Berlin more
than seven kilometers [four and a haU miles].

We are now facing complete starvation. Today even turnips were only
"for registered customers." Our potatoes are finished, our bread couPons
will last for perhaps two weeks, not four.

April12, Sunday

What have we been talking about every Saturday for months wlth lda
Kreidl and Frau Pick? (Yesterday, by the way, downstairs again, instead of
up here: downstairs there's heating, and downstairs there are still cakes
sometimes-we are the beggars of the house, and K6tchen has to do labor
service.) About the most recent house searches and suicides. When and
how will the house search take place here? About the evacuees. Are they
still alive? No news for months now. Shall we have to go? How much
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longer? Will they murder us first? - Yesterday something unheard of.
After five months a sign of life from Emst Kreidl: A card from Buchmwalil.
The ioy at it was shattering. He is alive, he is not in Ausdrwitz, he is per-
mitted to write every two weeks and receive pos! he is permifted 15M a
month----one can hope that he will survive!

What Kiitchen reported today about a colleague at work is both charac-
teristic and consoling. He was held in the Dresden police cells for three
weeks, because he had signed a letter without "Israel." He had an easy
time of it. Work together with Aryans, good warilers, tolerable food. The
warder told him not to lose heart, it would not last much longer. On leav-
ing: If they bother you too much, or if you don't have enough to eat, "then
just sign your name without Israel again"! You'll be all right with us!

April 18, Saturday toward evening

Put aside the diary for a whole week, took notes on Chamberlain, in order
to give back the fust 500 pages (a volume in itself) to Paulig, Afterward
Eva's foot, which gets worse every day, was so bad, that I could not expect
her to tackle the winding staircase there. Shopping in town is becoming
ever more troublesome and unrewarding (one follows on the other!). Add
to that begging trips for potatoes (to Pima and to Frau Fleischer, whose
house on Bemhardstrasse is a long way out).

This moming a card from Frau Neumann: I had comforted her husband
so well once before, he was very depressed, could I visit him, without re-
vealing that it was at her suggestion. I went there. |ust outside our house,
a young man, blond and brutal-looking, shouted from his car: "You
wretch, why are you still alive?" Perhaps a Gestapo creature. I found Neu-
mann alone at home; he looked thin and pale. To begin with I asked him
about a source of potatoes-at the start of the winter, the Neumanns had
said they were getting regular supplies and werc not suffering from a
shortage. I also received a bagful from them as a present. Neumann told
me: Nine Gestapo men had been therc-not a house search, merely an in-
spection of the apartment with a view to taking it over. The men beat him
without cause, hit him in the face and spat at him; they broke a hanukkiah;
it was since then that he had been so downcast. I heartened him, it helped.
His wife came--delighted, he was already looking betteq, my patemal in-
heritance was making itself felt! A pity only, that the rabbi has no effect in
his own home and onhimself!

April 19, Sunday

From the week before last: Glaser wrote that he knew what to do in the
case of our disposable allowance business. I went to see him and found
him alone with his accordion. At my urging, he picked it up and played
for a while. He said: "I play the violin quite tolerably-I can't play the ac-
cordion." Self-criticism! Perhaps my "quite tolerable writing ability" is no
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different from Glaser's violin playing, which produces only a faint
scratching sound. As regards the allowance, Glaser was no help at all. An-
other ]ewish lawyer here had helped Dr. Simon, I should ask this other
lawyer what to do. But Dr. Simon is licensed to treat Jewish teeth, there-
fore has an eamed income, which means that his case is different from
mine. With Glaser, for all his intellectual activity, I always get a definite
impression of senility. -Three men tumed up here, I really thought it was the Gestapo to carry
out a house search. But it was only "Customs Investigation Department."
It concerned Kiitchen Sara (who happened to be out); a matter pending for
some time. She has spent my share of rent in addition to her allowance, a
foolish deceptiory since it was bound to come out sooner or later; she will
certainJy have to pay a fairly high fine, perhaps go to prison and will then
have a "criminal record." But now I have been embroiled in the affair: I
should have known that I was not allowed to give any cash to a "safe-
guarded Jewess." I defended myself: As far as I had known, she had al-
Ways immediately paid the money into the house owner's blocked
account, stating that her own rent made up only half the amount. - I had
to go to the tnvestigation Deparfirent, which occupies a floor of a tene-
ment block in Moczinskystrasse, comer of Lindengasse. Chief Customs
Inspector Otto, who questioned me and then dictated the statement to a
typist, was uncommonly nice and at pains to allow me to display myself
to the all-important currency department in all my innocence. [ . . . ] Inter-
esting to me was the man's complete cluelessness with respect to the mis-
eries of the |ews. "It isn't far for you to come, Professor, you take the tram
from Wasaplatz to Georgsplatz . . . Ol:v you are not allowed to talce the trnm?"

- During the questioning: "First name?" - "Victor Israel." - "By which
name are you known?" - "Yictor." - "FrAulein, underline 'Victor."'
What Neumark recently told the Neumanns is of a piece with this civil ser-
vant's cluelessness. (He has a furnished room with the Neumanns in
Winckelmarmstrasse and regularly receives permission from the police to
visit his family on the weekends. His wife (Aryan), with his son from a
fust marriage (Aryan) lives in Werderstrasse. His stepson has taken over
the parents' apartment there in his name.) So an Aryan, who was not a

Nazi, not anti-Semitic, said to Neumark: "America's entry into the war
must really have given the Jews a great lift; I now see many more |ews on
the streets than beforg they have the confidence to go out again." Neu-
mark retorted that the ]ews were more frequently to be seen on the streets
because they were forbidden to take the tram. The man was completely
unaware of this. -

To Steinitz on Friday aftemoon. I had to go there once, so as not to of-
fend him; I did so reluctantly, because he always complains about his sick
and hostile wife. She is Aryan and believes that he has brought disaster
upon her, but does not want to get a divorce-presumably for financial
reasons. Apartment-they still have a whole apartment-in Reichenbach-
strasse-has a direct view of the Lukaskirche. At the front door the few's
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star above the bell and "Steiritz' nameplate, in the middle of the door the
Aryan wife's visiting card. (Things are similar/ but worse, on the floor
above us: Emst Kreidl-at present in Buchenwald-with the Jew's star; in
the middle of the door on a very large piece of cardboard: "Frau Elsa
Kreidl, Aryan.") Steinitz, who does not look his 55 years (nor does one no-
tice the cataract on one eye), proudly showed me all kinds of books and
pictures he has collected. Also the manuscript, written "in English," of the
anecdotal history, as he says himself, of the Weinmann coal company in
Aussig (Bohemia), whose traveling salesman he was for forfy years. He
wants to send this history to his boss in the USA and hopes that it will be
printed and he will be paid for if through *iti.g this book he wants to
leam enough English so that he can later work as an interprcter and
teacher. This time I borrowed the following books: lewish History by
Joachim Prinz and H. G. Wells's The Outline of History. - Llts wife arrived,
perhaps 15 years younger, behaved quite well, but there is something un-
pleasant about her face. - At the tram stop Eva was greeted by Lange, the
carpenter (in the uniform of a corporal). She went to a pub with him, and
he had a beer and talked. He had been in Russia for several months dur-
ing the winter (until Chrishnas) as a driver for the military police. Ghastly
mass murders of fews in Kiev. The heads of small children smashed
against walls, thousands of men, womery adolescents shot down in a great
heap, a hillock blown up, and the mass of bodies buried under the ex-
ploding earth. - Typhus raging-vehicles blown up in hurried retreat. -He had also passed through Holland: hostility of the population, closed
doors, could not even get a glass of water.

Kiitchen Sara wanted to consult Professor Fetscher (my former col-
league, who offered, through Cohn, to look after manuscripts and who is
said to be very philo'Semitic). At first the nurse at the telephone refused to
consider Kiitchen's request, after all there were not so many Jews left in
Dresdery Dr. Katz, who "treated the sick," would manage. K6,tchen men-
tioned her late husband, the insurance company director, whom Fetscher
had known, and now she was told the professor would be pleased to see
her in the aftemoon. She went there and was received by the nurse, who
was in a very depressed state: The professor had just been given a heavy
fine for being too ftiendly to Jews; Frau Voss would have to excuse him, he
could not now risk treating her after all. -A very Austrian-sounding, talkativg elderly man, Steiniger by name,
was iust up here, wanted to talk to Frau Dr. Klemperer. Reason: He is an
Aryan friend of Frau Pick. If he is surprised by the Gestapo during a visit,
he wants to come up here and pass as a friend of my Aryan wife. Other-
wise he and Frau Pick will go to prison.

The day before yesterday Eva received a mysterious letter, signed
"Your Bertel" From the style and the spelling we concluded that it was
perhaps from a former maid, but found it quite impossible to put a name
and circumstances to it. - The letter was intended for Frau Voss and came
from Frau Paul (with the many men), whom I had credited with more ed-
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ucation. - The Aryans' justified fear of associating with Jews! The
Gestapo rages against every relationship. -t...1

The inherited carpet in the dining room, which I have always hated, is
thick with dirt; the heavy vacuum cleaner has been broken for weeks. Be-
fore Easter I dragged it to a repair shop near Wasaplatz for Eva, but had to
take the heavy thing all the way back again because the workshop was too
full. "After Easter perhaps." Meanwhile there was the prohibition on em-
ploying tradesmen "for private use." I discussed the case with the
Steinitzes. Analogy: They have just taken an electric lamp for repair. justi-
fication if need be: 1) The household may be ]ewish, but the piece belongs
to the Aryan wife. 2) The Jew is obliged to treat his furniture (which he is
not allowed to sell!) "with care," and our vacuurn cleaner is absolutely
necessary for that.

All *y shoes are more or less in shreds. The Jewish cobbler at the
clothes store has been evacuated. But there is still a ]ewish cobbler on Hol-
beinstrasse; I must walk over to him in the next few days. - Our laundry
has not been washed since December. Eva washes a few of the most es-
sential pieces in the bathroom.

English bombers over Gennany every day (no longer only at night).
But Dresden has been left in peace all winter. Berlin is also quiet. Lr recent
days I felt sad for the beauty of Liibeck. [ . . . ] It appeared to be an English
act of revenge-nothing but destruction of art. Yesterday I heard from the
Neumanns that there is a big blast fumace plant in Ltibeck to process
Swedish iron ore. Lange told Eva, he had heard from a comrade, there
were still hundreds or even thousands under the ruins, there were 40,000

homeless in Liibeck. Very little of all that may be true, but something olitis
true, and one [ . . . I gves much more credence to rumor or grapevine than
to the newspaper, which lies and withholds information. - Every couple
of days lists of death or prison sentences for black marketeers and food
profiteers.

April 23, Thursday

Numbers. From Berli& evidently in all newspapers, big news. Our sub-
marines have so far sunk two million tons of American shipping. The
USA s total tonnage is eight to nine million tons, ergo a quarter has been
sunk----ergo an American offensive in Europe is impossible. - On this: 1)
How are the two millions calculated? 2) According to Knaur's encyclope-
dia, in 1925 USA shipping already amounted to 14% million tons. If one
adds to that a) the growth of 17 normal years, b) exceptional grow0l as,

since 1939, the USAhas been participating in the economic war at least, c)

everything that the South American states have placed at the disposal of
the USA, d) America's enormous expenditure since entering the war-c.rn
one not assume four to five times the "eight to nine million tons"?

House searches go especially badly for Jews if tobacco goods are found.
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Eva now eats at Steue(, a small restaurant by the market hall
and the general post office [ . . . ]. She often sits at the same table with post-
women. Two were having a conversation about a theft by another woman
(which is punishable with prison or the death sentence). "She so much
likes a smoke, she only pinched packets of cigarettes." - "How did she
know what was inside?" - "Everything's so poorly wrapped nowadays,
haU open. Recently at the Henriettenstift, at the |ews' House, I handed
over an empty box and the cigarettes, which should have been inside it,
one by one out of my pocket. . ." If this conversation is overheard by an
extreme Nazi or a member of the Gestapo, then there will be a frightful
house search in the overcrowded Henriettenstift with beatings and prison
sentences for everyone. -The Seliksohns were here yesterday aftemoon. He is diabetic, and we
exchanged dried vegetables for potatoes. Yesterday they brought us 11

pounds, we are to get 55 pounds from them in the next few days. (Our, es-
pecially my, principal nourishment, momin& noory and evening, cold or
warm, in their jackets, I am quite bloated as a result.) Seliksohn pro-
foundly pessimistic: It could still take years before the regime here col-
lapses, but if it fell tomorrow, that wouldn't help us either, we would be
murdered at the last minute, only a miracle could save us from certain
death, our chances of survival stood at one percent at most. - After
months of peace there was a very violent dispute with Kdtdren about
potatoes. She has a big tub full of them in the cellar, they are already
sprouting profusely and quite rotting away. She does not want to let us,
who are going shor! have any. She makes impertinent and tactless re-
marks, that is her speciality. - I really believed that I had leamed to be
stoical in my relations with her, the last serious clash took place months
ago. But yesterday I lost all patience again. Afterward I always feel ill and
reproach myself.

April 26, Sunday afternoon

Eva's Sunday recreation: "Just to go for lunch, without carryin
and walk part of the way into town." It is very important that she gets
something to eat there, then more bread is left for me here. - Today she
retumed with news: at three o'clock "govemment declaration in the
Reichstag." We shall not be able to find out anything about it before to-
morrow: Has Sweden been occupied or Turkey, or Spain? It will be some
act of force, for sure, "to forestall the English by a few hours." - Down-
stairs at Ida Kreidl's yesterday evening, Frau Pick told us an 'Aryan' wit-
ticism: "Optimists say it wi-ll last another six weeks, pessimists, it will last
another six months." I am always afraid that it could last for years yet.

Shortages are certainly increasing. But for Aryans to the same extmt as
for us? We really are hungry. Eva begged a lot during the last few days.
Bread coupons from Frau Fleischer. Potatoes from Seliksohn in exchange
for a meager amount of dried vegetables. A blocked strip of our potato
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card was partly unblocked; I pwhed a handcart to |entsch, who stops on
Wasaplatz with his barrow, loaded 48 pounds for us, 35 for Frau Kreidl,
and she let us have another 1.1 pounds for doing the fetching. Eva carried
two heavy bags from the Seliksohns' supplier in town; I waited for her at
the tram stop and carried the bags home. From the market hall, Eva
brought the only turnip she could find, 6 pounds. When I cut the thing
open, it was completely rotten and stank. I am constantly bloated and full
of gas; I stuff a bowl of potatoes into myself two to three times a day;
bread, dry forever in short supply, is an extra delicacy, there is no fat, there
is no meat. A large part of our double ration [of meat], which now
amounts to 1% pounds a week, is given to the tomcat. We both freeze a lot,
I am always tired,Eva (much tlirrer than I) handicapped by her foot very
depressed. - And always the fear of a house search. Yesterday an eighty-
year-old aunt of Kiitchen's was beaten in the house in Altenzeller Strasse.
The recent interrogation at the Customs Investigation Department is not
the end of the matter. I have been summoned to the currenry office on
Thursday; for all my innocence I shall end up with a fine.

latest decree: lews are not allowed to stand in queues. - Jews must sur-
render: "Hair clippers-unused hair scissors, combs." |ews are reminded
on pain of seoere punishment to wear the star firmly sewn on, because stars
that are pinned or held in place by snaps could be temporarily removed.
The combs are a consolation, they reveal extreme shortage-nothing is too
wretched for them.

Just as much a consolatiory almost, is the visit I pay to the new house
trustee; the name of the company is Schrapel, that of the owner is Richter,
in Victoriastrasse. I had no reason to expect anything but a bloodhound,
because as such he has been imposed on me; instead I encountered a secret
ally-that is how much the Party can now rely on its chosen people! That
is a comfort, even if it does not help me in the end. Richter, a man in his
thirties, shook my hand, carefully closed the door on the secretary next
door, said Heise had been forced to resign, because he was too friendly to
Jews. If he, Richter, did not accommodate those people a little, I would
have a third trustee in a couple of months, which would be no good to me,
but he would like to help me; he was aware of our inhuman situation. (I
spoke my mind when I realized what his views were.) He reported: He
had already offered a new mortgage, but conversion of the loan required
permission from the Party (that is, from district headquarters, that is, from
Krihler, the brutal "pope of the Jews"), which would not be forthcoming
since the local Party official in Dtilzschen was in league with my tenant
and prospective purchaser. (I spoke my mind again.) However, he,

Richter, had another plan and some hope of success. Dcilzschen district
had cash available, he would offer it the mortgage. It was permitted to
take a higher percentage from a |ew than from an Aryan. Kcihler in turn
would believe that if the village took over the mortgage, then the house
was half lost to me anyway. Which was not in fact the case. I said it was
most important to me to keep the house, again pleaded my heart problem
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and the interests of my Aryan wife, but said as I left: "It carnot last so very
long anymore." We assured eadr other of the uhnost mutual discretion;
there is to be no written communication. - I do not believe that the house
will be saved, but the man's attitude did me good. -t...1

April 28, Tiresday

Hitler's Reichstag speech on Sunday, April 25. Going by that, it is no
longer five minutes to twelve, but 11:59. He talks about how close catas-
trophe was last winter. He says he is better prepared for the next one. So
when will it end? He says the outcome will be decided in the Easf. But
what about England? But what about the USA? Incomparably more im-
portant: He says he has only rarely had to resort to "harsh" measlres,
where obedience broke down. (So it has broken down!) Most important of
all: He demands the right to be allowed to get rid of officers, civil servants,
judges, tnstantaneously, without due process. Very important here the ex-
pr€ssions: "sentenced to be cashiered" or "remove from office and posi-
tion" "without regard for'duly acquired rights' " (three times, afterward
once again used by Goering). Cashiering > officers, "duly acquired rights"
are very old terms from the civil service code. - It's mad, it's tyranny out-
doing itseU, it reflects the utrnost insecurity, if someone already long-
invested with all dictatorial powers once again demands what he already
possesses; if a sultan expressly declares that he himself will directly inter-
vene in the justice disperued by his judges, if they practice merely "formal
law." Linguistically amusing once again the relationship to numbers.
"Napoleon had to cope with 19 degrees of frost, I had to cope with minus
50 degrees and once with 50 degrees. Even my winters are twice as grand
as other people's winters! And yet I am still victorious." Still on numbers:
the worst winter for 1.40 years. - The concentration of hate has this time
turned into utter madness. Not England or the USA or Russia-only, in
everything nothing bfi the lal. - Pay attention to the mixture of hide.
and-seek and open threat. 11.:59, but shall we live to see the end of the day?
It has by now become a firm rule: On the day after a house search there are
suicides. We heard of the new case at the same time as the Hitler speech. A
couple called Feuerstein, living in Altenzeller Strasse, had been pillaged,
then summoned to the Gestapo and beaten and kicked there; during the
night the people were found dead in their gas-filled kitchen. - From day
to day I wait for the house search to take place here. The apprehension is
always worst in the evening between seven and nine. No doubt wrongly,
for the squads are said to appear at any time of day. They are said to steal
nerything: even food that has been bought on coupons, writing paper,
postage stamps, leather briefcases. They are said to drink up skimmed
milk, etc.

I am reading Arthur Eloesser, Vom Ghetto nach Europa [From the ghetto
to Europel. The effect of LII on the Jews is worth a chapter on its own. But
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to what extent will my language history be only "camouflaged" intellec-
tual history? No, I must always hold on to this: in lingua veritas. Veritas is
part of intellectual history; Iingua provides a general confirmation of the
relevant facts.

t...1

Toward evening

Do Hitler's speeches still have an effect after all? An older worker (oliler

and worker in all probability!) called to me from his bicycle: "You damned

/ezal" Something like that makes me unsure that it really is 11:59.

A German Jew, no matter of which profession, can write nothing today
without placing German-)ewish relations at the center. But must he, for
that reason, capitulate before National Socialist views, and must he adopt
the language of the National Socialists? Arthur Eloesser/ once the open-
minded and German theater critic of the Vossische Zeitung, does both with-
out reservation.

April 29, Wednesday moming

Another house search, another suicide. A physician, a Dr. Kom, Catholic-

Jew, wife Aryan. Pillnitzer Strasse. The Aryan wife was beaten; the hus-

band was supposed to report to the Gestapo next moming. Suicide during
the night. The usual. KAtchen brings the news home from the factory. In
addition the squad's pronouncement: "We'll make sure that none of you
gets out alive." ln the newspaper, summing up the Reichstag session, it
was stated once again, that the Fiiihrer henceforth has the right, approved
by the Reichstag and therefore by the people, not to adhere to articles of
law and prescribed procedures, [and the right to] intervene directly in
everything. From that and from the ]ewish aria a path leads straight to the

methods of the Gestapo.

May 3, Sunday afternoon

The uninterrupted hauling, brushing, and eating of potatoes is slowly get-

ting on my nerves. I have to be grateful that a few couPons are released,

that acquaintances give us their share, because otherwise we would
starve. But in the long run eating nothing but potatoes is terrible. Eva is
not quite so badly off, because at lunchtime she manages to find a "meal
of the day" somewhere, even if a pitiful one, and because she needs
smaller amounts than I. -Last Thursday morning at nine I was questioned at the currency office,
Amalienstrasse. Much more brusquely than recently at the customs inves-

tigation department. "You were an accessory-you have already admitted
knowing of the existence of a blocked account." It took a long time, before
I was able to explain what I had already explained the first time. It will not
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help me much: I had not personally satisfied mysef, that Voss really was
pSrli^g on the money immediately. I am required to attend again on
Wednesday. - From the currency office I went to my new trustee, Rict ter.
He said that there was an "80% likelihood" that Drilzschen village would
takg over-th9 mortgage on my house. But will that help me? As-principal
creditor the local authority will harass me more than ever. Everything ie-
p:t + 9" h91v long the govemment holds out. "It is very sotidly o.ga-
ntzed,," said Richter.

-We lpent an aftemoon with the ill-famed and very interesting Selik-
sohns, from whom we took 55 pounds of potatoes in eichange for-a small
amoun! of dried vegetables. Seliksohn again and again attaiks the,,com-

*y'l "f 
my b3ptism, tries to win me back for national fewry. He lent me

Holitscher's Reise ilurch das jiidische Paliistina [A joumey tfuough ]ewish
Palestinel. I have just finished taking careful notes on it. euiie uncon-
verted. The Zionist Bolshevists are pure National Socialists! But I found
the book uncommonly interesting. My studies are very curious now.
Chance-{ooks I find in acquaintances' apartments. Directed chanc+I
grab everything that is suitable for my plan. It must be of help either to the
LTI or to the Curriculum or both. I have to address these things. But there,s
always the thought in my mind: probably nothlzg will be finished, neither
LII, not Curriculum, nor Dix-huiti0me. I shall fall victim either to angina
or to the Gestapo. I am never free of fear of a house search, I am never-free
of extreme tiredness-I fall asleep as I am reading and writing, walking
gives me pains in my heart. I confidently preach to others that itls ,,1.!,:59,n

but I am far from believing it myself.
t...1
At Zeiss-Ikon there is a "kindergarten" in the fews, section. Jobs that

have to be done with a magp.ifying glass by very young eyes. Girls of 15
and 16 work there. Protection of young people has been expressly an-
nulled for Jews. last week these childrcn had to work day ana iright ihifts
so that they were working 24 hours out of rE; they are paid 27 pfennigs an
hour.

May 7, Thursday lunchtime

At last a little warmer and more springlike, but the coldness in my hands,
the tingling of the frost in my numb fingertips persists.

. Cy*i.T office again yesterday moming. l50M fine for ,,knowingly

with you; if you do not comply, I shall pass the matter on to the State pios-
ecutor-y-ou're getting off lightly, I could have called in the sum total paid
to Frau Voss, that is 1175M." I signed. Financially I am no worse off.
Kiitchen had the rent reduced, had the difference of 5M deducted, back-
dated for 13 months; she is also contributing 100M toward the fine from
what she keeps under the mattress. But it,s depressing enough: I now
have a "conviction" (my blackout sentence was i summary
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this business, on the other hand, goes onto my "police record"), also for
three months the departrnent is at liberty to express its dissatisfaction at
my "compliance" and to reopen the case. All I need now is for the Gestapo

to sit up and take notice of it . . . I feel much closer to a house searcll evac-

uation, etc., than before the affair. - Kdtchen has had the stuffing knocked

out of her and is contrite, but what good is that?

From the cwrency office I went to the only ]ewish cobbler, in
Sporergasse. The man has to work for 4/l star-wearers and is overwhelmed.
He refused to accept more ttran one pair, as an act of charity it will be ready
in four weeks time; in general he requires eight weeks, and in the next few
days he will have to stop taking on new work altogether. In Holitscher's
Palestine lourney, there's a verse from a Yiddish folk song: "Ich bin a anner

Chaluz, /a Chaluzl aus Poilen;/ich lauf auf Stiefelach,/Stiefelach ohn'

Soilen" [I'm a poor lad,/ a poor lad from Poland;/the boots I walk in/are
boots without soles]. I recite it all the time now.

It is by now a standing arrangement that Steinitz comes here on Mon-
day afternoons. He brings a little tobacco. Sometimes (rarely) he gets a cup
of tea. He recovers from his wife, who is very Aryan and very hysterical,
he reports what he has heard of vox populi; Eva plays the piano. He spoke
withiome pleasure of the Aryan vox populi' But how long will it be before

there's an explosion, and will we live to see it?

Yesterday aftemoon Seliksohns here. Similar conversations, similar
mood.

t.. l

May & Friday midday

"Jew sow you only have young so you can bring them uP to be rabble-

rousersl" Gestapo Pronouncement to seventy-year-old Frau Kronheim,

who had been'summoned," as her daughter told us yesterday. (To be

"summoned"-to be sent off on hour-long walks, to rePort for repeated
abuse and blows, that is the usual torture following a house search.)

But yesterday also this. On Wasaplatz two gray-haired ladies, teachers

of about sixty years of age, such as often came to my lectures and talks.

They stop, onscomes toward me, holding out her hand, I think a former

auditor, and raise my hat. But I do not know her after all, nor does she in-
troduce herself. She only smiles and shakes my hand, says: "You know
why!" and goes offbefore I can say a word. Such demonstrations (danger-

ous for both parties!) are said to happen frequently. The opposite of the re-
cent: "Why are you still alive, you rogue?!" And both of these in Germany,
and in the middle of the twentieth century. -

I was just coming back from the Marckwalds'; Frau Pick had told me I
should pay them a visit; I would be doing a good tum. Villa in Wiener

Strasse,ilose to Strehlen railway station. Divided uP among a number of

|ews, intemal staircase, one reaches the various parties by way of a com-
mon room. Marckwald, whom I did not know, a paralyzed gentleman of
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sevmty years of age, mentally altogether intact, but legs completely para-
lyzed by some mysterious illness, sits-as he has done for years-in an
armchait, his sixty-year-o1d wife nurses him, tall crutdres are close to his
chair. Cut off from the world. He was a farmer, an official at the Saxon
Chamber of Agriculture [. . .]. He and his wife are congenial, educated
people. He was pleased to hear about other things, for once, apart from
house searches. He has already had one that was as bad as can be 6his wife
was beaten). The couple were baptized decades ago--she dare not call on
her Aryan friends anymore, their children are abroad. The husband-they
were driven out of their own apartrnent of course, sits at the table, has soli-
taire cards in front of him, reads. ("My favorite authors, to whom I tum
again and again: Reuter and Fontane.") [ . . . ]

The house in which the |ewish cobbler lives belongs to the Jewish com-
munity. It wants to install a Jewish barber there as welf to this end the cir-
cular recently requested scissors for cutting hair, and unused combs.

For months a very frequently repeated version of the war-death notices
reads: "Deeply shocked. . . still incomprehensible [to us] . . . we received
the painful news. . ." "His greatest wish, to see his loved ones again, re-
mained unfulfilled." Thery the day before yesterday, a letter from an offi-
cer serving "at the most exposed part of the front": This "greatest wish,,
distorted and degraded the sacrifice of the soldier, out in the field he
thought above all of his heroic duty. The home front should likewise act
heroically and pull itself together - The letter is without question written
to order, is without question printed in all the German newspapers and
will without question have its effect. From now on the version that goes:
"For Fiihrer and Fatherland" - "in proud sorrow" will dominate. -I fight constant tiredness; I regularly fall asleep at my desk, especially in
the momings (as today).

What kind of wishes go through my head? Not to be afraid every time
the doorbell rings! A typewriter. To have my manuscripts and diaries by
me in the house. Use of a library. Food! Cinema. Car. -The last war was such a decent business.

May 11, Monday

On May l0 there was a conunemorative article in the newspaper: The of-
fensive in the West began on May 70,7940. For me the time is divided up
like this. In spring 1940, we were just moving into the Jews' House. I was
very depressed: driven out of our house and Hitler seemingly the ultimate
victor. Then the summer tumed out a tiny bit better than I had feared: En-
gland held out, and Eva's foot improved. Summer 1940 is the time of our
beautiful, long walks. There was also plenty to ea! bread was easy to get
without coupons, fish was available in abundance. - The summer of 1941
saw the end of our beautiful long walks. If one was not in a restaurant by
six, the acceptable dishes were sold out. But after dinner we took the bus
to the Toll House, drank our apple juice, walked home, and had plenty of
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tea and bread there. At home we also often feasted on fish. Now here are

the first fine days of spring, the prelude to the summer of 1942. Since Sep-

tember 19, 1941, I am no longer allowed to go into a restaurant, I go out on

the street only if it is absolutely necessary, and as it is getting warm now, I
shall restrict going out even further-because I do not want to have the
loathsome star sewn on my jacket, where I would constantly have to look
at it, and so I am forced to wear a coat. And eating: sheer hunger. In the
last few days the quality of the bread has also Srown worse and become

more like that in the last war: It has a bitter taste, a gray color, is said to
contain turnip (the turnip that is nowhere on sale). Perhaps there is some

comfort in all of that: the prospect of an end before the next winter. But
perhaps it is only a false prospect after all? Here and there one hears peo-
ple say now that the Americans will probably attack by way of Mur-
mansk.

The tyranny grows worse with every day-probably also a comfort,
just as the deteriorating bread is. House search in the Giintzstrasse old
people's home. Women between 70 and 85 years of age sPat ory Placed
iace to the wall, cold water poured over them from behind, their food,
which they had bought on couPons as their weekly ration, taken from
them, the filthiest words of abuse. - Eva wanted to buy black silk thread.
It is given out only for mouming clothes, if proof of death is authenticated.

- An article in the newspaper, "successful swoop on Jews in Magdeburg-
Anhalt district." It brings a blush to the cheeks of the suffering national
comrade: The Jews were found to have whole chests full of foodstuffs, and

on top of that the criminal Jews had been insolent to the police. \{hy do
they lie so shamelessly? So many Aryans know how cruelly the ]ews are

being treated. Do they want to iustify themselves, do they want to PrePare
the way for new "measures of atonement"? - Frau Pick has an Aryan
friend, gray-haired man, boisterous Austrian. He, Steiniger, comes uP-

stairs to introduce himself to us; if the Gestapo surprise him, he's visiting
Eva, who now has her own calling card on the front door, to the side of the

|ew's star and without a "Sara"-(but not like Frau Kreidl upstairs, whose
husband is in a concentration camp, who has the word "Aryan!" inbig let-
ters and with an exclamation mark). Yesterday, as a Sunday treat Steiniger
brought me 1 cigarillo and 4 pounds of bread couPons: He works as a

bookkeeper in a small bread factory-which, furthermore, is threatened
by closure, because it has no gasoline to make deliveries. -

We shall be unable to increase our 190M limit inclusive of rent. Eva was

supposed to provide a doctor's certificate about the disablement of her

foo[. that would have been possible only through Hugo Krtigeq, who x-
rayed and treated her tom tendon :rl1927. She called on the man, who is
no longer practicing. He had aged to the point of being senile, and at his

clinic, which has been handed on, the records for that year had already

been destroyed. If Eva wanted to tum to another doctor now, then lengthy

examination and observation would be necessary-and the outcome

would be doubtful, since the intimidated doctors are all too sparing with
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certificates, and especially so when it comes to cases that are directly or in-
directly Jewistr, and since Eva's foot is good for days at a time and swells
up and fails her only when she overtaxes it. [ . . . ] Money? The reserves in
Pima will last two, three months, as they have now been topped up by
Kdtchen Sara-and how will things stand in two, three months, what is
the point in thinking that far ahead?

I am plowing laboriously through ZiegLer's Geistige unil sozhle Strii
fiungen des 1.9. lahrhunderfs [Intellectual and social curents of the 19th
centuryl, repeatedly falling asleep and failing to grasp everything philo-
sophicaf but it is not unprofitable. It is perhaps quite good that I am being
forced to do something to improve my general education. General? ln the
background there is always the thought of the Curriculum and LTL How
these two books should eventually be set apart from one another, whether
both will come to pass or only one or neither-no matter: I read and take
notes as if I were certain of both and of the next ten years. And thus I get
through the day in halfway-decent fashion. (Insofar as it is not taken up
with kitchen chores.)

I am reading aloud, with the greatest interest, something that John
Neumann lent me: Sammy Gronemann, Tohuwabohu. I am fighting the
hardest battle for my Germanness now. I must hold on to this: I am Ger-
man, the others are un-German. I must hold on to this: The spirit is deci-
sive, not blood. I must hold on to this: O. *y part Zionism would be a
comedy-my baptism was nol a comedy.

Dr. Friedheim presented me with a bouquet from the little almond tree
in the garden. Last year it was Emst Kreidl, now in a concentration camp,
who did so. Embarrassingly odd business: For Elsa Kreidl, Friedheim is in
a way substitute and soul mate. He keeps her company every evening,
looks after her gardery etc. The pair of them live a somewhat secluded life.
The ladies downstairs dislike him for being bad tempered, and Elsa Kreidl
(Aryan!) is not on good terms with her sister-in-law either. We ourselves
are caught between the two parties; EIsa Kreidl lends me books-but we
are only truly friends with the Kreidls on the ground floor.

May 14, Thursday (Ascension, not a holiday'

Two boys, perhaps twelve and six, not working class, come toward me on
a narow pavement. Tussling as they pass me, the older one catapults his
brother at me and shouts out: "Jew!" - It is ever more difficult to endure
all this humiliation. And always the fear of the Gestapo, hiding and get-
ting rid of the manuscripts and of paper that has not been written on, the
swift destruction of all correspondence . . .My powers of resistance grow
weaker every day, my heart problems increase every d"y.-

Because I am payingloe marks less in rent from now on, my allowance
has been reducedby tm marks.

The worst thing is the impossibility of working systematically. Mere
"improvement." Exhaustion on top of that. I repeatedly fall asleep in the
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momings. I continue with Ziegler, slowly and with little gain. In addition
a little bit of Wilhelm Meister's Tlaoels-1uite unfamiliar to me.

Surprisingty good and enthralling is Sammy Gronemanrr,Tohuwabohu.

May 15, Friday toward evening

Yesterday aftemoon to lawyer Neumark, the Iewish "legal adviser" behind
Kreuzkirche. At Georgsplatz some packers from Thamm were working.
One immediately came toward me holding out his hand. "It is very kind of
you to shake my hand" (it is more than kind, it is a dangerous demonstra-
tion). "How are you doing?" - "Badly, very badly." - "Sometime you'll
have to tell me more about it." He went back to his van. - Neumark ad-
vised that we should discuss Eva's case with Dr. Magr.us, perhaPs a cer-

tificate could somehow be obtained after all. - I met Friedheim there, who
does not want to submit in the Voss business. Neumark regretted that I had
submitted. He was very concemed about the consequences of having a

criminal record. The threat of evacuation is even more serious than before.

- Finally Neumark wamed me against Richter, the new trustee of my
house, he was a "false Saxon" and, if it came to it, would leave me in the
turch. - Both yesterday and of course today depressing because of the
German victory at Kerdr. The war, and that was also Neumark's opinion,
can last a very long time; it is unquestionable that the German side has lost,
but probably equally unquestionable that it can hold out for a long time.
And we meanwhile----since a couple of hours ago all the insults of yester-
day seem trivial and far away. Frau Ida Kreidl, whom I met while I was
shopping, reported the latest decree, she then showed it to us tnthe lewish
Community Newspaper:lewswith the star and anyone who lives with them
are, with immediate effect, forbidden to keep pets (dogs, cats, birds), it is
also forbiddento give the animals awaytobe looked after. This is the death
sentence for Muschel, whom we have had for more than eleven years and
to whom Eva is very attached. He is to be taken to the vet tomorrow, so that
he is spared the fright of being fetched and put down together with others.
I feel very bitter for Eva's sake. We have so often said to eadr other: The
tomcat's raised tail is our flag, we shall not strike it, we'll keep our heads

above water, we'll pull the animal through, and at the victory celebrations
Muschel will get a "schnitzel from Kamm's" (the fanciest butcher here). It
makes me almost superstitious that the flag is being lowered now Recently
the animal, more than eleven years old now, had been particularly lively
and youthful. He was always a support and a comfort to Eva. Her powers
of resistance will now be less than before.

May 18, Monday morning

Muschel's imminent end weighs heavily-I wish it were behind
us . . . [ . . . ] And the tomcat's end is only one especially bad shock amid a

multitude of afflictions that grow worse with every dry.-
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Aftemoon

The Neumanns were here on Saturday; on Sunday we were at the Selik-
sohns'; while we were there Katz, the ]ewish medical assesso(, came on a
professional call: We heard bad news from all three; the intention is evi-
dently to wear us down, as many individuals as possible are to be driven
to suicide. Dr. Magnus, the orthopedist with whom I shoveled snow, was
stopped on Stiibelplatz. A man jumped out of a Gestapo car: "You wretch,
why are you walking around here, why aren't you at work? This is the sec-
ond time we've seen you." And spat in his face. Magnus is working at the

]ewish cemetery now-I don't know whether as a gravedigger. - An
eighty-five-year-old man had been walking along outside the Great Gar-
den. The generalperimeter road, but 9n the park side-I leamed yesterday
that the park side of the road is part of the area of the park from which ]ews
are banned. Summoned to the Gestapo and so badly beaten that he had to
be brought home and put to bed. He was supposed to go to the Gestapo the
next moming-Dr. Katz stated that he was incapable of doing so. "Why is
someone like that taking our bread away from us?" says the Gestapo. Call-
ing to see another patient on this same Sunday, Katz was caught up in a
house search. He was detained in a side room; he heard the beating going
on next door. In this squad there is supposed to be one man in particulaq,
who, as it were, holds the office of beater. He punches in the face, kicks
with his boot, women as well. Above all, they're trying to drive old people
to their death. At the mommt they're looking for medicines and repeat pre-
scriptions with particular zeal. All of it is taken away to the accompani-
ment of many blows and summons to the Gestapo. 

-Dr.Katz, 
sometimes

addressed as "Herr Doktor," sometimes as "rKatz," is allowed to make a

call only when a patient is in a critical condition. -Katz is obviously in a
very difficult position between Gestapo supervision and Jewry. "People al-
ways see me as a Jew, and only ther; last of all, as a doctor." He has a very
bad reputation among those dependent on him. "He shits himself," Mag-
nus had already told me, "he doesn't put anyone on the sick list for fear of
the Gestapo." - "In his waiting room there's a picture of him in uniform,
on horseback, with the Iron Cross, First Class, and wearing a monocle"-
said Seliksohn. -Although, 

as I said, I understand his difficulty, the man
makes a bad impression on both of us. "Affected," said Eva summarily of
his manner of speaking and expression. There is something deceitful in his
pale blue eyes in a narrow, scrubbed face! Apart from that, graceful, ele.
gant of indeterminate age. - The general mood at the Seliksohns' was
very depressed. He emphasized again and again we would not escape with
our lives, - Dr. Katz advised us always to walk on the street in sudr a way
that the star was facing away from the road, then one was not exposed to
the Gestapo patrol cars. - We brought the Seliksohns, from whom we
were hoping for potatoe*-this time in vain--{ ounces of asparagus. Eva
carried i! because it is a pure Aryan vegetable and would see a ]ewish
bearer to the Gestapo and into prison. - At the moment there are little Ital-
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ian artichokes unrationed, which are not bought much, fust of all because
they are unfamiliar and second because they are a mere delicacy. Eva and
Kiitchen eat them reverentially-they would only make ze even hungrier.

- Recently Eva has got a fish card for herself, but whereas the |ews believe
that Aryan hunger is stopped with fish, herc, too, it's a matter of tiny
amounts at lengthy intervals. Eva received 7 ounces of cod, 3 miniature
rollmops, and a few ounces of chopped herring, which used to be unra-
tioned, and that appears to be all for a week. On the whote it really does
Iook as if general starvation is imminent.

It also looks as if Kerch is only a partial German success, and it is the
Russians who are still really on the offensive. But since the catastrophe
with the cat befell us, Eva's powers of resistance and consequently mine
also have declined very greatly.

All of Sunday moming Eva lay in bed very depressed, and I read out
the last hundred pages of Tohuwabohu in one go. I must make notes on it.
A surprisingly good book. But it cannot convert me. I cannot escape my
Germanness. But I am quite beyond nationalism. And I no longer take the
Germans to be a chosen people.

This oppressive heat, and because of the star I'm wear-
ing my coat-to the because of a tax matter (mistakenly as-
sessed for property tax). An elderly gentleman chatted to me. "I think
we're about the same age-I'm 74." Itwas the same thing at the Gestapo
in autumn-how old and wretched I must look. But yesterday there was a
pair of scales at the Seliksohns'. We used them and weighed exactly as
much and as little as on September 18, 1941,, the last evening on which,
starless, I was allowed to enter a restaurant: Eva 122 pounds, myself L45
pounds. - I then went to the adjoining house, where the |ewish conunu-
nity kitchen and an old people's home are located. Steinitz had written to
me that Herr Hammer, who is in charge of the Community library lives
there and would no doubt have books by Herzl. As far as the books are
concemed, the trip was fruitless. Also depressing. A room like a prison
cell, luggage in the anteroom. Hammer, a small, elderly man, lay in bed
fully clothed, leaped up courteously, when I entered after knocking,
roared angrily at people who wanted to speak to him after me, and, at
once flattered and vain, began to talk about attending Walzel's lectures
and his interest in theater and literature I . . .]. I was happy when I could
escape, But I did not really escape. "I shall make an effort to obtain books
for you-may I bring them to you in person?" And of course I had to
agree. -If only the cat business were over and done with. Someone else may
find it absurd or even immoral, when so many are suffering because of the
fate of their relatives. But I see how it pulls Eva down. Muschel is pam-
pered, for his last meal he got veal, as in peacetime-am I hard-hearted if
I secretly note: 1 pound-when a pound and a quarter are the weekly ra-
tion for two people? Am I hard-hearted if I wish the moriturus days were
over? Today Eva said: "The little animal plays, is happy and does not
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know it will die tomorrow." - Is there anyone among us who knows: Tb-
morrow you will die? I constantly have to repeat myself: muddled feel-
ings about the cat. I feel sorry primo loco for Eva, secundo loco for myself,
tertio loco for Muschel. Sometimes primo loco for myself. ButBva's,"You
still have your work, your production," is justified after all. And would I
be better served if I had a submissive woman for whom cooking and play-
ing bridge were enough? And do I have the right to be jealous of this great
love of an animal? And is it a pleasant thought for me that we must have
the animal, which is healthy and full of life, poisoned? -

May 19, Tueeday toward evening

Muschel f. Eva had already made inquiries lastweek. Someone has taken
over the practice of good Dr. Gross (in Grunaer Strasse), who castrated our
tomcat and put down Nickelchen, and last year died of a heart attack,
aged fifty at most. We hesitated for days. TMay news came that a hand-
over order was on its way from the Community, after reception of which I
would no longer have the right to dispose of the animal as I saw fit. We
hesitated until four o'clock-the man's surgery hours ended at five. Un-
less the regime collapsed by the very next morning, we would expose the
cat to an even crueler death or put me in even greater danger. (Even hav-
ing him killed today is a little dangerous for me.) Ileft the decision to Eva.
She took the animal away in the familiar cardboard cat bor; she was
present when he was put to sleep by an anesthetic that took effect very
rapidly-the animal did not suffer. But sfte suffers.

With bad pains in my throat I lugged up 30 pounds of potatoes from
our v.rn trader on Wasaplatz. There the man already had my card in his
hand, when a young female, dyed-blond hair, dangerously narrow-
minded-looking face, perhaps a shopkeeper's wife, stepped up from be-
hind: "I was here first-the ]ew has to wait." ]entsch served her
obediently, and the Jew waited, Now it is almost seven o'clock, and for the
next two hours the Jew is again waiting for the house search (which usu-
ally takes place in the evening).

I am making an effort to get into the second volume of Chamberlain.
Basically semper idem.

May 22, Friday morning

Eva's distress about Muschel is not passing, and I, too, am haunted by the
poor beast. I read aloud a great deal, to help Eva during the night, in the
early moming, at any time. [ . . . ] An hour ago reading was intemrpted:
weeping and shouting above or below us. Immediate assumption: Elsa
Kreidl will have received news of the death of her husband in the concen-
tration camp. Whether this is so or not the fact that we and Kiitchen im-
mediately assumed it and consider it to be almost certain is the most
characteristic thing about our situation.
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Today a letter arrived from "Ame Erik Johansson." He had "definitely
made up his mind," he writes in encyclopedic style, "to come to the spring
or autumn trade fair in Leipzig next year (because this year a trip to Ger-
many was not yet feasible, even for us Swedes)." I do not know whether
we shall pull through, whether we shall be allowed to pull through, if
things continue like this for another whole year (and with the torture get-
ting worse every day).

Midday

Our fust assumption was correct: Telegram from an SS Obersturmbann-
fi.itrrer to Elsa Kreidl: "Ernst Kreidl deceased this moming May 22, letter
follows." - We shall probably never leam why and how the poor devil
met his death. He was surunoned to the Gestapo six months ago and did
not come back. He was in the Dresden police cells for five months. His
wile was allowed no contact with him. Neumark, the lawyer, was told it
was a trivial mattet he would soon be released. He was awaited here fust
at Christrnas, then at New Year. Later I suspected he was somehow in-
criminated in the Czech business. His wife vehemently denied it. A month
ago the laundry she brought for him every week was no longer taken' Two
weeks later she received a postcard from Emst Kreidl in Buchenwald:
Things were not too bad, he was allowed to write and receive post every
two weeks, he was allowed to receive 15M a month. Then nothing more
and today the telegram. - Such a fate also hangs over me all the time.
Everyone thinks of himself. Eva said: "Muschel died three days too early;
today he could officially belong to the Aryan widow Elsa Kreidl." I
thought of the danger I was in, and Eva's thoughts wounded me. After the
first shock, Eva Kreidl will console herseU with her bosom friend Fried-
heim and even more with the feeling, as an Aryan widow of now being
out of all this misery. Ida Kreidl mouns her son Paul, deported and pre-
sumed dead. And she mourns her two condemned canaries a little. [ . . . ]

Yesterday aftemoon I visited the crippled Marckwald again. [ . . . ] Ter-
rible, how the man made his way on crutches from his armchair to the
sideboard, a distance of perhaps six feet, how he pulled himself up, how he

then let himself fall back. He showed me family pictures, gave me a tyPe-
written copy of a history of his family ("500 Years of Family History by
Ludwig Herz"), to which I must return, as symptomatic of the Third Reich.

[ . . . ] Marckwald told me that there had been two thousand lanish suicides

in Berlin since the beginning of the evacuations last autumn. The Marck-
walds also have to hand over a bird. They considered it terribly risky that
we had had our pet killed. "If the Gestapo found out about that!"

May 23, Saturday afternoon

Yesterday moming the news of the death of Emst Kreidl, in the aftemoon
the long expected house search. Essentially I was once again the innocent.
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I left at quarter to five (very reluctantly) to visit Steinitz once again-the
usual conversations, [ . . . ] the dreaded wife behaved tolerably-I came
back at half past seven. The raiding squad had appeared here at five and
departed shortly before my retum. First of all, I saw the chaos on the
ground floor through the open front door. Friedheim showed me the side
of his neck and chin, black and blue from blows, he complained of a kick
to hisbody which struck a hemia scar. Frau Kreidl and Frau Pi& had also
been beaten. In our rooms I found Eva, who was completely calm. Every-
thing had gone according to the familiar pattem. "You're Aryan?-You
Jew's whore, why did you marry the ]ew? In the Talmud it says: 'To us
every non-Jewish woman is a whore' . . ." She was sent downstairs, where
she got a couple of slaps-"stage slaps rather than anything serious," she
said, whereas Ida Kreidl for her par! complained of ringing in her ears.
But they repeatedly spat in Eva's face and on her head. In our apartment-
and likewise in that of Frau Voss, who like myself arrived after the event,
I found exactly the same chaos, the bestial devastation by cruel, drunken
apes, which I have often heard described, but the reality of which never-
theless appeared monstrous. Even now we are still sitting in this chaos,
which has hardly been cleared at all. Contents of cupboards, drawers,
shelves, of the desk, all over the floor. Tom playing cards, powder, pieces
of sugar, individual pills, contents of a sewing box strewn among them
and stamped on: needles, buttons, shards of smashed CMstrnas decora-
tions, pastilles, tablets, cigarette papers, Eva's clothes, clean linen, hats,
shreds of paper-all mixed up. In the bedroom, the space between beds
and wardrobes, thebeds themselves were strewn with things. It is impos-
sible to ascertain what has been stolen, what destroyed, what arbitrarily
hidden, what overlooked. Of the drugs and medicinal preparations, Pyra-
midin is completely gone and most of the sweetener, brown tannin pow-
der and some kind of pink throat pastilles are scattered everywhere. Every
bit of food that had been bought on ration coupons has been taken, butte4,
bacon, sugar (insofar as it is not cnrnching underfoot on the carpet-yes,
my blackberry smoking tea is down there as well)-also what meager re.
serves of gravy powder we still possessed-against that a couple of eggs
were spared-against that fermented blackberry tea had been lifted. My
writing paper was in part left here, was in part not found, d'altra parte all
envelopes have disappeared, all my visiting cards, of which I still had a
hundred [ . . . ]. Eva's calling cards were lying in the bedroom. [ .. . ] The
bottle of sparkling wine, given by Frau Schaps for the housewarming in
'34, saved up for the day of salvation, was lifted. My Service Cross is miss-
ing, some foreign coins (e.g., a gulden) are missing. Of my books, none ap-
pear to be missing, although referrnce books are said to be popular. My
manuscripts were hardly out of their folders, only the wartime letters jum-
bled up. A couple of books had been taken off the shelves, lay on the desk.
But the Greek dictionary with the last diary pages was untouched, Eva's
music cabinet with a few of my manuscripts and with a large packet of
paper untouched. The diary manuscript would unquestionably have cost
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me my life. A Mendelssohn music book lay open on Eva's music cabinet.
The title page was tom from top to bottom. - Apart from the blackberry
tea, the sugar, the cigarette papers, a whole quantity of little pieces of
gummed paper is lying on and in the carpe! I always collected these
gummed edges of stamp sheets in a cigar box and used them to append
notes and corrections to galley proofs. It's fortunate that our vacuum
cleaner has been repaired and is in working order. - So all in all we have
got away not too badly this time and have again vowed to one another to
keep our heads. But what an unthinkable disgrace for Germany.

The most difficult part of the business for me did not occur until today.
Ida Kreidl appeared after nine o'clock yesterday evening, very upse! she
had been appointed to present the Gestapo's booty at Bismarckplatz at
eight o'clock this moming. First the order had been given to Friedheim,
who had excused himself with his hemia, then to her. There were five suit-
cases downstairs, four traveling cases of medium weight, a very heavy
full-sized trunk. What on earth is in them, remains a mystery. We shall
only gradually discover what has been lost, since of course no one is al-
lowed to watch while the looting is going on. So a handcart had to be
found for these cases, and we wearers of the star are not allowed to go out
after 9:00 p.rr,r. So Eva off to the shopkeeper on Wasaplatz. Without success.

Friedheim said, the gardener opposite opens at six and would definitely
give his cart. He and I will set out together with Frau Kreidl at half past
six. - I was not able to go to bed until one; I had to climb over the chaos
on a sheet of packing paper and a woolen blanket, I read aloud for a while
[ . . . ] (unwind!), and at six Frau Kreidl was already ringing the doorbell.
Went downstairs unwashed. The gardener shut. Friedheim unable to
move. (But later he was noticeably better.) Kiitchen Sara's tiny handcart
took only half the cases. Thus Frau Kreidl and I-and essentially I-had to
trek to the station twice. The first time I dragged the very heavy trunk
from the station diagonally across to the Gestapo entrance. The second
time, on Eva's urgent advice, I took the now somewhat lighter handcart
only as far as the station, where I entrusted it to Ida Kreidl. I did not want
to enter the thieves' den again. I had very great trouble with my heart, was
very exhausted and very much the worse for wear. On Strehlener Strasse

a passerby shouted at me: "Vy'hat are you |ews doing with those cases?" At
the entrance to the building a couple of Gestapo officers (truly officers)
shouted: "You Moishe rascals!" The second load did not get there until
nine, the first admittedly at half past seven. Still: I feared the worst for
having failed to meet the time limit. At that moment I would have been
unable to help Frau Kreidl: one is so used to the greatest unpleasantness. I
feared they would keep Frau Kreidl there, they would also take further
reprisals against the rest of the Jews in the house. But they were merciful:
They merely reviled Frau Kreidl with the usual obscenities, had her drag
the cases up three flights of stairs and then let her go. - Downstairs yes-

terday these people found, among other things, a bowl of spinach; the
contents were thrown in the ladies'faces and smeared over their dresses;
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they also painted it on the bathroom door. Up here everything stank of
garlic: A couple of bulbs, which had been lying on the balcony, had been
cut into small pieces and distributed in the various rooms and could not
be discovered at once. - Apart from all foodstuffs and a pair of boots,
Frau Voss is missing two rolls of toilet paper and an electric cushion. Less
appears to have been stolen from us than from the others. -New decrees today: Ban on going to Aryan barbers' shops. (Some people
still had "connections.") "It is the duty of a ]ew to see to the care and clean-
liness of his own hair." - Replacement of spectacle lenses, repairs of
household objects must first be reported to the fewish Community; "there
must be no cosmetic repairs whatsoever." (Recently cycling on Sundays
for the purpose of making visits was forbidden.)

May24, Sunday moming Whitsun

The dining room nine-tenths cleared up, the bedroom still not, the mood
gloomy. Whitsun! Yesterday evening-for the first time in ages, there was
no Sunday tea at the Kreidls'-I was downstairs for a few minutes. The
people downstairs were after all treated more brutally than Eva knows;
she was able to refum to our aparhnent after a while. Friedheim, in whom
they evidently hated the money ]ew banker and capitalist, suffered worst.
The man is completely changed; usually arrogant and unsociable, he now
draws one into blathering conversation. He pulled me away from Ida
Kreidl, forced me into his bedroom, opened his trousers, displayed the
protruding hemia, showed the bruised half of his face for the umpteenth
time, told again and again how he had been kicked. And Frau Pick related
how these people had put a top hat on him, with his blue house jacket
then pressed a chamber pot into his hand and sent him down to the cellar.
To Frau Pick, to the accompaniment of slaps: "Do you have any chil-
dren?-And apart from putting these bastards in the world, you've never
worked?" And she was spat upon and besmirched again and again. A tube
of toothpaste was squeezed out all over her bedding, ersatz honey over
her bedside rug. -This moming we heard the fit of weeping again. The letter with partic-
ulars of the death has no doubt arrived now. Admittedly the spasm of
mouming does not prevent Elsa Kreidl maintaining the most intense
friendship with Friedheim. The two are inseparable. -

Evening

Emst Kreidl was "shot while attempting to escape," at 2:55 p.u., that is, in
broad daylight. Eva saw the printed form, completed in typescript. "Cre-
mation at Weimar-Buchenwald Crematorium," the um is at your disposal.
It is impossible to lie more shamelessly. The man certainly did not have
the faintest thought of attempting an absolutely impossible escape. Sixty-
three years old, weakened, prison clothing, without money. . . And in
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broad daytght. . . Undisguised murder. One of thousands upon thou-
sands.

May 25, Whitmonday aftemoon

Since yesterday moming Eva has been working at clearing up the chaos.
This moming I myself have been picking up the scattered halma pieces
here, and in the bedroom countless nails and needles out of the rough,
deeply furrowed runner, a labor of hours. The bedroom still looks terrible.
Yesterday evening, when it was half tidied up, Eva said, "Now it looks al-
most as it did two years ago." It occu.rred to me that we had moved into
the Jews' House on May 24,1940. The length of the imprisonment weighs
heavily on Eva. -I read aloud a great deal, to help her get over her depression. This
morning from four until half past five. [ . . . ]

Downstairs, those who had been more badly affected, still very agitated
yesterday. At the Gestapo Frau Kreidl had to drag the heavy cases one at a
time up three flights of stairs. She was harassed as she did so: "Faster, you
pig!" Then she had to go to the Gestapo once again: "There are another
couple of envelopes on the desk." They had found a linen cupboard in
Friedheim's rooms. Two cases were emptied and sent back, had to be filled
with linen once more and taken [to the Gestapo] by Friiulein Ludwig, his
housekeeper ("]ews' whore!").

May 26, Tuesday morning

I did not leave the house over Whitsun. Only when it is absolutely neces-
sary do I venture onto the street. - Toward midday Dr. Glaser came for a
short visit. ln the afternoon Steinitz. On Saturday he and his wife had in-
nocently found themselves caught up in a house search while visiting ac-
quaintances: punches to the back of the head. -I often heard of a |ewish pharmacist called Magen. The man was ar-
rested several times. His seventeen-year-old son fled, as he was about to
be evacuated, and evidently escaped. That was in January. As a result, the
father, a fifty-year-old, was arrested again, he was put in the familiar soli-
tary confinement of the police cells. - Yesterday Kiitchen tells us: "Magen
has died." - "One murder more!" - Kitchen almost indignant: "But no!
They don't do things like that at the Police Presidium, they behave prop-
erly there. He simply had bad heart trouble and won't have got any care
there." So this is no longer considered a murder but a normal end. -t. I

May 27, Wednesday midday

Eva's nerves are in a very bad state. Repercussion on me: I am reading
aloud at improbable hours of the night and early moming and am eaen
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more tired during the day than otherwise. - Thus I tumed the pages of
the second part of Chamberlain in a tormented semi-trance. But perhaps if
I had been completely fresh I would have gone through it in the same
semi-trance. Philosophy stupefies me. I shall now make only a few notes
on it. - It is not only the death of the cat and the distress of the house
search that is to blame for the exhaustion (Eva's and my own), but also
sheer hunger. Bread and potatoes--otherwise nothing, and the potatoes
are running out. - Steiniger was upstairs just now and once again gave
me 6% pounds ofbread coupons as a present. -This aftemoon Eva is going to Pirna to fetch some money. I shall give
her the diary pages of the last few weeks to take with her. After the house
search I found several books, which had been taken off the sheU, lying on
the desk. If one of them had been the Greek dictionary, if the manuscript
pages had fallen out and had thus aroused suspicion, it would undoubt-
edly have meant my death. One is murdered for lesser misdemeanors.

t . . . 1 So these parts will go today. But I shall go on writing. That is my
heroism. I will bear witness, precise wibress!

May 28, Thursday nrorning

[ . . . ] (Recently I asked Marckwald whether he had anything by Herzl in
his library. Neithcr lrc nor his wife had eoer heard the name HerzL I was so as-

tonished that I asked again:. "Herul?" - "No. People talked about Zon-
ism, but we don't know the name.") [ . . . ]

lN,|.ay 29, Friday rnorning

I find it difficult to report everything in chronological order.
Yesterday at midday I went in oppressive heat (wearing my starr€d

coat) to Victoriashasse to see Richter, the house trustee, who had re-
quested me to visit him. He said, the new mortgage on the house in
Drilzschen was almost certain ("95 percent"), but it would not be provided
out of local authority funds but by a private individual in Diilzschen. He
said further, that the extravagant bills which the previous trustee, the
lawyer Heise, had sent Frau Voss and myseU, could be contested. Kcihle+
the all-powerful fews' pope, did not like me, but he hated Heise, who had
not been willing to comply with his wishes; furthermore Kdhler was vain;
if I went to see him therefore and enlisted his help against Heise, he would
proceed against the man and help me retrieve the extra money I had paid.
I retorted that I would not go to Krihler. - "Why not?" - "If you give me
your word of honor that you will remain silent I shall tell you everything,
but if you blab it out, it means certain death for me." He gave his word of
honor [ . . . ]. I trusted him, although Neumark had declared Richter was a
"false Saxon." I think it is in the man's favor that he openly acknowledges
his situation: "I have to look after myself, I have to get along with these
people, I want tohelp you, as far as I can . . ." I gave vent to my feelings, re-
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lated every detail of the house search, said that Kcihler looks on with sat-
isfaction smoking a cig.u, also talked about Emst Kreidl's deattu of the
pets being taken away. . . Richter was horrified. Again and again: "such
bestiality," "such sadism! ," again and again: There was deep dissatisfac-
tion everywhere, and people were hardly aware of the cruelty inflicted on
the fews. He wanted to give me envelopes, since I had mentioned that
mine had been stolen; I took one "to show you that I am touched by your
goodwill." I had told him how hard it was for me to come into town and
what dangers it involved. From now on he intends to inform me about
everything in writing. ("But I must be sharp when I write to you!") -After tea at home I was busy with the potatoes, when I saw a very large
and very elegant car outside the house. Immediately afraid. About an
hour later, violent ringing of our bell. I opened the door and was immedi-
ately smacked about the ears, because I had opened up too slowly. Two
young men. It was, just as Eva said recently, a stage slap, and likewise the
kick in the pants on the stairs afterward was only suggested, but my heart
missed a beat, I suffered badly from shortage of breath and pains, I again
had the feeling of being close to death. I saw how one of the two fellows
spat at Eva in the living room, and how she remained quite calm. "We
need a small suitcase." - "tn the cellar-I'll go down with you." [. . . ] I
wanted to spare her that, but downstairs it occurred to me that she had
put things in one of the cases to keep them safe, and I did not know in
which. So I had to call her down after all. After a while she retumed with
a small wicker case, the man had not done anything else to her. The beasts
disappeared, we had scarcely been touched. Aside from the case, this time
they had merely-but for the second time within a few days!-stolen the
open butter on the plate. (We shall not have a single gram of fat until Mon-
day.) After a while Elsa and Ida Kreidl and Friiulein Ludwig came up. Dr.
Friedheim had been the target of the raid. Ida Kreidl and Frau Pick had
been less badly treated this time (still Frau Pick had been forced to stand
for two hours and had fainted, a couple of marks had been stolen from Ida
Kreidl's purse, all reserves of butter and bread-brcad!-taken, milk
poued away). These people, again with Kcihler's assistance, had shut
themselves in with Friedheim, in his rooms, for two hours; no one knows
what went on there. They had then arrested him, taken away documents,
sealed the rooms. - All of us in the house are convinced that Dr. Fried-
heim is a dead man. He still has a large fortune, so he will die in a concen-
tration camp in a few weeks. - My particular worry: that they will find
the Voss-Klemperer currency business among his papers. -From Monday, the beginning of the next ration-card period, Jews will
no longer receive any milk. - The bread is so damp and sour (tumips?
potatoes?) that I can hardly swallow it. But we have destroyed three Rus-
sian armies at Ktrarkov and "so far" taken 165,000 prisoners.

Everything here is stuffed full of soiled linen. No possibility of getting
to a laundry no appliances here to wash them ourselves, fear of Gestapo
confiscation if we take something out of storage. Eva attempted to draw
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Annemarie's attention to our plight; it was embarrassing for her to beg
openly. She came home having achieved nothing, hi.ti.g had been no
use-the others simply cannot put themselves in our position, they have
no notion of everything that is being taken from us, that we are forbidden
to do, that is prescribed for us. -Tirday Frau Ida Kreidl must hand over her canary in a pet shop, way,
way out on Bautzener Strasse, on foot. Good, that our Muschel rests in
Peace.

ln the evening I managed to rouse myself to make some notes [. . . ],
later and then today at five o'clock in the moming I read aloud [ . . . ].
And now I want to conclude my notes on the second volume of Cham-
berlairu which I skimmed through. To the very last moment I want to live
and, to work, as if I were certain of surviving. Je n'en ai qu'un trEs faible
espoir.

May 3Q Saturday morning

Eva is just now retuming the second volume of Chamberlain, which I
have only partly read. I believe, however, that I have taken everything im-
portant from it, and I have just completed the very thorough notes. These
really are the "foundations," but not of the nineteenth century, rather of
the 3rd Reidr. Strange that the funeral of Eva Chamberlain-Wagner was in
the newspaper only yesterday. They were indeed right to celebrate the
man as "seer of the 3rd Reich." Will my notes on its perfidious style ever
be used? tn the LII? In the Curriculum? I doubt whether my heart will last
out-the most recent shock was particularly violent.

Today over breakfast we talked about the extraordinary capacity of
human beings to bear and become accustomed to things. The fantastic
hideousness of our existence: fear of every ring at the door, of ill-trreahent
insults, fear for one's life, of hunger (real hunger), ever nevr' bans, ever
more cruel enslavement, deadly danger coming closer every day, every
day new victims all around us, absolute helplessness---and yet still hours
of pleasure, while reading aloud, while workin& while eating our less
than meager food, and so we go on eking out a bare existence and go on
hoping. -Yesterday aftemoon to see Marckwald. The great distress of the para-
lyzed invalid. While we were chatting, he was given a molphine injection.
He related that his father, a farmer, had had himself baptized in 1873, "his
profession required it"; he himself had been baptized at birth; at the out-
break of war had been a first lieutenant in the reserves (but already ailing
and no longer fit for frontline service). [ . . .] The man is now in his mid-
seventies. Mutatis mutandis Arthur Eloesser's problem is also my prob-
lem. The retum of the assimilated generation-retum to what? One
cannot go back, one cannot go to Zol Perhaps it is not at all up to us fo go,

but rather to wait: I am German and am waiting for the Germans to come
back; they have gone to ground somewhere.
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A great deal of reading aloud all too early in the moming. [ . . . I
Friedheim's fate is ghastly: He is facing certain death; every time the

cell door opens he will expect removal to a concentration camp, and there
he will expect the end at every moment. But do I feel pity for him? I only
think: When will it be my h:rn? After all I now have a "previous convic-
tion." And if there is no fortune to be got out of me, then nevertheless a
pension can be saved. And what else do I think with respect to the Fried-
heim case? Perhaps his housekeeper can let us have some potatoes-he is
or was supplied from his own piece of land.

May 31, Sunday morning

During the day I pull myself together, suppress, forget my fear. In the
momhg it shakes me. It is now literally fear of death. Particular worry:
the Gestapo could bring up the currency business once again. - I often
tell myseU that I was also in mortal danger in 1915. But here death threat-
ens me in a more awful form. How must Dr. Friedheim be feeling now? -

lane 2, Iiresday toward et-ening

TWo hours ago saw dispatch printed in bold letters in the Dresdener NN:
Germany has just given Turkey a credit of 100 million rei to buy arms in
Germany. And that means: Turkey is on Germany's side, or at least: She
will give Germany passage (and has more confidence in the latter's victory
than in that of its opponents!); that means an offensive against Syria,
Palestine, Egypt; it means the endless prolongation of the war. Very, very
depressed, and since my heart rebels more and more and since our posi-
tion is becoming ever more precarious, so my hope of seeing the end of
this calamity sinks ever lower.

On Sunday evening, after I had sat at home for 48 hours, short walk to
Siidhcthe, Toll House. Everything in bloom. The last time I was there, had
to fight my way uphill in the cold, against a biting wind, to shovel snow.
Then we still had enough to ea!, then we had not yet been beaten and spat
upon by the Gestapo. And even then we already believed that things were
going very badly for us. Perhaps in three months we shall say: ln ]une we
could still almost live in comfort. There is a big blue patch on Eva's arm
from the recent ill-treatment. "I thought you got only 'stage slaps'?" -"That was only where one of them grabbed me and pushed me aside."
Eva is still cleaning up. She has leamed from the experience. Things that
can "cause a nuisance" are safely packed away: Nails, needles, Chrishnas-
tree decorations were put in the cellar, many things are pushed under cab-
inets ("They are too lazy to bend down"); even the butter is now in a safer
place. The surviving solitaire cards (it was days before they were all
found) are carried around in Eva's handbag.

Yesterday toward evening to Steinitz for half an hour. He had written
to me that he would no longer be able to call on me on Mondays. The in-
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terruption of this tiresome regularity is at least one agreeable conse-
quence of the Gestapo terror. When Steinitz was recently caught up in a
house search at friends' and was punched on the neck, he was immedi-
ately asked: "Where are you working?" Someone who is "working" is
supposed to be treated a little more leniently. Steinitz thereupon regis-
tered with the Iewish Community and is now, like Dr. Magnus, employed
in an "honorary" capaclty at the Jewish cemetery. I met him after his first
day at work, in shirtsleeves and barefoot. His wife, who is not very nice
to him, brought him his food and scolded him, because in his blindness
he was dribbting on his frousers. He told me that there were a couple of
old men under a gardener out there. Each person gets allocated a grave to
clean. A whole day is spent killing time like that, but one had an.rnswer
to "Where are you working?" and perhaps even some cover against the
next evacuation. At the moment factory work is no longer given to people
over sixty. - For my part I shall keep away from such tedium for as long
as I possibly can. One is in danger everywhere, with and without "work."
My days at home are not very fruitful either-the terrible tiredness!4ut
yet not completely sterile. I am now working my way into Tlu Myth of the

Twmtieth Cmtury.I am also reading aloud a great deaf usually very early
in the morning, at four or five, and for a while following aftemoon tea.

[ . . . ] New decrees in judaeos. The choker is being pulled ever tighter;
they are wearing us down with ever new tricks. All the things, great and
small, that have accumulated in the last few years! And a pinprick is
sometimes more agonizing than a blow with a club. I shall list the decrees
once and for all 1) To be home after eight or nine in the evening. Inspec-
tion! 2) Expelled from one's own house. 3) Ban on radio, ban on telephone.
4) Ban on theaters, cinemas, concerts, museums. 5) Ban on subscribing to
or purchasing periodicals. 5) Ban on using public transport: three phases:
a) buses banned, only front platform of tram permitted, b) all use banned,
except to work, c) to work on foot, unless one lles 2% miles away or is
sick (but it is a hard fight to get a doctor's certificate). Also ban on taxi-
cabs, of course. 4 Ban on purchasing "goods in short supply." 8) Ban on
purchasing cigars or any kind of smoking materials. 9) Ban on purchasing
flowers. 10) Withdrawal ol milk ratton card. 1.1) Ban on going to the bar-
ber. 12) Any kind of tradesman can be called only after application to the
Community. 13) Compulsory surrender of typewriters, 74) oI furs and
woolen blankets, 15) of bicycles-it is permissible to cycle to work (Sun-
day outings and visits by bicycle are forbidden), 16) of deck chairs, 17) of
dogs, cats, birds. 18) Ban on leaving the city of Dresden, 19) on entering
the railway station, 20) on setting foot on the Ministry embankment, in
parks, 2L) on using Biirgerwiese [street] and the roads bordering the
Great Garden (Parkstrasse, Lenn6strasse, and Karcherallee). This most re-
cent restriction since only yesterday. Also, since the day before yesterday,
a ban on entering the market halls. 22) Since September 19 flast year] the

Iew's star.23) Ban on having reserves of foodstuffs at home. (Gestapo also
takes away what has been bought on food coupons.) 24) Ban on use of
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lending libraries. 25) Because of the star all restaurants are closed to us.
And in the restaurants one can still get something to eat, some "dish of
the day," if one has nothing at all left at home. Eva says the restaurants are
packed.26) No clothingcard.2T) No fish card. 28) No special rations such
as coffee, chocolate, fruit, condensed milk. 29) The special taxes. 30) The
constantly contracting disposable allowance. Mine at first 600, then 320,
now 185 marks. 31) Shopping restricted to one hour (three till four, Satur-
day twelve till one). I think these 31 points are everything. But all together
they are nothing as against the constant threat of house searches, of ill-
treatrrent, of prisory concentration camp, and violent death. -We are now literally living off charity. Yesterday Ida Kreidl gave us
two pounds of potatoes; today she brought me a plate of boiled potatoes
and a bagful of potatoes donated by Friulein Ludwig. Eva retums from
her shopping hips fairly or completely empty-handed. There's only
spinach-and even that only in tiny amounts-and that is something s/re

cannot eat, and to prepare it we also lack a chopping knife. (And in any
case, I find it repugnant to eat anything that is cooked only for me.) I eat
at least five-sixths of the bread and potatoes here at home; the plate of
vegetables that Eva gulps down in some restaurant during her shopping
trips is only a small counterbalance. Also, she has lost much more weight
than I. -

]une 4, Thursday midday

Yesterday afternoon the Seliksohns were here. Seliksohn originally in var-
ious commercial jobs, for a while in the Vorwdrts bookshop, past some-
what opaque, but certainly of an intellectualist nature and with some
education; during the war a very young volunteer; finally a cavalry
sergeant, and thanks to his knowledge of Russian--€astem Jew from the
district of ICrarkov-used as a messenger in southem Russia; now most
emphatically fewish and Zionist. - Seliksohn is now training as a hair-
dressef, in particular a ladies' hairdresser. A Jewish coiffeuse is teaching
him, the Community is giving him instruments and allocating him a room
for his trade. He will pay home visits to favored clients, or they can also be
attended to in his own home. We are among the favored clients. [ . . . ] Se-

liksohn also said that very many Aryans, soldiers and civilians, were
being shot "one after the other," in Torgau, in the court building on
Mi.iLnchner Platz, on the rifle ranges on the heath. There was talk of blood
pouring into the drains.

LTL While reading the Myth it occurs to me that perhaps one has to
trace the blood theory-"myth of blood," etc., is something different again
from the old expressions blood relation, my flesh and blood, prince of the
blood, etc.-that perhaps one has to trace National Socialist theory back to
the literal blood lust with which these people became intoxicated during
the world war-because all of them are somehow drunk, obsessed, dan-
gerously delirious, have lost their equilibrium. - t . . . ]
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June 5, Friday morning

Yesterday aftemoon, all of the night completely disrupted, because lfte
house appeared to be fnally lost. Eva clings to it with the uhnost ardor; she
also always says I should have secured it in good time (by transferring it
to her), I acted negligently, I had always been reluctant with respect to the
house. (She is right in thaq I have never felt equal to the business.) The last
few days were also particularly hard, the Gestapo twice, the dead cat, now
the house. It was very painful. - Frau Ida Kreidl called me in: Her
brother-in-Iaw, Amdt, had been to see her, he and several other ]ews had
been summoned to the Gestapo and had to "sign" that their assets and
house were cofscated.Solshould at least not be too alarmed, if I received
a surunons to the Gestapo. The people had not been ill-treated there, nor
had they been arrested. Only, coal was just being unloaded, and they had
to help out-without shovels, with their bare hands!-Until this moming
we had given up our house as finally lost. Today we are wondering,
whether these are not isolated measunes against a couple of rich people
and whether Frau Kreidl was not in part confused and mistaken in what
she reported: Because so far there have been ftequent repetitions of the in-
sistence that Jewish real estate will be expropriated only after the war, so
that those who had served in the war could participate in the bidding.
And why should expropriation require our signature at the Gestapo? -We are weighed down by so many troubles and something new is added
every day, that there is no point in anticipating any others.

Ireadaloud[...].
WorkzThe Myth of theTbentieth Century.

t...I

Iune 4 Saturday toward evening

Yesterday we inherited a potato-ration card from Ida Kreidl. Eva brought
44 pounds in two bags from town on the tram; I waited for her at Wasa-
platz, arrd then hauled the bags up here from the tram. Now we shall
again have enough to eat for a few days. We, c'est i dire, I. Quantitatively
Eva eats much less, and atlunchtime she eats abowl of somethingor other
in town, Lately I have found it hard to do without saccharin; the last 500
pills fell victim to the house search. - Toward evming yesterday an hour
with the Marckwalds. Much misery there. He long-windedly told me the
history of a family related to him; once-landed property-they disposed
of over six and a haU million marks, and now, completely destitute, they
are scattered across every continent.

New Gestapo cruelties all the time. Especially against elderly people.
Now a group has been summoned to appear wearingzointer coats (witha
temperature of 79'F). Then they have to walk around town for hours, at in-
tervals report again to Bismarckplatz, where they are beaten. - But also no
day passes now on which someone does not report: "An Aryan told me:
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'Bear up-it's all falling apart, here and at the front-it'll be over before the
winter.' " - Downstairs Frau Ida Kreidl and Frau Pick are completely dis-
traught with all their fears; Frau Pick is more in control of herself, but un-
burdens her heart to us every day; Ida Kreidl is often in tears. - Of the five
men in the house: Emst Kreidl, Paul IGeidI, Dr. Friedheim, Richard Katz,
myself-I am now the only one left: Katz dead of cancer, Emst Kreidl shot,
PauI Kreidl deported, Friedheim imprisoned without hope.

This wretched hunger: How often do I steal a slice of bread from
Kiitchen's bread tin, a couple of potatoes from her bucket, a spoonful of
honey or jam. I do it with a good conscience, because she needs liule, al-
lows much to go to waste, is given many things by her aged mother-but
I feel so demeaned.

Tomorrow aftemoon we have been invited to the Neumanns, who are
being forced to leave their apartment. t . . . l

lune7, Sunday midday

The most dismal Sunday evening downstairs yesterday. No tea, no hospi
tahty, f.or fear they would come. The room blacked out early, so that they do
not simply break in tfuough the veranda door. (The garden gate cannot be
locked; we keep the front entrance permanently locked.) Apart from our-
selves Elsa Kreidl and Friulein Ludwig were at table. It is quite unbeliev-
able how terribly thin the two women have become since our days of
catastrophe. Very tiny, pale pointed faces. With Elsa Kreidl the withering
away only emphasized by the black clothes. The conversation revolved
only around "them" and our helplessness. Friiulein Ludwig is the most
terrified. Her devout Catholicism does not appear to give her any special
strength. -The bathroom here is served by a gas boiler. (Which we put on secretly,
to avoid Kiitchen grumbling.) One lights a tiny flame. If one then tums on
the water, in a moment a whole row of flames lights up explosively and
very quickly heats up the water flowing through. - The image has been
going through my head all day today. Eoery ideaispresent in almost every
age as a tiny individual flame. The racial idea, anti-Semitism, the Com-
munist idea, the National Socialist one, faith, atheism----every idea. How
does it come abou! that suddenly one of these ideas grips a whole genera-
tion and becomes dominant? - If I had read Rosenberg's Myth in 1.930,

when it appeared, I would certainly have judged it to be a tiny flame, the
crazy product of an individual, of a small unbalanced group. I would
never have believed that the little flame could set anything alight-set
anything alight in Germany!

|une 8, early on Monday

Yesterday aftemoon at the Neumanns'. He reports as absolutely authentic,
unanimously vouched for by various sources (including an "official"
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source): Last week there had been a small fire in the "Soviet Paradise" ex-
hibition. It was declared to be "]ewish arsory" 500 men were arrested.
Thirty of them were released, 220 were put in concenhation camps, 250
werc shot, and the families of all 470 who had been removed were "evacu-
ated." He told us as likewise vouched for: In Prague, after the attempt on
Heydrich (died a few days ago), there were house searches of the Czech
population. Wherever weapons were found, the whole family, man,
woman and children were exterminated. - T\e Myth of the Tbentieth Cm-
fury: blood lust. D'alha parte: we also heard the same old song at the Neu-
manns': "The Aryans say: 'Hold out! It's coming to an end!"' We were
agreed that our existence is now a race with death. [. . .] The Neumanns
must now leave their apartment, which they had occupied for twelve
years, although they now shared it with several Jews. (Neumark had a
room there.) Rmting storage was forbidden some months ago, no married
couple gets more than one room, all surplus furniture and objects fall to
National Socialist Welfare in retum for an arbitrarily fixed, completely
sham compensation in worthless money, which is placed in a blocked ac-
count. (Just as I received rlOM for my typewriter.) Under these circum-
stances Neumann gave me a few volumes from his small library. He said,
if he lived to see the change come, he would immediately go to the USA
and could take only very little with him. I accepted the things "in trust."
[They included:] a three-volume popular edition ol GrAtz's Geschichte der

Juden lHistory of the Jewsl (I can still see the eleven-volume edition in its
yellowish marbled boards in Father's bookcase, I slept under i! when
Father died I simply had it sold as "|ewish literature---of no interest to
me!"). [... ]

Eva cut Frau Neumann's hair yesterday. Now she is going downstairs
to Frau Pick and Ida Kreidl with our vacuum cleaner, to do some cleaning
there. (Charwomen are forbidden-the old ladies do not know how to use
our appliance, Frau Pick cannot bend down.) In return potatoes and bread
coupons are cadged, and she also exchanges one white-bread coupon for
two rye coupons, Frau Pick also occasionally receives cigarettes from her
in-laws and gives them to Eva. - Elsa Kreidl still has a store of tobacco;
Eva wants to exchange dress fabric for it (as she has already done once
with Vogel on Chemnitzer Platz). Eva still clings to nicotine much more
desperately than I do, and there is ever less to be had on the female
smoker's card. I have for months been quite resigned to blackberry tea.
Eva rolls a mixture in cigarette papers, a big item of trade, which is now
also becoming scarce.

I intend to finish readingthe Myth today; the notes will take up several
days. After that I shall recover with the Dubnow memoirs.

)une 9, Tuesday morning

Eva was vacuum cleaning in Ida Kreidl's rooms at about ten o'clock. Then
she came running upstairs out of breath with the vacuurn cleaner.
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"They're here again, they must not steal the vacuum cleaner." After a

while the doorbell rang I opened, four men. This time no box on the ears,
got off lightly. One even addressed me formally. They wanted to see the
aparknent, a hundred questions, we will have to leave. In between, the
most tyrannical inquisition again. "What kind of stuff have you been
smoking here?" - "I have been smoking blackberry tea, my wi-fe a ciga-
rette." - "Does the book belong to you, did you buy it?" (Myth of the 20th
Cmtury) - "Lending library, borrowed by my wife." - "Which library
still issues that?" -"How old are you? Why are you not working at Zeiss-
Ikon?" - "Zeiss-Ikon is not taking anyone on at the moment." - It all
passed off not too badly; they left without any stealing, beating, insults.
But how cmshed all of us were afterward, how bitter! All of us, because
everyone came up to this room, Ida and Elsa Kreidl, Frdulein Ludwig,
who was weeping in despail, KAtchen who did not stop her blathering.
And the threat remains, weighs more heavily. We shall be packed into a

single room somewhere, we shall be deprived of the lending library; I
shall have to do some kind of mindless work or other. -ln the moming a pitiful letter from Trude Scherk about Grete's condi-
tion. She will have to be put in a home for the incurable. Because 1) she
soils her linen, and who can wash it aII, 2) the landlady behaves very in-
considerately to her and two feeble-minded girls, who are likewise quar-
tered there, and 3) there were many evacuations taking place in Berlin
again, and Grete's landlady was also threatened. Grete feels "that she is
mad," and weeps a lo! when things she does not understand are dis-
cussed in her presence. She had taken greetings from us amiss, we had
"offended" her. - How much in this letter really reflects Grete's subjec-
tive distress? How much of it is Tiude's infantilism? Our last meeting with
Grete (on her seventieth bfuthday) was a friendly one-she always got on
uery well with Eva. Trude Scherk also wrote, Anny Klemperer very rarely
came to see Grete, she was avoiding the )ews'House. -As far as I know
Anny has cared loyally for Grete, but she always disliked her, and does
not have a clue about her illness. ln one of her last letters to me, she wrote
that it was necessary to deal "strictly" with Grete's soiling of her laundry.
She believed Grete's illness to be partly simulated, also believed it to some
e.xtent to be acquired out of egoism. I broke off my correspondence with
Anny many months ago, when she was jubilant at German culture saved
from the Russians. As a widow she will have come under the influence of
her Aryan uniform-wearing relations; her sons do not suffer too greatly.
While I was thinking about this a special chapter occurred to me--once I
would have been hurt by the fact that I am not a writer, now I constantly
think about the Curriculum, about "bearing witness": the Aryan wife, the
mixed marriage. Types, cases observed: Anny Klemperer-Frau Feder-
EIsa Kreidl-Frau Steinitz, who holds her husband answerable as it were.
D'altra parte: Frau Glaser-he floats romantically above things; she takes
care of everything. t . . . I
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The newspaper regularly prints an "NSDAP text of the week " some
quote fum the Fiihrer accompanied by a little sermon. Yesterday, and this
was the most comforting aspect of recent days, the following Hitler sen-
tence, a nation proves itself not so much in victory as in holding out
through apparent failures. The accompanying text went thus we had held
out through the terrible winter at the front and athome, and thus we wer€
now victorious again. Of course the sermon mitigated the ominousness of
the text, but nevertheless, the text tells its own tale.

Elsa Kreidl gave us her little-used potato-ration card, and yesterday we
went to Kaden, the greengrocer. Eva bought, I waited and afterward
hauled back the 30 pounds. This waiting in front of shops, which is often
my lot is particularly horrible. There are prams; children and dogs ar€
playing, blathering females arc coming and going (all kinds of shops are
close together there, butcher, greengrocer, baker, dairy, etc., etc.), and the
whole world eyes my star. Torture-I can resolve a hundred times to pay
no attention, it remains torture. Also I never know whether someone
walking or driving past is not in the GestapO whether he will not insult
me, spit on me, arrest me.

I must now go at my notes on tllre Myth. Much of it I did not under-
stand, and the little bit is always the same. As mere LTI the work I have in
mind would contain little more than two dozen words and expressions. I
must expand it-but in which direction? Perhaps everything, the lan-
guage, what I have studied and experienced, will flow into the oze fourth
volume of my Curriculum. [ . . . ] For the time being I can do nothing but
read and make excerpts from whatever I can get hold of, and keep my
diary with the greatest prccision. Which, moreover, is a courageous act
and which again and again makes me afraid. -Talking to Eva, Frau Pick excellently summed up Kiitchen Sara's very
difficult character and mental state as: "tnfantile, kind, with a strong sense
of self-importance." Good, but not sufficient. Petit bourgeois in all her
judgments. Very materialistic. Her intellect in a most curious state. As if
from time to time firm lumps bob up in a dissolved mass of brain. Occa-
sionally a pertinent remark about a persory a book, occasionally a touch of
peasant cunning, then again and very very oftery absolute stupidity, aim-
Iess blathering, the same sentence is repeated a thousand times, the same
expressiory the same fragment of an idea. [ . . . ]

|une 10, Wednesday morning

Yesterday evening I went to see Steinitz for a while. At first only his wife
was there, with whom he lives in a state of conflict, whom he fears, but
who behaves reasonably to me. He came back from the cemetery only
toward seven. He is afraid of house searches, detberately comes home
late (Magnus does likewise). He held a position in Bohemia for many
years, both of the Steinitzes had spoken to a Czech, who had been in
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Prague immediately after the assassination attempt. Heydrich had always
taken a well-known route, in a car with police in front, between the castle
and his villa. The police had been hit by submachine-gun fire, the Protec-
tor's car by a bomb. The newspaper had then published the names of the
many who had been put in front of a firing squad with their families, al-
most without exception intellectuals, very many professors of the Techni-
cal University and doctors. -t . . . 1

Eva bargained with Emst Kreidl's widow to exchange her tobacco in-
heritance for peacetime clothing fabric. (She did a similar deal in the win-
ter with Vogel, the grocer.)

lune 11, Thursday afternoon

After an absolutely terrible day a permanent worsening of the situation.
Yesterday lunchtime at about half past one-I had the potatoes on the
stove-the Gestapo again, the fourth time in two weeks. Upstairs every-
thing seemed at first to be vented on Kiitchen, who was sitting in the bath
[ . . .] and appeared in her bathrobe. ln the morning she had received a

long, typewritten report from her brother-in-law about the air raid on
Cologne and about the great destruction. In itself nothing punishable,
since the raid had been described in all the newspapers and since Ludwig
Voss's letters are patriotic. But to a Jewess! "That makes you Jews happy!
You use it to make mischief!" The envelope lay on KAtchen's table beside
a postcard from her mother, who promised her cooking oil from her ration
card (tha! too, a crime). The letter was found crumpled up in a leather
armchair ("hidden"!). Everything ransacked, Kiitchen had to roll up the
carpet, was kicked as she did so, wailed, was threatened, had to write
down her brother-in-law's address. Her rooms were in as great a chaos as
on the first attack. The range of nasty words of abuse was rather narrow.
Again and agarn "pig," "Jewish pig," "sow," "piece of dung"-nothing
else occurs to them. I was forced onto a chair in the lobby, was forced to
see and hear everything, all the time trembling because of my diary. I had
to help take down the heavy paintings. So far nothing very bad had hap-
pened to me. "Why has your old dear got so much wool and fabric lying
around? Doesn't she know there's a fabric collection?" - "Brtt yes, she's
just looking for things for the collection." I thought I was out of danger,
whenThe Myth of the Twentieth Cmtury arrd my sheet of notes beside it led
to catastrophe. The time before, with an officer who was evidently more
senior, book and notes had hardly aroused any objection. Now flus read-
ing matter was held against me as a terrible crime. The book was thumped
down on my skull, my ears were boxed, a ridiculous straw hat of
Kdtchen's was pressed onto my head: "You look pretty!" When I repted to
questioning, that I had held my post until 1935, two fellows, with whom I
was already acquainted, spat between my eyes. At the same time Eva re-
tumed from shopping. Her bag was immediately taken from her, they also
shouted at her because of the book. I wanted to come to her aid, was
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slapped and pushed and kicked into the kitdrm. (This time, too, slaps and
kicks were bearable-but my poor heart and my fear of further develop-
ments!) Eva defended herself very calmly. "I borrowed the book; I'm in-
terested in your approach, I'm writing about it to my cousin, the mayor of
Potsdam, Amo Rauscher." - One of the fellows roared: trying to
thrcaten us, you'll suffer for that!" ([But. . .] this time they didn't hit her
and "only once spat" at her "a little.") She said very calmly that there was
no question of a threat, she did not even know whether her cousin was
still in office, she had had to approadr him a little while before, because of
her proof of ancestry, she had mentioned him just now to account for an
interest in a book of the Third Reich. - "If I had a relative who was in-
volved with a few, I would despise her utterly, you traitor to your race!"
So it went on for a little while longer, but there were no further assaults on
Eva. Only, to the accompaniment of the most violent threats, we were
pressed to rctum the book and not to dare make further use of a lending
library. (Afterward I told Eva, that her defmse had been risky and could
have unpleasant consequences. She responded: "These beasts ane cow-
ards." - A few years ago she found the name and picture of this cousin,
with whom she had spent a great deal of time as a girl, in an illustrated
magazine. Today she discovered from the Potsdam Directory that he has
meanwhile retired, but lives in Schloss Sans Souci, Potsdam. Perhaps
really a very last hope.) The balance sheet of yesterday's house search for
us: All bread was gone, an untouched two-pound loaf, a packet of
matches, all the soap in the bathroom, almost all the sugar, a five-mark
note from my wallet. Terrible! But thc really ineparable harm is the stopping
of the lmding library. Now my possibilities of study have been even further
restricted than before. I shall plead and beg from all the Iewish families
and from Annemarie, but I am undoubtedly even more checkmated, as it
were, than before. In addition there is the fear, the ever-greater fear of hav-
ing manuscripts in the house. The l8idme, the Curriculum, the LTI-
everything has come to a standstill. I can no longer work, only keep
myself busy. And the uncertainty, which has become even more intense.

- The real catastrophe, however, did not take place upstairs with Kiitchen
and myself. - (I forgot, on the floor things looked as they did when we
fust cleared up, only not quite so bad. Nevertheless, the sheet of notes on
the Myth, two days'work, was tom to shreds, and Eva's cigarette papers
were scattered and trampled ory likewise again her solitaire cards.) - The
catastrophe befell sevmty-seven-year-old Frau Pick. She has again been
terribly beaten and knocked about. "Your husband had the malt factory.
The bloodsuckerl Your litter is abroad and inciting hatred against us, but
we've got you, and you won't get away from us. - You will be at the
Gestapo at seven o'clock tomorrow moming - you'll go alone--anyone
accompanying you goes straight to a concentration camp." Frau Pick told
us that, when we went downstairs afterward. She added something note-
worthy. Three fellows had tormented her, a fourth, alone with her for a
moment, had whispered to her in the most friendly manner: "Thke some
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good advice, don't go there tomorrow morning." (We recently heard of a
similar case from K6tchen: a woman she works with came home, the driver
of a Gestapo car at the front door called out to her: "Friiulein, go and take
a walk for a while, they're upstairs!" So there are "traitors" even among
these people.) Frau Pick said she was physically incapable of going all that
way to be ill-h€ated again, she had had a good life, and now it was over.
Frau Pick, in contrast to Ida Kreidl, is not at all sentimental and sloppy, she
had previously always emphasized her joy in life and her will to live. We
were seriously concemed about her. At nine she came upstairs to see us,
brought 55M, some jewelry, and a couple of little things, we should have
them if she were to be arrested tomorrow. ]ust before ten I went down to
her again; she was sitting quietly in her leather armchair, a blanket pulled
over her, very calm, but very pale, and there was a constEu:It twitch be-
tween her eyes. I told her: "We won't pretend; you intend to kill yourself.
Think about your children, think that where there's life, there's hope, that
the Nazis' cause is hopeless, stay brave . . . i' etc., etc. I tried to give her
strength in every way possible, to appeal to her. I said: "Give me your
word, that you will not do anything to yourself." - "I cannot promise
that, I will consider things once agarn." - "l{hy don't you give me your
Veronal?" (Where do all these people get the Veronal from?) - "That
would not make any difference, Professor, I have other remedies besides
that one. I am so tired now, and I feel so unwell." - I went upstairs, we
were all convinced that she would kill herself. - At six, we were still in
bed, Kiitchen-she then fled to work----opened our bedroom door, behind
her, looking upset, stood Frau Ida Kreidl. Frau Pick was sleeping very
deeply, her breathing was very weak, we should take a look at her. The
woman appeared to be sleeping calmly, but her breathing was very quiet,
very flat and fast, and she was not moving, even though we were talking
beside her bed and opening and closing the door. We hesitated until al-
most eight o'clock, then I went across the road to the nursery garden-
very friendly, sympathetic people, anti-Nazi people-and telephoned Dr.
Katz. I was not a doctor, but I suspected Veronal poisoning. He said he had
little freedom of movement-he was allowed a car only at night lor the
most serious cases-he would send a nluse immediately and come in the
course of the moming. When the nurse, a calm, mature woman, came,
Frau Pick was still unconscious, but her breathing was better, she was also
moving occasionally. It did not appear to be a serious poisoning. We had
reckoned on the Gestapo appearing at eight, but they had been notified by
Dr. Katz. We repeatedly went downstairs to Frau Pick's; we chatted and
Iistened anxiously to every car. (The heightened fear and uncertainty are
the worst things.) Katz arrived toward midday and was somewhat aghast
to find a case that was not a serious one. [ . . . ]According to her own state-
men! Frau Pick had taken only Adalin; the Gestapo regarded such acts as
"deception" and "sabotage"; these people merely wanted to avoid the
sunrmons. He, Katz, would present the case in a more serious light, not
least to protect both of us. But Frau Pick will have recovered in two days,
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and after three or four days will again receive an order from the Gestapo,
where she will now be ill-treated with a vengeance. - Thus I foresee fur-
ther calamity. The suicide attempt will be repeated, this household will
continue to attract the Gestapo's attention. [ . . . ] I saw and heard some-
thing of Frau Pick gradually coming to. Distressing. She is a refined, good-
looking, slim old lady, a real lady. How, helpless and stupefied she was
placed on a chamber pot, how the naked thighs were yellow bones with a
little covering, how through some clumsiness the pot broke. . . After-
ward, she began to say a few words: usually a vigorous, spirited voice,
now a plaintive, unintelligible singsong. And I felt horror rather than pity.

- Yesterday, and for most of today, I was shattered, the growing fear for
one's life, the tightening stranglehold, the remorseless uncertainty
weighed very heavily. Now, toward evening, I am calmer again. Things
must go on even under these circumstances. Some kind of worthwhile
reading will after all be found, and I shall risk continuing with the diary. I
shall bear witness to the very end. - [ . . . ]

|une 12, Friday morning

I have such a strong feeling of being cast down into the next circle of hell
by being cut off from borrowing books. Unmetaphorical: The day before
yesterday, on June 10, 1942, anew, worse phase began. A great deal is still
blocked out by restlessness, worrying about downstairs, piles of washing
up, the day passes quickly. But when our everyday life gets back to normal
again-with what shall I fill the emptiness? - Meanwhile we are con-
stantly in suspense. Everything is hidden as quickly as possible after
use-really everything: solitair€ cards, pens, envelopes, every crumb of
food [ . . . ]. Before I fill my pipe, I look out of the window, in case there is
anything suspicious . . . No animal can be so hounded, so timid.

t...1

June 13, Safurday morning

LTl. The limited number of insults, the small regrster; any Spaniard sur-
passes it. A couple of stereotyped phrases: "The Talmud says that for you
every woman who is not a Jewess is a whore." The question: "Do you have
children?" If yes: "Of course, your brood is stirring up hatred against us
abroad." If no: "Of course-you pigs abort them!" Frau Pick has a niece,

' whom I met on the catastrophic aftemoon and who asked me to grve her
news by telephone of the developments of the next morning. Married to
an Aryan, whom I do not know, a Professor Gaehde. The Gestapo people
asked me: "Do you know Professor Gaehde? He is married to a ]ewish
sow - You must know him." I denied it quite truthfully. I then discovered
that the man had been a teacher (with the title of professor) until 1920

[ . . . ], after that joined the management of the Picks' malt factory. Thus,
changing his profession, he had enjoyed the wealth of the Pick family. -
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After the suicide attempt, of which she was informed, the niece did not
show her face for one and a half days. Yesterday aftemoon she came to the
garden gate, rang the second-floor bell, so that the Aryan Elsa Kreidl ap-
peared, and said her husband had forbidden her to enter the house (he

was waiting a few yards away)--<ould the inhabitants of the house take
care of her aunt. Then she fled with her husband. - I must remember
these people. Perhaps one day I shall after all have standing and influence
again. -Frau Pick is markedly better, almost too much so, and now her fear of
what is impending is growing all the time. Ida Kreidl cannot cope with the
nursing and the anxiety, her in-law Elsa makes herself as scarce as possi-
ble, Friiulein Ludwig has fled. Yesterday moming Eva scrubbed the
kitchen downstairs, I pulled clothes poles out of the gardery poured out
what water was left in a laundry boiler . . . The nurse was there for a cou-
ple of hours, intends to come once again today. An able, calm, hardwork-
ing woman, who also lends a hand with the housework. Frau Lampen
relates that this very moming she had been addressed on two different
streets by two different gentlemen, both wearing medal ribbons, in almost
the same words: "Head up-there'I1 be good weather again," and "Bear
u5the sun's coming." (Since the weather was indeed changing from rain
to sunshine, the expression suggested itself.) A while ago Frau Lampen
was in custody for four months but was then acquitted, because the wit-
ness for the prosecution had begun to waver. On a winter's moming Frau
Iampen had shivered in the bath and said "brrr!" at the very moment the
witness had said "Heil Hitler!" According to the denunciation, Frau Lam-
pen had shivered loudly and contemptuously when she heard the Ger-
man greeting. This happened two or three years ago-last winter Frau
Lampen would no longer have been acquitted.

Late in the afternoon we were both (Eva for the first time) at the Marck-
walds'. Frau Marckwald had been here shortly before that, had seen to
Frau Pick, had given us two pounds of bread coupons as a present. [ . . . ]

The Gestapo recently took exception to Eva's woolen things, which were
lying around. "Does your old dear not know about the fabric collection?" I
said, she was just looking out for suitable things. Today the order came
from the Jewish Community: For wearers of the star and their spouses
compulsory surrender of linen, clothes, etc. Eva has just "voluntarily"
taken a big bundle of her things to the Aryan collecting station. I myself
have little to give away to the Community. Perhaps some of Eva's things
can be got to Pima and saved. If she goes over there this aftemoon, then she

will take manuscript pages with her again. But since Eva's clash with the
Gestapo, I am almost more concemed about her than about myself. -
Today I have not yet had fifteen minutes' peace. To the window again and
again, in case a car had driven up. Again and again I hid sheets of paper,
and playing cards, tobacco, pipe were stuffed into pockets. - Once when I
rang the bell downstairs, Frau Ida Kreidl in the bathroom did not hear that
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it was the peaceful house sign and came rushing ou! her blouse unbut-
toned and her hands wet. An unutterably ghastly condition. -LTL The couple of pages of notes I had made on the Myfft were tom up.
I shall attempt to outline in a few words what sticks in my mind as im-
portant. As a sfudent I made fun of the author of the Shakespeare mono-
graph (Sieper?), who counts the drums, trumpet blasts and pipes; now I
had prepared a sheet of paper to record the use ofblood, in all its substan-
tive, adjectival, verbal combinations, diuo of species and race. Earthbound
should be checked for use as praise and rebuke. When Phoenicians, Etrus-
cans, etc., it is a rebuke = materialistic. - The ironical quotation marks
(the lewish "nation") should be counted. The use of foreign words to give
oneself a scholarly air [ . . . ].

Three parts: I. The conceptual and historical foundation. IL The art of
Nordic man. III. Program of the National Socialist state. (The work was
first published in 1930 [ . . .], my edition dates from 1934. When the pro-
gram u/as already beginning to be realized.) Much of what Rosenberg de-
mands has by now long been taken for granted. In some respects he is
more aristocratic than the present line (but in no way less brutal), in for-
eign poliry he arranges the pieces in a paftem different from the current
one. (He still places hopes in England he is no friend of the yellow race.)
He frequently repeats himself, for he knows only orre sentence: The Nordic
race, Nordic blood are the bearers of all culture, of all that is good--every
mixing of blood produces something inferior. - Close relationship to
Chamberlain, whom he often paraphrases and greatly admires. But goes
far beyond him. Race research is more differentiated and self-confident
now. And everything is incomparably more politicized, topical and fanat-
ical than in Chamberlain. - Extensive discussion of matriarchy ("earth-
bound," Phoenician, etc.) and patriarchy, the Nordic sun-worshipping
mentality (cf.. sunny!). [ . . . ] Polemic against Spengler's cultural crisis. -The Jews even more despised than in Chamberlain: not a people, but-the
phrase is a quotatiory but from whom?-a parasitic "antirace," which
must be extirpated, at least driven out of Europe. But the main thrust of
the opus, repeated over and over, is against the Roman Church, against
Pope and ]esuits. "Jesuits," "humaniry" "Pope" are red rags to Rosenberg.
The figure of the Nordic ]esus (No brown Jew boy with flat feet and a
hooked nose! I think that's literally what it says) is venerated, everything
Pauline, lewish is forbidden. Protestantism also comes off badly, also
Luther. Religion should build on Meister Ekkehard (viewed through
Kant), have no dogma [ . . . ]. It should hark back to OdirL press forward as
far as Emperor Frederick tr. Its inmost essence, its "supreme value":
honor. In contrast to Christian loae. Love is not "character building." Love
is often weakness, and in church policy it stands for universalism, just like
"humanity," and equals hypocrisy! - Religiory including the Christian
religior; is to be free-bzf: the "so-called Old Testament" [ . . . ] will be for-
bidden, Pauline doctrine (i.e., "fewish" doctrine) will be rewritterl promi-
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nence given to a blond, blue-eyed Q'tist-4lond is a favorite word, once
blond blood! Ban on the Catholic bishops' oath to combat heretics. 

-Taro
positions with regard to *re family: 1) paterfamilias prevails over matriar-
chal sexuality. 2) The family is not the basis of the state, only male bonds
(classical antiquity, officers, SA). - Orly Nordic man has true religion,
true artistic genius, true science, is truly able to observe nature. lnner free-
dom of the soul. (Jews without religion; materialistic. ]ehovah's arbitrary
power-magic.)

Jotted down in haste before Eva left. - Iune 13, aftemoon.

]une 14, Sunday, toward evening

Potatoes, moming, noon and evening [ . . . ], which I eat in their jackets,

cold or warm. Yesterday aftemoon-while Eva went off to the fabric col-
lectionstation and further afield (heavily laden)-removed the sprouts on
a basin of potatoes, which Elsa Kreidl had offered us from her plentiful
supply. - At lunchtime today at the Glasers, where Eva later joined us.
We were kept there and stayed for coffee. Classical gramophone records, I
leafed through abook Conductors of the Twentieth Century, which had pic-
tures and essays. Otto Klemperer, "a man possessed," was very promi-
nent. Perhaps he will be the only one of all the Klemperers to survive.
Vanitatum vanitas. Distraught talk about our experiences of recent days.

- Back at around four, soaked by a thunderstorm; had no sooner drunk
tea than Steinitz came to visit. The same themes. He thinks I should regis-
ter "voluntarily" for work, a big paper factory in Niedersedlitz was still
hiring |ews. I would be safer because of it. With the gteat restlessness of
recent days and the ever-decreasing possibility of seriously carrying on
any of my own work, I am almost tempted. But I would think of it as de-
sertion. I can still do a little bit (at the moment Dubnow's memoirs)-also
I don't like to leave Eva alone and quite without suPPort. I shall go on
being a fatalist, wait and see what turns up, and intellectually get out of
these days whatever I can. [n the factory the nine to ten working hours
will mean nine to ten hours of semiconsciousness, while at home thete are
always intellectual oases. I am provided with study reading for a while. In
the worst case I've got Wilhelm Meister waiting for me. - After dinner we
must go down to Pick-Kreidl's for a couple of minutes.

]une 1Q Tiresday afternoon

At lunchtime yesterday I registered with Dr. Simon, the dentist. His first
question: "Is Friedheim really dead?" - "I don't know, the rumor has
been going around since yesterday." - Toward evening Hirschel, the su-
perintendent of the ]ewish Community, was downstairs with the ladies
Pick and Kreidl. He had already received a telephone call from the police
presidium on Friday evening at half past ten, the corpse of Dr. Friedheim
should be fetched immediately. He has not yet received the death certifi-
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cate, from whichwe shall leam the cause of death. Ashudder ran through
every one of us, every one of us is very close to death. (Frau Pick, Ida
Kreidl Elsa Kreidl, myself were prcsent.) The atmosphere was made even
gloomier by tlirschel's further reports, Three Berlin hansporb in a des-
perate condition have alreadypassed through the city and been given cof-
fee, They go to the Theresienstadt assembly camp, from where dispersal to
Poland follows. Principally the widows and children of the men recently
shot in Berlin or sent to concentration camps. Finally Hirschel told us of
another Dresden case. A family by the name of ]adlowski (or something
like it), elderly married couple, the woman 68, blood pressure 220. House
search a few weeks ago. "Opm the refrigerator!" The key not to hand, the
officer lets the matter rest. Afterward the woman shouted with joy: "What
good luck, I had half a pound of fish in it, which the kind sales assis.
tant. . ." Someone hears it and denounces her. Investigation by the
Gestapo, the couple interrogated separately. He confesses, she denies. He
is released after a beating, she is sent to the police cells, and from there, a
few days ago, to a concentration camp. Which she will certainly not sur-
vive. For half a pound of fish. -This momingto Dr. Simonfor treatment. Themanbothdoctorand den-
tist, almost fifty, a little of the temper and manner of Dr. Isakowitz,brtt
more boastftrl and gamrlous, yet not without an intellect. He still has a
fine peacetime apartment on the first floor of L5 Reichsstrasse, a large
house beside the fthodox church, but no longer has any staff. He opens
the door himsell carries out the treatnent along in complicated cases is
assisted by his wiIe. She is Aryan and is nof allowed to accompany him
whenhe is called out to aJewishpatient. Among the lews everythingnow
spreads with fairy-tale-like speed: Did I want to speak to Frau Gaehde,
who would be waiting for me after the tr€ahnent. (Who had told her that
I would be at Dr. Simon's?!) I hesitated at fust, said how angry I was at the
couple's behavior. Dr. Simon said, "Fine, then you've simply canceled
today's appoinhnent " but then added, one should not condemn anyone
too hastily, the woman was in a nasty predicamen! she might put herself
and her nearest and dearest at risk, without helpi"g her aunt. At that I
agreed to the conversation. Afterward I found Frau Gaehde in the waiting
room, she looked very wom-out. She wanted to know how her aunt had
reacted. I responded: "lfyou appeal to me to be frank-I am not going to
pass judgment on your morals, but I was unable to make up my mind to
talk to your aunt about you, because I cannot understand why you have
stayed away, and I cannot understand how one could demand such a
thing from you, and how you, madam, could agree to it." She said she
knew that in our house we condemned her, she was in the most agonizing
position and in constant distress, but she risked arrest if she came, and
that would immediately result in the most serious threat to her husband
and her son. She had been forced to make a choice. She was very attached
to her aunt, she was suffering greatly, she begged me "to be her advocate.,,
I finally promised her that, and we shook hands on parting. I shall go
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downstairs to Frau Pick later. - [ . . . ] Dr. Simon worked deftly and talked
uninterruptedly about his surgical skill, his great deeds, his former "inter-
national practice," the incapacity of his German colleagues, the excellence
of American dentistry the political situatiory reported as vouched for
from Aryan sources [that] in Berlin not only had a couple of hundred Jews
been sho! but 1,500 Aryans as well; [ . . . ] altogether there was a great deal
of desertion and many shootings [ . . . ]. But he did not exPect an end be-
fore a) the Americans had landed and b) the Italians had dropped out. We

agreed that today the whole world and not orly "thelew" had at least one
foot in the grave. -New circular: ]ews must hand over all electrical appliances, vacuurn
cleaners, gramophones and gramophone records. After the recently com-
piled special regulations for fews I here begin a new list of the individual
tortues: L) Surrender of fabrics,2) Surrender of electrical aPPliances. But
Aryan wives appear to be excused number 2. Later I shall go over to
Hirschel [ . . .] and ask his opinion. He is a small man, who looks as un-

|ewish as can be: pale blue eyes, blond hair. (His fat, bespectacled wife
with her two little boys talked to me in Hiihne's shop a few days ago' The
few Jews who are still left here are forced together more and more.)
Hirschel, said to have been the hardworking and well-to-do manager of
the fur department at Hirsch's, a big store here, is now living off his sav-
ings and carries out his harrowing, distressing, and dangerous duties
without the least compensation. Heroism without consolation. -

[ . . . ] The curious vitality and the curious force of habit: There are mo-
ments, particularly in the moming, when I am constantly running to the
window, in case there is a car, when fear and dread make me incapable of
anything, and then things get moving after all, reading and reading aloud
is a pleasure, food tastes good, the day slips by, not even unPleasantly,
lastly I even risk a page of my diary, which can cost me my life. [ . . . ]

June 19, Friday morning

Wednesday, at about seven o'clock in the evening, furious ringing of the
doorbell (the bell push remained stuck). Gestapo car. I opened up, Frau
Kreidl was there also. TWo of our tormentors, as well as an officer in army
uniform with the Iron Cross, First Class. I was courteously asked a num-
ber of questions. I could go, Frau Ida Kreidl was also treated courteously
and not molested, they merety unsealed Friedheim's rooms and rum-
maged around in them for a while, before sealing them again. - Later I
said to Frau Kreidl: OnIy the lower ranks are really bad, when an officer is
present, one has a degree of protection. She responded very emPhatically:
"No!" Immediately after these people, Hirschel came for a moment and
announced that the funeral service for Friedheim would take place the
next day, Thursday aftemoor! at five o'clock. He said the officer was
Major Schindhelm, head of the Gestapo here, familiar with all their meth-
ods and in agreement with them, occasionally also present at beatings.
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After supper we now always sit for a while with Frau Pick, who is still
very weak (and who gets on badly with Ida Kreidl--both complain about
the other to us). The question arose of who would go to Friedheim's fu-
neral service-a long walk, since we are banned from tram and Great Gar-
den and the cemetery is at the end of Fiirstenstrasse. Frau Pick is afraid of
being alone. (lf they come . . ."). We promised to help, and so yesterday
moming, after endless discussions with Frau Pick and Ida Kreidl and
Kiitchen Sara had already taken place over breakfast, I walked over to the
Hirschels'. Wiener Strasse 85, very close to the Marckwalds. Avery elegant
properry owner Frau Hirschel, n6e Glauber, a very solid, elegant drawing
room with two well-filled bookcases. Frau Hirschel, in her mid-thirties,
two small boys, rcceived me, it tumed out therc were curious connections.
She had been an assistant to Walzel, with whom she still corresponded
[...]. Iulius Wahle, with whom I edited the Walzel festschrift, was her
uncle, and died in this house a year ago at a very great age. Frau Pick was
living with the Hirschels before she moved into our Jews' House. Frau
Hirschel's attitude: German, emphatically non-Zonist, emphatically aes-
thetic, Goethe-German-"ae shall save Goethe!"--but also, no doubt be-
come so under the pressure of the times, emphatically religious, orthodox
]ewish. Pleasantly discreet to me. I asked for books. Once she had "neither
loaned nor borrowed" books, now she was happy if "there was a bit of life
in her library" as a result. She gave me one volume of Zionist Writingsby
Herzl and lent me three volumes of Dubnow's lewish History. - She orga-
nized help for Frau Pick for the aftemoon. First she herself would come,
then be relieved by a tenant. - She was unambiguous on the cause of
Friedheim's death: It was, of course, possible that he had really died of
heart failure, but . . . [ . . . ] There had been an old business pending against
Friedheim, which they had probably taken up again. (He was the owner of
the Bassenge banking house4od knows what he had hied to save.)

ln the aftemoon to the Jewish cemetery with Ida Kreidl, who com-
plained incessantly. One and a half hours: Strehlener Kirche, Reicker
Strasse, Rayskistrasse, Grunaer Weg, Gri.ine Wiese (Gusti Wieghardt's dis-
trict!), Haenel Claus Strasse, Borsbergstrasse. Dresden is lovely: the dark
hills, the abundance of nursery gardens, the magnificent flowers and aro-
mas, the piece of open countryside with the gas works like a stopper in the
middle of it. But Ida Kreidl complahed incessantly about the excessive
length of the way there and how we were being hounded and had to avoid
the Great Garden. . . And on the way back (alone and, on Eva's advice,
somewhat shorter, by way of Giesingstrasse----exactly one and a quarter
hours) I was also very tired, so that yesterday I did not manate a diary
entry'. - I had first seen the bare cemetery hall two years ago. This time
everything seemed even sadder. A dozen old women, a dozen men, some
wearing top hats, Reichenbach looked like a plucked bird, the hat kept
slipping over his eyes. Seven corpses were being dispatched. I found my-
self in an orthodox cenemony, the man wearing a gown read a long He.
brew prayer; afterward, after the coffin had been carried out, he recited a
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second Hebrew prayer while making curious Catholic obeisances to the
altar wall. I then went outside for a while, Eva arrived, and we went back
in together. The clergyman came up to me: He was a grammar-school
teacher whom I had once met at the Breits as their tenant. For Sally Fried-
heim he read two psalms in German, while the covered black box stood in
front of him. Of man's mortality, and that God, the Etemal, Protects us. It
was all very dreary and quite lacking in solemnity. Two people wept:
Friiulein Ludwig and Elsa Kreidl (who was thinking of her husband who
was shot). There were no relatives of the deceased. His sister had just died
in Hildesheim, his brother was deported and has not been heard of. -

At midday on Thursday I had only a very small Gestapo fright A man
who identified himself as being "from the Geheime Staatspolizei" was
courteous apart from that and wanted only to go into Friedheim's rooms.
He seemed familiar, and he also asked Ida Kreidl about me: He was one of
the group who had gone through my books in Dcilzschen and relieved me
of some, he was also looking for books in Friedheim's room.

ln Shaw's Sain t loan there is a wild hunter of heretics, who breaks down
in despair when he sees ]oan buming. "I did not know. . . !" He was un-
able to imagine the horror. Until now I had found our situation f ust as lit-
*ally unimaginable; I had always been told about being beaten and spat
upon, of trembling at the sound of a car, at every ring at the door, of dis-
appearing and not coming back again-I had not known it. Now I know
it, now the dread is always inside me, deadened for a couple of hours or
become habitual or paralyzed by "So far things have always tumed out
well in the end" and then alive and at one's throat again. It's a point of dif-
ference between Eva and myself. Sfte says to her it was nothing new or sur-
prising, she had heard it aII a hundred times before. I: But only now am I
experiencing it; my imagination or my altruism were not strong enough to
experience it only through others. - I compare this dread of death with
that in the field. This here is a thousand times more horrible. There it was
at worst "the field of honor," there I was certain of every assistance were I
to be wounded. Now-these horrible disappearances. What became of
Friedheim? What happened to him, when he was dragged out of here?
What happened in prison? How did he die? Snuffed out; drowned in the
dirt after agonies. It is a thousand, a thousand times more horrible than all
my fear in 1915. - And always being afraid, always running to the win-
dow, in case a car . . . Program for the rest of the moming: first some Dub-
now notes for a little while, then remove sProuts from our scant remaining
potatoes in the cellar. Our shortage of food is getting worse. [ . . . ] we have
only one loaf due, and we shall have no new bread couPons for a week. I
get pangs of conscience for eating too much.

June 21, Sunday morning

Now they say that Friedheim committed suicide by hanging himself. No
one will find out for certain. Friiulein Ludwig requested to be allowed to
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see the body. Refaxd. Friiulein Ludwig must now register for work. She

was immediately referred to the political section of the Party; since she
was in service with a Jew, she remains suspect.

Yesterday at the dentist, Dr. Simon, again. His spell completely broken:
He works cursorily for two minutes, chatters for 58 minutes, praising him-
self, disparaging all his colleagues Aryan and non-Aryan.

For the first time with respect to food there is not merely shortage but
real lack and hunger. Bread almost finished, the potatoes ancient and tast-
ing disgusting especially when cold.

On the situation anil LTI It appears as if they absolutely want to have
Sevastopol by tomorrow-the war against Russia began on Jvne 22, 1941.
Yesterday there were "decisive successes." A catchword, which still flour-
ished last summer, but is now never mentioned: "Blitzkrieg." [ . . .]

Very intermittent enjoyment of life. In the evening after ten o'clock.
"They won't come today at least." A couple of minutes reading aloud in
bed-Eva falls aslee5l get the sentences mixed-up, the next moming I
literally remember nothing of the pages I last read (or rather stuttered). But
going to bed and falling asleep is also a pleasure and security. Then we are
usually already up at five, and now I frequently-as today-read aloud for
an hour. It's a good and stimulating hour. After that, while getting dressed,
washing dishes, making breakfast the misery closes in on me: uncertainty,
loathing. And then I hear Eva sigh despairingly in the bathroom. -t...I

Painful to me is the empty garden bench below my window. All last
sluruner Emst Kreidl and Dr. Friedheim sat there engaged in a hundred
conversations. Now Kreidl has been shot and Friedheim has "died" in
prison.

Very cool weather, but it is supposed to be beneficial to the harvest. The

]ews say "unfortunntely beneficial." But a good harvest is hardly possible
after the damage of the winter, and a merely moderate one will hardly
help.[...]

ltne2l2, Monday, before sil o'clock in the morning

Reading aloud since quarter to five, and now Kiitchen has to use the bath-
rcrom at an unwonted time. -

[ . . . ] Fabrics ar€ due to be handed in by today, and Eva literally has to
risk her head for something like Frau Pick's costume and woolen draw-
ers-because getting them out of the house can cost prison-concentration-
camp-death. Eva gave her own things, ten dresses, five jackets, three
blouses, thirteen pounds of "other items" (serviceable linen), to an Aryan
collecting station. After th-nee years of being thrifty with a stock of clothes
that was never plentiful, I do not have much left for the Community: a tat-
tered suit, an even more tatterrd pair of trousers, two pairs of briefs, full of
holes; eleven ancient ties. Povera e nuda vai . . .

t...1
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I am always dogged by the thought WiIl anything come of my present
reading, and what? LTI? Curriculum? A third thing? t . . . l

]une 23, early on Tueeday

Tobruk captured by Rommel yesterday, Sevastopol about to fall. Very
powerful impression. After weakness on the German side, it does not look
as if there will be an end before winter. And the misery of fear and short-
ages goes on. - To see Steinitz for a moment in the evening. He is afraid
to come back from the cemetery before seven; his wife bickers with him
even in my presence; furthermore she does not tire in expressing her con-
tempt for the English and her conviction of Hitler's final victory. Very un-
pleasant minutes.

Read Herzl's/euish Statewlth mixed feelings.
I can no longer believe in the completely un-German character of Na-

tional Socialism; it is homegrown, a malignant growthoutof.Germanfl*h,
a strain of cancer, just as there is a Spanish influenz,a.

Toward midday

When Eva goes out now our leave-taking is always very affectionate; she
does not know whether she will still find me here. Fear from one hour to
the next, forever running to the window when a car rolls up. It is hardly an
exaggeration anymore: Fear and hunger fill the day. Hunger altemates
with nausea: When they are cold, I can only manage to eat the old, bad
potatoes in spite of myself, and they agree neither with my stomach nor
with my bowels. But morc than that I am tormented by fear. Our coupons
are so much at an end that Eva is completely dependent on the unrationed
"dish of the day" at the restaurant. She has to go to Pima again tomorrow.
She'Il take another couple of pages with her again.

Afternoon

News of the day: Almost six weeks ago I gave my shoes to the only few-
ish cobbler, a "Russian bear," as Eva always says, in Sporergasse-the
house belongs to the Community and is inhabited by Jewish proletarians.
I am waiting desperately for these shoes; only when they are fetched can I
give the overworked man another pair, and there are almost no heels left
on my much-patched boots. Eva, who has frequently inquired about
them, was at last supposed to be able to collect them tomorrow. Now there
was a house search at 3 Sporergasse, and the cobbler has bem arrested
(supposedly because cigarettes were found). So I shall have to go on walk-
ing in shoes without heels. [ . . . ]

Latest decree: Jewish schools will be shut from June 30, nor are children
allowed to receive private tuition. An intellectual death sentence, enforced
illiteracy. They will not succeed. A lorry, piled high with trunks and bun-
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dles, drove up: general collection of confiscated fabrics. (The Aryans give
some things voluntarily; nerything is wrung from the ]ews. Whatever is
necessary for "modest use" may be kept back. How will the Gestapo in-
terpret that?) The entirely |ewish mariages also have to surrender all elec-
trical appliances and gramophones. We-for the time being-are excused
that. -Study of Herzl's Zonist writings. Very great affinity with Hitlerism. Ex-
cept that Herzl dodges the blood definition. To him a nation is a "histori-
cal group, which recognizably belongs together and has a corunon
enemy." (Very weak-kneed definition.)

The schools'closure is number 3 in a second series of Jewish measur€s.

|une 24, Wednesday morning

We talked about our worsening situation. How inconsequential the house
searches were in D<ilzschen. And now . . . Eva said: "Thcse are no longer
house searches.They'repogrons." She's completely right in that.

t...I
There was an official statement in the newspaper: The Heydrich mur-

derers were shot in a Prague church; they had landed by parachute from
English airplanes in a village near Pilsen in December 1941. Benes Czechs,
whose full names and dates of birth are printed. - Thus far the official re-
port. What we ftear is that the village in which the people stayed no longer
exists. The menfolk shot, their families in concentration camps.the houses
destroyed-nothing but farmland, plowed land now.

Letter from Sussmann (Ame Erik Johansson) hearffelt and clueless.
Asks after my Curriculum. Shall I tell him, that I cannot keep a manuscript
in the house? Wants to send me money from Georg. That is "permitted by
the state." But he does not know what my allowance is. Asks after my
health. Shall I describe the upsets, the hunger? Has hopes for the spring
trade fair next year, or at least of the autumn one, "because business is
going so well, after all." Shall I tell him, that we can no longer watt that
long? -As last year, he is in the country for the summer and is clearing a
plot of woodland belonging to his son-in-law. What one c,u:r envy a man
for, all the things one can believe to be freedom. And yet I do not know
whether I would like to change places with him.

This aftemoory therefore, these pages go to Pima. My latest fear is that
they are not absolutely safe there either. Annemarie is notorious after all.
If these manuscripts (and the rest) were discovered there, they would de-
stroy Annemarie, Eva, and myself. It is as if the ghosts of Emst Kreidl and
Dr. Friedheim are always around me now But the danger is so great and
so omnipresent that it makes a fatalist of me. This manuscript is my duty
and my last fulfillment.

Ame Erik also asks me whether "we are regularly going for walks." But
Eva is chasing through the market hall and I wear the star.

t...I
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lune 25, Thursday moming

The momings arc so dreadftrl. Everything closes in upon me all at once.
Shall I be beaten and spat upon today? "Summoned"? Arrested? Arrested
now means certain death. Further: What is there to eat? The shortages have
become so Breat: We still have two potato coupons, but no one can supply
anything on them (in Chemnitz munitions workers are said to have rioted,
whereupon the vegetables, etc., intended for Dresden were sent there,
there is saiil to be absolute lack in Berlin and Thuringia-but I noted the
same thing in L916), we have no bread at all anymore, and the new ration
cards are still outstanding. Annemarie says she hersell is going short, her
new, very much reduced staff is stealing from her. Steiniger, Frau Pick's
friend, who occasionally helps me, evidently does not dare come to the
house. - Pima was also a disappointment: Eva took a small bundle of
laundry with her and brought it back again. No possibility of having things
washed there either. Since Christmas an ever-larger bundle has been lying
under thebedroom table. We cannotwash athomebecause there are no ap-
pliances. In addition to the immediate emergency with the laundry-the
weather is warm now as well-there is the fear of a house search. These
people use anything as.rn excuse for their vindictiveness. - Eva brought
me a cigar from Pirna. I smoked it right away, because storing it up is liter-
ally to risk one's life. The unaccustomed and overhasty indulgence, the
anxiety and the painfutress of the resulting thoughts, the very bad tobacco
made me feel very unwell. Sweat, hot hands, shortness of breath. [ . . . ]

Herul'sZionist Witings. This is Hitler's reasoning, sometimes precisely
his words, his fanaticism. [ . . . ]

The relief at having manuscript pages out of the house always lasts ex-
actly twelve hours. Then an inner s€nse of duty (or vanity or a feeling of
emptiness) conquers the fear of death. (Hiding place of the moment Del-
terl-loan of Arc notes, a manuscript file from the '20s.)

I find Herzl obnoxious but interesting. Buber's Hasiilism, his introduc-
tion to lewish mysticism, makes me downright ill. The most obscure pom-
posities.

1...I
I am racking my brains over my reply to Sussmann. I cannot answer

any of his questions, and he cannot understand why I leave the apparently
most harrrless things unanswered. [ . . . ]

|une 26, Friday morning

Until now Jews on labor service were allowed to keep their birycles. Lat-
est decree (4): Birycles can be kept only if the worker has to travel more
lhan4% miles. Simultaneously: Those still allowed to use the tram (work-
ers beyond the 4%-mile limit) are no longer allowed to buy twelve-
joumey tickets or transfer tickets, but only the expensive single-joumey
tickets. -
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Since EIsa Kreidl has been detached from the Jewish context, I have
been assigned the task of being the intermediary between the house and
the Corrmunity (in particular fetching the food ration cards every fourth
Thursday), and Eva will take it over for me, since she can use the tram.
That will result in more lively contact with the Community.

t...1

Toward evening

Chronicle of the day, as I heard it at Simon's, then at Seliksohn,s (source of
potatoes!), finally from Kiitchen. The cobbler has committed suicide in the
cells at the Dresden Police Presidium. I doubt that, he did not look like
someone who would lose his nerve so quickly-they will have given him
a hand. - The old people's home in the Community House, where I re-
cently called on Herr Hammer, who talked about his contacts with Walzel,

! Boing to be evacuatd. Anumber of other elderlypeople, named by the
Gestapo, must also go. Among them Perf the frail old man with whom I
shoveled snow in the winter, and who enjoyed a kind of temporary pro-
tection while doing this work-he did not need to go to the Gestapo, who
otherwise summoned him every day for beatings and marches through
the town. The transport will consist of 50 old people. Since further evacu-
ations from Berlin are going on all the time, a continuation of the opera-
tion can be expected here also. It is not quite clear how the selection is
made. According to age, wealth, the degree of individual disfavor? At the
moment the elderly are particularly vulnerable. In the house I often heard
talk of a distinguished Aryan singer calledZottmaylwho was married to
a ]ew He died of a cancer a few months ago. The wife (early seventies,
good financial circumstances), until then not persecuted at all, immedi
ately had to sew on the star. Now she is among the evacuees.

Today KAtchen was within a hairsbreadth of surprising me as I stole her
butter and was about to steal her sugar. What would havi been the result?
It is truly naked hunger that drives me to these thefts of food. [ . . . ] It is a
dreadful humiliation for me that I pilfer these things.

lune 27, Saturday morning

The first dominant impressions of the day: 1) I crawl pitifully around on
the floor to get at the shelves behind the piano; the bread is hidden right at
the bottom. 2) I shiver at the open window-heat is a rare exception so far,
a single day was almost hot-and as I shiver immediately think: ,,Good,

because it har:nrs the harvest good, because I can go out in my coat and do
not have to put the star on my suit."

1...I
This moming as I woke up the thought went through my head: I must

formulate an essay: Pro Germania, contra Zon from the contemporary
standpoint of the German !ew. I shall get down to it, once I am through
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Herzl's Zionist Witings, tomorrow, therefore. Insofar as I am still capable
of that tomorrow-always afraid of the next fifteen minutes.

|une 2E, Sunday evening

ln the momingHerul notes. ln the aftemoon at Seliksohn's' Discussion
conducted with passion on his side, with uncertainty on mine. "You
should be a ]ew, you should teach |ews, you would be welcomed in
]erusalem, that would be your place." - I was only a German, I could not
act in any other way; the National Socialists are not the German natiory
the German nation of today is not all of Germany. - He: He hates all of
Germany, everything German as forever cruel and barbarous, he would
rather live in the greatest privation outside Germany than live in tolerable

conditions here, etc., etc. - "And even if I hated Germany, I would not
thereby become un4erman, I could not tear what was German out of me.
And I would like to help rebuild things here. - Besides: In ]erusalem I
would only be the latecomef, oPPortunist, traitor." He himself had once
told me: "I would vote against, if you were called to jerusalem, and if I
had any say in the matter." He: "Only if you didn't throw away your bap-

tismal certificate first. But no one is demanding piety, going to the syna-
gogue from you." Eva and I talked about it on the way back. Neither of us
was completely against ]erusalem, completely for Germany. I quoted Jule
Sebba: "If I have to support a nationalism, then I'11 choose ]ewish nation-
alism, which doesn't persecute me.z - But even in today's debate Selik-
sohn said, "Now the German |ews come running." In a different context,
Seliksohn related as a childhood memory, what impressive ceremonies

had been held in Russian ]ewish communities in 19(X on Theodor Herzl's
death. There he must really have been regarded as savior [ . . . ].

Here in the house there is now a constant debate as to whether the
present food situation is better or worse than that in 1918. The Kreidl
group maintains: better, we: worse. - Yesterday Steinitz said: "The field
of oats beside the teachers' training college is very high." Whereupon Eva:
"Don't be such a defeatist!"

]une 29, Monday morning

A year ago on our wedding anniversary I was in the cells at Dresden po-
lice presidium. Very desperate and embittered. But how much better ttran
today things still were for us then. The men of Caspar David Friedrich
Strasse were all still here, without the star I could still walk, travel, go to
restaurants with Eva, there was as yet no food shortage at home, the

Gestapo was not yet carrying out any Pogroms, I still had typewriter and
manuscripts at home, still had the possibility of producing work, as yet I
had no inkling of the later degree of slavery and impoverishment. - Nev-
ertheless I can present a different reckoning: Hitler had not yet been

stopped and was not so close to certain destruction as today. - We cannot
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celebrate at all. Eva will try to haul up another twenty pounds of potatoes
from town, which Mother Kreidl is leaving to us on expiring coupons.
That is Eva's present to me. I have nothing at all for her.

On Wednesday [the people from] the old people's home will be sent to
Theresienstadt in an automobile. Dr. Katz will accompany the transport.
We were told his characteristic remark: "I hope I'll come back." -For the two weeks from June 29 to fuly 12 there are ten pounds of pota-
toes per head of the population. Of those every fourth potato is rotten.
There are no vegetables, no radishes. Bread is bad and in short supply. For
how long can fear make up for enthusiasm and goodwill?

The massive English air raids on Cologne and Brcmen arc supposed to
be the prelude to an air offensive: "1,000 afucraft over north and cenhal
Germany!" Dresden is supposed to be among the marked cities. The flak
positions here are being reinforced. (At Zeiss-Ikon and on the Town Hall.)

]uly 1, Wednesday moming

Yesterday moming, as I was going to the lefter bo4 Frau Ida Kreidl told
me: "Now I have lost everything. My ddldren in Prague are also being
evacuated." She has a married daughter there, her grandson is ten years
old. The family is being sent to Theresienstadt, from there into the un-
known. Her son Paul has been gone since January. I comforted her: There
were so many shootings in Prague that any other place wouldbe safer. Ida
Kreidl was astonishingly composed or blunted or stunned. - In the
evening as we sat apathetically together in Frau Pick's room, Elsa Kreidl
appear,ed: Her husband's um and nine other ums have arrived for inter-
ment. Friedheim and Emst Kreidlwillbe interred athaUpastnine onSun-
day. Now, that is grotesquely awful. Eva and I had the same thought: |ust
as the two of them liked to sit together on the garden bench, so now their
ums stand side by side. Kreidl's path to death began six months earlier,
Friedheim caught up with him. The ]ewish layer-out told Frau Voss that
Friedheim had hanged himself. - But how far is the "*ll" rn this report
true, and if it is true, it does not express any voluntary act. (It was said that a
rope is placed in the prisoners' cells.) I carurot rid myself of the fear of death
anymore. It is worse than in 1915. One can be hauled off at any mommt.

Eva is wom down by ever more errands. - She literally risks her head,
no, our heads, for Frau Pick. ("For your manuscripts too," she says in re-
sponse to a reproach.) Today-hours of work-I wrote out six money
transfers. Huge amount of income tax from last year, from Georg's gift,
second installment of the currenry fine, tax on Jews, etc. In all 466M. Our
reseryes shrink to about 500M. But by now I am quite apathetic with re-
spect to the money. As long as they don't come to "fetch" me, as long as I
have halfway enough to eat. But things look ever worse with respect to
this halfway. Steiniger, Frau Pick's friend, who gave me bread coupons,
dares not come to the |ews'House again. I boiled the last six potatoes for
this moming's breakfas! the biggest was completely spoiled inedible
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even to me. Now Eva is in town again hunting potatoes. For days she has

been reporting: Most of the market hall stalls are closed and the covers are
down. A note pinned up: "No merchandise has come in today." Queues
outside the shops. Very tiny tumip heads, one or two only, are distributed
to those with ration cards. The Jew and the Jewish household do not have
these cards. -Notes on Herzl's Zionist Writings. Today I still want to add the sum-
mary of the Herzl-Hitler comparison. Today I began theDmkoilrdigkeitm
der [Memoirs ofl Glilckel oon Hameln. | . . . I

fuly 2, Thursday morning

If I should suwive, I shall soon no longer be able to feel the apathetic
wretchedness of the situation. Hunger exacerbated by what Eva denies

and yet is probably true: The mass of others are better off, so they can wait.
(They are better off: limited number of cards, but greater freedom to buy,
to move around, to barter and trade illicitly, in addition canteen and
restaurant and no house search, or almost none.) Hunger, which in the last
few days has ceased to be in any way metaphorical. (Not a single potato in
the house, no prospect of additional bread, not the tiniest amount of veg-
etables.) The fear of every ring at the door, every passing car' Terror,

against all, but a hundred times over against the Jews. The fearful patience
(or truly contenhnent and ccnfidence in victory?) of the nation. The victo-
ries in Africa and Russia, which at the very least prolong the war, our ab-
solute isolation. [. . .l The evenings, when we sit downstairs with the
three women, are especially dismal. The first: both her children have now
been evacuated; the second: her husband shoU the third: constantly threat-
ened by the Gestapo. Conversation: Evacuations, cruelties, fear of the
doorbell and passing cars, Eva's reports of the outside world [ . . . ].

Forenoon

Kitchen Sara comes home from the factory late at night (on foot), Sets uP
late and then tells us the latest news. Radio yesterday evening: Sevastopol
fallen.

The removal of the old people's home to Theresienstadt brutal. Truck
with benches, crowded together, only the tiniest bundle could be taken,
cuffs and blows.

Kiitchen has altemate morning and aftemoon shifts. She has not been
given permission to use transport, it takes her almost two hours to walk.
Constant trouble with her feet, frequently unfit for work.

|uly 3, Friday morning

Eva frequently helps out downstairs with vacuum cleaning and scrub-
bing. Then some potatoes can still be found for us. So yesterday a few "left
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behind by FrAulein Ludwig" turned up. Really the situation now is that
Eva acts the charwoman, in order thus to acquire a bowl of potatoes for
me. That is not the way it's put, but is in fact the cause and effect. I stuff 99
percent of the potatoes into me. Yesterday I wolfed down a bowl. Some-
times I think it balances out with Eva, because I leave her the butter, the
sugar and by far the greater proportion of meat (that and the breadF-$ut
she is losing weight even more quickly than I am. -Yesterday I accompanied Eva (as I do frequently now) to Wasaplatz.
There (after distressing-the star!-waiting) I take the purchases from her,
and she goes in cittA. As we were on our way yesterday we met the news-
paper woman as she was collecting the monthly payments. Eva went up
to her: "I'11 also pay for Kreidl downstairs." We both immediately had the
same thought: "Avoid the doorbell being rung, otherwise they'll get an
awful fright!"

A notice in the newspaper greatly limits all female domestic service for
Aryans as well. One has to prove that no family member is available to do
housework. This and the increasing shortage of foodstuffs points to the
Germans being unable to hold out through next winter. But the big offen-
sive in the East has arrived after all, and in Egypt it appears that the En-
glish are going to lose Alexandria.

Yesterday usual aftemoon visit to Marckwald. Appalling, what an ef-
fort it is for the man to drag himself from the balcony to the living room on
his crutches, how he regularly gets his morphine injection during the con-
versation, how he is always shivering. (Yesterday during the day it was
properly warm for once; now I am wearing the cardigan again, and my
hands are cold.) Every little bit of heat leads immediately to a thunder-
storm and more cool weather.

Toward evening

If the Gestapo discover Jews with ration coupons without a J, the coupons
are tom up, and if the Jew is lucky he is beaten and spat upon, if he is not
so lucky, he is "summoned," probably also "detained." But when buying
rolls with bigger J coupons one often gets smaller ones, without a ], back.
When that happened to Frau Ida Kreidl yesterday, she tore open the lining
of her handbag and put the forbidden coupons on the inside, until she
could exchange them with Eva. -In the newspaper the reports of advances in Russia and Egypt were
counteracted a little by a waming article from Berlin: Inflammatory news
was being spread in a south Gerrnan ann.unents factory. One principal of-
fender had been listening to foreign broadcasting stations, half a dozen
workers had passed on the "lies." The principal offender was sentenced to
death and has already been executed, the others have been given hard
labor sentences of between ten and one and a half years. News about
broadcasting crimes was frequent in an earlier phase of the war. A selec-
tion of verdicts was published from time to time, always with long prison
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sentences. Then there was nothing more for many months. What is new
about today's case is a) the death sentence, b) that it explicitly concerns an
armaments factory. So they no longer feel certain of the workers; they are
proceeding against a particular class, and against the decisive class, they
are reaching out for the very last resort, the death sentence.

Today I shall finish reading the fairly rtis2glss2fls Gliickel aon Hameln
and shall make notes on it tomorrow. My working material is gefting ever
more scanty. It's just like the potatoes: I do not know what the next day
will bring and whether it will bring anything at all. t . . . I

Trude Scherk writes that Grete is in the ]ewish Hospital after a "light
stroke." She herseU is expecting evacuation to Theresienstadt. Since she is
almost seventy, they will probably leave her in Theresienstadt (here, too,
they say that old people remain there permanently, only the younger ones
are sent on elsewhere), and things are supposed to be not so bad at all. ln
Berlin they appear to know nothing of our sufferings here. On the other
hand, there appears to have been mass shootings there, whereas here they
are content u/ith individual killings and otherwise merely ill-heat people.

|uly 4, Saturday morning

Estreicher f in a concentration camp. - The ]ewish Community is noti-
fied of Jewish deaths in concentration camps and in prison, the corpses
and ums handed over to the ]ewish cemetery (sometimes also, [as in] the
Friedheim case, the corpse is removed for incineration after the funeral,
and the um interred later). In all these cases the news always spreads
quickly, there are x connections between the six or seven hundred |ews
still to be found here. So yesterday news c.ilne of the death of the much-
hated, extremely corrupt Estreicher. He endured long weeks in prison,
then perhaps a whole year in the concentration camp. Cause of death is
now given as "inflammation of the colon," and according to his wife,
that could be true, he had already suffered from it once before. Likewise,
with another recent concentration camp death the cause was said to be a
"varicose ulcer." Do these people die a more "natural" death than those
who have been shot? Hardly. They live under the greatest, most unbear-
able pressure, they fall ill, no one looks after them, after all there are no
doctors or medicines, perhaps things are also helped along with an in-
jection. - I feel little pity for Estreicher, but dread makes me shudder as
in all the other cases. One man is finished off in three days, another only
after a year-but no one comes back, literally no one. Estreicher was two
or three years older than I, looked a picture of health, as if he were fifty,
did not wear the star, was "privileged," was a confederate of the
Gestapo, beneficiary of the regime. Until, evidently, he was light-
fingered on his own account. He has paid for it very dearly. What upsets
me, however, is only corunon fear. Cras mihi-no one comes back.
Under these circumstances is it at least a courageous act that I keep this
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diary? I am not sure, nor of my inner justification in also exposing Eva.

- For myself I am ever more frequently in despair; I spend so much time
reassuring the people in the house, I end up believing my own words.

|uly I Sunday toward evening

Sunday aftemoon is the only time that is reckoned to be Gestapo-free. So

far, at least, no house searches have taken place on Sunday aftemoon (in
the moming certainly!), so then one does not need to be so nervous, does
not need to put foodstuffs back in their hiding place. Foodstuffs-an al-
most euphemistic description. I am very greatly tormented by hunger. -The whole moming occupied with the cemetery. In considerable heat,
the walk, in my coat, was even more of an effort (there and back three
hours) than recently. But the sununer view on Grunaer Weg (blooming
nursery gardms, fields of grain, the chain of hills beyond) again very
beautiful. At the cemetery everything even more wretched than beforc.
Some twenty women, some thirty men. All of them look miserable and
hungry. Particularly dreadful is how the top hats slide down into the
men's emaciated faces, how the top hats underline the threadbare shab-
biness of the suits. The advanced emaciation was especially evident in
two people I had not seen for some time: Dr. Magnus now has a very nar-
row, shrunken face, Frau Kronheim has literally become a small-boned
skeleton, the tininess of the very pointed chin, nothing but skin on it, is
shocking. -In front of the lectem, where the coffin usually stood, there was a
heaped-up black cloth. Afterward, when it is lifted up and carried out,
one discovers the little um. With Friedheim, for whom there had recently
been a service, there were only the words: "We lay him to rest." Outside,
between full-grown graves, a row of little holes had been dug, in each one
was stuck a post with a sign: Ernst IGeidl t on, Feldmann (the cobbler),
Dr. Friedheim. . . All in their sixties (including the giant cobbler). A
prayer was said, we filed past and threw earth three times onto the um in
the miniafure grave. In the hall the same psalm was read over Emst
Kreidl's urn as recently over Friedheim's coffin. I found the text very mis-
placed, doubly misplaced: "A thousand shall fall at thy side, a thousand
at thy right hand-but evil shall not befall thee"-how can one say that
next to a coffin? "He shall deliver thee from the noisome pestilence"-
how can one say that when a victim of the pestilence is lying in his coffin?
And all eleven corpses, which were to be dealt with in the course of this
moming, were murdered by this same rampant pestilence, literally mur-
dered.

Again I was childish, cowardly, and egoistical: I remembered the giant
cobbler and saw the very very small um. Then the thought of extinction
came even closer and made me shudder even more than standing oppo-
site a coffin. - tn the aftemoon, after I had slept for a long time, I studied
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Griitz's lexicon for a while. From dates of birth and death I repeatedly ob-
served how few people get past their mid-sixties, .rnd I was shaken re-
peatedly by a feeling of annihilation. Even if I survive Hitler, how much
will still be left to me? It is so stupid: I fear non-existence, nothing else. -Yesterday afternoon, just as Steinitz had come to see us/ Dr. Katz rang
the doorbell. He had wanted to see how Frau Pick was, and no one
opened the door for him downstairs. I invited him to have a rest with us
for a minute, he accepted, talked, came out of his shell, and then stayed
two hours. The man is disliked by everyone, until now we did not care
for hirn very much either; but yesterday we felt much closer to him, and
he half (not entirely) won us over. [ . . . ] The army is the central experi-
ence of his life. He relates with pride that although a Jew he became a re-
serve officer in 1905, that during the war he was a surgeon-maior when
wounded, he relates also-and here we part company-that in '39 he en-
deavored to be accepted into the army medical service. (He wears the
Iron Cross, First Class; his patients take it amiss that on his waiting-room
wall he is in uniform and on horseback.) He is very melancholy when he
talks about his shattered view of life; he considers assimilation, without
which he does not exist, to be definitively impossible. He attributes
much of the blame-and here we are in agreement-to Zionism; much
blame also to the unchecked inIlux of the money-hungry eastern}ews. (I
said I would make an educational examination the condition of immi-
gration.) He said he had known Theodor Herzl personally, maintained
the man had become the founder of political Zionism out of injured
pride, because he had once been insulted and not been given satisfac-
tion. - For all his Germanness.rnd evident lack of faith, Katz considers
baptism a betrayal. - It appeared to give him considerable pleasure to
have an intellectual discussion for once. I think it possible that we shall
become closer. -I do not quite know what reading I should undertake for my work.
"Self-improvement" sounds very nice-but I so much want to produce
things once again and am checked on every side. And always the little
ums before me. - ln the next few days I want to become a little more fa-
miliar with the popular edition of the Griitz lexicon and then borrow the
Dubnow from Frau Hirschel.

I would now like to express the motto of the Curriculum as follows: We
know nothing of the distant past, because we were not there, we know
nothing of the presen! because we were there. Only from the past that we
have experienced ourselves can we gain a little-very little that's cer-
tain-knowledge through later recollection.

]uly Q Monday morning

Dr. Katz said recently, the Jew can neither obey nor give orders. He is too
much of an individualist. I agreed-but for me the inability to give orders
was due to inbom skepticism and acquired lack of self-con-fidence. Eva ar-
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gued against after all the Jews kept the strictest discipline in matters of re-
ligion. Eva's, Katz's, and my own statements are all quite obviously true.
So what does it mean to talk about thclew,flr German, etc.? And yet there
are group characteristics.

|uly 7, Thesday morning

Yesterday evening, eleven o'clock, Eva is lying in bed, I am reading from Old-
enburg-|anuschau. Kiitchery who came ba& in the aftemoon with bleeding
feet (becaux of the blood-soaked dressingp she received permission to use

transport ozce), is asleep. Furious ringing of the bell. Kitchen staggers out of
her room looking distraught, my heart thumping I tear open theblackout in
the kitchen. 'Hello?" Woman's voice in the distance: "In the letter box." It
tums out thatFrau Paul has dropped in a rendezvousnote for Kiitchm; she
does not dare appear in front of the house in the daytime-her never-ending
divorce case, in which her husband accuses her of friendship with Jews. ln
her agitatiory her signal of four short ringsbecame one long alarmbell. And
probably she cannot imagine what dishess sudt ringing caus€s rls.

Spent all day yesterday reading Gr[tz. [ . . . ] - Today Elsa Kreidl gave
me the Franziisische Tagebuch L939/0 [French diary 1939-40] by Alfred
Fabre'Luce. I am putting the ]ews aside to work through this borrowed
volume. [.. . ]

Evening

Kiitchm rcports: The Henriettenstift home, about fi$ old women, is
being evacuated. So her mother, the indestructible eighty-year-old, must
go to Theresienstadt, too; Kiitchen's brother has been arrested and is thus
a dead man. This man, ]oachimsthal, is a nasty fellow, with whom she has
quarreled a lot and who extorted money from her-but why should he be
murdered? He is supposed "to have concealed the star" or been out and
about after nine. Death for that. - I am so afraid, I constantly see the little
holes for the ums in front of me. Cras mihi. -

|uly 8, Wednesday morning

Dt. Y\atz said recently, that they had "changed tack" with respect to the
evacuations. First people zp fo 55, now those over 65 (unless they are work-
ing). It is nothing to do with organization and overorganization. They shift
about, different deparEnents work against one another, the wind changes
as duringa thunderstorm, several thunderstorms are roamingaround, op-
posing and gefting in one another's way. I see from Oldenburg's memoirs
that it was already like that rr.L91Ll8, but now everything seems to be
carried to extremes.

New decree in judaeos (n,4?),table-tennis gafies to be handed over. Pre-
sumably for military hospitals. Everything that is solicited from Aryans is
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taken from Jews by force under threat of punishment ("by order of the
state"). The punishment is now invariably death. No one comes back.

Eva suffers especially from the ever more complete lack of tobacco. It is
worse than during the last war, even though we have all of the Balkans
underourconhol.[...]

I have leamed to read reports, which in the last war I naively ac-
cepted. Yesterday a summary of the Crimean campaign just ended. The
big talk of the amount of booty and of enemy losses and of the insignifi-
cance of our losses has as little effect now as the words "battle of exter-
mination." But it concludes: Ttris is the great German victory, which the
lies of enemy propaganda present as a German defeat. From this one can
say with certainty-and one does not need to commit a broadcasting
crime to know-that the opponents are writing: Germany has lost an ir-
replaceable amount of time and men before Sevastopol. Now it is certain
that the enemy figures of German losses will be gieatly exaggerated (I
assume that England and Russia exaggerate by 100 percent, Goebbels
and Co. by 200 percent); but they are nevertheless basically right. Yester-
day I read in Fabre-Luce: If France and Germany were each to lose a mil-
lion men, then Germany would be the victor. One can say exactly the
same about Germany and Russia now. At the moment I am gripped less
by the Russian than by the Egyptian front. In Russia Hitler's victories are
killing him; in Egypt he really could win. But since the day before yes-
terday Rommel appears to have been brought up short outside A1exan-
dria.-[...]

What is happening to our house? Since July 1 a decision must have
been made as to whether the new mortgage has been accepted or a com-
pulsory auction has been ordered, and there's not a word from the "Aryan
trustee." Basically it makes no differmce what I hear from him: The mo-
ment I am evacuated, everything goes to the state arryway.If I die, one
way or another, then Eva inherits as an Aryan. But would she be able or
want to keep it? There is no point in thinking further than the next minute
and the next potato. [ . . . ]

|uty 9, Thursday morning

Sultriness and sudden thunderstorms. The heat ties me to the house--a
matter of clothing, the star. -When did I fust hear the name Theresienstadt? (The edstence of the
place, which is supposed to be near Leitrneritz, formerly a small fortress,
tiny little town, was completely unknown to me.) It must have been last
winter, that the Kreidls talked about evacuations from Prague and Vienna
to Theresienstadt. It must be less than two months ago that there was also
talk of German transports to the place. Now Trude Scherk (about a week
ago) uses the word as if it were completely famitar, an all4erman insti-
tution not requiring any furttrer explanation: One gets sent to Theresien-
stadt and that's that, and if one is over seventy, one also stays there. And
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Kiitchen mentions figures with five zeros: Room has been made for that
number of ]ews in Theresienstadt.

t...1

Iuly 1O Friday moming

t...I
The Marckwalds state as true and certainlynot exaggerated that since the

beginning of the deportations 2,000 (two thousand)]ews inBerlinhad taken
their own lives. - Yesterday, in addition to the transport of old people for
Theresienstadt, a new evacuation of thoee capable of working was an-
nounced: seventeen people in their forties and fifties, including Lampen,
the nurse, who came to look after Frau Pick, and whose father was recently
sent to Theresienstad! willbe traruported to Poland on Monday night. Lit-
erally every day now brings a new piece of terrible news. - Fear grows ever
greater. Kitchen's brother-in-law has sent letters for her to Frau Paul. Eva
brought these letters back in her shoe; she had stuck them there, because
when she came back our enhance hall appear,ed "suspiciously lively."

Yesterday was our first day of complete catastrophe with respect to
food. In both moming and aftemoon Eva chased in vain through the city
to shops, to friends, to the market hall. All for nothing: no potato, no veg-
etable, nothing. And nothing at all in the house anymore. She herself ate
most inadequately in restaurants; morning, noon, and evening I drank
ersatz coffee and stuffed bread into myself, a very few slices with the
tiniest amounts of dripping. The bread, too, is almost finished-two
weeks before the card runs out, but perhaps an exchange for margarine
coupons can be arranged. - Now Eva is on the go again. I get attacks of
despair.

Klitchen, whose feet are sore from walking, has recently been treated by
a dermatologist. Eczema. He told her eczema of the feet was tremen-
dously widespread at the mommt. lnfections and malnutrition. Variation
on the previous war: sycosis-barber's itch!

Kdtchen reports from our common howe trustee that my mortgage
business has been settled. The Wengler woman has been paid off, a new
mortgage has been paid in. I myseU have not heard anything at all about
it-as a ]ew I am quite irrelevant, everything is conducted over my head.
Anyhow I may for the moment still continue to regard myself as a house
owner. I think for Eva that is a comfort, a hope. -This moming I read out the last pages of Oldenburg and the first pages
of Wemer von Siemens's memoirs. (Borrowed from the Marckwalds.)

Sultriness and tendency to thunderstorms. Bad conjunctivitis.

|uly lt Saturday lunchtime

Eva's nerves sometimes give way now. As yesterday in particular. The
fruitless chasing after foodstuffs almost deshoys her. On top of that sheer
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hunger for a number of days now. The restaurants serve only a limited
amou-nt, there is friction between "those in work and servicemen on
leave"-a decree gives them precedence for the "dish of the day" from
twelve until one, and it is served to them alone from six until seven-and
families or ineligible individual customers. Now Eva also lacks coupons
for fat, since she is not allowed to exchange the J coupons. And at home I
subsist almost entirely on bread. - For a few days now nursery gardens
have been allowed to sell a portion of their vegetables freely to the public.
Eva queues for over an hour and gets very little or nothing at all. - If yes-
terday evening Elsa Kreidl had not at the last moment given us a few an-
cient potatoes, we would have been even worse off than we are. A soup
made of our very last reserves of rice, semolina, and millet. Now Eva has
been out and on the go for a long time again. -

Yesterday in her hunt for potatoes she went (in vain) to the Seliksohns.
The woman, who gets such a bad press, has lost her father and now her
first husband as well in a concentration camp. Her stepmother goes to
Poland with the next transport. She lives in a constant state of discord
with this woman. They still have all kinds of assets-the family (Kom-
blum) were the owners of Bach, the big clothing store-which now falls
entirely to the state. Some things could have been saved for Lilly Selik-
sohn. The stepmother hates the stepdaughter to such a degree that she
preferred the state to get everything. To that Frau Seliksohn said to Eva
word for word: "I told her, 'You'll die in the street of spotted fever, and
then they'll cover you in newspaper. so that the birds don't peck your
body to pieces!'" Note: Now, that is a curse, the Gestapo people could
leam something from that. [ . . . ]

lutry1,2, Sunday morning

Eva sixty years old. None of her birthdays, not even during the last war,
celebrated under such terrible conditions. Hands completely empty, hun-
gry and one's life in constant danger. I cannot even say: We'Il make up for
it, because how much of a chance do we have of living to see the moment
when we can make up for it?

Kitchen, for whom birthday parties are an obligatory ritual, brought a

little pot of primroses-a heroic deed, which can put one in a concentra-
tion camp and so cost one's life. Typical petit bourgeois heroism. She also
brought, as inheritance from her mother, a little handbag. Around mid-
day we are going to visit her mother in the Henriettenstift home. I am cu-
rious to take a look at this old people's home twenty-four hours before its
evacuation. More curiosity and a kind of sense of duty as a chronicler
than pity. -t.. I

It [the Jews'House] is coming to an end. The men are gone, and now
the exodus of women is beginning: The Party has informed Elsa IGeidl
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that from September 1 the ground floor has been rented to a head forester,
the Jewish occupants will receive further instructions from the Israelite
Community. (Presumably our first floor will also be made Jew-free then.)

I...1
Program for the morning: from the old people's home to the Glasers,

because Eva has the prospect ol a "good" cigarette there, i.e., not mixed
with anything. At the moment she is suffering even more from the lack of
cigarette papers than of tobacco. Papers, too, are a dwindling scarce com-
modity. (When the Gestapo visits they are tom up one at a time and scat-
tered.)

Iuly 13, Monday morning

If it was the most woeful birthday, it was also the most peculiar one.
Kiitchen and I went on foot, Eva took the tram to the Henriettenstift, at
about eleven o'clock. For a couple of minutes on the way we thought we
were being followed by a young man (Gestapo?), he had overtaken us in
a suspicious manner and looked at us, he had taken up position in front of
a shop window---only when he finally tumed a comer were we reassured.
Kiitchen was the pilot on the forbidden Biirgerwiese: only the crossing
L0ttichaustrasx/Zinzendorfstrasse is permitted for wearers of the star.
The Henriettenstift is in Eliasstrasse, now Giintzstrasse by the Johan-
niskirche-I had never been there. Beautiftrl Dresden-handsome
squanes, gardens, the Henriettenstift, an imposing building, also has a
large garden. In a fairly gloomy entrance hall: a melee, no space to move,
chaos. Tied-up mattresses, trunks, evacuation luggage [... ] piled up
eve4rwhere, in between them the to.ing and fro-ing of star-wearing
helpers, half the Community seemed to be helping the old ladies. I would
have liked to walk through the house,butFrauJoachimsthal, even smaller
and more inconspicuous than usual, was standing in the hallway and her
room was just to the left. Atiny, narrow room, almost a prison cel! against
one of the long walls a kitchen stove and a bed, against the other a table
and a few chairs. The intermediate state of a half-completed move made
the room even bleaker. We had exchanged only a few words-Kiitdren by
tums tender and rude to her mother-when Kdtchen came back horrified
from the hallway: "The Gestapo committee's outside, Kdhler's with them,
the 'Spitter's' with them-make yourselves scarce, they're just going up to
the first floor with Hirschel." Eva was in particular danger (Aryans were
not allowed to be here), so after two minutes we left. Kdtchen accompa-
nied us: "They're standing at the windoq keep close to the garden wall."
So we slipped away under cover, and Eva got a ham right away. (Thm in
the evening Kdtchen told us it had been a false alarm, the supposed "Spit-
ter" had been wearing a Jew's star, nor had it been Kiihler, the |ews' pope.
A polite official had merely inspected the rooms with Hirschel.) It now
took me almost an hour to get to the Glasers'; back through the dangerous
bottleneck at Biirgerwiese, in very low spirits, avoiding the area of the rail-
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way station and Gestapo headquarters by a detour along Werderstrasse,
like a hunted animal. The Glasers live in an eccentric-looking house (a lit-
tle colonial in style) at 23 Bergstrasse, close to Schnorrstrasse. There at one,
and received by Frau Glaser who was extremely friendly, He was expected
in the next haU hour, but did not come until three. She had been used to
his complete unpredictability for decades, she said with resigrred admira-
tion. Eva appeared soon after me, she had been able to eat lunch in town.
We spent the next five, almost six hours with the Glasers. They were obvi-
ously pleased that we had come, they went out of their way to be hos-
pitable. There were coffee and cakes, there was a crEme, which substituted
for whipped cream, there were cigarettes and cigars, truly in the plural,
two. When we wanted to leave, at about five, Eva said, that now she had
celebrated her birthday after all. At that we certainly had to stay. A bottle
of heavy red wine was found, Glaserplayed his beautiful accordion [ . . . ]
and then put on a number of recently acquired gramophone records, a

long tone painting by Hindemith, which I grasped only in part, but was at
no point repugnant to me, a mixture of Egmont declamation [ . . .] and
splendid Egmont mrsicby Beethoven, lieder sung by Lehmann [ . . . ], etc.

When we left, toward seven, in a very animated mood, we also carried
home a bag of potatoes we had been given, a radish, a couple of pea pods,
a couple of tomatoes, and from Glaser's Iibrary I had borrowed the
Geschichte der Vereinigten Staaten lHistory of the United Statesl by Firmin
Roz and Eine Zeit stirbt lAn epoch diesl by Georg Hermann. - But what
was most important and characteristic of the times about this agreeably
idle aftemoon were two revelations, which simultaneously illuminated
for me the unconventional character and the fears of this old man (for he
gives an impression of great age, although only in his mid-sixties). At
Eva's recommendation the Glasers had been in the Huttig, as she calls the
Restaurant Steuer by the market hall, a couple of times, and met her there
once. "But we don't want to eat out anymore," said Frau Glaser, "it makes
my husband anxious." Sometime later, he wasn't back yet, I asked her in
some other context, whether he had always specialized in tax law. (He
published on it.) No, she said, he had also conducted divorce cases, and
above all he had defended the Communists in all their court cases in Dres-
den. Which was also why he had been the first to go in 1933. [ . . . ] After
that there was talk of what had upset Glaser last week. He is the owner of
the house and of another one, he has had to share his apartrnent with a

star family, but is still living in his own property. He has invested his for-
tune in an art collection, which he keeps in a hiding place in his house. It
is all banned, Expressionist, "degenerate art." It is not quite clear, whether
he, as a Jew, is allowed to sell at all, at any rate no art dealer is allowed to
disseminate degenerate art. But now an art lover, willing to pay good
prices, has secretly been found and Glaser wants to pay ofl a mortgage
with the anticipated money (whose origins could be concealed). The con-
versation led to a scene that really could have been in a film. In an adjoin-
ing, fairly empty room there were curtains, behind which one might have
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expected shelves, for example for kitchen appliances. Frau Glaser drew
back the curtains, there on the floor were a couple of wooden sculptures,
which at first glance I found stomach-tumingly unpleasant and still find
unpleasant when I thjnk of them. [. . .]At the moment I find something
else important, namely 1) Glaser as a characteristic figure, the ]ewish
lawyer with strong interests in the arts (music, painting and sculpfure),
the tendency toward extreme modernism, the tendency toward Commu-
nism (with a fortune of his own and a good income), a committed non-
conformist, in some association of freethinkers, in music as in the visual
arts-"My husband took an interest in Hindemith very early on." The son,
whom I do not know, is a docto4, but a specialist inbreathing technique-
so likewise something of a Left extremist. In addition to all of that, the ec-
centric floating above everyday troubles and household rules. 2) The
tragicomical concealment of the "degenerate" art treasures. 3) Glaser's
now explicable fear, his now comprehensible pessimism. He believes in
Hitler's lasting victory; he saw the collapse of the Left at close quarters-
"there is no organization there anymore," he repeats again and again and
hembles before the omnipotence of the tyranny.

july 14, Tiresday toward evening

Kiitchenhad been given police permission to spend the lastnight withher
mother. Yesterday aftemoon the old ladies were taken from the Henriet-
tenstift to the Community house, which is fairly close, and passed the
night on deck chairs in a room there. At five o'clock they were ihen put in
a truck (benches, canvas stretched over them), a trailer carried their bag-
gage. Kiitchen says a number of people, Aryans, had watched and ex-
pressed their considerable displeasure. "So that's how fhey treat the Jews!
Load them up like cattle." Dr.Katz had accompanied the transport once
again. He is altogether disliked. By contrast everyone speaks of Hirschel,
the (unpaid) Community leader with the greatest affection and admira-
tion. The man is wearing himself out. This moming he had said good-bye
to the Poland transport at three, had then come over to see the old ladies,
had gone back to his office immediately after their departure. All the work
and all the suffering are loaded onto him. -The whole day on notes on Fabre.Luce.

)uly 15, Thursday moming

[ . . . ] Hunger and the sense of threat grow daily. Now it appears that we
shall have to change our apartmentin a few weeks-move into something
even more crowded and worse. (Here there is greenery and a bathroom
and a small number of people. But in our next living quarters?).

Letter from Sussmann. He does not understand why I decline mone-
tary help, why I do not answer such "ha:rnless" questions as those about
my Curiculum-he understands absolutelynothing of my situationhere,

101
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is "nervous and depressed," also no doubt a little offended, insists that I
must lel money be sent to me-"food prices here have risen by L00%, it
must be just the same for you, you do need money"; he does not know that
here the prices are not higher, but also that there is no food. How should I
answer him? The censors suppress any elucidation or pass it on to the
Gestapo.

Seliksohn here yesterday aftemoon. He now appears to live in large
part from his work as a hairdresser and he goes about it with great eager-
ness. He did the hair of the whole of the Henriettenstift before they were
transported, this coming Monday aftemoon he will deal with all the in-
habitants of our house.

t...I

]uly 17, Friday moming

We are eating our last bread, and there are no new coupons until Thurs-
day; the potatoes are at an end, and nothing is being supplied on the out-
standing sections [of the card]. I don't know what is going to happen.
t...1

Notification of a money transfer from Sweden. I already wrote to Suss-

mann yesterday, that he would be doing me the worst possible service;

today I declined to accept th" grft.
ln conversation the Marckwalds said: Dr. Glaser was "not an agreeable

gentleman." I contradicted them and asked "Why?" - "He was such a
Communist." Now I understand why Kiitchen always talks so sneeringly
abouthim.

Yesterday evening invited to Ida Kreidl's for a belated birthday parfy
for Eva. We wer€ properly entertained, as on that still almost peaceful Sat-

urday before the Gestapo broke in: tea and homemade poppy seed cres-
cents. But all conversation revolves around the wretchedness of the
situation. Ida Kreidl and Frau Pick are certainly reckoning on Thercsien-
stadt, the Marckwalds also. Marckwald says it would be a death sentence
for him. He receives a state pension as I do, he believes it will not be paid
to him in Theresienstadt. He needs 80M a month for morphine and other
medicines.

Iuly 1& Saturday toward evening

Yesterday Eva had a bout of influenza with a slight temPerature. She lay
down in the aftemoon, remained in bed during breakfast today. Then she
had to go into town, there was nothing for her to eat here. Instead of feel-
ing sympathy I was yesterday tormented by one question only: would she

be capable of getting up today? She had no temperature, was only
washed-out-going out was not bad for her, and that is the only good
thing I can report today. The shortage of food cannot get worse, we no
longer know whom to beg from, we do not know how we shall get
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through the next week. Eva is also very poorly provided for, she has no fat
or bread coupons, and from twelve until one the "dish of the day" is re-
served for "those in employment." We are both very hungry.

Acard from Trude Scherk: Grete's condition had worsened, she would
not leave the hospital anymore; that at least is what Anny Klemperer (who
no longer writes to me) reported, because Trude herself no longer man-
ages the distance to the hospital, two and a half hours on foot! One can
wish Grete nothing better than a speedy deliverance.

Last Thursday the Marckwalds gave me a bag of potatoes-$ut they
said they would hardly still be edible. Indeed, they stank and were falling
disgustingly apart. Nevertheless today I brushed and boiled about half of
what I had lugged over here, the ones that were still just about holding to-
gether. And truly a few pieces of some were edible. Disgusting. - The
whole day today on domestic chores, also, to relieve Eva, scnrbbed the
stairs.

t...1
Steinitz was here in the aftemoon. Suddenly mudt aged, very de-

pressed. He again wamed against Seliksohry everyone has a very negative
opinion of him. (But no one says what he has really done, or is supposed
to have done wrong.)

|uly 19, Sunday evening

The fust day of truly remorseless hunger. A tiny remnant of potatoes, so
black and stinking, that it tums the stomach, a tiny remnant of bread.
Nothing to be had for Eva either, since she has no coupons. Tomorrow
she will haae tobeg from Frau Fleischer. - In the afternoon to the Kron-
heims, who now live in Altenzeller Strasse, and whom we recently, after
a long time, saw at Friedheim's burial. They wrote on Eva's sixtieth
birthday and urged us to visit them. The woman has shrunk arvay to
nothing after serious ill-treatment and, threatened with Theresienstadt,
is now contemplating suicide (I said, Veronal should now be called
"Jewish drops"). The very hysterical daughter, working at Zeiss-Ikon,
would like to marry her elderly mother to an older fellow worker. (If
one partner of a married couple works in an armaments factory then
supposedly they are not evacuated.) Gloomy atmosphere. But there
were a couple of tiny little cakes with sweetened ersatz coffee, and that
helped pass a couple of hours. - The house in Altenzeller Strasse is di-
agonally opposite the Pension Blancke, in which we stayed twenty-two
years ago. The pension sigrr is still there, although the proprietors have
changed [ . . . ]. For reasons that no one knows, the house in which the
Kronheims are accommodated is repeatedly visited by the Gestapo, they
have already brutally wreaked havoc there half a dozen times. A once-
magnificent villa surrounded by very thick vegetation. High rooms,
frescoes above the doors-but everything is said to be in a state of
decay.-[...]
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Latest imposition on fews (II. 5?): Ban on subscribing to or buying
newspapersi also, if the husband wears the star, the Aryan wife is not al-
lowed to take or buy a newspaper in her name.

luly 20, Monday after dinner

Eva's nerves gave way yesterday; she laid the blame on me, but it's only
the situation and the terrible hunger that are to blame. The first outburst
was at lunchtime, when I told her to eat a little crust of bread with her
soup. The aftemoon was calm, we were at the Kronheims. I then told her,
since it was late, to pick up something edible in town, going by tram she
would be home hardly any later than I would. She did not come home
until half past eight, had been to eight restaurants in vain, had got a plate
of soup in the ninth, and was completely exhausted. I had prepared a rem-
nant of black potatoes, Eva made a tiny bit of sauce to go with them and
then got a spasm of the hiccups and a very bad cough that, despite
codeine, has not cleared up even today. It was her opinion that I had
chased her into town. -

Today again no possibility of buying anything and a continuation of the
terrible hunger. Elsa Kreidl is going to let us have a bowl of old potatoes
for the evening. Bread is finished-yesterday EIsa Kreidl gave us a little
bit as a present. I have never experienced anything like it, not even in the
last war. For the first time hunger is literally hurting me. I steal individual
little pieces of sugar from Kdtchen's drawer. Eva brought candy, had her-
seU had only a little to eat in a restaurant. -1...I

]uly 21, Tiresday midday

After truly piercing hunger yesterday aftemoon a momentary tum for the
better: Elsa Kreidl gave us a little basket of old potatoes, from |entsch, the
trader, we got ten pounds of new potatoes (a long wait by an open van
during a thundery downpour), and Kiitchen lent us a one-pound-bread
coupon. tn the evening we ate our fill with mashed potatoes. But this
moming again there was no more eating one's fill: The potatoes have to
last too long, we still have very long to go before we get bread coupons,
and there are no vegetables or anything else to be bought. (Eva eats sugar,
I steal a little sugar from KAtchen, yesterday I was also helped by a little
paper bag of candy, which Eva had got on her card-the first candy since
Christmas. - The worst thing is not hunger, which produces only a dull
unease. Much worse is the inadequate food. It's only after the first mouth-
fuIs that I realize how hrngry I am and what pleasure there is in even the
most wretched muck; and after just these mouthfuls I have to stop.

Yesterday aftemoon Seliksohn was here in his capacity as a hairdresser
and dealt with everyone in the house. Eva and I were shom, K6tchen got
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an elaborate perm.rnent wave, Ida IGeidl had her hair washed. Seliksohn
then departed feeling very satisfied, all in all he had eamed about 4.50M
to4,75M.

t...I

Toward evening

Ida l(eidl, who owns thehouse, showed me the letter from the NSDAP, in
which our floor, "the Voss Jews' apartment," is also disposed of from Sep-
tember 1. Eva is quite indifferent to this new move: Ever since our little
tomcat met his fate, it makes no difference where we end up. Only one
thing weighs on my mind: When we moved in here in May 1940, we told
ourselves that it was a temporary arrangement. And now, after two and a
quarter years, a new "temporary arrangement" is about to begin, and
under conditions that are so much worse. The summers alone! [n summer
1940 the long excursions, in summer 1941 still long walks and enough to
eat, in the summer of 1942 Eva is forced to undertake long shopping ex-
peditions in town, and I live like a prisoner, and weboth starve. And every
day I ask myself whether I shall live to see the summer of 1943. The other
men of the ]ews' House are all dead. [ . . . ]

July 2d ftiday morning

Downpours, thunderstorms, wind, more rain, cool weather-we have put
on thicker blankets----everyone who's Jewish says: If only the weather
keeps up like fftis for another couple of weeks . . ."

The day before yesterday a letter from Trude Scherk: Grete appears to
be moribund and quite abandoned; Trude carrnot manage the two and a
half hours on foot to the hospital, Anny Klemperer was "in urgent need of
rest" and has gone to Lake Constance. Trude herself believes she will be
sent to Theresienstadt in the course of the next week. She has already been
inoculated against typhus and cholera, she has declared herself available
for work, "in order to be able to buy medicines with the money she eams."
The general mood among lews is that they do not fear evacuation quite as
much as before and now even regard Theresienstadt as a relatively hu-
mane place. In general people say to one another, things are so bad here
that anywhere else they can at most be equally bad, but perhaps also
somewhat better. I observe this mood every evening in Ida Kreidl, who is
now much more calm and brave than in past months. [... ] When Eva
(who distributes the ration cards, now that Elsa Kreidl has been com-
pletely Aryanized) was at the Community yesterday, she leamed that
today another fifty people are going to be called for evacuation. Everyone
who is over sixty-five believes that he is among these fifty.

I feel it is especially shameless that in this distribution the egg-ration
card has been taken from Jews (and likewise the vegetable card!). The
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Aryan population is no better provided for as a resulh Among 600,000
Aryans there are at most still 900 ]ews living here, probably only 500 to
800. But they want to drive us to hunger and despair. -Eva was at the Glasers a few days ago and brought them a potted plant.
(Very difficult to find; wearers of the star are forbidden to buy any flowers
whatsoever.) Late in the aftemoon of the very same day Frau Glaser ap-
peared here with three kohlrabi heads, about a pound of potatoes and a

tiny quantity of red currants in retum. But how afraid she was of entering
our house! "Will the Gestapo not come?" Only when I told her, that hand-
ing over a packet at the garden gate in full public view was much more
dangerous, did she come inside for a couple of minutes.

t...I

Aftemoon

It is three o'clock and Eva is still not back from town. Later she comes
home without having eaten-there is hardly anything in the restaurants,
especially grven the lack of coupons at the end of the four-week period-
exhausted, out of humor, with empty hands. That's how it is now, like that
or something like it day after day. And hunger is a daily visito4, every
slice of bread, every potato is counted. - I was over at Frau Hirschel's at
85 Wiener Strasse, gave her back Herzl's Zionist Writings, fetched new
things from her good library: Sombart, The Jaos and Economic Life; Ricarda
I{uch, Michael Bakunin und die Anarchie [Mikhail Bakunin and Anarchism];
Dubnow, liidische Geschichte, ein geschichtsphilosophischer Versuch flewish
history an essay in the philosophy of historyl. Thus I am once again pro-
vided with study material for a week, if I have the time for it. - I recently
had the most conclusive evidence of the tremendous harm that Herzl
caused us. An acquaintance of Kitchen's brought a copy of l}:re Deutsche
Ukrainezeitung [German Ukraine newspaper], of about ]uly 11, with her. ln
it there was a remarkably undirty article, almost calm in tone, about the
"Jewish nation." The author quoted a memorandum to Lord Lansdowne
found among Herzl's literary remains. (I do not think that it is a forgery,
because tone and expression corresponded very precisely with similar
outpourings in the Zionist writings.) I cannot quote word for word, but
the meaning was something like this: If England espouses the establish-
ment of a Zionist state, then it [England] will gain many thousands of Jews
in every country as admirers, supporters, propagandists and agents. From
tha! National Socialist Germany naturally concludes that there is a Jewish
natiory which in its totality is an enemy and whose German parts are now
betraying it. And on this precisely it bases its legal claim to treat us, at best,
as prisoners of war, but preferably as traitors. With the increasing short-
ages the general terror is increasing, too, and with it especially that prac-
ticed against the ]ews. A few days ago Kdtchen told us of a Jewish foreman
at the Goehle plant who ran into the arms of a Gestapo squad as he came
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home; he had thrown a fit and shouted for help, had been shut up with
kicks in the face and loaded into the waiting car. Today Frau Hirsclrel
named him as the latest dead man. Presumably "suicide by hanging"
again. I: "I've told my wife, if she hears of my 'suicide,' then I've been
murdered." - "My husband said the same thing to me. Because of his pe.
sition he is much more vulnerable than you." Frau Hirschel, too, com-
plained of hunger, above all, that she never has enough to give her
children. She too found the canceling of the eggs particularly shameless.

- The names of the fifty to be evacuated in the next few days are to be
made known at the Community this aftemoon. But each of those con-
cemed has already received the news by fust post this moming. So flis
time lda Kreidl and Julia Pick are not yet on the list.

I...I

Jnly 25, Safurday toward evening

Yesterday-to ward off his all-too-long Saturday visit-to Steinitz for a
few minutes in the evening. (It was an effort going, even more of an effort
coming back: bout of influenza, stomach pains, temperature of 101,
knocked out today, often falling asleep, but better.) I used the just-
arurounced evacuation as an excuse for putting him off, saying I had to
keep the aftemoon free for possible visits of consolation. It has meanwhile
transpired that the Marckwalds and Frau Kronheim arc not on the list.
This time, curiously, most of those concemed are people from the Zeiss-
Ikon plant which was thought to be safe, and, what is more, disabled vet-
erans. The principle according to which they proceed is completely
opaque, no doubt there is a wild, chaotic competition between various au-
thorities. Mood of despair at the Steinitzes'; they have also been given no-
tice for September 1, which has particularly affected the hysterical wife. In
addition, the murder of the foreman, Goldmann, had made a deep im-
pression. Working at the cemetery Steinitz had heard the description by
the people who had brought the dead man from the Police Presidium: The
corpse lay naked in a pool of blood. -The next murder can aheady be recorded. The doorbell rang half an
hour ago, I opened the door downstairs to a woman, whom I did not rec-
ognize, who wanted to see "Frau Voss" and rushed upstairs. Then we
heard a loud duet of weeping and screaming from Kiitdren's room. Her
sister-in-law had brought the news of the death of [Kiitchen's brother]
|oachimsthaf who had been arrested two weeks before. - Being arrested,
no matter for what trifle-according to one story ]oachimsthal had "cov-
ered up the star," according to another had been sitting in the restaurant,
where his wife works, beyond the curfew hour-being arrested is now
identical with being killed, right here and now, they don't even bother
with the concentration camps anymore.

t...I
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Inly 25, Sunday morning

As a couple of weeks ago Katz had come to see to Frau Pick, found no one

at home, and sat chatting with us for an hour. Largely a variation on the
fust visit. [ . . . ] To the doctor the world war is the central experience, one
that comes up again and again, his love of the German army is ineradica-
ble, a disposition that was inherited and inculcated: Dr. Katz's father was
in the Guards Hussars and forged his father's signature to serve as a six-
teen-year-old volunteer in the war of 1,870. (In 193!34 he was, no doubt,
a supporter of the Schoeps tendency: "To wait, full of enthusiasm, until
German National Socialism needs us!") But Dr. Katz is nevertheless em-
phatically Jewish. - Even so, certain things in yesterday's conversation
were new and valuable to me. Katz said, he had reckoned that today there
were 1500 calories for a ]ew and 1,800 calories for an Aryan. A worker
doing moderately hard work needed 2,800 calories. The "plutocrats"
would be able to obtain some additional calories on the black market,
which was starting up again. Katz expected "real blockade illness"
("blockade illness" was his own term) by about Christmas. I asked him
whether there was any serious hunger yet. - "Yes, but for the time being
only the first signs of fatigue are appearing. First, the body fats are broken
down, then the muscles, including the heart muscle, are affected. That
then gives rise to serious insomnia, starvation edema, inability to work.
That affects the performance of the armaments industry." -

On the LTI. [ . . . ] Something completely new a whole chaPter of the LII
prcsented itself to me with Katz's immediately plausible (presumably
based on remarks in Mein Knmpfl assrlrt:ron: Hitler had started from specif-
ically Austrian politics, from Schtinerer and Lueger. - I mentioned the
Herzl-Lansdowne article in the Deutsche Ukraineztitung. Katz said, Herzl
had had a truly fascinating character. He, Katz, had been in Vienna for one

and a hatf years as assistant to some big shot (Eyselsberg probably). As a

German from the Reich he had been respected by his Christian colleagues

despitehis Jewishness and so was able to go between and observe both
parties. He talked about Schnitzler, whose brother Julius Schnitzler was a
distinguished surgeon. Arthur Schnitzler rushes into the operating theater
in his invemess cape, iust as an appendix is being taken out, waves a

newspaper: "You must read the review, |ulius!" and tries to push the
paper into his hands. "Later, Arthur, you c.rn see we're operating," and as

soon as his brother has gone: "We shall sterilize ourselves once again." -
[ . . . ] Yesterday evening-we are alone downstairs-Elsa Kreidl talks

in a halfway-reassured tone about her new tenants; the forestry official, a
very pleasant man, will now take the first floor after all, and the Gestapo
detective superintenden! the ground floor, because he has children and
also wants to do some gardening . . . It sounds as if Frau Kreidl feels safer
now. Then in the middle of the calm conversation Eva launched into a

fierce attack on her: "They murdered your husband, they murdered your
friend Friedheim, they caUed you'whore'and now they are going to live
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peacefully in the same house as you and be in the gardery and the car in
which they put the bodies of the murdered may drive up to the door
here!" Elsa IGeidl replied very shamefacedly, probably a little conscience
stricken: "But I cannot droose my tmants." ("Then why doesn't she move
out herself?" Eva said to me later.)

From the altruistic point of view all these events and scenes leave me
ice co1d, vilely cold. My only concem is always to avoid shuddering with
the fear of death. It shakes me again and again: They will come for me, too.
It is no longer about property-anyone can be murdered. This man
foachimsthal was in a mixed marriage, had no forfune, had served in the
war, was a worker in an armaments factory was on the Iist (why?) of the
latest transport (going on Monday) and was killed before that. (Why?) If
they kill me, they save a civil servant's pension. Every time I go to the let-
ter box, I think there might be a card summoning me to the Gestapo. [ . . . ]
I would so very much like to live another couple of years, I have sudr a
dread of just this death, of perhaps waiting for days in the certainty of
dying, of perhaps being tortured, of being extinguished in absolute loneli-
ness. Again and again I save myself by tuming to what is now my work,
these notes, my reading. I am not only cold in the face of all the ghastli-
ness, I also always take a certain delight in curiosity and its satisfaction:
"So you can also bear personal witness to that, you have also experienced
that, yet another addition to the Curriculum or the Lfl!" And then I feel
brave, because I dare to make a note of everything. Very deep down inside
me, of course, there lurks the feeling: I have got away so often-why
should I not manage it this time, too? But the long moments of dreadful
fear occur increasingly often. -There is an aspect of awful comedy lurking behind the tragedy of this
most recent murder. A few months ago Kiitchen made a scene, because in
her absence I allowed her brother to wait in her room. This criminal, who
wanted to squeeze money out of her, must not be allowed to rummage
through her things. She had even worse things to say about her sister-in-
law. Now there is a mutual affection between the two womeo and the
brother is lamented like the mostbeloved relative. Eva says there is a great
deal of convention in Kiitchen's pain One mourns a brother. Then again
she really does moum: The tears are genuine, as is the grayness of her face,
as is her dishess. And she really does have a heart problem, a doctor has
once again put her on the sick list because of angina and dilation of the
heart. Then again: Her mind always seems to me to be like a slate: nothing
written on it stays, the next second the sponge of a new impression passes
over it. Then again: During those minutes, in which the bad inscription
appears, she really does suffer. -

luly27, Mondaymorning

Yesterday aftemoon at the Seliksohns'. Iruly touchingly received: a cake,
they had been given rhubarb; a cigar was forced upon me: "A seventy-
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year-old, whose hair I had to dye, gave it to me as a present." Behind it
there is always: Just take it, who knows if I'11 still have it in an hour's time!
Seliksohn always looks thin and poorly, but yesterday his face was more
deeply sunken than ever before. He himself says: fear. The Goldmann
case, the Joachimsthal case, yet another similar case looming up, arrest of
a man working at Zeiss-Ikon, |uliusburger, because he had "covered up
the star." - Murder is everywhere, reaching out for everyone, in ever
more of a hurry. And where do the people die? No one is with them and
there are signs of torture. Seliksohn's conversation revolves around the
two focal points: "If only I would be evacuated!" and "lf only I had
Veronal!" He repeats a hundred times over, that we shall all be murdered.
And I think he is right. He: already in a concentration camp once, former
employee of the Social Democrats ("VorwArts" bookshop). And I: After
doing away with me they will save a pension. I am too young for There-
sienstadt (under 65), probably too old for work in Poland. Recently also
they seem to want to put an end to mixed marriages tfuough murder of
the Jewish party (Ernst Kreidl, Joachimsthat . . . t . . . ]).

At home we were again welcomed by the unrestrained weeping and
wailing of the utterly distraught Kitchen: "I saw him--don't ask-I saw
him!" She had gone to Tolkewitz with her sister-in-law and the latter's
parents and had in fact set eyes on the corpse. This moming (breakfast to-
gether) the whole thing continued. For me there is only one way of ward-
ing off the horror and shock of this business-when I was young I often
had a nightmare in which I was going to be executed, and now the night-
mare is very likety to come true, I can see a room with gallows and chair
before me----only one wa, and that is to concentrate on the ghastly com-
edy of the ]oachimsthal case, to stick doggedly to my observations, to the
Iiterary material, and thus to pretend courage to myself. [ . . . ]

[ . . . ] But the supporters of the regime must be somewhere, National
Socialist propaganda must have an effect somewhere. Yesterday evening
again a graybeard worker shouted at me from his bike, "You Jewish
scoundrel!" When Goldmann was fighting the Gestapo on the street, on-
Iookers are said to have joined in to help the Gestapo.

Religion or tmst in God is a dirty business. Every prayer of thanks
means only: "Hurrah, I am still alive!" How puerile Kdtchen is, has been

demonstrated in the last few days by her frequent and serious rePetition
of the question "Where is God?" But millions are just as puerile. Only
when (and because) things are going badly for them, do they doubt the ex-
istence of a benevolent God.

Toward evening

One day I can work, the next I repeatedly fall asleep with exhaustion at
my desk or on the settee. Today is a "next." I would like to make a few
notes on the just finished Hr'story of America - I can't do it.

Yesterday Seliksohn spoke with gratitude of helpful Aryans, very ordi-
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nary people. A laundry employee had given the rhubarb for the cake,
someone had given him cigarettes, etc. Immediately afterward he de-
manded, with utter hatred, that the whole German people must be exter-
minated. I said, he himself acknowledged that the atrocities were by no
means supported by everyone. He responded: One could not allow the
criminal whole to exist for the sake of the few who were good. -A new law, of which we leamed at lunchtime: absolute ban on institu-
tions of higher leaming for those fifty percent Jewish. (Those who are
twenty-five percent may attend, "if there are places"-but there are no
places!) My first emotion was a very nasty one, but I could not and cannot
suppress it, nor consider it entirely unjust this affects Berthold's second
son and my sister-in-law Anny. Last year Anny expressed her joy to me at
the deliverance of German culture from the threat of Bolshevism, she is
now recuperating on Lake Constance (what from?), while we . . . etc. Per-
haps now it will dawn on her what this delivered German culture is all
about.

LII. Among today's birth notices in the Dresilen* Anzeiger: Y Volker,
21.7.42. In Gernrany's greatest time a little bnrther was bom for our
Thorsten. With proud joy: Else Hohmann... Hans Georg Hohmann, SS
Untersturmfiihrer, Dresden A20, General Wewer Strasse . . ."

At the beginning of the week the newspapers regularly print an
"NSDAP text of the week" under a special heading. A quotatiory usually
one of Hitler's pronouncements, is presented, followed by a brief sermon-
izing commentary. Today the headline is pmlEss AND HARD, the Hitler
quote itself: "]ust as we were pitiless and hard in the struggle for power,
we shall be pitiless and hard in the struggle for the survival of our nation."
The sermory which belabors the word "hard" says: Because our extemal
and intemal enemies were so "hard and implacable" toward us, then "we
had to be and still have to be even harder, always, today, and in futwe.
Every stirring of pity, no matter how small, would be interpreted as weak-
ness on our part . . ." I do not know if Seliksohn is so very far wrong.

As I was waiting for Eva at Wasaplatz today [ . . . ] I noticed again, as so
often, how many pregnant women there were, and how emphatically they
stuck out their full stomachs. Once pregnanry was concealed, now it is af-
firmed. I read that certain Australasian Negroes, when they want to dis-
play themselves as men of fashiory flirtatiously hold out their penises
between two fingers. These females are now similarly flirtatious with their
pregnancies. They bear their stomachs like a Party badge. Like the runes
and the SS lighhring flashes it, too, is part of the LTI. All Germany is a meat
factory and butcher shop.

fuly 29, Wednesday aftemoon

At about two I went to Wasaplatz to meet Eva, I knew she was there buy-
ing potatoes at Jentsch's handcart and wanted to carry the net for her. She
had got there before one, and I had to wait more than an hour before I was
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able to haul the precious ten pounds of potatoes and a couple of cabbages
home. Dead tired and out of humor. The fact that one can be aruroyed at
this trifling bit of wretchedness is a sign of the fading of the greater dread.
But from time to time this greater dread of the gallows in prison rises up
again nevertheless. - I am unable to feel pity for Kdtchen for very long.

[ . . . ] ln floods of tears uttering meaningless phrases: "The poor martyr-
like fesus for his faith! - Eva, how much did the potato salad cost, is it
good? - I make it myself-the poor, poor martyr . . ."

I make my observations everywhere, as yesterday at Steinitz's-he
asked me to come, he wanted some writing paper from me (legacy of Paul
Kreidl), had a book for me--there they were not especially dismayed by
the ]oachimsthal case, because 1) the man had been a nasty piece of work
and 2) he had "really done somethingi' that is, sat in a restaurant after
nine o'clock with the star covered-after all the Gestapo don't do things
for no reason at all. So they forget that the star law is a tyranny in itseU,

they forge! that a violation of the tyrannical measure could "justifiably" at
most be considered a misdemenor and punished with a fine, and, only as

the height of tyranny, punished with a couple of days in prison. People are
so humbled and dulled, that they regard the death sentence----effectively
uncontrolled murder in the prison cells-as virtually an appropriate
atonement. . . I have already heard this "he really did something" from
Kiitchen about simi-lar cases; she repeats what others have said.

On Monday evening-we were downstairs with Ida Kreidl-there was
the monthly police inspection. I opened the front door, the big uniformed
man remained standing in the hallway. "Your name, sir?" (Sir-where the
Gestapo shouts, spits, beats.) "Who else lives in this house, please? Are
they all present? Yes? Thank you, good evening!" The police are always
courteous, always emphatically differmt from the Gestapo-but we have
never yet had such an almost disloyal gentlemanly inspection. I could al-
most believe that the man knows of the frightfulness of the present terror
and consciously opposes it. -At the pharmacy they told me that I would save almost half the cost if I
bought my Uromed dietary supplement in a packet of 500 instead of 60. It
was all the more preferable to me, since I could pay by bank transfer, be-

cause pharmary bills are not "deducted from the allowance." But now the
big jar with 500 shoe buttons is here, and I do not know where I should
hide it from the Gestapo. Until now "under the wardrobe" was considered
safe--now they are said to poke around with sticks. (Hunger makes them
more ingenious.) -Steinitz weighs only 105 pounds now and he really looks his almost 68

years; he's still writing, in English, the history of the Bohemian coal com-
pany, which employed him for forty years, an "anecdotal history" he says.

He wants to send the manuscript to his boss in America and hopes to be

remunerated for it. At the same time the thing is language practice for
him. But in good weather he passes the day as a voluntary cemetery
worker. He feels safer outdoors. Just like Dr. Magnus. [ . . . ]
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With the appearance of more plentiful cabbage, unrationed, a very bad
moment of hunger seems to have been surmounted. I cannot really be
glad about it: People have enough to eat for two days and they forget the
privation they have put behind them and the privation that lies before
them. - The war drags on. German successes, but nothing decisive. [ . . . ]

|uly 31, Friday, toward evening

Aufrichtig, the old farmer, and his little farmer's wife-I wrote about
them when I was shoveling snow-there was no retum visit following our
visit (even then it was for the sake of potatoes!) and we lost touch with
them. ]ust recently they were named as being part of the latest Theresien-
stadt transport. This moming the ]oachimsthal widow (great friends with
Kiitchen) brought the news that the couple had gassed themselves, the
wife saved, the husband dead. They had been only in reserve for the trans-
port-a couple of people always have to be ready to travel, in case the
numbers have to be made up; if they are not needed, then it's their tum the
next time and they're sent back to their room, which has meanwhile al-
ready been sealed. Usual context House search, the man summoned to
the Gestapo for the next morning (at five o'clock his wife had said he was
out shopping, but shopping is allowed only [11 four o'clock; also, despite
the surrender order, some bits of fabric are said to have been foundFfear
and the rcsult as with Frau Pick recently. Later Eva brought the news from
town-she had invited the Neumanns for Sunday-that both the
Aufrichtigs are alive. Suicide, attempted suicide: nothing more corrunon-
place. Tomorrow the case will be supplanted by another case. In my mem-
ory too. But I shall try to look the people up before their departure.

The most hated man in Dresden is undoubtedly Govemor
Mutschmann, also hated by the Aryans, by the Nazis. (The kind, of whom
there are many, who always maintain the Ftihrer does not know what bad
things are happening, others are to blame for everything wicked.) Now
there's a rumor going around, his villa has had to have special protectiory
he hirnself has kept out of sight for a while. He has had animals illegally
slaughtered on a large scale for his own use; when it got out, the butcher
involved had to commit suicide, but once again nothing has happened to
him, Mutschmann, the Ftihrer protects him. (Version 1, Mutschmann
helped Hitler as he was starting out, version 2, Mutschmann "knows too
much.")

t...I
Familiar presentday destinies: Yesterday the Marckwalds showed me

pictures, film stills taken by their son Wilhelm. He had started in business,
had become a (caf6) musician, then tumed to actin& more precisely direct-
ing, had held posts in Germany, had to go in'33 or'34, became a film di-
rector in Barcelona, married an actress, fled from the Franco troops, fled to
Stockholm, was deported back to France as a Communist, is now living
withthewomaninEngland or lreland, she as a maid, he as a farmworker-

113
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the parents do not know their daughter-in-law Such a curriculum vitae
(y en a tant) seems to me now just as much a matter of course as suicide or
attempted suicide. Habituation, deadening. fust as I have become used to
the woeful sights at the Marckwalds. He, ever thinner, motionless at the
table, the lower part of his body wrapped in a blanket and always shiver-
ing. After a quarter of an hour: "Give me an injection," and while his wife
gives him the morphine injection, we go on talking. -Tomorrow August 1, the outbreak of war in 1914. We are now sixty
years old, and of these sixty we have lived through seven as wartime,
more than ten percent. Europe in the twentieth century! But what a decent

business the last war was, how little it horrified me in comParison to this
one. Whatever I do or think, the image of the gallows in a prison cell is al-
ways with me.

August 2, Sunday evening

The Neumarus came at haU past four-he has become a skeleton, com-
pared to him I am fat and rosy, and even Eva does not look as thin. Both
Neumanns in low spirits. They are reckoning on Theresienstadt.

[ . . . ] I said to the Neumanns: I am working to get over the dread of
murder in a prison cell. I direct the course of my studies as I would a bal-
loon. It cannot be steered, but one can nevertheless tack a little. [ . . . ]

On Friday we received the newspaper for the last time. Now we can
glance at the Aryan Elsa Kreidl's paper every day. Until August 31. -

t...1

August 4, Tuesday aftemoon

Eva has taken laundry to BtiNau, her report of the little excursion is almost
animated, and I was even more conscious of my imprisonment than usual'

Trude Scherk writes: On August 10 she will be evacuated to Theresien-
stadt. -Grete, in the |ewish Hospital in Berlin, seems to be slowly fading away.

She is said not to recognize visitors, too weak to sit uP, she sleeps, eats,

soils the bed. So goes the report of a sister of linny Klemperer, who had
been to see her. Subjectively, therefore, Grete already seems to have
crossed over. Obiectively: dreadful. - We shall not be able to see Trude
when she passes through, it will also be impossible for Eva. We have writ-
ten to her, that in Theresienstadt she should stick to people from Dresden.

She would find out about our fate from them. Perhaps then there wi.ll also

be a possibility of communication; at least Steinitz maintains there's a con-
nection Theresienstadt-Prague-Dresden. -Lr two days of concentrated work I have read and made notes on the
Dubnow pamphlet laoish History. My objections are also on the same

sheet.[...]
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August 6, Thursday morning

My hands are freezing. Cold and rain predominate this summer. The har-
vest cannotbe good, it has had no chance to come up, to catch up after the
Iong winter. But are the many Aryans h*gry like the few Jews? ]'en
doute. For two weeks there has been plentiful cabbage-who is still think-
ing of the previous weeks of hunger? And meanwhile the German offen-
sive is pushing ever closer to the Caucasus, and the English and the
Americans look on without doing anything. I no longer believe the end of
the war is near. I even consider that German final victory-perhaps in the
form of a favorable compromise-is not completely out of the question. To
be sure: The Hitler business will certainly not last "1,000 years"-but even
1.,000 days would be an eternity for me.

Habituation: A couple of weeks have passed since the murder of
foachimsthal, a couple of months since the house searches here. And al-
ready I am living in a state of dull-witted placidity. Habituation: On Tues-
day another transport leaves Dresden for Theresienstad! and already it
appears to me, appears to ]ewry herc as a matter of course. -Kdtchen has been on the sick list for some weeks now and has not gone
to Zeiss-Ikon. Her zeal has been cooled twice over, since she has been for-
bidden to take the tram and since it has become clear that even Zeiss-Ikon
is no security against deportation. But she is in constant communication
with her people there and hears what is going on. A batch of very young
Russian women, still half childreru has been put to work and kept away
from the jewish women. But they've forgotten that many of the Jews
speak Russian and so there is contact. The girls have been pressed into ser-
vice and feel themselves to be abducted prisoners. They are starving in
their camp, morning and evening one pot of coffee with ore slice of bread,
at midday a thin soup. They are so hungry that their Jewish workmates
help them. It's forbidden; but people drop a slice of bread under the table,
after a while the Russian woman bends down and disappears into the toi-
let with it. (The Jews get dinner in the canteen.) - Zeiss-Ikon is said to
employ "a patchwork of nations": Polish, French, Danish women.

August 7, Friday morning

On Ttresday and Wednesday evening, after sitting down all day, I walked
to the Stidhcihe. View of Borsberg and the Saxon Switzerland, view of the
towers of the city, laden fruit trees, on one a scarecrow in the shape of a
giant bird of prey, fields-it was like a little excursion, it was a complete
rarity and exception. Eva said almost enviously: "You can go for a walk"; I
said almost enviously: "You can traael into town and eat in a restaurant
there." -Ktitchen Sara relates with the greatest bitterness: People who are being
evacuated on Tuesday were subjected to a house search; even from these
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they took all the foodstuffs (provisions bought on coupons!), bread, and
butter they could find.

My visit yesterday to the Marckwalds-the man Srows ever thinner
and grayer in the face, he says the impending evacuation will mean cer-

tain and agonizing death for him-was very interesting in several re-
spects. - At the very beginning of the Hitler business I was invited to ioin
an "Association of Non-Aryan Christians." I did not do so, because I
would have seen such an act as an acknowledgment of the National So-
cialist principle. As we were talking yesterday-I don't know what led up
to it-Frau Marckwald said that sfte had sent me this invitation nine years
ago; she was the secretary her husband the head of the local branch of the
association, which was started in Berlin (Pastor Gr0ber) and soon came to
nothing because the govemment banned it. Frau Marckwald is going to
Iook for pamphlets of the movement or tell me more about it. - He,
Marckwald, said that at the time he had felt great "anguish" and looked
for contact with others. Even before he leamed of the Berlin foundation he
had turned to Duesterberg (the Stahlhelm chairman and [national] presi-
dential candidate in 1933). He describes himself [. . .in a letter] to
Duesterberg: His parents, jews, converted to Protestantism after their
marriage. His father was a farmer, Erdebom Manor near Eisleben was his
property, worked by him until his death in 1900. He himself was bom
there in 1871, brought up "like every German boy," he grew into adult-
hood "full of enthusiasm about Sedan and for the new Germany." Mem-
ber of a student fratemity ("recently, with an aching heart, I voluntarily
retumed my sash"), farmer, worked Erdeborn until 1914, first lieutenant
in the reserve artillery. Already ill at the beginning of the war, estate so1d,

did not serve in the field, official in the Chamber of Agriculture in Dres-

den; due to progressive paralysis retired in 1930 as Senior Agricultural
Councillor with Service Medal of Thanks. Now he was in the Position of
"thousands of other Germans, young and old." Where did he belong? To

the ]ews he was a "renegade," to the Germans not a German. What should
his sons do? They could emigrate, if one were allowed to give them the
means to start their lives anew. It would be necessary to emigrate as a

group, found a colony. [ . . . ] Marckwald said, that it was odd what was
passed on. He himself had not been an anti-Semite-but not at all philo-
Semitic. His children had loved him and been very attached to him. But
only one son had shared his viewpoint in semiticis. The other, the film di-
rector, and the daughter had been emphatically ]ewish. [ . . . ] What one
finds easy, what one finds hard. I talked about Sombart. I said, so far the
only thing I had certain difficulties with was details relating to banking'
E.g., the difference between a share and a bond; according to Sombart's
definition I did not see any difference, a bond was also a share in a com-
pany. Marckwald, very surprised at my lack of understanding, immedi-
ately said: "But a bond yields a fixed rate of interest," and Frau Marckwald
added matter-of-factly: "And ofcourse a shareholder receives dividends"'
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August 8, Saturday midday

[ . . . ] I went to see Aufrichtig: ln the winter a very strong, well-preserved,
animated man, now [sitting] in a leather armchair, apathetic, broken, hol-
low-cheeked. His wife, completely recovered from the suicide attempt,
fresh complexioned, as nimble as before, whispered to me, his memory
had suffered, he knew nothing about his suicide attempt, he was weak,
not intercsted in anything, would repeatedly lie down on the bed and
sleep. But then in conversation he was quite alert, interested, not even un-
happy. I spoke words of comfort to him, in a few weeks he would be re-
stored to health, Theresienstadt was a privilege, etc. I asked Frau
Aufrichtig to give our greetings to Trude Scherk. With Aufrichtig I could
perhaps attribute the emaciation to the gas poisoning. But then Eisner, the
robust proletarian, who had been so attached to me when we were shov-
eling snow, and likewise transplanted to this Jews' fort, came into the
room. He, too, no more than an old, shrunken little man, wrinkled skin
over bones. Then a younger man, unfamiliar to me-always this coming
and going-he likewise emaciated. - From here to "no.4l" [Altenzeller
Strasse], where we were the Kronheims' guests a few weeks ago. A hall-
way, like a room on stage, a very untidy one [ . . . ]. An elderly man opened
the door for me, it fumed out that Frau Kronheim was not home. Through
the open door I could look into the man's room. Ahuge space, two beds, a
white-haired woman lay on one of them. The man drew me into conver-
satiory I had to sit in the hallway with him as pitiful figures came and
went. His name is Rosengart, he had an important post as district head of
an insurance company, talks and talks. His wife is in bed because of a light
stroke, the result of a severe Gestapo beating. "She was 74 yesterday. She's
recovering. And when we get to Theresienstadt-I hope with the next
transport!-she will be healthy again. She'll meet relatives there, she will
be nursed, and I, I know the man in charge there (Where from? There arc
only rumors about Theresienstad! nothing is certain!); he's called Statrl,
he's an insurance man, as I am, together we'll publish an address book of
all the evacuees there! . . ." -When I came home, Kiitchen Sara reported an experience of her friend
Aronade, whom we also know. The day before yesterday she went into a
shop during the permitted time, to buy a watch strap, a cheap strap for
one mark. There two of the familiar Gestapo mery one of them the Spitter,
turn up behind her, shout at her. "Lr twenty-five minutes you'll be at the
Gestapo." At Bismarckplatz they swear at her and beat her; she was not al-
lowed to buy anything for which she did not have ration coupons. "A rope
is good enough for your watch-buying things to take them away from
us!" And blows. The woman was ill for two days. - They became brutal
to Aufrichtig, when questioned as to his profession he replied "farmer."
"You swine, laying hands on our land?!" fust as I was spat at: "You taught
our boys?!" -
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[. . . ] Sombart is no vulgar anti-Semite. But he is an anti-Semite, and
his work gives credence to the most vicious sort of anti-Semitism. His own
anti-Semitism betrays itself very clearly in certain passages. I shall proba-
bly finish this tremendously interesting book on Monday and then de-
velop my objections as I make notes. In general I hold against him: Why is
intellectualism "flat" and "without deep roots"? Reverential adoration is
easier. - I also want very carefully to draw out Sombart's intemal contra-
dictions.

August 10, Monday morning

On Saturday an elderly gentleman, who appeared familiar to me, came to
look at the apartment. Not discourteow, greeted us with a "good day."
Elsa Kreidt said this was Head Forester Fritzsche, and Eva, who ex-

changed a few words with him, recognized him as a brother of the Minis-
terial Councillor Fritzsche with whom we had exchanged the aPartment
in Holbeinstrasse for the one in Hohe Strasse. I called the head forester our
enemy, Eva defended him, he could be retired, have no connection with
the "movemen!" have been quite innocently referred to this apartment. ln
the evening Elsa Kreidl talked very enthusiastically about this new tenant,
who had taken the place of the first-mentioned Gestapo officer: The head
forester had told her he had been promoted and transferred to Dresden, in
his new position he had to work directly with Govemor Mutschmann, not
such an easy task-all the same, the Govemor "concealed quite a kind
heart beneath the rough shell." Now it is quite out of the question that
today anyone is promoted to a senior position without the Party being ab-

solutely certain of him, and it is even more out of the question that anyone
in Saxony could not know how much blood stains the hand belonging to
this kind heart. - The head forester does not want to see what might be

embarrassing for him, that is what makes him complicit, and in that he is

typical and representative of a huge stratum (in which I also include, e.g',
Dressel, Annemarie's colleague). This stratum is also guilty and must also

be punished. Otherwise, to put it with some pathos, Germany's soul is lost
forever and ever.

I once again had an opportunity to see the boundless misery, for which
our rulers are knowingly toblame. Yesterday at theJewishcemetery for the
third time: funeral for joachimsthal. There was a fairly large number of
moumers: such shocking emaciation, difficulty in recognizing a Person
whom I have not seen for a couple of months. Kiitchen's relative, Falken-
stein, has changed from a strong man into a shriveled little figure with a

pale, very sunken face, tall, broad-shouldered Cohn, who used to collect
the "little Winter Aid" from us, has become a walking skeleton, etc., etc.-
Magnus's mind has deteriorated more than his body. (Does he think the
same of me?) I had promised Dr. Magnus that I would chat with him for a

little while after the ceremony, and while I was waiting for him, Eva and I
walked through the not-very-large cemetery. The ceremonies take place
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close to the small um holes of those murdered outright. By the wall we dis-
covered quite fresh full-sized graves. Numerous double graves, married
couples who died on the same day. These are the recent suicides. Is the man
with the kind heart not equally responsible for these? (People maintain that
house-search pogroms of the Dresden kind are unknown in Berlin.) - The
ceremony this time somewhat more elaborate than usual. Harmonium and
violin, played by two very young brothers (Meyer) whom I have repeat-
edly heard mentioned as exceptionally talented, a flower on the um, two
wreaths with big ribbons by the little grave. (I cannot get rid of the foolish
extra shudder before the miniature grave, before the utter destruction of
outward form.) For the third time I heard Pinkowitz-the retired mathe-
matics teacher at a Berlin secondary school, who performs in robe and
yarmulke, reads psalms, says a Hebrew prayeq but does not give a ser-
mon-read a psalm, which seems utterly inappropriate to me. I must in-
quire whether it has any special ritual significance. The psalm seems in
itself immoral to me, in its naked egoism, in its Hurrah, I'm still alive tone.
"The Lord is my refuge, a thousand fall at my right, ten thousand at my left,
thou hast delivered me from the pestilence," etc., etc. That by a grave? But
the dead man is among the thousand and the ten thousand. And precisely
fftis man saved from the plague? I do not understand it at all. Kiitchen again
showed her completely infantile character. It had all been so beautifui, so
comforting. The psalm was so right for the poor boy. (She can, therefore,
have understood nothing of it except a few pathos-laden vocal notes. Cf.
ChurchLatin, magic spells, etc.)Alsoitwas sonice forpoorKurt tobe lying
here "among the martyrs." The whole day and this moming, too, she again
displayed this unbelievable mixture of genuine sorror r, childish consola-
tion, flickering interest in this and that, the most confused flights of ideas
and impressions. lmpression is a word that I should not apply to her.
Nothing i6-"presses" itself, everything slides easily and smoothly across
the slate. - The long detour around the forbidden Great Garden. I walked
for almost three hours, found mysellin midday sultriness on the wayback,
came home completely washed out, could not rouse myself to read Som-
bart until the late afternoon. - This morning a few lines of thanks from
Frau Kronheim, whom I had not fotrnd at home recently. The woman, the
most delicate, composed of the thinnest little bones, most anemic corpse
among all the walking cadavers here, and really only a fleeting acquain-
tance of ours, writes in the exalted tone of someone about to die and taking
leave ofher closest relatives. She reckons on Theresienstadt (rightly) every
day, trembles at separation from her daughter. "Do not forget us. . . I en-
trust my Grete to you, should fate soon overtake fr€ . . . ," she appears to
hint at an intention to commit suicide, sends "most sincere" greetings ,,in

Ioyal friendship." This letter, too , is a j'accuse, -Eva says to me: Yoz look in your mid-sixties, I look over seventy,
comme une vieille 6dent6e (truly the gap in her lower set of teeth makes
her look particularly old-but there have been no dentures for months, all
supplies go to the army). -
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Despite it all everyday life goes on: I read Sombart, I steal from
Kiitchen, etc.

Aftemoon

[ . . . ] Having finished Sombart-in the late aftemoon-I want to go to the
Marckwalds' (though it's not the usual time), look through their library
(before it's sealed to the evacuees), talk to them about DuesterberS, etc.

August 11, Iuesday toward evening

Dr. Katz may be good at the mechanics of being a doctor-he is certainly
a bad doctor. I met him at the Marckwalds' yesterday aftemoon; Marck-
wald is trembling at his imminent evacuation. The transport, which had
just left, was still fresh in Katz's mind; shuddering, he talked of the
Gestapo inspector's "cynical sadism," of the old and the sick crowded to-
gether on deck chairs in the Community House, of the fact that medicines
were "scarce commodities," and that they were allowed to take only very
small amounts with them, that Marckwalds had little prospect of bringing
his wheelchair, still less his nightstool, that he would certainly be allowed
only ore principal medicine . . . When Katz was gone, Marckwald told me
how much he would like to take his life. I brazenly consoled him and gave

cheer. Afterward I said to Frau Marckwald, who complained about Katz:
"A doctor must be able to lie." - I learned nothing new [' . . ] about the
non-Aryan Christians. And in the Marckwalds' Iibrary I found only a

medley of novels and some editions of the classics, but nothing that was of
use to my work. On the other hand I was offered 14 pounds of potatoes; I
fetched them today, in very sultry weather, from the trader in Lockwitzer
Strasse, i.e., I waited there for Frau Marckwald. How ben! scraggy, and
wom-out the poor woman is. Perhaps she is to be pitied even more than
her paralyzed husband. -t. .1

August 14, Friday moming

A certain |uliusburger, in his fifties, at Zeiss-Ikory was arrested a while ago
for "concealing the star" and was thought to be a dead man. He has now
been released after three weeks in custody at the Police Presidium and is

supposed to have been treated decently there by the police-without fur-
ther contact with the Gestapo-much as I was last year, excePt he was in
solitary confinement for three weeks without anything to read' It is almost

comforting, that at last someone has come back alive again. I told myself
that I therefore did not absolutely have to regard arrest as certain death.

[ . . . ] Kzitchen, who brought the news, has now begun to wonder whether
her brother was hanged or only driven to commit suicide with the rope
(only!).
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Steinitz wrote and told me to visit him the day before yesterday, he
could exchange tobacco for sugar; he himself could not come on Sunday
because of the imminent move. The dangenrus letter was destroyed im-
mediately. I went there in the evening. His wife is very disagreeable, con-
stantly squabbling with her husband, constantly painting the new (still
unallocated) accommodation in the blackest colors. "You leave the house
in the moming, come back in the evening, and I have to carry everything
and do everything alone, and you would like to just move into rooms,
which have already been put into shape . . ." so it goes on endlessly. But it
did not suit her either, that he had canceled me for Sunday, he should
leave the cemetery on other days and help her. So he will come on Sunday
afterall.[...]

Since April we have been trying in vain to find out Caroli Stem-
Hirschberg's missing address--every letter is immediately deshoyed-
we believed her to have been evacuated long ago. Yesterday she wrote to
us from Berlin, still unharmed [ . . . ]. She has heard nothing more from
Lissy since deportation. -Yesterday at the Marckwalds' with Eva. There we met Bemstein: a
scraggy man, in his fifties, com merchant, ended up as a medical orderly
in the wat now male nurse of the ]ewish Community. The man spoke
even more despairingly to Marckwald about the last transport than Katz
had recently done. The most crippled sick crowded together on benches
on the truck like herrings, violently tossed around during the drive, even
as injections are given, lack of medicines, no ambulance allowed to fetch
the people from their homes, no possibility of taking wheelchairs etc. . . .

We Ieft together and I asked him why he had painted things so brutally.
Reply: [r private he would without equivocation advise Marckwald to
commit suicide he would only avoid needless torments. He, Bemstein,
considered it quite certain, that in Theresienstadt the sick, who ar,e inca-
pable of working, are disposed of by injections, there was a lack of mor-
phine, insulin, etc. - I asked, why not here? - Because there it takes place
more secretly, Thercsienstadt is completely isolated-not even Katz as ac-
companying doctor gets farther than Leitneritz. Bemstein called the bru-
talify of the transport indescribable. There was not the least regard for
anyone's age, for paralysis, no matter how complete, for any pain whatso.
ever. - What I find so much more abominable in all of this than similar
things with the Russians: There is nothing spontaneous about i! every-
thing is methodically organized and regulated, it is "cultivated" cruelty,
and it happens hypocritically and mendaciously in the name of culturre.
No one is murdered here.

t...1
The external sifuation is darker than ever, We are unceasinglyvictorious

in southem Russia. We have "taken more than a million prisoners since
May" (the civilian inhabitants of the cities are included)-but farther north
the Russians have been attacking for weeks (naturally always without suc-
cess). And the rumor is going around, that Germany has sent troops into
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unoccupied France, partly because of disturbances, partly because of the
"second ftont." The "second front" is the catchphrase of the summer. It is
treated as enemy bluff; at the same time it is constantly asserted, that we
are in readiness everywhere. Eoerywhere-there's something monstrous
about that. And in the beginning they emphasized how advantageously
short our front line was (in comparison to the World War). -t...1

Evening

Afternoon post from Berlin. Frau Maria Schott, "on behalf of her sister
Anny Klemperer, who is away," informs me, as she promised Tiude
Scherk to do, that Grete died on the evening of August 1.1. She had for
some time no longer been of clear mind, she had not suffered, and she was
now spared "evacuation." I am entirely apathetic and cold. I wrote a note
of thanks for the news. I could not come to the funeral, since I am not al-
lowed to leave the environs of Dresden. So: Grete Y 6.10.58, f 11.8.42. But
in the last two years I felt she was already dead to me and indeed she
probably was. Now there only remain Georg, Marta and myself. -

The Seliksohns were here, the aftemoon dragged on.

August 16, Sunday aftemoon

About twenty years ago, when Walter ]elski was living with us, Eva saw a

young dancer, Harald Kreutzberg, perform, whom Walter found interest-
ing. Now the man was announced here again, for this aftemoon in the
"Theater des Volkes" [Theater of the People] (once Alberttheater, where
we saw the English Players). Eva mentioned it, I persuaded her to go, and
so she has just left, "on an Aryan pass," as she put it. Truly an event that
weighs heavily on me, on us. It took me a long time to persuade her. Com-
pletely cut off from all public performances, theater, cinema, etc. The infi-
nite poverty of our condition! Eva must keep her excursion secret,

otherwise she will excite acute envy. Am I envious? Definitely not. I would
have felt depressed, if she had not gone. Eppure . . . All the things that I
lack and perhaps shall never have again come to rrrind. Abstinence makes

one dirty. Whether it applies to sugar or cinema, tobacco or women, bread
or cars. One is always obsessed by dirty greed for what one lacks. -

Today Frau Schott informs us that Grete will be buried at Weissensee

cemetery on Wednesday. I have already written to Frau Schott on Friday
that I am forbidden to leave the environs of Dresden. Eva would un-
doubtedly not receive permission to travel either. - When Grete visited
us for the last time, probably in'38, she once said to me, gladness lurking
silently in her eyes: "You have discolored fingernails too--do you know
that's a sign ofheart disease?" Behind the sentence I clearly sensed her sat-

isfaction at not having to be afraid alone, at not having to face death alone,

and I told myself that she was no longer mentally normal. There were
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other signs of it during the visit, at times she was downright childish. But
the real collapse came only in spring ',10. From then on her life was that of
an imbecile and madwoman. . . To think, that I, too, could end like that!

- From very early in my life, I have regarded the claptrap about "benev-
olent nature" with the greatest distaste. -It has been ordained that we move out of here on September 1. Where
to remains uncertain--rertain is only the further crowding together and
pauperization of the Jews' quarters. Now Superintendent Hirschel has in-
formed Kdtchen by telephone that we do not have to be out until the first
of October. That is not disagreeable. At the moment the house faces the
sun in such a way, that Eva can sit on the balcony, at least here we are liv-
ing amidst greenery, we are used to Kdtchen Sara-and now she is even
supposed to be getting permission to use public transport, which would
take her back to Zeiss-Ikon and allow us to live alone for more than haU
the day. And to gain deferment for a whole month-who knows how
much that means. -At the cemetery recently the decent and emaciated Cohn told us he in-
tended to visit on Sunday (today) with his (Aryan) wife. Instead a card
came yesterday, he is ill in bed with sciatica. So I felt obliged to go and see
him. 9 Zinzendorfstrasse-I had to traverse the dangerous, permitted pas-
sage of Bi.irgerwiese. A huge, old apartrnent building; first I went in vain
up to the top floor at the front-]ews' apartments only there, but no Cohn.
He lives in the back house. Once again up three flights of stairs, here a
quite execrable winding stair-but with a view of green parklike gardens.
Again for nothing, no one opened. Then, as I was departing hesitatingly,
met a lady in the passageway downstairs. "For whom was I looking?" It
was Frau Cohn, a pleasant woman in her fifties. Up three flights for the
third time. The apartrnent more spacious than expected, Cohn was on his
bacl suffering considerably, we sat by his bed. Conversation, of course,
about the horror of the situation. Another suicide had occurred: an elderly
wom.!n; one of her two daughters had recently been evacuated, the other
arrested in the last few days. We had met the evacuee at the Feders'two or
three years ago-a Friiulein Thussig, a Hungarian. -1...1

The joyful emotion with which Kiitchen informed us of our continued
cohabitation was exceedingly comical, She shook my hand, Eva got a kiss.
When I consider what scenes there have been between us. And how
shamelessly I have been thieving from her lately. And how she drives both
of us to despair. But on the whole she is "the devil we know" and after-
ward we always get on relatively cozily again.

August 17, Monday evening

I have wiped the hallway floor, in the moming I was at Frau Hirschel's in
sultry heat (wearing my coat!) and in the aftemoon fetched 4 pfennigs
worth of milk on Wasaplatz: so the pen does not obey my hand. -
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t . . . I - Frau Hirschel (Walzel's assistant until 1920) said that like her
husband she was liberal Jewish (not orthodox) and fanatically German. I
enlightened her about the word fanatically. "Fanatically German" a con-
tradictio in adjecto, "fanatrcal" one of Hitler's favorite words. She: "I
mean'passionately,'I shall not use fanatical anymore." She gave me a vol-
ume translated from the English: Claude ]. Montefiore, Outlines of Liberal

luilaism. This was her viewpoint. - I spoke of my hatred of Romanticism,
or Teutonic Romanticism. It is becoming ever more clear to me that, at bot-
tom, National Socialism is a German growth, no matter how much it
adopts that is foreign. Literal originality probably does not exist. Every
idea has already been thought, is thought simultaneously in various heads
and places and times. A1l demonstrable originality consists in adaptation.
National Socialism adapts Fascism, Bolshevism, Americanism, works it all
into Teutonic Romanticism. "Les extr6mes se touchent." Nation of dream-
ers and pedants, of cranky overconsistency, of nebulousness and the most
precise organization. Even cruelty, even murder are organized here. Here
spontaneous anti-Semitism is tumed into an fu stitute for the laoish Problem.

At the same time (les extrEmes), all intellectualism is rejected as Jewish
and shallow. The German feels and has depth. -

Frau Fleischer, sMveled up and the same age as Ida Kreidl, and her
good friend, left her house (villa on Daheimstrasse) to her Aryan son-in-
law in good time, on condition that she would be allowed to lodge with
him. Lives there on the best cf terms, so far undisturbed. We got to know
her during the winter, she offered us help with potatoes, etc. Eva went out
to see her several times and always came home showered with presmts.
Today Frau Fleischer was visiting Ida Kreidl, brought us a jar of jam and a
couple of soup cubes and told us many things she picks up from Aryan cir-
cles. Her son-in-law has something like a paper factory and had relatives
and friends in the field, etc. - The mood in Berlin is said to be cata-
strophic, the harvest very poor. Huge losses in Russia, troops continuously
to France. Seventeen-year-olds are being conscripted, in the armaments
factories declining output by undemourished workers. -

Auguet 18, Tiresday morning

Today is a crisis day of the first order: a new list of those to be evacuated
is to be made known. At risk in our closest circle: Ida Kreidl, Frau Pick,
Frau Kronheim, the Marckwalds, the Neumanns. As had been arranged, a
Frau ScNesinger, who had been in the next room to Trude Scherk in Berlin,
has sent me a postcard from a friend of Trude's in Stockholm: He had
made inquiries of the Red Cross, there was hope that "in the foreseeable
future" the Geneva Red Cross would be able to make contact with the peo-
ple in Theresienstadt. (I don't believe it, there will be too much to hide
there.) I shall try to get the news to Trude by word of mouth.

Everything has to be kept secret now at least from the Gestapo. The
card from Stockholm passed the German censors, but God have mercy on
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me if the Gestapo found these lines here. - Kiitchen brings me a page of
yesterday's Dresden* Anreiger-"but destroy it right awayl" We are no
longer allowed to have a newspaper; of course, every evming we see the
headlines of the Dresdener Neueste Nachrichtm, to which the Aryan Elsa
Kreidl subscribes. [n any case, the Anzeiger pints an article about the har-
vest, which beneath the surface gloss reveals a state of extreme crisis. "The
worst fears" have not been realized; nevertheless, we must be very eco-
nomical. If at all possible, something must also be done for pig breeding,
which had been much reduced. I as a censor would not have passed the
article---ominous headline "Our daily bread."

No doubt things are bad for eoeryone;brtno one knows how bad things
are for the ]ews, not even those who are in contact with them and sympa-
thize with them. Eva needs money from Pima; Annemarie replies to the
announcement of a visit: busy this week-next week on holiday: "if you
need something, write what I should send." She has no idea how tremen-
dously dangerous such an act would be, both for us and for herself.

There has been a curious case at Zeiss-Ikon: It tumed out that a woman
wearer of the star was seventy-five percent Aryan. (]ust as once it was dis-
covered from time to time that a woman was male.) Whereupon no more
star, and the freed woman was placed in an Aryan work group. Kiitchen
asked the girl what she was doing now Answer: The work group was
treated more harshly than the ]ews'room. Bzf she immediately went to a
restaurant and immediately went to a cinema, and she was doing that every
day now. This seventy-five-percenter has a brother, who is also s€venty-
five percent, and who has been deported to a Polish ghetto. What will
happen to him? He will certainly not be allowed back to Germany-he
could tell tales. Probably (Eva's opiniory with which I agree) he will be
packed off to a training depot and from there to the front. (Did I note that
fifty percent mischlingen are being sent to the front again now? That Erich
Meyerhof's son is fighting with Rommel in Africa?)

Auguat 19, Wednesday morning

Les faits nouvealx: Ida Kreidl, Frau Pick, Frau Kronheim are included in
the new transport to Theresienstadt. - We have to leave the apartnent by
September 1 after all, the postponement to October t has been overtumed.

- Eva has reestablished contact with Natscheff, which broke off a few
years ago. - After countless examinations and applications Kiitchen Sara
has received permission to travel to work. She has not been to work for
weeks and was driving us to despair with her constant presence and
blathering. But now the house community will come to an end anyway,
and so this travel permit is no longer of importance to us.

I saw Ida Kreidl coming home tired at midday yesterday. She had been
to the Community-no one there knew anything. An hour later one of the
Hirschel children brought the (already customary) typed summons for
Ida Kreidl and lulia Pick to appear at the Community "without farl" at a
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quarter to four. Frau Pick sent apologies because of her feet---<onse-
quently did not dare take her usual Tiresday walk to the Marckwalds'ei-
ther. I had to deputize for her. There they already knew everything-the
deputy superintendent lives in the same house. The Marckwalds them-
selves were spared this time, therefore safe for two to three weeks. He was
afraid again because of the morphine, I gave him new heart, supported by
his wife, and did not myself believe what I was saying. Frau Marckwald
supported me and afterward said to me outside: "He will not get lt, of
course." - On my way home, I bumped into the Hirschels (their villa: 85
Wiener Strasse, the Marckwalds' lodgings: 95 Wiener Strasse). He came
with me, he wanted to call on Frau Pick, his former tenant. He talked
about the indescribable brutality of the Gestapo. In particular, the "Spit-
ter" and the "Boxer," whom we had also encountered, were devils. They
are no! as I had thoughg quite junior officers. The Spitter with the mad
dark eyes is an inspector, the other (small, pale blue, hard eyes, prominent
nose, little hat on his blond head) has, as SS Sturmbannftihrer, a captain's
rank; they are called Weser and Clemens. Hirschel and Kahlenberg (Pion-
kowski's youthful and not very agreeable successor) had been summoned
to the Gestapo to receive the list of the new transport. "What are you
rogues doing here? What have you been up to-you're always up to
something." (Hirschel added: He had also been beaten there; in the pres-
ence of the two main beasts, the otherwise more moderate people felt they
had to be brutal, too.) This tirae the Spitter and the Boxer were also present
as the announcement was read in front of the old people in the Commu-
nity House. They interrupted with abuse and threats (you'll regret it iI the
suitcases are too large, you Jew pigs!), they ordered the pictures of earlier
superintendents and rabbis to be removed from the walls. Among those
affected there are again said to be many who are ill or crippled. The deci-
sion as to fibress for hansport is made by the Gestapo, not by the doctor.
Today we received a scribbled card from Frau Kronheim: She was not
well, trouble with her gallbladdea must go to the "doctor" on Monday.
That's what had been agreed. -Ever since Rosenberg was brought down on my head, we had not
dared borrow anything from the lending library. But now I have run short
of material. So Eva has resorted to Natscheff. She told him her foot was
much better now and so she could come into town again. She brought me
Mussolini by Gcirlitz and a modern French author in the original. I I . . . I
immersed myself in the very solid Italy book. Studying, as if I were com-
pletely certain of tomorrow! It is the only way to keep one's chin up.

August 2Q Thursday midday

Frau Pick attempted suicide a second time, and this time successfully.
Veronal. Fear of ill-treatment by the Gestapo during the transport, perhaps
also fear of unknown Theresienstadt. Ln recent days she was extremely
lively, in the evenings allowed hardly anyone else to get a word in, fre-
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quently said one has to "think furttrer than that," "disregard it." The fact

that she was giving away keepsakes-her husband's moonstone dress-

shirt buttons for her niece Gaehde, a little black outdoor jacket for Eva
(who had borrowed it for Joachimsthal's funeral and will now wear it for
Frau Pick)--did not attract any notice because of the evacuation. - Once
again Ida Kreidl came up in the morning. Eva was fust to go downstairs,
ai seven o'clock, and then told me, this time it was more serious, she was
groaning loudly. I was downstairs a quarter of an hour later, by which
time there was no sound anymore, mouth oPen, one eye oPen, obviously
dead. Again I went to Mickley's mrsery garden to telephone; I told him
the whole miserable story. I told Katz, Frau Pick was clearly dead; he said
he would come at about eleven o'clock. Afterward I had pangs of con-
science: I could not establish death with certainty, perhaps recovery was
still possible-fortunately for Frau Pick? So I telephoned once again: Katz
responded, if nature could not do it, then he could not do it either, it was
certainly too late to pump out her stomach. When he did come, rigor mor-
tis had already set in. - Again I registered my own complete coldness of
heart and apathy. My first thoughl We shall inherit potatoes' [. ' . ] We

had known Frau Pick since February. She was, in the best sense of the
word, a great lady [ . . . ] a person of intellect and a stoic character. She was
uncommonly vigorous. She neither showed nor acted her 78 years. -
Substitutes are listed in advance for every transport The GestaPo takes it
as certain that a number of suicides will occur. German organization' -

During these last few months I have leamed again and again: ]ewish re-

ligion, the "law," the many hundreds of prescriptions that bind a Jew at

every hour of the day, even when carrying out the least act, to his religion
and remind him of God, has existed since the prophet Ezra. The Gestapo is
like Ezra. I should like, for once, to lay down the timetable of an ordinary
day (without anything exceptional like a murder or a suicide or a house
search). On waking up: Will "they" come today? (There are days that are

dangerous and days that are not--+.g., Friday is very dangerous, then
"they" presume purchases have already been made for Sunday.) While
washing, showering, shaving: Where to put the soap if "they" come now.
Then breakfast: taking everything out of its hiding place, carrying it back
to its hiding place. Then doing without a cigar; fear while smoking a pipe

[filled with blackberry tea leaves], for which one doesn't go to prison but
does eam blows. Doing without a newsPaPer. Then the postwoman ring-
ing the beIl. Is it the postwoman, or is it "them"? Andwhat will the post-
woman bring? Then my hours of work. A diary can be fatal; book from the
lending library eams blows, manuscripts are tom up. Every few minutes a

car goes past. Is it "them"? To the window every time, the kitchen window
is at the front, the workroom at the back. Someone or other wi.ll certainly
ring the doorbell at least once in the morning, at least once in the aftemoon.
Is it "them"? Then shopping. One suspects "them" in every car, on every
bicycle, in every pedestrian. (I have been abused often enough.) It occurs
to me that I have just now been carrying my briefcase under my left arm-
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perhaps the star was concealed, perhaps someone has denounced me. As
the husband of an Aryan I do, nevertheless, not have quite as much to fear
as the others when I am shopping. If Frau Kreidl gets back a couple of
small coupons without a J, when she has handed over a big |ewish coupon
(which cannotbe avoided), then she sticks the "Aryan" ones inside the lin-
ing of her handbag, because it is forbidden to have Aryan coupons. Also
Frau Kreidl is always carrying some scarce commodity that someone has
slipped her. In these respects, too, I am a little safer. Then I have to call on
someone. Question on the way there: Will I be caught up in a house search
when I get there? Question on the way home: Have "they" been to our
house meanwhile, or are "they" there even now? Agony, when a car stops
close by. Is it "them"? Then the hiding place business again, as at morning
and midday. (On my visit, talk was of course only and exclusively of the
most recent distressing cases.) A little calmer toward nine o'clock in the
evening. Now there is at most the policeman making his inspection. He is
courteous, he is not Gestapo. Last thought on going to sleep: I usually sleep
without dreaming, now I shall have peace until tomorrow morning. But re-
cently I dreamed, nevertheless: I was to be hanged in a prison cell. I had ex-
ecution dreams as a very young person. Not since then. In those days it
was probably puberty; now it is the Gestapo. -Frau Pick must have been completely calm when she committed sui-
cide. A farewell note on her table is written in a very deliberate hand-
quite different from my shaky one-and carefully composed: "I thank all,
all, whoby their heartfelt courtesy have made my two and a half years in
Strehlen (she means the Hirschels, us here, and the Marckwalds) so pleas-
ant." Heartfelt courtesy-how carefr.rlly considered!

Evening

Everything went very quickly. At about twelve Katz confirmed rigor mor-
tis, death about five hours earlier, and arranged everything else: The po-
Iice were here half an hour later, haU an hour after that the hearse with the
people familiar to me from the cemetery and the equally familiar trans-
port and ceremonial coffin, of which there is evidently only one specimen.
God knows where the corpses that are not burned and stuffed into a little
um end up. In the late aftemoon I brought the news to the Marckwalds,
who were very shocked.

August 21, Friday morning

Yesterday moming Eva settled the essentials of our apartment business
and at the [suggestion] of Reichenbach (Estreicher's successor) decided on
two rooms on Lothringer Weg in Blasewitz, which are supposed to have
all kinds of advantages and disadvantages. After our evening meal Eva
went to see Gaehde, Frau Pick's niece. We were prejudiced to some extent
against the wife and very much against her Aryan husband. Eva says Frau
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Gaehde made a favorable impression on her, and even the Aryan coward
a not quite unfavorable one. The people were grief struck, depressed,
angry. They evidently had too much to fear from intercourse with fews,
Frau Gaehde had repeatedly emphasized "the fates of seven people de'
pend on me." Nevertheless: German courage, German morality. The man
owes his wealth, his free existence to the dead ]ew Pick. -

German morality: Dr.i.g the brutal roll<all scene at the Community
House, I mean the reading of the list of names for the transport to There'
sienstadt, a couple of Hitler Youths were present, evidently young blood
getting their training as Spitter and Boxer successors.

LTI. Two new "orders" in judaeos are interesting for their style. Previ-
ously things were "forbidden," and there was the threat of "State Police
measures." This time "it is undesirable," a) that, in written correspondence
with the authorities, |ews mention their title or former profession (e.g., As-
sistant mistress, retired, Hilde Sara Heim), b) that ]ews "continue to em-
ploy such maids of German blood," as they are permitted by the
Ntimberg Laws of September 1935 (i.e., ones over 45 years of age). In both
cases one "can expect consequences in the eoent of nonobsansance," Why the
milder form of expression, which certainly does not mean milder treat-
ment? Consider. Case l.: The state pensions office pays my pension to
Prof., retired, the revenue office demands taxes from Prof., retired---and
the Gestapo puts me away, if I call myself Prof., retired (just as they re.
cently spat on me and beat me because I held my post until 1935). And
case 2: The Ntirnberg Laws are held to be important foundation stones of
the National Socialist structure, and the Gestapo Puts me away if I act in
accordance with this basic law. That is a flagrant divergence, so things are

obscured and kept *c-ret. Undesirable and consequences are wonderfully
elastic words. -

On a quarter-page of newspaper in the smallest room I found the arti-
cle headline: MANKIND coMMANDs! Curious that it's allowed; it's "ideolog-
ical" after all, a mockery of the formula "the Fiihrer mmmands." At thre

same time it dawned on me how important this latter formula is to the
whole of National Socialist though! and how in it one sees laid bare per-
haps the strongest root of National Socialism and Fascism. (Less so of
Communism.) The weariness of a generation. It wants to be free of the ne-
cessity of leading its own life. [ . . . ]

Auguet 22, Safurday morning

We had-a solitary exception this summer-two, three oppressively hot
days, then a thunderstorm yesterday brought cooler weather. Toward
evening I was caught in the downpour and was soaked through. First I
was with the Kronheims at 41 Altenzeller Strasse for a few minutes. This
time they were both at home, packing. The mother, who must go to There'
sienstadt on Tuesday, even more pinched, paler, tinier, hunched than the
last time, a bent little matchstick skeleton, the daughter even more hyster-
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ical, tearful, despairing than the last time. Helping them was their neigh-
bor from the next room, Frau Aronade. We know her as K6tchen's fat,
easygoing/ broad-faced bridge partner. She, too, with nothing on her
bones, utterly scrawny. Yet courageous and optimistic. ln the house they
had thought we would rent Frau Kronheim's big room, especially as
Kiitchen is moving in, and were somewhat disappointed at our choice.
(Now when a house is appraised among fews, the first question is, how
often "they" have been there.) Altenzeller Strasse has a very bad reputa-
tion, especially, however, number 32. It is said to hold the Gestapo record
with 19 house searches. When, at the Community, Reichenbach offered
Eva Altenzeller Strasse, she replied: "I want to get my husband out alive."
But it was not just fear of the Gestapo; the thought of sharing with Katchen
again, after that the fact that the Steinitzes are also moving to 41, made us
hesitate. We are more isolated in Blasewitz. Admittedly Ktitchen says
"they" have already been to Lothringer Weg nine times, and in Altenzeller
Strasse it's really only number 32 that attracts them. - I said we would
both pay a farewell visit on Sunday at three o'clock and then went to the
nearby Glasers, where I was received with genuine pleasure. I came upon
Frau Glaser downstairs, she was just scrubbing (in her green trousers) the
lowest stair. We arranged to visit late on Sunday aftemoon. That will
allow us to recover. They asked me to read to them from the Naples chap-
ter of the Curriculum; but I shall probably tell them one is less threatened
in Blasewitz than here, so they can visit us and I can read it then. That
would have the advantage that Eva would not have to hear the same old
tune for the umpteenth time. -Reading aloud: Georg Hermann. I feel so at home with him. A genera-
tion has more in common, after all, than a natiory than a profession.

Study reading: Mussolini. If only I could read something Italian (in Ital-
ian).

This aftemoon the diary will at last be got out of the house again. I am
not calm until Eva is back.

August 23, Sunday morning

The Mussolini book by Walter Grirlitz is Iike a cake that has partly fallen
flat, in which good bits altemate with doughy ones. [ . . . ]

We have both been swept into the turbulence of the evacuation and of
our own move. Eva has been performing great feats. Yesterday she came
to an agreement with and through Thomas, the moving company, that we
would move to Lothringer Weg on September 3; she is working for Ida
Kreidl;on the sewing machine, helping her in every way; yesterday she
was in Pima. - I began the day by heaving fumiture from Ida to Elsa
Kreidl, from the ground floor to the second floor. Eva is fetched down-
stairs every second now; the Community has sent a packer, who is quite
helpless. The problem: Every |ew pig is allowed to take only a small suit-
case and a small handbag---+verything else, fumiture, linen, everything is
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forfeit in the sealed room. And of course all assets are forfeit. (But every-
one clings to the Roosevelt-Churchill promise of compensation on the con-
clusion of peace.) And all pull on, one on top of the other, as many clothes,
pieces of underwear and socks as they possibly can.

Annemarie was a friend of Feder's doctor brother, who is now in En-
gland, and is still friendly with the wife, who has remained here. By this
route we leamed that the eighty-year-old mother of the brothers is in-
cluded in tomorrow's transport. "Our" Feders have meanwhile been
forced to move out of their apartment and into the Community House.
With what revulsion did the narrow-minded Aryan Frau Feder once tell
me: "No, I wouldn't want to go to a ]ews' House!" I cannot suppress a
base feeling of malicious pleasure. -Annemarie sent me three cigars, I smoked them quickly, because they
are so very much forbidden. [ . . . ]

At Woolworth's one can buy a toothbrush if one hands in a used one in
retum. - Toilet paper, tissue paper, paper napkins nowhere to be had.
The day before yesterday our grocer at Wasaplatz was dispensing single
rolls-but only against household cards, which we don't have. Of the new
(the new) potatoes, which are now being supplied more plentifully (seven
pounds per head per week-it should be ten pounds soon), we have to
throw a large proportion away, because they are completely rotten. The
old potatoes, try as one will, are no longer edible. A small inheritance of
new ones from Ida Kreidl will be a help for a little while. -

On the German side much has been made of the attempted landing by
the English, which was repelled at Dieppe (two thousand prisoners; it can
hardly have been a major undertaking). Invulnerability of the European
coast, new Dunkirk, etc., etc. [ . . . ]

I dream so rarely. And early this morning I woke up afraid. It was so

hot, at a tramcar stop I had rolled up my coat and put it on the ground (the
coatwith the star) and stood there in my jacket without the star. Two gen-
tlemen addressed me: "We have seen you so often with the |ew's star.
Why. . . ?" At that I woke up with a dreadful sense of fear. Recently
hanged in a dream, today without a star, it amounts to the same thing.

August 24, Monday afternoon

Yesterday's farewell visit to the Kronheims very depressing. The daughter
with her hysterical sobbing worse than the mother, who finally embraced
and kissed me. Baggage and underwear in the room, a secret packet of
sweetener sewed into a pink corse! between times mother and daughter
shouted at each other in their agitation. - Glaser, who has known the peo-
ple for a long time, came over; it was a deliverance when we left with him.
Then a couple of hours recovering at the Glasers'; we heard a wonderful
violin concerto by Bruch on his beautiful electric gramophone. It's a pity
that he is convinced the war will last a long time and end in German vic-
tory. He told me that as a defense lawyer in Communist trials, he had been
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chased out of his job lr.1933, but had always refused to join the KPD, so
that in the end the Party had preferred their young Party member, the
lawyer Helm. I once talked to this man Helm: He came to see me in
Diilzschen as salesman for a car lubricating oil company. At the time that
seemed quite like martyrdom. -At home in the evening we were once again caught up in the evacua-
tion. But Ida Kreidl was very calm, almost cheerfully excited: In There-
sienstadt she will meet a sister from Prague, she is traveling with a

sister-in-law. Her good mood (of course, accompanied by great agitation)
also held up this moming. She repeatedly came upstairs to us from the
early morning on. We "inherited" many more things: potatoes, flour, tools,
etc. Then at about eleven a Gestapo inspector appeared; I opened the door
to him, he addressed me politely, so almost a human one. Subsequently I
saw Frau Kreidl weeping after all. "Now I am like a dog on the street," she
said. Across the keyhole of the ground-floor flat there is now a row of four
red Gestapo paper seals: Everything inside now belongs to the state, the
owner is absolutely stripped naked. (I.e., she is wearing five dresses one
on top of the other, likewise, she says, six drawers and six pairs of socks.
And then she still owns what could be fitted into a suitcase and a hand-
bag. When the inspector rang at the door-protracted ringing of every
bell-she, intemrpted in what she was doing, was wearing one brown
and one gray sock.) Then she was upstairs with her sister-in-law for an
hour. She was still brave when she took her leave of us-I was again em-
braced and kissed. The fifty people have to be at the Community House at
two. They spend the night on deck chairs, evacuation early in the mom-
ing-next group two weeks after. - Late yesterday evening Superinten-
dent Hirschel also came up to see us for a while, after he had been with Ida
Kreidl, and invited us for tea on Saturday.

New orders (-how many now?): a) "Jews are forbidden to buy ice
cream." (In general I see only little bands of children licking outside Baker
Kramer. But recently the harassed Frau Marckwald said to me: now she
was going to buy ice cream at Baker Kramer. Henceforth she is no longer
allowed to do so.) b) AII dispensable keys, "in particular trunk keys," are
to be surrendered immediately.

t...I

August 25, Tuesday evening

The sealed ground floor, the solitude in the house-we were never espe-
cially intimate with Elsa Kreidl-the ending of our evening visits down-
stairs: la maison juive morte. (Kdtchen Sara is now working half days
again. When she is at the factory we live in complete isolation; when she is
here, she irritates us with her llathering, usually tactless blathering.) One
more week of this agony, then it's the tum of the second Jews' House. -In our neighborhood there lives a doctor, Dr. Striiver, whose yellow set-
ter bitch was the affectionate friend [ . . . ] of our whole Jews' House-the
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mrm is now in the field, and Nora, the dog, is no longer to be seen. This
morning a youn& blond, very pleasant-looking lady appeared. She
wanted to visit Ida Kreidl, had heard. . . was appalled by the seals. Frau
Dr. Striiver-she had sometimes exchanged a few words with Ida Kreidl.
I brought Frau Striiver up to our apartment, we told her about the condi-
tions and events of recent months. She: It cannot go on like this for much
longer. "Everything is like an overheated boiler." She offered us help, if
there was anything she could usefully do (she had wanted to help Frau
Kreidl out with a suitcase); she then asked me to forgive hec if she did not
greet me on the street. I told he4 and they were not iust words, it always
made me happy when I met with Germans who made itpossible for me to
preserve my feeling for Germany. -t...I

August 29, Safurday morning

t...I
It has been very hot for almost a week now, the first time this summer;

it's a torment grven my terrible lack of clothes and hampers me greatly.
Thus I arrived at the Marckwalds' on Thursday and said I was like Monna
Vanna, I could not remove my coat, I was wearing only shirt and trousers
below it. So then I had to try on and inherit a light-colored linen jacke! he
doesn't wear it and why should it go to fherz after evacuation?! The item is
of such quality that it is heavier than my black jacket, but it is light-colored
and loose and will deliver me from the coat. Eva is altering if perhaps I
shall even wear it this aftemoon. These times! Frau Marckwald encouraged
me: She, too, was wearing "nothing but things passed on to her." - Ques-
tion, is there really aboundarybetweencivilization and culture? As little as
there is one between body and mind. If I accept other people's cast-off
clothes as a prcsent, if I use newspaper instead of toilet paper, tooth pow-
der instead of the more convenient toothpaste, if I am not allowed to use
the tram-does all of that not also make me spiritually shabby and unftee?

Since the evenings at Ida Kreidl's have ceased, I only rarely, irregul-ly,
and surreptitiously see the newspaper. I miss it. What Kiitchen brings
home is only the most unreliable fragment, and Eva sometimes catches
only a snatch of the radio broadcasts. -Thierack, the former Saxon justice minister-well known as a blood-
hound-was announced as Reich Minister of ]ustice on August 20. The
decree says his task is to "establish a National Socialist administration of
justice": "In iloing so he can deoiate ftom existing law." I read it one day after
Steinitz had passed on to me a rulnor, from an Aryan source, that he de-
scribed as "wild talk." According to it, mixed marriages are to be forcibly
dissolved. Eva and I consider it uery possible; the will to extermination is
growing all the time. In the same measure as the chances of victory are de-
clining. -t...I
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In Lothringer Weg we are to share the kitchen with Community nurse
Ziegler. The woman was here yesterday and made an agreeable impres-
sion. She said fear of the Gestapo had become a general jewish psychosis.
The owner of the house-she is over eighty-spends the whole aftemoon
by the window, waiting "in case'they'come." However, this old lady will
probably be deported to Theresienstadt with the next transport, and it is
impossible to foresee into whose hands the house will fall and how soon
we shall have to get out again. Btiwhat carrone foresee now? Another case

of psychosis: Dr. Magnus, likewise forced to move, had chosen the most
cramped, proletarian rooms in the most proletarian city house in Schulgut-
strasse: He thought he would perhaps be safer there than in a better dis-
trict. Whereupon the Steinitzes began to waver and perhaps instead of
moving to Altenzeller Strasse will also move to Schulgutstrasse. The
trustee of our house, Frau Ziegler told us, had been summoned to the
Gestapo for being too friendly to lews. At his declaration that the people
were decent, he was told there were no decent ]ews and the "whole race
was going to be exterminated."

On the night from Wednesday to Thursday, at 1:00 e.u. on the twenty-
seventh, we had the first air-raid waming for almost a year. There was
heavy shooting, but no bomb feII, and the all clear came after three'
quarters of an hour. When a piece of shrapnel whistled uncomfortably
close, we got up for a while.

A couple of days ago, on the tear-off calendar, I found: "Avoid waste":
Strict care should be taken that schoolchildren do not let their breakfast
sandwiches go dry and hence uneatery they should be taught respect for
the soil and for the sacredness of bread. There are two things to be said to
that 1) How quickly such a calendar goes out of date! I should like to see

the child and the adult who today let a sandwich go stale! Everyone is

hungry. 2) LTI. Sacredness of bread. Compare the harvest festival to the
Italian "Festival of the forest ," to ruralizzazione. Again the question of rela-
tive originality.

Every moming I observe in myself: My face is more pinched, but my
stomach is a tightty stretched (gas-filled) drum. Eva says she sees this fig-
ure everywhere in the restaurants, on the street. Especially with women.
Skirts have become too long at the sides, because hips are thfumer. But the
stomach, the "typical hunger stomach," is a plump protrusion in contrast
to the thin face.

August 3Q Sunday toward evening

At about one o'clock at night we had another air-raid waming (no. 2).

There was no shooting, and we fell asleep.
Yesterday aftemoon in my inherited jacket-Eva had shortened the

sleeves and sewn the star onto the breast pocket-first to the Hirschels' for
tea, then for a while to the Marckwalds' as well. The Hirschels live in their
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own villa (partly rented out, it is true)-very elegant rooms, a beautiful ve-
randa, a certain largesse in the hospitality (real tea, home baking-where
from?), very solid people. The husband, formerly head clerk of a large
fashion house here. Now as Community superintendent he has quite the
reputation of a mar5,r, of seU-sacrificing devotion to duty. The Pinko-
witzes, who are their tenants, were also there. Berlin secondary-school
teadrer, exactly my age, looking much more emaciated, without a pen-
sion-the city of Berlin is not paying. He was previously Frau Breit's ten-
ant, and is now the deputy cleric at burials. I asked him about the
"Hurrah, I'm alive" psalm. It was indeed ritual prescription-to comfort
the bereaved. (It is perhaps understandable that one leaves the corpse and
marches to the inn to the accompaniment of cheerful music-but this
psalm is already playing the tune for the march to the inn within sight of
the corpse.) - There had been a house search at Wiener Strasse the previ-
ous evening. The Hirschels got off quite lightly (Spitter and Boxer were ab-

sent, no one was stmck, only books were stolen), at the Marckwalds' they
boxed a few ears, particularly of the old ladies, but here, too, the thing
passed without the complete ghastliness of other operations. Modest good
fortune. Gloomy at the Marckwalds', since they had been told he would be
allowed to take his armchair when transported. Which means that the
medical application to declare the man unfit for transport has been re-
fused and that he will presumably be on this Tuesday's list. We already
heard it at the Hirschels', and at the Marckwalds' it had been confirmed by
Dr. Katz. For Marckwald this is more or less a death sentence-because
who will procure the necessary huge amounts of morphine for him there?
At the Hirschels we debated for a long time the old questiory whether in
this case the wife could or perhaps should inject her husband with a suffi-
cient final dose. Naturally we did not come to any conclwion. What was
curious about our conversation was the way we took the subject for
granted, the general numbness. The general mood is simply: We have
come to a terrible end. Each one of us may fall, each one of us may survive.
At all events: An end is within sight. Hirschel said the English broadcasts
had announced Russian victory on the central front, the Germans hardly
denied it. (Rzhev taken by the Russians,45,000 Germans captured.) - At
the Marckwalds' we found htm oery composed, her reasonably so-but
that may be playacting. Again I held forth to her not to anticipate any-
thing--+ne can never know what the next day will bring, one cannot
know what possibilities Theresienstadt offers. But I held forth without any
great confidence. - At the Hirschels' the conversation was still about sui-
cide in general. Frau Hirschel argued: "We, in our situation, must not, it's
desertion." She condemned Frau Pick. Conversation over tea and cakes!

Half past eight. - Eva has just come back from Lothringer Weg-I have
not been there yet, much too far for a few-she has settled all kinds of
things, made preparations, cleared up. The confiscated fumiture has been
removed. [. .. ]
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September 1, Tiresday evening

Today was again a Polyphemus day, the new evacuation list must have
appeared. We do not yet know who has been affected.

The troubles and tribulations of the move-Thursday moming seven
o'clock!-have begun. The burden is entirely on Eva's shoulders and tugs
at her undemourished nerves. She sleeps badly, and I read aloud during
the night or very early in the moming. Yesterday, to spare her a trip into
town, I went to the Community; one has to make an application and have
written permission in order to call a tradesman (electrician to take down
or attach lamps) to a ]ewish apartment! I took advantage of the errand to
Iook in on the Seliksohns, who are very wretchedly accommodated in a

single room-kitchen stove and double bed in it-next door to the Com-
munity. It is the house that was formerly occupied by Fleischhauer, the
lawyer, and where we once went to a Schlachtfest-4ut now Herr Fleisch-
hauer has put quite a distance between himself and his alien friends-and
between himself and the house, which later served as an o1d people's
home. Seliksohn handed me the two volumes of Shmarya Levin, which I
read two months ago. There was a dedication from their owner, the coarse
Eisner, with whom I shoveled snow who had attached himself to me and
whom I recently saw again at Aufrichtig's. Had I known that Eisner was
in the last transport, I should certainly have called on him. The man is said
to have been in tears as he left. [ . . . ]

Very early this morning I finished reading out Hermann's Eine Zeit
sfirDf [The end of an age], and during the day managed Les enfants gatis as
well. Hermann oery impofia t and to be treated here from the perspective
of LTI: I find H6riat downright repellent.

September 2, half past eleven on Wednesday evening. On a cleared desk

The chaos of the move. Ninety-nine percent of the work load was on Eva's
shoulders, I had to share the disruption. [.. . ] Toward evening at the
Marckwalds' for a while, who really are among the next fifty. They appear
composed. He hopes to find his sister in Theresienstadt, but trembles for
his morphine. -As far as it lies in my power, the ]ews' House at 15b Caspar David
Friedrich Strasse and its many victims will be famous.

The Second |ews' House: Dresden-Blasewitz

2 Lothringer Weg

September 3

September 4, Friday toward evening

Doubly different from the house in Strehlen: There, an emphatically mod-
ern and petit bourgeois garden suburb, sham, cheap elegance with mod-
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em fittings and architecture. Here style and taste throughout [ . . .] the
Spielhagen period (between the sixties and the eighties) [. . . ]. Heavy,
solid elegance of the grands bourgeois, in our decline, dedining elegance.
A huge box of confused and restless form: No line is left in peace, no part
without special decoration, nothing is simple. f{alf gray, half redbrick, or-
namental features, rcminiscent of the Marienburg, of Northem Gothic,
Baroque curves, a turr€t with a cupola, beside it a separate little house
with a pointed roof set on top of the roof proper, tin embellishments
added on everywhere (globes and points), reminiscent of pagodas, [ . . . ]
scattered seeds of chinoiserie, bay windows, a huge veranda, a tiny bal-
cony; everything at odds, and the trees of the big villa gardery half con-
cealing the house, make everything even more restless. Opulence and
restlessness inside also. A vast, square central hall reaching to the roof.
Two floors. The ground floor very higfu the second floor lower, and it feels
eom lower because of the heavy, dark brown wooden ceiling with its ex-
posed beams. A wide gallery with heavy, carved wooden banisters runs
around the second floor. From top to bottom every free piece of wall is
crowded with paintings in heavy frames, mostly copies of famous Renais-
sance works. Downstairs, on heavy calpets, heavy easy chairs around a
heavy table, wherever any ledge offers the opportunity, there are small
works of art. Only a few rooms go dircctly onto the hall. [ . . . ] Here and
there the line of the hall is broken by a couple of steps; they lead up to a
corridor, and the inner rooms are off this comidor. We have two such
corridor-isolated rooms on the second floor. They ar€ a little gloomy, the
darkbeams of the ceiling are oppressive, the dark wooden paneling leaves
only a narrow strip of white wall. The windows, too, are somewhat low
and squat, and the door to the tiny balcony t . . .1 is of course kept from
providing proper light by a great deal of lead frame and a small glass
painting, a pikeman and a coat of arms. But we look out onto open spaces
and the greenery of the other bank of the Elbe and the Albrecht Palaces.

The cellars are a subterranean town/ high and extensive, storerooms,
washhouse, space for the mangle, space for two gigantic boilers, porter's
apartment, a second kitchen foi domestics. The owner's name is men-
tioned with respect: the ]acoby Villa. The man was court jeweler, Eli-
maier's shop on Neumarkt, very wealthy, had everything executed
according to his taste and desire. Nurse Zegler has the former smoking
room downstairs; there-in the smoking room!-the ceiling is covered
with portraits, aU copies of Old Masters, a famous head in each ceiling
panel. Widow facoby, in her eighties, with a cane, bent, but intellectually
alert, is .rmong those to be evacuated next Monday. Her trunk, with
"Jenny Sara lacoby" in big letters, is already in the hall. That is all that is
Ieft to her of the grand villa. Beside it is another suitcase: "Rosa Sara Eger."
She is the old mother of [Robert] Eger, who is married to an Aryan; they
own the big clothing store. Halfway up the stairs, between ground floor
and second floor, there is a big curtain. We supposed there was a window
behind it. Why not let the light in? But behind the curtain is a door, which

1t7
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the Gestapo don't have to know about. A former employee lives there; be-
cause she is Aryan, she is not allowed to communicate with the |ews. Like-
wise, the porter's wile is forbidden to enter the Jews' House, because she
is under forty-five. And I and the other Jewish parties were strongly ad-
vised to go out onto the big terrace as seldom as possible. This terrace can
be seen from a neighboring house in which an influential Party member, I
think even an SS man, lives. [ . . .] The last time we were in this part of
town was when we visited Frau Breit-1940? 1941?-before she left the
country. - A serious disadvantage for us is the kitchen in the cellar, which
actually is no proper kitchen at all: Water has to be fetched from the wash-
room. But Eva takes so much pleasure in this spacious cellar layout that
the disadvantage appears slight to her. However, she has not yet had to
cook anything down there; she has been out since eleven o'clock today
and is unlikely to be back before nine. -I myself experienced the last two days as a true misfortune; we have
never had a more wretched move. Nothing went right.

September 5, Saturday

The people from Thamm (oriy one familiar face among them), usually so

friendly and cheerful, were from the start surly and bad-tempered-but
not that it was directed against us. They were four and should have been
six because of the grand piano. They were not a team; argued and shouted
at one another about every movement. Every piece was too healy for
them. "But the wardrobe was just as full of things the last time." - "Yes,
then! But now. - Where should we get the strength, we've got nothing in-
side us!" Again and again this: "We don't get enough to eat. . . only a la-
borer's allowance, but not a heavy laborer's allowance . . . but we work all
the time . . . they do as little for the workers as the preaious lot . . ." [ . . . I

September 5, Sunday midday

The chaos hardly altered, the same despair. Still unpacked. Not washed,
not possible to cook or clean dishes.... Eva chases around all day----er-
rands, cleaning the old apartment, bank, . . . and I am helpless here; can-
not arrange the fumiture, laboriously rinse the cups and plates in the
washhouse, always the same few, boil a pot of potatoes on the one gas jet,
see how Eva comes home ever more pinched and wretched, how she eats
ever less, hear that now she had no time, now no coupons for the restau-
ran! try to get over the empty hours, the hopeless depression by reading.
(Eva brought a new French author from Natscheff.)

The widespread and greater misery plays its part in our own misery.
Tomorrow the next transport to Theresienstadt. This moming a band of
young peopie wearing the star invaded the house. During the week they
work in the factory, on Sunday they have to help out at the Community.
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Apart from the grand hall, this house has sixteen rooms, the finest of
which are still inhabited by the old owner. These rooms and the hall were
to be emptied, their contents assembled for confiscation by the state. There
was hauling, clearing, dismantling until midday. Now at half past one
everything is quiet. The walls of the hall are empry the niches are yawn-
ing, all the paintings-Eva says therc were m.rny originals among them-
the art works have disappeared, the huge parquet floor downstahs is bare,
the table in the middle, the heavy drairs, the carpet have disappeared. Ieft
to Frau Jacoby are one of the tfuee rolled-up quilts and one suitcase. -
Three old women are leaving the house: in addition to the owner and old
Frau Eger, there is also Frau Imbach, a friendly, very vigorous (albeit with
a bad limp) seventy-year-old. Her daughter, more sickly than ]ewish in
appearance, told us at breakfast in the kitchen this morning: It was so hard
for het, she was remaining behind alone (worker at Zeiss-Ikon); her only
sister was arrested in the spring, because she walked across the street
without a star and into the arrrs of the Gestapo, and was then taken from
prison to the women's concentration camp of Ravensberg in Mecklen-
b*9.- Our neighbor in the next room, a Frau Friinkel, told me earlier:
"Don't be afraid tomorrow moming, the Gestapo is coming at nine to seal
the rooms. . . A big squad came the last time and played havoc-in the
other rooms as well . . . I want only to prepare you for it." - Was she her-
self afraid. - "Nothing makes any difference at all to me anymor€. My
son was deported to Poland, I have heard nothing from him." - Perhaps
I should tell myself, that in the face of such great misery on all sides, I
should be less gloomy about my own discomfort. But how do I know that
tomorrow I will not be among those utterly lost? At any rate, tomorrow
we are once again most cmelly threatened. -

I expect Eva back at two o'clock. Immediately after tea we must pay our
farewell visit to the Marckwalds'. For me a long walk ttuough the thun-
dery oppressive air. - The plundered hall outside-yesterday there was
still a bit of life in it, today it's dead. Nurse Ziegler says: "Frau ]acoby is
sitting on the veranda weeping."

September 7, Monday morning

So I shall probably see Marckwald for the last time: Even thirurer and
grayer in the face than before, he sits in the doorway of the bedroom [ . . . ];
the big table in the middle of the living room is covered with porcelairy
helpers, among them Superintendent Hirschel, carrying large pieces of
furniture in and out; a changing group of people by Marckwald's easy
chair, talking to him, but also chatting among themselves; two or three are
at the open bookcase and choosing "mementos"-"Go on, take it, why
should fhey have it?" I already came upon the Hirschels as I was ascend-
ing the stairs. "Marckwald is terribly unwell-how are they going to
transport him? He'll probably be put in the hospital right away, and then
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it won't take long." But Marckwald sat quite calmly in his chair; he had
been lying in bed in recmt days, and everyone spoke to him as if he were
only going away for a short time. Probably each person there was also
partly blunted, partly busy with their own fate. (The old: "tn two weeks
we'll be in the next transport!," the young: "Where are they going to put
us?" or "Will we be murdered here?") - The Hirschels were preoccupied
with a private resentment. The Gestapo urge them-politely, but wittr
veiled threats and open cynicism: "You'll end up in Poland after all and
won't be able to take anything!"-to hand over their whole library with
the bookcases "voluntarily." ("tNhyZ" 

-"gvidently an inspector wants to
do a favor for some Party boss who needs a nice-looking library for a

study.") [ . . . ] "So far we have resisted. Should we give in?" - "It's a mat-
ter of sheer survival now; I wouldn't provoke these people." - "Can you
guarantee, that after handing over the books we shall be safe? | always
used to say, I am devoted to three things: my husband, my children and
my books." - "lt's the sequence that counts." - "Go on, take some-
thing!" I took Fontane's poems. Frau Hirschel handed me a volume:
"That'll be something for you." Paul Emst, Tagebuch eines Dichters lDiary
of a poet]. [ . . . ] Eva carne over: "You can't spend the whole time at the
bookcase." I went up to Marckwald again-what to talk to him about. He:
"You have given me many pleasant hours; I am grateful for that." I: "I am
certainly not going to bid you a tearful farewell. It will be our pleasure to
meet again before Christmas." Frau Marckwald: "Would you do me a

favor: Write-anonymously-to the Kutzbachs (her friends, my Catholic
senate colleague centuries ago): 'Wilhelm's mother sends greetings before
departure'" (Wilhelm is their artist sory the director). Afterward, in the
Paul Emst volume, I found an "Afterword by the editor Karl August
Kutzbach" and a letter from the same Karl August to Wilhelm Marckwald.
The generation before me and already two generations from today. - I
was glad when this leavetaking was behind me. [ . . . ]

Also to be noted: He said, with a glance at the porcelain in front of him:
There was a memory attached to every piece. Hirschel told me: Recently
an evacuee had opened the door to him with an ax in his hand. "Do you
want to kill me?" - "No, but I have just chopped up a wardrobe, which I
don't want them tohave." -

Toward evening

The sealing of the rooms took place without any trouble.
Over lunchtime Eva paid Frau Fleischer a farewell visit. Ida Kreidl's

friend, who lived with her Aryan son-in-law at the far end of Bemhard-
strasse-+he had transferred the house to him in good time-and who so
kindly helped us and who, until a few weeks ago, had felt protected by her
son-in-law's connections. Eva said that it had made a great impression on
her to find a normally functioning household that does not know fear of
the Gestapo and was unaware of its atrocities. But she also said, that it
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would be especially hard for Frau Fleischer, who had until now been free
of all Jewish fears, to bear her exile, and she would experience oppression,
wherc our people even felt relief. My only thought was: If there are still
normally functioning households-how long will the war and the regime
last? -

September 8, Tuesday morning

New figures and parties are still tuming up in the haunted house.
Friendly contact with everyone, so far no intimary with anyone, not even
with Frau Ziegleq who is rarely here after all, nevertheless very helpful
and not at all intrusive or bothersome. -Yesterday a conversation in the hall with a middle-aged couple called
Eisenmann. She is Aryan; however, two of her children are ]ewish and the
youngest (about four or five) is not registered with any confession---ergo
not a pivieged marriage. He is very pale, slim, beetle-browed, dark, very
intelligent Jewish eyes, very calm manner. From the Protectorate; was in
business, probably something technical, during the World War; saw two
years active service in the Aushian army, is now foreman at Zeiss-Ikon.
He expressed this opinion: If will hold on for another year, It will then fall
from the inside-nothing Communist, military dictatorship. And then the
front will be held until Germany gets an acceptable peace. It will not be
defeated, and another Versailles or even a dismemberment would in-
evitably lead to a third world war after an interval of twenty years. - I
asked him, on what did he base his view of such powers of resistance. Ex-
temally on the military incapacity of the Allies, intemally on the tremen-
dous organization. Was it really so tremendously good, were not countless
things being organized to death? He: One year ago Zeiss-Ikon had still
employed 7,000 Gertnan workers; now only 500 Germans remained, the
rest, the 6,500, had been replaced by foreigners, Russian, Polish, Frencll
Dutch, and yet everything was going like clockwork-"The new people
take two days to get used to the work." But they work unwillingly after
all. "They have to work, hunger forces them to, and everything"-this
was his constant refrain-"the organization and organized violence, runs
like clockwork." I: 5,500 foreigners, enemies, who are forced to work, as
against 500 Germans, that surely was a state of utmost morbidity and a
symbol of Germany's present condition. The country was like a man with
serious heart disease. He does his work, walks around "quite healthily,"
and suddenly drops down dead. He: "But things haven't got that far yet."

- He depressed me very greatly.
This moming Frau Zegler came back from the Community, where she

had spent the night looking after the flock to be transported. She said, the
worst thing was the moment when the tarpaulins on the truck were let
down on all four sides ofthose packed inside and then fastened. "Like cat-
tle in the dark." She related how a letter was delivered to an old lady, just
as a Gestapo inspector approached. The letter was harmless. From a
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daughter. But the enclosed picture of her grandchild was tom up: "You are

not allowed to take any pictures with you." And one sentence went: "Per-
haps, Mommy, we shall see each other again after all, miracles do hap-
pen." The inspector, who read it out, commented: "No miracles will
happen for you, don't delude yourselves."

On the board of the Community there is a lawyer, Dr. Winskowitz,
whom I once fleetingly met at Simon's. The same age as myself, kept from
Poland because he holds the Iron Cross, First Class. He was informed yes-

terday that he will go to Theresienstadt with the next (and last) transport
of the elderly, "as a privilege," like the war wounded, because of the Iron
Cross, First Class. - What will happen to zs?

The naked hall outside intrigues me again and again. The columns of
the gallery the huge, lightly tinted, leaded windows, the huge chande-
lier-a tall shoot, a wreath with candles, all dipped in bronze leafage-
now that it has been stripped of pictorial decoration, it is almost more
imposing than before. -

Chaos in orrr rooms, the difficulties downstairs in the kitchen and the
washhouse, my unwashed body still hardly any different today than
Thursday. I can shave, but I sleep without a nightshirt tout nu. Eva is tired
out to the point of collapse, hardly gets around to unpacking, arranging. I
find little time to read, to write, the little bit of washing up, the liule bit of
washing myself, an occasional errand eat away the day. In the evening,
when reading aloud, we fall asleep after 20 lines. -

September 9, Wednesday early morning

Suddenly autunn since the day before yesterday, penetrating cool damp-
ness-proximity to the Elbe. Hardly any change in the chaos, Eva very ex-

hausted, I, resigned. - Yesterday tiring long walk into town (Emser Allee,
Pfotenhauerstrasse with the hospitals, beginning of the city center-I am
gradually getting to know the geography of our new accommodation; I
am now after twenty-two years, gradually getting to know Dresden), to
the bank and to the Neumanns, who are now living with Neumark, the
lawyer, and will probably have to go to Theresienstadt in two weeks. I
could not console them as usual, was more depressed than they. I no
longer believe in an imminent d6bAcle.

Afternoon

We were sitting at breakfast when a large group of Gestapo people tumed
up to make an inspection of the house. They came in wearing their hats.
"Stand up!" I obediently stood beside my chair. (The star was on my white
jacket.) Eva remained seated, without looking up from her plate. The
horde passed on. After a long inspection of the house, I heard them talk-
ing in the garden for a long time. kr our room only a fat periodicals vol-
ume, which Frau Ziegler had lent us, was out of place. Modern Art.
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Evidenfly they scented forbidden "degenerate art,, behind the title. But it
is a harmless volume, probably before 1911. - It is now very possible that
in a few days, we shall be forced to change apartments againf there are al-
ready numerous prccedents of this kind. Older residents are expecting to
be thrown out. At any rate, we shall not be in a hurry to unpack. -Eva feels so poorly (fatigue and upset stomach), that she lay on the sofa
in the morning and is now in bed. I am reading aloud [ . . . ].

September 11, Friday morning

New decree for ]ews: Ban on using Aryan laundries. - The washhouse
downstairs is a huge room; there is nothing intimidating about it for Eva;
i!'s noJ cramped. - Perhaps the two of us together will do a big wash
there. Like the Milke couple. He is a Party cell leader and is not allowed to
make conversation with us, but he greets us politely, is no bother, [ . . . ]
And then there's "Friiulein Hulda," for years Frau Jacoby,s housekeeper,
employed by Ralph von Klemperer before that, very ptrilo-Semitic, ion-
tinued to look after Frau Jacoby, long after she was forbidden to do so; will
now possibly help us out with washing appliances. - Curious feature of
the haunted castle! - The stairway, which leads from the vast cellar rooms
into the depths of a second cellar. I have called it the piazza di Spagna. A
store of vegetables lies spread out on the steps, a cauliflower, tornatoes,
baskets of potatoes, also sausages and meat. Because 1) it is cooler and less
damp here than in the washing and cooking rooms, and 2) the Gestapo has
not yet discovered this cellar (and tomatoes and cauliflower are forbidden
scarce commodities-Frau Ziegler had a terrible shock yesterday, as she
was carrying a half cauliflower, which she had been given, in her handbag
and the "Spifter" tumed up at the Community. She was just supervising i
couple of children; she left the children in the lurch and fled.) -My very wearying errands in town yesterday, 1) I was supposed to get
a pair of slippers at the clothes store yesterday: slippers would be availa6b
again only in two weeks. Auerbacfu the white-bearded manager of the
place, was hardly recognizable compared to the last time, such hollow
cheeks, such listlessness, his voice so weak. I asked him how he felt. -.1am just so tired." The man is 59; it was cold comfort that he looked much
older than L 2) Sidonienstrasse tax office. 1rt8M income tax was due no
later than yesterday. I showed the made-out Deutsdre Bank check. It was
no good. "If you cannot bring it here in cash . . ." - 

,,I am not allowed to
do that." - "l'm sorry, then the money will be here one day late: the
penalty is 2.80M." I went to the bank, had the 2.80M transferred at the
sametime. At least they did not raise any difficulties, about it being ,,out-
side the disposable allowance limit." If they had been very pedantii, they
could first of all have asked for written advice from the tai office-witir
the qenalty increasing all the time. And I did not have a single penny left
"within the allowance limit." 3) Richte+ my Aryan house trustee. He naa
not written to me all this time; I knew only through Kiitchen Sara that the
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mortgage had come out right. He inlormed me yesterday, that he inten-
tionally writes as little as possible to me; I should get the statement on the
first of October. A master builder called Linke has assumed the mortgage,
happy about the six percen! which he can now get only from a Jew; costs

and rent receipts more or less balance; if there is no new law, the house re-

mains ours. Only: The house is deteriorating because Berger is using it for
his grocer's shop, and he is not taking care of it---on the other hand, repairs
are impossible at the moment, men and materials are lacking. Acfually,
more important to me than this information was what Richter said about
the general situation. "Ninety percent of all Germans know that victory is
impossible, that no peace will be made with this Sovemment. . . Who is
still content? Not even the little Party bosses, the block leaders... The

people will sweep the govemment away, hunger impels it. . . But when?

The SS has been greatly strengthened, the SS is really a force for a civil
war." He was appalled-"The swine! The dirty dogs!"-when I told him
about our fate; he wanted-I refused-to give me a piece of shaving
soap.. . "And yet I must strictly keep my distance from you!" - "Ot
course, Herr Richter, you have a wife and child, you are quite innocent."

- "No one in Germany is innocent. Why have we tolerated this regime for
so long?" - I told him that I was as certain of a collapse in the not too dis-

tant future as he was, only I feared a general Pogrom before the debacle.

He did not contradict me; he bade me farewell with a kind of emotional
solemnity, as if I were departing for the Russian front. (Here something
else occurs to me: He said that in Russia not many prisoners were being
taken anymore; a recent divisional order had "requested prisoners'") -

t...1

September 12, Safurday afternoon

Yesterday aftemoon at the cemetery with Eva, Iess than half an hour from
here, to visit Steinitz and Magnus, who are gardening there. They were on
the brink of leaving, early closing because of Jewish New Year, beginning
of the fewish high holy days. We had heard that an hour earlier from Frau

Ziegler also, that in Berlin and all other towns any kind of religious cere-

mony had been banned. (That goes far beyond the Middle Ages.) ]acobi,
the cemetery administrator, was with Steinitz and Magnus. All three in the
same mood: convinced that the regime is close to collapse, almost equally
convinced that we shall succumb to a PoBrom and act of revenge before-
hand. - Magnus and Steinitz have already been working together for
months, and for a week now they have been living in the same aPartment,

sharing the same kitchen in wretched Schulgutstrasse. They get on badly,

and their wives do not get on at all. Magnus told me with great matter-of-

factness: "My wife has declared that she is prepared for suicide at any mo-
ment, il that is what I wish. But I shall wait and see and not give up hope
completely."[...]
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Steinitz proudly showed us the grave of his great-grandmother, a Frau
Abrahamson, who died in 1900 at the age of one hundred and four, who
still went to the opera at the age of a hundred. He has cleaned the grave
and planted new flowers. For Magnus and Steinitz the cemetery is a
refuge; they are always inviting me to come with a book. The cemetery ad-
ministrator has his house out there; he says he does not need to fear a
house search; the Gestapo is afraid of the dead (of their dead!).

September 13, Sunday aftemoon

The Kreidl family was related by marriage to a family called Amdt (jew-
elry shop). I got to know the old man, who is about seventy, in the winter
when shoveling snowi I saw and spoke to the son (inhis thirties-his wife
is in England, he himself was surprised here by the war) a couple of times
at Ida and Elsa Kreidl's. The father was a reserve for the last transport to
Theresienstadt and is therefore a certain candidate for the next and final
one. The son has been arrested during the past few days. The Gestapo
found a letter in which he asks a woman friend, employed at the Reka de-
partment storc, to obtain a table service for him. Even if they don't make a
case of race defilement out of it, this relationship and this request are
enough for a concentration camp or an even earlier demise. The Aryan
woman will alsobe ruined. -We used tohear suchpieces of news through
Kiitchen Sara (who has already had her first house search in her new apart-
ment-which made me feel almost cheerful, because Kdtchen maintained
that Lothringer Weg was "even more exposed" than 41 Altenzelleq, such
are our quarrels over precedence)-now we get the news from Frau
Ziegler, in whom we discover a number of good features: She is helpful,
friendly, unobtrusive and not loud, blathering and flighty . . . Also Eva was
at the Seliksohns' today (potatoes in exchange for dried vegetables inher-
ited from Ida). Her nouoelles: After deportation of the old people has been
completed, the ]ewish section of Zeiss-Ikon will be evacuated. - Just now
intemrpted by Steinitz's visit. [. .. ] Seliksohn has got hold of Theodor
Herzl's diaries for me, unfortunately only volume I of three volumes.

We showed Steinitz the Maginot Line of the two-story cellar. The house
possesses a certain film romanticism, especially now-this naked hall,
these few's stars on the doors, these destinies, the fear, which has settled
on everything-and in addition the luxuriance of the gardery the wonder-
ful view of the nearby Elbe hills and of the Albrecht Palaces.

I...1

September 15, Tiresday midday

t ..1
Frau Ziegler told us something of the lives of the inhabitants of this

house. Frau Jacoby, who has now been evacuated, had two sons here, both
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in their fifties, and a daughter, a doctor, in her sixties, in Berlin. Both sons
lived on income; one had managed the shop, the other had been a Painter.
Both bachelors. The painter cooked and took care of the house. It was al-
ready occupied by various Jewish parties. In the course of the last year one
son died of pneumonia, the other was deported to Poland. The daughter
came from Berlin for her brother's funeral, was ill-treated here by the
Gestapo and immediately afterward deported from Berlin to a Polish
ghetto as a physician. It was left to Frdulein Hulda, who lives behind the
hidden door on the mezzanine, to care for the very bent (but mentally very
alert) old lady. Friiulein Hulda is a most loyal Aryan housekeeper, who
has long been forbidden to help out here, who has been sent to do labor
service at Zeiss-Ikon--she is well into her fifties-and who now stands by
the ]ewish tenants, just as she looked after Frau Jacoby until the last mo-

ment. [... ]
Today is Marta's birthday, 67 or 68. Is she still alive? Basically Hitler

was a stroke of luck for her: He saved her from a life of stagnation and
brought her to an exotic land. - How the fantastic comes to be taken for
granted: my sister in South America, my brother in the USA, my other
brothers and sisters dead, no contact whatsoever with these two. My
brother-in-law in Stockholm writing to me under a foreign name. On his

last card he has a new pseudonym. \ /hy? It is an airmail card and an-

nounces that a letter is on its way. Perhaps it will contain an explanation'

September 16, Wednesday toward evening

The John Neumarms are on the list of the last twenty-five "old people" to
go to Theresienstadt. Further the Pinkowitzes; he is the teacher and un-
dertaker. Only my age, but "privileged" because war disabled. The others
are destined for forced labor in Poland. My fate also? -

1...1
Shortage of potatoes and Eva's unsuccessful chasing after provisions.

But in the paper they triumphantly annolrnce an "Increase in the bread
and meat ration" for October. Abluff? A desperate measure? Nevertheless:
Even if it is the latter, it stops mouths for a while; the war goes on, and

time is won, which is needed for our extermination.

September 18, Friday morning

Yesterday morning a long walk to the clothes store; a suit in fairly good
condition, which almost fit me, was found. It is to cost 35M-impossible
to pay within my allowance. I shall declare the amount as Winter Aid or
some other charitable contribution-which is permitted outside the limit.
I wanted to sort it out immediately at the Community; there was a car in
front of it, ergo Gestapo, ergo flight. (I write all that down as if it were tri-
fling and self-evident; one could produce endless commentary on these
bagatelles for future students: how much slavery and humiliation and im-
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poverishment behind them, how much effort! Walked from eleven till one,
where in a few minutes a tram . . . ). I discussed payment for the suit with
Hirschel at the cemetery in the aftemoory after the um with )ulia Pick's re-
mains was laid to rest in the family tomb. Pinkowitz officiated in the usual
way for the last time-it was the most wretched funeral that we had at-
tended so far. Exactly twelve people, including the two of us. The men
apart from myself only there out of duty or by chance. ]acobi, the cemetery
administrator and um bearer, the cemetery gardener; Steinitz and Mag-
nus, who pass the day out there as "workers"; Superintendent Hirschel.
On the women's side Elsa Kreidl-a brave deed, because she is forbidden
to attend; it endangers her, and she was not duty bound to do so; that was
a contrast to the behavior of Prof. Gaehde, who as a relative would nof
have been forbidden to attend, whose duty it was [ . . . ] and who was ab-
sent out of cowardice, just as out of cowardice he had left the living Frau
Pick in the lurch and prevented communication between her and his wife.
I intend to pillory him in my Curriculum. - Frau Gaehde, her body rigid,
her face set, wrenched into a smile for greeting and condolence. She ap-
peared to suffer from the absence of her husband; she knows how it is
judged. The other three women were unknown to me; one, the only one
weeping bitterly, is said to have been a former housekeeper of the once-
wealthy house. I . . . ] I then [ . . . ] sat with Steinitz and Magnus for a little
while in the greenhouse of the nursery garden, which occupies the rear
part of the Jewish cemetery. Steinitz stuffed his pockets with the tomatoes
hawested here. That is his wage, so to speak. The remaining vegetable
harvest of the garden, including the tomato harvest, goes to the "commu-
nal kitchen" at the Community. Tomatoes are to be had only on a ration
card, therefore forbidden for us. If the Gestapo finds any, the consequence
is blows at least.

t...1

September 19, Saturday afternoon

The Jew's star was fastened on one year ago. What indescribable misery
has descended upon us during this year. Everything that preceded it ap-
pears petty by comparison. - And Stalingrad is about to fall, and in Oc-
tober there will be more bread: So the regime will last out the winter; so it
has time for the complete annihilation of the Jews. I am deeply depressed.

- In addition the constant tiredness. Now off for a long walk over to
Wiener Strasse. Farewell visit to Pinkowitz, cadging potatoes from the
Hirschels. - Herzl's diary.

t...I

September 21, Monday toward evening

Today is Yom Kippur, and this very day the last 25 "old people" are sitting
in the Community House, from where they will be transported early to-
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morrow. So on Safurday aftemoon we made our farewell visit to the
Pinkowitzes, who lived in two rooms in Hirschel's villa. They were very
composed and optimistic. Small comfort: It tumed out that Pinkowitz,
who looks like a scrawny seventy-year-old, is nine months younger than
I. - Dr. Katz was there. Very depressed. The mixed marriage will not pro-
tect us. He thought it improbable that Marckwald was still alive. He
would perish for lack of morphine. - The round of calls continued yes-
terday. Eva had already been to the Neumanns in the morning. t. . .1
Things for "safekeeping." [ . . . ] I myself inherited a jacket and vest. Some
things go to a reliable Aryan friend in the Neumanns' former aPaftrnent
house. So we went to see them in the aftemoon. Frau Arendt, the Aryan
friend, also appeared, brought cakes; there was real tea. "Funeral meal," I
said. Whereupon the Neumanns, who were defiantly merry: "Yes and
no." On the one hand the corpses themselves were there. On the other
they were really going into a beyond, from which as yet there had been no
reliable news. Because what had been reported was no more than suppo-
sition. He gave me a prayer book with Hebrew and German text. I: How
was it possible to forgive one's enemies on the Day of Atonement? He:
"The ]ewish religion does not require it. The relevant Prayer says: Atone-
ment for all Israelites and 'for the stranger in our midst' that is, only for
the peaceful guest among us." Judaism nowhere requires love of one's
enemy. I: "Love of one's enemy is moral softening of the brain." From the
Neumanns' (by th" Kreuzkirche in the same aPartment as Neumark, the
lawyer) I had to continue my tramP to 42 ATtenzeller Strasse, where
Kiitchen Sara had invited us. She now resides in two magnificent huge
rooms with Frau Aronade, in the same house as Grete Kronheim, the hys-
terical daughter of our old friend, who was evacuated. The Leipzigers-
the boastful health-board official and his likeable, much younger Aryan
wife-also live there now. We saw all these people. Kdtchen outdid herself
in warmheartedness [. .. ], put money at our disposal whenever we
should need it. Enjoyed occasionally like this she is very tolerable. The
mood of all Jewry here is without exception the same: The terrible end is
imminent. They will perish, but perhaps, probably, they will have time to
annihilate us first. People are apathetic about evacuation. (Things are

much too dreadful here in Dresden.) AII they want to do is survive.
Today letter from Sussmann. He always asks questions, and I cannot

answer. [. .. ]

September 24, Thursday afternoon

t.. I
Frau Ziegler related: Amold Zweig was a relative. Family from Kat-

towitz. Father a saddler and dealer in leather. Grandfather had his sons
Ieam a trade; they got on. Another son, a plumber, became a manufac-
turer. Zweig's sister a singer, his cousin a pediatrician. Rise of a Jewish
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family! Further-natural development!-Amold Zweig was a thorough-
going Zionist. He was not yet that in Kowno or Wilna in 19L8. Where he is
now, whether he is still alive, Frau Zegler did not know.

She reported from the Hirschels: a) New tenants were moving in;
mixed marriage. The sisters of the Aryan wife were visiting and having a
conversation with the ]ewess Kalter in the latter's room, when the
Gestapo, the Spitter and the Boxer, unexpectedly appeared. The Aryan
girls were shown the door--scictly forbidden to show themselves there
again-Frau Kalter "thoroughly thrashed." b) One moming in the last few
days the Gestapo rang the doorbell of the Communiq very early, and no
one opened up. As punishment Hirschel was ordered henceforth to be
present from seven every morning. -As we were sitting at breakfast this morning, a couple of tradesmen
came to look at the condition of the house. (If it is repaired and taken over
by the Gestapo, then we shall have to get out.) They knocked, they did nof
keep their hats o+ they apologized and "did not want to disturb us," and
all that despite the fact that the ]ew's star is on the door of our laundry
room and kitchen parlor. What uncommor1 what demonstrative cour-
tesy---and literally dangerous for those practicing it! [ . . . ]

Eva falls asleep immediately at ten in the evening, but then she lies
awake at night or toward morning, and I read aloud.

t...1

September 25, Friday toward evening

Yesterday at about nine a young blond lady appeared here in the kitchen.
Whispered report. Daughter of Frau Arendt, the friend and neighbor of
the Neumanns in Winckelmarurstrasse, who had come to take leave of the
Neumanns last Sunday armed with cake, who is storing some of their
things, and to whom Eva, it had been agr€ed, should convey a number of
further pieces today. - Her mother asks, begs Eva not to come for a cou-
ple of weeks. She is being watched, She has attracted attention. A friend,
of whom inquiries had been made as to what relationship Frau Arendt
had had with the Neumanns, had wamed her: "We are expecting a house
search, we have been clearing things out all night all the dangerous things
are already out of the house." The daughter's evening errand to see us
was in itself a dangerous expedition. -t...1

September 28, Monday morning

All in all, our new lodgings, which are now largely habitable, are prefer-
able to the previous ones. lnconvenience of running up and down stafus
and of excusing oneself, as it were-but the peace and quiet, no KAtchen
Sara. The big house is alnost uncannily quiet although it has all of twenfy
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inhabitants, including several children. A large part is always working
shifts. Communication between us and the others is always friendly, but
contact is rare. Often, usually, not a single word more than a greeting is ex-
changed for days. Frau Ziegler is the only person we see every day and
often for lengthy conversations. But she, too, is absent for three-quarters of
the day. And the conunon kitchen is so large, that no one disturbs anyone
else. And Frau Ziegler is not Ktitchen. And then one more thing: No one in
the house is mockingly disapproving if I share in our housework. That is
normal here and it is taken for granted, that each person does every kind
of work. Every day I experience anew the feeling of relief, that I am spared
the accompaniment of Kiitchen's blathering while I am washing up. -Admittedly, however, I would not have acquired such a precise knowl-
edge of |ewish fates in ]ews' House II. -

October 2, Friday aftemoon

Very tired because of scmbbing the kitchen and because of deep depres-
sion. - Hitler's speech at the beginning of the Winter Aid campaign. The
same old song mercilessly exaggerated: The stupendous German suc-
cesses, German moraliry German certainty of victory-things are going
ever better for us; we can hold out for many years yet . . . Also mercilessly
exaggerated is the abuse of enemies, the ministers are "numbskulls,"
"zeros, who cannot be distinguished from one another," a lunatic rules in
the White House, a criminal in London. Merciless tfueats against England,
against the |ews in all the world, who wanted to exterminate the Aryan
nations of Europe and whom he is exterminating . . . The shocking thing is
not that a crazy man raves in ever greater frenzy, but that Germany ac-
cepts it, for the tenth year now and in the fourth year of war, and that it
continues to allow itself to be bled. And nowhere an end in sight. The
forces of the Entente are not sufficient for a decisive blow-and inside the
country all remains calm. Another wintet and then another summer . . . ln
a week I shall be sixty-one-what is left to me at best? [ . . . ]

October 4, Sunday morning

t...I
From one until two, for the first time in weeks, a short walk with Eva in

calm, warm auturnn weather; we had planned it for a long time. [. . . ]
Then, after coffee, Steinitz and the Cohns came here. Cohn told us two
very depressing pieces of news. A family called Bein, living in the Com-
munity house, the woman Aryan, the man, Jew in his fifties, their son
eighteen years of age, mixed race but raised as Jewish. Father and son ar-
rested a couple of weeks ago, supposedly because they had handed over
too little for the fabric collection; a couple of days ago transported to Maut-
hausen concentration camp on the Austrian border; yesterday both father
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and son "shot while attempting to escape." - That is the security of a
mixed marriage. I am shaken by the most wretched fear of death. The En-
terlein box factory in Niedersedlitz, where Cohn works, is taking on new
fewish workers. That may cost me the remainder of my freedom. I dread
that also. - But I cannot do anything about it Make the most of every
hour!

October 5, Monday afternoon

t...I
Recently in Emser Allee! Two big Hitler Youths overtake from behind

on their bicycles; they are joking with one another, laughing loudly, shout-
ing something-I don't even think that I am intended; they could have
sgen the star only by looking around. Immediately afterward cycling in
the opposite directiory a worker aged about twenty; he leans over to-me
with a friendly smile: "You muskr't take any notice of that!,, I nodded to
htun.

October Z Wednesday toward evening

Frau. Zegler, mutatis mutandis, now taking over Kdtchen Sara,s role as
bearer of news, related the day before yesterday: 1) Barracks for Russian
prisoners occrrpy the space of the bumed-down synagogue. They rum-
mage in the Community's rubbish bins, pick out leftovers, and wolf them
down. As starved as that. 2) Philippsohn, the well-to-do master tailor, ele.
gant circle of customers, was doing labor service at Tempo, a laundry
which now works for the army, and was arrested. Supposedly because he
"concealed the star" and had been talking to the company,s Czech driver.
Transported to a concentration camp and, like the Beins, father and sory
"shot while trying to escape." To continue here with the chronicle of mur-
der: Neumark (see below) reports: A cousin, the same age and close to
him; in a privileged marriage; "for business reasons,, lives separately from
wife and son (eighteenyears of age, broughtup asAryan) becausehis wife
runs a company. Writes to the boy from his Berlin pension, ,,no doubt
somewhat incautiously." The letter falls into the hands of the Gestapo; no
one knows how. Father arrested, "news of death after only three days.,,

Today in beautiful, mild autumn weather went to see Neumark-a sec-
ond time because of the hat left me by Neumann, this time successfully: I
met Neumark at one o'clock, and we chatted for a whole hour. The beau-
tihrl heirloom was hanging in the hall, on the room to the side the familiar
seaL more precisely two red fucal stamps holding a strip of brown paper
stretched across door and doorframe and the familiar ,,here lived the
Iew . . . and the ]ewess. . . ." When I arrived, Neumark was just finishing
dictating his letters and appeared about to take his lunch break. Apari
from the case of murder, he told me: A law to separate mixed marriiges
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had already been drafted, but withdrawn again. At the moment, therefore,
the position of the mixed marriage was "a little more favorable." But it
was impossible to say for how long. - An Aryan coming from Munich
had told him, that Munich had been battered by English aircraft. There

was nothing about it in the newspapers, but I had also heard it from some-

one else. - I talked about my LTI, and Neumark gave me a copy of
Deutsches Recht [German taw], the principal mouthpiece of the National-
sozialistische Rechtswahrerbundes [Nationa] Socialist Bar Associa-
tion]. He wanted to give me several copies, but one can more easily be

hidden. -t...1

October 8, Thursday morning and later

Friinkel the electrician, who Iives in the room next to ours, passed me [in
the street], Iooking like a worker, without a coat and with a knapsack over
his jacket, I did not recognize him until he was Past me, and I apologized
for not greeting him. He: "No greeting, at most a wink. Just don't be con-
spicuous. Better, too, if you don't walk beside your wife. Aryans and non-
Aryans shouldn't be seen together . . ."

t...1

October 9, Friday toward evening

Gloomy birthday, even gloomier than last year. Then I was not yet ac-

quainted with house searches, also there was not the constant threat of
murder. Hope of survival has become very faint. Also material things
count: Last year cigars, sweetener had not quite disappeared, the potato
did not dominate so unconditionally' -And Eva had not yet grown thin
as a skeleton. - In the moming I scrubbed the kitchen. Ln the aftemoon I
went to theJewish cemetery---ominous route-to invite Steinitz for Satur-
day instead of Sunday. [ . . . ] Birthday letter from Sussmann. "Ame Ege-

bring." Some censor's marks on it, diagonal blue lines over the whole
page. It makes me anxious. With his change of name, with his naive ques-

tions, he can cost me my all-too-loosely-attached head: He writes that in
my last letter to him, seven lines had been blacked out and made illegible.
I suspect it was the figures of our weights, the sentence "It's modem to be

slim;I'm still 132 pounds on the scales, Eva only 110 pounds . . ." [ . . . ]
Then touchingly there also came birthday greetings from Caroli Stem,

whom we have neglected for so long. She writes that without further in-
formation being obtainable, news has come of the sudden death of Erich
Meyerhof. He was in a camp in Australia, and he appeared to be in good
health. I have made notes about him, his wife, his sons, subsequent to
Lissy's visits. Mischlingen were pulled out of the army for a while. Now
the oldest boy is on the North African front. - Erich Meyerhof was about
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three years younger than I, his coarse love of adventure and erotic energy
were always somewhat alien to me. He was thefrsf to tell me about Eva;
he is closely bound up with my memories of 19M. I would never have
thought that I would outlive him. I am so dulled that I can summon up no
emotion. Nothing but: "So many fall around me, and I am still alive. Per-
haps it is after all granted me to survive and bear witness."

Thomas Mann is supposed to have made a fierce plea for the German
|ews in an American broadcast.

ln response to the military bulletins of recent weeks I "coined" the say-
ing: "tn Stalingrad, after hard fightins at close quarters, we captured an-
other three-room aparbnent with bath." -

October lQ Saturday

New order to all fews, who are obliged to wear the mark of identification:
Surrender of metals, much more stringent than in the last war, including:
omamental alloys, nickel, tin, lead, also eoay kind of lamp. The question for
us is whether the Aryan wife is also affected. The Community must de-
cide.

Months ago Klitchen Sara told us of a particularly tragic case: A couple
called Gelert, he a doctor, put in prison and then concentration camp for
some trifle. Both deceased. Twin girls, sixteen years of age, working at
Zeiss-Ikon, are left orphaned, poor and alone. Yesterday Frau Zegleire-
ported new house searches; butter and margaline just bought on ration
coupons were taken away from these same two girls. Always the same
and ever more repellent.

Since yesterday great activity in the hall downstairs: Workers from the
tax office are removing a vast amount of confiscated fumiture, books, etc.,
from the rooms that have been unsealed.

These were the impressions and the news on mybirthday.
t...1

October ld Wednesday afternoon

Yesterday, October 1.3 (it's enough to make one superstitious-my fingers
are stiff with autumn cold. . . ), yesterday we heard an unbelievable
rumo4, which today proved to be true: All meat and white-bread coupons
are to be withdrawn from fews. A few weeks ago there was an announce-
ment: Increase in the bread and meat ratiory because Germany's food sup-
ply situation is getting better all the time; a few days ago Goering
explained: The German people will zof starve; if need be, he will leave the
occupied territories to starve. And so now the Jews can rummage through
the rubbish bins like the Russian prisoners. I am in very low spirits.

The decree on handing over metal is so unclear that it will afterward be
an easy job for the Gestapo iI they want to pin sabotage on anyone. Espe-
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cially unclear, the position of mixed marriages. Property of the Aryan wife
remains unaffected-but what is her "demonstrable" property? I tumed
to Superintendent Hirschel for information and wrote: "After forty years

of marriage, how is one supposed to provide documentary proof as to the
wife's property in a household?" He replied in writing: "The property of
the Aryan wife remains unaffected, insofar as it is proven to be her prop-
erty." Friinkel, our neighbor in the house, determined with a magnet
which of the metal lamps are made of iron (and therefore exempt). Now
we can only hope that the Gestapo rcsPects this conclusion. Finally we
handed over: a small lead box for postage stamPs, a nickel letter clip and
a brass ashtray.

When we moved in here, Frau Jacoby was just being evacuated and her
household effects collected in the rooms Placed under seal. Now two em-

ployees of the tax office and an art exPert have been at work for days mak-

ing an inventory of it all, valuing, and removing it. The things are brought
into the hall, also onto the gallery up here. The quantities of leather chairs,
cabinets, tables, kerosene lamps, which have emerged, are unbelievable.
All of it old, handicraft, precious. (The paintings are either already gone or
are still to follow.) And all of it is being stolen.

Sunday aftemoon at the Seliksohns was gloomy' The man had had an

argument with the Aryan air-raid warden in the house, had thrashed him,
and a complaint had been made to the police. It would undoubtedly have
cost him his life. At his wife'3 entreaty the complaint was withdrawn. But
now Seliksohn is in the most somber mood, and there is also tension be-
tween the couple. Seliksohn raged against the German people in its total-
ity; he became abusive to me, for "running after" the Germans-it was not
nice, and had it not been for the extra Potatoes, I would probably have

been less patient.

t...1

October 15, Friday evening

Yesterday at haU past five [ . . . ] I went for a walk and took Steinitz some

writing paper. When I left the house, I saw a police car in the street and

thoughl Good thing that I'm going out and that Eva is in cittit. - On *y
retum here constemation. Frau Eger was gone-she had been seen weep-
ing as she came home; after the police disappeared, she had disappeared
too; there was bread lying on the gallery balustrade and pots with food;
her rooms were locked. Arrested therefore, and one must assume that
when she came home she already knew something of her husband's fate.

He works in Reick, is building a "Potato bunker" for Zeiss-Ikon. (N.8. Fol-

low up the expansion of the termbunkcrl Ul.)
During the day ourJews'House is completely quiet. In the evening the

Zeiss-Ikon people and Frau Ziegler come back from work and bring news.

So we were expecting elucidation. But no one, not at the factory, not at the
Community, has a clue about the case. The two of them have been ar-
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r€sted, everything else is a mystery. - Supposition: The Aryan wife may
have taken something to her parenb for safekeeping, and a house search
could have been carried out there. If that is so, then he is a dead man; she
perhaps has a chance of surviving concentration camp. - The terrible
thing is the uncertainty, murder sneaking up. No one knows anything,
everyone's life is in constant dangeq, the flimsiest thing is good enough as
a pretext for being done away with. Even today we do not know why
Emst Kreidl was killed. We shall also leam nothing about Eger. And al-
ways the feeling: perhaps I am next. - Keep working despite it all. [ . . . ]
Nozl I must place in the foreground everything that, in the widest sense,
has to do with the LTI as a whole, that is, which relates to the present and
to its formation. Thus I have immersed myself in Rathenau's Zur Kritik der
Zeit [Actlnqrc of the age]. Reading Sombart has proved useful here.

October 1Z Saturday late afternoon

Nothing can be leamed about the Egers. They have simply been arrested,
and /ris life at least is not worth tuppence. Her life, too, is in great danger.
Today for the fust time news from a concentration camp of the death of
two women. Until now only the men died there. Of these two womeru one
had had a forbidden fish in her refrigerator, the other had taken the tram
on her way to the doctor, when she should have used it only to go to her
place of work. Both were transported from the women's camp in Meck-
lenburg to Auschwitz, which appears to be a swift-working slaughter-
house. Cause of death: "Age and heart failure." Both were about sixty, one
of them especially robust. Report by Frau Ziegler.

[ . . . ] - Listlessly reading the Germanomaniac Rathenau. His inflated
language irritates me greatly, his closeness to H. St. Chamberlain is repel-
lent to me; I have no ditriculty understanding his political economy.

t...1

October 23, Friday evening

Very wet and-at least in the unheated north rooms---<old weather. We
suffer greatly. I sit in my coat and am still (for weeks) without slippers.

t...1
From Kitchen Voss (Zeiss-Ikon), from Frau Ziegler (Community), fror"

Steinitz, whom I looked up yesterday for a sugar-tobacco exchange (wife's
Aryan relatives), from Frau Reichenbach, whom Eva looked after today
(Community once again [... ]) come the following nunors: 1.) The com-
mander of the southem fron! Field Marshal Bock, is said to have been re-
called. (Because he had got his teeth into Stalingrad, whereas Goering
wanted the main emphasis to be on the Caucasus offensive.) 2) It is even
supposed to have been in the German newspapers, but certainly reported
in foreign broadcasts, that the USA "no longer regards Italian civilian in-
temees as enemy aliens" and has released them. This would be a sure sign
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of separate negotiations by the Italians and a break with the Axis. Too
good to be tme. 3) In the course of this last week alone, literally eight Jew-
ish women who were in concentration camps have "died." Related as the
most cruel case among these: A woman surprised by the Gestapo as she
goes to the garbage pit of her house. She is not wearing the star, but she is
not on the street. Beaten till she is bloody and collapses. She is supposed
to sign that she injured herself in a fall. Refuses, and is put in a concentra-
tion camp, where she dies. Kiitchen Sara reports that to me, saying I
should "write it down," and it is only for *ris case, which, anyway, I be-
Iieve to be very likely, that I describe point 3 as nxnor. The eight cases of
death are fact. 4) Frau Steinitz's Aryan relatives report: In Dresden 25 peo-
ple are killed without trial every day for dealing in food on the black mar-
ket [ . . . ]. (This estimate is no doubt far too high, but a fraction may be
true, and the important thing is that the whole figure is believed, that gov-
ernment and people are believed capable of it.)

From all four points one can conclude how bad things look for the Na-
tional Socialist cause. But all conversations among |ews again and again
lead to the same reflection: "If they have the time, they'll kill us fust." One
said to Frau Ziegler yesterday: He felt like a calf at the slaughterhouse,
looking on, as the other calves are slaughtered, and waiting his tum. tlhe

man is right.
t...I
Eva intends to go to Pima again tomorrow. Money must be fetched (it's

running low), some things must be brought to safety-(Elsa Kreidl helped
rccently with metal things)-above all, of course, my manuscripts. Is it
right to saddle Eva with them? If discovered it would cost her life as much
as mine. One dies for the sake of more trivial matters now. I ask myself re-
peatedly if I am doing the right thing. I also ask myseU ever more fre-
quently whether the things are really safe with Annemarie. She has often
made herself conspicuous as being anti-Nazi. If her house is searched,
then all three of us will die. - But in the end I always tell myself, one has
to be a fatalist; I am doing my duty. But is it really my duty, and should I
expose Eva in this way?

October 24, Safurday morning

The visit has been pending for some time, but the Hirschels will be here to-
morrow aftemoon. (Big to-do---only he is allowed to take transport on this
long joumey; his wife and the one small boy, who wants to visit the Eisen-
manns' little girl here, have to walk the whole way.) Yesterday Eva met
Hirschel on the street; they exchanged a few words. Later he passed on an
apology by way of Frau Ziegler: He had felt himself being watched and
followed. (Wearers of the star and Aryans must not be seen together; con-
travention puts the Jew, at least, in a concentration camp, if he gets that
far.) - Today Eva will get a connection to Finkenfangstrasse and only
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there get on the bus to Pima. The departure point at the station is too close
to the Gestapo building. I continue to have the most serious doubts about
endangering her like this, and do it nevertheless. I place the diary pages
between the pages of notes. Should Eva be detained, then she knows nothing
of the diary, this passage attests to that. She believes she is taking away
only notes, because the Gestapo once tore up four pages of Rosenberg
notes. [ . . . ] This is the state in which we live from moming to night, from
nighttomoming.

And yet-the removal of this section, it could be the last, gives rise to a
desire to sum things up-and yet I am downright happy for many hours
of the day. I study, I prepare future work; in years to come I do not need to
have any new creative ideas, only the opportunity to work out in detail
what I have planned and sketched now.

Yes, when I think of the time when Hitlerism wil have come to an end,
then I am often in the position of the "my chaseirim [pigs]" Jew. (Blumen-
feld once told me the joke. During the trade fair a wealthy European has
to share a room with a poor eastem Jew. The Galician is wailing: "My cha-
seirim!" - "I really want to sleep-what's the matter with your cha-
seirim?" - "Will I be able to get rid of them?" - "Rigtrt I'll buy them,
here's the check." - After an hour again: "Veh, my chaseirim!
"Where will I get some new chaseirim?") Thus I often ask myself what I
shall undertake after Hitler's fall. With what shall I start? I very certainly
do not have so much more time. The l8idme has slipped into the back-
ground for me, it would also fust of all have to be brought up to date. -Tackle a supplement to my Modern Prose? - Continue with the Curricu-
lum? - kap forward to the section, no., volume on the Third Reich? -T\e I1IP - Or is that too narrow? Should I tum it into studies on the in-
tellectual history of the Third Reich? Or revert to the plan of a Dictionnaire
philosophique (du Hitl6risme)? Or do I stake everything on retuming to
my post, and remove the rust from my knowledge? Or should I now at-
tempt to go to the USA, and so leam English? And will my heal0l my
vigor, my strength of purpose be sufficient to carry on with any one of
these tasks, or shall I hesitate between all of them and allow the remainder
of my life to trickle away? - In short: Have I merely been indulging in
fantasies for a couple of years? I am truly afraid of the moment when I
shall have to rsalizs thsm.

However, I oftm believe I shall not live to see it.
I. I

October 2Z Tuesday morning

Eva came back safely on Saturday-I had begun to feel very uneasy in the
last quarter of an hour before half past seven. She had wanted to get off at
the station. The conductor had said to her: "Finkenfangstrasse again, as on
the joumey out?" Since he recognized her, she thought it best to get out
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and change there after all. - [ . . . ] And everyone is getting more fearful in
every respect. Recently people have been saying: Don't go to the garbage
pit without the star! and today: always wear the star at home-the forth-
coming auction will bringAryans here, and then, if the Gestapo want to in-
terpret it that way, one is accused of displaying oneself in a "pubtic place"
without the star. Hence Eva has just sewn a star onto my house jacket.

Eva reported of Annemarie that she (who always used to be so lively)
was becoming ever more listless, "like someone who knows she has only
a short time left to her and is no longer interested in what is going to hap-
pen later on." She Iooked very ill and had a terrible cough. She had once
explained this cough to us as a symptom of a heart problem. She is twelve
years younger than we are and has often insisted that she had not been
granted a long life. Coldheartedly, egoistically, I ask myself what will be-
come of our things, if anything should happen to her. But there is no safety
anywhere. Besides I believe Annemarie's altered character is above all re-
lated to her disappointment with respect to Dressel. - t . . . 1

On Sunday Frau Ziegler brought confused rumors of hope from the
Community. Peace negotiations are said to be underway between the USA
and ltaly; the Russians have asked for an armistice . . . [ . . . ] The Hirschels
were our guests in the aftemoon, and they, too, knew about the Italian
business and placed hopes on it. But the earlier distinction between opti-
mistic and pessimistic Jews can no longer be maintained. Everyone, but
everyone, says the same thing, usually formulated in exactly the same
way: "They are lost in the foreseeable future, utterly lost, but if things
don't happen quickly-and it does not look as if they will-they will fin-
ish us off fust." Truly murder is horribly at our heels as never before. Elgh
women in one week, eight Jewish women, out of the small Jewish com-
munity in Dresden, "deceased" [.. .]. The number is from Hirschel.
Worse, almost, than this ki-lling is the starving of the children. Frau
Hirschel gave us precise figures on the reduction of Jewish children's ra-
tions, appalling reductions in mea! bread, sugar, cocoa, fruit . . . She says
the constant complaints of hunger by her two small boys were the worst
thing for her. " 'Mummy, look, that boy has a sausage and is biting into it!

- Mummy, I'm just as hungry-Mummy, why have we got only two
slices of bread? . . .'And so on, and so on all day long!"

The Hirschels had to surrender their library, "voluntarily"-"we could
lock you up . . ." They were allowed to keep only books with Jewish au-
thors and editors. Thus some editions of the classics could be saved. -At the Community yesterday aftemoon because of a tax declaration,
then to Seliksohn for a couple of minutes; his face looks grayish-green and
very pinched. For him, a diabetic, the new food regulation is nothing less
than a death sentence. [ . . . ]

At the Community I met the nurse (Bemstein), whom I had got to know
at Marckwald's. He said he had heard from a reliable source that many
deaths had already occurred in Theresienstadt. He also believes Marck-
wald is dead. (But where does he get the information from?) - Frau
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Ziegler reports big new evacuations from Berlin. Those capable of work to
Poland.[...]

October 29, Thursday toward evening

t...1
The real tribulation of yesterday and the one that filled the day was the

hauling up of four hundredweight of potatoes. At lunchtime I went to see

if our trader at the tram depot on Emser Allee had a promising stock. Yes-
so I was back there just after three. Could they reserve a couple of sacks for
me, I would see if I could get hold of a handcart before four o'clock, possi-
bly I would not come back until the next day. - Reservation, even agafurst
payment, was strictly forbidden; if, in the late aftemoon, "working peo-
ple" wanted to make purchases, thm all stock had to be available to them.
I should try my luck. So I hurried-heart houble-to the Jewish cemetery
on Fiedlerstrasse. The Community's little handcart was there and free; I
took it, trotted back to the greengrocer with the squeaking thing; the
woman there helped me load two hundredweight. I arrived here with the
load, very drained and exhausted, was helped by Eva, the caretaker, and
above all by the tall Jew, Eisenmann, who swung a hundredweight sack
over his shoulder and carried it down to the lower cellar. Then I set out
again, this time with Eva, as an Aryan she was allowed to make purchases
even after four o'clocl and carted another two hundredweight here. I was
very exhausted by this work and very woefully reminded of my age and
my heart. - Today it was the long morning that knocked me out physi-
cally. I took the cart back to the cemetery. Then there was the long walk to
the clothes store in the Pimaische Strasse. My slippers, of which I am in
desperate need, still not ready. At the Community I then made an applica-
tion for three shirts, since mine are literally wom through and hanging in
tatters. I called on Reichenbach in his office and on Frau Reichenbach in
her sickroom. I walked back along Gerokstrasse and Fiedlerstrasse, again
by way of the cemetery in order to teII Steinitz that we were keeping Sat-
urday aftemoon free for him. (We have arranged to see the Reichenbachs
on Sunday a week the Seliksohns this Sunday, Kitchen and her room
companion Frau Aronade tomorrow) There is something grotesque about
my contacts with the Jewish cemetery. Magnus, Steinitz, and fthein (the
least likeable of the three, cf. my snow-shoveling memories) have an idyl-
lic refuge there in the gardeners' shed behind the rows of graves, right be-
side all those who have been murdered and have comrnitted suicide. They
smoke, they fritter their time away, they play cards, they are happy to see

visitors, as long as the visitors don't intermpt a game of cards.

[ . . .] And I myself am no longer in awe of the graves. One soon be-
comes hardened. - Reichenbach showed me a letter that he had just re-
ceived from a relative in Berlin: Very extensive evacuations to Poland were
once again in fulI swing there, married couples hadbeen tom apart. What
happens in Berlin today, will happen in Dresden tomorrow. - With Frau
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Reichenbach there was a cleaner, a full Jewess in a privileged marriage,
who does not have to wear the star. She maintains, says Frau Reichenbach,

[ . . . ] that she has seen the pay book of a man on leave with the entry: "In
case of an armistice with Russia" the man should report to his garrison.
The rumor of an armistice has been circulating among Aryans for days. In
yesterday's military bulletin it was denied as being a lie typical of English
broadcasts. - After that I could almost assume that the Russians have
been offered a cheap separate peace (perhaps: on-ly the Ukraine for Ger-
many, and a bit of Poland for Russia), so as to have a free hand against En-
gland and the USA. General opinion among ]ewry: It looks very bad for
"them," and consequently we are in greater danger than ever.

Early this morning I had a long conversation with Frau Eisenmann; she
was washing in the washhouse, and I was rinsing our crockery. The
woman is five foot eight, used to weigh 168 pounds and now weighs less
than 126 pounds. Catholic from Bohemia, her eldest (eighteen years old)
looks like a Hitler Youth, then there is also a little girl of ten, and Schorschl
[Georgie], the very pretty three-year-old. The two older children have been
brought up as Jewish, Schorschl is judged to be a "fix" [i.e., registered as
Catholic], so the marriage is not privileged. The husband was a respected
and well-to-do coal merchant, at first in Aussig [in Bohemia], since 1933 in
Dresden. He is now a foreman at Zeiss-Ikon. His wife does all the house-
work for the big family alone, Bets up at four o'clockin the moming (her el-
dest is also already at Zeiss-Ikon), has to slave away till late at night. And
is constantly worryring about husband and son. What happened to the
Egers, and so many others/ is at every moment hanging over her family. -Whoever I listen to, wherever I look, it's the same everywhere. "Two years
ago, when I saw my husband as a worker for the first time, crawling
around under machines, smeared with oil, worn out I cried so much. . ."

- "I'm always dreaming about the Egers . . ." - "lf lt were only the two of
us-but the children, the poor little things. . ." - The cleaner with Frau
Reichenbach: "Now meat is to be taken away from our children as well. We
describe to each other'their' limbs being chopped off one at a time, begin-
ning with the fingers, and then going on very slowly . . ." (A good-natured-
lookingyoungblonde,notyetstarved. . . )-FrauZiegler [ . . . ]:"We'llall
be in Poland before Christrnas, and then 'they'will let us starve and shoot
us. They'll certainly have enough time for that-we'll die before they do."

October 3O Friday morning

Yesterday evening/ expected and yet shattering, another blow striking so
very close to us; news of the Imbach death. Friulein [mbach, small,
swarthy, in her forties, is the loneliest figure in the house. Walking past the
sliding window of what is really the ground-floor kitchery I see her busy-
ing herseU in the huge room; there she appears especially small and lonely
and carewom. Her mother was evacuated recently, one of her sisters was
in Ravensbriick women's camp in Mecklenburg for months, because she
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had rasNy steppd across the road without the star and run into the arms
of the Gestapo. (Kiitchen had already told us about the case; the Im-
bachs-there is also a brother here, who is married---are part of the Zeiss-
Ikon workforce.) The sister in the concentration ciunp was described as
determined and energetic; she was allowed to write once every two weeks
[ . . . ]. The last expected letter did not arrive, and now news of her death
has come. From Auschwitz, cause of death "stroke." She is the ninth Dres-
den woman, to be taken from Ravensbriick to Auschwitz.

With that news we went to sleep. This moming-I always meet Frau
Zegler in our kitchen, she goes off to work before Eva even comes down-
stairs-this moming Frau Zeg)er told me, she had to inform me, because
after all the people were our friends, but I must not, in Heaven's name,
give her away, officially he was "sick"-anyway, yesterday Superinten-
dent Hirschel and young Kahlenberg, the successor of Pionkowski and
Steuermann, had been summoned to the Gestapq and only Kahlenberg
had come back. Once again the reason for the arrest is not known. -When the Hirschels visited us on Sunday, they told us about the mysteri-
ous arrest of a certain Kronthal, who had taught English in the Commu-
nity and was now teaching their son Alfred privately. The man is in a
privileged marriage, has no assets-so why? Perhaps he had "said some-
thing incautious." Frau Ziegler seems to suspect some connection be-
tween this arrest and that of the overanxious and overscrupulous
Hirschel. But one is always tapping in the dark. - Only on Sunday the
Hirschels were talking about how happy they had been before and how
they now felt themselves to be in constant danger. - It is possible, of
course, that Hirschel will be released very soon-but in all probabitty he
is lost. And evm f he is released: What torments must he be going
through in the cell, must his wife be going through at home? He must ex-
pect death every time he hears a footstep outside, she must expect news of
death every time the doorbell rings. - With all of that I myself have only
the feeling, the sensation, of increasing tension and, more strongly, the ap
prehension of mortal fear. I cannot help imagining that tomorrow-
today-I shall be arrested, and Eva and I shall be in the Hirschels'
situation-it is unimaginably dreadful, not to be compared with any
memory of Flanders, or any mortal fear I have ever experienced. And yet
I am unable to abstain from these notes: Courage? Vanity? Fatalism? Right
or wrong? - The strangest thing: It always shakes me for only a few min-
utes: then I enjoy food, reading, work again; everything goes on comme si
de rien n'6tait. But the weight on one's soul is always there. [ . . . ]

November t Monday midday

t...1
The Arndt family. I got to know the old boy when shoveling snow, thm

saw him again a couple of weeks ago on the day before his evacuation to
Theresienstadt. His son had just been arrested; I met the son at EIsa
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Kreidl's. Old Amdt, jeweleq, is brother-in-law to Ida Kreidl, young Amdt
married at about the same time as his cousin Paul Kreidl; the young
women got out to England; the young husbands were surprised by the
war. Paul Kreidl is-perhaps still alive-in Poland. The Gestapo found a
letter in the possession of young Amdt, in which he approached a sales-
clerk at the Reka departrnent store about a table service. The secret intent
to buy was a misdemeanor; the connection with the Aryan salesgirl could
be intelpreted as race defilement. Young Amdt is now in a concentration
camp. That always becomes known on Friday. On Friday underwear is
brought for relatives in the police prison. If the underwear is refused, then
the person concemed has been deported. And now usually already shot
en route "while attempting escape." The Community is informed a little
later. The Amdts and the Kreidls, therefore, make up one family. Ernst
Kreidl, Ida Kreidl, PauI Kreidl, the Arndts, father and son----exterminated!
And only ore case iunong so many. And in me always only the curiosity of
the chronicler and fear about my own fate. -Frau Ziegler very bitter. Until now she was the officially appointed
Community nurse. She has been given notice---<ompulsorily because of
the reduced numbers-"with immediate effect." She has been left with no
more than a "rachmoness position." Now she can be sent to an armaments
factory at any moment, be evacuated at any moment. But strangely, what
most wounds the woman is something different. The sudden dismissal of-
fends her professional pride, the Community did not show her sufficient
respect, Superintendent Hirschel treated her unfairly! That is the tenor of
her complaint. Then beneath that: She would be sent to Poland, and in
Poland ]ews were being shot by the hundreds every day; she hears it most
definitely confirmed; men on leave describe it with horror.

November 4 Wednesday midday

For three months we have not been allowed to subscribe to or buy a news-
paper. Nor Eva-"]ewish household." In Caspar David Friedrich Strasse

Elsa Kreidl helped out. Here the Aryan Hulda, Frau Jacoby's householder,
has done so. The newspaper subscription in her name was paid for by
Friinkel and Frau Ziegler, who slipped it to me. Always taking precau-
tions, secret places, fear, delay. Now Hulda is afraid, Frau Ziegler is afraid,
Hulda has backed out. Now Friinkel wants to go on subscribing through
the porter's wife; I have offered to share the cost-but the porter's views
are said to be unreliable. Uncertainty, danger everywhere-a newspaper
discovered is enough for Auschwitz. - I do not know how this business
will develop. So far I have always managed to see the army bulletin. [ . . . ]

Dreadful misery, proletarianization all around. The Eisenmann family.
A little boy of three, a little girl of eight, a son of seventeen years of age.

Blond, huge, like a strong Hitler Youth, but "brought up as Jewish," wears
the star, at Zeiss-Ikon. Frau Ziegler tells me that all five sleep in one room,
are on top of one another in their kitchen-parlor. Father and son 8et on
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badly. I had a conversation with the lad; we were both busy with potatoes.
He did not make a bad or unintelligent impression. Frau Ziegler says Her-
bert attended a good school, but only until he was fifteen [ . . . ]; then he
was supposed to leam a trade, probably plumber; befcre he had finished
his apprenticeship, he was put in the "kindergarten" at Zeiss-Ikon. Me-
chanical tasks are carried out there, which can be done only with very
young eyes. Thus the young man is condemned to illiterary. His father,
formerly a well-to-do businessman, now factory worker, does have some
education. The father irritable, the boy embittered and strong as a bull. Be-
tween them the mother with never-mding housework, with the two little
children. And all in such a cramped space and in constant fear every time
the doorbell rings.

t...I
Not out of the house since Sunday. I must rouse myself to go for a walk.

November O Friday toward evening

On Wednesday I undertook the very long walk to Glaser. An hour and
twenty minutes and the same back. Bad heart problems on the way there,
especially when I passed the station and the Gestapo building; on the way
home my foot tortured me-for the third time my fingers and the balls of
my feet were numb with cold-also hampered by the profound darkness;
nevertheless I had once again forced myself to go for a walk. Glaser,
grown very thin after a bilious attack, received me alone. I got peppermint
tea with sugar and yeast cake (he fetched it from the bakery he's privi-
leged after all-he was also sitting at his typewriter, when I arrived), so
yeast cake with jam, and I reveled in a sweebless that I had long done
without. He told me about a speech, which a legal big gun, Rothenberger
or something, had given in Vienna: At a time when so many of our best
were falling in the field every day, we could not "go on keeping the asocial
elements in the prisons" here at home. That is: We would murder
whomever didn't suit us, ]ews above all, but also plenty of Aryans. I bor-
rowed a couple of volumes by Maximilian Harden from his library. - I
find it increasingly difficult to obtain books.

On Wednesday evening Frau Eger came back quite unexpectedly. She
was inside for eighteen or nineteen days, interrogated once; she says she
does not know what it is about, but they seem to have revived an old ac-
tion on assets. She had not had a clue what would happen to he4, she does
not know what has happened to her husband. She was alone during the
day, without reading matter, added up the miles as she paced. "At night
there were two or three of us, once there were five. But what could I talk
about to these people? One was from the country, had three illegitimate
children by three different fathers. Will I ever see my husband again? Will
he be able to bear prison and uncertainty? His powers of resistance are less
then mine . . ." I consider the man lost. -t...I
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Today I did not get down to work at all. ln the moming I scrubbed the
whole kitchen, then to the Community's clothes store in Pimaische
Strasse. There I got three very beautiful, secondhand of course, shirts,
originally belongrng to some evacuee, for 1.50M each. On the other hand,
the cobbler had retumed my slippers unrepaired after five-five!-weeks;
he does not have the machine needed to repair them. What is involved is
nothing more than the fastening on of a pair of rubber soles. Now there is
supposed to be a second cobbler there; perhaps he can do it. I went to the
Community as well: Could they call in my debts as "Winter Aid" and then
transfer the money? kr that way I can pay outside my allowance limit. -Consequently I also saw yesterday's military bulletin: further large'scale
attacks by the English in Egypt, orderly withdrawal to second positions.
Passionate hope. Perhaps we shall be saved after all. I went back by way
of the cemetery to invite Steinitz for tomorrow aftemoon. Again the three
of them were sitting over their grotesque game of skat in the gardeners'
shed behind the graves. Steinitz was full of hope, Magnus was vacillating
between hope and fear, Schein could no longer believe in anything good
happening: The SS had been increased so tremendously, it was a match for
any intemal assault; our fate was inescapable.

November 13, Friday toward evening

A letter from Caroli Stem-Hirschberg yesterday. She was marked down
for evacuation on October 16 and taken to a synagogue with suitcase and
knapsack. She was supposed to remain there with others for three days
before being deported into the unknown-to Poland. After three nights
and two and a half days she was suddenly and unexpectedly released, re-

tained by her armaments factory (presumably as a skilled worker?). She is
delighted at the freedom, as she really calls it, which has been returned to
her. (Everything is relative.) -In the aftemoon Friinkel and Frau Ziegler brought home as certain fact
what had already been circulating as rumor for a while: the Jewish work-
ers at Zeiss-Ikon, about three hundred of the six hundred Jews still to be
found in Dresden/ are to be put in barracks. That amounts, in fact, to evac-

uation, because they, too, will have everything confiscated apart from
hand luggage, and they wi-llbe held like prisoners: in a camp together, eat-
ing together, taken to work in groups---otherwise detained in the camp;
no books, no newspapers, no communication with the world outside. -What will now happen to the remainder of the jews here, to the mixed
marriages, to as? Since strictest isolation of Jews is the aim, we shall notbe
allowed to live in fteedom. It is said that all the mixed marriages are to be

herded together in the Community House and the Henriettenstift home. I
am very anxious. - Yesterday aftemoon Eva went to see Kiitchen Sara,

who also has to move into the barracks. The doorbell rang, and the two of
them sat in the dark for a long time with the door locked; it could have
been the Gestapo, and Aryan visitors are forbidden. Eva says Kdtchen
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Sara had been completely demented with fear. But the barracks, which for
so long had appeared to her as a nightrnare, now left her almost cold. One
does simply become blunted and wom down; one wants to save one's
skin, that's all.

t. .I

November 15, Sunday morning

An hour at the Steinitzes yesterday afternoon was especially unpleasant.
His wife was once again in hysterical despair. Her Aryan lawyer told her
on good authority: The law on mixed marriages would be published on
]anuary 30, L943. After that the Aryan wile will have a choice between di-
vorce and putthg on the star, followed by evacuation. I left in very low
spirits. What should, what shall ule decide? There is so much to be said for
and against, simply wanting to stay together is not enough, too much is at
stake, one way and another. -Eva had meanwhile heard the catastrophic Italian military bulletin on
the radio: "Tobruk abandoned, enemy advancing on a wide front." That
produced another spark of hope.

Eva does her utnost. Through the Seliksohns-he has some secret
sourcee-we receive ample extra potatoes. The potatoes, cabbage, etc.,
that Eva hauls up here in bags and nets often weigh a total of fifty pounds.

- Then in the evening she falls asleep early with exhaustion-then lying
awake, reading aloud at night and toward morning. "Ne hibsh." -t...1

November 15, Monday morning

The Seliksohns' room was very well heated yesterday aftemoon-the
weather, by the way, continues wet, nasty, but unfortunately no severe win-
ter yet-there was real tea with sugar, together with home baking by the
Seliksohns and cake we had brought, but despite these very rare pleasures
it was ghastly. First of all the news of the death of the Amdt son, about
whose case I have reported several times-<f course, "attempting to es-
cape," as with his uncle Kreidl. (Frau Zegler said that another son of the
family had already died in a concentration camp two years ago.) Even
worse, almost, than this news was the Seliksohns' mood. He had been
forced to spend all moming in the new barracks, with many other |ews,
stuffing bedding with wood shavings under mocking Gestapo supervi-
sion. ("They chain-smoke cigars, they make the most vulgar remarks.")
The wood shavings for the beds had been wet, the beds had been pushed
close together in a dormitory.. ."We were bwy making our own
grave. . . we shall all be murdered. . . I would prefer a better death. . ."
She interrupted him tearfully: "He wants to kill us with gas; I'm not going
along with i! I want to see my child (from her fust marriage) again," etc.,
etc. It was eoen wotse than the day before with Steinitz. We both tried to
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give them new heart. I tried to give him a jol! he was a "smart" fellow
after all, he had the necessary energy, he would surely get through and he,
he of all people, with his Soviet skills, must spare himseU for the coming
hour. That always helped for a little while, then the litany started from the
beginningagain.[...]

November 17, Tuesday toward evening

t...I
The barracks business is terrible. Frau Zegler is talking about wanting

to commit suicide. Eva visited the Reichenbachs today: They, too, have to
go to the barracks. Frau Reichenbach, both feet in plaster, was declared fit
to travel. But it is a long walk across a yard, which is sandy at best, and
often muddy, to reach the barracks latrines. - The herding together of all
the mixed marriages in the Community House is said to be imrrrinent. -Yesterday aftemoon rather suddenly (appointment made by Eva) a long
walk to see Simon, who filled a bad back tooth. I met Steinitz there, who
had just had four front teeth taken out, afterward he walked home, his
armthroughmine.[...]

November 19, Thursday morning

Here those condemned to the barracks (the Friinkels, Nurse Ziegler,
Friiulein Imbach) scurry around, pack, complain, cannot sleep, and are
wom-out. This moming, amid all the misery, Frau Friinkel told me, with
an expression of hope in her face: "It is five minutes to twelve!" - I:
Whence this hope, after all no one in the house is more skeptical and pes-
simistic than your husband. - Letter from a well-informed friend in Mer-
ano in Italy, which contained just those words. And then, "General
mobilization in Spain to preserve neutrality-but they seem to be leaning
more toward England/America than to Germany." - I left the washing
up and ran upstairs to Eva, who was still only half-dressed. We embraced
and had tears in our eyes. Afterward it occurred to me: How great, beyond
all consciousness, must be our latent despair, if something so trivial-for
what is of value in Frau Frdnkel's report, offers any degree of certainty?-
affects us so deeply!

How could it be any different? The misery is far too great. Yesterday

Eva fetched a suitcase for the Reichenbachs from some Aryan friends;
when she was not home at half past seven, I already imagined her ar-
rested. Yesterday and today she removed names and ex libris from all the
books that evacuees have given me for safekeeping or as presents. Other-
wise even the thinnest booklet would be "anti-social" theft, sabotage, suf-
ficient grounds for a death sentence. - I myself visited the Reichenbachs
yesterday aftemoon (was also in the Community rooms for a moment,
where there was great activity). I found Frau Reichenbach out ofbed, hob-
bling on shapeless, plaster-cast feet; packing had begun. She was more oP-
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timistic than I had feared. Zeiss-Ikon was in charge of the barracks, so
things would be halfway human; also communication with the outside
world would not be completely cut off. It did not really amount to evacu-
ation: Assets would not be confiscated, even fumiture would not be en-
tirely forfeit would only be auctioned, the proceeds going into the
blocked account. One was allowed to receive and reply to mail, the Com-
munity was providing a camp library; Zeiss-Ikon was a guarantee of tol-
erable food-thus there remained only the lack of space, the primitiveness
of communal living, the three-quarters imprisonment. Only! 

-Moreover,the barracks had been built for 700 inmates, hence for all Dresden's Jews,
the mixed marriages and the privileged y compris. -

Afternoon

At lunchtime today to Schlageterplatz again, this time for a haircut at the
Seliksohns'. I was welcomed with the greatest warmth. The Seliksohns
clutch at us. krmates of the house likewise clutched at us the day before
yesterday. Friiulein Imbach came upstairs in the aftemoon; she was feeling
so lonely; over supper and afterward till eleven o'clock Frau Eger sat up
here shivering. We had to assure her again and again that we believed in
her husband's rctum. And yet we are firmly convinced that he, too, will
meet his end "attempting to escape." -t...I

November 21, Saturday afternoon

Frau Zegler gave me a wonderful, almost new nightshirt belonging to her
deceased husband. The first nightshirt of my life. In principle, the floppy,
senile, philistine piece of clothing is repugnant to me. But when I read
aloud early today from half past four until six o'clock t . . .] it did mar-
velous service and endeared itself to me, probably endeared itseU perma-
nently. It is quite usual now to accept such prcsents. For what the expellees
cannot give away is stolen by the Gestapo (even if, perhaps, they receive a
nominal equivalent paid into their blocked account, just as I received rOM
for my typewriter). And to wear "inherited," secondhand things is now a
general fate. How many of these heirlooms I am wearing now! A hat from
|ohn Neumann (still being saved for better weather), a house jacket of the
same origin, a pair of shoes from Paul Kreidl, socks from Emst Kreidl and
likewise Herr Ziegler, trousers from unknown from the clothes store, three
shirts from the same source, a shirt from the fallen Haeselbarth in
Drilzschen. - Today Eva hauled up a tremendously heavy showpiece vol-
ume given her by Frau Aronade for safekeeptng. Napoleon 7872-1912, text
by Segur, some fifty reproductions of works of art. The library of books in-
herited and possibly for safekeeping grows ever more motley and abun-
dant. Every evacuee tries to leave something behind. But the inheritor of
today is the evacuee or murder victim of tomorrow. -
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Today, again, there is a rumor that the mixed marriages will also be put
in the barracks-a milder form of evacuation, at least, or so it seems.
Today it's also said that Swiss broadcasts are talking about 75,000 Ital-
ian,/German prisoners in Africa. - We do not see any newspapers for
days on end and know even less about the true situation than the Aryans.
Since they started preparing their departure for the barracks, our fellow-
sufferers have lost all taste for political events. - They are preoccupied
with themselves and arc resigned. Nor did I leam anything from Steinitz,
whom I went to see yesterday toward evening. -t. .1

Today I told myself: if I do not succeed, if I do not thinl I have enough
time to work up LTI as a separate book, then I shall publish (polished, of
course, and ordered) the totality of my diaries since '33. The anticipated
fourth volume of my Curriculum, in fact (I is completely finished, II can be
finished in a few weeks, III, Dresden professorship 192G-1933, would have
to wait). This thought has already come to me often; what was new today
was that I could give this fourth volume of the Curriculum the title "The
Language of the Third Reich" summo jure. Because 1) It would contain my
philological LII material and 2) all the facts presented would speak the
language of the 3rd Reich, e.g., the inventory of my inherited wardrobe I
have just made! - and 3) the whole reversal or brittleness of my funda-
mental ideas since 1933, or my skepticism toward them, would speak of
the shattering effect of the 3rd Reich.

t ..I
Eva is constantly on the go, today again in the moming and ttre after-

noon. In addition to the errands, she is helping the barracks people in all
kinds of ways. She sews bedding for them, conveys (import and export)
this and that for them. Yet she has a cold and is overtired. I ask myself quite
selfishly what will happen to us if she has to stay in bed. I am allowed to
go shopping for only an hour, I am not allowed to use the tram, and our
kitchen is in the cellar. - I ask myself a hundred times a day which of the
two of us has to bear a heavier burden. There is perhaps a balance. Should
it be possible for Eva to avoid Poland or the barracks by a divorce, then she
should unreservedly choose divorce, which could afterward be chal-
lenged as having been forced on us. Then 1) she could thereby probably re-
tain some assets,2) immediately come to my aid once I have lived to see a
tum for the better-whereas imprisoned with me she could be no help at
all, and 3) I donot like thebumingof widows. If I am shotinPoland or "at-
tempting to escape," she should take care of my manuscripts and go on
living to the joy of a few cats. But things have not Bot to that point yet.

November 24, Tuesday morning

(First frosty day , firm snow on roof and streets) "Jews' Camp Hellerberg. " Eva
said this new kind of evacuation is so shameless because everything hap-
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pens so openly. What is undoubtedly new is that this time we have a view
of the inferno and remain in contact with it. Is it a moderate hell? That re-
mains to be seen. Young Eisenmann, who helped stuff the bedding, etc.,
said: "Catastrophic!" Unimaginably crowded and barbaricaly primitive,
especiallythe latrines (ina row without dividing walls and far, far too few),
but also the narrow beds, etc. The carpenters had said they had worked on
barracks for Russian and Polish prisoners-luxury hotels compared to this
Jews'camp in the sand and mud! On the other hand, one hears of privi-
leges such as sending and receiving maif leave to go to Dresden, a camp li-
brary permission for the children to have toys. . . One will have to wait
and see. Sunday and Monday [ . . . ] completely taken up with Hellerberg.
On Sunday afltemoon, my heart playing up, I carted a heavy load along
Hindenburgufer to the Community for Frau Ziegler, whohas left us a great
deal. There we first took our leave of the Seliksohns---<haos and despairing
depression, above all on his parf then the Reichenbachs. Frau Reichenbach
was suffering greatly because of her feet and complained about Katz, who
had declared her fit to travel out of fear of the Gestapo; for a few seconds
Frau Reichenbach was also feverishly excited: "Do youreallybeheve,Pro-
fessor, do you really believe that it cannot last much longer, or are you only
saying it to cheer me up?" - "Ib cheer myself up too" would have been
the true answer [ . . . ]. But of course I "really" believed it, it was not a mat-
ter of faith, it was cold, sober certainty; Italy was going to break away in the
next few weeks, and then everything would come to an end very quickly.
But aside from such feverish moments, Frau Reichenbach's mood was op-
timistic, and hls was consistently so. [ . . . ] Reichenbach has to sleep in the
camp, but will travel daily to his work in the Community House. Thus we
shall remain in contact. As a farcwell prcsent Eva received a beautifully
hand-embroideredcushion. [ . . . ]

November 2Q Thurcday toward evening

News is slowly coming out of the ]ews' camp. First young Eisenmann re.
ported of Frau Ziegler: she was relatively well off, she had her own,
much-envied room. Then I talked to Reichenbach at the Community yes-
terday. I noticed that this always slight little man has become quite bent re-
cently. It is not just that he walks with a stoop as I do-a real hump has
grown under his left shoulder. But he was in good spirits. "It's not so
bad-if nothing worse happens to us, then we can bear it." But I soon no-
ticed how abject his satisfaction was. He had imagined it would be even
more dreadful, he was happy simply because no one beat him. The room
shared by nine married couples-"one gets used to it." The latrines: "only
open at the front--but with dividing walls, and lids, no urinals-no toi-
lets, of course." The washroom-"across the yard and very cold, but there
are big washbowls there." The food-"it wasn't right yet yesterday, but it
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will be sorted out." Pitiful! - And today Eva spoke to Frau Ziegler at
Simon's and brought her some things there. Simon is tuming out to be the
communications center. Frau Ziegleg as already mentioned, has a little
room of her own and so is personally in a better position than all the
others. Nevertheless she was oery depressed. [ . . . ] Leave in town only to
visit the doctor, strictest ban on going anywhere else. One inmate had
wanted to go from Simon over to the Glasers (ten steps!)--$ut had not
dared do so. (Eva later inherited the lunch prepared for this poor person.)
A11 in all, therefore, imprisonment and a vegetating, full of anxiety. It
could also be our fate any day.

It has become very quiet here since the departure of the camp people.
And press news reaches us even more sparingly than before. Neverthe-
less: Yesterday I read a paper at the Community: Darlan, first the Ameri-
cans had taken him prisoner, then they forged his signature under decrees.

Now Darlan is the "traitorous admiral" who has subordinated himself to
French West Africa, and P6tain is broadcasting calls for resistance to him,
and the situation in France is "problematic." And in the East a "break-
through" by the Russians south of Stalingrad is noted. Perhaps it's coming
to an end after all.

t...1

November 28, Saturday morning

Yesterday Frau Eger said to Eva, her husband had now been in the police
prison for six weeks-Friday! delivery of underwear, critical day-he was
lost if the change did not come soon. She now spends more time with
Aryans than with |ews; she has a brother in the S$---so I would like to
draw from these words perhaps a tiny bit of hope. But hope has been dis-
appointed so often. - On the other hand: The Russians are on the offen-
sive everywhere, and "there is fighting in Tunis." - Since half Jewry is in
the camp, we are even more isolated, see newspapers even less than be-
fore.[...]

Yesterday afternoon to Steirdtz and then home [ . . . ]. Steinitz gave me
a razor blade (they disappeared from the shops days ago; for a long time
one could only buy them individually). And then something grotesque: a

cigarette packet full of teeth. Teeth are a scarce commodity; Eichler ran out
long ago, so that for many months Eva has been running around with a

huge gap in her mouth; he was going to write to Eva as soon as he had the
materials, and never wrote. A dental technician, who had worked with the
cemetery gardener, deposited this packet there-now Eichler is to pick out
what can be used and pay the going price for it. But he must not know
where the goods come from. Secret teeth from the Jewish cemetery; it
sounds as gruesome as a fairy tale-but it is crazy enough even in realiry
and how easily it can lead to catastrophe. Sufficient cause for prison and
"attempted escape." [ . . . ]
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November 29, Sunday toward evening

My parents married on November 29, probably 1.853. I have been thinking
about them today, and the thought of disappearing does not become any
more tolerable to me. [ . . . ]

This morning Frau Eger came to see us; could we help her out with a

]ew's star. To sew on one of her husband's jackets, which she wanted to
pass on to him as something warm. She had leamed (a brother is in the
SS) that he will be transported to a concentration camp tomorrow. It was
the last thing she could do for him; she would also include a cap, into the
lining of which she had sewn farewell greetings. But will he find the let-
ter? She has lost hope of seeing her husband again. The transport takes
up to eight days. People were picked up in various cities (Leipzig, Chem-
ritz, etc.), they spent the night in local prisons, larger groups arrived in
the camps all at once. At the end of this joumey death awaits the ]ewish
participants. - I comforted Frau Eger; perhaps the change will come
ovemight, perhaps it will occur with her husband still alive-but I do not
believe at all that her husband will be saved in this way. Frau Eger was
distraught with fear; she has been waiting for six weeks now. And her
husband, too, has been waiting for six weeks now, and for six weeks (pre-
sumably in solitary confinement) looking death in the face for hour after
hour. It is so horrible that I feel no pity for the man, only fear of having to
experience his fate myself. And I think Eva is also haunted by it.

Go on working, get drunk on work!

December 1, Thesday morning

Saw the newspaper again yesterday after several days, It is displayed at
the Community; I shall go there more often, now that I have a goal, other-
wise I get too little exercise. There is always something to be dealt with or
leamed at the Community. Yesterday because of the gas hot plate and the
enamel po! which the "fumiture store" (managed by Reidrenbach) is
going to lend us; today I want to hand in a couple of things, for which Frau
Ziegler had asked. One communicates with the intemees through the
Community (and through Simon). The people in the Community 1...I
appear to have agreed to present life in the camp in a gentle light It is tol-
erable, some adjusted more quickly, others more slowly. They make it
sound as if the dissatisfied were spoiled and ungrateful creatures. Reich-
enbach speaks in this way, as does the secretary Judenkirsch, who, it is
true, lives in the Community house and goes to the camp only on official
errands; also, Rubin, the other secretary who does live in the camp, but at
least comes to work at the Community during the day. But the bulk of the
camp inmates are strictly imprisoned, are only very sparingly permitted
leave in towry are always crowded together, etc., etc. It is quite deplorable
that this imprisonment is already considered to be halfway good fortune.
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It is not Poland, it is not a concentration camp! One does not quite eat one's
fill, but one does not starve. One has not yet been beaten. Etc., etc. [ . . . ]

December 3, Thursday moming

I...I
Eva continues to communicate with the people in the barracks, to help

them in various ways, which are not without risk, since the Gestapo use
everything as a pretext. E.g.: Frau Ziegler asks for a couple of plates and
pots-then they can say that's smuggling confiscated property. Or:
Friiulein Hulda sends two old rolls to the cam5by way of EvalSimon;
then they can say, where do these Aryan rolls come from, ]ews don't have
any white-flour coupons. Such hifling matters and trifling dangers (no,
the danger is literally deadly, perhaps Eva, as Aryan go-between, would
get away with prison, but how could she endure it, given her weakness,
and without fresh air, a bath, cigarettes?). - t . . . I Eva is at Simon's right
now, taking some things for Frau Ziegler; yesterday she met Frau Selik-
sohn in a bank. As it tumed out, she had not received the hoped-for
"leave" to go to the bank--one is simply and solely allowed to go to the
doctor-and had gone "AWOL" from the Goehle plant and come that far
with the star covered. A foolish risk, since concentration camp and death
would be the certain consequence of discovery, [ . . . ] since the town is
crawling with Gestapo people, who have long been familiar with individ-
ual ]ews. And what would Eva's fate have been if they had caught her
with Frau Seliksohn? - According to several reports the worst thing
about the camp business so far is said to have been the delousing of the
women. While they ran around naked in the place from one station of the
cross to the next, they were photographed by the Gestapo; in cold rainy
weather they had to stand in the yard for a long time with wet hair; their
baggage, which was open and had been rummaged through, was also left
exposed to the rain. - A particular danger in the camp aPPears to be the
envy of those crowded together there. If something is slipped to one Per-
son, he has to beware of all the rest. -

Letter from Sussmann, warmhearted, but disconcerting because of his
cluelessness. Write to me about the (insignificant) details of your daily life,
how you "do your shopping, go for a wallg etc." If I write that to him-
what would the censors and what would the Gestapo make of it? Going
for a walk---on which I am never without fear, of arrest, of insults, at least

from children (which has occurred with greater frequenry recently)-and
on top of that the subject of "shopping!"

December 7, Monday evening

t...I
The Eger affair is horrible. Today Frau Eger was with us for a while in

the aftemoon-at the moment she visits us only rarely. The last time, al-
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most two weeks ago, she was almost certain that her husband was going
to be taken away to a concentration camp. At that time she was mistaken-.
Today she told us he still appears to be here-although she had been un-
able to carry out the test of delivering underwear last Friday, since she had
handed over things on the occasion of the false alarm. We had to listen to
it all and were unable to tell her that transportation has now taken place
and the Community has been informed.

t...I

December 11, Friday morning

Since yesterday-in the moming a card from Richter, ,,urgent property
matter," in the aftemoon my visit to infinitely remote Victoriastrasse-
upset because of the house. This tirne probably the final robbery which I
can no longer ward off. A double game, as Richter said. He himself was
helpless, would be suspected of friendliness to fews; I had no legal rem-
e{1. The Party had forced the present lender, a master builder by the name
of Linke, to foreclose the mortgage and to wam anyone inclined to be his
successor. Thus a new mortgage is out of the question; the present one ex-
p1gs on Aprit 1; compulsory auction could be anticipated for May or fune.

will not happen that quickly, there's an informer behind everybody, and
the terror is too great.") More urgent and probably directly ?atal is the
other side of it, the actual deceit. Originating with the mayoq, who is on
army leave. Repairs to the amount of 3,00G-4,000M are needed on my
house-already stated once before, but treated as ninety-nine percent in-
vention by Richter-including "moving earth" for 800M, because earth is
sliding down toward the roadway. The mayor has applied to the Sur-
veyor's Office for an order to secure this sum. If I cannot pay it, then com-
pulsory auction is immediate, and I do not get a penny. If the house goes
to compulsory auction, Berger loses his first right of purchase and sinci no
repairs would be demanded of him, he is prepared to take over the house
immediately for 15,500M. In that case I would at least get a little money
paid into my blocked account. He, Richter, advises me to take this course
as the lesser evil. - I have reserved my decision. Eva has now had the bot-
tom completely knocked out of her. I do not need to repeat how passion-

ltely an{ desperately she clings to this house. - I read aloud a great deal
during the night and then again toward moming. [ . . . ]

Yesterday's harsh experience has drowned out the lesser occurrences of
recent days. On the seventh and the ninth and again today this house has
been disrupted by the auction of the ]acoby possessions. We have to keep
our rooms locked because the place is crowded with people inspecting the
goods. On the fust day the auction was held in the hall-I looked on (irom
the gallery), never having seen one. tnvolved were small household ef-
fects, and the bidders wene menu peuple. After that more expensive ob-
jects and a somewhat better-off crowd-but now the proper thing is
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taking place in one of the big rooms downstairs. The house is ever emptier.
Eisenmann believes we shall have to get out as early as January.

Solamen miserum, miserrimum: Because even in a single room, even in
the proletarianized and bug-ridden city house in Sporergasse, we would
still be better off than the people in the jews' camp. On the eighth I went
to see Seliksohn in Dr. Katz's diathermy room, at the same time Eva spoke

to Frau Voss at Simon's. Their complaints are the same; Seliksohn Iooked
wretched and i11, Kiitchen Sara is also said to have shrunk greatly. The fol-
lowing day I was at the Community, saw Frau Ziegler-same com-
plaints-wanted to talk to Reichenbach, read the newspaper, expedite our
application for coal so as to do washing. (Unable to do a wash since Sep-

temberl) Suddenly I was whispered to: "Leave immediately and quietly!
tnspector fthmidt has just arrived." Schmidt, still unfamiliar to me Per-
sonally, has recently been mentioned as one of the worst in the Gestapo's
jewish Department. So I slunk away without having achieved what I
wanted. - I saw the newspaper only at Richter's. According to the mili-
tary bulletin, the "large-scale operations" of the Russians are stalling, and
our "counterattack" in the middte section [of the front] is pressing ahead

vigorously. In Africa the enemy had come to a standstill, and we were in-
flicting heavy losses on his naval transPort' How much of it is true?

Richter said: Two German armies were surrounded at Stalingrad, there

were even larger German forces in the Caucasus, and they, too, were
threatened. Italy was close to collapse. - But despite all that (and "al-
though many people were already saying to themselves: 'It's better if we
lose the warl' ") it can still last for years.

Frau Eger was here again late one aftemoory still knowing nothing of
the fate of her husband. She gave me five razor blades as a present-a trea-

sure! [ . . . ] In relation to the razor blades Frau Eger told us two things: 1)

At police headquarters fewish prisoners are no longer being shaved (they
go io their deaths unshaven). 2) In the shop, where she bought the blades,
a soldier on leave, wearing an " Afu1ca" armlet, talked loudly and at length
about the retreat from El Alamein. They had run for their lives; they had
thrown away everything, literally everything, just to be able to run, kit
bags, rifles, coats---except caPS and uniforms, literally nothing else had

been saved. -t...1

Toward evening

The auction today was dreadful; it raged through the house and emptied
it; the big pieces went. I was crossing the yard with the rubbish bin, as a

carpet lay spread out there for brushing like a piece of booty. A tall, rough
fellow, who was busy with it, shouted mockingly at me: "Go on in, Jew!"
Later he came into the kitchen and in a rude tone asked for thread and a
broom. I said, I didn't have anything. "And these things here?" (He
pointed at Frau Ziegler's stack of things.) "None of that is my ProPerty, it
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has been confiscated." With that he went off. The whole business made me
feel sick. - Eva also came home in very low spirits from her shopping er-
ran{s. With empty hands, also with an empty stomach. - Frau Egeihas
just brought up the new food-ration cards. Sevm for Eva, four for me-
but the Aryan seven are not much good for anything either. Frau Eger re-
lated as a rurnor, that martial law had been imposed in Italy and, as
vouched for, that very many German troops were going to Italy. -I...1

December 1g Friday evening

At the cemetery Jacobi said that yesterday he had had to go to the police
presidium to fetch the body of a non-Dresden Jew, 

,,deceased,, en route to
a concentration camp. He was hard-boiled, thanks to his job, but he had al-
most fainted at what he saw. [ . . . ]

Eva brought the latest news: She had tried in vain to borrow a new
book from Natscheff. He is allowed to take back only those that have been
borrowed; he is not allowed to carry on any further business. He is Bul-
garian, his wife American, he has always had contacts abroad, with Dres-
den's Jewish intelligentsia, was evidently suspect. Eva says he seemed
very distracted and embittered . . . We shall now go back 

-to paulig and
gain more than we lose: Natscheff was always somewhatinob-

bishly restricted to the very modern things. Eva had given up going to
Paulig some months ago, when the Gestapo thumped me on the head
withRosenberg. [... ]

December 19, Saturday moming

Eva sometimes teaches Herbert Eisenmarrn now, and he is often--as just
now-up here to practice. And he talks then. He and his father wori< at
Zeiss-Ikon. His father, as foreman, gets a fixed hourly rate, which comes to
about 150M a month. Herbert does piecework in the .kindergarten,,, the
departnent employing young people (1G24 years of age). precision work
on tiny comporents, which are properly visible only under a mapifyint
glass, demanding very clear eyesight. Tiny pieces of measurinf instru--
ments for naval antiaircraft guns. On piecework for eight houis a day,
Herbert Eisenmann has already managed to make as much as 320M a
month. Now an upper limit has been placed on ]ewish piecework. They
are being forced to achieve maximum output-if they don,t prove their
worth, there's the threat of Poland-and are paid less than the Aryans. ,,It
adds up to 320M, but then it's reduced according to some formulaand I,m
p?id229:'What multiple immorality in the whole situation! - The peo-
ple in the Jews'camp have now been forbidden to buy anything at all in
the,shops. By another hellish degree they are more complitely prisoners
and more badly fed than before.

I...1
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December 2Q Sunday morning

"Messina," says Eva of our nighttime reading aloud, which has now al-
most become the rule. On our long sea cruises, we asked to be awakened
if the ship passed an interesting spot during the night. The strait between
Messina and Reggio di Calabria was the most interesting. But there is, of
course, a difference between the interruPtion to our sleep then and today.

How good things were for us thery how free we were, how sure of our
Iives, of our human dignity. - Messina as the scene of the catastrophic
earthquake: In the same way I could call Hitlerism the "prise de pouvoir,"
our Messina.

t...1

December 21, Monday midday

A good month ago-I can't check it in the diary of course-Hirschel dis-

appeared mysteriously; Frau Ziegler reported he had been "arrested," of-
ficially he was "sick"; his signatures were in circulation, he would retum
to his duties soon, and after about two weeks he did reappear. Yesterday

he told us his story; I shalt try to put it down exactly. Kronthal, a language
teacher, had been arrested because of some incautious remarks-he has

meanwhile been sent to a concentration camP; news of his death is ex-

pected. The man had a license to teach languages privately' A schedulg

was found in his home, according to which he lrtad also given the Hirschel
children lessons in geography and drawing. Hirschel, who is in Inspector
Miiller's good books, was summoned to Bismarckstrasse. "Yoz are the one
who should be put in a concentration camp for contravening the banon in-
skuction; I stood up for you, youwillonlybe imprisoned and not for long;
Kahlenberg, the tax secretary, will bring you the documents that have to be

signed every day; your Community will be told that you have been taken

ill.' - Hirschel then waited in another room to be taken away; in this
room he met Eger, who had been arrested the same day. After a while ln-
spector Weser came in-the animal, who also struck us and spat on us. At
first he was only taunting: "I hear you said I was the worst-well, you
won't see your Community again." At that point a long hospital train went
past. "Weser suddenly went into a ftenzy, raining blows on both of us.
;You people are to blame for that. . . Normally I can't harm a soul, but I
want to murder every ]ew. I want to kitl your two boys as well . . . You

won't come back.' " This attack of madness fits with what Eva exPerienced
with these people (fear of the evil eye). Then Weser took Hirschel to the po-

lice prison. Mocking: "Look, I've brought the Jewish mayor . . ."
Anl 4Z .-polish rations. Anote on the door outside: "Polish rations." Cell

47, saidHirschel, is the notorious half-dark "suicide" cell, in which Fried-
heim and several others have been "suicided." Polish rations means half
the normal prison rations, For twenty-four hours Hirschel was uncertain
whether he would escape with his life. Then lnspector Mtiller arrived to
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see him, was astonished at Weser's instructions, gave him encouragemeng
nothing would happen to him, he would get a different cell and normal
food, not be inside for long, be able to attend to business every day with
Kahlenberg. - Nevertheless Hirschel remained in the murder cell for an-
other twenty-four hours; then he was given better accommodation; he was
also slipped a newspaper occasionally-but the "Polish rations" remained.
When he was released after ten days he weighed less than 98 pounds; be-
fore prison he (a slim little man) had weighed in at 105 pounds. During his
imprisonment Frau Hirschel happened to encounter Weser in the stree!
and he accosted her: "Your husband has just died." She knew his ways and
responded, no, he's alive. "Not at all," he said,laughing, "he's dead, just go
home, you'll find the news has arrived . . ." Is the man only mentally ill, or
is he a criminal? I talked abouthis and Clemens's thefts (butteLmoney,etc.).
Hirschel thereupon related this incident [ . . . ]: AJewish lady is stopped by
Weser as she is coming back from shopping. [n the entrance hall he takes
her big bag from heq, pulls everything out (just as he did with Eva) and
strikes herhard in the face with the emptybag. At the same moment, as she
stands there blinded, he tugs at her handbag and prrlls something out.
Later the lady finds her purse missing. - The man is a civil servan! a po-
lice inspector, a first lieutenant in the SS. He has the power of life and death;
his colleagues, least of all those in the police, cannot go against him.

t...1

December 22, Tiresday evening

t...I
It was not very easy for me to concentrate on my notes this aftemoon.

At the bank [ . . . ] Eva had copied out the military bulletin of yesterday,
December 21. For the first time: the Russians have broken through at the
bend of the Don. German divisions arriving at the front had occupied
"prepared rear positions." A military bulletin from Russia has nmer
sounded so pitiful, not even last winter. It must have been forced on them
by terrible foreign reports. It can mean the begiruring of the catastrophe. It
can, btt it does not haoe to. Why should the new positions not hold, why
should Germany not be able to go on fighting for another year? Neverthe.
less: For a few hours our hopes were raised. Now, of course, I am de-
pressedagain.[...]

December 26, Saturday moming

Second day of the holiday, light fros! a little above fteezing in fact.
In truth I was mostly afraid of Christmas. But this time, for all the bleak-

ness and oppressiveness, it is tuming out to be halfway tolerable. Eva had
obtained a very pretty little tree, decorated it beautifully, and put it up on
the piano. Presents, good food, alcohol, sweets wer€ completely absent, it
was all even plainer than last year-and how much misery had we gone
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tfuough and seen since then. Our thoughts circled constantly around
these two things: "This wiII be our last Christmas in the Third Reich." -
"But we already thought that last year, and were mistaken." Then again:

"This time it's different." - "But we have so often underestimated Na-
tional Socialism's powers of resistance." Etc., back and forth. Then, at
about ten, when we wanted to go to bed, Herbert Eisenmann came uP,

and we chatted fruitlessly about the war for a little while. -
On the moming of the twenty-fourth I was at the Community. I took a

pitiful little packet there for Frau Ziegte4 a couple of grams of cod roe, a

slice of cake-what an effort to get hold of a piece of wrapping paper, the
paper shortage is ever more bothersome; where would I be without an old
telephone book, which I lighted uPon here and which is now also nearly
used up! . . . -a couple of lines for the Seliksohns, a couple for Kiitchen
Voss.[...]

The moming mail of the twenty-fifth brought a letter from Caroli Stem-
Hirschberg, who is daily expecting evacuation. In her last letter she had
informed us of Erich Meyerhof 's death, in this one she reports the death of
her sister Hanna Christiani. She reached the age of only 57, ailing since

October, a few weeks ago an inoperable tumor was discovered in her

bronchial tubes (presumably cancer?). Heart failure on December 4.

Shocked me very greatly. Naturally again only in an egoistical sense.

Everyone around me is dying. Why am I still alive, what claim to
longevity can I make with my 51 years? And yet I would so much like to
go on. Hanna's death has shaken us both with particular force, because we
knew her only in the bloom of youth. Later we saw her in Frankfurt for an

aftemoon or an evening, probably on our way from Paris, in 1925. Even

then she was only forty. [ . . . I
This aftemoon Eva will go to a tanSo concert and dance in the trades

house; little Lewinsky (Siegfried) will probably pay me a visit in the mean-
time; I ran into him the day before yesterday. It required a great deal of
deliberation, also persuasion on my part, to get Eva to 8o to this enter-

tainment. Because we have only-the disposable allowance limit!-six
marks in the house, and Eva cannot visit our friend Brigitte in Quedlh-
burg until Tuesday. (That is Kdtchen's contribution to encyclopedic style,

to always begin names with the next letter of the alphabet.) Moreover,
there is no more of our own money at Brigitte's: She will have to lend us

money. Not a large sum, about thirty marks a month is a help. Neverthe-
less: A1l the counting and economizing is now on Eva's shoulders; I don't
have a single pfennig on me anymore, have long (since I lost the last one)

not even had a wallet.
I. l

December 28, Monday morning

The odious days of self-contemplation, this time made even longer by the

Sunday, are almost over. There remains only the New Year.
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Lewinsky came on Saturday aftemoon; he was here from a quarter to
three until a quarter past six, and I had to endure him all alone, since Eva
was at a tango concert. (My Christmas present-three marks out of six,
which constitute our total expendable assets until ]anuary 1, or perhaps
only until tomorrow, when Annemarie will have to help us [ . . . ].) I found
Lrwinsky veryboring. [ . . . ]

Afterward the evening provided something interesting, though de-
pressing on the whole, a vox populi, to which I attach great value as evi-
dence. Without money and yet obliged to give a present, we had given the
caretaker's wife one of Eva's scarves, and the caretaker himself a gray tie I
inherited from Emst Kreidl. The man came to exprcss his thanks, got talk-
ing, and for something like an hour there flowed from him views that
overheard by an informer would have consigned him to a concentTation
camp. He must be about forty, is a smith, a milling cutter in an armaments
factory, veteran of 1914, quite clearly an old Social Democrat, close to the
Communists. (Apart from that his eyes are inexpressive, and he has a way
of looking at the floor while he is talking that I do not quite trusti l would
not have spoken to him with such openness-also, I did not try to draw
him out with questions, but just let him talk.) He said: So many troops
were being sent to the West, "to Spain"(!), to Africa. Everything that could
stand up to the tropics was being sent there-"we are building so m,rny
big hansport planes-there's going to be a big offensive, something in-
volving parachutes, soon." Did we have enough gasoline? - Yes, because
the vehicles had been converted to liquefied gas, and there was no short-
age of all kinds of war mat6riel; after all for a long time we had used cap-
tured Czech and French mat6riel (huge quantities!). Nor was there a
shortage of men yet; the losses were not so great. The situation in Russia
was not good, of course; the Russians broke through sometimes, but our
superior generalship always contained them. - Only: The war was going
on too long; "ordinary people" had had enough of it. Admittedly
"nothing" will happen at home, but the army, "the ordinary man" in the
army, did not want to go on. There had already been many executions.
And they were asking themselves: "what for?"-always just "for the party
nonsense." "The young officers are all for it, say'Heil Hitler,'and stretch
out their arms; but the old ones put two fingers to their caps and say ,Good

moming' . . . And then there's the hostility between the army and the SS.
If it hadn't been for 'Adolf,'things would already have gone wrong last
winter. But Adolf suddenly tumed up at an outpost right at the front,
asked the men about their coats, their rations, and Adolf personally took
off the officers' furs; that helped for a while. But now they've all had
enough." - "And the workers? Are they not afraid of unemployment
after a lost war?" - "No, there'll certainly be work, because everything,s
needed; there arm't eom pots any more. But they have small savings, they
can't spend anything after aIl, and they are afraid for themselves. And
we're not short of labor either; the Russian prisoners work very well, the
Frendr, too. No, nothing will happen inside the country (although there
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arc still Communist Party people-but they laugh and say: 'You've still
got it far too good, just wait a while!') But the soldiers will do it. Both sides

carry on propaganda; when our boys arrive, the officers show them how
the Bolsheviks were living, and the Russians tell us every night through
Ioudspeakers to come over to their side. There were also people [i'e., Rus-

sians] who came to the outposts, brought them cigarettes and vodka, and
a couple of our men went over with them . . . The English and the Ameri-
cans arre dropping leaflets on Hamburg, but people remember 1918 and
don't believe their promises. . ." The chorus was always: "Nothing will
happen inside the countrlr. . . but the war is lasting too long, and every-
one has had enough of the Party nonsense, and the soldiers at the front
don't want to go on." However, the main thing that I took from all of this
was only that a new offensive is imminent in Africa, that militarily there is
not yet any talk of real defeat, that the govemment has a firm hold of the
reins of power and that "Adolf" as a person has not lost his aura. For sure

there are also signs of discontent and war-weariness, even of collapse, but
that in the distant future. And how shall oe live to see this future?

t...1

December 29, Tuesday morning

Yesterday aftemoon the enormous walk to Simon's, who is treating Eva se-

tetly. I did not see him, the surgery hours had ended earlier; no one

opened up. I took the few steps farther to the Glasers, to show my face and

to rest. A younger sister of Glaser's wife, Ary* and married to an Aryan,
resident in Vienna, was visiting. She said: Schirach in Vienna was PerPe-
trating far greater brutalities against the Jews than Mutschmann against
us here. The city is now being completely rid of Jews. (Berlin was now also

being evacuated en masse, Glaser added, and that tallied with the remark
in Caroli's recent letter, she was sflll in Berlin.) She talked about ghastly

atrocities against Romanian Jews. (Had to dig their own mass grave, strip
naked, and were then shot. |ust as Eva reported of Kiev long ago.) She

talked about her husband, who has now been sent to a Naples hospital as

a junior army surgeon. Italy was crowded, stuffed full of German troops.
It was public knowledge that the country, including the army, was split
into two parties. One around Mussolini, who was now no more than
Hitler's slave, the other around Crown Prince Umberto, the army com-
mander in upper Itaty. I{hat would happen was completely obscure.

Glaser, always pessimistic, was again very skeptical about when the war
would end, and this time I had to agree with him. tr Rwsia, according to
announcements, a German counterattack in the bend of the Don is making
progress---$o once again there has been no decisive Russian breakthrough;
in Africa the Americans' Thnis offensive is at a standstill, so the Germans
have time to PrePare their own attack. - Glaser was in very low spirits,
and I came home in very low spirits.

t ..I
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Now I shall wrap up the little manuscript package for Brigitte in
Quedlinburg. I asked Eva to ask Brigitte for bread coupons.- "Beggrng is
so unpleasant; she has already declined twice, she seems to need the
couponri for her brothers and sisters!" -

December 3O Wedneeday aftemoon

t...1
When I was a child there was once a case of the plague in Berlin. A lab-

oratory attendant (at the Charitd Hospital, I think) had placed his cigar
butt on a plague culturc and then continued smoking it. In 19L5, at the
front, I was astonished that in the dugout baskets full of shells were stored
right next to glowing hot iron stoves, but a couple of days later I no longer
paid any attention, Analogous to both cases: Yesterday Eva brought back
the packet of manuscripts from Quedlinburg. What with money matterc-
100M for Kiitchen put in a spectacles case, and contrary to expectations
there were still 50M, which belonged to us-and with talking she com-
pletely forgot about the manuscripts. This forgetfulness corresponds ex-
actly to the behavior of the plague attendant Danger has become so much
a matter of course to us. And our subsequent composure corresponds to
the mood in the dugout If I am careful with our shells, I can still be hit by
an enemy one-being cautious is no help at all+o what is the point of
being cautious in the first place?! - Annemarie sent me three cigars,
whi&I got rid of by smokingimmediately, since they are more dangerous
than manuscripts. After long abstention little pleasure and some nausea.
Annemarie, formerly very well rounded, now weighs 103 pounds. The
doctors are all overworked, but do not get workers' supplementary ra-
tions; also no doctor is allowed to prescribe any kind of tonic or whole
milk to a sick colleague.

t...1

December 31, Thursday evening

In the moming a very tiring walk to the bank (rent), Community (New
Year's greetings to the camp, newspaper completely without content),
Steinitz. Shortlybeforehand coming from the dentist, he hadbeenstopped
on Prager Shasse by a Gestapo man: "You've no business being here; clear
off onto the side streets!" - tn the aftemoon laid low by severe stomach
pains-<abbage and potatoes, potatoes and cabbage. - Very bitter mood.
Everyone with whom we spent last New Year's Eve has been blotted out by
murder, suicide, and evacuation. Of the ten Nazi years thus far, this year,
l942,was the worst: We have suffered ever new humiliation, persecution,
ill-heatment, slander, murder splashed all around us, and every day we
felt ourselves in mortal danger. And yet I can only say: Thus far the worst
year, for ther€ is every prospect that the terror will grow more intense, and
there is no telling how long the war and this govemment will last.
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I was unable to produce anything all year<verything has been
knocked out of my hand. I merely attempted, with whatever reading I
could laymy hands on, to go on inqeasing myknowledge, very generally
with respect to LTI (including the jewish chapter); most recently also wittr
respect to the latest Frcnch literature, but that has already come to an end,
because Natscheff's library was strut down,

On September 3 we moved here, into the second ]ews'House.
Of the friends of our youth, Erich Meyerhof and Hanna Stem{ristiani

died. Of my family, my sister Grete died in August.
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|anuary 1, Friday evening

The paper shortage is so great that I was unable to come by a block calen-
dar anywhere.

[ . . . ] Herbert Eisenmann reported a proclamation by Hitler to the sol-
diers at the front and to the people: In this year of 1943 he will addeve a
"clear final victory." Eisenmann senior again expressed the opinion that
the regime will collapse in March. - Frau Eger, who stays aloof, always
wears a mask of smiling equanimity, and never even hints that she knows
her husband is in a concentration camp, paid us a New Year's visit. To her
and Lewinsky I maintained categorically that the regime is close to break-
ing down-so categorically that I almost talked myself into it. But in my
heart of hearts I am quite without hope. I am no longer capable of imagin-
ing how I could ever live without the star as a free man again and in toler-
able financial circumstances.

t...1

]anuary 3, Sunday toward evening

1...I
I spent the moming at the Jewish cemetery, where the um of Amdt

who "had been shot while attempting to escape," was interred. ]acobi, the
cemetery custodian, read a proper little sermon in an unctuous monotone
from a sheet of paper. Ghastly. "He was so well liked." -',He was very
happily married for two years; his wife went to England, he was unable to
follow." (But everyone knows that he consoled himself here with a close
friend.) - "For my ways are not your ways" . . . -We shall trust in God,
the Father" . . . Jacobi then said the Kaddish; I was embarrassed when
someone had to whisper to me: "Tirrn to the east!" The funeral took place
in a rather small room-the Gestapo has had fumiture stored in the large
hall. - It had snowed during the night and was still snowing; it was an ef-
fort walking to the cemetery and I was worried all the time about [being
ordered] to shovel snow once again. Eva, who is sufferingbadly from pain
in her lower jaw-probably neurosis; the dentist cannot find anything-
remained at home. -t...I

I miss the block calendar more than I can say. Time stands still.
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January 5, Wednesday midday

Yesterday Eva spent all day in bed, got up of necessity only toward seven

o'clock to make our main meal. Today, although snow is on the ground
and she is only haU recovered, she has gone into town and to the dentist. I
am worried whether it will do her any Sood; my conscience is sulfering
because her getting up and going out-which she has not done since mid-
day on Saturday-takes much of the burden off my shoulders. I myself am
extremely handicapped if I do the shopping. In a bakery I was refused
bread, even though the ban referc only to wheat products--obviously be-
cause of the salesgirl's fear and stupidity, not because of malice-but it
was nevertheless painful for me. I was completely unable to come by any

matchesi once Reichenbach gave me a dozen loose as a present, once Frau

Eisenmann gave me a box. Here I gave an onion in refurn. On the other
hand I was very touched when, in a Paschky shop on Blumenstrasse, I
found Krone, the same salesclerk who had been my friend at Plauen sta-

tion near D<ilzschen. A theatrical figure, young face, hair brushed stiffly
upward, slim; he greeted me with a handshake (a deed, a profession not
without risk) and immediately let me have a pound of minced fish and

meat with real fish tails. It remains to be seen whether today's trip did
Eva's nerves good or makes them worse again. I always reproach myself
for not showing her enough sympathy. Things are wretched for both of
us-but so much worse for the people in the camp, which is a solamen
miserrimum however. - My hands, my feet, too, are covered in small cuts

because of the frost; exhaustion makes me fall asleep without fail for ten to
thirty minutes every morning and aftemoon. Certainly I am already read-

ing aloud in the very early moming; but then I am also asleep early, by
eleven o'clock at the latest. -1...I

I anruary 7, Thursday afternoon

Quite a few weeks ago, when I first called to see Seliksohn at Katz's place,

Katz, noticeably tired and preoccupied, came into the diathermy room
for a moment, evidently from his officei we shook hands, he disappeared

right away; hardly a word was exchanged. Then Katz appeared here yes-

teiday evening; he had been unable to stop thinking about the fact that he

had recently behaved "coldly" to me, so despite his lack of time he

wanted to pay us a private visit. We were genuinely moved. He thinks
highly of us, clings to us a little. He is in the most agonizing position, in
constant contact with the Gestapo, slavishly dependent on them, always

threatened, hardly less hated by the fews than Estreicher once was, since

they make him solely responsible for all alleviations (medical certificates
and the like) they are refused. Thus it is supposed to be thanks to his
pulling strings that his receptionist was not put in the camp' (But it was
the Aryan medical assessor who insisted on that, he said. - And Selik-
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sohn said she was the avowed girlfriend of Kahlenberg, the Gestapo fa-
vorite.) Katz, much aged, who has just tumed sixty, talked about the dif-
ficulties in the camp. One woman is expecting a child. Vy'hat a struggle it
had been to get a midwife approved for her. What a struggle had pre-
ceded the granting of two bathtubs. How he was still fighting to improve
thelatrines.. I...I

January & Friday morning

The tax people are working in the house agairy many large chests are
being removed now, the art objects presumably. When I came down the
stairs recently, two huge fellows roared "Good moming, Professor" and
shook my hand. Old removal men from Thamm renewing an old friend-
ship (old SPD men at least, probably old KPD men). It did me good, but it
helped as little as the war news. At the Community, where I fetched the
new ration cards late yesterday aftemoon and glanced at the newspaper,
Hirschel informed me of Eger's death. In his fiftieth year. Myocardial in-
sufficiency. Auschwitz camp. The ashes are not being sent. The widow is
to be notified. Hirschel asked me to undertake this notification. I hesitated
without refusing. "I cannot say to her: 'God will comfort you, etc."' -"Nor can I anymore . . . I shall ask her to come here; in the office she'll pull
herself together, and that will help both of us." As he was dictating the let-
ter, she herself was announced. (Probably because of ration cards.) So she
found out about it there, and we are left to offer condolences. (And feel
horror.) -A new push from D<ilzschen. CMstmann, the mayor, has summoned
me for 10:00 A.M. tomorrow. [ . . . ] But I need permission to travel. I have
written to Richter, whether he can act as intermediary. Eva has just taken
the letter to Richter. She herself intends to go to D6lzschen tomorrow in
my place, if Richter considers that at all possible. I am very skeptical, how-
ever. What can rational argument and legal objections do against black-
mail and a will to murder? Also Eva is constantly ailing, lies in bed a lot,
complains about pains as soon as she is out of bed. Also there is a lot of
snow, and it is snowing again today, and getting to Dcilzschen town hall is
a matter of mountain climbing and winter sports. The business makes us
even more depressed than we already are. But I now feel a certain degree
of apathy. Our general situation is so very hopeless. -I...1

]anuary 13, Wednesday morning

Continuous frost (up to eighteen degrees at night), snow-covered iry
streets. Eva still quite ill. I take over errands from her, read aloud in the
very early moming-the days pass quickly and monotonously. Food ab-
sorbs much thought-lack of potatoes and hunger and tiredness. The war
stagnates.
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The still unresolved Ddlzschen business required a couple of trips to
Richter and to the Community. This is how matters stand: The mortgage
has not been foreclosed-Master Builder Linke has eviden0y not let him-
self be intimidated by the threat from the Party; perhaps he sees a ruy of
hope on the horizon. Nor has anything been heard from the Public Sur-
veyor's office yet. By summoning me, the mayor probably wanted to put
pressure on me in person. Against the summons for last Saturday I ob-
jected that I required a travel permit from the Gestapo and had to obtain it
through the Community. Thereupon the summons was deferred to today,

]anuary 13 (through the intervention of the trustee by telephone). Now the
Community (consultation with Reichenbach and Hirschel) helped to carry
on a little further obstruction: My application for an exit Permit to
Dcilzschen can be passed on to the Gestapo only if proof is provided that
the matter can be dealt with neither by the trustee nor in writing. Richter
has now conveyed this to Dcilzschen. It is truly a painful tragicomedy.

t...I

l amary 74, Thursday af temoon

Yesterday aftemoon we were sitting over afternoon coffee. Then Steinitz
appeared, the Community had telephoned the cemetery to get a message

to me immediately because of the "Joumey to D6lzschen." Since then I
have not had a moment's peace. At the Community at four, was right
away chased over to the Police Presidium; after losing my way [in the
building] I got the relevant officer as he was about to leave and received,
with a growl, a form, which permitted "the lew Klemperer" to leave the
area of the city on ]anuary 14 between 8:00 e.lt. and 4:00 P.M. to 8o to
Ddlzschen. I should collect the requisite public transport permit from the
traffic police at Sachsenplatz (on foot, of course) the next moming. Back to
the Community, where I received the following information from young
Kahlenberg. Mayor Christrnann had gone directly to the Gestapo, and
"we had got it in the neck from them." In D<ilzschen they would now cer-
tainly demand my consent, in writing, to the sale of the house. From his
experience, he, Kahlenberg, would advise me not to refuse. Refusal
brought the risk of concentration camp and death. I: Then my Aryan
widow will inherit the house, as happened in the Emst Kreidl case. He:
That was not certain, there were also cases in which property was confis-
cated-if, e.g., it accorded with "sound popular sentiment" or the "inter-
est of the state" (with these two formulas they can do anything) to make
the parish of D<ilzschen, in which my house was the only Jewish property,
free of ]ews. - In contrast, Eva argued vehemently that it would be more
convenient for them to get our house while I was still alive than after my
death, that it would be more convenient (cheaper) to murder me after I
had surrendered the house, that I must not allow myseU to be intimidated.
She also said meaningfully that Kahlenberg was Estreicher's successor,
that he wanted to coax Kdtchen's house out of her, at the very least to
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make himself popular with the Gestapo, perhaps even to make some
money out of it as well. There was an extremely unpleasant argument.
("With your income as a widow, you won'tbe able to keep the house." -"To follow your argument: Then it would be my fault if you were put in a
concentration camp? As if they needed a prctext for murder and this one
of all things." Etc., etc. Of course implicitly and explicitly the whole, old
story of the house business unfolded again from the beginning.)

Today I left the house just after seven. Very close to a thaw, but the south
wind very shon& the ground smooth-heart problems. At Sachsenplatz,
where I had expected to wait a long time, I received the public transport
permit very quickly. (As I was waiting, I overheard a series of telephone
calls of the same kind. "Name? - How many persons? - 85 years of age?

- Yes, you are allowed to go. Call the taxi switchboard in ten minutes." So
each time anAryan orders a taxicab-]ews are completely forbidden to do
so-it has to be done via the traffic police, a reasonhas to be givm, and the
police officer enters the trip in a notebook!) At half past eight, I was already
standing on the front plafform of a number 16, was at Planettastrasse by
nine, and did not have to be at the district office until ten. To pass the time,
I walked very slowly, step-by-step, up the familiar route. Struggle with
wind and smooth snow-covered ground; the magnificent view Then I
waited on a bench in the accounts room from half past nine until half past
ten. Chrishnann, the mayor, was very courteous to me once before and
then-at least according to Estreicher, but what is his word worth?-very
venomous about me behind my back. The man has meanwhile got graying
hair and made an even more favorable impression on me than before (in
civilian clothes with medal ribbons). He said "Good morning" very clearly
to me, in front of other people; he offered me a seat. He said, he wanted to
talk to me in frimdly fashion. At present there were about 3,000M worth of
repairs outstanding, and Berger was offering to take over all this repair
work and to pay the full purchase price of 16000M. I: I was ill, my wiIe, an
Aryan, should inherit the house. He: "Don't you trust our money? It's
solid . . . And your widow will not be able to move in right away either-
the tenant has rights! What's the point of maintaining such a luxury?" I:
"Emotional value. I feel obliged to do so. If you want to put me under pres-
sure, thm I cannot refuse. I am under Gestapo supervisiory and they are
not pleasant customers. But if I can do so without risk, then I would prefer
not to comply with Berger's suggestion. I can pay for the essmtial digging
job, which will cost a couple of hundred marks, right away, and iI my cir-
cumstances improve after the war, I can borrow from friends and rela-
tions." - He: There was no risk to me. "I am a soldier and have no interest
in the matter; I shall not report you to the Gestapo. I wanted to settle things
amicably, the offer is a very favorable one. But your attitude is to some de'
gree very comprehensible from a human point of view. [,et us know in
writing through your trustee---so that I am covered, as having attended to
the matter-that you are not willing to sell your property." With that I was
dismissed and arrived back here quite exhausted and bitter. If the man be-
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trays me, the Gestapo has a handle against me ("antisocial behavior"). At
best the slow tortue of tapping money from me will continue. My state.
ment, which has already been sent off-via Richter, since I am not allowed
to communicate with any government body in person-went as follows:
". . . that for the moment I cannot make up my mind to accept Herr
Berger's proposed offer." So no general and definitive refusal to sell. -Mentally I am knocked out. The humiliation of the "travel permit," the
issue of the house between Eva and myseff, the constant dreadful fear of
Auschwitz. Last night I dreamed in great detail that I had gone into a caf6
without the star and was now sitting there afraid of being recognized.

t.l
lanuary 77, Sunday midday

t...1
At the Zeiss-Ikon plant large numbers of ]ews are being given notice.

Half the (fewish) workforce has already been given the sack. Previously
the company resisted the Gestapo: The ]ewish section was particularly fa-
miliar with the work and must be maintained. In the course of last Janu-
ary's evacuation there was a dramatic about-face: First the Gestapo gave
the order, then the company fetched back its Jews, who were ready to be
transported. Now there is supposed to be a new Reich decree: No Jew can
be employed in an armamer.ts plant anymore. (Fear and terror run paral-
lel with the worsening of the extemal situation.) For the present, those dis-
missed are being employed elsewhere in Dresden. Kiitchen Voss cleaning
carriages for the railways. But Poland looms.

A language teacher called Kronthal was arrested at about the same time
as Eger. Mixed marriage. No property-but is said to have made incau-
tious remarks and given private lessons beyond what he was permitted.
(To Hirschel's children, for example, and Hirschel was inside as a result.)
Now news of death from Auschwitz-the um will not be sent. Jacobi, the
cemetery custodian, told me that yesterday. [ . . . ]

When I go home along Fiedlershasse, I pass a large school [ . . . ]. Often
the schoolboys are pouring out, and then I always have the same experi-
ence. The older boys walk past me and are well behaved, the little ones, on
the other hand, laugtu shout "]ew," and so on at me. So it has been
drummed into the little ones-it no longer works on the older ones. Eva
says she notices how unhealthy the schoolchi-ldren look. By contrast the
very little ones and the infants are blooming. Children's food and, above
all, firll-cream milk are provided only up to the age of six. -

|anuary 18, Monday afternoon

On Saturday, 8:30 r.u.-we were about to sit down at table-the sound of
the all clear. We were still wondering about it, when the air-raid siren fol-
Iowed. There had been no air-raid waming here for so many months, that
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the wrong siren button had evidently been pressed. Once again Dresden
was spared. [ . . . ] A little antiaircraft fire in the distance, and after a quiet
one and a half hours the all clear. [ . . . ] Yesterday, at exactly the same time,
another waming, again lasting one and a half hours; again no attack on
Dresden. Frau Eger was iust here---+he asked for a cigarette, and we of-
fered our condolencee-and told us the aircraft had been to Berlin again
and caused a very great deal of mischief.

On Sunday aftemoon, as is usual now, l.ewinsky was here. Recited
Schiller's Das aerschleierte Bilil zu Sais and UNand's Des Siingers Fluch, and
once again the comical Totentanzby Goethe, and in a nicely unpretentiow
fashion recited the wonderftrl and, to me, unfamiliar Unoethffie Wieder'

selen (with the dead bridegroom, the mine1, preserved in iron sulfate after
fifty years) from Hebel's Schatzkiktlein [Treasure Chest]. I. .. I Talked
about Buchenwald, near Weimar, where he was imprisoned during the
Grtinspan business. At that time I was not yet directly affected by the
calamity; I had heard the name Buchenwald mentioned for the first time
by Marta in Berlin only a short time before. Buchenwald will be described
by others; I shall stick to my experiences.

This moming saw Richter (the trustee). For a "brief discussion" of my
visit to Mayor Chrisfinann and how the repairs could be supervised. The
"brief discussion" tumed into a conversatibn of one and a quarter hours,
and I went home almost in high spirits. Richter told me that he had been a
passionate Nazi before the "seizure of power" and had had a good post in
Propaganda, but had resigned his Party membership in April '33, because
even then he had already clearly seen the deterioration. Noar they had
reached the end. If only it would come quickly. In the propaganda lectures
the talk was now only of "holding out," no longer of victory in which no
one believed anymore. The losses were immense, the lyfii:u.ly, eoen agair.,st

Aryans, was unbearable. The question, what "will become of the nation "
was now secondary; everyone was asking himself, whether he would sur-
vive. Perhaps the revolution would come very quickly. The Waffen SS was
certainly being doubled in size, but "volunteers" were beingpresseil into it.
The sifuation on the ftonts was very bad everywherc, with very heavy
losses. The Russians were not only aiming at the Ukraine in the south, but
at the Baltic lands in the north, and they were already not very far from
Riga. He said his son was in the seventh grade at Kreuzgymnasium. He
now had a history reader that goes backward from the present and dis-
solves history into individual stories. Titles of the pieces in this order-"it
tums one's stomach"! (Hitler, Goering, Horst Wessel, Herbert Norkus, Bis-
marck, Frcderick the Great.) I took Richter as vox populi just as I did
Rasch, the smith and caretaker, recently. A different class and equally dis-
gusted. The phrase, which I have heard frequently now: "If only it hap-
pens quickly. That alone would be deliverance." Ridrter added: "'They'
will try to flee but not escape with their lives. But, is the mere fact of their
death expiation enough for the millions of people who have died because
of them?" I said he would have a better chance of surviving than we who

191
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wore the star. He: 'Afew percent for sure," but perhaps it will happen so
quickly that they have no time to murder us. Just like Rasch recently, he
thought a change must come "through the army."

t...I

lanuary 24, Sunday midday

1...I
Hirschel told me recently: Clemens and Weser came to him unexpect-

edly, looking for an apartment for an SA official. They behaved like ani-
mals; struck Frau Hirschel and himself without waming, took away a
couple of boxes of matches and a couple of paper napkins as forbiddery
scarce corunodities. Clemens, the big blond fellow, who also hit me, said,
"I hate you so much; rely on it, I'll finish you off." Hirschel, who often has
to negotiate with him, responded: "Why do you hate me so much?"
Clemens: "I can tell you exactly. Because you're a Jew. I'll kill you for
sure." Hirschel also thought: Only quick change can save us. - It looks as
if the decision must come soon now. The military bulletins are cata-
strophic for Germany. ln Africa, in the Caucasus '-'we are disengaging
from the enemy"; Stalingrad appears to be lost.

t...1
We had a long conversation with Eisenmann senior, who repaired a

faulty electric cord for us. He believes the collapse of the Hitler regime to
be imminent, gives Easter as the date, but believes Germany will go on
fighting under a military dictatorship. He says a dismembered Germany,
a repetition or even exaggeration of Versailles, would be the worst mistake
its enemies could make, and would mean etemal war. - But how can its
enemies trust an undismembered Germany again?

t...1

lanuary 27, Wednesday, toward evening

Yesterday afternoon at the Community met Feder, whom I had not seen
for perhaps a year. (Broke with him because of the anti-Semitism of his
narrow-minded wife.) "Have you heard about Natscheff?" - "Yes,
they've closed down his lending Ebrary." - "And he's been inside since

]anuary 5. He's supposed to have made an incautious remark; he's been
sentenced to twelve or eighteen months in prison." - I've just told Frau
Eger, who came to listen as Eva was playing. She, enviously: As an Aryan
and Bulgarian it won't be bad for him in prison, and he'll escape with his
life-and the prisons will be opened immediately when the change comes;
it'll be less than a year. "I wish it had been as easy as that for my hus-
band!" . . . The people one can envy! . . . I too used to envy Natscheff be-
cause he could move freely. Apart from that, the man is part of Dresden's
cultural history in these prsi years and so belongs in my Curriculum.
Well-groomed, slightly graying, graceful fellow with large gray eyes;
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small and quick and elegant. Graduate engineer of Dresden TU, on the
committee of the Bulgarian Association here in the city, almost an official
figure. Tacking before the National Socialists at association meetings and
in formal speeches, very anti-Fascist in private conversation and an An-
glophile. Married to an American. He had exchanged the profession of en-
gineer for the lending library out of choice. He called it "rental tibrary"
was a little snobbish and so had an intellectual and also a considerable
Jewish clientele. He had the latest French and English authors in the orig-
inal-he himseU spoke fluent English and French and supplied informa-
tion about the books in accordance with the most modem criticism-in
fact (it was his weakness and led me to Paulig's old-fashioned family
business) he had only the most up-to-date literature. As soon as a book
was no longer in demand here, he shuffled it off to his two (I tftink)
branches in Czechoslovakia. The Third Reich robbed him of his best cus-
tomers, banned his most popular books-he did not hate it out of com-
pletely altruistic love of fteedom alone. He certainly long ago became
suspect to the Party; he was no longer allowed to let me have anything (or
at any rate no longer dared to) at a time when I was still unhesitatingly
served at Paulig. (Where I likewise found modem literature, but also plen-
tiful older and sometimes even old literature--only contemporary foreigrr
authors were absent. . . Until the Gestapo people thumped me on the
head with Rosenberg. But we shall now strike up a relationship with
Paulig again.) -At the Community, people were in high spirits: The news from the front
is truly catastrophic. (As again today.) It has been admitted that a whole
army, the Sixth, together with Romanian and Croatian armies, have been
lost at Stalingrad; we are falling back along the whole Eastem front; in
Africa there is no Italian colony any more, only Tunis is holding out and is
caught in a pincer movement. Admittedly theJewish elation is mixed with
great anxiety. We all fear a pogrom, and those in the barracks camp feel
most threatened. "They've got us all in one place; we can be finished off
with a couple of hand grenades." I hear that again and again.

On the way back went to Schulgutstrasse to see Steinitz and Magnus.
Bad for me that they live next door to one another. Thanks to my influence
they are once again reconciled as card players, but the jealous tension has
of course remained, and I have to maneuver between the two. I cadged a
couple of potatoes from Magnus . . .Is it not characteristic that in our
small Jewish circle here I have met the same type three times: For all three
the First World War represents the biggest and best experience one they al-
ways hark back to-as an adventure and as a time of completely shared
interests with the Germans; yet all three are proud-as of a Kantian ful-
fillment of duty!---of the fact that they have remained Jews. For Magnus
the tie to the wider German world was expressed not only in the war and
in the uniform but also very strongly and continuously in the social side of
equestrianism. He is as proud of riding in toumaments and of his rela-
tionship with diverse aristocratic Amazons and gentlemen riders as the
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late lamented Katz was of his relafionship with aristocratic officers. But
the war experience-he had "so many horses" at his disposal in the Rus-
sian military hospital position!-is also the very best one Magnus ever
had. He showed me an album with many wartime and equestrian pho-
tographs. - At Steinitz's there was literally a feast for me. I arrived chilled
to the bone and with bad "angina" pains and got a cup of coffee with real
sugar and a real buttered roll-a pleasure, which I have not had for a very
Iong time. (That I leave sugar and butter to Eva is a very small appease-
ment of my conscience, grven my excessive consumption of bread and
potatoes. God knows with what we shall fill ourselves in the next few
weeks, especially as we are both tormented by hunger from day to
duy. . .) Steinitz, who is quite possessed by Shaw-I gave him, as a
present, the small copy of Back to Methuselah, which my English teacher
sent to me from England shortly before the outbreak of war-said he
could see nothing heroic in what the military bulletin-another obituary
notice!-praised as the immense heroism of the Sixth Army; these people
could, after all, do nothing else but what they were forced to do. He would
call someone heroic who took a stand against Hitler or against the
war ; . . He gave me a copy of an emigrant's letter from among his circle of
friends. Typical. Parents write here from Buenos Aires. They hint at their
concem that [the son] could be evacuated. "We know what has been hap-
pening at home." They are sad still to have to accept assistance from
friends. But "Daddy has been lucky and people envy him: He's already
eaming quite nicely as a cake seller in a restaurant. Mummy unfortunately
is still looking for employment. . ." [ . . . ]

lanuary 28, Thursday morning

Ideas come to me very early in the moming, when I wake up. They are not
very original, they are drawn from recent reading, but these moming
thoughts are simply the best that my head comes up with at the moment.
Yet my reading and I are often at cross-purposes. The book and I do not
listen to each other with any understanding. Everything that is mystical or
philosophical, I do not understand. But the trains of thought I do not un-
derstand stimulate thoughts of my own or ones that are half or a quarter
my own. Thus at the moment I am absorbed with that fatal compilation
luden in d* deutschm Literatur fiews in German literature], also Armin
Wegner. Lines of thought, which can be utilized in Curriculum IV or III or
in LIl: I have thus far placed Thine above Gobineau because the determi-
nation of man by race, milieu, and time is more intellectual and allows
more freedom than that by blood alone; but I have always mechanically
repeated the received accusations, 1) that he neglects the particular, the
unique,2) that he uses "race" imprecisely. I now withdraw both accusa-
tions. a) The decisive modifying factor, the personal quality of an individ-
ual remains excluded or is a condition, just as for Boileau's Art podtique,

innate genius is the self-evident condition. To the nation belongs whoever
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is average and not personality, or rather each person with all those parts of
his being which are average and lacking a personal stamp. b) Race is a re-
lation, a flexible, elastic, onion concept. Race: the whole of mankind as op-
posed to flora and fauna; race: the natiory the tribe, the family as opposed
to specific other groups. And even parts of the individual-atom splitting,
irrecoverable self!-are detached as racial (also as time and milieu-bound
elements!). There remains as core of the self, as personality proper, the fac-
ult6 maitresse.

Which is the Jewish facult6 maitresse? Originally probably the orienta-
tion to the purely spiritual, the abstractly spiritual. It expresses itself in
monotheism as in mystical raptures, but its main line of development
must lead to thinking, because going into raptures brings feeling, sensual-
ity, materialization into play. Chamberlain, the Romantic, says the Jews
are without religiory because they lack the imagination for polytheism, for
the deification of nature; Buber, the Romantic, places the emphasis on Jew-
ish mysticism, because it is dominated by rapturous materialization. -
Out of the shiving for the purely spiritual there emerge advantages and
weaknesses, fanaticisms and tolerances, which the ]ews share, more or
less, with the civilized nations, because all culture consists in arriving at
an intellectual domination of matter, of coming "to reason." In modem
times, therefore, or in Europe (to which America belongs), the notion of an
original facult6 maitresse no longer expresses anything absolutely distinc-
tive.

The truly distinguishing characteristic and literally the facult6
maitresse of the modern Jew is his insecurity-enemies and the poetical
say the Wandering /aa.r. Insecurity drives him into the segregation of the
ghetto and of the Talmud, drives him into overemphasis of Germanness,
Frenchness, etc., drives him into intemationalism and political Zionism;
drives him into certain professions (money making, cf. Sombart and a
thousand others, empathetic literary and acting trades [. . . ]). The mo-
ment he is given security, he will be a different man. Wegner's striking re-
mark, that the colonists in Palestine were quite different people from the
eastem ghetto dwellers, has to be expanded. It is not simply a matter of
physical regeneration. fews, without the pressure of anti-Semitism, or and
above all without the fear of this pressure, will be different people in all
their thinking and feeling-they will have ceased to be Jews, they will be-
long completely to the nations in the midst of which they live.

Belonging to a nation depends less on blood than on language. (tn
parenthesis: The state or the Reich [empire or realm] can consist of na-
tions---should consist of them-ideal progression: Switzerland Austrian
Switzerland, Europe, League of Nations---<onsists everywhere of tribes,
that is, of small or subordinate races). Language belongs both to the phys-
ical and the intellectual, but the intellectual factor is the more powerful
(and human) one; the physical nestles against it. It is not being bom into it
that is decisive, but immersion as an infant, as "one who does not yet
speak." Given the pliability of a child's organism, a black or a yellow child
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growing up in purely German surroundings will speak just as pure Ger-
man, or rather with as pure a Berlin or Munich accent, as one whose fore-
fathers are without exception from Berlin or Munich. But all the elements
of culture, which one absorbs consciously or unconsciously, are carried
along by the river of language. Music, painting, architecture provide indi-
vidual aspects-language contains the totality of the intellectual. And the
totality of the intellectual cannot be separated from language. l"opo
[Logos] is the word, and ]"o1oo flogos] is thinking, and thinking is the
willed deed. For God, speaking, thinking, doing are one: "In the begin-
ning was the word" and: "I call thee by thine name." The magician, who
believes he has divine powers/ conjures them through words. If I have
grown up in a language, then I am under its spell forever; I can in no way,
through no act of my will, withdraw from the nation whose spirit lives in
it, and no stranger's command can detach me from it. - [ . . . ] That is why
in Zion they are trying to inhoduce and enforce new Hebrew. But it can be
effective on-Iy for the coming generation. And it is of necessity new He-
brew, i.e., an artificial mixture of European and American elements with
ancient Jewish ones.

January 3Q Safurday late afternoon

t...1
For me, today, the anniversary of the "seizure of power" was wholly a

potato day. The weather is mild, and there are again whole hundred-
weights; we can have another three hundredweight until the end of July
(till the end of July!), and with a lot of effort I got two hundredweighthere.
Two joumeys with the handcart from the stall at the beginning of Emser
Allee. The sack was not tied; after two steps the potatoes rolled onto the
ground. I picked them up and knotted the sack with my handkerchief. An-
other two steps and the potatoes rolled out again. I bent down in despair,
and my scarf fluttered to the ground. Signum coeli! I tied up the sack of
potatoes with the scarf. For the second trip, in the afternoon, Eva armed
me with string. I got home more easily with that, but I had bad heart trou-
ble [ . . . ]. Eva for her part had come back from town very depressed: For
some days there has been nothing to buy, food is getting ever more prob-
lematic. In addition Eva is greatly tormented by her dental prosthesis. We
call the wobbly thing "the rocking horse" [ . . . ].

I bonowed the handcart at the jewish cemetery from the custodian, Ja-
cobi; he is very well disposed to me, ever since I described his oraison
funEbre for the murdered Arndt as "very dignified." He gives me a little
tobacco and makes refined conversation, when I visit his apartment at the
cemetery. He told me there will be seven funerals next Wednesday, of
which six have to be kept secret. The bodies of Jews from the Protectorate,
who were condemned to death. They were brought to Dresden for execu-
tion. ln the county court building on Miinchner Platz, there is an electri-
cally powered guillotine, a head every two minutes; not just ]ewish ones;
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the main killing time is 6:00 r,.u., often as many as twenty-five heads fall
one after the other. I unhesitatingly assume that "often" and the number
are exaggerations, but even if only haU of it is tme . . . Jacobi also main-
tains that a kind of state of siege has been declared and announced on the
radio, and sentence of death by shooting has been placed on every act of
insubordination and every act of sabotage of the new labor law. -Strange, and to me inexplicable, how the govemment's measures combine
public intimidating terror with secret brutality. ]ew-baiting knows no
bounds-but the worst measurles against them are concealed from the
Aryans, Even people who are close to the Jews are not aware of the petty
bullying or the brutal murders. Annemarie does not know that we are not
allowed to sell any fumiture, that everything has been confiscated---she
wanted to buy a bookcase from us. The mayor in Drilzschen did not know
that I am restricted to the city limits and am forbidden to use public trans-
port. Recently Frau Eger said: "The most terrible thing for me is that peo-
ple always say: 'But your husband musthave done something; they don't
just kill someone for no reason!' " (I know something even more terrible,
that in such a case even Jews say: "He must surely have done something
covered the star or been on the street after eight.") [ . . . ] The same inner
submission.

t...I

February 5, Friday afternoon

Long, friendly, and clueless chatty letter from Stockholm. Again and again
the question about my "daily routine." As if I were allowed to report on
the daily routine of someone who wears the star. The question: "When do
you go for a walk?" sounds like mockery. Lately ]ews have been stopped
on the street their shopping bags inspected. - Lotte Sussmann has be.
come an ardent Catholic. Going to early mass!

At the Jewish cemetery yesterday-I am now almost athome there-to
fetch the two.bumer gas hot plate borrowed from the "Community."
Reichenbach had sent it that far for me from the "fumiture store" [. . . ].
Chatted to the three "volunteer workers"; they were pufting compost on
the vegetable beds behind the rows of graves. The never-ending guessing
game: How much longer? Defeat or debacle? Will we suwive? - Lately
Jacobi, the custodian, has received me very warmly in his aparknent, next
to the dead house. He always has a little tobacco or a cigarillo for me. Yes-
terday I burst in on his family's midday meal for the second time. As he
opened the door, Jacobi whispered to me: "Not a word today. My
youngest sister-in-law is here. She can't help i! her father is dead, her
mother weak. Influence of her surroundings, her own mother is afraid of
her: She is a BDM leader." - A pale, shy girl of perhaps fifteen or sixteen,
undemourished, very big, stupid pale eyes; she timidly gave me her hand;
she ate with lowered head; her National Socialism was compatible with
the Jewish cemetery the jewish brother-in-law, the Jewish meal.
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Yesterday evening a small political disagreement with Herbert Eisen-
mann: The boy said a dismemberment of Germany would lead to new
wars and "all the )ews in Germany would be shot down." I told him very
forcefully that Germany must start from the beginning, in modest circum-
stances, and with the ABC of moraliry without the power to cause harm.
Beyond that, what happened to the ]ews was not so very important. With
respect to this conversation, Frau Eisenmann remarked this moming that
the boy was probably influenced by her husband, who, as a Bohemian
Jew, had experienced the injustices inflicted on the Germans of Bohemia
by the Czechs as injustices that also affected hirn. (Thus a sirnilar attitude
as Sebi Sebba in Danzig had to the Po1es!) What madness it was and is for
the National Socialists to force the ]ews out of their German pakiotism.
The only comparison is the Spanish expulsion of the Jews. [ . . . ]

Evening

Eva has come from Simon with good news. The d6bAcle in Russia is said
to be a real and decisive one; England is said to be putting out peace feel-
ers; in the Simon household they are hoping for a rapid end. It would
mean inexpressible happiness, ten thousand times greater than in 1918-
but I cannot believe it. There is too much against it. \ y'hat kind of peace
should it be, with whom should it be concluded? Still, the mere hope of
peace is rousing. And since Simon also swears that Eva will become ac-
customed to the rocking horse, our mood is better for the moment. For
howlong?-[...]

February 6, Saturday aftemoon

At ttre beginning of the war Natscheff told me: "Hitler's high point and
real triumph was Munich. He utalked on air, is how the English put it."
[ . . . ] We are expecting the Hirschels for coffee (and Lewinsky-laborious
preparation and pitiful hospitality, coupons in very short supply!) [ . . . ]

February 7, Sunday evening

t. . .] On the whole we did not talk politics much yesterday, if only be-
cause Lewinsky is completely apolitical. We talked a lot about Jewish
things. Frau Hirschel emphasized that they were liberal, they werc equally
opposed to fthodoxy and to Reform ]udaism, which was no ]udaism at
all anymore. She said she saw no conflict between being German and
being jewish. I: Insofar as one was ]ewish and religious, I could under-
stand that. But if a relation to dogmatic Judaism, to Yahweh, was just as

absent as one to Christian dogma, to the risen Christ, then tbeftee Protes-
tant outlook, the Christianity without dogma of l,essing was the only
thing for me. (I was no longer quite able to believe what I was saying.) -t...I
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February 11, Thursday moming

I.Il. I . .. I Stalingrad rcpoft (Frankfurter Zeitung, February 5, 1943): "On
|anuary 9 as the enemy made yet another attempt to start negotiations,
speaking choruses at the very front of the German lines replied they did
not want negotiations, they wanted victory." The speaking chorus is a pno-
paganda tool of the Nazi struggle for power in Germany, the speaking
chorus is extreme theatricality. It denotes most clearly the Nazi element in
the language of the army. - I also regard abuse of the enemy as a Nazi el-
ement. Again and again Russianhordes.l. . .l

February 12, Friday evening

t...1
Herbert Eisenmann reported: The day before yesterday a certain Heil-

butt, an utterly decent man, had been arrested at Zeiss-Ikon during work.
Reason unknown; he had been a Social Democratic editor before '33-but
before'33 and nothing against him since. Herbert Eisenmann said: "They
seem to get a bounty for everyJew now."

February 14, Sunday midday

I must single out yesterday, the second Saturday of February 1943, as espe-
cially important. It brought the first sign, and almost certainty, that the rev-
olution I had believed impossible is brewing inside Germany. I was at
Richter's, nominally because of the tax declaration; in fact, because I
wanted to hear what Richter had to say about the mood and the situatiorl
the "Aryan view," as it were. He opened the door to me himself; we talked
for more than an hour (from about twelve till after one) in his private office,
he was evenmore frimdly, qgent inhis friendliness than atprevious meet-
ings. How could he help me-I should tell him everything. He pressed me
to take razor blades-new, improbably thin ones, a blessing!-he tele-
phoned his wife, how lalge was her surplus of potatoes, we agreed to meet
again next Saturday, when I shall get from him money, potatoes, bread
coupons, probably also "the dirty boolg which made him a millionaire and
whidr they let him write in prison; I've seen the 'cell,' a room as large and
as comfortably fumished as this one and a garden with it, in whidr to go
walking and that for high treason!--democracy was too weak, that was its
mistake, which must not be repeated. . ."---so I shall probably also get
Hitler's Mein Kampf trom him. But much more important than all of this
was something else. Richter came back to it again and again: "Iflhere will
you go if disturbances break out? You must rerzooe yourself immediately to
the country . . . there could be massacres here." I told him that was impos-
sible for me to leave Dresden. Then I must go into hiding here. He could
provide an empty room, an emergency place. I asked him bluntly what he
was expecting. In the course of the next twelve months--by which he did
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not mean to say in only twelve months-there would definitely be a revo-
lution. "From ttre right?" - "No, from the left." - But the bourgeoisie is
afraid of Communism! - "From the old Social Democrats," he knew it for
certain. - But something could be achieved only through the army. - Cer-
tainly, but it was coming, only he could not say more. And if it didn't come
quickly, then of course the Jews were in great danger; I absolutely had to
"remove" myseU; I could come to his office, he would find an empty room
for me somewhere. He could not help everyone, he had obligations to his
family; if need be he would have to disavow me-in between there was a
telephone call with someone, whom he addressed a dozen times as "Com-
rade Captain" and greeted with "Heil Hitler"-but after all he had got to
know me over the months, and he would so much like to help me . . . I said
in my state of isolation I could not find out anything; at some point I would
be attacked and my throat cut. "Of course that may be your fate-but per-
haps you will find out in time that something is imminent, and then you
must remove yourself, and then I shall certainly find a room for you."
[ . . . ] That was repeated again and again as our conversation went back
and forth over tax declaration, our needs, military situation, etc., etc. - Be-
fore the war, during the early years of the 3rd Reich, I sometimes heard,
from the butter seller, from the greengrocer, from one person or another:
"Next spring the Stahlhelm, or the Communists, or the army will . , ." At
that time the whole world was still playing with such dreams of an over-
throw of the regime. The word was always: "next spring . . ." And the Na-
tional Socialists consolidated their position ever more firmly, destroyed
opposing groups ever more thoroughly. Thus the idea of their invincibility
establishes itself ever more deeply inside one. Only a military dictatorship,
it was said, could rcmedy matters. Then there was not a word about mili-
tary dictatorship either. The arrny cornmandmust putup with the Party as

Iong as the war lasts. - And now this very definite statement by a very
calm, circumspect man, who is at the center of "Aryan" life and has con-
siderable contact----officially!-with the Party. (Curious, left the Party at
Easter'33 and is nevertheless appointed as trustee of ]ewish houses!) The
man's whole behavior yesterday made it obvious to me that he knew zore
than just a rumor, that something m rs, be under way involving the moder-
ate working class, the bourgeoisie, and the army. - He in fum was struck
by what I said about the future role of the Zentrum. I . . . ] On the military
situation: He believes, on the one hand, that there will be a German sum-
mer offensive-(on the eleventh or twelfth the Dresdmer MV had a dis-
agreeable editorial, in which they referred to the winter of L917; thery too,
"the front had been shortened," and yet there had been a powerful German
offensive in 1918!)---on the other hand, he told me that the civilian popula-
tion had already been evacuated from Riga. - I said that recently I had
often been harassed by children on the street. He: His oldest, eleverL was
now with the "Jungvolk"; while they were marching, they would suddenly
be ordered "Eyes right." And then: "There you saw a Jew; do you know
what you need to remember about the Jew?" Whereupon the appropriate
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instruction followed . . . I mentioned the six executed Jews from the Protec-
torate whose corpses had recently been handed over to the Jewish ceme-
tery. He: An acquaintance had been transferred to the county court at
Miinchner Platz and had the job of seizing the valuables of those con-
demned to death; Richter knows from this man [ . . . ]how busy the guillo
tine here is: Recently 21 (twenty-one) heads had fallen on one day,by no
means only |ewish ones. -t...I

Eva must take the diary to Annemarie again soon. The guillotine at
Mifurchner Platz goes to work for less cause. -t...1

February 18, Thursday late aftemoon

Downstairs for hours: made coffee, cleared up, helped with the big wash-
ing. Now Eva, worn out, is in town on a desperate attempt to shop. If
tiredness permits I can work up here from six until seven. After that, red
cabbage has to be chopped: The history of the red cabbage has to be
added. We live almost exclusively from our shrinking store of potatoes;
vegetables not classified as "scarce commodity" are hardly to be found.
So, yesterday in a shop in Gerokstrasse, the shopkeeper, woman in her for-
ties, is alrcady known to me as accommodating. In the shop a couple of
women customers, one of them a gray-haired woman of the peoplg per-
haps the mother of a married tram conductor. She is very fond of her big
brown boxer dog, relates how he flees to granny, when he should get a
thrashing, and she strokes him, etc. I probably win her heart when I say a
few friendly words aboutboxers in general. The shopkeeper, when it's my
tum: "Sauerkraut, I'm afraid, only with a customer card; matchep-no,
salt-no." To win favor I began with a turnip-no one likes them; the
tumip winter of l9l7 is still on everyone's mind. [n any case, I am doing
her an injustice. The woman compassionate, hesitant: I could have a red
cabbage, however. Weighs it, puts it beside the tumip, also fetches a bag of
salt (extremely obliging!). "75 pternigs." As I am pulling out my wallet,
the granny beside me says: "Put it away-I'll pay it for you." I felt hot all
over. I thanked her and handed the mark note over the counter. She: "But
let me pay." I: "It is really very kind of you, I am very grateful-but it's not
the money, it's the card." Now the shopkeeper: "Come back toward
evening I'll give you more. During the day-I supply the SAhere, I have
to be carefr,rl." - I said: I am allowed to shop only between three and four.

- She: She was not so very bothered about that. I: "You are not-but if
someone else sees me and reports me, it will cost me my life." The shop-
keeper: "Then drop by during your time-I'll make a sign if the coast is
clear." I went out almost shocked. Later I was afraid, because I had said, in
the presence of the customers, it would cost my life, if . . . etc. Atrocity sto-
ries! Enough for concentration camp and attempted escape.

t...I
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February 2Q Saturday aftemoon

t...1
Yesterday Eva was Frau Ahrens's guest, was fed cake, even brought

cake and a very heavy bag of potatoes home, but unfortunately also the
woman's opinion that there will certainlybe a German summer offensive,
and collapse will not occur until autunrn. - My spirits were raised again
only by Richter, whom I visited this moming as arranged-very exhaust-
ing, especially hauling things home. Result: Thirty pounds of potatoes, of
which I took half away with me this time, four pounds' worth of bread
coupons, a little packet of tobacco, resolution of our money shortage-I
transfer to him the 360M (in installments of 50M) to which he is entitled
for liquidating the 12,000M mortgage, and which I am allowed to transfer
over and above the allowance, and which he will only nominally claim.
Above all, however, Richter talked about the anticipated disturbances
again and in greater detail this time. They could definitely be expected to
begin in Berlin and on the coast. Whether sooner or later, he could not say.
If I received a postcard from him: "CaIl me about your property," then I
should get in contact with him immediately. He set forth a plan to save us,
which was already well advanced. I mentioned the arrests of people on
the Left. He had also heard of them. But the offensive could not be held up
anyway. I said, without army units nothing could be achieved. He: Of
course not, but there would be no shortage of army units. And he im-
pressed the address on me once again. - I feel as if I were in a wild ad-
venture and revolution film. But when I think of Goebbels's speech of
February 18 in the Berlin Sportpalast, then I take Richter's opinion and
warning completely seriously. Richter gave me the Dresdener Anztiger of
the nineteenth with the text of the speech, and I want to pick it over im-
mediately for the LTI. They were already very depressed about it at the
cemetery yesterday, because the speech contains a threat to proceed
against the ]ews, who are guilty of everything, with the "most draconian
and radical measures" if the foreign powers do not stop threatening the
Hitler govemment because of the Jews. Moreover, the govemment also
threatens and terrorizes the "comrades of the people." "Total war-the
shortest war" was the legend "of the only banner at the front of the hall,"
and whoever resists the necessity of "total war" will lose his head, declared
Goebbels. (Closure of luxury hotels and bars, ban on riding in the Tier-
garten, universal labor service, heavier burdens placed on civil servants,
no right to holiday.) [ . . . ]

February 24, Wednesday morning

This aftemoon Eva intends to go to Pirna, to take manuscripts, the re-
cently forgotten ones and the new ones, to safety-I wish she were already
back. - She need not borrow money: Today I transferred "360M broker-
age for conversion of mortgage" to Richter. "Outside allowance limit."
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Why did the man zof demand the money fromme before? Sympathy from
the beginning? - Everyone is afraid of everyone else now. Richter has a
friendly young secretary. The other day, when he let me leave the potatoes
in a side room: "Please leave directly by the corridor; the young woman in
the office is very reliable-but she does not need to know everything," -The guillotine at Mtinchner Platz [. .. ] threatens me; it also threatens
Richter. Is what he hints at true? [ . . .] The Eastem Front is falling baclg
but there has been no breakthrough; in Italy all is calm, and in Tunisia
there have even been successes announced. And yesterday was arn ex-
haustingly warm spring day, and a thaw has already been mentioned once
in the military bulletins of recent days. But if there is one, then the Russian
offensive will come to a halt, and the German army will have time to lick
its wounds and prepare a suruner offensive. - On the other hand: How
will they continue, if the hope of grain from the Ukraine is gone? [ . . . ]
Eva has tried, so far in vain, to find out the exact location of the Ptitzschen-
Wahla address. A detached house by the railway station, said Ridrter, I
could reach it on foot. (Some twelve and a half miles from here.) A long
walk, one on which there is the risk of death-but I would certainly face
the same risk with a vengeance if I stayed here. [ . . . ] A hat manufacturer,
a democrat, has lost his seventeen-year-old only son in the field, knows In-
spector Clemens personally. That was the reason I was given for his will-
ingness to help . . . The thought of the guillotine haunts me. -Lewinsky was here for a few minutes, very weary and depressed;
brought me the EranUurter Zeitung.

t...1

February 27, Saturday afternoon

t...1
I had three reasons for considerable pessimism. 1) The proclamation,

which was read on Hitler's behalf at some Party anniversary in Munich
[ . . . ] two or three days ago. I leamed of it on the evening of the day be-
fore yesterday, when I visited Steinitz and met Katz there. No one had ac-
tually read it, but it was said that it threatened the murder of all Jews even
more nakedly than the last speech by Goebbels. Then the next day Eva,
who had read it at lunchtime, told me that it was bad, but not really any
worse than what Hitler had already said a dozen times on the subject of
the "lew." 2) The shock this morning was more severe: A week ago Caroli
Stern-Hirschberg wrote us an innocuous and fairly calm letter-I proba-
bly noted at the time, that a couple of months ago she was successfully re.
called by her company, at the last moment, from an evacuation group-I
replied to her on the twenty-fifth, and the card came back today. Blue
stamp on it "retumed," note in pencil "emigrated." Note on LTI: "Emi-
grated" lor been emigrated. lnnocuous word for "robbery," "expulsion,"
"sent to one's death." Now, of all times, one can no longer assume that any
Jews will retum from Poland alive. They will be killed before the retr€at.
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Besides, people have long been saying, that many of the evacuees don't
even anive in Poland alive. They were being gassed in cattle trucks dur-
ing the joumey, and the truck then stopped on the line by an already-dug
mass grave. I am very bad, I have less pity for Caroli than fear of a similar
fate. Eva was also very shaken. 3) But the hardest blow came as I was on
my way to Richter. Curious that it did not affect my blunted mind, I felt it
only as heart trouble and as a dull burden. I had had the intention of going
to the Community, either on the way there or the way back, as I had done
last week. It grew too late to do so on the way there. As I passed the Com-
munity toward eleven, Lewinsky rushed up to me, pale and agitated. "We
are all being ordered to appear and immediately detained-the privileged
people as well-I have only permission to inform my wife-messengers
from the Community are on their way to everyonHertainly to you as

well-don't go in-you will be detained immediately . . ." I: What was it
about? - That was uncertain; perhaps the camp inmates were being de-
ported to Poland, and ara would now be transported to the camp . . . I said:
"You haven't seen me, I know nothing, I have to take care of an errand
now, and if I find the order at home in the aftemoon, I still have time to
present myself." All the time I kept thinking: Perhaps he is exaggerating,
but if it isn't the camp or Theresienstadt, it will be "labor duty" and with
it the end of any possibility of studying. - I talked to Richter about the
threatened new sanctions. He: He believed the mixed marriages were still
safe. Clemens (his tenant) had recently been expressing his hatred of the

Jews to him and had remarked: "If only we could get at the mixed mar-
riages!" I: "They don't know anything either. They get their orders from
Berlin." - I got back at one very preoccupied. ln the garden I met Eisen-
mann pEre, who since dismissal from Zeiss-Ikon is still unemployed: No
messenger had been here, and l,ewinsky was always overexcited. Proba-
bly, almost certainly, it will have been a matter of urgent labor duty (such

as is often demanded on Saturday aftemoons and Sundays, e.g., unload-
ing goods), and the Community had drummed up whoever could be
reached most quickly, and held onto everyone within reach. - It is now
seven o'clock in the evening; I appear to have been spared. (I am always
exceptionally friendly to young Kahlenberg, who gives out the work; I
have leamed a lesson-had I cultivated the late Estreicher as devotedly, I
would still have my typewriter.) -The day before yesterday, the widowed Frau Eger moved out of here
and to her parents'. The only Jews living in the big house now are our-
selves on the upper floor and the Eisenmanns downstairs. We have seen
the house gradually spew out its people, its pictures, its fumiture. How
long shall we be left in peace here? Because there really is a certain peace
here. On the third of March we shall have been here for six months. In all
this time no house search, not even a police check. Only the fear of it every
duy.

t...1
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February 28, Sunday moming

Letter in pencil from Lewinsky t . . .1. I should not worry, the curent ac-
tion did nof concem the mixed marriages. Jews from elsewhere had been
brought to the camp, and the camp completely sealed off; evacuation was
imminent. I went down to the Eisenmanns, Eisenmann senior was still in
bed; it was about eleven o'clock. Herbert Eisenmarur told me: The isola-
tion of the camp has been in force since yesterday moming. All those not
in mixed marriages, who until now lived outside the camp [ . . . ] literally
all are in the camp since yesterday. Only Hirschel and Kahlenberg have
been left at liberty, to wind things up. All the rest will be evacuated. - We
shall not see any of them again. Frau Voss, the Seliksohns, Reichenbachs,
Frau Ziegler-I count them all among the dead. How long will they let us
live here? And how shall we live? - Eva has just left to go to the Simons'.
They usually know something there via wife and Kdtzschmbroda, and a
fraction of it could be true. At any rate one finds out there what the mood
is. - I intend to force myself to work until the last moment. Recently in a
restaurant Eva heard a woman say that her son had sent a card ftom the
Eastem Frong on it was only, "I'm still alive, I'm still alive, I'm still alive!"
That is also how far my feelings go; depending on my mood, and chang-
ing from hour to hour, the emphasis is now on "alive," now on "still."

t...I

March 2, Tireeday afternoon

[ . . . ] I read aloud in the evening, and for longer and with greater recep-
tiveness in the very early moming t . . . l.And yet the dreadful event and
the terrible personal danger is always weighing on us. The transport
leaves tomorrow, the Jewish camp together with the addition of others
from Halle and Erfurt. It cannot be assumed that we shall see a single one
of these masses again. Left behind are only those protected by mixed mar-
riage. Protected for how long? Odysseus in Polyphemus's cave: "You will
I eat last." Except that none of us can play Odysseus. Help must come
from outside. One clings to any hope. The Russian offensive has slowed
down, at the very leas! the winter, which was never severe, appears to be
finally over; mud and thawing snow give the army a restfrom fightir,g.-
Ribbentrop was with the Duce. New hop-perhaps Italy rcally is ready
to defect. - Eva is in town a lot, shopping, making inquiries. She heard
from Simon that there is something brewing in the army. That alone
would be deliverance. But all these hopes last only for minutes at a time.

- Eva also brought news from the Community. Hirschel is almost the
only one working there. They are leaving him here for the time being, and
this for the time being seems to encourage him in a deerful mood of
"Hurrah, I'm still alive!" kwinsky, at first satisfied with his post there as
an assistant, has already reported back to the factory. It was too dreadful.
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He had to help unload the transport of Jews from Erfurt. A blind eighty-
year-old man was carried over to a car waiting at the Gestapo building. A
couple of old women clung to the compartment and had to be pulled out
by force. A Gestapo man snapped at Lewinsky, why was he not wearing
the star. - "I am privileged." - The man spat in his face. - Eva had at
last got back a pair of rubber gloves that she gave away to be repaired for
Frau Voss a long time ago-the repair was carried out after months l:.ad
passed-[ .. .]-and wanted to get them to Kiitchen Sara. Meanwhile a

new order has been issued: Anyone who passes something on to fews
awaiting evacuation will be "shot by the police." Frau Glaser reported this
to me in despair; she still had something she had wanted to give her friend
Frau Reichenbach. After she had gone to the Community yesterday, Eva
also visited the Glasers and Simon. The same mood everywhere: despera-
tion and bittemess, fear for one's own life, flickering hope and-above
all-"I'm still alive, I'm still alive, I'm still alive!" (With the emphasis
.h"ne^g).-t...1

March 4, Thursday evening

Need to talk to people about the desperate situation. At the cemetery yes-
terday. These three: Magnus, Steinitz, Schein at their usual tragicomic
game of skat in the gardeners' shed behind the graves. Very depressed;
they assume separation of mixed marriages is imminmt. I.e., either the
wife divorces her husband, or is declared Jewish and is evacuated with
him. All three share the same point of view, which is ours also: The women
stay here and save what can be saved. [ . . . ] It was doubted whether those
evacuated the day before yesterday were still alive; more likely that they
had been gassed in their cattle trucks-two pails as latrines in each truck.

- I inquired about |acobi. He had been suffering from inllammation of
the middle ear for some time; there was no place for a ]ew in the hospitals
here; he was supposed to travel to Berlin and be operated on in the |ewish
Hospital there. Yesterday I leamed, that at the last moment the Gestapo
had refused him permission to travel; instead he was operated on in the
Friedrichstadter Hospital and taken home in an ambulance immediately
after the operation. He is said to be doing well. I merely sent greetings and
shall visit him on Saturday morning. - At the Community today, fetched
food-ration cards and talked to Hirschel. He is almost isolated there now
He and Kahlenberg (with mother) are left here as almost the only ]ews not
protected by mixed marriages. Exact figures: 290 |ews were evacuated;
there are now altogether 300 Jews still in Dresdery of whom 130 wear the
star. Hirschel, too, was in a somber mood. He had just been informed by
the Gestapo that his house had been "bought " that he must leave it within
ten days. He gets rooms in the Community house. Only a small portion of
his fumiture ruill fit in there; he is not allowed to rent storage space. He
will try to stow away as much as he can in the cellars of the Community
house. - The next dangers, which hang over us are a) the crowding
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together of the mixed marriages in the proletarian (and probably bug-
ridden) tenement in Sporergasse, in which months ago I once called on the
meanwhile suicided ]ewish cobbler; b) labor service for me, ten hours of
daily tediumengaged in the mostmechanicalemployment. Afurther, ever
more urgent worr), is food. We are ever more exclusively dependent on
potatoes and even with everything we have managed to beg and haul up
here, we shall not get past April 1. But who knows what will have become
of us by April 1? The good thing about the excess of worries is that one

|Xf 
astonishingly indifferent to all except the immediately urgent

With reference to food, I long ago wanted to rcport [the following].
Richter, this modest, almost petit bourgeois, certainly not wealthy man,
father of three childreru told me recently: "Do you know what a pound of
coffee costs now on the black market? 200M. I cannot manage without cof-
fee, I'm a night worker; I bought two pounds today." From which can be
concluded, that as far as money goes, things are the same for Aryans as in
the last war: They no longer believe in its postwar value, they have it at the
moment, are tuming it into foodstuffs and are ready to pay any black-
market price. And everything is traded on the black market--despite the
guillotine.

t...1

March 5, Safurday morning

The extreme depression of Jewry (myself included) continues. Yesterday,
as I was scrubbing the kitchery Glaser was suddenly standing in front of
me. Had Reichenbach still received his spectacles via Glaser-Eva. Yes-
through Hirschel. Unfortunately I had also meanwhile heard that Reich-
enbach had been badly beaten as he was being put in the cattle
truck. . . Glaseq, very ilown, asked me whether I believed that one died
more easily in the company of many fellow sufferers than alone. I was
very skeptical about that. - ln the evening at Steinitz-Magnus, where I
fetched something to read aloud, the same depression. - Dropped off to
sleep again just now (one can see it in the previous sentence). I now want
to pay the invalid ]acobi a visi! perhaps I shall be fresher in the aftemoon.
Admittedly I began the day at six with a good wash and went to bed after
midnightyesterday. Eva fell asleep during the first few lines, even though
I had brought something very interesting [ . . . I.

Afternoon

t...1
I spent only a few minutes with Jacobi; he is still in bed, very much the

worse for wear and very bandaged. It seems that only his wife's determi-
nation saved his life. He had to be operated ory it was high time. The
Gestapo refused to let him travel to Berlin. Here he was told: There is no
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single room available, and a Jew is not allowed to lie in a general ward-
so the operation is refused. Then Frau facobi, the Aryan, insisted on seeing
the head surgeon of the Friedrichstiidter Hospital and said angrily to him:
So you're going to let my husband die, because he's a |ew. That must have
roused the surgeon's conscience; he himseU argued with the Gestapo on
the phone. Result: The operation was permitted, but facobi had to be sent
home in an ambulance immediately afterward. The doctors and nurses
were very friendly to him; before the operation he was told: difficult, and
this is the last, the very last possible moment. Immediately after the skull
had been trephined, he was put in the ambulance, a rattling old thing, in
which the stretcher was not on springs-it was already considered a favor
that motor transport was permitted at all. Jacobi is out of danger now; Dr.
Katz is responsible for aftercare. "Today a ]ew must not fall ill," Jacobi told
me. [ . . . ] As already mentioned, he talked about the doctors and nurses
with considerable gratitude. Except that the omnipotent Gestapo weighs
on everyone.

1...1

March 10, Wednesday moming

For all the variations, grinding stagnation and monotony. Continuing bat-
tles in the East, withdrawals in one place, successful counteroffensives in
another, continuing calm in the West, continuing talk of increasing inter-
nal tension, continuing cahn and terror-the calm of the populatiory the
terror of the regime. Continuing extreme optimism and extreme pes-
simism among the Jews. I see the few people with whom we still have con-
tact very frequently---on Sunday afternoon Steinitz and our Lewinsky
were here, in the evening Eisenmarm senior sat down with us in the
kitchen---+very forty-eight hours or so I pull myself together and go to the
cemetery or to Steinitz's rooms or to the Community and on the way at-
tempt to buy some cabbage--usually in vain.

Eisenmann senior is an optimist, thinks the collapse will come as early
as Easter; Eisenmann junior is utterly depressed since he witnessed the de-
portation. Among those evacuated, says his fathe! was a girl who was his
firstlove.[...]

March 14, Sunday morning

1...I
My usual errands, which tire me out more and more. Once I got as far

as Neumark's apartment near the Kreuzkirche. Today in quest of books on
political economy [ . . . ]. No luck. After that to the Community. There was
talk of the beating that Reichenbach got during the deportation. Via
Glaser, Eva, Hirschel, the shortsighted man's repaired spectacles had been
passed to him at the last moment. After that he probably roused the anger
of a Gestapo man by carrying his trunk too slowly. Hirschel: "Here are the
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spectacles, I picked them up later; they knocked them off and stamped on
them." One earpiece was missing, one lens was smashed. -At the ceme-
tery Steinitz pointed out a woman to me. She came here every day, deco-
rated an um grave with fresh flowers and printed texts. A Frau Bein, an
Aryan. Her ]ewish husband and her son, who had been declared to be a
"jewish mischling," were arrested for unknowrr reasons and shot a couple
of weeks later "attempting to escape." - t . . . I

March 15, Monday evening

Although the nights are frosty, spring is here with snowdrops and fust
leaves, and at sunset I went for a little walk up the Elbe opposite the three
castles. When shall I ever be able to go walking with Eva again? I have not
dared go for a walk with her for a long time.

The German lines in Russia appear to be consolidating again; Ktrarkov
has been recaptured; now things can go on for another summer. Mean-
while my energies are diminishing all the time; today I slept for hours at
my desk again. Admittedly I find the Buber book particularly objection-
able.

A very long letter from Ame Egebring with the brown and blue zebra
stripes of the censors. Medical advice. In an earlier letter he had writtery
my symptoms did not seem to suggest real angina; now he thinks I was
describing the usual symptoms exactly, and advises this and that, to pre-
vent it getting worse. It is something of a shock; after all it means certain
death in the very foreseeable future. [... ] I find it difficult to continue
working as if I still had the time to finish something. But working is the
best way to forget. Except that I repeatedly fall asleep with exhaustion.
And that I give out so completely in the face of so many styles and sub-
jects. - Sussmann then goes on to write at length but obscurely about
himself. There appears to be some kind of quarrel with his son-in-law;
Sussmann appears to be living quite by himself on the tiny remnants of his
wealth-I do not even know if in his daughter's house. He has to econo-
mize greatly, he looks after himself, cooks (spirit bumer), washes up,
patches, dams, sews. Apart from that "his grandson Bertil spends hours
with him, and he makes toys for him and takes him for walks." The boy is
between three and four, and so will not yet be able to cross the street alone.
Perhaps Sussmann has a room in the same house? The situation is quite
unclear. tn the last letter Sussmann still wrote about a Christmas celebra-
tion together with a big dinner. And now: he has been cooking for himself
"foroverayear"...

March 17, Wednesday evening

Provisionally concluded the Buber notes with a profound feeling of in-
comprehension. - Vury depressed since the rcconquest of Kharkov and
the certainty of my angina. "Paper soldiers" stand at the beginning and at
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the end of my life. The LSiEme, the Curriculum, the LII-they will always
rernainpaper soldiers and disappear just like the real paper soldiers of my
childhood.

t. I

March 2Q Saturday afternoon

Eva is suffering considerably-her foot is failing her once more, and the
nervous inflammation in her arm is appearing again; I am not feeling
very well----exhaustion at home and angina complaints while walking;
the German counteroffensive in southern Russia is making progress, the
d6bAcle of the autumn appears to have been overcome, and all hopes of a
breakdown in spring, the spring that begins tomorrow, have been disap-
pointed. So I and we escape into Buddenbrooks, and I read aloud a great
deal during the day. That I only now really appreciate the brilliance of the
work! That I did not get to know it soon after its publication, but only
after the World War, when my horizons were most limited by my disci-
pline. Very curious. -LII. The language of boxing is indispensable to Goebbels. tn the Rerch

of March 14 [ . . . ] an optimistic note is already being shuck again, in fact
Goebbels defends himself; the previous issues had not cultivated any "cal-
culated pessimism" [ . . . ], things really had been going very badly for us,
and now the utmost effort was required, if another relapse was to be
avoided. In this context there is the boxing sentence: "In the deciding
rouad one must still dispose of enough strength that one can easily take an
opponent's every blow and reply with a harder blow." [ . . . ]

March 23, Tuesday toward evening

t...1
Despite Eva lying down we had a lot of visitors on Sunday. People sat

by her bed. First Glaser tumed up unexpectedly around midday, then, ex-
pected and unrelenting, for the afternoon, Lewinsky, and finally after din-
ne4, the Eisenmann couple. [ . . . ]

Glaser brought me an article from the Frankfurter Zeitung [ . .. ]; he col-
lects words for me, but mechanically, superficially, without bothering
about their inner meaning. Lewinsky also donated copies of ttre Frank-

furter again.
Hitler spoke on Sunday (the twenfy-first)-it is supposed to have been

the usual extermination and victory stuff-and afterward he inspected
something or other. So he let himself be heard and even seen and thus con-
tradicted the rumors of his illness and even of his death. On the other
hand optimism judges: His speech for "Heroes Remembrance Day" was
postponed from the fourteenth to the twenty-first of March and lasted
only twenty minutes and not the usual two hours; so he must have been ill
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and still be sickly. He himself is said to have given a reason for the post-
ponement: He had waited until the front stabilized. -

March 29, Monday midday

t...I
I continue to be very exhausted-heart trouble, constant tiredness-

and very depressed. I share the depression with the whole of |ewry. Also
with Richter, from whom I fetched money and bread coupons on Satur-
day. He said this about the situation: He saw the position more gloomily
than the last time. If Germany were to capitulate unconditionally today, it
would save ninety percent of its fabric. Instead it was continuing to bleed
to deatfu and every day meant worse peace conditions. Because defeat
was absolutely certain. But it was equally certairl that there would first be
another summer offensive in the East, whichwould then raise morale and
keep it going through the next winter. He, Richter, was dismayed at the
apathetic patience and stupidity of the people. It had accepted the ex-
traordinary brutalities of "total mobilization" without a murmur, it ac-
cepts the tremendous losses at the front, the unceasing work of the
"gulyotine"-Richter is in other respects a not uneducated marl but no
one does French anymore--it accepts everything and allows itself to be
butchered. There were large numbers of discontented, also local organiza-
tions-but he simply did not know whether there was an umbrella orga-
nization. [.. . ]

The things one can be envious of! Frau Eisenmann, wom-out by work,
said to me: "Frau Eger has got it easy. She has been granted a stay of sev-
eral weeks in a sanatorium." They killed Frau Eger's husband, kept her in
prison for three weeks, and now "she's got it easy."

Today's correspondence. Gertrud Schmidt writes to Eva, she should
visit her with her big shopping bag, so that Gertrud can relieve her of the
cutting. That means: Frau Ahrens is letting us know that there are potatoes
ready for us.

t...I

April 5, Monday morning

[ . . . ] Yesterday "Wehrmacht Day." There was constant banging at the rifle
range near here. "Storming a Russian village," for an entrance fee until
2:50 p.rra. Is that not shameful, while there is real storming and dying going
on? Eva says that in town the posters of this Russian village altemated with
pictures of the animal acts of the Sarrasani Circus that is playing here at the
moment. Other units tempted the public with the offer of uruationed
sausage. These aspects of the army day also belong to the LTI. -t..,I

On Saturday Lewinsky was here and read [ . . . ] to us, also brought the

277
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Fran$urter Zeitung and a little volume by Johst. On Sunday di nuovo
Lewinsky and Steinitz.

I am so cautious that I put away every sheet of paper, even if I am only
interrupting my work for a couple of minutes. I pay attention to every
noise outside. Yet earlier I was taken by surprise while writing. There is a
knock, and uniformed policemen are already at the door, making an in-
spection of the house. They did not come in; they were harmless-never-
theless. This scribbling, this manuscript in the house is undoubtedly a

constant risk to my life-and also to some mentioned in it. And yet I can-
not stop writing. And despite all depressions and all the symbolism of the
"paper soldiers," I cannot give up hope.

April 8, Thursday toward evening

I.I
Last year, when I was shoveling snow, I wrote a lot about the "privi-

leged" Johannes MiiLlle4, whose wife was running his leather factory. A de-
cent man, he sometimes helped me out with bread coupons, occasionally
passed me a piece of candy-I envied him a little, because after all he en-
joyed certain freedoms. I then heard nothing more from him. He was ar-
rested last week-reason unknown; it is said, but it is not certain, that a

new order compels those privileged ]ews whose Aryan children are
abroad to wear the star, and he had not leamed of it in time-two days
later he hanged himself (or was strangled) in the police presidium. The
corpse was handed over to Jacobi naked, apart from the marks of strangu-
lation it showed no sign of injury. The case once again shook me terribly.

t.. I

April 13, Tuesday morning

Basically monotony. Eva lies down a lot, I am very fatigued because of
reading aloud and domestic chores. [ . . . ] Potato chow three times a dayi
peeling potatoes, hunting for potatoes, carrying potatoes. The Hirschels
help out with a hundredweight, Gertrud Schmidt with two hundred-
weight, Frau Steinitz occasionally. -

And yet not really monotony, but growing tension. Continuing defeat
in Tunisia, corresponding intensification of terror. ln the last week four ar-
rests here of men in mixed marriages, among them is said to be Leipziger,
the medical officer. Hirschel gave me the latest statistics (in round figures)
from the "National Association": On March 1 there were still 43,000 ]ews
in the whole of Germany, on April 1 only 31,000. Of the 12,000 deported
during the last month, 8,500 were transported from Berlin. Hirschel was
very gloomy about our future. His wife was recently summoned to the
Gestapo-summons alone is torture, because no one knows whether he
will come back-treated badly there, but nevertheless still released. Dur-
ing the last house search a note had been found on her desk in which she
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listed all the foodstuffs that were supplied to Aryans but not lo us. After a
buUying interrogation the inspector said to her: "Unfortunately we have
failed to prove that you used the note for propaganda purposes." - Dr.
Katz calls the somewhat precious Frau Hirschel-who is always ready
with pearls of wisdom-"Madame Privy Councillor," and that is not so far
wron& but she is very friendly to me and genuinely helpful. Her library
and her knowledge are of excellent service to me, because she is familiar
with Jewish and modem German literature. [ . . . ]

April 15, Friday midday and later

It's a beautiful spring day outside, with fruit blossoms, and the birches
turning green. I feel my imprisonment all the more keenly. It has become
more and more constraining from year to year. My pipe dreams always
end up with the car. I got so much pleasure from it, there were such great
hopes of travel attached to it. Today I am not even allowed to use the tram,
I am not allowed to step outside the city boundary, I am not allowed to be
seen with Eva; since the latest wave of arrests it is best not to be seen on
the street at all. (At the very least I avoid the elegant city center, like all
wearers of the star.) - I have spent all morning scrubbing the kitchen and
am about to go downstairs again to make tea and wash up; of course I feel
very depressed. Nevertheless: I have sflll not been arrested, we have still
to be given the threatened notice to leavg I have still to receive the threat-
ened call-up for labor service. I can still read aloud for hours, still sit at my
desk. And in Tunisia things look very bad for the Axis.

Iwo small pieces of comfort voce populi, they just don't last very long,
they have too often been deceptive. The first: Yesterday, as several times
already, things were being removed from the house. I.e., the fumiture of
the evacuees is takery as required, by the NSV (People's Welfare) or by
some hospital or other. A Nazi supervisor, a few workers. Yesterday, there-
fore, inter alia, Frau Ziegler's remaining things, some of which were still
in the common kitchen. When I came downstairs at about lunchtime, a gas
hot plate had disappeared along with the Ziegler stuff. The Community's
fumiture store had loaned it to me about two months ago; that was still in
Reichenbach's time. A two-bumer to replace the two one-bumers here,
one of which treacherously fails again and again. The borrowed hot plate
was no use either. Eismmann senior strove in vain to make it work; it
stood there uselessly-nevertheless I was liable to the Community for it. I
had the caretaker's wife, a decent woman, ask the swastika man to have
the erroneously removed piece retumed. Reply: No mistake, the Gestapo
wanted it, and I only needed to tell the Community that. - Well and
good, then let the new owner enjoy the useless thing. But an hour later I
also found the potato pot was missing, and ttnt is our most important and
at present irreplaceable utensil-it is impossible to buy pots. We had to
use a pot that was much too small, and felt exasperated. This time Frau
Rasch spoke to the workers-presumably the supervisor was no longer
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there. Reply: They had another day's work here and would bring the pot
back. Contrary to expectation they, two men in their forties, really did ar-
rive with it yesterday. I thanked them warmly. "Don't mention it-why
didn't you say right away that it was yours?" [ . . . ] "Well, it didn't help
with the hot plate-why should it have this time?" They said nothing and
left. Immediately afterward one of them put his head through the haU-
open door and said in a low voice: "Chin up!" I look at him in surprise.
Whereupon he: "These damned swine-the things they're doing-in
Poland-they drive me into a rage, too. Chin up, it won't last. . . they
can't last another winter in Russia. - Chin up, things'll get better . . ." At
which point his mate came back, and he stopped and left. His mate was
certainly no friend of the Nazis eithe4 otherwise I would never have seen
the pot [ . . . ] again-but who trusts his workmate today? At Miinchner
Strasse there's a guillotine. - The second piece of comfor! also a potato
story naturally. We are to get a whole two hundredweight from "Gertrud
Schmidt." Since it must remain secre! and since no one is permitted to
work for a Jew, and since I cannot allow myself to be seen at Gertrud
fthmidt's, it was to be expected that Eva would have to haul these two
hundredweight here peu i peu, just as I am slowly fetching the one hun-
dredweight from the Hirschels'. (Still, Eva can go by tram; on the other
hand she has more shopping to do, and the nervous inflammation.) Then
"Gertrud" said to her yesterday there was a porter in the neighborhood,
who was a friend of hers, snowed under with work, but very well-
disposed to ]ews. "Mention my name and say, it's for a ]ew!" (Frau Ahrens
is completely Aryan, but an ardent partisan of our side.) Eva went to the
man, he immediately smiled knowingly before she offered any explana-
tion, and so will transport the two hundredweight here-which is not at
all without risk to him. - I took these two occurrences as symptoms, and
they warmed my heart. But soon I was telling myself again: What good
are a million and more such workers and porters? Nothing at all against
the prodigious organization and unscrupulousness and power of the gov-
emment. -t...1

April 18, Sunday morning

Yesterday with the moming post the order to report for labor service from
Monday, April 19. I had to go to the Community, where I was told the
name of the company: Willy Schltiter, 30c Wormser Strasse, working hours
from 2:0G-10:00 r.u. daily; it was very light work, weighing and packing
teas. I do not carc about light or heavy, only about the irretrievable loss of
time and the deadly dullness of these eight hours. When I was ordered to
shovel snow, there was the hope of being released in the spring, now I am
irredeemably cheated of my days for the duration of the war. It will not be
possible to seriously continue with anything. This new blow, however
much it was expected, depresses me greatly. My life grows ever more mis-
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erable. And this may not at all be the final blow. - I have just come from
fohannes MtiLller's funeral. (When will my um be buried like that?) It was
especially dreadful. The widoq a fat,big, old woman, completely veiled,
shook with sobbing, wailed without stopping. While shaking hands at the
miniature grave constantly: "The poor soul, the poor soul!" ]acobi, who
once told me that he "doesn't believe in all this nonsense," once again cob-
bled together meaningless bits of prayers and formulas from sermons. Of
course, nothing at all was said about the man's true fate and end. This
time there were floral decorations and Aryan mourners/ as well as a cou-
ple of Jews, who filled the little side room. The Jews composed and indif-
ferent. Also quite accustomed to servitude. The man's death seemed
almost just to them: He should have known that privileged fews whose
children are abroad now have to wear the star. So he was guilty! I hear
similar opinions so often now. -

1...1

April 25, Easter Sunday morning

The Catholic phrase "le leurre 6temel du printemps," from some famous
French novel (which?), has always stuck in my mind. I have said it to my-
seU so ofterl but it has never haunted me as much as now. This spring is
as beautiful, early and complete as in L92O when we passed into Dresden
through fruit blossom. And the luxuriant splendor on the opposite bank-
when I walk to the factory there are flowers in all the front gardens, on a
plot of land below street level on Wormser Strasse, blossoming fmit-tree
crowns at eye level, at the edge of the park here at Lothringer Weg a glow-
ing red and delicate cedonia bush-the threat of death ever closer and
more suffocating: fuliusburger, a bit superior (L,ewinsky says "ober-
chochem"), but nevertheless full of life and a good fellow, my coworker at
Schliiter for two days, arrested on Wednesday, dead on Friday; Meintrard,
whom I only caught sight of fleetingly, arrested and dead-and yesterday
evening news of Conradi's arrest. With that falls the last remaining barrier
in my imagination between myself and death. Conradi is also a professor,
pensioned-off civi-I servant, war veteran (surgeon-major), politically more
right than left, in a mixed marriagg respected as a scholar, cautious and
caln-I got to know him only on Monday, was biased against him, be-
cause I had always heard only bad things about him, and yet I found I
really liked him. - It can happen to me at any moment. And then to sit in
the cell and wait minute by minute for the executioner, perhaps for a day,
perhaps for weeks, and perhaps no one strangles me here 1 . . . 1, Uut I aie
only on the way to the concentration camp ("shot while attempting to es-
cape") or in Auschwitz itself (of "heart failure"). It is so awful to think
through all the details with regard to myself, with regard to Eva. I repress
it again and agaur, want to make the best of every day, every hour. Per-
haps I shall survive after all.

t...I
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According to its doorplate the Willy ftNiiter company produces medi-
cinal baths and herbal teas. [Situated] in a back house something between
apartment, office, and factory rooms. At ground level essentially two long
rooms with stone floors side by side. Tables at right angles to the win-
dows, on the inside of the room a wide passage running its whole length
from outer to inner door; against the long inside wall and in the adjoining
smaller back room cartons with merchandise. Along the passageway, on
top of empty chests, boxes of tea; we stand beside them filling the contents
into 3% oz. paper bags with a tin scoop. On the tables, scales: Here the bags
are made to weigh the exact amount. One place farther along the bags are
folded. At other places they are packed into cartons. [ . . . ] During this first
week I stood filling paper bags most of the time; I also did a little bit of
sticking down bags and of weighing. In betweery I am part of a chain pass-
ing cartons in and out. (Sealing and sticking down the fulI cartons is the
job of a women's section on the upper floor, which I have not seen.) For
me, of course, the strain, the deadly wearying aspect of the work consists
in its dreadful monotony and dullness, a ten-year-old child could perform
it more quickly and better. Aside from that, the time passes more quickly
than I had feared-only there is always a dull regret inside me at the irre-
trievably lost time; I am incapable of thinking anything through, I fall into
a semi-trance. My fellow workers don't find it half as bad. "Should I sit at
home and catch flies?" a robust seventy-year-old, a certain Witkowsky, a

former businessman, tells me. He has something to Pass the time, has
never done work that was much more mentally demanding, earns a little
money. Hourly rate 50 pfennigs. Whoever is "privileged" and conse-
quently is not in tax group one and does not have to pay "social contribu-
tions," is paid probably about 50 of that; for me it will be between 35 and
40 pfennigs. There is a five-minute break at fouri we get a mug of thin er-
satz coffee. The workers supply the coffee; it is made at the factory. The big
meal break is from half past five until six. I have an aluminum box with
cold potatoes and a jar of sauerkraut with me. Coffee is provided again;
one can also have one's food heated up. Moreover, canteen food-from an

NSV [National Socialist Peoples' Welfare] catering center-is "also"
planned for jews, but so far only applied for and "planned." At eight, a

five-minute break once again, this time with PePPermint tea, which the
company supplies. Clearing up begins at half past nine; we leave very
punctually at ten. The long room next to our packing hall is more factory-
like. The different herbs, which are to be mixed, are in a row of large bar-
rels; opposite them the mixing drum, hardly any different from a cement
mixer. During the day an almost entirely female Aryan shift works here,

supervised by an Aryan fitter (these are presumably the same women who
make coffee and tea for us in a hallway cum kitchen), at night a Jewish
group. Whether one should volunteer for night shift or not is an inex-
haustible subject of discussion. One camp: We should leap at the chance:
longer breaks, 80 pfennigs an hour, Iong-hours bonus (bread and meat)
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"also planned" for Jews and applied for; the other camp: on no account:
terribly dusty, terribly exhausting. I have volunteered for it, so as to find
out what it is like, and because it seems a little romantic to me and so will
perhaps pass morc quickly than the day shift, and because it will perhaps
leave me a little more time than the day shift. - Because in the moming
Aryan women work in "our" room from 6:00 e.rr,r. until 2:00 p.rra. and be-
cause the mixing room is also served by it (and because they treat us very
decently), so the radio is on, sometimes all afternoon, sometimes only in
the evening, sometimes too quiet and drowned out by the noise of work,
sometimes ignored as a never-ending noise, sometimes objected to by half
the shift and then switched offby the foreman--on the whole, however, a
help in passing the time. Much music from Vienna, from Berlin, from here
and there. A couple of Italian songs, a bit ol Eleilermaus, a bit of Caaalleria
gave me pleasure. The military bulletin; Goebbels'speech on the Fiihrer's
birthday (very low-spirited, nothingbut the trustin the Fiifuer, which will
ensure final victory), a couple of fragments of a speech by the "Reich
Health Leader" (will to carry ory nation, etc.-then it was switched off,
partly because it was boring, partly because people are afraid of listening
to anything National Socialist-the Gestapo can come in at any moment
after all). All in all, however quickly I become indifferent and deaf to it, the
time does pass a little more quickly with the radio than in silence, and
sometimes I do pick up a few things as substitute for the newspaper. -The people: There are supposed to be about twenty lews employed, their
number changes, now one tums up after an illness, another is arrested, a
thfud is only occasionally-4od knows according to what rule--on my
shift for an hour here and an hour there, a fourth is to be seen as a guest
for the few minutes of the break or when the shifts are changing over.
Among these fleeting figures was a strong younger man called Meinhard.
It was said of him that he had had a fierce quarrel with an Aryan worker;
he was very quick-tempered, as a result of a skull wound from the last war
(silver skull plate). He is on the latest suicide list. Another of the guests is
such a startling likeness to Goebbels in bearing, figue, face, that he could
easily be his understudy. Sometimes joining us for an hour in the evening,
always there for the night shift: Feder, in an apron as are most of the
others, and with a scarf and cap. But his ca5the others have white ones,
such as bakers wear, or "lumiche," peaked cyclists'caps-his is unmistak-
ably and only very little knocked out of shape, an original judge's black
biretta. He, Professor Conradi, the half-blind painter Gimpel, whose ac-
quaintance I had already made while shoveling snow, and who now takes
my ann on the way home-he lives on Deutsche Kaiserallee-lastly a
humpbacked and bad-tempered pharmacist called Bergmann, r€present
the professions; the other pmple had shops or were company employees.

- On arriving for work on Monday I was shown up to the offices on the
first floor, and the boss, a gentleman in his forties, looked at my papers. "A
pity that we don't have the time; we could have such fine lectures, every
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faculty is represented here now!" It sounded good-natured-nor have I
encountered a flicker of anti-Semitism anywhere in the factory. But who
protects us? When the Aryan fitter heard that Juliusburger was missing,
he merely said: "For heaven's sake!" He knew what there was to know.
The subjects of conversation usually quite unpolitical. The men talk about
their former businesses; they compare the work at Schhiter with that at
Zeiss-Ikon; they are not dissatisfied, insofar as they are not startled and
frightened by a new shock. When I arrived, they had already almost got
over the wave of arrests of recent days. Then came the new blow. The two
most interesting men for me are (or were) Conradi and Jacubowski. At the
beginning of my professorship, I heard a great deal of talk about discipli-
nary proceedings against Conradi. Then nothing about him for many
years. After that Kiitchen Sara talked about her "cousin" Conradi, who
was working at Zeiss-Ikon-a famous man, but so anti-English, so anti-
Semitic, almost Nazi. Thus I was all the more surprised to find Conradi an
obliging, nafural, pleasant person, with whom, it tumed out, I had a num-
ber of points of contact. A calm, elderly-looking man of sixty-six. His post
at the TU was secondary; he was, first of all, an official of the Saxon Board
of health; he was in the chemistry department, which is why I never met
him. t.. . ] I had high hopes of conversations with Conradi-he sat far
away from me, we met only during the breaks. On Thursday he reported
that he had been shouted at, as he left a shop: "Watch that you don't cover
your star; you know where you'Il end up otherwise!"

He had protested immediately; he was not covering iU it had probably
been only a waming and intimidation; theman, whomhe already knew as

a Gestapo officer, had not taken his name. - Frau Hirschel [later] took up
the story: The Gestapo had telephoned the Community to identify the
man, who had bought radishes at Antonplatz today and subsequently had
an argument. Radishes, says Eva, are a scarce commodity and therefore
forbidden to |ews. Conradi is likely to die for them. The lesson of suffi-
cient cause. - I talked more frequently and, I hope, shall still talk to
Jacubowski. He is a man of sixty-two years, bom in Kalisz, in Dresden
since 1912, stateless, formerly Russian, [exiled] to Tomsk for three years as

politically suspect-"my best years!" He explains Russian Phrases to me

[ . . . ], talks about Russia before the First World War without hatred (about
the people's universities, about the natural conunon sense of the people,
of the tolerable life-not of the political and other criminals, but of those
sent to Siberia for fixed terms as suspects). -t...1

Apil26, Easter Monday moming

On Thursday I said to Conradi, he could still laugh at it: "We're in a
cholera ward without an inoculation." I can no longer rid myself of fear,
only deaden it. - Similar mood at Hirschels'yesterday. [ . . . I
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Midday

t...1
A special postage stamp has been issued for the Ftihrer's birthday, I

think in the Protectorate, of all places, and some post offices have stamped
it: "We are defending Europe against Bolshevism." (I do not know if those
are the precise words. I first saw it a week ago in the newspaper.) The
lheme of anti-Bolshettism dominates with a monstrous degree of hypocrisy.
[ . . . ] I shall try to come back to it. I no longer dare to store newspapers up
here. Today I took a pile down to the cellar. I shall ask Lewinsky rol to
bring me the Frankfurter Zeitung an)rmore. My time has become so ffi-
nitely limited now, that I can read and analyze only very little. But I have
managed to make good use of the Easter holidays. A good bit of Dwinger
read aloud, and all these notes. Now I have to prepare for Steinitz's visit;
tomorrow morning there are errands to be run again, and tomorrow
evening I begin the night shift, of which I am now a little afraid after all. I
must try it out.

Evening

Steinitz brought the news that Conradi is already dead-Jacobi was or-
dered to the police prison to take delivery of the colpse. It could strike me
at any momen! I cannot get rid of the feeling of dread anymore.

Apil27, Tiresday motning before seven o'clock

Up since half past four, [ . . . ] read aloud for an hour; then Eva slept, and I
got ready until now. Unusually I had already been lying awake for a long
time at half past four, before that I dreamed-the dread is so very great. I
was walking through Berlin, down Courbidrestrasse, past Wally's first
apartment in Berlin. (Dream link: presumably conversation about cancer
on Sunday.) I thoughl at that time she was happy and young. I came into
a room in which there was a friendly meeting of colleagues; we sat at a
long table; new colleagues were constantly coming in. I do not remember
a single one. I was intrigued by my Jew's star; fust it was half hanging off,
then it consisted of two layers stuck together, and the upper layer of the
Mogen David was coming off, and my neighbor wanted to pin it with a
needle and could not find the right place; then I remembered: "it must not
be pinned, must be sewn on"; then I heard noise in the neighboring room,
and someone said: "an arrest"; after that I awoke-with no particularly
acute feeling of fear, in exactly the same state of mind as yesterday
evening: dread filled (and fills) me: dull, loathsome and always there, all
my thinking and doing has no effect at all.

In this connection I have been tormented by a particular fear since yes-
terday evening: if the censors object to my postcard to Martin and pass it
on to the Gestapo, if the latter do not believe my "angina complaints" and
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read my sentences as "atrocity propaganda" . . .I tell myself again and
again, being strangled is also no more than dying and a more agreeable
way of dying than death by cancer. But the dread remains. Luckily it does
not prevent me from making intensive use of my time.

As far as the night shift is concemed, I have slowly taken fright at my
own courage. How shall I endure it; how, when and for how long shall I
sleep during the day? And above all Shall I still be able to support Eva
with the domestic chores, shall I not be lying around like a clod, getting in
the way of her daily routine? I must try it; at worst I can give it up at the
end of the week-assuming I am still alive.

Frau Steinitz told us yesterday: One of her relations-petit bourgeois
Aryan-an in-law presumably, is doing service on the railways. Irr the last
few days a truck with 80 fettered soldiers had arrived, "deserters." The
prisons were stuffed fulI of soldiers, there were many shootings. Torgau,
in particular, was mentioned as a place of punishment for the army.

t ..1

Apil29, Thursday afternoon half past five

A long room with a cement floor. Against the long window wall, a row of
tubs with the various herbs; opposite, a larger and a smaller mixing drum;
beside them, another couple of tubs. One man stands on a wooden plat-
form and fills the drum, th:ough a rectangular funnel, with the herbs,
which are handed to him in cardboard boxes. Light, white savory, like
wood shavings; dark, very heavy heather, Iike peaty soil; some parts of
hay, Iike fine cigarette tobacco; brightly colored, granular heather flowers,
like the poppy seeds on chocolate biscuits; all kinds of brown and greenish-
yellow dried, crumbled, crackling leaves: hazel, peppermint, etc., etc.

Seven cartons into the smaller mixer, nine into the larger one [ . . . ]. Ihe
filler man removes the fururel, tightens the screws of the mixer itself and
of the metal lid of the covet switches on the motor, the drum tums. The
worker who hands up the cartons empties the dust box under the ma-
chine, pushes away the chest into which the tea pours when it has been
mixed. As one drum is tuming, the other is emptied and refilled. When
emptying [. . .] as when filling [the worker] swallows an unspeakable
amount of dust, which immediately gets into his eyes, congests nose and
mouth. There may be dust everywhere else in the room-but to some ex-
tent it is removed by the ventilation at the window; the filler, however, in-
hales the dust directly and irremediably. I am the filler; after a few minutes
I am so hoarse that I can no longer speak loudly over the whirring of the
drive belts and the noise of the ventilator; when I blow my nose there's a

black mass of stuff in my handkerchief. Mouth, nose, throat, eyes itch and
burn; my head, when I remove the chafing cycling cap/ is as gray with
dust as my hands. Apart from the two people at the machine, there are an-
other two men working: One shovels the herbs from the tubs into the car-
tons, the other is the "transport man," who wheels up more supplies in
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sacks on a heavy iron barrow, dumps them in front of the tubs, and emp-
ties the tea from the open chests into large paper sacks, elaborate objects
consisting of five loosely joined layers, which hold 55 pounds each. The
other three help the transport man whenever a chest has to be placed on a
tall stand, so that the tea can flow from above into the new sack, or when
the contents of a heavy sack of herbs have to be poured into a tub. The
sacks of tea are rolled through the kitchen into a storeroom, where they are
first of all weighed.

We work from ten until twelve, then there's a coffee break of about ten
minutes in the kitchen; work from twelve until two. Then the big meal
break; the others have heated up a supper on the gas range; there is coffee
again, too. After my evening meal at home, I have only a bite to eat. We sit
in the big room of my day shift. Then work from half past two until four,
and another short break in the kitchen, this time with peppermint tea. In
the last quarter of the night the actual work stops at five, and the arduous
and to some extent illusory sweeping up begins. The new shift appears
toward six; an Aryan foreman, a couple of women, young star-wearing
Aris, who in coat, neckerchief, and cap looks like a Parisian apache. -Toward four o'clock in the moming I am racked by extreme tiredness,
which soon passes, however; by the second night I was already less sensi-
tive to the dust than on the first night. And on both, the time passed more
quickly than on the day shift. God knows why-because the work is
hardly less monotonous and dull than during the day-but the time really
did pass more quickly. Nevertheless, I shall give up the night shift; the ex-
periment [. . . ] leads conclusively to this: I get too little sleep during the
day, I disrupt Eva's daytime life too greatly, I do not manage a single
minute more of my own work than if I go on the day shift. [ . . . ]

My workmates on the night shift: on the machine, Joachimsthal, mid-
fifties, cousin of Kdtchen Sara, half educated, formerly in bookselling and
joumalism, a genuine psychopath, distrusfful, overwrought, constantly
sighing and railing against everything; always believes he is being at-
tacked and disregarded. He trusts me-so far-he argues with the others,
recklessly goes so far as to appeal to the Aryan foreman. (Question: how
far does he have to sweep, how far the others. Whether one should leave
the building at six or quarter past six in the morning. Etc., etc.) Carton
filler is Bergmann, the humpbacked, hard-of-hearing, bad-tempered phar-
macis! rather proletarianized. I get on tolerably with him. Transport man
is the scrawny, somewhat theatrically affected, but very likeable Stern, 53;
in the textile business; was in South Africa for a long time, interpreter for
English during the First World War (but repeatedly says: "pathalogical"-
what is education?), night shift specialist; has been on it for three weeks
without intermption. -Catching up now on yesterday's musical aftemoon: Glaser and Eva
played a suite of old dances for piano and violin, which she had written
twenty years ago. - Frau Kreisler related how she recently found an ad-
dressed postal package in the stree! there was something red coming out

27
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of it-meat! After a struggle with her conscience she handed the package
in. A petit bourgeois man had lost it from his bicycle; his despair tumed to
rejoicing. Contained a huge rabbit. As a finder's reward Frau Kreisler got
a leg and piece of liver. She said to the man: "I am non-Aryan-you see, a
non-Aryan can be honest, too." He: "What on earth does 'non-Aryan'
mean?" (After 10 years of Nazi propaganda!) After the explanation: "I
don't care in the least about that!"

May 1, Saturday morning

The night shift experiment has ended, I hope forever, certainly for a fairly
long time; it wreaks havoc with my eyes, destroys my day. The third night
was essentially the same as the two others. The atmosphere was some-
what friendlier, since everyone truly moumed a new deceased, without
any unpleasant gossip and without any immediate fear for their own per-
son. Everyone liked Gimpel, the painter, and he is not quite a victim of the
Gestapo; he was close to losing his sight, he was probably no longer hold-
ing on tightly to life, and as he was now supposed to give up his apart-
ment and was affected by the murder of people close to him-{onradi sat
beside him at Schliiter, they chatted all day-he opened the gas tap when
his Aryan wife was not at home. I had fleetingly made Gimpel's acquain-
tance while shoveling snow last yeaq, met him again at Schhiter. He asked
me to give him my arm in '-he darkness on the way home-he lived in
Deutsche Kaiserallee. So we walked there together twice. He invited Eva
and myself to look at his paintings. Even more than a landscape painter he
was a scene painter. Afterward I found out that he had designed church
windows, that he had produced the wall decorations for the Rostock cre-
matorium, that he had been president of theAssociation of Graphic Artists
(of Germany or Saxony?). He himself told me that until the ban on school
instruction for )ewish children, he had taught them drawing. He showed
no sign of great depression, still less of despair. Perhaps the news of Con-
radi's death was "suddenly" the last straw for him. He was only in his late
fifties.

t...I
Since I am so short of time and errands in town are so risky for me, Eva

went to see Richter this time instead of me. He was fairly optimistic.
Tunisia was almost over, the English were little more than twenty miles
from Tunis itself. Rommel had long ago fallen out of favor and been re-
placed by a General Arnim. He had heard from two reliable and informed
sources that a military coup was anticipated as early as mid-May; the war
simply could not outlast the year. There was a great shortage of means of
transport (rolling stock). There had been a conspfuacy trial in Berlin: a
dozen death sentences, many sentences of hard labo4, even for virtual ado.
lescents who had handed out leaflets. . . The man in Wehlen will per-
haps even hide me, if I should be summoned to the Gestapo [. .. ]: Eva
will get information about that (and bread coupons at the same time) on
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Wednesday. - For a moment all of that raised my spirits. But only for a

moment.
On LII. t . . . ] In the Reich of April 4,'43, an illustrated article: "Soviet

People. Fates in the East by Willy Beer." Examples are supposed to prove
how Bolshevism destroys the intellect, castrates the individual, reduces
the scholar and the philosopher to mechanical specialists with functional
goals; like everyone else "not only their clothes and homes, but also their
minds and actions . . . have long ago taken on the gray color of mass soci-

ety." The manager of an agricultural district is "employee of a dogma."
"He had become a specialist in agronomy-he did not know what a

farmer was."

- The character of a professor of philosophy reveals "the boundless
contempt for the individual will that the Soviet dictatorship had pro-
duced." Her father was sentenced to twenty years hard labor by the Bol-
shevists, but she has joined them. Her philosophy goes "straight from
Aristotle to Hegel, Marx, and Lenin and means automation of the spirit."
It is a philosophy that places "the dogma of mass terror above the values
of individual personalities" . . . "Here the intellect itself has become a ma-
chine. It does not function of its own volition, but because the regime wills
it." The ultimate in "slavery"! - "There is no demand for knowledge,
skill, hard work, creativity beyond what is of use to the success of the So-
viet dictatorship at home and abroad. Soviet man is truly the annulment
of what constitutes human right and human dignity." All of this is exactly
what can be said of man under National Sociali sm. lt feigns ndividualism,
which Bolshevism honestly disavows. [ . . . ]

May 3, Monday morning

Now I want to make it a point of pride that, despite everything, I make
good use of my time and persevere with my studies-and my paper sol-
diers. The normal six-day week begins today. I absolutely must try to per-
manently avoid the night shift, because the resulting inflammation of my
eyes has only now come to a climax. - I am fairly satisfied with the
achievement of the two days of holiday; the loss of time and the boredom
of Lewinsky's visit yesterday aftemoon w.rs very much counterbalanced
by his reading from Perez. He left the little volume here, I immediately
r€ad on a little, and my enthusiasm increased. I suspect that it will add a
great deal to my "|-J|I. The Sketchbook of a Philologist"-as it probably will be
in the end; in it I shall be able to summarize all the ideas that have
emerged from my studies.

We talked about Juliusburger, who was buried yesterday with a certain
degree of opulence-half a dozen wreaths, most with lilac blooms, two
dozen people, a large amount of quotation and prayer from ]acobi (all in
marked contrast to the scantiness of the following ceremony for Mein-
hard). I knew the man for only a few days; one gesture has imprinted itself
on my mind as typical of his somewhat cocky and self-confident character.
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He was working beside me in his blue overalls and smoking a cigarette.
"Do you dare do that here? If you're surprised-is it worth risking your
llfe?" - "You shouldn't take the isk, l'oe got practice." At that moment
the door opened; an Aryan fitter came in. At the very same moment,
Juliusburger's cigarette had disappeared. Afterward he asked me tri-
umphantly: "Dd you see where it went? With cigarettes I'm Rastelli." Be-
fore the ceremony itself Lewinsky told me something curiously touching,
which I-I was leaning against the wall some distance away-had missed.
The deeply veiled widow, constantly shaken by violent sobbing, had re-
peatedly stroked the urn. (Here, too, a contrast to the Meffiard ceremony:
The widow, a young blonde woman, sat completely immobile, without
tears, without a veil; instead of a hat only a broad black band, like that of
a tennis player, over forehead and hair.)

t...I

May 4, Iuesday morning

The first full week of the day shift with no holiday has begun. Every hour
has six hundred minutes. The room has become emptier-two people
dead, one detailed elsewhere [. . . ], otherwise everything is the same as
before the night shift week. Yet not quite. The radio is not switched on-a
plant inspection by the Gestapo is expected, and radio in the Jews' room
would be a mortal sin. The Aryan foreman switches it on only after nine
o'clock. He is allowed to. Depressed atmosphere. Kornblum, an elderly
war invalid and pensioner, was stopped in Titknannstrasse by a Gestapo
officer. "What are you doing walking around here? By which tram did you
come?..." Otherwise nothing happened to him. But that's the way it
started with others. Who knows what happens next - "If they surunon
me-I just won't bother going . . ." And even if nothing at all happens this
time-they are constantly watching out for us. - Sometimes-rarely-I
listen to the others' conversation during these eight hours. All those that
remain are business people, most had shops, ready-made clothes, lingerie,
etc. They know about one another, where they bought, who "made
money./' They are all without hope for the future. "Germany will never be
good for us againi there was always anti-Semitism, now it's gone too
deep." One says: "Meinhard was a worker; I am always pleased when I
hear that a jew was a worker." Another: "That doesn't impress me. An un-
skilled workex. not even a saddler or a locksmith by trade." - "I wish,"
says the emaciated and bent Lewin beside me, fumiture dealer from
Baden-Baden, later an employee here following bankruptcy because of
anti-Semitism, "I wish my parents had let me leam a trade." - Vehement
objection all round. "The Jews in Poland are tradesmen, and they were in
a wretched state." - "You can't eam anything with a trade. Highest wage
is 80 pfennigs an hour." - "And no Jew became a master." [ . . . ]

Mostly the work is carried out doggedly and in silence. The women up-
stairs manage twice as much; what will happen to us if we are accused of
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sabotage? - The hours at home are a comfort. But in the evening we sat a
Iong time over coffee; this moming I read aloud a little. Then I fell asleep

over the diary enfry, and now it is already twenty to one, and I have to
Ieave at half past.

May 5, Wednesday morning

Yesterday's drudgery passed a tiny bit more quickly, but the feeling of
being dead, of an irretrievable loss of one's life continues to weigh heavily,
At four, we were sitting down for coffee, the foreman appeared: "You had
better put the coffee away-the inspection!" Then an officer in uniform,
one in plainclothes. The one in plainclothes (MtiLller) to me: "What's your
name?" I gave my name. Both walked tfuough the room. The one in uni-
form (Schmidt or Schmitz): "You're all asleep-you have to work faster."
With that they disappeared. Once this had passed-with the tremendous
danger it involved-we heaved a sigh of relief and put on the radio, which
had been silent the day before. Aside from music and a military bulletin-
the Germans are on the retreat in Tunisia, and so hope rises again-
nothing but quite extravagant, incessantly repeated Jew-baiting. A talk:
From ancient times |ews had been permifted, indeed encouraged to mur-
der; "thou shalt not kill" applied only among ]ews; a discussion arose over
this talk; people wanted to tum it off, I was in favor of listening to it, but
was outvoted. Later a talk about the Jewish will to destruction, which was
behind both the Bolshevists and the plutocrats. Because: The Russians
have shot 1O000 Polish officers-mass graves discovered at Katyn-"at
]udah's command." Etc., hour after hour. In the factory they say: However
the war ends, the fews would never be at ease here, anti-Semitism goes too
deep. I: It has overreached itself, it has unmasked itself, it will have bank-
rupted itself.

t...I
For a few coupons and 50 pfennigs the Jews are now to receive the food

delivered by the National Socialist Welfare. What a relief that would be
for me! But 3% ounces of meat coupons are required, /atisft meat coupons
in my name. I do not have them, and so the nonprivileged go emPty-
handed.

How deep does anti-Semitism go in the population? I am carrying a

heavy tea chest with Konrad, the chargeman [at Schli.iter's]. An Aryan
worker to me: "You shouldn't be doing that, Iet me!" - "It's really all
right; I'm not that shaky yet." - "Come on, grve it to me, you don't get
enough meat." -

May 6, early on Thursday before seven o'clock

Result of the Gestapo inspection the day before yesterday: yellow arm-
bands, so that those without the star are also marked ou! the wearers of
the star also wear the armband in all factories, moreover. Particular in-
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struction: to be wom at full width! To make it smaller would be a crime
equivalent to covering the star. - Unintemrpted lew-baiting on the radio.
Utterly insane and undignified. Especial indignation yesterday because
the Americans want to occupy (or have occupied?) the island of Mar-
tinique. t . . . I And again and again in every report, every talk, every con-
text the word lewish. ]ewish Bolshevism, Jewish plutocracy, Jewish
murder (e.g., political murder in Sofia, the perpetrator escaped without
being recognized, is to be looked for in Jewish circles), lewish influence in
the White House, etc., etc., etc. I always hear only fragments. The Aryan
foreman tums the radio on; the chargeman, Konrad, tums it off when
there are talks, out of fear of the Gestapo. What that leaves is the news ser-
vice with the military bulletin at eight o'clock, together with music in the
late aftemoon and evening. [ . . . ]

Konrad, the foreman, gave me some information about the Schltiter
company, which has evidently expanded from a very small business
("Willy fthliiter Chem.-pharm. Laboratory") in the course of the war: Five
tons of tea are produced daily; the annual tumover has risen to four mil-
lion marks. The supplies for the army are dispatched in 66-pound sacks,
those for the civilian population in cartons, each containing 13 pounds,
that is fifty packets. Hundreds of such cartons go to the post every day (I
am often part of the chain that loads them); the ]ewish section produces
about seventy packages a day. [ . . . ]

May 9, Sunday midday

At the cemetery morre terrible news: a) three arrests at the Enterlein fac-
tory, among them two fews with privileged status. The Community was
instructed to call the people to Zeughausstrasse at half past seven this
moming for "Sunday duty." Gestapo officers were waiting for them. Thus
people disappear in utter secrecy. b) Komblum, our hussar with the spine
problem [.. . ] has been summoned for tomorrow morning. There's a
story to that. About a week ago a Gestapo man stopped him in
Tittmannstrasse, close to Schltiter. "What are you running around here
for?" He supplied the information and was allowed to go on his way with-
out abuse. He arrived at the factory upset. We reassured him that it was of
no consequence. Only yesterday evening, as he limped off as usual at
seven o'clock/ I told him: "You see, there was no need for you to be
alarmed." - "So lar," he replied. - Hirschel tells us: he was at Korn-
blum's, presumably to deliver the summons. Kornblum really wanted to
commit suicide. Hirschel made an effort to talk him out of it, using two ar-
guments. 1) "ln the past few months, three of those summoned have got
out again, without being arrested-one of them Frau Hirschel-why
should you, Komblum, not be the fourth?" 2) "lf you commit suicide
today, there will be twenty new arrests tomorrow, to achieve six more sui-
cides." We shall learn tomorrow, whether Komblum is still alive, whether
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he went, whether he came back. The whole business is unspeakably horri-
ble. Whose will be the next um grave?

The two funerals took the usual course. For both there were many flow-
ers, for both there were so many moumers, that people were standing in
the hallway; both times there was the usual meaningless stringing to-
gether of Bible quotations, wom-out German verses, formulas-botlu
Conradi, the sixty-six-year-old; Gimpel, the fiffy-eight-year-old, were
"taken too soon,"-false pathos. [ . . . ]

Eisenmann senior is here at the moment, repairing a wall socket in the
bedroom. He has been warning us so insistently that I should not go out
on Sunday, that I should neither pay nor receive visits-the Gestapo
watches everything, uses anything as a pretext! So far we have deliber-
ately disregarded these wamings; we told ourselves that the plague bacilli
were swirling around invisibly everywhere and fear did no good either.
But now we have become apprehensive after all. Especially because Eisen-
mann said people were already talking about Steinitz's lack of caution.
I...I

May lQ Monday moming before seven o'clock

I remained at home yesterday and took notes on Dwinger. At the
Steinitzes they took my staying away more caknly than we had feared.
He, too, had apparently already been wamed. For the next little while
communication will be maintained by Eva alone, and even then only with
circumspection. We shall likewise call off Lewinsky. Perhaps all of it is no
different than the precautionary measures taken against cholera before the
disease had been identified, the vinegar-soaked cloths in front of one's
mouth and the smoke fires. [ . . . ]

The Elsa Kreidl problem. While her husband was still alive, we thought
she was cold, anti-Semitic, Nazistic. Thery after Kreidl's death, we began
to like her more, she behaved well to Ida Kreidl, to ourselves, something
like a friendship arose, she did us all kinds of favors. She did not dare ven-
ture here (for which she cannot be blamed), but Eva went to have tea with
her a couple of times, the two of them usually meet in town for Saturday
lunch, EIsa Kreidl lends books, gives us potato and coffee coupons, the re-
lationship is a good one. Now-they had not met for three weeks-Eva
tells me: Elsa Kreidl is praising the virtues of her tenant, a senior Gestapo
officer. The man was really a good persory but was just now dealing with
the |ewish cases; he did not allow his subordinates to take liberties! -Does Frau Kreidl really not know that only someone tried and trusted
reaches such a post? Does she not know what cruel acts are taking place?
Does she not know that she is consorting directly with her husband's mur-
derers? Eva says the woman is living in cozy widowhood; she evidently
does not need to economize very much. Has the woman, in her pitiful lit-
tle bit of comfort, forgotten everything? Is she unthinking, stupid, bad?
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Eva says: She is as pleasant and obliging as before, and she herself, Eva,
had become very undemanding with respect to "people" and had got out
of the habit of being surprised. And I have become quite hardened: If this
association brings us potatoes and coffee . . . But the affair is contemptible
nevertheless. And problematic.

May 11, early Thesday morning

Yesterday a whole day without any radio, with minimal conversation. The
crippling fear. The new arrests are said to have begun with a worker at the
Enterlein factory called Michaelis, very loud and incautious in his conver-
sation. Thus the arrests are atkibuted to "politically suspect conversa-
tions," which have somehow been overheard, denounced, perhaps
inadvertently betrayed. One man is interrogated, pulls down the others
with him---out of weakness, out of stupidity, unintentionally. What is a
politically suspect conversation? Everything and anything. Ergo: We don't
tum the radio on; if R<issleq, the Aryan foreman does so, tant mieux.
R<issler, however, was not to be seen all duy. [ . . . ]

Komblum did not go to the Gestapo yesterday; he has had a neryous
collapse, which Katz reported to Bismarckplatz. How will matters now
unfold for the unfortunate man? Last year I observed the similar torment
of Frau Pick, who was then driven to suicide.

Fear is also crippling in other respects. The Hirschels have recently
been sending their boys here, to play with the Eisenmann children, and to
get some fresh air. (The children were used to the garden of their villa and
are now shut up in the cramped Community house.) The unaffectedly
good-natured children of the caretaker innocently joined in the loud
games. Sometimes passing children looked through the gate. Now one is
afraid: children with the star and Aryan children together! It can cost the

fewish parents their heads. Frau Eisenmann saw (or thought she saw) a

man repeatedly observing the lacoby property for a long time-"so we are
being 'watched.' " The Hirschel children have been sent away. The only
place left for them to play is now the Jewish cemetery; the vegetable patch
behind the graves.

t...I
At the factory "long-hours bonuses" were introduced for the night

workers yesterday. That means that one gets seven ounces of meat for one

week as well as the coupons requiedfor four weeks of canteen food. What
a dilemma for me! Should I sacrifice my nights? It is a wretched alterna-
tive. But what does it all mean in the face of the perpetual fear of lurking
murder. Tlis feeling, the sheer dread of being strangled in the dark; I must
put that down in the Curriculum; it is also what is particular to this last
year: One no longer reckons on prison or a beating, but straightaway with
death for everything and anything. -

Eva wants to get the manuscript pates to Pima today. Since we have
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been receiving money from Richter, she goes out there only very rarely.
Each time I experience an especial fear and especial qualms of conscience.
For what do I expose Eva to danger? Vanitas!

t...1

May 12, Wednesday morning

Eva says Annemarie was friendly and apathetic, had been to some degree
not there as always in recent months. [ . . . ]

New arrests at the Enterlein factory: three mixed-race brothers from the
Protectorate, only recently forced to wear the star by a new interpretation
of the law. People suspect that political conversations are continuing to
claim victims and have become even mone fearful. Each person wams the
nexq at every loud word no matter how harmless the content, someone
says: In the courtyard one can hear everything through the open window.
The radio is taboo. But after eight o'clock, a woman worker, cigarette in
hand, came in and fiddled around with it, until Strelzlm, the engraver,
helped her tune it. So then there was music for the rest of the time. [ . . . ]
The radio played something classical I didn't know. Freymann, the ruin of
a man beside me, with a quarter sight and half a lung and a quarter hear-
ing, whispered: "Beethoven really is the most beautiful." I agreed with
him. After a couple of minutes there came a familiar theme of the sym-
phony, and it gave me real pleasure. [ . . . ]

May 14, Friday morning

[. .. ] Yesterday news came that the summons to Komblum (who then
had a breakdown) has been canceled, but that Kahane, a new man at En-
terlein, has been arrested. The viewpoints, according to which the Gestapo
is proceeding, become ever more puzzling. Death hangs over everyone at
every moment. t . . . l

At home in the evening, Eva reported what Eisenmann senior had
meanwhile told her. Eight of them had been working at one table at En-
terlein. He, Eisenmann, was the only one left. Kahane was the sixth to be
arrested, the seventh man was Imbach, the remnants of whose family we
got to know as our fellow lodgers-the mother was sent to Theresienstadt,
one daughter lived here alone, until she was deported to Poland, another
daughter died in Auschwitz during our time; we occasionally met the
marriedbrother; he lived onEmserAllee-so this seventh man, in a mixed
marriage, was sununoned to the Gestapo for yesterday, he did nof go and
has disappeared, Perhaps suicide, perhaps in a hiding place. Eva related a
few characteristic phrases. Eisenmann said: "If he didn't go, then from
now on the Gestapo will no longer 'summon,'but directly'fetch."'He im-
plored Eva not to say anything in the meantime to his terrified wife. Frau
Eisenmann in tum afterward said that she had been so afraid when her
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Herbert came home late. Word for word to Eva: "I feel least anxious at
night, when I can hear them all breathing around me." [ . . . ]

Iil'day 20, Thursday morning

Vox populi: "Friiulein Hulda," our good-natured, scrawny Aryan fellow
lodgeq, formerly Frau ]acoby's mainstay, now bottle washer in a factory
said: "The war cannot last much longer; we don't have anything any-
more-Africa lost and the meat ration reduced by a quarter pound a
week." That is a characteristic juxtaposition. In which the quarter pound
counts for more than Africa. [ . . . ]

ln the night of October 1.5-16 a very brief air-raid waming, the second
in recent days. In ever-spared Dresden there is complete indifference.

Lewin, the good-natured South German, told me a "better class of gen-
tleman," well dressed, had spat at his feet that moming and then ostenta-
tiously given him a wide berth. For myseU, children often shout after me.
ln the factory constant discussion, to what extent are the people anti-
Semitic. Lazarus and Jacobowicz [sic] assert the absolute anti-Semitism of
all classes in Germany, inbom, universal, ineradicable; I deny it, my argu-
ments more resolute than what I believe, and find support here and there.

Konrad: "If the people really were so hostile to the |ews, then with all this
propaganda not one of us would still be alive." Frank It's not the work-
ers---only the people with university educations. -Among our arrested, Medical Officer Leipziger and a Friiulein
Schweiger, of mixed race and with two illegitimate Aryan children-she
must be a good and likeable person; everyone speaks well of her, without
any personal remarks-are already in a concentration camp, therefore
doomed and beyond help. Of those who "bolted," Irnbach is the only one

still missing; a certain Schwarzbaum has been washed up as a corpse at
Meissen. Lazarus said: So many Jews had been able to remain in hiding in
Berlin, because the Gestapo could be bribed. The corruption had got to
such a point that recently the whole of the Berlin Gestapo had been ex-
changed for the stricter Vienna Gestapo.

May 21, Friday morning

Konrad, the chargeman, has "officially" ascertained at the Community
that ]ews are forbidden only to own a radio, not to listen to it. Thus the
Schliiter set is now going at full blast again, often no more than a

drowned-out noise; on the whole, a help nevertheless. During the news
hour at 5:00 r.lt. everything is quiet.

The last few days have been dominated by the river dam business.
First: The English have "criminally" bombed two dams (location not
stated); very many civilian casualties. Then: It has been proved, proved by
an English newspaper article, that this criminal plan was hatched by a
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]ew; it therefore belongs on the list of jewish "misdeeds" and will, like the
other |ewish crimes, be atoned for. The same thing u/as printed in the
newspapers, .rnd since then the rope around Jewish necks has been drawn
eoen tighter. The river dam business-it has superseded the 10,0fi) officers'
corpses at Katyn-is reinforced by the American child murder in Italy:
There the Americans dropped toys filled with explosives (also similarly
prepared ladies' gloves). A "Serbian newspaper" writes, this murder of
children is a Jewish invention. No news hour without such reports. [ . . . ]

The day before yesterday (May 19), it was already a whole month since
my packing phase began. To a small degree I have become accustomed to
it, to a small degree the radio helps. But the eight hours are still infinitely
long and kill the whole day for me, and I never get rid of the feeling that
my life is being wasted. Are my workmates more modest than I am or
merely less sensitive? Or are insensitivity and modesty synonyms? In a
way it does me good to be among people who are of the same age, or
older, and are suffering more. I often tell myself: If all of these accept life,
without staring at the death before them, or at youth behind them, why
should I not manage that too?

A blond little girl runs through the room, wiruringly gives each person
her hand; everyone knows her: the five-year-old illegitimate daughter of a
young woman upstairs in the office. Where is the instinctive race hatred?
There is not a trace of anti-Semitism among the male and female office and
factory workers of the company.

t...I

May 22, Saturday morning

t. .I
Men at the Schlilter factory
7) Konrad, the chargeman. He does not show his 63 years. Looks 50 at

most. Fresh, healthy-looking face, small bald patch, vigorous manner,
very strong and agile. Maintaining his authority with skillful use of
humor. [. . . ] Had a wholesale pig-slaughtering business [.. . ]. Had a
master butcher and two joumeymen. Bought from the livestock market
and sold to the butchers. "If, for example, the Bdrenschenke pub needed
pork knuckle with sauerkraut for two companies of SA. . ." Was forced
out of the meat trade as a Jew, turned to supplying bakeries. "If they
needed preserves, for example." Then sent to Zeiss-Ikon. No children, one
of the 60 or 70 people in Dresden still wearing the star.

2) lazarus. Early sixties, big, strong. Proud of his physician son, who as
a mischling is not allowed to practice, but has found work in a chemical
factory. Had something like a poster factory. Is proud of his knowledge of
painting and art history. Strongly inclined to Zionism. Is an advocate of
the idea of the absolute anti-Semitism of the Germans. Despite his Aryan
wife, his sory the pro-lewish atmosphere at Schliiter.
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3) Witkowsky,lhe robust seventy-year-old. [ . . . ] Especially rich stock of
Hebrew expressions, revels in memories of his native province of Posen,
very attached to his ]ewishness, but without any hostility to Germany,
hardly interested in politics. Wears the star. But of course-as eaeryone
there-living in a mixed marriage. Had a draper's shop; was probably a
traveling salesman for a long time.

4) Irwin. Quite the same age as me. With his crooked shoulder looks
considerably older. Had a heart attack five years ago. Easygoing South
German, good-natured. Had a furniture business in Baden, was forced
into bankruptcy by National Socialist boycott, was a manager somewhere
here in Dresden for a couple of years, has a small invalid's pension. Talks
with great affection of his wife, who works as a clerk in a vinegar com-
pany for an hourly wage of 55 pfennigs to avoid claiming relief. Has a
hobby horse, about which he gets very passionate. "Why did my parents
not let me leam a trade? Why is the |ew in Westem Europe not a farmer,
not a worker, only a'dealer'?" He does not say "businessman," he says
"dealer" contemptuously. Quite the same tone and reasoning as H. St.
Chamberlain and Sombart. With whom he agrees "on this point." Con-
flicts with the others. Discussions with me. (About "productive" work.)

5) Bergnann, small, humpbacked, hard of hearing, ill-humored. Late
fifties. So much proletarianized that it is hard to believe he is Jewish or has
a university education. Is a pharmacist, was Schemer's predecessor at the
B<irsen pharmacy in Leipzig. Is Protestant without any connection with
Judaism. Is bitter at the powerlessness of the Grtiber and Loeben group,
bitter at Germany. Which at all events he wants to leave after our deliver-
ance. Childish in character, the least all-around education.

6) Frank, in his sixties, the chemist with the old head wound, whose
wife is a matron, whose son wants to go back into the army, who stutters;
has a rough, loud, quite cheerful disposition, deals out patemal thumps
on the back and advice on my posture.

7) lacobowicz, early sixties, the tailor from Kalisz, who enthuses about
Siberia, about his adult children, of whom he is proud [ . . . ], has a rough,
loud, cheerful manner, has translated Russian and Hebrew expressions for
me.

8) Berghausea, the unskilled worker, market porter.
Thus far, at the moment, the permanent figures of my changing group.
9) Kornbhm, the hussar and semi-cripple, who, since he was "sum-

moned," has probably dropped out permanently due to illness. Formerly
manager in Bach's clothing store, in his sixties.

1,0) luliusburge4 already buried. Lives on in tlte group; people repeat-
edly talk of his inexhaustible fund of ]ewish jokes; again and again I hear:
"I just cannot beteve that Juliusburger is dead." Was in the ready-to-wear
clothing trade, shop owner. Mid-fifties.

7l) Prof. Conraili.I have written about him repeatedly. He, too, lives on.
His anti-Semitism is held against him. "He didn't appreciate Jewish
jokes-he didn't want to understand them."
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12) Freymann, the sensitive ruin of a man with scholarly interests, for-
merly branch manager of Messow & Waldschmidt in Chemnitz, in his
fifties, dyrng miserably, has dropped out permanently as unfit for service.

L3) Feder. Who has adapted so astonishingly well to life as a worker. His
headgear, which I took to be a judge's biretta and which lwant to take as

such; but it is a summer hat belonging to his wife, and her I cannot forgive
him.

L4l Stern, the Don Quixote whom everyone ribs because of his flowery
greetings, who has now been working on the night shift for six weeks or
longer, but always works an extra hour with the preceding shift. About 63,

very strong, lean.
15) Neufels, often tums up in our room, but constantly employed on la-

boring work in the basement. Forty-two years of age, looks much younger,
is astonishingly strong. Goebbels' double. Small and slight, yet very pow-
erful and agile. Always wearing a sackcloth smock, he looks like a worker,
except that several gold fillings flash in his cared-for teeth. Was in busi-
ness in the film trade, but has technical knowledge and skills. Has a Ger-
manic wife as blond as a pig, a blond boy, a black Scottish terrier, who
often meet him from work.

16) Aris, who with his coat, red neckerchief, and cap looks like a
Parisian apache, and who recently impressed me with his Hebrew liter-
ary knowledge. Mid-thirties-he and Neufels represent youth among us.
Was in business in the metal trade. Was foreman at Zeiss-Ikon (as was
Frank); says it was useful for his line of business. Since our recent con-
versation he treats me with respectful friendliness. Lewinsky says he be-
haved brutally to the group in his charge (the "kindergarten," young
people with especially good eyes) and was a wild and quick-tempered

L7) Edelmann, whom I have seen only for a moment, not yet spoken to,
and who is employed as a new laborer in the cellar. A blond grant not at
all ]ewish-looking. About fifty, turning gray, very handsome with pale
eyes. Was a tobacco worker.

18) I"et y, [ . . . ] brawny fellow in his ffies, formerly window dresser;
weak, short-sighted little eyes, pale blue behind spectacles, blinking; the
back of his head slopes, all neck rcally; loud, chfldish, inexpressive voice.
Teased by everyone. Recently I heard him talk quite sensibly a couple of
times. I keep my distance from him and from the teasing. In part I feel
sorry for him, in part he gives me the creeps.

79) loachimsthal, etemally dissatisfied [.. . ] transferred some weeks
ago to the Mackensenstrasse department.

20) Gimpel the painter f.
Once again: All these people, the core of businessmen, the academic

and the proletarian wings, are separated from orthodox ]ewry by mixed
marriage. In some, the inclination to Germany, expressed in various ways,
is dominant (Feder, Frank, l-azarus), in others fudaism has retained or
gained a hold (Lazarus, Witkowsky).
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May 29, Saturday morning

[ . . . ] Konrad brought a newspaper clipping of a talk or article from the
Freiheitskampf, "The Jew is to blame" by Prof. Dr. johann von Leers [ . . . ].
Argument: The ]ews prepared the First World War; from the beginning of
the century as Socialists, they pursued the aim of making Germany de-
fenseless, of destroying it. Enumeration of all the Jewish names and only
the Jewish names in the Socialist Party, among the pacifists, etc. [ . . . ]
Conclusion: "If the ]ews had not been granted citizenship, but had been
left in the ghetto, they would have been unable to hatch the revolt (peio-
rative for revolution!) of 1918 and to lay us low." Thtrs only the Jew is to
blame for everything; we must exterminatehinin Europe. That may be ter-
rible, but is retribution and self-defense "in the face of his thirst for blood."
"If the fews are victorious, our whole nation will be slaughtered like the
Polish officers in the forest of Katyn. . . The fewish question became the
core and central question of our nation, once it had let the jews loose." -The most absurd sentence, perhaps, on the defeatism of the First World
War: "There were non-jewish criminals also, unquestionably (pretense of
obiectivity)-the worst was certainly Matthias Erzberge4 a non-Jew, but
from the old Jewish livestock dealers' lair of Buttenhausen" (so contami-
nated after all!). - Every sentence, every expression of this lecture is im-
portant. The feigned objectivity, the obsessiveness, the populism, the
reduction of everything to one denominatol, the emphasis: The lanish ques-
tian is alpha and omega. | . . . I

|une 1, early Tuesday morning

On Sunday Lewinsky related as an entirely vouched for and widespread
rumor (originating with soldiers): there had been a bloodbath in Warsaw,
revolt by Poles and Jews, German tanks had been destroyed by mines at
the entrance to the Jewish town, whereupon the Germans had shot the
whole ghetto to pieces-fires burning for days and many thousands of
dead. Yesterday I asked several people at Schhiter about it. Whispered
reply: Yes, they, too, had heard the same or similar, but not dared pass it
on. Eva, coming from the dentist, reported that Simon stated with cer-
tainty, 3,000 German deserters had also taken part in this revolt, and that
battles lasting weeks(!) had taken place before the Germans had mastered
the situation. Simon's credibility is limited. Nevertheless: fftaf such rumors
are in circulation is symptomatic. Simon had added: There was also unrest
in the other occupied countries.

fust at the right momen! Eva told me, that there is a new poster in
town-two people whispering to each other-with the caption: "Anyone
who whispers, is lying." [ . . . ]

R<issler, the Aryan foreman, formerly a confectionery dealer with his
own business: "You want to join us on nights again?" - "Yes, because of
the coupons." - "It certainly does make a difference. I recently exchanged
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half a loaf (2 lbs) for 12 'fags.' We don't cook at home at all. My wife works
for the army, in the officers'mess. The food there's great. And there's so
much of it. Because there are always officers who eat in the hotel. She reg-
ularly brings home food for both of us. Only once a week is there no meat.
In what my wife brings me, there's often a quarter pound of meat!" -Bergmann, the pharmacist, had been listening. Afterward he said to me:
"He's doing well. And the workers too. They have so much to eat and
morc money than ever. They won't make a revolution; they don't care
about the end of the war." - Where is the truttU here or with the Warsaw
rumor? And if both are true-which is decisive?

t...1

fune 4, Friday moming

t...1
Again and again I observe the comradely, easygoing, often really warm

behavior of the male and female workers toward the Jews; there will al-
ways be an informer or traitor somewhere among them. But that does
nothing to alter the fact that, as a whole, they are certainly not ]ew-haters.
Despite that, some of us cling to the idea that all Germans, including the
workers, are, without exceptiory anti-Semites. An all the more nonsensical
thesis, as its advocates are all in mixed marriages. Yesterday our people
had an especially jolly carrying-on with the (mostly older) women in the
neighboring room. What would have happened if at the moment people
were fooling around, yelling, and cheerfully touching, gestures that
could also have been interpreted as demonstrations of affection, Gestapo
or an informer had opened the door. Tonerti, a woman worker, bangs a
pile of cartons. "They're all empty. Bluff, gentlemm, bluff!" A s€cond
woman: "What isn't bluff today? There's a dress in a shopwindow. Go into
the shop and ask for a dress. Or anything else! There's nothing there, bluff,
all bluff!" AJew, gleefully: "Bleating forbidden!" First worker: "Is there a
goat here? I don't see one." Second worker: "And what if you're the old
goat?" The two women grapple cheerfully. Frank, the chemist, waves his
little tea shovel like a dagger and throws himself between the two
wrestlers. . . How little imagination it takes to tum the scene into catas-
hophe.

1...1

|une 5, Saturday morning

On the radio on Friday evening, Goebbels's leading article fromDas Reich.
On the dissolution of the Comintem. The Jewish race always master of
camouflage. They adopt every political position that can benefit them. Ac-
cording to country and circumstance. Bolshevism, plutocrary-behind
Roosevelt, behind Stalin there are |ews, their goal, the goal of this war is
Jewish world dominion. But our propaganda is gradually having an ef-
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fect, even in the enemy camp. The victory of our ideas is
certain. . . Hard1y has half the article been read out, than the majority of
onr group demands itbe switched off. "Rot"-"Rubbish"-"We know"-
"Turn that muck off!" etc., etc. Only Frank, Konrad, myseH wanted to go
on listening. The radio is switched off. [ . . . ] But the general question
arises: What effect does broadcasting have? Are not the Aryans as a whole
similarly irritated or indifferent? . . . And does the listener, who has a

radio at home, not prefer to tum the dial to England or Moscow or
Switzerland? - Intimidation through prison sentences for listening to for-
eign stations? One also becomes indifferent to fear-how quickly, I see
once again from our group. For two weeks now there has been no new ar-
rest, no new case of death-and Leipziger is said to have been taken
"only" to the Auschwitz labor camp and not to Auschwitz concentration
camp-and already the great fear has been forgotten. "|ust because Eisen-
mann sees pink elephants, I'm not supposed to visit you!" Steinitz re-
cently said to me at the cemetery, and yesterday it was arranged via Eva,
that Steinitz will come here on Sunday (tomorrow), and we shall be their
guests on the second day of the Whitsun holiday. [ . . . ]

]une 7, Monday morning

t...I
Troubles of this time: [ . . . ] The Hirschel children had been sent to play

in the Jewish cemetery [see above]. There they were noisy and romped
around in an unseemly way, also got on badly with Jacobi's naughty little
daughter. That made things even noisier, and now the cemetery is also to
be closed to them. Frau Hirschel thereupon tumed to Eva as mediator:
Surely the Hirschel children could play here with the little Eisenmanns
again--during their visits the Aryan children of the caretakers can be con-
fined to another garden. But that is a quite impossible demand. In normal
times the Rasch children would have the same rights as the Eisenmann
childreru to say nothing of the Hirschels', who don't live here, and even in
nounal times it would hardly be possible and at any rate unpleasant and
tactless, to segregate the caretakers' children. But today, when the Eisen-
manns are dependent on the goodwill of the caretakers'family, when the
latter are acting courageously if they allow their children to play with
wearers of the star. . . Also Schorschi Eisenmann follows Frau Rasch
around like a chick behind a hen, and the good-natured woman really
mothers him.

t...1

lune 9, Wednesday,6:30 r.u.

t . . .] - Rrissler, the Aryan foreman, appeared toward six for the early
shift. An intelligent, by no means National Socialist man, favorably
disposed to the Jews [ . . . ], well into his forties. "TWo-thirds of the war is
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behind us," he said in a conversation over cigars, "I reckon on another two
years!'- I: "Not as long as that." (I immediately regretted saying it, be-
came anxious.) He: "Yes, two years, unless there's a miracle. If we don't
manage to deal with Russia now.. . America can't do mudr to harm us,
the English can't invadg and we can't invade them-but whether we can
deal with Russia now . . ." I smiled at him and said nothing more. But I re.
mained depressed all day. lf. that is the true vox populi, if the majority of
the people are confident that Germany will still win after all, and accept
another two years of war-thm the war really will last another two years.

- The exhausting night was again followed by a ruined day. I slept from
quarter past ten until half past two, then lurched out of bed for afternoon
coffee; I read aloud for an hour or less, slept on the sofa for less than haU
an hour, woke up shivering and have only managed this entry, before I
begin to make ready for the evening. I am deeply depressed and dis-
gusted. -I...1

Iune 1O Thursday afternoon

[ . . . ] At seven Eva came back from town, where she had wanted to fetch
potatoes from the Hirschels. The Community has been sealed. No one an-
swered the door of the Hirschels'private apartment. - Have the last ]ews
not in mixed marriages been deported? What will happen to us? If I go
onto the night shift today, will I ever come back? -I...1

Iune L2, Saturday afternoon

Particularity of the fourth night, Thursday to Friday: We were all of us de-
pressed by the news about Hirschel. The work went haltingly, and
strangely the madrines also broke down: Once the small mixing drum
knocked so violently that we had to take out a load, clean the slide tray,
and then refill it, so that a lot of time was lost; immediately afterward the
drive belt of the larger drum heated up so much that a piece of the belt got
charred, which caused another halt. Thus we remained far below our tar-
get.

t...I
So Eva brought the first news on Thursday aftemoon. At Schliiter in the

evening, people already knew, that Strelzyn, the goldsmith, who lives at
the Kahlenbergs, had been given time off to help with the packing, be-
cause Kahlenberg and the Hirschels would be evacuated "tomorrow." On
Friday moming, Eva received a very friendly farewell letter from Frau
Hirschel, in which potatoes were even made over to us. Eva thereupon
ventured to go to the Hirschels' apartment and learned the following:
Hirschel and the Kahlenbergs, mother and sory have already been in the
police cells since Thursday. Frau Hirschel has been left in the aparhnent
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with the children. These last |ews nof in a mixed marriage will be deported
to Theresienstadt immediately after Whitsun. Theresienstadt is consid-
ered a privilege and probably is one, compared to Poland; nevertheless
this deportation, too, means slavery and complete loss of property. What
the truth is about Theresienstadt, whether people starve and die there, or
whether they exist in a halfway human state, no one really knows. The
scanty news that leaks out-who is allowed to correspond with whom,
and how much truth there is in the news that arrives here or there, is also
quite unclear. The Hirschels, at any rate, appear to have expected some-
thing eom worse. Eva says, Frau Hirschel had been very composed and
that this composure had probably not been simply pretense. I sent word-
because I know what gives her pleasure-that I owed her thanks for many
stimulating suggestions, that her name would have a part in my opus if I
ever published it. t . . . ] Then on Friday at Schli.iter I leamed: The National
Association of |ews in Germany has been dissolved. As yet nothing is
known about the significance and consequences of this measure. Lewin
thinks: They want to demonstrate that there are no ]ews in Germany any-
more. But there are still some nevertheless, and among them still a mun-
ber conspicuous because of the Jew's star! In Dresden, out of 600,000

inhabitants there are 60 wearers of the star running around. What will
happen to those with privileged status, what, above all, to us wearers of
the star? Again and again the two contradictory rumors: We shall be ex-
empted from the star---our marriages will be separated by force. They
probably correspond to two conflicting currents within the Party. From
hour to hour, my mood constantly shifts between fear, hope, indifference.

t..l

|une 13, Whitsunday midday

While I was talking to Herbert Eisenmann in the gardery Eva joined us as
well; liftle Lisel Eisenmann (9 years of age) and the caretakers' son and
daughter were exercising on the horizontal bar, and Schorschi, the three-
year-old youngest child of the Eisenmanns, was romping about between
the older children. It is unbelievable, and in a sense an image of new times
and of the new female generation, that little Lisel exercises with such skill,
strength, and asexual naturalness in the display of her body, swinging by
her knees and doing all kinds of tums. The Rasch and Eisenmann children
are always to be seen playing together; Schorschi (the "fix," the child
raised ad hoc as Christian after the two star-wearing siblings, who were
brought up as |ewish, and who brought his father release from the fifteen
percent social charge but not from wearing the star-incidentally one is
only "privileged" through a living child, and the privilege exptues as soon
as the child dies or goes abroad [ . . .])-so Schorschi is always behind
Frau Rasch like a chicken behind the hen, and yesterday aftemoon, the
Rasches took him with them on a long walk on the heath and in the
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evming carried him home asleep on their backs. But on Saturday, as we
were chatting beside the horizontal bar, Herbert Eisenmann told me: Both
Herr and Frau Rasch and the boy were good, dependable people (as was
Milke, the somewhat gruff "block leader" on the top floor, who is often to
be seen in his SA uniform-"inside he looks quite different!,,)-however,
the Rasches'daughter, a blond eleven-year-old t...] was quick to utter
the phrase: "I'll report that to the Gestapo." Late in the evening, Frau
Eisenmann confirmed all these particulars. Que faire? The others of the
Rasch family arc so very nice. Lisel has no other playmates, and one ab-
solutely must keep the friendship of the Rasches.

We are not merc indifferent bystanders in this whole business. The
Rasches also do us some small favors; thus we now obtain milk from their
source, and as a result have much more in the house than Eva could pre-
viously carry from town (and by the time she had got her ration here, it
had usually spoiled, her rution, because, of course, I don,t have a milk
card). And now, at the Rasches'rcquest, Eva has promised to give the girl
some piano lessons. I wamed her: We cannot allow the Aryan girt into our
room; if, out of boastfulness or malice, she tells that . . . it caniost me my
life. But the grrl said to Eva: "It's quite safe for me to come to you; mother
will certainly wam us when the Secret [sic] comes.,, Ihis whole business
must go into the Curriculum; it is tremendously characteristic of the Third
Reich.

t...1

]une 17, Thursday toward evening

[ . . . ]Just now, as I was reading some Dwinger aloud, Frau Gaehde, who
has taken a great fancy to Eva, tumed up on a brief visit. She, too, has to
do labor service now: ]ewish women, even those married to Aryans, are
dSnlofe{ up to the age of sixty (Aryan women only up to forty-five), and
she is in her fifties. -To be appended: The work passes issued by the company, which stated
our special_shopping hours, have recently been reclaimed. The special
times have been canceled; the Aryan wives should do the shopping, the
Jewish men be even more isolated than before. When the p"ssej*e-.e ,"-
placed, the chargemen at the various companies were sumnoned to the
Community, which is now open again with an extremely reduced staff.
There, Kcihler, the 'Jews' Pope," i.e., the NSDAp,s agent for |ewish affairs,

{elivgred this speech: Every political conversation was strictly forbidden;
the chargemen had to report any transgressor immediately. Should it
em"rgg that they had failed to make such a report, then they would re-
ceive rhe same punishment as the guilty man; should the Gestapo leam of
any political conversations, and the gurlty party could not be discovered,
then the whole group would be imprisoned.

I...I
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|une 21, Monday midday

t...1
All this week on night shift I was cosseted by Stem: I always had to take

a littte bit of his food, from time to time he had a cigarillo for me, and al-
ways demonstrations of affection. He had spoken of his longing for music,
and so I had invited him to visit us yesterday moming. He came and

brought his sorr, a good-looking, well-behaved eighteen-year-old, who
has just completed his school-leaving certificate, and is now apprenticed
as a car mechanic, in the hope of studying engineering later on. Eisen-
mann senior, who knows Stem from Zeiss-Ikon, and is very fond of him,
also came up, and Eva played Schubert and Chopin.

lane 22, Tuesday morning

Wretched dreariness of the day shift, not mitigated by the radio. A new
man has been added: facobi, the cemetery custodian.

[ . . . ] Aris said he is teaching his two children, the eldest is nine, him-
self, so that "afterward" they would immediately be able to enter a sec-

ondary school. Likewise Eisenmann senior told me, that he teaches his

nine-year-old Lisel himself. The ban on schooling is a dreadful disgrace.

The Iews are simply suPPosed to sink down into a state of illiteracy. But
the Nazis will not achieve that. - I stood at the front door with Herbert
Eisenmann, watching the caretakers'children and the Eisenmann children
exercising on the horizontal bar-Lisel like an Olympic champion. We

talked about the situation and the impossibility of making any predic-
tions. [ . . . ] We asked him why he did not come to Play music with us any-

more. He could not anymore, since the last evacuation' (His first love

appears to have been among those deported.) I sermonized and told him
thit asceticism does not help Elnyone else and makes us unfree' [ . . . ]

Our people at Schltiter are incautious in their dealings with the mostly
older, friendly women workers. There are iokes, laughter, an arm is per-
haps put around a waist. All completely harmless. - But if the Gestapo

finds out. . .

t...I
The Hirschels and the Kahlenbergs were taken to Theresienstadt yes-

terday. The Kahlenbergs, mother and son, and Herr Hirschel were Proba-
bly in prison here for two weeks. - [ . . . ]

fune 23, Wednesday midday

[ . . . ] Eva has begun to teach Lisel Eisenmann and Hildegard Rasch, the

caretakers' daughter, the rudiments of playing the piano. If the Aryan girl
boasts about it, if the story leaks out, it will cost Eva and the caretaker Peo-
ple prison, and me, by way of concentration camP, my life. Provided that
ih"i"'s .ro talk of procuring and corruption of minors: Then Eva would
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end in the concentration camp, and I would end under the guillotine.
These are no wild fantasies, but very real possibilities. [ . . . ]Another dan-
ger: Eva has taken over Frau Hirschel's potato-ration card; the supplier is
in the picture and obliging. It's a matter of 150 pounds.

Yesterday evening in Wormser Strasse an older worker-as far as I
could discern in the twilight-cycles right up to me from behind, and says
in a kind, fatherly voice: "Things will tum out differently in the end, won't
they, comrade?. . . Let's hope very soon"-at which he circles back and
into a side street . . . The day before yesterday, on the other hand, a family
comes toward me, father, mother, little boy, evidently the "better class of
people." The father says instructively (and loudly) to the little boy, pre-
sumably responding to his question: "So that you know what a ]ew looks
like!" Now what is the true vox populi? In the Schliiter factory I can al-
ways assume it's the friendly one. The day before yesterday a slight,
wretdred-looking woman worker picked up a box that I was about to lift.
"Let me, sir. I can do it more easily, I've got the knack of it." -t. .I

Iune 24 Thursday midday

Vox populi: At ten o'clock in the evening on Wormser Strasse, a group of
boys on birycles, fourteen to fifteen years of age. They overtake me, shout,
wait, let me pass. "He'11 get a shot in the back of the head . . . I'll pull the
trigger . . . He'll be hanged on the gallows-stock exchange racketeer . . ."
and some other muttering. It soured me much more profoundly and last-
ingly than the words of the old worker had cheered me the previous
evening. -t...I

lrne 27, Sunday afternoon

On Friday, as is now usual, Eva, after announcing her call in writing, was
going to pick up 50M and the promised four pounds of bread coupons
from Richter, as well as hear his opinion of the situation. His secretary ex-
plained: Richter had already been in prison for four weeks; it was not
known why, and who had denounced him. He was at MtiLnchner Platz,
since the Gestapo cells at police headquarters were crowded. His case
would be tried in about thrce weeks; he was allowed a lawyer. - My very
first reaction was to be almost quietly pleased or amused that my protec-
tor and guardian was now worse off than myself, that Aryans, too, were
personally experiencing the hand of qa.anny, that indeed it was a sign of
weakness, that this tyranny was ever increasing. But then I was tormented
by what this arrest meant for us. Loss of bread coupons, loss of extra
money (I still had 200M reserves with Richter, which would have helped
us through four months)-the house in great dangeq. for who will be the
next trustee? On top of that the overlapping anxiety: If they were to arrest
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Aruremarie and carry out a house search! - I do not need to note that in
addition to all that, there is pity for Richter, and that this pity is odiously
blunted. Yet Richter's life is undoubtedly at stake. If he is involved in an

affair of high treasory then, as he himseU knows, the guillotine is waiting
for him in a courtyard of Miinchner Platz. If. it is merely that some rebel-
lious remark has been picked up, he will still get a long prison sentence,
which will ruin him financially and, since he is an ailing man, also ruinhis
health.

t...1

]uly 4, Sunday midday

The night shift week passed in the usual manner: The nights went quickly,
the days, despite or because of the lack of sleep-a maximum of four
hours-were destroyed. What I could squeeze out in the way of work was
no more than notes on reading [ . . . ] and a little reading aloud. [ . . . ]

I was depressed by the stagnation of the military situatiory by what
Goebbels recently called the "twilight war." For the last two or three days
considerable jew-baiting again. It had diminished for a while, and the

Jews reveled in hopes of the disappearance of the star. Now documents on

fewish war guilt have been published, and already ]ewish hope is turning
into new fear of deportation and worse. [ . . . ]

]uly 5, Monday morning

1...1
Voces populi: Onsaturday conversation with Rasch in front of the rabbit

hutch, which the family has constructed, and which so far is filled only
with a single very lively animal with huge white-pink ears. "We are Pro-
ducing so much . . . I have been in the arms factory since'35 . . . New mod-
els all the time, quantity production, improvements . . . Everything was
tested in Spain. . . (How well that fits with Goering's: We got up earlier,
our warehouses and barrels are full to bursting, how badly with the iust
proclaimed war preparations and war guilt of the Jews!) We are now pro-
ducing whole series of 'Tiger'tanks; and all of it, arms and meru is going
east on a massive scale, a train every fifteen minutes! Our offensive is sure
to start in the next few weeks . . ." | . . .1

|uly 8, early on Thursday

I...1
Eva overheard two ladies talking in a restaurant. The older one re-

ported a letter from her daughter, who had fled Dtisseldorf. The fright-
fulness of the destruction. In one street, which had 91 houses, three are

still standing. Three thousand dead. "They make such a fuss about
Cologne Cathedral, about dead stones-they don't care about the dead
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people . . . Th"y should stop at long last. . . Everything has turned bit-
ter. . . And then the profiteering on foodstuffs! . . .In the last war the
Jews are supposed to have been profiteering-but now there aren't any
more |ews!" - Consoling, to hear something like tha! there are many
Dtisseldorfers after all. But I no longer believe in such voces populi. They
can be used as proof for eoery mood. One knows only afterward which
oneisdecisive.[...]

lraly 77, Sunday toward evening

Low point of our mood on Friday: Germany announces great successes at
Kursk; high point on Saturday: Allied landing in Sicily. New low this
moming: Eisenmann senior said: "It'll be a second Dieppe, it's dead cer-
tain." Balancing out in the aftemoon: Stem said, things must be going
very badly in Sicily, because the newspaper is monosyllabic, and in Russia
they are locked in battle without a decision. -t...I

On Thursday aftemoon-Eva was in town-a lady I did not know
tumed up; delicate Mongol-looking face, very thin, in mouming, perhaps
in her late forties. Frau Winde, Eva had made her acquaintance at Frau
Kreisler's. Her husband, a wood sculptor, was professor at the Academy;
had to go "because of a study trip to Russia," is otherwise untouched, has
state commissions. Frau Winde knew of our difficulties and brought a car-
ton of vegetables. (Now Eva is also receiving vegetables from the Eisen-
manns and the Rasches-instead of the piano fee, which she refused. On
the other hand, a potato shortage is beginning. Near potatoes are supplied
only to Aryans; starred Jews have been allocated four pounds each-
four!-for thenext two weeks. We are also supposed to receive L50 pounds
that Frau Hirschel left for us with her dealer; we are supposed to receive
them, but it is doubtful whether the dealer can get hold of another 150
pounds of old potatoes.) Frau Winde, very anti-Nazi, her eldest son fell in
the east, aged twenty; another son is serving in Smolensk, a third has just
been emolled in the army reserve; Frau Winde says it cannot last much
longer; the classes being mustered now were far too young. She said fur-
ther the Allies will not repeat the mistake of 1918; they will break Ger-
many up, but not let it starve. "They will break us up into small states-I
don't care. On the contrary-I have always admired little Switzerland,
which doesn't need to conduct any wars." That, too, a vox populi; the
penalty is being paid for the surfeit of great power politics. - [ . . . ]

On Saturday aftemoon I went to the Jewish cemetery and Eva went
there, too. It had been arranged: Steinitz was on duty alone, his work-
mates and enemies had the day off. We sat in the little glass (and skat)
house behind the graves with the Steinitzes, with Jacobi and Biir, the gar-
denet and chatted a long time and with excited optimism about the mili-
tary situation. [ . . . ] Steinitz told me about two new ]ewish laws that had
just appeared: 1) fewish property of men in mixed marriages falls to the
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state on the husband's death; the Aryan wife "may" receive "compensa-
tion." 2) German law does not apply to Jews; their offenses are punished
by the Gestapo! (In fact, this has long been so, but that they expressly
present it as a new law!) - Glaser, who has privileged status, who always
wears his ribbons, as well as always carrying in his pocketbook the decree
that exptcitly permits the privileged, unlike the star wearers, to wear rib-
bons, was stopped in the street by a Gestapo man. "Come here, Glaser!
You're wearing a ribbon; off with it!" He appealed to the law. - "Off with
it immediately!" He removed it. "And now clear offl" -t.. I

Frau Steinitz gave me the Reich of july 4. Goebbels's leading article:
"The monument of national solidarity." The heroic attitude of the air-raid-
damaged westem area. How on his journeys to bring aid and encourage-
ment he encounters only bravery and silent patriotism and hatred ("spit
on them"). (Yet from various sources we hear quite the opposite: Goebbels
travels with an escort, stones had been thrown at him in Essen, the "grum-
blers" in the West were being shot etc., [ . . . ]) The heroic (also humorous!
Rhineland) attitude of those affected is reproachfully held up to those who
complain about their "little aches and pains," those "contemporaries, who
think that their own interests come before the interests of the war, and also
behave accordingly." [ . . . ] new: The terror aircraft. |. . . I

luly 12, Monday midday

Eva's birthday. I have no present for her. But in the moming I scrubbed the
kitchen, so that now my hands are shaking, and she gets the 6 ounces of
meat coupons that I eam with the night shift, four ounces in coupons, the
rest in kind.

1...I

]uly 13, Thesday afternoon

The war situation wears one's nerves terribly, especially nerves badly af-
fected by the night shift. A "planned counterattack-the enemy was yes-
terday unable to enlarge the strip [in Sicily] he has occupied." German
military bulletin yesterday. Will it be a second Dieppe, or will the Allies
succeed this time-and how long will it take them? . . . I . .. ] A question
one asks oneself all the more bitterly, the more heavily the slavery of the
factory work weighs on one. [ . . . ]

Later

From town Eva brought favorable news about Sicily, not unfavorable
news about Russia. - Among other places, she had been to Richter's of-
fice. Our house continues to be administered there; the secretary who is
informed about everything, gave Eva the news that Richter had been in-
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dicted for a political offense, date of trial not yet fixed. We have the im-
pression that it's a matter of life and death. His wile is meanwhile in the
Siidklinik hospital, expecting her fourth child. Very touching that the sec-
retary handed over 50M. That in his desperate situation the man has
thoughtofus![...]

Inly 17, Saturday afternoon

[ . . . ] I am unable to do any of my own work. All that I have managed this
week is to read aloud a good handful of pages of Dwinger. If, apart from
that I managed to contribute the little I can to the domestic drores, then I
was doing a lot. At the same time never fresh, always depressed. The
opacity and the bloody stagnation of the war situation weighed on me.
The thought of living for a long time to come, perhaps for years in this
slavery, drives me to despair. I could be a little fresher if I gave up the
night shift. But the few ounces of extra coupons, which would then be lost,
have become completely indispensable since the new potato shortage
began and since, with Richter's arrest, the extra bread stopped. Thus it is
now literally the case that I am ruining myseU physically and mentally for
this ration card, which allows me two and a half pounds of bread a month,
five canteen meals every forbright. [ . . . ]

Jaly 19, Monday morning

The Saturday duty passed quietly: a mere six hours, Sunday to look for-
ward to; in addition such a tortuous military bulletin that one could read
the critical situation between the lines--all of it had an effect on the gen-
eral mood. - Sunday moming at the cemetery; there Frau Jacobi, acting
as the Community secretary gave out slips for four and a half pounds of
old potatoes-most dealers, however, would give nez, potatoes for them.
t...1

On Sunday aftemoon as I was coming from the cemetery an elderly
gentleman-white goatee, about seventy, retired senior civil servant-
crossed Lothringer Strasse toward me, held out his hand, and said with a
certain solemnity: "I saw your star and I greet you; I condemn this out-
lawing of a race, as do many others." I: "Very kind-but you must not talk
to me, it can cost me my life and put you in prison." - Yes, but he wanted
to say it and he had to say it to me. - The chorus of voices of the people.
Which voice dominates and will be decisive? -t...I

]uly 21, Wednesday midday

1...I
The military situation-I am listening to the radio again now-appears

very depressing for Germany, and so the ]ew-baiting is on the increase
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again. Feder came to wotkvery down. A new poster has been stuck up on
Wiener Strasse: A Stiirmer caricature of a Jew wearing the star; legend:
"Who is to blame for the war? - He is!" Abuse had been shouted at him
twice on his way to Schliiter. Reporting the "terror attack on Rome," the
radio said the attack had been ordered by the Jews, it represented the war
of Judaism against Christianity! - Frau Winde was here this morning
with excellent gifts of food [ . . . ], literally begged me to keep no manu-
script in the house, to put nothing in writing. - During breakfast little
Lisel Eisenmann came to the cellar window: "Don't be scared, Frau Pro-
fessor! There's a boy at the Rasches', he's ringing the garden gate bell just
for fun!" - Everyone expects that the ]ews will not be spared.

Signs of shortages: There are no razor blades to be bought; shops will
now hone ten blades for 50 pfennigs - A questionnaire of several pages
has to be answered for the register of a new ]ewish administration. It came
to the factory yesterday, but there were no envelopes to post it in. (We still
have a couple at home.) A number of people agreed to send off their forms
together in a single envelope. - In the hat shops: will buy old hats; one
new hat in exchange for two old ones. - Likewise to be recorded under
"signs of shortages" is Schli.iter's fear of inspection by a committee of the
farmers' organization, which is in store between now and Friday. We Jews
have been informed orally, the Aryan workers by a pinned-up notice, and
all literally begged to be models of diligence on the threatened days, not to
take off our work clothes before the next shift has arrived, to keep the
room clean, etc. Because if objections were made, the factory would be
closed. It appears to be the case that the committee is bent on closure to
gain hands for farmwork.

t.. I

llly 2-3, Friday midday

The feared committee came yesterday; as expected it came during the
change of shifts to see as many people as possible. So we Judeans sat
around the table in the cramped changing room, and waited for the Aryan
women's shift to finish. There were flowers on the table, with cards for an
Aryan woman worker, whose birthday it was, leaning against [the vase].
(Flowers are forbidden to Jews.) The door opened, a young civilian, mid-
thirties, dark, not blond, but very SS military-like, stepped into the room
with raised arm and a loud "Heil Hitler!" Then he saw the stars, no doubt
regretted his greeting and said, mockingly: "Ah, so Lt's that fratemity.
What are they doing here? Has their sabbath already begun then? And
flowers, what are the flowers for?" We had meekly stood up; Schltiter, the
boss, standing behind the committee man, gave the necessary explana-
tions; the little upstart muttered something else about "sabbath," looked
at one of the cards, and went. - I felt bitter; ]acobowicz, the tailor, said
consolingly: "I'd like to see his face in a year's time!" Later we heard that
the woman worker concemed had been literally interrogated, whether it
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was really her birthday today, whether the flowers had been a present for
her. . . So the boss is not trusted. Now the question on peoplers minds is
whether the factory will be closed down. For zs things can only be worse.

t...I

luly 2\ Saturday midday

For weeks Eva has been complaining about pains in the area of her di-
aphragm, and recently these pains, which at first we thought to be ner-
vous, have become agonizing. We rack our brains about it and are
anxious. Eva thinks it is some kind of rupture, I, that it is something even
worse, although she does zot have any of the other complaints that should
then appear. And now for days the distress of looking in vain for a doctor.
At which point private misery and general misery become one. Kazb not
allowed to treat Eva, but from among the Aryan doctors we would like to
have a non-Nazi one, because Eva has to give my n.rme. There is a tremen-
dous shortage of doctors in general, made worse at the moment because
it's holiday time. Fetscher, my former colleague, great friend of the ]ews,
who has been prevented from treating lews; Fetscher is on holiday until
the beginning of August. Dr. von Wegmam, who once made a home visit
to Eva in Hohe Strasse, is no longer at the place listed in the address book,
and as a Baltic German his views are doubtful. professor Grote of the Jo-
hannstiidter Hospital "is not taking any new patients before the middle of
August." Our first thought was, of course, Annemarie. But two things told
against her: 1) Lr our experience she never risks giving us proper exami-
nation or treahnent. And 2) she did not send congratulations on Eva,s
birthdayand hasnot replied to our congratulations on her own birthday
on ]uly 20. Is she ill? Or on holiday? Or arrested? Eva says if the last were
the case, we would already know about it. But why would they have sub-
jected her to a house search? She could be imprisoned for some remark or
other. 3) We find her relationship with Dr. Dressel, who is, at the very least,
politically spineless, awkward. Despite all tha! this aftemoon Eva intends
to go out to Pima to see what can be done, whether Aruremarie can carry
out an examination herself or c.rn recortmend someone else; perhaps she
will simply approach Dr. Dressel directly; as a doctor he is reliabli, and
ther,e has never been any friction between him and us. - One very great
worry on top of all the others.

I...I

Toward evening

Happy end to a depressing day. Eva found Annemarie at home-not writ-
ing excused with excessive work-and was thoroughly examined. Result:

-It 
cy be only a nervous stomach. Eva also brought the mrutary bulletin

back with her, which I had already heard about via Eisenmann: paler:mo
fallen-the Italian report candid, the German one so obscure that one can
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draw conclusions about the reliability of German reports from the Eastem
front-the Russian offensive in the East is continuing.

For a week now I have again been dependent on what I am told, since I
have no access to newspapers. But have I got much from the radio in re-

cent days apart from the military bulletins? Nothing but boundless Jew-
baiting. So boundless and heavy-handed, repeated so endlessly and
stupidly, that surely it cannot continue to have an effect. The Basilica di
San Lorenzo in Rome struck by bombs-]ewish pilots, fewish declaration
of war on Christendom. The suggestion of a Chicago newsPaPer that En-
gland should become one of the United States: Jewish plan to finally
ichieve world domination, the ]ews in the White House would then be

rulers of the world. And so on. - Yesterday the usual reading of the latest

Goebbels arlicle Conditions of aictory. We shall win if our morale remains
firm; because we hold the greater sureties, and the enemy has had only in-
significant marginal successes.

I...1
Today I hurriedly gave Eva some sheets of my diary to take to Pirna; I

lack all sense of the continuity of my notes, and for that reason there can

be no question of real work.
Sussmann included a number of clippings of newspaper articles with

his recent letters. I simply do not get around to reading them all.

luly 26, Monday afternoon

Stem appeared at about ten o'clock; he must let us know immediately:
Earty this moming German radio broadcast news of Mussolini's resigna-

tion and the order to men on leave retuming to Italy, to go immediately to
their garrisons. Strange how, after a few moments, the tremendous news
left me so very cold. It really is tremendous and probably decisive-but
beginning with Rtihm, how many pieces of news have there been in these

yeirs of iorment that we took to be decisive, to be the beginning of the

end, and we have been disappointed again and again. And now? I{hy
should Germany not hold on for a year and a day even without ltaly? And
what iJ there is a pogrom now? And what if . ' . there are so many possible

ways of being disappointed, and I am so blunted. We spent a long time
with Stem weighing everything up, and when he had gone, Herbert
Eisenmann came with the same news, and we chewed over the same

thoughts again, and I was unable to feel real happiness and optimism. -
Then deipite the gteat heat, I had to go into town, order a stomach

powder prescribed for Eva and hand in the airmail letter for Sussmann.

The stomach powder caused difficulties in the very philo-Semitic
Stephanien pharmacy. Six ounces? Impossible! They wquld PrePare a

s-iller amotrnt by the aftemoory the product was in veiy short supply.
Also, they could not provide a box, only a paper bag. I thanked them for
the geat favor-because to what is a star-wearer entitled?!-and must

now go there once again. On the way back, I dropped by at the Jewish
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cemetery for a moment. There, too, they already knew what I knew, but no
more; there, too, they wanted to be happy but no one dared feel happy be-
cause the possibility of renewed disappointmen! and the possibility of a
final pogrom weighs on everyone. In addition there was the usual atrno-
sphere of bickering between Steinitz on the one hand and Magnus and
Schein on the other. [. . . ]

luly 27, Iuesday toward evening

On night shift the four of us were in a happy, excited mood: The end is
now in sight-perhaps another six to eight weeks! We put our money on a
military dictatorship. Yesterday and today press (and presumably also
broadcasting) were helpless and clumsy. On the one hand they are quite
shameless in covering things up or passing over them in silence. By the
way, in small prin! the reader is informed that "Prime Minister Benito
Mussolini, presumably for health reasons" has tendered his resignation,
which has been accepted by the King, and that Marshal Badoglio is his
successor, as if it were a normal and inconsequential "change of govem-
ment"-thus the heading, not a headline-in a parliamentary state; then
again they print Badoglio's decrees, which unconditionally point to revo-
lution, military dictatorship, absolute reversa! they even print the procla-
mations of the King and of the Marshal, in which the words final victory,
allies, Axis, Germany are entirely absent, and which sound completely di-
featist (that of the King like a funeral speech), in semi-bold, and there is
not a word of sympathy for the Duce. - Absolute opacity of the situation.
Emphasis on the seat of government being transferred to the Quirinal, that
"in a solemn ceremony"-why solemn?-the king is assuming supreme
command of the army. Badoglio's words: "The war goes on." But nothing
about victory, about common cause with Germany. Only: "We remain true
to our word." To which one? Who is fighting whom in Italy now? There,
too, after all, there is army and SS (Camicie nere). What about the people?
The royal house? Where are the Duce and his party? Why did he go?
Nothing is clear. And so no conclusion can be drawn as to the new Ger-
man situation. - The night was sulky and exhausting, the day brought
only heart complaints and a minimum of sleep. [ . . . ]

laly 29, Thursday afternoon

Absolute igrrorance. In the press there is nothing about the Duce any-
more-and yet today is his sixtieth birthday; I know that from a recent
book review in the Reicft or the Franlcfurter Zeitung, which praised a Ger-
man biography of Mussolini [ . . . ]. Naturally there are hundreds of ru-
mors and secret "facts": A big bookshop here has not only removed

in Switzerland, shot, Emmy Goering is in Sweden, in Switzerland, she
shot at Hitler, she shot his chauffeur . . .
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Yesterday lunchtime, while I was sleeping, there was a daytime air-raid
waming here for the first time. Very brief and nothing happened.

t. .l

|uly 30, Friday, S:30 r.*r.

Stern tumed up just now: Night shifts today and tomorrow are canceled
because of lack of supplies. Tomorrow morning "labor deployment"
("sacking herbs") at Konig Albert harbor: I am excused because I would
have to travel more than seven kilometers [4.3 miles] and cannot obtain a

travel permit in time.

August 1, Sunday toward evening

Since Saturday aftemoon I'm facing death. Card from the Gestapo: "Re-
quested to appear at L6 Bismarckstrasse, third floor, Room 68, at 7:30 e.rra.

on Monday, August 2, 1943. Conceming: Questioning. With reference to
goods in storage. Transport and Warehousing Ltd." Yesterday I talked to

]acobi and Steinitz: The fact that they give a reason for the "questioninS,"
as well as Room 68, makes it tikely that the danger is small. But nothing
can be said for certain, and few of those "questioned" have come home
again. Perhaps they want only my furniture, perhaps my life. I have so far
successfully managed to meintain my comPosure. I have worked hard
and put creature fear aside. [ . . . ] We also had visitors, Glaser in the morn-
ing, Lewinsky in the afternoon. I said nothing to either about what was

impending.
Perhaps this is my last entry, PerhaPS everything I have worked at over

these years is lost.
I do not intend to take sentimental leave of Eva. We know what we feel

for each other. I hope I shall maintain my comPosure to the end. Before

Eva, before the Gestapo, before the gallows. A pity that I lack belief in a life
to come; I find it so hard to part from Eva. She herself is stoical again, but
I know that her life, too, is at stake.

August 2, Monday morning, 11 l.wt.

It was all quite harmless: "You have fumiture at Thamm?" - "What?" -"My Aryan wife's marriage portiory an org.rn belonging to my wife, spe-

cialist scholarly tibrary." - "Can't you put it somewhere else? We are suP-

posed to free as much storage sPace as possible." - "If you order me, I
shall of course try to do so-but where can it go? There would be room at

Lothringer Weg, but I don't know how long I shall remain there." - "A11

right, the matter's closed. Do you know a Frau Huberti in Pima?" - "No."

- "Do you . . ." two further narnes, one of which I had noticed among the
suicide graves. - "No, I never belonged to the Jewish congregation; I don't
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terrogation had lasted five minutes, the waiting a good fifteen minutes: at
7:4Olsaw the railway station clock again and life again, from which I had
felt quite removed since Saturday. (How distant the war news and Eva's
appointments for the week had already seemed to me, how greatly I had
been annoyed by Glaser, to whom Eva played Beethoven sonatas on the
piano, he had been offered them for his record collection!) Now all life was
mine again, all interest there again; I was really looking forward to the af-
temoon at Schliiter with the radio and food.

I really did behave bravely this time, perhaps it was also no more than
lack of feeling. This time I did not even have serious palpitations, real feel-
ings of fear. Simultaneously I dreaded the prison cell, weeks of imprison-
ment, murder. All that was so very close. -The treatment at Bismarckstrasse was like that fwo years ago. The care-
taker quite impersonal: "Wait there behind the stairs." A Gestapo fellow
by the counter: "Get back there, you swine!" Upstairs in the "more Ie-
nient" Room 68, a tall junior officer at a desk fairly impersonal, not ag-
gressive, a sma-Il fellow at the door sneering and coarse: "You can't have
been here before, did they forget about you? You have to say loudly and
clearly: 'I am the Jew Victor Israel Klemperer.' Now go outside and say
it. . ." I do so. - "What were you before?" - "Professor? Studied for
twenty semesters! Don't look at me so stupidly, otherwise I'll hit you so
hard, you won't tell Whitsun from Easter." - "Were you in the war?" -"Volunteer? With decorations?" - "Bavarian Service Cross with Swords."

- "As a volunteer not even the Iron Cross?" - I am standing close by the
door, he wants to leave, he knocks me in the side with his notebook so that
I fall a little against a bolt, pushes me with a blow to the back closer to the
desk of the questioner. But these buffets are jocular more than anything
else, these are the Gestapo's jokes. When I give ]acobi the promised brief
report at about nine, he says: "That was First Secretary Miiller who had
fun with you. A good sign of the innocuousness of your interrogation. If
it's important, then these people are deadly serious. - Don't say inything
to anyone, in particular don't tell anyone the name of the woman in Pima.
You were presumably summoned because of her. If it emerges that you
talked about it, you will be summoned agai4 and then things witl go
worse for you." -t...I

With respect to Gestapo jokes: At the beginning of the week they were
at the ]ewish cemetery sequestered the vegetable plots of the reserve strip,
found some cabbage from there in Schein's briefcase. One pulled his re-
volver: "I could shoot you, then your grave would be handy. - You're all
thieves!"

When I was back home again, Eva said: "Back from the trenches, pro-
prio!" I: "From a particularly dirty one!"

t...1
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August 5, Thursday morning after six o'clock (and later)

[ . . . ] I felt my spirits raised, despite the hardships of recent days, on the
one hand by the constantly renewed comparison with what might have
happened if the Gestapo had not let me go again, and by the constant hope
of an imminent end-it really does look as if it were imminent, because we
are still being kept in the dark about the Italian business (there is not the
least attempt to allay disquiet, and no explanation; all communication be-

tween the new Italian government and the German government aPPears

to have been cut off, there is said to be no article by Goebbels in
the latest issue of the Reich), and in the East the Russian offensive is ad-
vancing ever farther.

t...1

August 12, Thursday late afternoon

The irregular early shift week from 7:00 e.u. until 4:00 p.u. with two half-
hour breaks at nine and half past twelve, once with overtime until five' On
Tuesday, in the packing room on the first floor, filled PaPer bags with 6%

ounces of natrium eacfu just as I had previously filled tea, except that this
stuff (ingredient of a medicinal bath) considerably irritates all mucous
membranes. Began just as peaceably on Wednesday. Schliiter appeared in
the fust break, talked emoticnally; on Monday a committee from Berlin
would decide on the continued existence of his factory; all the smoky and
dilapidated rooms would have to be whitewashed by then; there were no
craftsmen to be had; if we helped him, he would keep faith with us!

August 14, Saturday afternoon

I was so tired, I fell asleep over the previous enkyi all this week I have not
gotten around to any reading or any reading aloud after work, out of ex-

haustion. Constant heavy physical effort until four o'clock, once until fivei
today, Saturday, only until half past twelve. It was all in aid of the
Potemkin village that Schliiter wants to show the Berlin committee on
Monday. The Party here wilI close his factory from August 31 for sanitary
reasons; he telephoned the economics ministry, which has greater author-
ity, and in the meantime that iack-of-all-trades and Goebbels double,
Neufels, and a couple of others are whitewashing all the rooms-who
cares if the old blotches show through again on Tuesday!-and the rest of
us in the fewish group are shoving heavy sfuff around the crowded cel-

lars, which likewise must be tidied up by Monday and stay that way until
Tuesday. There's an endless shifting about and piling up of sacks, inter-
rupted by the loading and unloading of new merchandise and supplies,
which are constantly moving in and out. Everyone lends a hand, the boss

in shirtsleeves, likewise Schnauder, the head clerk; once Schltiter's son,

who is perhaps eighteen, was part of a chain. The atmosphere was
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friendly, almost comradely-no anti-Semitism at all. Once, during the hot
days-now, after the thunderstorm, it's cool-ScNiiter arrived with bot-
tles of soda water for our group; beer was not to be found. It would almost
be pleasant if it didnt strain the heart and do away with my free fuhe be.
cause of extreme tiredness. Whether the operation will be successful re-
mains doubtful. The hygiene complaints here were presumably a pretext
[ . . . ]. Schltiter is a former Stahlhelm man and not much liked; Hirschel
once told me he had already been inside. And now there may be someone
in the Party who bears him a grudge. - Today Schliiter went through the
half-finished rooms and said to Schnauder in a serious, zealous voice: "Be-
fore I forget, we need another half-dozen pictures of Hitter; they must be
ateryroherel" (Hitler and Mussolini were hanging in our tea-filling room;
the Duce will presumably disappear now.) [ . . . ] A wild war-profiteering
company-primitive, unhygienic, the whole place thick with dirt-but
the most humane boss, equally human and bighearted to Aryans and non-
Aryans in paying wages, giving days off, etc. "The first ham I can buy goes
to Schliiter," says Konrad, who used to trade in meats.

August 15, Sunday evening

[ . . . ] Today Eva went to see Frau Richter for whom she had made a pair
of little blouses for the newborn child. The woman was optimistic. Her
husband has been in custody for three months-some political denuncia-
tion, followed up by the Gestapo; more cannot be ascertained. She is al-
lowed to talk to him every two weeks in the presence of a police officer.
The trial is supposed to tate phce at the midd'le or the end of September.
By that time, says Frau Richter, who made a very good impression on Eva,
the regime would collapse, that was certain. -t...I

August 17, Tuesday toward evening

Today Eva suffered particularly acute and persistent pains. I mistrusted
Annemarie, this time had her go to Fetscher, who was on holiday recently.
(My much younger colleague from the TU; later he was considered a
friend to the Jews; he once offered, through Kiitchen Voss, to hide my
manuscripts, then the Gestapo forbade him to treat Jewish patients. I can-
not recollect him.) He examined Eva; it seems that her stomach has suf-
fered a prolapse due to loss of weigh! an X ray is to be made, she has just
left to go to the radiologist. I was really worried, feel more at ease now.
Fetscher immediately put his hand on Eva's shoulder and said: "It's com-
ing to an end." [ . . . ] He said of the radiologist, to whom he sent her, that
he was "a decent man." He again offered to take my manuscripts for safe-
keeping.

Yesterday, Monday, was similar to last Monday: Work until elevery then
to Simory then to eat at the Glasers'. We stood [ . . . ] around in the cellars,
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there was nothing to do, we feigned work, as in the army. The mood was
mixed. Happy, because English broadcasts were reporting a battle for
Kharkov [ . . . ]. Unhappy, because despite the Potemkin village, we feared
the factory would be closed. I shall find out more this evening. [. . . ]
Glaser would not have any of it and still believes in German invincibility.

On the way home I was wounded by the abuse of a well-dressed, intel-
ligent-looking boy of perhaps eleven or twelve years of age. "Kill him! -Old ]ew, old Jew!" The boy must have parents who reinJorce what he is
taught in school and in the boys' organization. -t.l

Here in Dresden there is also fear of English air raids. Hamburg-many
of the refugees come here, women in their nightgowns, only a coat on
top--disfurbs everyone. I can see it in our caretaker. The Jelvs say: "Now
the Aryans know what we feel like when we are driven out in just such a

state ofnakedness!" [. . . ]

August 23, Monday morning

t...1
On Thursday I found everyone very excited: An official from the labor

exchange had signed off eighteen women with immediate effect and
transferred them to a sack factory; he said he would come again on Mon-
day (today), to fetch another twentyi this factory was going to be wound
up anyway, and "everyone" would be sent elsewhere. At that there was
great despondency, especially among the ]ews, because for us things can
only be worse, and the box factory, to which we shall probably be sent, is
particularly notorious. On Friday hope rose a little again. Schltiter came
and told Konrad, in my presence, that the committee from Berlin, which
had not put in an appearance recently, would arrive after all on the
twenty-third (that is, today) and make a final decisiory perhaps a defer-
ment. He added: "Sometimes, gentlemery I sleep eoen wotse than you."
Curious, that he makes Lts his confidants. Curious, how the most humane
attitude and fairly unscmpulous war profiteering are reconciled in him.
(Admittedly he loses a great deal in tax-but something must be left over.)

t...I

Afternoon toward six o'clock

Simon and Glaser over and done with, in the rain in my coat-a consider-
able exertion. As always, Simon chattered as he dealt with me (root treat-
ment), I leamed nothing new. At the Glasers'a peaceful lunch and the
cigar which, after a little sleep, I am only now smoking, just as on the pre-
viousMondays.[...]

I said to Konrad, who, as chargeman, has to put up with a lot of un-
pleasanhress: "You are helpless, because your authority lacks any appro-
priate sanction. If you wanted to reprimand someone for an offense,
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report an act of insubordination, then the punishment for anything and
everything would instantly and only be deattu because the merest trifle
leads one into the clutches of the Gestapo and so to a certain death." (Into
prison and from there to "suicide" or to "shot while attempting to escape"
or to Auschwitz with various causes of death.) It is asserted, moreover-I
don't believe it, at least I didnt notice anything of it at the Gestapo re-
cently-that the authorities---€ven the Gestapo!-were lately treating the
]ews more gently: The junior ranks were beginning to fear approaching
vengeance. A change of mood in this respect can already be noticed in the
population. The behavior of a certain Leuschner is characteristic; he is a
very anti-Semitic businessman who lives in the Community house, and
who until now has displayed the greatest brutality and literally "has sev-
eral Jews on his conscience"; lately he has presented himself as a friend to
the Jews; "he has declared, that for him, the Jews too are human beings,"
etc. Eisenmann senior, usually very pessimistic, told me about it in the
garden yesterday evening, [...] as well as about a number of corre-
sponding incidents on the tram. (He inadvertently steps on a gentleman's
foot and apologizes, whereupory without saying a word, the gentleman
pats him on the shoulder. A conductress says to him: "Why don't you
come over to this corner, there's less of a draft." . . . A worker: "Do you still
have to wear that rag [i.e., the star]?" Another: "Come on, mate, cheer up!
One of the swine [i.e., the Duce!] is gone now!" I: "But the children on the
street torment me more than before.")

Also welcomed as a mitigation: The Aryan wives of nonprivileged mar-
riages have recently received a normal household card and with it entitle-
ment to "scarce goods," at least for themselves. The first result was a tin of
sardines and was greatly celebrated. Otherwise the food shortage is get-
ting worse. The potato harvest is said to be tuming out a poor one, and a
stricter rationing of potatoes to be imminent.

t...I

August 25, Wednesday afternoon

[ . . . ] Yesterday I heard new, favorable news about Schliiter. The top boss
in Berlin has decided that the liquidation of the factory is to be provision-
ally deferred for two months and the workforce reduced. [ . . . ] and who
now can plan more than two months ahead? [. . .] The majority of the
|ews will remain; at most those who are physically and psychically "*-
desirable" will go, [ . . . ] that is Levy, Ioachimsthal, Witkowsky, perhaps
Berghausen. The rest of us will be employed only on mixing and cufting,
i.e., for xrch "luaoy work" we shall receive the "long-hours ration card."
Admittedly most of us will be transferred to Mackensenstrasse, which is
less well liked, but it is very possible, that I shall stay at Wormser Strasse,
which is more conveniently located for me and less supervised. (At Mack-
ensenstrasse the feared foreman and half boss, Hanschmann, holds sway.)

I...1
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August 26, Thursday afternoon

Yesterday the news that Himmler has been appointed minister of the inte-
rior. The most radical, therefore, the Party's most notorious bloodhound,
the police chief, the opponent of Goering, the exponent of the truly bloody
tendency! How must matters stand in Germany, if the hangman (1a,t'
e(o26qv!) is made minister of the interior! Fetscher's view was, yes, it was
certainly an omen, but the end will not come quickly. He told the latest
joke: "Anyone who recruits ten new people for the Party is allowed to re.
sign from the Party; anyone who introduces twenty new people receives a
certificate that he never belonged to it."

August 31, Thesday morning

t...I
Is the end approaching? Yesterday the certain news-German broad-

cast-of the fall of Taganrog: Is that a significant withdrawal? Confusing
reports, partly from German newspapers, partly from Radebeul about a
Scandinavian crisis. I myself was unable to read anything or listen to the
radio. It is said supergii: Uprising in Denmark, King a prisoner; Swedish
fishing boats sunk by the Germans. What follows from all of that, how is
it to be assessed? In the factory they laugh at my "optimism." D'altra
parte: [n the next few days Frau Winde is going to send me a bicycle, so
that, if there is trouble, I can leave Dresden quickly, and Eva thinks the
arrangement with Richter still stands. -I .I

September 2, Thursday midday

Yesterday the dreariest day for a long time at Schliiter. Mercilessly monot-
onous, uninterrupted filing of bags of tea, ounce by ounce ad infinitum.
Feder beside me at the scales. Clock crawling around. The radio: interfer-
ence, fading, tootling. The same mendacious and reticent military bul-
letins repeated half-a-dozen times [ . . .]. The previous night's raid on
Berlin minimized, in the East shot up Soviet tanks counted, Italian reports
si de rien n'6tait. One could despair and believe in a whole fifth year of
war.

t...1

September d Saturday

1...1
Before leaving yesterday I heard the military bulletin on the radio; En-

glish troops have landed in southwest Calabria; German and ltalian troops
in action. I found it difficult to be really pleased; it's all going far too
slowly. If the war alone is to be decisive, it can go on for years. Especially
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as the Russian offensive must soon pause for the autumn. Very unpleasant
cold, rainy weather reminds us of that.

1...I

September 9, Thursday afternoon

In the moming I dropped off to sleep as I was shaving; my knees gave
way, I fell against the electric kettle, spilled hot water on the felt cover, it
soaked through and ruined the vamish on the piano. During the night,
while we were mixing, we had prlzzled over Italy, lsaidithad to glve up
soon. As I was preparing breakfast, Frau Rasch appeared: "Have you
heird, Professor, the Italians have capitulated! They are supposed to have
signed on the third of September, it's in the Freiheitskampf, Herr Milke has
taken it upstairs." [ . . . ] I ran up to our rooms, passed on the news to Eva
in the bathroom. Then I intercepted Frau Rasch in the garden: "Do you
know anything more? It is so tremendously important, the most impor-
tant news since September 3, 1939 (beginning of war with England and
France, fhe begiruring of the war for the 3rd Reich because on September 1,

1939, Germany carried out only a 'counteroffensive' against Poland!).
Really September 3? Yesterday's military bulletin talks about German azd
Italian troops fighti"g rn Calabria." - "I don't know anything mor€, Pro-
fessor; Herr Milke took the newspaper upstairs. They are supposed to
have signed on September 3." Frau Eisenmann came into the cellar; I told
her; with tears in her eyes she patted my shoulders, she said: "If God per-
haps after all . . . ?" I lied: "It almost looks like it." While I went to bed, Eva
went into town to find out more. Result: So far-Eva saw a number of
newspapers at the Deutsche Bank-the news is only "in one section" of
the Freiheitskampf wrdet the headline: "Cowardly betrayal by Marshal
Badoglio and King Emmanuel." The armistice signed on the third had
been kept secret provisionally at the request of the Anglo-Americans. For
the moment nothing more can be found out. As yet I cannot rejoice; it is
also more than uncertain, whether anything further will follow quickly,
and whether this further will not first of all be a pogrom. [ . . . ]

September 13, Monday morning

t...I
That Thursday evening my optimism was indeed somewhat shaken. I

had not thought that Germany would assert itself so powerfully and so far
south, at least as far as and including Rome. Did the other side come too
late yet again? Then on Friday evening I heard about Hit1er's speech
(given on Friday, September 1.0), read it on Saturday; Eva bought the
newspaper, which normally we never dare do. [. . . ] When I thought
through the whole situation my hopes rose again: The ally has become the
most furious enemy; lhewhole army has undoubtedly notbeen disarmed.
A part will be fighting with the English. The disarmed Italians have to be
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replaced by German troops. The Pope (Pacelli!) will regard himself as a
prisoner. Then there is the effect on the intemal situation in Germany.
(Himmler!) The German position is r:ndoubtedly desperate. But how long
will the regime hold on? Again and again Hitler declares there will be no
luly 25, no September 3-i.e., fall of the Duce and capitulation-here! But
sayhg "there will not" is hardly enough/ and one cannot rule perma-
nently with the hangman and Alba of the movement as minister of the in-
terior. The same newspaper that prints the speech reports the carrying out
of two death sentences for defeatism and betrayal of the people. How
many have been carried out? How long can they act as a deterrent? [ . . . ]

September 14, Tuesday morning

t...1
Our conversations at Schliiter, particularly at night. On the one hand

they often go very deep. Recently I had an argument with Feder, which
came to a more or less amicable conclusion. I justifiably accused him, as I
have done before, of anti-Semitism; I said he generalized from his bad ex-
periences with eastern Jews in Chemnitz. I became extravagant: "What
would Germany have become without the jews?" He called that typical
]ewish arrogance. We recognized our overwrought state and our extrem-
ism in time. The following night, during the big meal break, matters got to
the point where I delivered a lecture. Is there such a thing as flze German,
is there such a thing as the lew. Feder, the student of Lamprecht, was de-
fending my books, my life's work against myseU. [ . . . ]

Frau Winde really has brought her son's bicycle here and handed me
the key. [n the event of an air raid the birycle is supposed to be safer here
than where they live (close to the station); and in the event of terrorism I
am supposed to use it to flee. -t...1

September 15, Wednesday morning

LTI. Two people, another two!, executed for "undermining the fighting
strength of the armed forces."

1...I
Yesterday the hand on my clock of hope moved from October l, 1943,

to April l, L94. The Italian catastrophe has been tumed into a German
victory by military strength, by superb propaganda. According to it, the
English and the Americans have achieved less than nothing, they "have
utterly squandered their greateffort," for they are making no advances in
Italy; they have lost time, which are are winning, because now they will
need a big breathing space before they are able to attack a "soft spot" else-
where on the German ring around Europe. That was the sense of reflec-
tions by Lieutenant General Somebody yesterday; he summed up what
was to be heard on the radio all day long and what the press was dragging
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out. Besides, in Sicily, where the Italians went over to the enemy, we had
committed only orze division of German troops. And even now we are de-
feating two Anglo-American armies at Salemo, and the freeing of the
Duce is a very great victory "a lost battle" for the enemy. - In all of that
there is a little grain of truth mixed with an infinite amount of lies, but it
all helps to consolidate inner resistance; there has been no "landslide"
(press catchword). - In the evening ]acobowicz, the tailor, brought news
of the continuing Russian advance, but it was small comfort. -t...I

September 16, Thursday morning

In the last two weeks, the labor exchange has on three occasions simply
fetched large groups of workers from the Schltiter factory. Women under
fifty, men under sixty. They are put in factories essential to the war effort.
[ . . . ] For the rest of the Schltiter workforce, in particular also the ]ews, a
general roll call has been set for 2:00 p.u. today at Mackensenstrasse to "re-
distribute the work." (There have been rumors about it for a long time. I
look forward to it with hope rather than fear.) - Konrad, always well-
informed, said: Schli.iter pays 85 percent of his profit in taxes but never-
theless retains at least 30,000M as annual net profit.

t...1

September 17, Friday morning

Gloomy. My mood both yesterday and today, the autumn weather, the
military situatiory the reallocation of my factory work-all as depressing
and dismal as possible. I was at Wormser Strasse for almost five months to
the day (starting April 1.9), and it had become my familiar pigsty. - At the
"roll calI" at Mackensenstrasse yesterday it was all tom apart, and one
was as quickly alienated from it as under similar circumstances in bar-
racks or at school. Schltiter, the boss, sat behind a little table in the work
room at Mackensenstrasse, the workbooks in front of him, the Jews to his
lefl the Aryans to his right and "divided up." The most crippled among
the ]ews were assigned to "yard. duty" (clearing up, sweeping) ttre
weaker ones to -iti^g, the strong ones to the dreaded cloud- and dust-
wreathed work of cutting. Ib which I was also assigned. Unfamiliar, in
part uncongenial, in part sinister faces. We, the old "we," were back at
Wormser Strasse toward four, were supposed to continue filling, indeed
herbal baths in big 13-ounce bags, managed about two dozen, stood
around as if we were in a barracks, clearly and rapidly becoming strangers
to one another, felt bored trntil after nine o'clock, left the radio on one last
time. - I don't take such a gloomy view of things-advantages and dis-
advantages of the new situation balance out, the feeling of being part of
the herd will quickly retum-if only thene were not the renewed destruc-
tion of my hopes of an end. It looks as if the English will be thrown into the
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sea at Salemo-what a triumph for Germany, what a strengthening of the
regime, what a lengthening of the war! -Today at 2:00 a.u. cutting duty for the fust time. Now on with my notes
on Goebbels.

September 21, Thesday afternoon

The alarm clock borrowed from StrelAm goes off at half past three-it
wasn't necessary today, because immediately afterward there was a halJ-
hour air-raid warning; again nothing happened, presumably it was for air-
planes retuming from Berlin. At quarter past five to Mackensenstrasse in
the dark, which was just passing over to firct light a waning moon high in
the sky. Today there were black knots of people at the stops: The trams
were still held up after the waming. At fthltiter I changed in an inhos-
pitable cellar room, as cramped as a cloakroom and with unappetizing
washing facilities, a long gutter with a row of faucets above it and a plat-
form in front. I don't wash there but change my shirt. The work is no
harder or dirtier than the mixing at Wormser Strasse. Except that every-
thing is simply more factory-like. The pounding of the cutting machines
(reminiscent of an express train), the howling roar of the fan motors, which
look like huge lampshades; the clatter of the rocker and of the sieve ma-
chine resound together and fill the room; one has to shout to make oneself
understood. It is dusty, the dust rises in clouds, my goggles steam up, I see

the figures and the lights through a veil: A certain romance, more marked
than on the night shift at Wormser Strasse, a certain masquerade of factory
work, masquerade as far as I am concemed, has a comforting effect and
makes the time pass more quickly; or, rather, had, because the spell is al-
ready wearing off, and the dreariness remains. I stand by the rocker. - The
cutting machine beside it determines the pace of work. If it is going at full
stretch and one of the Aryan chargemen is operating it, then I can keep up
only with an effort and begin to sweat-but then existence is also at its
most bearable and time flies. The good beans into the tub, the bad ones you
may eat: What the cutting machine spits out, Strelzyn shovels into a funnel
for me; shaken through three sieves, one on top of the other, three separate
streams dance and flow toward me; two containers collect the coarse and
the very coarse residue, the third everything that has been finely cut. I
stretch a sack inside a wooden frame, fill it, label it, tie it up, drag it away;
inbetween I shovel up the residue onto the wooden table beside the cutting
machine, so that it can be cut again. There a man is constantly engaged in
depositing the herbs on the table with a shovel or a coal fork; the Russians,
familiar to me from the week in the yard in summet drag the huge bales
from the yard or the storehouse opposite. With one hand the cutter force-
fully pushes the herbs into the trough as far as the cylinder cutters, with the
other hand he pulls the herbs from the table and tugs and loosens them' It
demands strength, skill and constant attention, for the hand that is pushing
is at risk. As already mentioned, when the machine is running at capacity I
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almost lose my breath. But it runs at maximum speed for only a few min-
utes at a time. There is always something that causes an intemrption. As
soon as the newly trained Stem and Aris operate it, there are stoppages,
and when the foreman operates it, there are also frequent stoppages. The
knives are very sensitive, a little dust, a skein of herbs that have not been
sufficiently loosened, then again a skein of herbs that is too soft-they take
everything and anything amiss and have to be readjusted afterward. Or: a
bale is finished, a different sort of herb is announced. As a result there are
only minutes of work at a time that are a shain. In between there are
breaks, in which one can get through the residue; in between there is also
constant sweeping, quite apart from the big cleanup, which regularly starts
one hour before work finishes. In contrast to Wormser Strasse there is only
one properbreal which is spent in a decent room next to the kitchen and
lasts exactly thirty minutes [ . . . ]. Most have their food delivered "pri-
vatd" as they say, from a "Bohemian kitchen"; a female clerk takes the or-
ders in the moming. I myself have settled for the "Russian food," which is
fetched in pails from the "public welfare." It is a "dish of the day," without
arry fat, but the amount is large and it costs only 30 pfennigs-"privately"
costs 50 pfennigs or more, and coupons as well-I intend to take it regu-
larly during all three shifts, since we are suffering a shortage of potatoes at
home. The greater coziness, but also the greater boredom of Wormser
Shasse is gone. The noise of madrinery makes any conversation impossi-
ble, also one or two Aryan chargemen are always in the room, the still
youthful Noack, an even younger man with a somewhat coarse face and
tone, but quite a good fellow, and finally the curiously eccenkic Kret-
zschmar, who is a mixtue of willingness to help, martyrdom, and vanity.
Fifty-two years of age, wild, deep-set blue eyes in a gaunt face. Skilled pre-
cisionmgineer, watchmaker, bellfounder. [ . . . ]ln the eveningsheplays in
the band at Wachendorf's on the Weisser Hirsch. "Which instrument do
yotplay?" - "Cello, violin, piano . . ." - "Where did you learn?" - " At
the Dresden Conservatory." He has a tattoo on the lower arm, served in the
merchant navy and has been to Brazil. He was married; one son is a pro-
fessional boxer, "he's already been in the newspaper." Your wile is dead?
"No, she liked variety too much; as long as the children were small, I
thought I had to uphold their mother; but now . . . I would like to help you.
I have already been in prison myself; I know what it is like for all of
yott. . ." Etc., etc., right on the fust day. What of all of that is true? At any
rate the man is Iike a stage character and extremely humane as a charge-
marr. - Stem, who has some familiarity with machines from his father's
factory and from textile school, operates the cutting machine; Strelzlm and
I are at ttre sieve madrine; over at the small cutting machine-it cuts only
soft herbs, which do not need to be sieved first, but can be put into sacks
immediately-areAris and Bergmann, the pharmacist, and Witkowsky; in
the next room Frank, Feder, L,azarus, [.ewin, Jacobowicz operate mixers,
which are bigger than those at Wormser Strasse. Thus I am, or rather was,
surrounded by familiar faces. I a.ras, because at midday today a sudden re-
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arrangement was undertaken; Aris, Strelzyn and myself were ordered to
another shift, a notorious one. "The dregs of lewry," says Bergmann, who
has worked on i! "a malicious foreman who doesn't consider that you are
old and unskilled," says Kretzschmar. On verra-my situation is altered
again, and that is a change to some extent. And the most unpleasant man
on the other shift, whom I have seen only once, but often heard mentioned,
is changing to my present one. Everything would have been different for
me if he had remained there. For this man, a certain Miiller, a blond man
with deceitful blue eyes, is a Jew, a star-wearing Jew, but before his Jewish-
ness was ascertained he was an SA member, is still friends with his former
comrades, is considered an informer, and dangerous at leas! and is said to
have Gestapo permission to conceal his star on the sheet.

t.,.I
Neumark as "representative of the National Association of ]ews in Ger-

many"-it has risen again, after the property of the first was confiscated-
announced this "order of the supervisory authority": Every Jew has to
name a representative, who will immediately notify Neumark of his de-
cease. This has been ordered, because "after death the property of Jews
falls to the state." (There is no longer any mention of "compensation,"
which "may" be accorded an Aryan wife.) I gave Eva as the required "re-
Iiable person in my immediate surroundings," the other people in my
group also gave their wives.

1...1

September 24, Friday morning

My new work does after all exhaust me far more than that at Wormser
Strasse. Shoveling, shoveling, shoveling with spade and fork onto the cut-
ting table, or shoveling into sacks what has been ground. Knoch, the
chargeman, sets not only a murderous pace, he often also drives us, and
then my heart cannot keep up. On top of that there is no break from two
until six. That is to change now: lnstead of taking a break from six almost
until seven, there are to be two breaks of half an hour. The supervisor is

not malicious, but is like an NCO. On the machine, which is very dfficult
to clean, he shows me a flap of whose existence I could not possibly have
known. As he did so, he said: "I have to expect a little intelligence from
everyone." Almost more than the pace of work I am depressed by the lack
of communication with the other Jewish people on the shift. During the
break they sit silently by themselves or play cards. Yet Gammann, a little
man of sixty-four years of age, formerly a businessman, the third worker
on our machine, is uncommonly friendly and helpful to me. And Aris,
who is far from mastering the cutting, laments the tempi passati with me.
Yesterday evening I also became a little friendly with Steinberg, the whis-
perer, whose vocal cords were damaged in a concentration camp. We
walked home together in profound darkness (by way of Gerokstrasse).
Nevertheless: The whole thing, I can think of no other word for it, is
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dreary. I am often very depressed, as yesterday moming. Later my spirits
were roused again by the latest war news. The military bulletin is cata-
strophic; the little threadbare disguise worse than naked confession. In the
face of the never-ending backward movement (now as far as Kiev) the
word "disengagement" sounds tragicomic. [. .. ] Also, the constant re-
treats in Italy, whidr are conducted victoriously and without loss (from
Messina, from Sardinia, from Calabria), appear embarrassing. Likewise
the strained descriptions that refer to us as victors and crcators of order in
Italy. Whereas in fact there's civil war and chaos. - Sure sign of a crisis:
yesterday's headline in the Dresdener Zeitung is Japan's fighting strength
is further increased." [ . . . ] Headline of the military bulletin: "Disengage-
ment proceeds according to plan." "According to plan" has been much in
favor recently. -t...I

September 27, Monday toward evening

On Friday I was told I would be going back to Wormser Strasse. On Sat-
urday, however, I remained on my cutting shift. The work that day was
easy, nor was it too much of an effort today, not at all. I held sacks that
were being filled with herbs, in the open air of the courtyard at that. Nev-
ertheless, I remain very exhausted. My heart suffers, my mood suffers. I
already know the new sounds: The machine pounds, I have to shovel ever
more quickly to keep the table fuIl; I feel my heart straining; I shall have to
stop. Now the sound of the machine is lighter, the pounding has stopped:
I know that the cutter has tfuown the lever on the flywheel, the cogwheel
is no longer driving the cylinder; a delay of a few seconds helps me; the
man has to put the strip in the trough in place again. The noise fades away
entirely-breakdown! The motor is switched off, the rylinder has to be
raised by laborious tuming, the blade cleaned and adjusted-my break
lasts several minutes; I can first of all draw breath and then throw a rc-
serve supply onto the table in peace. But the exhaustion remains. - And
the sense of dreariness, of lost time, grows from day to day. I can hardly
even think of my own work. [ . . . ]

September 28, Thesday toward evening

The alarm clock went off by mistake for the fust time, at three; to be on the
safe side I set it for half past and dozed for another half hour. In the mom-
ing Noack, the deputy head foreman told me: "You have to go on night
shift today, they're a man short, you c.Ln finish work herc a little early." I
worked until a quarter to twelve, changed, gulped down my Russian food
in the kitchen, while the Russians were dining next door, was home at one,
set to washing up and preparing our aftemoon snack. Eva appeared, very
tired and embittered by town and begg*g errands and loaded with over
L5 pounds of potatoes from Frau Winde. In addition, she brought the news
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that the little stand at Schillerplatz (which is friendly to Jews) had set aside
a hundredweight of potatoes for us. Immediately after eating (my shop-
ping hour three till four!) I went out with the Rasches' old high-wheeled
pram. The heavy sack was loaded very precariously on the rickety vehicle,
and other things I had got, apples and tomatoes, were stuffed undemeath.
It was difficult to keep the pram balanced. At Prellerstrasse it tipped for-
ward, apples and tomatoes rolled out, and the sack was in the street. I did
my best; I was unable to lift it up. A man was nowhere in sight. Then a
lady, already tuming gray, came running up with a little boy. "I'tl help
you." She must have seen my star-it was a demonstration. Together we
really did get the sack up; I was moved as I thanked her. But then I had se-
vere angina pains, only for a few minutes, but still a depressing memento.
At home I was kept busy pouring the potatoes into containers-the hun-
dredweight of potatoes: 4.90M, the sack 5M deposit!-after that with
washing up again. I am exhausted and the night shift lies before me. I have
the tormenting feeling that I am shortening the remainder of my life.

t. . .] In place of ttre Frankfurter Zeitung, which ceased publicatiory
Lewinsky is subscribing to the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung IDAZI and
brought a couple of copies with him. It contains exactly the same com-
mentaries on the situation as the Dresdener Zeitung, in a little more detail,
accommodating its style to the regular readership t . . . ] aristocracy, senior
civil servants, ecclesiastics-but literally identical in all arguments and
catchwords and slogans. Quite obviously, every day a central office issues
the official blurb, which all newspaper authors have to print or para-
phrase. Just as Goebbels once said with delight of marching Hitler Youth:
The same face everywhere. That, too, is part of the already frequently em-
phasizedpooerty of the Ul.

September 29, Wednesday midday

Just like the army! I arrived at the factory yesterday evening; no one knew
I was coming, no one needed me, especially as the motor of the small cut-
ting machine had meanwhile broken down. I aroused sympathy, as I had
already done on the early shift-"and at your age!" [ . . . ] Finally I was
told: "Go home and get a good sleep. I'll sort it out. If anyone asks, you
were here, and the rest of you don't say anything; he aras here!" That was
the good Kretzschmar, who will now have to forge 8.80M on the payroll
for me for the night I have been spared. - I went home under the now
milder starry night and found Eva had not yet gone to bed. We were very
cheerful together. Thus I have gained a day and a little sleep.

t.. I
Have I noted that Schliiter will finally shut down on October 31? A

great threat for the Jewish workers. They will be put in Schwarze's notori-
ous cardboard-box factory. Endless journey (Leipziger Strasse), bad treat-
ment, no heavy worker's card, fen-hour shifts. I know that from Lewinsky,
who works there, but it is also the general opinion. [ . . . ]
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Now at last I want to tackle Hitler's Mein Kampf, whtchlns been lying
here for weeks. I read the fust few pages a long time ago on Glaser's bal-
cony.

September 30, Thursday evening toward seven o'clock

After the night shift four hours of daytime sleep, washing up beforehand,
washing up afterward, and kohlrabi to clean, two meals-what is left for
diary and Hifler? I am presumptuous no doub! in the factory I see how
work and daily life for millions of people consists of shoveling, hauling
sweeping; even the skilled worker is restricted to a few manual movements
a hundred times over, and for the )ews, who come from higher professions,
this proletarian existence has long ago (for at least three or four years) be-
come taken for granted. If they have been in the factory at night, they
calmly sleep through the day; they have grven up all, all intellectual inter-
ests. [ . . . ] Kretzsdrmar, the famous bellfounder, is shift leader. The night is
cold, the heating boiler is not working. Before beginning we usually sit in
the dining room next to the kitchen from ten until quarter past. We (Doctor
L-ang; Mtillea the SA man; Bergmann, the pharmacis! Jacobi, the cemetery
custodian; old Witkowsky; and myself) sat chatting until half past eleven.
Therl until one o'clock, the big machine cut bean pods-Bulgarian pro-
duce, inwhich quantities of beans are always said tobe found; one of us al-
ways crouched on the floor and looked Jacobi already had a whole tea
caddy full---after that there was a coffee break until about three (I found my
public-weUare food was there and shared it with Bergmann). As a new-
comer, it was impressed upon me: We started at a quarter past ten and had
a break only from half past twelve until one. Kretzschmar is good; if his be-
havior is found out, then we're all in the soup. Kretzschmar's behavior: he
tells us: "I was six years in Dachau concentration camp (Communist
served in the merchantnavy; Noack,likewise a sailor and Communist, was
in a concentration camp for four years, but Noack is a more disciplined,
normal man, a splendid fellow), here, the scar at the base of my neck, that's
a bayonet stab wound; here on my face, that's a blow from a gun butg here,
the puckered skin on my forearm, that's an acid bum. There's no fence
around the camp, only a white line, every ten yards inside it there's an SS

man with a machine gun; if somebody crosses the line, the madfne gun
cuts him down. The sentry hits somebody and his cap rolls over the line.
'Fetch that cap!'And the machine gun clatters, and the man has been shot
'attempting to escape.'- The Jews arc together with the Aryans. Ban on
talking in the dormitories, one's only allowed to whisper while working.
It's nice and easy for them to talk about'mutiny.'Asquad has to dig a grave,
stand in front of it-then the machine gun cuts them down. . . The work:
tuming Dachau Moor into farmland: every day using ax, spade, and saw on
a plot 33 feet by 3 feet to a depth of 2 feet. Anyone who doesn't achieve the
target-no matter how old: punishment drill with a sandbag and wrapped
in heavy doths. And the food! [ . . . ] be glad that you've got your freedom
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(Relative: our freedom!), put up with the hardest work, keep your mouth
shut, beware of IGoch-if he wants to pin something on somebody-he
can make people disappear I . I I know what things are like for you, I
want to help you, but you must keep your mouth shut. Yesterday I credited
lriz (he points at me) for the whole night (on the payroll); I think on Satur-
day, you could clear offat tery and if there's no check-and there won'tbe-
I'll write twelve. But keep quiet!" - After dealing with a number of
breakdowns, he then cut at a good pace after the coffee break. Nevertheless:
A quantity corresponding to eight working hours on fzoo machines could, of
course, not be achieved. Filled sacks produced by earlier shifts were stand-
ing around everywhere. Noack had new labels in Jacobi's handwriting at-
tached to a number of them and dragged them over to /rls sacks; thus there
was a rcspectable nighttime result. Then the small machine was opened as

well, so that it looked as if it had also been in action. I got the impression
that this or something like it was normal on Krctzschmar's shift . . .

Aside from him, I found Stephan SA Miiller the most interesting man.
I should be very surprised if he were really an informer and spy. He
makes no bones of his views. Barely seventeen, he volunteered as an air-
man in the First World War, Iater he was in the SA and in the Sudeten
German Freikorps, ardently German even today, baptized long ago, ve-
hement opponent of the theory of a ]ewish race. No one can take his Ger-
manness away from him, and he wants to remain in Germany. "ln ayear
you'll have your little house again, Professor!" - "That's a forbidden po-
litical conversation, Herr MiiLller!" - "Surely there's no one here who's
such a wretch that he would denounce anything!" The others calmly dis-
cuss war and politics with him. Every conversation is interlarded with
]ewish expressions, iargon, and obscenities. I am consistently treated
with friendliness and a little respect. - Everyone fears the cardboard-box
factory. - The supervisor, Dr. Lang, a medical man, born '94, is very pro-
letarianized.

October 1, Friday

I...I
This moming the long-expected and yet surprisingly bad news of our

"resettlement." We, together with the Eisenmanns, are to be put in the
Hirschels'former apartmen! 3 Zeughausstrasse. For seven persons an in-
adequate fish barrel of three and a half rooms, with other serious disad-
vantages as well. Tomorrow Eva is going to confer with Neumark, the
"representative" of Dresden's fewish remnant. More about this depress-
ing matter then.

October 3, Sunday midday

Suffering from the damp autumn cold. That makes it easier to leave. It ap-
pears that the resettlement will not tum out quite as badly as seemed
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likely at first. Eva at any rate is facing it calmly. She saw Neumark and
then went to Zeughausstrasse. It appears we shall not be crowded to-
gether with the Eisenmanns; tolerable space has been found for us. Every-
thing is still in flux. [ . . . ]

October 7, Thursday morning

t...1
It is strange how even the smallest group develops its specific group

peculiarities and language and retains them even when new members are
added and old ones leave. Stem recently told me that at Zeiss-Ikon he had
not much cared for the coarse tone of SA MiiLller, his frequent shouts of
"|ew!" Now in Mackensenstrasse ozr shift has its particular tone, which is
quite distinct from that of the other groups. Yet only Dr. Lang, the physi-
cian and chargeman, and SA Mtiller are original members of this group,
Jacobi, Bergmann, Witkowsky, and myself are newcomers. Language: As
joke and banter they are constantly shoutinglew atone another, eaen in the
presence of Aryans: "Old |ew!" - "lew Bergmann!" - "Washing ]ew!"
(that refers to the use, or not, of the uncomfortable and unappetizing
washing facilities in the cellar-I and a couple of others do not use them),
etc., etc. The shouting is thanks to the noise of the machinery but the
Berger, Rieger, Steinberg, etc., group does not shout, but remains silent.
During the meal break at six, while the Berger group remains silent and
plays cards, our shift is debating passionately, and about quite different
things than we talked about at Wormser Strasse. Not about food, also very
little about the military situation; rather always in principle about Ger-
mans and fews. Miiller is vehemently Germary without being anti-
Semitic, although he has an aversion to eastem Jews; he disputes the
existence of a ]ewish race,he disputes that the German people are univer-
sally anti-Semitic, he disputes that Hitler and his regime completely cor-
respond to the character of the German people. Dr. Lang is very bitter; to
him anti-Semitism is an ineradicable part of the German character, Hit-
lerism absolutely in conformity with the German character. ]acobi, who is
muddleheaded and hardly altogether normal, and Witkowsky take up po-
sitions halfway between the two; I, in large part, agree with Miiller. Op-
position to the constant shouting of. "lew" is making itself felt. I . . .] I
suggested avoiding the word, at least in the presence of Aryans.

A peculiar position is adopted by Edelmann, the huge, blond heavy-
weight from Odessa (tobacco master---or blender-by profession: "at the
end I had a monthly income of 1200M"), who joined us a few days ago. He
curses all the rabbis, who for millennia have upheld |ewry as something
separate. "Without them we would long ago have been absorbed into
other nations and would not need to suffer so dreadfully, be so cruelly per-
secuted again and again throughout the centuries! Yes, if they had been
able to found a state of their own! But they've never managed that." -"And they never will manage it" jeered Miiller. "I'd like to see the state
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that they set up . . ." Here I contradict him: Disraeli, Stahl, the coming in-
dependent federal state within the British Empire . . .

t...I

October 9, Saturday morning

On every birthday since October 9,1934,I have said: "Next year we shall
be free!" I was always wrong. This time it looks as if the end must be near.
But they have so often prevailed against every natural [kelihood, from the
Rcihm affair onward; why should they not go on conducting war and mur-
dering for another two years? I am without optimism now. Meanwhile we
shall move into the third Jews'House and this time stick our necks in the
tightest noose. If it suits the Gestapo, the lewish remnant bottled up in
Zeughausstrasse can be finished off in a couple of minutes. [ . . . ]

Following the last deportation of Jews, the clothes store fell to the state
and has been confiscated. Now we are informed by Neumark, the repre-
sentative: "The Senior Revenue Officer of Dresdery who has taken over
the stocks of the clothes store, prior to disposing of them, has declared
himself willing to give |ews without a clothing card the once-only oppor-
tunity to make urgently needed acquisitions . . ." My application, adapted
to the conditions of the circular, states word for word: "In accordance with
the circular of 1,0 / 6 / 43 I respectfully request the following items from the
clothes store: L) one pair of work trousers (I own one pair, which is com-
pletely wom to shreds and past repair). 2) one pullover (I own one, which
is completely worn-out and full of holes). 3) four pairs of light socks (I
own three pairs, which have been repeatedly damed and are past repair).
4) one pair of suspenders (I own one pair, which is incomplete and sup-
plemented with string). I declare that my statement is true, and that I do
not possess a clothing card."

October 11, Monday toward evening

t...I
Today a pale, blond, and likeable-looking young man, Hirsctu reported

to our shift; he will now be put with the packers at Wormser Strasse. Six
months ago he was arrested with kipziger and others supposedly for con-
cealing the star. Of the others, some are dead, some are in concentration
camps. He is the only one to be released. He is said to owe it to his wife,
who managed to see some senior officials in Berlin. He says: After a while
he got used to the hunger, but the uncertainty and the mental anguish! He
spent the whole six months in a cell in the police prisory Jews arc excluded
from the daily walk in the prison yard. He was in solitary confinement
without any occupation for ten weeks before other people were put in with
him. Apart from that he had been treated decently. I thought of my eight
days of solitary confinement-how long ago!-and I shivered. -

t...1
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October 14, Thursday moming and later

Eva has been fighting an illness since Sunday, has been in bed a lot. [ . . . ]
I informed the very sensible wife of the caretaker-what a good thing that
Hildegard Rasch is Eva's pupil!--she was in the picture immediately. I am
not allowed to call a ]ewish doctor for Eva, an Aryan one is hardly likely
to admit me, a wearer of the star, and may perhaps refuse to treat Eva, all
doctors are overburdened; Fetscher lives a long way away; if possible I
don't want a Nazi . . . Frau Rasch went to telephone. Result: Dr. Poetzsch
would come; he had already treated "HerrAlexander" flacoby, a deceased
son of the owner of the house). He came at about twelve, an upright,
homely old Saxon and a typical uncle-doctor of the old school. [ . . . ]

We shall move to L Zeughausstrasse on ftober 30. Eva saw the rooms
and conducted the negotiations. The steam heating is not on here and I am
freezing beyond all measure; on my icy way to work early this moming I
saw hoarfrost under a bright silvery full moon and silvery mist. (On the
way back, in Emser Allee, where I always pick up a few chestnuts for the
Eisenmann childrery I found 26 chesbruts,) Our rooms in Zeughausstrasse
are supposed to be south facing and sunny and to be heated by a stove;
here we are in north-facing holes with the central heating shut off. But I
fear the gossip of the crowded-together Jews; I have had a foretaste of that
at Schliiter. Each one mistrusts his neighbor, slanders him behind his back.
I...1

October 16, Saturday evening toward ten o'clock

I left Eva about five hours ago; the ambulance drove into Ftirstenstrasse
City Hospital, which I was not allowed to enter. She was relatively fresh
and heartily cheerful, but I cannot get rid of the terrible thought that per-
haps I have seen her for the last time. It's a pressurc inside me; beyond
that, hunger, boredom, egoistical imagining of my deportation il my
Aryan wife dies, certainty that I am too much a coward to commit suicide,
thoughts on what I should do tften-I asked her where she had hidden my
manuscripts [ . . . ]-feeling of absolute emptiness, and undemeath it all,
while eating, reading, whatever my occupatiorl there is the pure physical
pressure. I am nothing without Eva, and if I lose her I shall go on dragging
out a meaningless life out of sheer senseless fear of death. [ . . . ]

Yesterday evening Frau Eisenmann said things could not go on like
this; I would have to call Dr. Poetzsch again. This moming Eva had a tem-
perature of 103; I had Frau Rasch call him, immediately afterward her
temperature rose to 104. He came at midday. t. . .l "I urgently r€com-
mend hospital; I shall have an ambulance sent for you." [ . . .]

Cruelty in the 3rd Reich: Yesterday Eisenmann senior traveled to Berlin
to the Jewish Hospital for an intestinal operation. The Nazis would rather
hurt themselves than forgo an act of cruelty. Eisenmann could very easily
be operated on here, in x hospitals. No-a Jew must go to the Jewish Hos-
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pital in Berlin, must encumber the railways. Admittedly he's not allowed
a seat. He has to stand or sit on his suitcase. In general he's also allowed to
use only slow trains. After a lot of to-ing and fro-ing (Neumark-Gestapo),
Eisenmann was given a dispensation in this respect. Compare with the
case of ]acobi; the man was operated on here, but sent home immediately
afterward in poor condition. [ . . . ]

October 18, Monday toward evening

I sent Frau Rasch to the hospital with the things Eva requested (soap, tooth
powder). She was unable to speak to Eva, but the nurse gave her favorable
news. Nevertheless I am uneasy. [ . . . ] kr the moming, I first went to Mack-
ensenstrasse to register for the night shift and to make sure of my rations.
Two portions of Russian food will be reserved for me every day: I shall eat

one meal there and take one home in a po! thus I am catered for, the rest is

mffee.Then into town to Richter's office. I already knew from Eva that the
secretary is on our side; her husband was taken prisoner at Stalingrad. She

was really friendly, was touchingly sympathetic. She is going to send me
bread coupons. She spoke despairingly of tyranny and many executions.
Richter, released by the court, is still "in the hands of the Gestapo." He is
held in the police prison-at least his wife is allowed to visit him and sup-
ply him with food-he is supposed to be transferred to a sanatorium. Un-
fortunately, it looks as if the administration of our house is going to be taken
from him. The last 60M was handed over to me. Back very tired at one
o'clock; on the way it was almost excessively warm, but in the house, in par-
ticular in our north-facing rooms, unbearably cold. [ . . . ] Then the business
of moving, which is still up in the air, weighs on my mind. Should I take Eva
back to these caves of ice as a convalescent? Should I do the move without
Eva and create chaos? [ . . . ] I shall talk to Neumark on Wednesday.

1...1

October 20, Wednesday aftemoon

I am awaiting news by way of Frau Rasch. Today is visiting day. After that
I shall negotiate with Neumark to postpone the move; as "representative"
he has a consultation hour at a quarter to six in the Community House.
The long distances on foot eat up all my free time, and that's good: "One"
remains numb and blunted; "one" could not concentrate anyway on work
or devotion to Eva. [ . .. ]

Evening 8:45 r.u., kitchen

Air-raid warning just now; I am not allowed to leave the house until it
ends. Only an hour ago I saw the play of the searchlights practicing and
the silvery airplane caught in their beams. I am convinced that Dresden
wiII once again be spared.
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News from Eva very good on the whole, almost comically good. She
has written down an extract from her clinical record. No temperafure
since yesterday. Hung5,, nothing to eat yet. [ . . . ] I then went to the Com-
munity, first spoke to Neumark alone, then waited for Kcihler, the Gestapo
representative, to arrive. A fat, stolidly brutal-looking lout of middle age,
a pasha, who knows very well that literally the lives of those present are
dependent on him. Everyone stands up in deadly silence when he enters
the room without greeting. Neumark reports obsequiously in a low voice
to the man sitting at the desk. Glance at me: "What does he want?" Neu-
mark explains. Gracious decision: It was all the same to him, Krihler; if we
did not think it better to have the woman come out of hospital to already
"well-ordered circumstances" . . . Neumark pleads. I am asked what I live
on. Neumark whispers to me, I can go, the move postponed until well into
December. . .I came back very tired, slept on the sofa for half an hour,
again with the security of the alarm clock. - Downstairs I found 3 ounces
of sausage that "a gentleman" had left for me. Presumably a donation
from Stem. -t. .I

October 31, Sunday evening

On Sunday, October 24, Eva discharged herseU "on making a written dec-
laration that it was on her own responsibility and she was not yet recov-
ered" and was brought back in an ambulance. She arrived here about six;
I was at the factory (shift from 6:00 r.u. until midnight), our apartment
locked. Eva was put to bed at the Eisenmanns', and Herr Rasch fetched me
from Schltiter as we were still sitting in the dining room before starting
work. Eva carried up on a chai1, was very weak, very limp, very blissful to
have escaped the hospital. [ . . . ]

All week long, Schltiter's struggle, bordering on agony; yesterday, Sat-
urday, a tremendous farewell speech to the Aryans-"our ]ewish fellow
workers-I can say that, after all, we are all human beings!-will remain
another one to two months." ]oy and reassurance. At midday today
Shelzyn tums up here: Order from the labor exchange by way of the Com-
munity: Schliiter completely closed down, the ]ewish group scattered; I
myself to Bauer, Neue Gasse, tomorrow moming. So I was at Schl0ter's
from April 19 until October 30,1943. Very depressed.

t...1

November ld Sunday midday and later

Eva's protracted convalescence. She can stand up for half an hour at a
time, but not yet go down to the cellar kitchen. I am kept busy all the time;
impossible to write a single page. Chaos on my desk evertsthing just piled
up in the drawer. Afew notes for the diary on scraps of paper, virtually in-
decipherable. Apart from that life very monotonous. Repetition of events,
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moods, thoughts. Endlessness of the war, Russian victories; but not
sweeping; "snail's pace"-the latest catchphrase, I think used by Hitler;
snail's pace of the English in Italy; executions and fear inside Germany as
hunger begins (shortage of potatoes). General opinion, Aryan and ]ewish:
It can last another year. I am all the more depressed, as L) the new work is
even more deadly for me than Schliiter's, 2) since November 1 no further
pension payment is being made. (I first heard of it on the tenth/ as a rumor
related by Feder, then as fact at the bank on November 11. I am taking it
philosophically: Our reserves as supplement to my factory wage will last
about nine montls-who will want to make provision for longer than
that? But of course it weighs heavily.)

Since Monday, November 1, paid as an "unskilled worker" by the com-
pany of Adolf Bauer, Neue Gasse, box factory (pharmacy packets and
bags, in particular proofed card containers for creams and ointments), but
loaned out (see below) to Thiemig & Mcibius, Paper Processing.

My day during the first half of this month:
Alarm rings at half past three. Washing up, breakfast, mine usually

gulped down, take Eva's first meal upstairs shortly before six. [ . . .] At
6:15 e.Ir,r., in the dark, I get onto the no. 18 tram. Permission for public
transport, a Greek gift. In the moming, it's merely cold on the front plat-
form, but the darkness protects me. But at midday, among the crowds and
traffic, I am more helpless than a dog. Once, as I was getting ory an SS of-
ficer tugged at my sleeve: "You walk!" I had to stay behind. That was bad.
Much worse recently, on the eleventh [. ..] at midday on Marschall-
strasse, the platform fairly empty. A junior officer gets on, fixes his eyes on
me. (I am sure I have seen that blond face before. I remember: the Gestapo
officer who shouted at me and poked me in the ribs when I was at Bis-

marckplatz because of the fumiture.) After a short while: "Get otrl" -
"I've got permission to travel." - "Get off!" I got off and, buying a new
ticket, went on with the next tram. The midday joumey has been torture
for me since then. From one stop to the next I expect a new calamity. -Work at |agdweg begins at seven. Working day 7 e.u.--4:15 p.rrl. For the
first three weeks, thanks to a doctor's certificate on Eva's conditiory I have
to work only until 12. At the beginning and in the last few days, drudge
jobs (flattening paper, counting envelopes and putting them in boxes); in
between, for the longest time, at an envelope machine. Moming break, ex-

actly 15 minutes,9-9:15 e.u.; midday break, 11:45-12:45.
The moming passes fairly quickly; I still have to face the dreariness of

the long aftemoon. Constant nightmare: if it should last another year after
alM am already so apathetic, that I doze through the day almost pain-
lessly.

After the food, which is now provided off the ration for us---€xcePt on
Saturdays-the agonizing joumey home. Frau Rasch, who has helped us

out most loyally, has meanwhile provided Eva with a cup of coffee at nine
and with fried potatoes at twelve. I begin to read aloud a little; out of ex-
treme tiredness it very quickly tums into stammering. Then I have to at-
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tend to domestic chores (washing up, cooking, carrying up and down
stairs); Frau Rasch takes care of the shopping. Then visitors drop by regu-
larly, many visitors and nourishing ones. Most to be praised is Frau
Winde, who does everything she can to help and bring things. A pot with
cooked food, a pot with potato salad, tomatoes, vegetables, potatoes,
bread, cake. . .t. ..1 Frau Steinitz brings cakes. Frau Gaehde and Frau
Kreisler have each got hold of a bottle of wine. (A tremendous gift. I had
commissioned Kretzschmar in vain. It is not to be had for money; only in
exchange for a ladies' coat or a pair of shoes.) Frau Ahrens, Stem . . . Not a
day without visitors and gifts. Then supper has to be prepared, then I
stammer another couple of lines. If possible in bed before half past ten and
the alarm clock at a quarter past three. -t...I

November 21, Sunday midday

t ..I
Schliiter's gloomy factory floor at Mackensenstrasse was small, bare,

and untidy compared to the machine room of the new company. Crowded
together on "my" floor are dozens of machines of differing size and con-
structiory but all related and all operated in a similar way: a tightbundle of
paper is placed in the machine, a page at a time is draw4 off, gummed,
pushed down and folded by a metal plate, folded againby side plates and
spat out as a finished envelope or finished bag. The operator, wually a
woman, has to feed the machine and remove the finished envelopes, put
them in bundles of 50 or 100, and pack them in cartons; the operator has to
step in if the machine "jams" (which occurs repeatedly because of the poor
quality of the paper), he has to replenish the glue. . . Always the same
movements, which the womenworkers carry out with incredible lightness
and speed. I still find the movements dfficult, and my bundles and cartons
never attain the exactress and evenness of the "trained" workers, -t...I

December 5, Sunday midday

1...1
What is intellectual work, wherc do its limits lie? I talked to Feder about

it, often think about it. The work at the machine is completely mechanical.
And yet it demands concentrated attention. A woman worker would jus-
tifiably be outraged if we were to doubt the intellectual aspect of her work.

- We do not sufficiently value a worker's performance. Inexpressible at-
tentiveness, precisiorl control, dexterity. Each woman worker who fin-
ishes one of these bundles of envelopes-feeding the machine, taking
them out bundling, folding, packing in cartoru-is something of a
Rastelli. And while she is standing at the packing table, she keeps an eye
on the machine. Now it runs out of glue, two different receptacles have to
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be refilled (yet another deliberation and a feat of skill!)-now more paper
has to be put in. ln front of the machine I am always in a rush-the fore-
man shouts: "It must not run on empty-damn it"; I cannot keep up, the
spat-out items do not dry properly, become warped. [ . . .] As an experi-
ence it's all very well-but for a week, not for an endless time, not as ster-
ilization of the remainder of my liIe.

First of all, l "drew" paper at the gumming machine for a couple of
hours, then changed places with Feder and worked envelope machine 49,
small formats. My instructress was the agreeable Frieda, humpbacked,
thirty years with the company-a foreman came up: "Private conversa-
tions are forbidden!" - She laid a pear and an apple on the machine for
me: "For your wife!" (And: "How is the wife?"); after that counted and
packed quarto envelopes at Gottfeld's machine. Now, for the last three
weeks, I have been operating the simple no. 14 machine by myself. I pro-
duce document files for the army, Erfurt Procurement Office. Twenty-five
thousand of superior paper are finished, 20,000 out of 45,000 made of thin-
ner material are done. For a while I helped Feder count and pack. Little
time for conversation with him. The "work slip," which contains the
ordeq, materials received, work in the printing and stamping shop, deliv-
eries. . ., the entry in the machine book, the foreman's moming inspec-
tion, consultation with the worker at the box machine, the glue barrel, the
trMo mixtures depending on the thickness of the paper to be stuck, all of it
not uninteresting-and yet dreary in its infinite repetition.

How much ingenuity there is in a window envelope, such as banks use!
The machine required for that, is literally a machine town. And the long
gumming machine with its extended drying channels!

The "Employees' Room," in which we |ews sit. "Jews" on the door,
"Jews" in the lavatory. Recently we had to leave a quarter of an hour early;
there was an employees'assembly. The platform got a red swastika drape,
a swastika barmer was hung up in front. No doubt the big Hitler portrait
was put back on the long wall again, where it was hanging on our first
moming. And presumably a man from the Party preached: "Victory will be
ours." And hatred of the "terror bombers." [ . . . ] But the majority of the
workers, men and women, is certainly not hostile to Jews. On the conhary!

December 11, Saturday morning

Leave today, Monday and Tuesday, because of the move. I could have had
longer, but the money and the canteen food! I hope there wiII be a couple
of hours left for the diary today. Eva out a lot and working, but still weak.
Her cold, whichalways tums into a cough, worries me a great deal. I can't

help; ttis absolute powerlessness is my only consolation.
Since the last air-raid warning (December 4), which brought a serious at-

tack on lcipzig-people say: There was a diversion and the night fighters
went to Berlin; the city was defenseless, very heavy loss of life, Augustus-
platz " abaftlefield," the university destroyed. . . . people say it's all rumor,
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there is no truth anymore---since then the fear here has grown immeasur-
ably, is also begirming to take hold of us. For three days now, the no. 18
morning tram no longer picks up its second car at the Pfotenhauerstrasse
depot, but at Ftirstenstrasse. The driver tells a soldier: "The depot hall is
made of wood; if it were hitby a singlebomb, the whole fleetwould be lost.
We distribute the cars along Ftirstenstrasse for the nigh! we are shunting
them around till three the hospitals there are complaining . . . but what can
we do?" - Yesterday I was told by several people, who were all in agree-
ment: The children have been given letters for their parcnts from school,
saying that they should be removed from Dresden as soon as possible.
There is supposed to be certain news that a raid is imminent. . . The
woman worker at the window-envelope machine: "One feels like putting
on one's best clothes and bri.g*g a suitcase with things when one comes
to the factory in the moming." - The Steinitzes have sent us a card, invit-
ing us for a Christmas aftemoon "(nota bene if we live to see it)." [ . . . ]

I started at Bauer on Monday, November 1.. An old, inconspicuous
house in Neue Gasse, but with side and rear buildings. An elegant direc-
tor's office or meeting room. Herr Bauer appeared, a man of about thirty-
five years of age, accompanied by our chargeman, the economist Dr.
Wemer Lang. I heard afterward that the two have been friends for a long
time, belonged to the same sports club. Bauer said: "It was a lot of houble
getting you here, because we have enough men, ane supposed to hire
women. We hit upon the expedient of lending you to the M<ibius com-
pany. You are on our payroll, you are officially employed by us, no other
companies apart from those already authorized to do so are to employ
non-Aryans. My friend Mribius also belongs to the SS, but you need have
no fears because of that, his thoughts on these matters are even more rad-
ical than mine. Only I beg you, you must not say that you are well off with
us. On the contrary you must complain about bad treatmen! otherwise
we will get into trouble, and it will be to your detriment above all. Schliiter
essentially failed because he got a reputation for being favorably disposed
to ]ews . . ." We went to Jagdweg; after a while Bauer also arrived; we
were led to our employees'room; a little later Mcibius and Dr. Lang ap-
peared. M<ibius also a man in his thirties. When he spoke, he was even
friendlier than Bauer; he shook hands with each of us, asked each one as
to his professiory when he came to me, he said with a slight bow, that he
already knew. . . We are now, in all secrecy, given our food gratis, and in
all secrecy, potatoes, which Mcibius himself has fetched from the country.
We get an hourly rate of 68 pfennigs, although we could and should get
the 50 pfennigs of the women's rate. (In this respect I liked Bauer even bet-
ter than Schliiter. Schltiter said: "I do not want my workers to suffer; I
have paid them well." Bauer said more straightforwardly: "We would
gladly pay you even more; perhaps a production bonus can be arranged
later on. We are prevented from doing so by the price freeze. Otherwise-
the high wages don't hurt us! On the contrary businesses do better out of
them, because they can deduct the costs from taxes." [ . . . ]).
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The doctors. On Sunday, October 24, I called on Katz. He talked a great
deal about the unpleasantnesses he has to face. Insulted on the tram, he
protested: "Would you offend a former officer?" The matter was reported
to the Gestapo. The inspector told him: "You know that you're well in with
us, but you must not become defiant." Since then he goes out only during
the day in extreme emergency. A second subject of complaint was the
Eisenmann case. He had transferred Eisenmann to the Jewish hospital in
Berlin as being in a critical conditioru had wearisomely prevailed upon the
Gestapo to permit i! and now in Bertin they were hesitating to carry out
the operation---out of lack of professional solidarity? or because there was
no surgeon left there?-and he,Katz, arrd the sickJews here would have to
take the consequences: because the Gestapo would not allow any further
transfers at all. But he did nevertheless take account of my need and
promised a "friendly visit." He refused to put me down as a private patient
in Eva's place. He then came the same evening with a firll bag (a sphygmo-
manometer, drugs, etc.), carried out long and extremely thorough exami-
natiory discovered a heart problem, later protein [deficiency], etc. He was
just as careful on repeated visits. Dr. Poetzsch was the complete opposite.
Katz advised that we make use of him officially, because an invalid diet
could be obtained through him. (Which then consisted of a half-pint of full-
cream milk every day for six weeks and three pounds of rolled oats.) Good
Dr. Poetzsdr remained as quick and superficial in his examinations and di-
agnosis as at the start. Put his ear to Eva for a few moments and e bene. The
heart was sound, the kidneys were sound-"I would now start getting
used to standing up and to fresh air." Nevertheless: The man gave me an
attestation that my wife could not yet keep house; with that I got some
respite at Scili.iter and three weeks of part-time work at Mcibius, and he
really did apply for a convalescent diet for Eva. - Did Katz act out ofpure
altruism? Once he said: It surprised him that Poetzsch proceeded so hur-
riedly and superficially. "Simply for the sake of one's prestige, one doesn't
behave like that with the wife of a professor!" On another occasion we
were talking about our prospects in the 4th Reich. He knows that I was a
member of the university senate. He would so much like to be a university
physician, a sports physician, he says. - He told me: He delivered a |ew-
ess of a child, the father was Aryan. A week later he was called to the baby.
He made inquiries of the Gestapo. Forbidden: The child was mixed race
and so he was not allowed to treat it. (In the Curriculum I should perhaps
add further types to Katz and Poetzsch: Magnus, completely drained of in-
tellect and Lang, bitter and mocking, calling himseH an "abortionist,"
quoting Mah Kampf, as if the words werc his own.)

Throughout Eva's illress and convalescence we had regular visits and
gifts every week [ . . . ]. That has essentially ceased now, and we are very
short of food, especially on those days on which I do not get a meal at the
factory. One of the ladies, I think Frau Winde [ . . . ], related the two fol-
lowing informer stories as vouched foq, and the very fact that they are re-
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lated as vouched for, Iends them documentary value: t) [n a railway com-
partment an officer and a lady, reading. TWo ladies get on and begin to
complain loudly about the govemment. As the complaints become in-
creasingly unrestrained, the officer says he's had enough now, can they
just shut up. The women show their Gestapo badges: "It's bad enough
that you as an officer listened so long without saying anything. And the
lady there didn't protest at all. You will both be charged." 2) A star-
wearing ]ew is abused on the street, a small crowd gathers, some people
take the Jew's side. After a while the ]ew shows the Gestapo badge on the
reverse of his jacket lapel, and the names of his supporters are noted.

Poster: A caricatured Jew's face peering out between Allied flags: "The
war is his fault!" - At least two months ago I applied for boots and items
of clothing, since a once-only provision from the confiscated ]ewish
clothes store was promised. TWo pairs of socks were deleted from my ap-
plication; apart from that nothing else has happened yet. The uppers of
my boots are wom and perforated. Frau Winde gave me suspenders-my
own were held only by string.

t...1
Frequent subject of conversation and argr.rment during mealtime at the

factory: the fact that the privileged Jews fearfully keep their distance from
the wearers of the star. I cannot blame them for it.

Did I make a note of the Gammann case? His Aryan wife collapsed in
the street and died in the hospital. He had difficulty getting permiision to
enter the cemetery for the burial. He has now been deported to Theresien-
stadt. ]acobi related in strictest confidence that a large Jewish transport to
Theresienstadt passed through Dresden in the last few days. An eighty-
six-year-old woman died on the way. The corpse was fumed over to ]a-
cobi. [.. . ]

December 12, Sunday afternoon

t...1
Chaos of moving. Eva is doing fa1 far too much work. So far I have

packed my books and scrubbed the kitchen. Very tired and very de-
pressed. We would have had to leave here even without being forced to do
so by Kdhler, the |ews'pope: There is no more coal for the empty house,
and we are freezing terribly. But I am moving to Zeughausshasse in a
mood of despair. The house, in which we once aftended a Schlachtfest
pafty at the Fleischmanns, is now part of the Community house (i. and 3
Zeughausstrasse). Now we are completely in the hands of the Gestapo,
completely surrounded by ]ews. And when the expected air raid comes,
we are now also right in the center and in the city. Thus the third stage of
our via dolorosa through the 3rd Reich begins tomorrow. No. L and no. 3
Zeughausstrasse are ]ews' Houses squared, so to speak, quintessence of a
Jews'House.
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December 13, Monday morning, eight o'clock

Chaos of moving. Up since four o'clock, Eva, too, on whom ninety-nine-
and-a-half percent of the huge amount of work falls. I cleaned the shelves
of the filing cabinet I once used for my own printed articles and pieces.
How proud I was as it filled up between 1905 and 1912. I believed these es-
says established my name. Wastepaper! I have forgotten them myself. Is it
any different with the books I wrote afterward? The "distinguished"
scholar of Romance literatures is now a factory worker; no, my pay slip
says "unskilled worker." ln my copy of Vossler's l-afontaine are the words:
"on December 13,1919, the day of my call to Dresden." On December 13,
1943, I am being "resettled" in the Jewish Community house.

Third Jews'House: 1 Zeughausstrasse (third floor)

December 14, Tuesday midday

The worst thing here is the promiscuity. T\e doors of three households
open onto a single hallway: the Cohns, the Sti.iLhlers, and ourselves. Shared
bathroom and lavatory. Kitchen shared with the Stiihlers, only partly sep-
arated---one source of water for all three-a small adjoining kitchen space
for the Cohns. Great tension between Cohns and Sttihlers; the Cohns
wamed me against Frau Stiihler; I should immediately and sharply assert
my rights and then keep my distance. But things do not appear to be so
bad, the Sti.iLhlers are making an effort to be friendly to us; I had to go to
their room for a while. A Bavarian couple, still young, a fourteen-year-old
son. The Cohns behave like old friends; he is in bed with influenza at the
moment, sfte helps with everything, makes tea for us, gave us a fire lighter,
loaned us bread, let us use her cooking range, until ours is set up.

Nevertheless: the promiscuity. It is already half like living in barracks;
we trip over one another, higgledy-piggledy. And all of ]ewry crowded
together; and of course nos. 1 and 3 Zeughausstrasse are in constant
communication. Sommer, the butcher and strong man, came in while I
was at the Sttihlers [ . . . ]. l Ihen I went down to the cellar to get the key
from Waldmann, the caretaker, Frischmann, the cobbler-barber, and his
wife, Strelzyn junior, who plays the part of foreman at Bauer, and che so
io, also tumed up. - What I find very bad is the promiscuity and the
public nature of life here. - Our bedroom, as cold as the grave and still
uninhabitable, is separated from the front room by hallway, kitchen, and
small storeroom. That, too, results in everyone getting on top of one an-
other.

Then the little tragicomic difficulties. I need a gas fitter in order to have
a connection to the Cohns' gas meter. For that Neumark's permission is re-
quired. I need a coal shovel for the tiled stove. I would have had to apply
to the distribution office had not Neumark, who has now moved [ . . . ] to
3 Zeughausstrasse, loaned me an old one of his own-loaned, because he
is not allowed to give away any of his property.
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Berger, with whom I worked in Schliiter's cutting room, c.une upstairs
and offered his help. He put up a ceiling light for us yesterday, today he is
going to put up the second light and help assemble wardrobes, etc.

Nevertheless again and again: the promiscuityl Many of the people,
with whom we would gladly live in peace, arie at daggers drawn, slander
one another. Cohn curses the Sflitrlers-"they're just Bavarians, that,s
all!"; Konrad and Berger rave at one another.

t...I

December 17, Friday toward evening

Eva has bad bronchial catarrh and is coughing a great deal, and her nerves
are completely wom out. - Thamm has let us down; the piano has not yet
been brought here, no one fumed up to assemble the cabinets. Yesterday
evening, as mood and desolation had reached their lowest point, Berger
and Waldmann (who functions as caretaker) came and set carpet, desk,
mirror, wardrobe to rights. Now things can be put away tomorrow. On
Lang's advice I was going to feign illness, so as to take time off, but avoid
the need for official permission from Kiihler, the Jews' pope. Today I really
felt so unwell-upset stomach-that I did not even have to lie. I reported
sick at two o'clock, especially as my foreman had been grumbling again
that I was getting too little done, and went to Simon's. From there to Biuer
in Neue Gasse. I would like to be taken on there: The joumey to Mdbius in
the moming causes me serious angina pains. Wemer Lang would Iike me
to talk to Katz, and so I shall call on him tomorrow. - In itseU the route
through the city center [ . . . ] in moming darkness and mist is pretty
enough. But too far, and throat, chest, and left arm always trwt,,'pieudi-
angina" says Simon, "otherwise you would have blue lips." But Felix
didn't have blue lips either. -t...I

We hear ghastly details about l*ipzig. The greater part of the city was
destroyed in twenty-six minutes; university, museum, Neues Theater, ru-
ined; the new hospitals at the Battle of the Nations Monument gone. [ . . . ]

A new man has tumed up at Mribius: Codn-stage name Klaus. My
age, looks much younger. Was operetta singer, buffo, dancer. [ . . . ] Vien-
nese, of course. His relatives there are recognized as being of mixed race.
Here he is not. Was in prison for months for omitting the name Israel.
Among other places he was held at Mtinchner Platz, was near the grrills-
tine. He heard the blade fall "and each time the ringing of the death knell
afterward. About sixteen times a week-then; today there is more work
forthechopper." [...]

December 18, Saturday morning

Back from Ka|z. A kind of death sentence with a small deferral. "Full-
blown angina pectoris." He wants to do an X ray on Monday. Blood pres-
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sure below normal (140): Cardiac insufficiency. "Keep warm, don't walk
much, don't lift anything heavy." All things I cannot arrange for myseU. I
am utterly exhausted, constantly fall asleep when I sit down, am con-
stantly freezing. Since Eva is in the same wretched state, frictions are un-
avoidable. The chaos and the promiscuity make everything worse. - I can
also stay away from the factory on Monday, but I do it with a bad con-
science-we need every day's wages!

1...1

December 20, Monday evening

t...1
The Stiihlers, the Bavarians in the rooms next to ours, have a nice lad of

not-yet fourteen years of age. His father had the boy, bom in 1930, regis-
tered with the |ewish Community; so now, despite his Catholic-Aryan
mother, he has to wear the star. He received primary school education in
the school of the Jewish Communiry but even that was not completed,
only the rudiments, because the school was closed down. He then had pri-
vate tuition: started French, English and Spanish; his teacher was sent to a
concentration camp and died there. So as not to be idle, he now works at
Bauer from eight until twelve, as a "worker," because he is not allowed to
be an apprentice. I am going to give the bright and cheerful boy a little tu-
ition in French.

I shall go on making notes, even though it has now become very im-
probable, that I shall be able to tum them to account one day.

December 22, Wednesday toward evening

E. is in P. for the first time since July 21-codeine!-it is very likely, how-
evet after a card from Annemarie, which arrived here too late, that they
will miss each other.

t...1
At M<ibius again since yesterday; I do not aPPear to be getting the

transfer to Bauer. The most numbing and difficult (most difficult for me)
work of drawing paper at the gumming machine. [ . . . ] I am clumsy and
not remotely a match for the headlong sPeed at which the machine spits
out paper. The foreman shouting; far more unpleasant sifuation than once

upon a time on the barracks square. - My workmate Co€n, the new man,
cannot keep up either. This former oPeretta singer is indignant that some
in our group do not call him by his official stage name and even leave out
the diaeresis on his |ewish name and call him Cohn. Also, his ribbons have
been secretly removed from his buttonhole: It shows the hatred and envy
the wearers of the star feel for the "privileged." He himself is Catholic
since birth and was awarded seven medals for bravery as an Austrian sol-
dier in the World War . . . Make a list of "Jewish characters in the 3rd
Reich" as a separate La Bruydre chapter!
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Our piano is still at Lothringer Weg. Thamm says he can promise
nothing, it is impossible to enter into any binding commihnent.

An appeal from Neumark is circulating, calling on the Jews'Houses in
Zeughausstrasse to lay in an emergency stock of provisions, since in the
event of air attack, Iews are excluded from emergency rations. But where
should we get the reserves he requests?

December 25, Saturday morning, Christmas

Yesterday, December 24. At half past three in the moming, two minutes
before my alarm clock: air-raid waming. Down to the cellar. Our ai.l-raid
baggage once again consists solely of Eva's music manuscripts. I added
this one page of notes, which we had in the house. Apart from that, one
probably has to believe in fate. The warning lasted almost two hours, once
again without anything happening. But fear is growing all the time. [ . . . ]

In the late aftemoon Frau Winde arrived as a kind Father Christmas.
Food, two cigarillos, which, with a heavy heart, I gave to Berger as a
present-I am afraid of smoking, go without and believe going without to
be pointless-a pair of ski boots, belonging to her sons, which fit me won-
derfully-the shoes, which I recently received from the Community, are
just as thin and wom-through as the ones I have. -The day before yesterday Stiihler said to me almost word for word:
"The war will last a long time yet. The Nazis' military reserves may be ex-
hausted, their propaganda neserves are far from exhausted. I heard Hitler
speak in 1922lr:. Munich, he has a tremendous effect. If 90 percent here in
Dresden were against him and he came here today and spoke, then to'
morrow he would have all 90 percentbehind him again!"

t...1

December 27, Monday evening

lewish legend about teipzig [... ]. Jacobowicz relates credulously: "ln
1938 the ]ews of Leipzig were pulled out of their beds at 4:15 e.u. and
taken to concentration camps; the English recently attacked the city at 4:15
e.u., and afterward all the electric clocks were stopped at 4:15." -l,eipzigdominated the conversation at the Steinitzes yesterday. A married sister of
the wife lives there. When the waming came, the couple ran down to the
cellar, the bombs started exploding, and most of their house collapsed.
They were rescued, but without clothes, even underweat quite stripped
and naked. They were given 500M for the time being. Frau Steinitz also
talked about a huge cold storage plant, which was hit. A river of thou-
sands upon thousands of smashed eggs flowed out, likewise a river of
melted butter and margarine. Russian prisoners, deployed to fight the
fires, had stuffed the fatinto their mouths with theirhands until theywere
sick. Soldiers had fallen upon stores of wine, knocked the necks offbottles
against the nearest wall, and gulped down the contents . . . Whole streets
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are said to have been flattened. The number of dead, once recently given
as 28,000, once as 18,000, was now reduced to "only" 1,200. Frau Steinitz
talked with unutterable fear of the possibility or even likelihood of an at-
tack on Dresden. -I .l

December 31, Friday 7:00 r.u.

t...1
On the evening of the day before yesterday, December 29, a short alarm

from &{:45 P.M. We sat almost cozily in the cellar, on which work has
meanwhile been finished. Supporting props have been inserted, as in a

mine, it is heated, a fust-aid box and a stretcher are hanging on the wall,
there is a table. But while we were chatting Frau Eisenmann told me: Her
husband is lying in the Berlin hospital next to a Professor Heinemann
from Leipzig, who knows me. (My pen keeps slipping, I am almost falling
asleep.) He was wounded in Leipzig, his Jewish leg had to be amputated
in Berlin. And during our uneventful warning, Berlin was badly hit again.
Everyone in Dresden is full of unutterable fear. There is surely not a soul
here who does not feel that he has one foot in the grave. At the same time,
the fact that Dresden continues to be spared is ever more puzzling. The
early waming has just sounded again. There is already supposed to have
been an early warning 15 (15 minutes flying time away) before noon. But
in Das Reich Goebbels declares (December 72), that the English "terror
raids" only further consolidate German unity and German hate and will
to wage war. - An air-raid-protection circular just now: allocation of cel-
lar occupants to exit windows, mustering of helpers, etc. Everything is
being prepared "in case of catastrophe." -Eva has volunteered as a "lay
helper," Katz is going to give a course.

t...1
Rdsumd 43: Factory work since April, own work ever more at a stand-

still; since November l-change from Schliiter to M<ibius-all study and
reading ceases. In October Eva falls ill, on December 13 move to
Zeughausstrasse. A few days ago my death sentence: Katz confirms
"proper angina."

We are both completely wom-out. The factory shut at three. After that I
scrubbed the stairs here. And Eva came back shattered from shopping and
begging errands. I am simply cooking a few jacket potatoes for the two of
us. We have just drunk coffee and intend to go to bed as soon as possible.
New Year's Eve 1943!
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]anuary t Saturday morning
Gloominess of mood. Future historians will praise two features of the Na-
tional Socialists: their ability to take punishment and their unscrupulous-
ness in misleading the people. In the evening paper they have the nerve to
maintain the opposite of what they maintained in the moming paper, and
the people swallow both. They have survived Rdhm and Hess and Stalin-
grad and the breakup of the Axis. On the day of the news of Mussolini's
fall, someone at Schliiter said: "We don't really need to tum up in the
moming now." [ . . . ] Our usual discussion revolved around whether "he"
would last another four or six weeks. The always cautious Feder thought:
"till the end of October" . . . Today I am not at all certain that "he" will be
finished off this year [ . . . ].

Ianuary 4, early on Thesday about 5:fi) n.nr.

t...I
For Sunday evening there is still a first visit by our fellow lodger

Stephan Mtiller to be noted. MiiL1ler now works in a rubber factory. He was
again full of foreign news: The Russians have broken through at Zrito-
mir-our counteroffensive against Kiev has therefore definitively failed-
England, USA about to land in France and on the German coast, the threat
of German "retribution" a bluff, Turkey about to march against Germany,
military coup against Hitler on its way. . .I have so often heard him talk
like that or something like it. Nevertheless: For a little while my spirits
were raised.

At M<ibius I have, for a little while at least, a break from counting: Klaus
and I (as on one occasion weeks ago) have been sent up to a room on the
third floor to cut cardboard. An oversized bread cutter, ou petite guillo-
tine. One person cuts, the other holds the cardboard as it unrolls from a
bale, we change places. It is very boring, but not quite as deadly as the
never-ending counting. In this room, whose tables would accommodate at
least seventy women, seoen are still sticking paper bags. The others
fetched away by labor conscription.

Yesterday evening I taught Bernhard Stiihler French for the third time.
After a fashion. I get cake-Bemhard celebrated his fourteenth birthday
on |anuary l-bread and bread coupons. Yesterday Bemhard said: "Speak
quietly, the Cohns must not hear anything." (A denunciation would mean
death in a concentration camp for me, prison at the very least for the Stiih-
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lers.) - "The Cohns won't do anything to me." - "But to us." The ani-
mosity between the two parties appears to be almost deadly. Cohn is fore-
man at Enterlein in Niedersedlitz, where Sti.i*rler works. There was .u:r

argument there in the last few days-Stiitder refused to sign some unim-
portant circular, probably because he did not have time at that moment.
Cohn is supposed to have rushed up to the m.rnager: "Have Stiihler ar-
rested, he is disrupting labor relations!" The affair has caused a consider-
able stir among Jewry. Cohn has got a very bad press. Klaus Co€n has
spoken vehemently against him, says not one of his workers talks to him.
D'altra parte: Frau Cohn said to me: They and the Stiihlers had known
each other for twenty years, had long been enemies and were now forced
to live in neighboring rooms. "Perhaps my husband struck the wrong
note--he was in the field for four years-but he has suffered such insults,
and he has such a bad heart. It's been claimed that he denounced the peo-
ple who were arrested at Enterlein." (A wave of arrests last year, which
cost several their lives.) [ . . . ]

|anuary 5, early on Wednesday after 6:00 e,u.

I try to set down a few lines in the moming; in the aftemoon I am so tired
I could fall asleep and am kept busy with domestic chores. The time in
the factory does not pass so agonizingly slowly; but I am brought down
by the mindlessness, the irretrievably wasted final span of my life, by
having become mindless. Whether I cut cardboard or count sheets of
notepaper-semper idem. tn the ]ewish workforce there are two aristoc-
racies: the privileged and the machine operators. I am neither one nor the
other, the foremen have a particularly low opinion of me, I really am
"bottom of the pile."

Toward evening

Last year there were no block calendars, but at least calendars mounted on
a piece of cardboard. This time there does not even appear to be that. [n
the newspapers, which in peacetime published calendar sheets with nice
pictures, the sequence of dates is supposed to have been printed on thin
newsprint, to be cut out and perhaps mounted. Such a newspaper was
presented to the women on the third floor, presumably by the DAF. I told
them about my lack of a calendar, and they cut one out for me and care-
fully put it on cardboard. I was realy touched, also a little cheered: I took
it as new proof of the limited diffusion of anti-Semitism among the people.

- That was yesterday.
Today at lunchtime I exploded, unlortunately. Unfortunately, because

something like that affects my hear! and five minutes later I find it shame-
ful and undignified. I am the most steadfast eater of the group. Most are
fussy and spoiled; tumips in particular, but also all kinds of other things
are left and are thrown down the lavatory. Today there was a thoroughly
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good onion soup and with it a handful of jacket potatoes. There had often
been talk of the fact that I was a particularly undemanding eater, which in
these people's eyes was no praise. (I'm also conspicuous in that I eat my
bread dry and my potatoes in their skins, and that in the face of the gen-
eral complaints I always say that we should consider ourselves lucky and
be grateful to the company.) Today as I was eating a second helping of the
onion soup, which many tumed down, Rieger declared he would not
throw such badly cooked potatoes to his pigs and he would throw the pot
lid at his wife if she set such swill in front of him. Whereupon I: If anyone
said anything like that again about what I was eating, I would hit "his
mug so hard that Simon would have work to do. . ." Afterward I deeply
regretted it. But I should not take it to heart; there are outbursts and
heated exchanges every day, and the most r€cent one always supersedes
the previous one in people's minds. -t...I

fanuary 8, Safurday morning

LTL New Year's messages of the leaders. Hitlu: "lewbh world dictator-
ship"-"Extermination of the ]ews in Europe"-"With the healthy and fa-
natical hatred of a race that knows it is fighting for its eistence, and which,
in this case, at leas! stands by the old Bible quotation: 'An eye for an eye/ a
tooth for a tooth' "-"The operly ffected betrayal of the Duce"-"With the
utmost fanaticism and to the bitter end." - "Unparalleled" several times.
New in the content: a) The cunning: Those who have been bombed out
must see it ttuough with us because we can compensate them only after
victory. b) He gets religion. The conclusion is a long chain of prayers. "Our
only prayer to the Lord God should not be that he grants us victory but
that he may weigh us justly . . . His justice will try us until such a time as he
can pronounce judgment. It is our duty to ensure that we do not appear too
light in his eyes, but suffer a merciful verdict whose name is victory and
that thus means lrte." (Nat here is thc approxirnation to a religious style.) - "lt
is possible to talk of a Bolshevist economy. . .only in terms of organized
slavery for the Jewish board of directors in Moscow." -

Goebbels: Almost alone "with few, but courageous allies. . . we must
take upon ourselves the defense of a continent, which largely does not de-
serve it." - "The conditions for victory are more than favorable to us."

t...I

Toward evening

t...1
]acobowicz recommended an article on the military situation in the

Freiheitskampf. By chance I got hold of the paper from the StiiNers in the
evening. Plain confession of the seriousness of defeat. -My happiness did not last long. Early this moming, after eight, suspi-
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ciousJooking men with briefcases came through the machine room.
Klaus, by my side, Steinberg and Jacobowicz, near me, were "fetched" al-
most without a sound. Afterward, Bergmann, the foreman, came up to me:
"Do you know what they've been up to? They must have babbled some-
thing. They must know that you get put up against the wall for that." A
couple of workers also said something similar. Neither spiteful nor
shocked. That's the way things are. It then tumed out, that there is a defi-
nite general action under way against those with privileged status, who
are widowed ()acobowicz, Klaus), or divorced (Steinberg), and whose
children live abroad or are of legal age. The business shook me. A moment
ago I was in constant contact with these three people, and now they are
buried. And tomorrow my fate may be the same.

When I am teaching Bemhard Stfihler, I notice again and again that he
lacks the most elementary knowledge. (He had never heard the expres-
sion "superlative," for example.) That is one of the most wicked deeds of
the Nazi Party, that it banned all instruction for |ewish children.

I have to squeeze out every line, I am so tired out. Now I have to chop
the evening turnip.

January lQ Monday moming before six o'clock

On Saturday aftemoon Witkowsky rang the bell here; he beamed and said:
"You needn't be alarmed, there's a general action against those with privi-
leged status, who . . ." etc. On Sunday moming-Frischmann, the stopgap
cobbler and barber, originally a businessman, cut Jewish haiL as he does
every Sunday, in the first floor hallway (recent$ he secretly cut Eva's
Aryan hair upstairs in our rooms); I also had to submit to his poorly skilled
scissors-in the busy barber's hallway, therefore, I was able to observe the
mood of those who had been spared: They talked calmly of the victims of
the recent action (27, among them the widow of the Leipzig lawyea Wach),
as if of people long dead, and there was general satisfaction that we had
not been left to tap anxiously in the dark as to the reasons for their being
taken away and that for now we had been spared. I remembered once
again Ch6nier's verses: The prison door shuts behind you, and you are like
the animal in the slaughterhouse, separated from the herd. - On Sunday
aftemoon Lewinsky was here after a long gap, still lost in the world of lit-
erature, still convinced that the war would last several years yet, was hor-
rified when he heard of the new actiory consoled himseU as quickly as the
rest of us when he discovered he was out of danger.

t.. I

january 12, Wedneeday morning before six o'clock

Tiavel permit received without further medical examination. How fatal
Katz's certificate might prove! I shall take the tram only if the weather is
verybad.[...]
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|anuary 15, Saturday afternoon

t...1
Yesterday evening, quarter past seven, I was just beginning to teach lit-

tle StiiLhler, warning. And a howling siren at that. But it had been an-
nounced that the early waming would be indicated by short notes, a
howling siren would sound only if there was immediate danger. For the
first time, in addition to the music and diary manuscript pages, we took a
knapsack, previously packed with underwear and a blanket, with us. The
general fear is gradually infecting us after all. We sat for an hour feeling
bored-things remained quiet again. The radio is supposed to have broad-
cast today that there was an unsuccessful attack on Berlin and l-eipzig. -
The press is now placing great emphasis on the growing strength of Ger-
man air defense. The day before yesterday it was said: "139 airplanes,
mostly bombers, shot down over central Germany, two of our own fight-
ers lost, seven missing; the attack was unable to develop according to
plan." Eva overheard a conversation between two soldiers about it:
". . . then they must have attacked with at least 1500 ailplanes!" Always
the same question: What is the true communis opinio, what is the true vox
populi, the true decisive mood of people and army? No one knows. What
is decisive is some ffi99"., some group, some swiftly spreading mood,
what is decisive is something one may call God, chance, fate, x-not the
conscious actions of people.

Two and three days ago the newspaper devoted a great deal of space to
the Italian treason trial. Ciano, De Bono, and a number of others shot; thir-
teen, amonS them Grandi, Federzoni, condenured to death in absentia for
betrayal of Fascism, of the Duce, of Italy. . . I consider it certain, that the
trial was a farce, that the executions were carried outby the Gerrrans, that
Mussolini hardly had a thing to do with any of it-he is quite invisible
now, is the shadow of a puppet-above all, that the whole business is
meant to deter German intemal opponents (Paulus, Seydlitz).

t...I

lantary 17, Monday morning before six o'clock

The air-raid drill was brief. We clambered out into the open through as-
signed windows. This "open" is the courtyard of the Russian barracks,
which will bum like a torch if anything really happens. There was elso
orre, one gas mask there, which no one knew how to put on. Before we
climbed out, the younger people had practiced forming a bucket brigade.
To me it all seems like the most inadequate fooling around, and I face real
danger fatalistically. But the general fear is gradually infecting us; we hear
too many awful things from Berlin and Leipzig. Now Eva has made a spe-
cial knapsack out of curtain material, so that yesterday we went to our
places with two knapsacks.

At the Steinitzes' a warm welcome and generous hospitality as always.
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Frau Steinitz is extremely afraid of air attack (her sister was bombed out in
Leipzig). I fear only the Gestapo. The Steinitzes gave me the Reich of lant-
ary 9. Goebbels's leading article "Problems of the Air War" presents vari-
ations on, pedantically enlarges ory drums in, what was already contained
in Hitler's New Year Message: That those who have been bombed out
must fight on and win, if they want to get compensation. - That the de-
struction sows only hate arr,td strengthens war morale, instead of wearing it
down. (Is it true? And how far true? Always the same question.) - That
this is typical of the English conduct of war and of English cruelty-the
good-natured German does not do such things (And the attacks on Lon-
don? And the murders in Kiev? And, and, and . ) t . . . l

lanuary 22, Saturday before six o'clock in the morning

From half past three till ten, half past ten at night completely empty pas-
sage of time, factory and domestic chores-no reading, no diary, but con-
stant extreme tiredness. In the factory the most excruciating task of all:
counting up; I begin with the same packet a dozen times.

The latest: the little waming. Three short all-clear signals. Meaning:
Hold yourself in readiness, without going down to the cellar. [ . . . ]

lanuary 23, Sunday morning toward eleven o'clock

Yesterday's "free" aftemoon ruined by coaling. t. ..1 To buy coal I bor-
rowed a handcart from the "cart hire" and wood seller on Hasenberg be-
side the Russian barracks. From there to Hesse in Salzgasse, from Hesse
back to us is not far, but the cart is heavy; there are a couple of small in-
clines, and my heart rebels. With my three hundredweight, I could not
manage the slope up to our gateway. Then one of the young Russian pris-
oners of war c.une running up, laughing and shouting, yanked open the
second wing of the gate, effortlessly heaved the cart into the courtyard
and disappeared. (Contact forbidden! - General good nature or knowl-
edge of the ]ew's star? - The Russians down there are always cheerful.)
The dealer had emptied my briquettes and the hundredweight of unra-
tioned low-grade coal out of the sacks into the cart. I now carried the stuff
down to the deep cellar in pails. Avery fuIl-bosomed and very young girl,
with the star, appeared, would not be put off, and helped me carry. I asked
her name. Ilse Frischmann. (Mixed race. Originally from the Protectorate.
Wearing the star since the murder of Heydrich.) Waldmann also appeared,
scolded me for not bringrng the coal in sacks. The next time he would
carry the sacks down to the cellar for me. So there is no lack of friendly
help here-nevertheless I am very exhausted, especially as after carrying
so many pails down, two had to be hauled upstairs. -Last week began with a foolish provocation and argument. Lunchtime
conversation: our Aryan wives (and we all have an Aryan wife). One
praised their willingness to make sacrifices. Rieger, whose rough manner
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I had already disliked at Schltiter, contradicted this in the strongest terrns.
He knew so many nasty cases; these women were not sound-"they
should all be struck down, omein" (omein). I refused such generalizations.
He insisted. Suddenly I lost my temper. "I should like to smash your face,
it's what you deserve-I don't want to sit down with such a person!" I ran
out, went into the machine room. After the break, Lang with whom I was
unloading cardboard, said to me: "You shouldn't upset yourself so much,
none of us related it to our wives; Rieger meant cases that he's familiar
with." The next day Rieger and I were ordered to clear out a number of
cabinets. Very dtrty work. By order of air-raid-protection inspectors, old
business papers and account books were being removed. t . . .1 I said to
Rieger: "Why were you so offensive yesterday?" He: "I did not mean you.
I was talking only about 'old' cases I know; in particular I was thinking of
Steinberg's wife." After that we shook hands. But the man is unpleasant.
I...1

At last a letter from Sussmann. The fust since October. One is missing.
His daughter Kiite has married an American bookkeeper. Georg is still
alive. All his sons have children, those in the USA all by American women.
Our family's fate and the fate of our blood went through my head. Father
was bom in the Prague ghetto. His sons were important men in Germany.
His grandsons are in England, America, Sweden. His great-grandsons
have Swedish and American blood and will know nothing of him.

I shall not be able to continue the correspondence with Sussmann. New
postal regulations c.une out on January 15. A police control card is neces-
sary for foreign correspondence, and it is not issued to |ews. I think it is
too dangerous to use Eva as a front. I shall contact Anny Klemperer. But I
no longer know her address, we have not been speaking for such a long
time. And is she still alive? Is her house, her street---close to the Anhalter
station-still standing? Eva is going to track down a Berlin address book.

The tightening up of censorship is evidently related to a nationwide
anti-espionage drive. There are said to have been raids and many arrests.
(With such an immense number of foreign workers it will be impossible to
suppress espionage.) For a good week now on all shop windows, on the
windows of the tram cars, in the corners of the newspapers, in black, the
figure of a bulky man in a slouch hat, seen from behind. He is leaning to
the left, the left arm hangs down, the palm half opery he is on tiptoe or lis-
tening for something. A white question mark undemeath. There is some-
thing sinister, demonic about the figr.". [ . . .] At Thiemig & Mcibius the
picture has been put up as a poster. It bears the caption: "The enemy is lis-
tening too!" (There have been posters with this caption before. E.g., a man
in a caf6 eavesdropping on chatting soldiers from behind a newspaper.)
t...1

Heroic hoax. Among the many death notices of the fallen (swastika in-
side the Iron Cross at the side of the notice), Dresdenn Zeitung,lantnry 19,
'r14: "Ordained by fate, my only dear son, student of chemistry, Lance Cor-
poral Horst-Siegfried Weigmann, volunteer, holder of the Iron Cross, Sec-
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ond Class, participant in the Polish and French campaigns, was suddenly
and unexpectedly taken from this life in the midst of his studies at only
twenty-four years of age. ln deep sorrow Bruno Weigmann, Master Musi-
cian, Munich." - Paul Lang, the physician, and Dr. Katz both knew the
dead man personally, his fate, which at first I thought to be a legend, is
confirmed from several sources. His mother, divorced from his father, was

Jewish and vr'as one of those arrested in the last action [ . . . I. The son (like
Erich Meyerhof 's sons a soldier at first) went to police headquarters, [said]
he was a Gestapo officer, wanted to speak to the prisoner and take her
somewhere. He actually reached the entrance of the headquarters with
her; once outside he would have got her to safety. (There are said to be
many ]ews in hiding, particularly in Berlin [.. . ].) There he ran into a

Gestapo man who knew him. The mother is now in Theresienstadt, the
son hanged himself in his cell. "Hanged himself"-was it really suicide?

- And on top of that the death notice with the military decoration! But he
has truly fallen on the field of honor and has shown more courage than
any soldier in battle. He will undoubtedly go down in history and litera-
ture, will be the hero of plays and novels. Katz said: "I knew him and his
circumstances, I could write a script about his case in a fortrright."

Katz visited us twice in succession during recent days. He has a patient
here, that poor devil Hirsch, who was in prison for so long and whom I got
to know as a walking colpse in my last days at Schliiter. The man is on his
back, his heart giving out, dying of influenza. (Which is said to be raging
here.) Katz was more depressed than ever; he is expecting the mixed mar-
riages to be separated. [ . . . ]

fanuary 24, Monday moming before six o'clock

Eva is really not well. Often very weak. Regular heart complaints in the
evening. Must go to Fetscher again. Yesterday morning depressed atmo-
sphere because of Eva's condition, filled up by diary. The Steinitzes were
here in the aftemoon. A couple of real beans in the coffee (out of Eva's
Christmas one and three quarter ounces), as well as the people's friendli-
ness, had a stimulating effect on both of us.

1...I
While we were sitting together, Frischmann appeared with a list of

rvrmes, to make a collection. Hirsch had died during the night, his wife is
said to be destitute. Everyone in the house had put down 5M, I could not
except myself. After all, we've got enough to live on for another couple of
months.

t...1

Janwary 27, Thursday evening

In constant fear of death as a ]ew and now, without any chance of taking
care of my health, at the mercy of the angina (which has been confirmed),
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I had believed myself to be beyond all vanity. And I was really astonished,
how badly I was upset by a notice in this morning's Dresdmer Zeitung.
Neubert, this utter mediocrity among the Romance scholars of my gener-
ation, a schoolmaster without a single idea of his own, has been called to
the Berlin chair of Romance Literatures. How good his Nazi thinking must
be, how much better and how much more frequently proven than his
achievement in literary history. There is a medieval contrast between his
elevation and my degradation. And I felt this degradation particularly
keenly today: Foreman Hartwig called me worse names than the NCOs on
the barracks square thirty years ago. A schoolgirl would produce more at
the machine than I (in which he was not wrong). I could not permit myself
a response. Lang, the chargemary would have had to come to my aid and
report the foreman's improper behavior. lnstead he told me slyly I should
sleep longer in the morning, so that I did not fall asleep in the factory.
[ . . . ] When I was called to Dresden, Neubert was falling over himself to
acknowledge my genius. When he went to Breslarl his friendship cooled,
and finally tn 1932 or '33 I read a spitefully hostile review of my literary
history by him in a Breslau newspaper. He had grown into his professor-
ship and no doubt also into thc sale new "worldview" of the future. Poor
Berlin University: Baeumler its philosopher, Neubert its teacher of Ro-
mance literafures.

I came home physically and mentally washed out, and mopped the
hallway. Now totally done in.

I ..I

lamrary 29, Saturday, 7:00 r.u.

Yesterday aftemoorl fed up and exhausted, I reported sick (one is allowed
to be "sick" for two days without a doctor's note). Hartwig, the foreman,
is tormenting me. He is not ill-humored; he came to me on the aftemoon
of the day he had abused me; he gave me words of encouragement, more
or less apologized, fiddled around with my machine. But the peace cannot
Iast, there will be a final explosion before long. Because the man is de-
manding from me something I cannot do, I am unable to count and box up
while the machine isnrnning, as a practiced womanworker does; I am un-
able to let the machine run without interruptiory I am unable to manage
L0,000 files a day without help with the packing. Hartwig repeatedly cal-
culates for me that I am not earning my hourly wage; he simply cannot
grasp, that I am not a skilled factory worker. "But it's so simple!" . . . And
my fellow workers are likewise getting on my nerves. I no longer take a
pot of food home, I no longer want anyone examining and interfering
with my private life. Lang provided the not entirely inaccurate response:
Jews don't have a private life any more." - So I excused myself for today
and did not set the alarm clock. But precisely at the usual time, at half past
four on the dot the siren went. Early warning. We had to get up. The all
clear came at half past four, so we were at least spared the trek down to the
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cellar. I slept until eight. That has never before been the case here, I have
never yet risen here with the blackout removed from the windows-the
moming view of the Elbe took me unawares. A long breakfast with Eva,

scrubbed the stairs, paid a visit to Stephan Miiller, who had influenza-
room on the first floor where the "bachelors" live, i.e., those Jews whose
Aryan wives claim the family apartment, and where Frischmann cuts hair
in the hallway; after that I read a weak, poorly translated French novel
that Lewinsky loaned us and that I really want to manage during these
two free days. ]oseph Kessel: Tfte Prisoners. While reading, I repeatedly
have to struggle against deadly tiredness and somnolence. Make an end,
Lord, make an end!

t..l
For tomorrow, January 30, the day of the "Seizure of Power," meet-

ings have been announced with the slogan: "Toward German victory!"
Now, that really is a bit thick! But who can tell me whether it is not really
believed by seventy, eighty, perhaps ninety percent of the population?
Who can tell me the true mood of the people? Liebscher, the fitter, a de-
cent, not at all Nazi, not at all idiotic thirty-year-old, excused military
service because of a stomach complaint, recently told me in the factory
that the war would certainly soon come to an end because the others had
had enough of it too, and, after all, they were not so "fantastically orga-
nized.," not so firmly led as we were. - D'altra parte: Today Frau Sttih-
ler for the first time heard someone say out loud in a queue of women
that the Jews really had been treated too badly, they were "human be-
ings, too" after all, and the attacks on Berlin and the destruction of
Leipzig were retribution . . .

January 3Q Sunday toward evening

In the moming, columns of Hitler Youth marched over the Carola Bridge
with drums and music; a parade such as I had previously seen only in
films. My thoughts as I watched: U only this were the last time they cele-
brated fanuary 30! And: How long will it take to remove the National So-

cialist filth from these children's heads?

1...1

February 7, Monday aftemoon

I was repeatedly advised (by Stiihlea by Cohn, etc.): "Get yourseU classi-
fied unfit for work for a while, get a good sleep!" Yesterday evening I
bumped into Dr. Magnus in the hallway, he had been visiting his friend
Cohn. He whispered to me: "It's so easy with your complaint! No one can
prove that you do not have any attacks!" Foreman Hartwig's persecution
had demoralized me, there is no desperate necessity to eam money-
so . . . I went to see Katz today. Embarrassing scene. He twisted like an eel.

He does not want to lose my friendship . . . I . . . I Then after a further ex-
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amination (blood pressure 200 this time) Katz wrote out a doctor's note
and immediately sent me, as he must, to the medical examiner. Rule of
conduct: I must not be too modest in describing my complaints. At Stem-
platz-imposing buildingl-at least seventy-five to a hundred people in
the waiting room in front of the doctors' roor6 on the third floor. I was
called after an hour and a quarter. No further examination at all in the con-
sulting room. A doctor of middle age, his manner kind. "Sixty-two years
of age . . . you were formerly a professor . . . nine hours at the maddne . . .

it is quite natural for your body not to put up with such a change , . . Rest
for a week, then we'll see how we go on; you will receive an appointment
in writing." With that I was discharged. - So a little holiday before me.
t...I

Voces populi: On my way toKatz, an elderly man in passing: "Jrtdas!"
In the corridor of the health insurance office. The only wearer of the star, I
walk back and forth in front of an occupied bench. I hear a worker talking:
"They should give them an injection. Then that would be the end of
them!" Does he mean me? Wearers of the star? The man is called a few
minutes later. I sit down in his place. An elderly woman beside me, whis-
pering: "That was nasty! Perhaps one day what he wished upon you will
happen to him. One can never know. God judges!"

I...I
Dr.i.g this holiday week, I shall attempt to get into Man Kampf. ButI

am doubtful whether I shall succeed. [ . . . ] But fust of all, now at seven,
instruction for Bemhard Sti.ihler.

February lQ Thursday evening

I am getting some work done during the holiday week, but with an effort,
fighting against extreme tiredness and hopelessness, and without any joy.
Dozing away at the mvelope machine is actually easier. I really have
made headway with Mein Kampf (the first 250 of 800 pages); it is as inter-
esting as it is vile and depressing-this book was available, and yet this
man was made leader and has been allowed to lead for eleven years now!
The German upper class can never be forgiven for that. As a kind of anti-
dote--decent German at least!-I am making a go of Hauptmann's
Emanuel Quint,whichEva found at Paulig's. [ . . . ]

February 12, Saturday toward evening

t...1
Frau Winde was here yesterday aftemoon, optimistic and raising my

spirits for a couple of hours with her optimism, but in her bag she had a
bottle of sparkling wine, which she had won from her husband; he had
made a bet that on February 10, L9M, the "Party" would no longer exis!
and it still exists. - But ten German divisions, about two htrndred thou-
sand mery surrounded at Dnepropetrovsk, are said to be lost, and England
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has given the Finns and the Hungarians an ultimatum to withdraw from
the war, otherwise their capital cities would get the same treatment as
Hamburg and Berlin, etc., etc.-English reports. [ . . . ] Steinitz was there,
too, and invited us for Sunday coffee; it is indeed very depressing, that we
are fed everywhere without being able to reciprocate.

In the evening Katz tumed up again, purely out of friendship and to
cha! I had to translate the German military bulletin from a French news-
paper (a Hitlerite one, of course); he has a yeaming interest in French. He
talked about his sory now twenty-three and married in England and
working at God knows what after he studied at the TU here for a semes-
ter; he said that he had had him confirmed at the Reform Synagogue in
Berlin, had expressly traveled there with him to keep him Jewish and Ger-
man. - With Katz, as with Neumark an hour earliet, I futilely discussed

how I could change from a nine-hour working day to a half day. The
health insurance doctor will certainlybe in favor, but the Community, that
is, Katz and Neumark, must then forward the request to Gestapo and
labor exchange, which have ruled out such requests. I thought I could sim-
p1y use the health insurance doctor as cover, and he could certainly be
won over, not least in the interests of his insurance fund. But then I would
have to talk to him about the special difficulties of |ews, and both Neu-
mark and Katz consider that to be dangerous. (Atrocity stories, as it were.)

At lunchtime today I was visited by Konrad, who has been working at
Bauer for a long time now and whom I miss very greatly at Mcibius, one of
the most agreeable figures among the |ews here. (I probably wrote about
him frequently during my time at Schli.iter.) He brought me a couple of
zwieback and a little marmalade; it was very nice of him. He left before
Eva came home. "My wife is afraid if I'm too Iate." One cannot tell by
Iooking at the man that he is one year older than I-no one would say he

was more than fifty. - In the aftemoon I took the no. 3 over to the Eisen-
manns. After almost four months in the Berlin Jewish hospital, the man
has been released as improved in healttu not as cured; his face and body
are of deathly emaciation, he is stooped, his speech is broken and de-
pressed: the bad food (he must keep to a diet)-anything extra is at the ex-
pense of his childrery but the lack of food in the hospital had no longer
been bearable. I asked about the air raids. He did not say much: Berlin was
so vast, that in one part of the city one knew nothing of the sufferings of
another.[...]

Despite all these engagements I finished reading the first Hitler volume
at Iunchtime today. -t...1

February 15, Tuesday morning

I did not manage to do any more of my own work yesterday. First Neu-
mark, the lawyer and "spokesman," appeared in the afternoon. HaU a
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Iong-planned friendly visit, half the unfortunate business of the reduction
of my working hours. Such a request must go to the Gestapo via Neumark
and will be rejected. Now I am supposed to enlist the help of the benevo-
lent health insurance doctor, but must under no circumstances mention
the Gestapo-for that could be construed as atrocity propaganda or as
passing on impermissible stories or making impermissible criticism and-
like every trifle-have fatal consequences, first of all for myself, secondly
for Neumark, for Katz, for every ]ew in the clutches of the Gestapo. I
should, therefore, be "diplomatic." Ma come? - Neumark's position is
not to be envied either.

t...1

February 18, Friday toward evening

On Tuesday morning Katz found my condition to be more normal; I
should wait for the appointment at the health insurance office, he was
thinking of certifying me fit for work for the coming Monday. I received
notification on Wednesday of an appointment with the examining doctor
at 2:00 r.u. on Thursday; I was to bring a report by the physician in atten-
dance. So back to Katz through ice and snow. I asked Katz, although I
found it hard, and I told him so, to wangle another couple of days for me.
He must have done it in his report. I handed in the sealed note at Stem-
platz at half past one-I was already familiar with the waiting and having
one's name called out-I had Emanuel Quint with me and struggled
through another dozen pages. At about quarter to three it was my tum,
this time unfortunately with a different, very brusque (although not mali-
cious) gentleman in a hurry. "Undress in the booth." - Brief examina-
tion-"Are you feeling better?" - "Yes, apart from the cold ai . . ." -"Thke another week to recover." I was discharged; the medical certificate
said: "Fit for work from February 24." I must be content with that holi-
days from the seventh to the twenty-fourth of February, a little recovered,
and by then I shall have completely finished with Hitler and made notes.
1...I

t...I
[In one comer of Katz's waiting room] in the best light the windowless

space has to offer, in an oval gold frame hangs the portrait of Captain Katz
(medical corps) with Iron Cross, First Class, and the badge for wounded in
action; in another comer the picture of a beautiful white horse, which is
being stroked by an officer in a steel helmet and wearing leather gloves-
I do not know if it is Katz himself. Before I knew him, I had already heard
Jews complain about the picture with the Iron Cross, First Class [ . . . ]

Before me, Katz had seen Komblum, the partly crippled former hussar,
whom I worked beside at Schltiter in the spring. See at the time the ac-
count of his falling ill and staying away from work. Now he is supposed
to be put to work again. Someone had squealed, said he had been carrying
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coal up from the cellar himself-so he must be able to work! Jews to-
gether!

February 19, Saturday evening

The phases of this period: It occurred to me today, that I have not thought
about "encyclopedic style," which was so imPortant at the beginning, for
a very long time. It no longer exists, it has been overtaken on two sides-
in writing, and probably in most cases, even it no longer dares show itself,
it is stifled by fear of the guillotine; and on the other hand it no longer suf-
fices, desperate anger now speaks openly. - I . . . I

February 21, Monday morning

I .I
Lewinsky was here in the aftemoon, again brought all kinds of reading

matter (DAZ and a little volume by Tumler, with whom I am quite unfa-
miliar), complained about Schwarze's tyranny and persecution. This
Schwarze, boss of a box factory in Leipziger Strasse, is the most notorious
and feared taskmaster of the ]ews; Herbert Eisenmann, among others,
works there.

t...1
lnthe DAZ anobituary notice for |ean Giraudoux. I have a signed copy

of hts Siegfried et le Limousin but have never read it. t . . . I \Alhen I talked
about Giraudoux yesterday evening, Eva said: "I thought of him only
today. "In Siegfriedhe maruels at the objectiaity of the Germans, which a French-

man cannot unilerstand." I: "You have no idea how interesting I find that.
Hitler is always raging against the Germans' 'objectivity mania.' " -Eva
does not like to hear me talking about Hitler; I myself am as intensively
concemed with him as a cancer researcher is with cancer. [ . . . ]

Evening

In the moming, as several times before, but this time especially clearly, we
heard marching Russians singing. The marching song repetitive and
melodious, the voices soft, a few notes by the powerful principal singer
alone, the rest sung in chorus, reminiscent of church music. These are

Ukrainians in German uniforms, Russian Vend6eans. A war of "world-
views" and not only, perhaps not even in the fust instance, one between
states. But to what extent has this aspect been artificially created by Na-
tional Socialist propaganda, by propaganda and force? To what extent are
the "European" Iegions, the French, Flemish, Spanish, etc., stage armies?

And-this is no longer a question, but a matter of conviction-how
greatly would these states, which gained their "national" freedom under
Germany's leadership, be cheated of that very freedom!

t ..I
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February 24, Thursday evening

The last time I went to Mcibius, two and a half weeks ago, I was stilt grop-
i.g *y way in the dark. At 6:20 this moming it was day, with a heavy,
quiet frost (twenty below freezing, but at midday there was an emphatic
thaw), which caused my heart less problems than wind at a higher tem-
perafure.

Everything went very peacefully at Mdbius; I had been "demoted": The
woman worker who helped me pack and count on the last Safurday was
now at the machine-"the girl does eleven thousand," said Hartwig re-
proachfully, so she does three times as much as I---and I became her assis-
tant. But I have no ambitions in this field and am glad that the foreman is
no longer driving me. Besides the woman is helping out only temporarily
in this department. Of course, counting envelopes all day was tremen-
dously monotonous and tiring; but curiously the day, in its utter empti-
ness, passed quickly. So I was at least spared the feeling of time crawling
by; it was murdered under anesthetic, as it were.

t...I

February 2g Monday morning before six o'clock and aftet breakfaet

I was wamed against the initialy morose and tacitum woman worker at my
machine [ . . . ]. She soon fumed out to be courtmus, even concemed for me.
She began carefully. What foodstuffs did I have? Really so few coupons? No
meat at all? . . .I replied cautiously. What had happened to 'the others-
who had been here before? . . . "Gone away." - "What does that mean?" -"I am really not allowed to tell you. P1ease don't think that I mistrust you,
but my life is at stake, and I have a wife . . ." Etc. Silence for an hour. Thm I:
"Do you have next of kin at the front?" After ten minutes she: "A brother."
Then drawing away: "The chargeman is coming--&e careful!" The charge.
man is feared. At the very beginning I probably noted the scene with
"Frieda," my first instructress. - Frau Loewe, mid-forties, fves in Nauss-
litz; she knows our wooden house. - Evidently she is just as fearftrl and as
anti-Nazi as I am. But I am repeatedly g.ippud by the suspicion that she
could be acting as an informer. Or repeat something out of foolishness.

Bergmann, the pharmacist the hunchbacked mixer at Schliiter [ . . . ]
Bergmann, privileged and very anti-Jewish, was arrested several days
ago. Reason unknown. Since I heard about it, I am especially anxious with
respect to Loewe. -In this house there lives a huge, good-humored man by the name of
Heim, with whom I occasionally exchanged a few words in the air-raid
cellar. An irurkeeper. I have never seen his wife; she was already ill whm
we moved in. The man himself has a serious heart condition. His Aryan
wife died yesterday aftemoon (cancer). The man must now "pack his
case" immediately: He will certainly be deported very soon, at the very
least to Theresienstadt [ . . . ].
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Eisenmann, already much recovered, visited us yesterday at about
midday. Previously he was a considerable pessimist. He was now very oP-

timistic, making plans for the future, how he could get his former boss to
give him full authority by cable from the USA, and how he would imme-
diately reclaim the expropriated coal company in Aussig and get it going
again. It was impossible for me to share his optimism. He also said about
Berlin, that there one saw no Jew's stars on the street. It was covered up or
not wom at all. He himself had used tram and underground with the star
covered---one simply could not get around Berlin in any other way, also in
this huge mass of people it was not a risk, it was impossible for the
Gestapo to recognize individuals, as they did here in the "village of Dres-
den." (I am almost inclined to believe that the Berlin Gestapo tums a blind
eye, so as to avoid disturbances in the street.)

t...I

March 4, Saturday morning toward six o'clock

No possibility of reading, of keeping up the diary, of reflection. Slavery in
the factory and domestic chores, Iack of sleep, deadly tiredness. Newspa-
pers and books, started or not started, on my desk.

Yesterday my good Frau Loewe retumed to the printing shop-her
foreman has recovered-and I became an independent machine operator
again. With her I "produced" 14,000 folders, alone she produced 11,000,

alone I hardly m.Inage 4,000 [ . . . ]. I can already hear today's address by
Foreman Hartwig as he inspects the workbook.- t . . I

The war is stagnating bloodily. But the deskuction of German cities
continues by day and by night, and Dresden is still spared. In the news-
paper everything is hushed up or referred to only in brief, sweepingly
stereotypical phrases. E.g.: ". . . damage was caused in some towns in cen-
tral Germany." Privately, however, we hear ghastly things. Frau Sttihler's
father writes, for example, that Augsburg is eighty Percent destroyed.
Augsburg, that is, Messerschmitt.

t...I

Toward evening

it was peaceful at Mribius. The foreman, seeing my workbook, said mock-
ingly: "Now we're back at 4,000," but did not make a longer speech' Later
Frau Loewe appeared for a couple of hours, and I was able to print a small
reserve. I allowed myself to be sufficiently carried away to say to her: "If I
survive the war and get my house back agairl both of which are admit-
tedly quite improbable, then you can come and see us and drink the most
beautiful real coffee." If Frau I-oewe Passes on even an allusion to ttris sen-
tence, then I am a dead man. For how many mortal sins sub specie tertii
imperii it contains! Atrocity propaganda, doubt of victory enticement to
racial crime!
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Have I noted the slogan painted in big letters above the Tell chocolate
factory in Freiberger Strasse? It must be from the first year of the war, now
it appears more than unfortunate: "In this war justice is at last victorious
and not happiness!" -An old fellow, somewhere between gentleman and man, addressed me
on Zeughausplatz: "Good day, Herr Professor, how are you?,, ,,Forgive

me, if . . ." I am no longer used to being addressed in sudr a way by any-
one. "But I am Dehne (or something like it) from the State Library we
often think of you!" And then a handshake. "We understand one another,
don't we?" And as he walked away, he raised his arm a little, as he evi-
dently must at work. I think the man was one of the middle-grade issue
clerks, not exactly a librarian by profession but not an aftendant either.

On tIL At 3 Zeughausstrasse this doorplate is worth noting. Baruch
Strelzyn-Horst Israel Strelzlm. The father, a goldsmith, has a fust name
which is so ]ewish, that he is exempted the addition of Israe! the sory bom
about 1920, to an Aryan mothe4, is given that most Germanic name, which
was rampant then: Horst. - For the postwar period Horst is what
Siegfried was for the previous generation. -I...1

March lQ Friday toward evening

Finland is our new hope. For two days now, the German press has con-
firmed fairly openly what has been known from English broadcasts for at
least a week: that the Finns are negotiating with Russia. But that is very far
from being a hope of a quick end. Certainly, it lifted my spirits that
Fetscher received Eva (whom he declared pretty much restoredto health)
with the words: "It's drawing to an end!" But it is only slowly drawing to
an end. First Romania must desert and Hungary fust Turkey must enter
the war, first the Russians must be in Kdnigsberg and Lemberg, fust an
Anglo-American invasion army must march on Berlin from their,,beactr-
head" at Hamburg or Wilhelmshavery before the end comes. -

March 12, Sunday moming

[ . . . ] There have been hours of drama for me in the factory in recent days.
My machine jammed and repeatedly broke down; the foreman repaired,
dismantled, had me clean everything (this, too, a strain on the heart, be-
cause I have to bring hot water in a pail up two flights of stairs from the en-
gine house). But with all of this there was no repetition of the violent
barracks+quare scenes. Foreman Hartwig, a man in his late sixties, quite
emaciated, ailing, became friendly as I helped him with the labeling. (The
sarne ceremony every moming. The foreman has to detver the previous
day's production, piled up on the tables, to the forwarding department. He
identifies the individual commissions according to the order notes, fetches
the appropriate labels, brushes paste on them out of a pot, whereupon a
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girl usually sticks them on the boxes. There is a tremendous shortage of
workers; I produce little at the machine, so for the moment I am the paste

grrl. [ . . . ].) So Hartwig asked about my former profession. Then he said:

"The fews may be to blame for something, brtt that is not right . . . There
will be nothing good anymore for us old people . . ." - "Foreman, I'm not
allowed to say anything to that I must not make any complaints, it could
cost me my head." - "I know. . .I'm not allowed to talk to you either-
but what good can the war bring us now? My youngest is in ltaly, he was
in Africa fust, my older boy is in the far north . . !' - "tfiere you in the First
World War, Foreman?" - After that we told each other about lice, rats, hos-
pital train, etc. Since then he has been patemal, merely sighed, merely
grumbled, despaired. Now from Monday, there is to be a woman at the ma-
chine again, at least in the momings. Then I shall be able to count, bundle,
and pack more calmly and effectively.

On Friday, as oncebefore, two weeks ago, the company gave each of us

a piece of horse's heart or liver, i.e., a share in the regular special deliver-
ies for the Aryan workforce. This allowance is given in complete secrecy,

because it is forbidden by the Gestapo. We feel happy, but nevertheless the
feeling of happiness is a little like that of Hauptmann's weavers at the dog
roast.

Heim, the publican, whose wife died a couple of weeks ago, has al-
ready been "fetched" in the last few days. Theresienstadt. The night before

last, the ailing Frau Cohn had an attack of asphyxia. The first thought If
she dies-though in the meantime she is on her feet again, a doctor was
not to be had, Fetscher advised Cohn by telephone-if she dies, he has to
go, and as he is not quite sixty, not just to Theresienstadt. I caII it National
Socialistburning of widowers. [ . . . ]

Frau Winde was here just now: a little bag of potatoes-which are in uni-
versally short supply-a little packet of dried vegetables, a tin of tomatoes.

She asked anxiously, as often before, if I did not know where I could hide
when the time came. Her husband too [ . . . ] wanted to make himself scarce

during the critical days. I: I did not know anyone, was also unsuited for
flight, would entrust myself to fate. Eva: I should go to Kipsdorf, stay in the
woods for one or two nights, use Aryan coupons to eat in restaurants. Frau
Winde: "He can't do that. He mustn't mix with people, he would stand out
immediately. It always hurts so much. I said to my husband: 'Because of all
the years of persecutiory the professor looks like a beaten dog.'" She re-

peated it twice, and I felt awful. I have never had good posture, but now I
walk with a stoop, my hands shake, and at the least excitement I have dif-
ficulty breathing. I noticed it again only yesterday. -t...I

March 15, Wednesday evening

Empty and overcrowded, trivial and strenuous, the days pass so uni-
formly between half past three in the moming (at latest) and half past ten
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i1 ttrc evgnilg ttrat today I truly did not know whether it was Tuesday or
alrcady Wednesday.

In the factory it's now like this: the young woman who instructed me in
the machine at the beginning tums out 8,000 folders in the moming, which
I count and bundle fifty at a time. Then in the aftemooru if I am alone, I fin-
ish off what is still to be counted, pasted, packed, and then let the machine
runforawiilebymyself. The momingat the machine is intemrptedby the
labeling of the orders, which Foreman Hartwig makes ready for fonnrara-
ing. Always the same business envelopes and paper bags for drugs [ . . . ]
by the hundred thousand, again and again small special rtrns for a number
of pharmacies. Sometimes the foreman is merciful, patemal, almost re.
rpTtrt sometimes he barks [. . . ] terribly. Today: ,you,re getting stu-
pider all the time, the label is so crooked-I would be ashamed to p.oduce
such shit for work!" I always remind myself of the comic aspect of the situ-
ation, but the humiliation does bother me terribly. And mianwhile Neu-
bert is professor in Berlin. My Frau Rudolph is a harmless creature; her
fathgr fell in August 1914 before she was bbm, her husband is a copper-
smith and has been reclaimed in an armaments factory. - How nonsensi-
cal it is: We star-wearers work with Aryans everywhere, and personal
conversations get under way again and again despite all fears and prohibi-
tions. And now-this became known yesterday-we ]ews are to be ,,de.
ployed" for air-raid protection because there is such a great shortage of
p.eople,so the company has to have an extra door and separate washing fa-
cilities. But if it comes to it, there will of course be no iso[ation. There a[ as
yet no details of this latest "deploymenf'; only that it is to take place on one
Sunday aftemoon every fortnight and on one nigJrt every weei<. [ . . . ]

March 19, Sunday morning half past nine

No air-raid waming for a long time, nevertheless air attack remains cen-
tral. Today at half past ten exercise "with full equipment.,, yesterday af-
temgon, immediately after work on Saturday moming, my fust faitory
watch, from 1:30 p.rra. to 7:00 r.rra., so that I was in ttre faciory for a fuil
twelve hours. On the one hand this watch duty is child,s play, but on the
other very sftenuous. I had a very bad headache after thi usual factory
work and a need of fresh air and relaxatioru but now had to sit out another
six hours. tn depressing conditions. On the ground floor of the front house
there are large office and shipping rooms. A conunon room with floor
heating and a radio has bem fitted out there for the men and womm of
the Aryan watch. We star-wearers (Witkowsky and I) had to sit next door
in an office, which was cooling down; we could hear the people in the
other room laughing, chatting, eating, scraps of radio musii and conver-
sation-we were the shunned. Individuals, men and womery were, as al-
yays,_friendly to us. But, as always and everywhere, there are a couple of
feared watchdogs and pillars of the party. A workforce meeting *uj held
a couple of days ago at which the "hundred percenters,, a.e siid to have
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vituperated against the jews, and in particular to have agitated against
those of us on air-raid duty.

I got through the time quite well by [ . . . ] reading, in between ex-

changing a few words with the rather ailing Witkowsky, catching a couple
of radio tunes, among them still the same cabaret schmaltz by the same

castrato voice that I heard at Schliiter last summer. Meanwhile, hundreds
of thousands have fallen, and that man is still singrng "A little girl has

stolen my heart . . ." After thirteen hours absence I came home completely
shattered. Tomorrow I have a night watch, which means I can be home at
five and then have to leave at half past six again, and come back only at
five o'clock in the aftemoon on Tuesday. Straw beds have been supplied
for us in the "employees' room," where we usually eat. I shall keep the

night watch with Lang, the doctor. We are allowed to sleep, but not to un-

dress. Lang and I are then marked down again for the night of Saturday to
Sunday, the twenty-fifth to the twenty-sixth of March. We have not been

told what to do, we have not been given any kind of training. We have
only to keep ourselves in readiness to help out in some way in case of an
emergency-strictly isolated from the Aryans. Foreman Hartwig now
fetches me for an hour every day to label the orders; he pastes the labels,

and I stick them on. While he's working, he's like a big child, now roaring,
now beaming and friendly. The day before yesterday he got to talking.
With Thiemig & M<ibius for Myears,before that on the tramP as machine
fitter through Germany and Switzerland as far as Geneva. We talked
about Geneva; he went into raPtures. "The wonderful Tyrol wine; they
mix it with water-I said I can always drink the water afterward . ' . And
watching the sun rise from the Saleve and the Rousseau Island! . . ."
Meanwhile I put the wrong labels on a whole stack and he wailed: "That's

what comes of blathering!" Silence for a while. Then: "Do you know Ham-
burg?" The harbor-and now . . . And now: "Human beings are beasts.

Worse than beasts of prey. And what's it all for? Only money. . . What is
Europe to the Americans? Does Europe want to attack America? OnIy be-
cause a couple of billionaires want to make money . ' ." I let the conversa-
tion peter out. Behind the couple of billionaires I heard a "couple of Jews"
and felt the belief in Nazi propaganda. This man, who is undoubtedly not

a Nazi, most certainly believes that Germany is acting in self-defense, is

completely in the right, and that the war was forced upon it; most cer-

tainly he believes, at least in large part, in the guilt of "world lewry," etc.,

etc. The National Socialists may have miscalculated in their conduct of the
war, but certainly not in their propaganda. I always have to remind myself
of Hitler's words, that he is not making speeches for professors.

t. .1

March 21, Tiresday evening

I have come through the fust night duty. The worst thing was getting there
yesterday. I had come home very tired at five, had to 8o out again to buy
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bread, ate a lot and quickly, became nervous, when I didn't get a ham
right away, and on the short walk to Grunaer Strasse got worse heart pains
than I have ever had before. They passed as soon as I stood still, but it was
a very melancholy memento. At Mdbius at seven; the head watchman
who opened up for me was chargeman Eysold, feared as a staunch Na-
tional Socialist, but he smiled and behaved quite amiably. Lang and I sat
in the same room and in the same isolation as Witkowsky and myself re-
cently. Once one of the women workers came in and asked if we wanted
beer. But the barrier was strictly upheld. [ . . . ]

March 25, Safurday afternoon

Between duty shifts: Factory work ended at a quarter to one, watch duty
begins at seven. It will be a bad night, because the weather today is excep-
tionally raw and wintry.The universal perpetual fear. Lang said to me in
all seriousness: "Don't bring any writing work with you. It only attracts
attention and harms us all. After all, the Jew only writes things that are
cormpting." I got to bed only at midnight after the night air-raid waming
and got up at four. I fell asleep just now over my writing. -t...I

Apil 2, Sunday afternoon

Friday moming, five past one (the night from Thursday to Friday there-
fore), pre-alert, immediately followed by full alarm. Once again getting up
and being in the cellar did not agree with Eva, and robbed me of one hour
of my already scanty sleep. There was another waming on Friday mom-
ing---only the pre-alert-Friday midday no sirens, but school children
sent home nevertheless (pre-alert). The Americans are said to have caused
havoc all day in central Germany. Very little of it gets into the newspapers.
Matters appear to be catastrophic on the southem Russian front, now al-
ready in Galicia and Romania. - Mutschmann in a speech in which once
again the Jews are to blame for everything: "We must win, because other-
wise we must die."

Yesterday aftemoon, immediately following work, watch duty until
seven o'clock. I had left my pot of food at home. Eva brought it to me. [n
the machine room, I showed her my machine, no. 14. We were alone, only
Bergmann, the feared forcman and air-raid-protection chief, was still
working at something in the semidarkness. He came up, shook Eva's
hand, said a few friendly words-the things one lives to see! But down-
stairs in the office, when he was looking for something by my isolated
table, he said not a word. I made notes on Tirmler and Ludwig Finckh.
From time to time, one or other of the chafting Aryan watch next door
would appear: "Are you very bored?" - "It must be very boring to be
alone like this?" . . . and quickly walked on. As he was blacking ou! Lieb-
scher, the young fitter, explaining, half apologizing: "We are strictly for-
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bidden to talk to |ews." - Where they are together in a grouP, they are

afraid, and rightly so: There is one agent of the Party present everywhere.
Alone, they come out of their shell. Recently, while we were labeling, Fore-

man Hartwig: What had happened to the people fetched by the
Gestapo . . . It must be bad to be stared at on the street because of the star.
("Foreman, I go only to the factory otherwise I don't go out on the street:
People don't just stare!")

Last Saturday, a young woman worker, whose machine had broken
down, was assigned to me as assistant. She was immediately friendly,
tried to begin a conversation. "Things may take a tum yet." Since I did not
react, she repeated it several times. Then: Her husband had fallen at Orel;
he had been a good man, a bricklayer, later they had wanted to build their
own house, in Drilzschen; she herself had already been inside once for a

political offense, our fate "was breaking her heart" . . . If she goes to the
cinema, she avoids the newsreel-"every dead man is my husband."
\{hen she left, she pressed my hand, something very unusual among the
workers in the factory, and toward us almost a case of race defilement'
Since then I see the woman only occasionally at her distant workplace.
Then we nod surreptitiously to one another. It was quite similar with Frau
Loewe, who works in the printing shop on the first floor. Taken individu-
ally ninety-nine percent of the male and female workers are undoubtedly
more or less extremely anti-Nazi, well-disposed to the fews, oPPosed to
the war, weary of tyranny. . ., but fear of the one Percent loyal to the
regime, fear of prison, ax, and bullet binds them.

LTI. In the surilner, some boys once called after me: "We'll string him

'rp:' - "Nah, shoot him in the back of the head . . ." I frequently come
across this phrase now. For the LTI the shot in the back of the head is the
emblem of terror, the symbol of the Soviet regime, as the knout was of
czarism.[...]

April 3, Monday evening

On the LTI. During air-raid watch I sit at an office desk some distance from
the passageway that leads through the office to the Aryan watch room. I
hear the "good aftemoon" or "good evening" of those passing, and do not
know whether it is intended for me or their workmates, and am or appear
to be absorbed in my book, so as not to respond or fail to respond at the
wrong moment. But recently I heard a "Heil Hitler!," which is quite ex-

ceptional here. I thought: They always put in one who's an informer, a

hundred percenter. - Today nice Frieda Dittrictu who trained me at the
start and sent Eva apples, comes to my workplace. In an apologetic voice:
"I didn't recognize you on Saturday, I thought it was the boss sitting there.
I thought, then you'd better say 'Heil Hitler!'" - When I consider how
things stand with Mcibius's membership in the SS, the story becomes even
more characteristic than it already is. Mcibius also thinks: You'll have to
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say "Heil Hitler!" there.-and so steers clear of his few-infested factory-
I. .1

April 4, Tiresday evening

t...1
Propaganda: English novels are banned of course, but there are books

by A.J. Cronin in every shopwindow: He's Scottish and exposes short-
comings of social and public services in England. - Most lending libraries
(Eva is trying them out) are not taking on any new clients: They can no
longer replace well-thumbed books.

Apil7, Good Friday afternoon

At Mcibius the women have their separate dormitory for the night watch
on the first floor. Previously our stairway passed it, now it is closed to us,
and we have been assigned other stairs---ever greater segregation. Re-
cently a bedbug tumed up in the women's dormitory, gas was used
against it and for the duration of the operation four beds have been put
up for the women in our "employees' room." This is no doubt related to
the fact that we Jews have been free of watch duty for all of Easter week.
Thus Providence has availed itself of a bedbug to give me four whole days
of rest.

t...1
Frau Rudolph, with whom I have been working in recent weeks, has

been given a fortnight's leave by the labor exchange to support her
mother: Her brother has fallen. Frau Scholz, with whom I am working
now, has lost her son in the East; the recently mentioned woman worker
lost her husband. Three women affected in one machine room, all against
the regime, and all keep their heads down when they are in a group. -Frau Stiihler was back from Bavaria this moming; she says people there
are complaining openly and angrily.

t...1

April 8, Saturday toward evening

t...1
Stephan Mtiller was here yesterday evening, Frau Winde and Frau

Kreisler this aftemoon. They are all fairly optimistic. The Romanians and
the Hungarians are going to desert, the Russian advance has been mo-
mentarily halted by German troops rushed over from the West [ . . . ] the
Anglo-American invasion was imminent at several points. -[ . . . ] Conversation with St'tihler senior: "I shall bear witness." - "The
things you write down, everybody knows, and the big things, Kiev,
Minsk, etc., you know nothing about." - "lt's not the big things that are
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important to me, but the everyday life of tyranny, which gets forgotten. A
thousand mosquito bites are worse than a blow to the head. I observe,

note down the mosquito bites . . ." Sttitrler, a little later: "I once read that
fear of something is worse than the event itself. How I dreaded the house
search. And when the Gestapo came, I was quite cold and defiant. And
how our food tasted afterward! All the good things, which we had hidden
and they had not found." - "You see, I'm going to note that down!"

Frau Winde was very depressed: Her son's leave ends tomorrow and
he goes back to the front.

1...1

April 12, Wednesday morning

1...1
After work, I was at Hahn, the optician, Wilsdruffer Strasse, where Eva

had made an appointment for me, by about five o'dock. An elderly gentle'
man with the Party badge, a full shop. I was thoroughly, almost tenderly ex-

amined in a side room. I am gellimg fioo pairs of spectacles-"we'll put the
more expensive pair on the health insurance!"-they will be ready in orr
week. (Ihree months is considered normal.) Have you heard anything from
Amdt, the jeweler, in Theresienstadt?" We got talking. "The swine! . . . But
it can't last much longer!" A Party member! At the end I said: "But don't say

anything to anyone; otherwise you don't need to bother making the specta-

cles for me, because itwill cost me myhead." For all that, my eyesbother me
more than ever before in my life. My vision constantly impaired. The opti-
cian said: "t.eft eye only eighty-percent vision, right eye normal."

t...1

April 13, Thursday morning six o'clock

The man who was so friendly to me at the optician's recently was Hahn,
the owner, himself. His son has fallen, as Witkowsky told me. Hinc sym-
pathia. There appears to be no better publicity against Hitler than a son
dying a hero's death. It was the same with Richter's friend in whose villa
in Wehlen I was going to be hidden if things started in August 1943.

Nothing started, and Hitler rules, and Richter is inside.
Witkowsky, who is dying of cancer, has refused to be "relieved of duty"

and is working six hours a day. Because he is clinging to life, and because

he is bored to death at home. He sits and works close by me, and while I
pack our largest document envelopes, haul them away on the handcart to
the foreman, and wheel up more paper, Witkowsky is continually num-
bering off, numbering off thousands upon thousands of tiny cellophane
bags for a sedative powder. It is deadly for the eyes, it is deadly monoto-
nous-but it occupies his time, he is content: He is working, still eaming,

people and machines make a din around him, he's alive. - [ . . . ]
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April 14, Friday evening

There was an alert in the morning, from about a quarter to eleven until
half past eleven; the all clear was the only thing I heard over the noise of
the machinery. [ . . . ] Today good Frau Scholz made me a present of two
pounds of bread couponsi she could do without them, over the holiday
she had eaten with her daughter-in-law in Pulsnitz. Individually the over-
whelming majority of the workers, women and men, are like that.Butfear
everywhere. "Don't show anyone, don't tell anyone!" Likewise on my
side. Frau Scholz: "Things were best when we had the Emperor and the
King, there was peace and quie! and enough to eat." I: "Frau Scholz, I am
not suspicious of you in the least, but if the devil takes a hand a political
conversation with you can cost me my head." [ . . . ]

April 29, Saturday morning

On Wednesday, in Frauengasse, a man with a white beard shouted loudly
at me: "Jewish dog!"

Evening

Like L,ang and Rieger I now avoid the main roads and make my way
through Kanalgasse, the little bordello street. Doesn't do any good either.
See the "Jewish dog" above. And yesterday a soldier threatened even
Lang and Riegeq, he was going to shoot them both, he had to shoot them
both. The public did not interfere. The fellow's woman companion calmed
him down. "But the next time I'll do it!" During the Thursday watch,
Rieger read to me from the newspaper, that 300,000 ]ews had been dispos-
sessed and intemed in Hungary. As usual he was terribly pessimistic: We
would certainly be shot or gassed. (There has been a very small improve-
ment in our relationship.) Despite all of that and despite terrible exhaus-
tion and wretched physical condition I am no longer quite as desperate as
recently. The Germans had certainly expected, and repeatedly asserted,
that for the moment the Russian offensive had exhausted itself, and that
engagements in the East would be intemrpted for several weeks. And
now the interruption has lasted less than three days, and the offensive is
already in full swing again. Frau Winde was the fust to bring us the news;
she also obstinately maintained, that the Anglo-American invasion was
imminent. Frau Winde came just as I was about to tutor Bemhard Stiihler.
Hardly had she left, than Paul Lang appeared with a loaf under his arm:
In exchange I was to take over his night watch from Sunday, the seventh
to Monday, the eighth of May, his wife's birthday. I agreed, with the result
that yesterday Rieger also asked for an exchange: He wants to be free on
May 1: his own birthday. For the sake of decency I had to agree to tha!
too-this time without a loaf. On the factory schedule I was down for
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Wednesday and Saturday, so instead I took over the two holidays with
their six o'clock start. -t...I

Today at half past eleven there was an alert, immediately followed by a

full-scale waming accompanied by shooting. A loudspeaker in the cellar
announced dully: "The mass of enemy aircraft is over southem Branden-
burg, stray aircraft are being fired on here." At quarter past twelve a par-
tial all clear, the full all clear at half past. Eva meanwhile was in Frau
Winde's cellar. I thought repeatedly of our manuscripts, the music sheets,
and the diary. All in the hands of fate.

One day recently we star-wearing Jews were allowed to and had to dis-
appear as early as 4:00 r.lra.; our coats, etc., all had to be removed from the
"employees' room"; in their place appeared a portrait of Hitler, decorated
with the swastika banner, and flag cloth was also wound around the little
lectem. A propaganda meeting as May 1 approaches, there was a Party
speaker.

The newspaper reported, emerging specterlike from Hades, a meeting
between the Fiihrer and the Duce, of whom not a sound had been heard
for so long. The old catc-hwords of Axis and Final Victory as in days gone
by. The Duce inspected newly mustered Italian "divisions," which will
fight for the "Fascist Republic," the Axis, and Germany. The next day, a
long-winded explanatory article: The enemy plan had failed, the greater
part of Italy was Fascist and Germany's ally. Except they should not have
published pictures of the Duce at the same time. The man, once solid,
plump, self-confidently Caesar-like, is now hollow-cheeked and brokery a

humiliated, poorly fed, ailing servant, and slave of the Germans. The
whole thing, as I said, a specterlike advertising farce, and a bit rich, far too
rich even for the National Socialists.

t...I
In the yard, as I was shoveling coal, I once again saw the Italian soldier,

who had been working for another company. Frau Belka cried out sponta-
neously, so it must be a common expression among the women workers:
"There's the Bado glio again! "

1...1

April 30, Sunday moming

In the moming singing, drumming, marching, shouts: assembly and line-
up and ro11 call of columns of Hitler Youth and League of German Girls on
the Carola Bridge. Some ceremony in the Royal Mews. I abhor such dein-
dividualization and mass dressage. But evidently itis amark of the Eoch as

a whole.In Fascist Rome, in Soviet Russia, formerly with the Reichsbanner,
also in the democracies, in the USA, partly in Great Britain-the same
thing everywhere. There was also collectivization before the First World
War: in the primary school, universal military service, the sports clubs, the
student fratemities-but there were also private, individual, familial
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counterweights; and besides, the various and antagonistic forces were
held in a MontesquieuJike balance. Now on the other hand . . .

May 1, Monday, half past one

My holiday is over again at five, because the night watch begins at six. My
distressing eye disorder has an adverse effect on everything. As for work,
that is, reading, I managed Goebbels, but without notes. If my eyes do not
recover, I shall have to give up everything, and in that case I could literally
just have myself buried. -Yesterday aftemoon l-ewinsky here, an empty, boring aftemoon. This
moming, while I was tutoring Bemhard Stiitrler, Steinitz appeared and in-
troduced his (half-Aryan) niece, who had come fromBerlinfor the weekend.
A young, robust, somewhat proletarian, very blond and GermanJookin&
lipstick-wearing gul; her lively character rather likeable. What she reported
from Berlin shook me, because it confirmed what Goebbels repeatedly em-
phasizes. The Berliners are quite used to the raids---on Saturday, while we
were sitting in the cellar atM<ibius, theyhad anotherheavy one. Serious de-
skuction on every stree! loss of life everyrvhere, but in general the people,s
mood is good, humorous, prepared to see it through. Special ratibnsand
fear help things along, there's grumbling here and there, but on the whole
people carryr on with self-confident Berlin wit and cockiness. No one is ex-
pecting imminmt defea! some say the war will last another two years,
others, that the decisive Genrun "rekibution" is at hand. (For monthjthere
was official talk of "retributiory" then the public scoffed at i! then nothing
mone was heard of it. And now it pops up again in this account.) The girl
works in some Berlin factory, so hears this and that. Therefore the regime
has no need to fear intemal collapse or revolt. And on this pointGoebbEk is
undoubtedly correct As a means of bringing pressure tobear on morale the
air offmsive is a failure.

The Sttihlers say: It is impossible to judge morale today. All have had
enough, and everyone trembles and dissimulates. This time nothing will
come from inside Germany.

The Steinitz niece also related something very like what Eisenmann
said on his retum from the hospital. In Berlin there are no Jewish stars to
be seen. The Gestapo acquiesces, or at least closes both eyes. The star is not
wom or is covered. (As Eisenmann traveled through Berlin on the tram,
his briefcase pressed to his chest.) If the Gestapo is forced to take action be-
cause of a denunciation, then the person denounced gets a warning the
first time, after that a fine . . . Here, on the other hand, ioncealing the star
inevitably leads to death by way of concentration camp. -
May 2, Thesday evening 8:00 nu.

Y,esterday as I left the house at quarter past five, Friiulein Rieger, Rieger,s
daughter and Katz's receptionis! came toward me downstaiis and gave
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me a packet of sandwiches and cake as comfort and thanks. That was
nice-but at Neumarkt I was overcome by angina pains, more severe and
persistent than ever before. A nitroglycerin capsule did not help at all-
the rest of the contents of the box rolled on the ground, I did not grieve for
them-and I had to creep along laboriously, step-by-step, halting fre-
quently. I did not feel better until I was some distance down Freiberger
Strasse, and as soon as I arrived, all the trouble ceased. But the memento
was left. My clock is running down, ma vue baisse, and the war is stag-
nating. Nevertheless (this time as sole ]ewish watchman left quite undis-
turbed) I made use of the time from half past six until almost ten, aPart
from my meal break, for intensive work. I went through the Goebbels, pen
in hand [... ] now I need a couple of hours for the actual notes. When

shall I find the time? [ . . . ]

May 3, Wednesday evening

t...1
LTI. I have noticed, as a Nazistic feature, the frequency of the wotd total

in article headings. "Total education" - "The enemytotally cutoff." -The
effect of propaganda: Frau Belka has repeatedly asked me: "Do you have a

Germanwif.e?" - "Does Jacobi have a German wife?" Etc. That shakes me
more than the foreign word "Aryan." It demonstrates how very success-

fully the jews have been "totally cut off" in popular consciousness. -
Frau Rudolph with whom I had previously worked very amicably,

whose brother has been killed in action, and who consequently was given
time off to be a support to her mother, is back again. I offered her my con-
dolences. She said "Yes" abruptly and curtly, and with noticeable cold-

ness, and walked quickly away from me. Fear? Or does she really believe
her brother was a victim of the ]ews? The one is as awful as the other.

Eva was at Elsa Kreidl's yesterday for coffee' She said the woman was
becoming ever more depressed and tearful and inconsolable. The loss of
her husband, the murder of her husband-with time the ghastliness of it is
getting through to her. In the beginning she did not appear to be firmly on
the side of the oppressed. Kreidl has been dead for almost two years now.

At the factory the Witkowsky-Lang affair is becoming ever more em-

barrassing. Witkowsky, who is mortally ill and evidently no longer right
in the head, takes offense at every harmless word, has fits of rage, swears
revenge, and could bring ruin on the whole grouP, as Leipziger probably
brought ruin on a number of Jews besides himself.

t...I

May 4, Thursday evening

LIL This moming as I was walking past a shopwindow in Amalienstrasse
(fighting with the wind, heart trouble) a board game advertised as "The
Total Game" (cf. May 3).
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May 5, early on Saturday

Yesterday a death sentence that is more cruel and brooks less delay than
the angina diagnosis. An eye muscle, the obliquus inferior of the left eye,
is paralyzed. The eye is neutralized with opaque glass, it cannot be
mended. "With your reading glasses you can stick tissue paper over the
left lens." How much work will I manage withone eye? And how much
time is left to me? Diabetes probably the cause-hence my terrible thirst
recently. Circumstances: my first stroke, a very minor one, but a stroke
nevertheless. I had hoped to die of the angina, decently. What will the sec-
ond stroke make of me? A heap of imbecility in a shitty bed like Grete, like
Father? Shall I disgust Eva and be a burden to her? But I do not have any
Veronal, I have no courage, and I must try to survive the Third Reich, so
that Eva's widow's pension is assured. -The work of more than ten years is in vain: the 18idme, the Curriculum,
the LTl-nothing will be finished, nothing will be published. Vanitatum
vanitas, but very bitter nevertheless. Perhaps none of it is any good any-
way-what can a senile old man produce, what are his judgments worth?

Ir order to have something to hold on to, howeveq. I shall go on work-
ing just as I have done until now. Perhaps a miracle will happen. And if
not-I have to get through the time left to me somehow, after all.

Dr. Waldemar Lothar Meyer, formerly a senior medical officeq, a gray-
bearded, friendly man with Swabian diphthongs, Weintraubenstrasse.
Walking there yesterday morning caused me serious heart trouble. Many
petit bourgeois and Nazistic customers (swastika, Heil Hitler. . .). The
doctor himseU and his assistant took no notice of my star, but it was very
unpleasant. Very lengthy, very thorough examination.

May & Monday toward evening

t...I
Konrad paid us an inaugural visit around midday. He brought a mod-

em ghetto novel, which I have begun to read aloud. (Reading aloudl Once
again after months!) He passed on the two latest jokes of the day. (What is
cowardice? When someone in Berlin volunteers for the Eastem front. And:
The govemment has ordered X rays of the whole population. They want
to see who has Hitler in his heart and who has him in his stomach.) t . . . I

May 9, Tuesday toward evening

t...1
Neumark told us: L) ]on Neumann f in Theresienstadt. Probably not

murder-unexpected heart failure after a hemia operation-but very sad
nevertheless. I would like to have seen him again. The number of the dead
grows ever larger. 2) Neumark did not believe in an invasion. The Ger-
mans desired it perhaps as a last chance of victory. But the others could

313
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wait and save lives. Germany was finished: The very last food reserves

were being drawn on (rice and slaughtering livestock), cripples were
being called up (i la lettre, case of a one-armed man). Perhaps until the
end of the year, it cannot go on any longer. (Eva added the words of Frau
Schibilschak, a trader at the market hall, friendly to |ews: Invasion was
unnecessary it was coming to an end and soon-"if I could say what was
on my mind, the things I could teil!") 3) New jokes: The Ftihrer was right
when he proclaimed that Berlin would be unrecognizable in ten years
time. - Julius Caesar, Frederick the Great, and Napoleon in Olympian
conversation; Caesar: If I had had the tanks, I would have conquered all of
Germania! Frederick the Great: If I had had the airplanes, I would have
conquered all of Europe! Napoleon: If I had had Goebbels, even today no
one would know that I lost the Battle of Leipzig! 4) Complaint about Sti.ih-

ler's unruliness. He had a serious argument with Katz and objects to un-
just, as he calls it, Sunday duty. Katz at Borsbergstrasse, and the Stiihlers
here have already spoken in the most indignant terms about the business.

Katz and Neumark, responsible to the Gestapo and its slaves, are in the
most dfficult position, cannot do right by anyone, and the Jews are all in-
credibly overwrought and embittered. I always try to be conciliatory. [n
this case I find the dispute especially embarrassing, because both emo-
tionally as well as out of pure egoism I run with the hare and hunt with the
hounds. (Sfii*rler says that Katz expressly declared hirn unfit for work but
then, to oblige the Gestapo, allowed him to be put on the heaviest Sunday
duty of shoveling coal. Katz denies that he declared Stiihler unfit for
work, and complains about the most violent abuse on the part of the Sti.ih-

ler m6nage. Such cases are common here.

t. I

IN'I'ay 12, Friday aftemoon

t..I
Katz tested my reflexes, also carried out a Wassermann test (strange, to

see the little tube fill with one's own blood). I am now to work in the fac-

tory again from Monday for perhaps a week, with a romantic bandage
over my eye, since the spectacles that I have been prescribed cannot be so

quickly supplied, and after that report sick again. Then the interest of the
health insurance fund will be brought into play, my goodwill, my Para-
lyzed eye emphasized, and my release from labor duty applied for. Mean-

while a humble petition is being sent to Herr Mutschmann to grant me
part of my pension, as both I and my Aryan wife are unfit for work. "We
must have regard for Mutschmann's primitive mentality," said Neumark.
"Not demand anything, only humbly ask for a partl We shall write only
"Prof. at the Technical University." On no account "Cultural Sciences Sec-

tion." That would provoke him-a Jew and German culture! - These are

the things we have to take into consideration. Neumark proposed: ". . . to
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pay at least a part of my pension." - I: "at least" would be provocative. So
we deleted "at least." That, too, no doubt belongs to the LTI. - t . . . I

Waldmann came early yesterday: He or someone (I don't know which)
had heard on the radio, distinctly heard: Landing by Anglo-American
troops. But the where had been drowned out by interference. [ . . . ]

The barracks below. Immediately in front, or rather behind our house,
there's a harmonious and cheerful atmosphere. A group of Russian cob-
blers, who do outwork and evidently have a degree of freedom although
they are prisoners of war. They wear decent green uniforms, they play ball
in the courtyard, they are always cheerful; they squat in groups, one
plucks the balalaika, they sing, one cuts a comrade's hair. Cheerfully
good-natured among themselves, friendly with the guards. [. . . ] On the
other hand the barracks in the yard of 1 Zeughausstrasse: gloomy, closed,
screened window slits high up, a sentry with a rifle constantly in the
empty courtyard-one sees the people only as a single column coming
from work or fetching food or pushing vehicles. These are civiJian prison-
ers, this is a SIav annex of the police presidium prison.

1...1

May 19, Friday afternoon

"On the sick list" again since yesterday. [ . . . I
It had been agreed with Katz, that I should work for "ten to twelve

days," then report sick again, he would then initiate my "release." [ . . . ]
So I went to see Katz on Thursday moming; he was very sure of the mat-
ter and gave me a sealed letter for the medical assessor. "Set your mind at
ease,leave it to me, your release is under way." Since the English offensive
in Italy was also "under way" arrd since the German military bulletin was
talking of imminent invasion in the West, I believed-as I said-that the
factory work chapter was finally behind me. - At Stemplatz-the usual
waiting-I found myself in the hands of a doctor new to me, a plump man
in his forties, he appeared to be a specialist in spectacle prescriptions; a
table of numbers hung on the door. The man read Katz's letter, shook his
head, waved his hand dismissively, and said-without pausing, almost
word-for-word: "That's out of the question. Release from duty! We are at
war, you are only sixty-two, even the blind are working. . . Release from
duty? Out of the question . . . Within the terms of the Reich Insurance, it is
not an illness at all-you will get used to it, even the blind are working.
Rest for a week, I shall put you down as fit for work again from next
Thursday. Heil Hitler!" He really did say "Heil Hitler!" at the end of his
speech. There was not the least attempt to examine me, not a taace of it. -This moming I reported the business to Katz. There was nothing to be
done, I simply had to go back to work on May 25, report sick again after a
whilg and then we would try with my heart, instead of my eyes. - So my
situation is not a whit changed, my eye not a whit improved. (Eva has pro-
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cured an eye patch for me, which, howevet is very irritating.) My release
from work duty is "under way"-l|is progressing as quickly as the En-
glish offensive. But I intend to make good use of my new holiday. -

Evening toward eight o'clock

Eva has just retumed from Frau Kreisler-Weidlich, with whom she plays
music. Herr Weidlich brought the news, that at five o'clock a German
broadcast had confusedly but clearly announced that "landings" had
taken place on the west coast. We, likewise the Shihlers, are extremely
tense with anticipation. And skeptical. There have already been far too
many disappointments. -We passed May 16 in very melancholy mood, almost without hope.
Eva's present to me was two nightshirts, which she had made out of old
curtain material. I had one cigarillo for her, which the Glasers had recently
intended for me. She had to fetch it from them, however, because Glaser
had not dared let me take it away. It could be found in our rooms, its ori-
gin be guessed. - The day was doubly gloomy for me: because of my eye
and because of the news of Sussman's death, which arrived the day be-
fore.

Martin Sussmann f April 8, 1944, of cancer of the stomach and the liver.
I had expected the news, and yet it hit me very hard. Quite egoistically:
Sussmann was my last contact with the outside world, also I would so

much have liked to exchange experiences with him after the war. But I was
also truly fond of him. He always demonstrated his friendship and loyalty
to me, and in our moment of greatest need he stood up for Eva, when we
were still quite illegitimate. - [ . . . ]

May 2Q Saturday morning

t...I
Eva was at the office of Richtet the trustee of our house. He is no longer

in the police prison. But he has not been taken to a sanatorium, rather to
Buchenwald concentration camp. The secretary Frau Streller, is carrying
on the business; his wife, with the child bom after his arrest, has moved
into a little house, the older boy is attending school here in Dresden. -I recently asked Steinitz, why Jacobi's daughter had to wear the star.
The child was bom after the Niimberg Laws, her mother is Protestant, her
father has an eye to his own interests. A child "raised as German" would
have given him privileged status. Steinitz gave me the definite answer,
that at the time Jacobi had hoped to be able to emigrate to the United
States; the committees there would have received him more warmly,
would presumably only have favored him, if he emphasized his Judaism
through his child. - The Jews are certainly visited by misfortune and are
in the righ! but altogether likeable? I think not. [ . . . ]
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I[day 21, Sunday morning

The news of the "landings" in the West was again mistaken. Deep disap-
pointment made even deeper by the poor state of health we are both suf-
fering. My eyes let me down more and more.

t...1

May 23, Tiresday moming

1...I
I envy Steinitz, who frequently comes to see us now. He is half-blind

following a cataract operation, he works all day at the cemetery he occu-
pies himself intensively but unproductively with English and yet is ab-
solutely content, evidently certain that he has another twenty busy years
before him-he is especially proud of his grandmother's grave, which he
tends; she lived to be one hundred and four years of age and still went to
the opera at a hundred-but evidently also completely calm and com-
posed at the thought of death, although he will be seventy this year.

I also envy Lewinsky, he puts on such a nice act for himself. "In the fac-
tory I must have a book with me, in front of me, I do not have the oppor-
tunity to read, but I must see it stroke it . . ." - "I said to the medical
assessor: 'Doctor, I'm simulating health.'" He also simulates a constant
floating in Goethean reglons. [ . . . ]

May 2d Wednesday morning

The eye problem gets ever worse. Working through a pile of issues of the
Reicft even more agonizing than if I stick to a single page of a book or a
page of notepaper. Wearing spectacles and eye patch together is torture.
On top of that the diffuse, dazzling light of a rainy sky. Goebbels's editori-
als repeat their few ideas with ever-greater extravagance. "We are after all
the elite nation of Earth, whether the others want to admit it or not." And
we arc protecting Europe. For otherwise Russia alone will be the victor.
[ . . .] "The nations of Europe should get down on their knees and thank
us..." ("Our Nation," April 23, '44'l-"Ow Socialism," April 30, 'M:We
and we alone have the best social welfare measures, everything is done for
the nation. We have clean hands. "Why have millions of foreign workers
come into the Reich" and during terror attacks, etc., here, "behave as if
they were defending their own property? Because they are convinced that
we are right.. .M-y of them live better in Germany in wartime, than
they did at home in peacetime." D'altra parte: "The Jews are the incarna-
tion of capitalism. Dependent on situation and conditions, they cultivate it
in plutocratic or Bolshevist form. The effect in both cases is the same . . ."
We on the other hand: "The leaders of the Party exclusively serve the wel-
fare of the nation. . ." What an immense quantity of lies to a tiny, tiny
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grain of truth. Absurd: The workers who have "come." They have been
dragged here and kept here as slaves. [ . . . ] "The Uncertain Factors," May
7 , 'M: T\e forfune of war is still in the balance. An unsuccessful invasion
would mean final defeat for the enemy. (Why???) And he will not be suc-
cessful! "The German nation is more worried in case the invasion does not
come, than if it does come. .." Our preparations make us superior.
"Should the enemy . . . really intend starting an operation, on which
everything depends, with such unbounded frivolity, well, good night!"
And then: On our side soldiers are fighting for homeland and a "world-
view," on the other side: Mercenaries of "intemational plutocracy." -Reich,May 7,'M,'A Thousand Words of Soviet": Badoglio has inho-
duced Russian as a school subject: But the Italians are not leaming real
Russian at all, not the language of Gogol, Dostoyevsky, Turgenev, Tolstoy.
"The Bolsheviks have buried the Russian language under a flood of dis-
cordant abbreviations and artificial words: The schoolchildren of southem
Italy are leaming slang." Short article, signed "fr."

France. Article of April 30 in the Reich: "A*y of Crime. Terrorism in
the West" by SS war correspondent Georg Wilhelm Pfeiffer. Here maquis is
explained as "the thomy-hedged hiding places of southem France."
Words new to me: armie secrDte is what the "callous Gaullist bourgeoisie"
calls terrorism as a whole. They also talk about " army of liberation." But
the national rnlJice says armie du crime.Its starting point is the MOI (Mou-
vement d'ouvriers immigr6s), the Soviets' "Trojan horse." In addition Red
Spaniards, Italian Communists, Poles, and, overwhelmingly, Jews, Jews,
Jews. [. . . ] On April 24 an article about Marcel D6at, signed "ar." Nor-
malien, lyc6e teacher, war veteran, 1926 deputy of the Socialist Party.
Wrote against French involvement in the war in the newspapet Oeuwe,
1939: "Mourir pour Danzik?" In 1933 he founded the New Socialist Party,
was then one of the firstMtnichois.Hisdaily leading articlesinthe Oeuore
wam the Vichyssois. Now Minister of Labor in the Laval cabinet. Broke
with L6on Blum as Darnand, originating in the Action Franqaise, broke
with Maurras. The third member of the gang is Henriot, previously on the
extreme Right. D6at is a "good Frenchman, a good Socialist, a good Euro-
pean," he is also "the first French minister to speak fluent German."
(When will I ever hear about the "other France"?) -t...1

Evening

t...I
My holiday week is over. Intellectual result one Johst read, notes made

on two Johsts, the Stresemann, and a few notes on Das Reich. My poor
paper soldiers of the Third Reich! -The German military bulletin is said to report "major inroads" on the
Nettuno front. If we could only understand what is the point of. these ef-
forts by the English. After all, nothing will be decided here.
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Is/lay 26, Friday moming, six o'clock

Machine 49 exactly as I left it a week ago. Except the envelopes have a dif-
ferent company name printed on them. The woman on the next machine
helps draw the paper; I managed 23,000 altogether, I got through the day
well enough, only the day is an absolute emptiness, hardly distinguish-
able from death. ]acobi meanwhile has gone to Bauer as a transPort
worker. We are only four now and Witkowsky is still grumbling unpleas-
antly and dangerously about Lang, and nothing, nothing of any impor-
tance at all has changed, nothing. A midday meal is no longer delivered,
which certainly makes things more dfficult, and double vision and the
many eye-aches and headaches make things very much more difficult.

On the evening of the day before yesterday, the news of a number of
English successes in Italy raised spirits in the ]ews'House to some extent
(but of course it did not last). Waldmann brought up the food-ration cards
for the individual households. He knocked at the StiiNers': "May I come
in?" - Since when had he been so polite? asked StiiNer. "I am preparing
to attend to my customers once again!" He was a well-to-do fur dealer. As
caretaker he now hauls coaL he transports furnitue for the tax office and
gets pocket money for it. [ . . . ]

Evening

Today, after a long interval, foreman Hartwig bellowed dreadfully at me
again. It very much gets on my nerves. The l-ast laugh-l remember the
Emil Jarmings film about the grand-hotel doorman degraded to a lavatory
attendant. And at such moments of humiliation I remember that Neubert
is professor in Berlin. I already know beforehand that Hartwig will repent
and attempt to show me in a patemally affectionate way how simple the
required task is. "As simple as that!" Two easy manual movements, and
the envelopes are lying flat in the carton. "I don't understand why you
can't leam it!" But my fingers won't do it. -My eyes torment me more and more every day, and I have no hope of
an improvement.

M,ay 29, Whitmonday moming and later

On Saturday Eva was in Pirna for the first time since Christmas and found
everything unchanged. Annemarie remains apuzzle to us. At once loyal
and disloyal, affectionate and co1d, indifferent to life and the war. Inciden-
tally, even Stephan Miiller, who came to see us on Saturday, had nothing
to say about the military situation. He merely maintained, that there
would very definitely be an invasion in the coming weeks, eight million
Americans, English, etc., were in readiness. But where, and whether the
war would last months or years ye! he couldn't figure that out either. The
mor€ my eyes torment me and the more I loathe the factory the more
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gloomily do I go on waiting. Next week stretches out before me at even
greater length than usual: two night watches.

On Saturday I had the aftemoon watch with Rieger. I read, tant bien
que mal, the Fischmanns, which I then finished yesterday, - In addition
yesterday, that is Whitsunday, at a quarter past two, just as we were be-
ginning aftemoon tea, there was a pre-alert, immediately followed by the
air-raid warning itself. A privileged Jew with a radio brought the news:
"The enemy airplanes have reached the northern edge of Dresden" (so
Klotzsche perhaps). For a couple of minutes we heard a loud humming of
propellers and intense antiaircraft fire. For a moment I did feel uneasy. But
again it all passed us by. - Dresden remained puzzlngly taboo. Really
promised to BeneS? The latest joke: Churchill's grandmother is buried
here-another version: Churchill's aunt lives here. -At the same time the
use of terror is increasing all the time. The public is told only: Low-flying
English and American airplanes are firing at people walking, at trains, at
workers in the fields. English broadcasts accuse the Germans of having
shot capfured airmen as hostages for escapees. Now (on Saturday pre-
sumably) an official article by Goebbels circulated everywhere, the gov-
emment will no longer call up military help to protect English pilots who
have bailed out from the just anger and retribution of the public, which
was much more "radical" than the just and lenient govemment. Which
means therefore: We abandon the captured airmen to the seething popu-
lace. [. . . ] What will be the English reply to Goebbels's notification of
murder?

On Sunday aftemoon at Steinitz: the longed-for cake and sweet coffee.
Our fellow guest was once again the hysterical, very anti-Nazi Frau Dr.
Richter, widow of a physician, a Baltic aristocrat, a Baronness Maydel by
birth. [.. . ]

In the evening, in beautiful, almost too-warm weather, an idyllic pic-
ture: The Soviet prisoners making music (trumpet, guitar, balalaika, man-
dolin) down in their barracks yard, singing even more beautifully, Russian
songs, leading voice, chorus. In the background the gardens in full leaf, a
giant cheshrut tree in blossom. Where is the Soviet bestializatiory pauper-
ization, etc., in these young, strong, cheerful, good-nafured men? Admit-
tedly this group of cobblers appears to be in a particularly fortunate
position.

1...1

Evening

Today I tutored Bernhard Stiihler from eleven until twelve. We had hardly
finished when there was the pre-alert and the warning itself. Eva was just
eating a meal [in town] and sat in the cellar of Altdresden on Neumarkt. I
spent a good hour in [the cellar of] 3 Zeughausstrasse. Everything re-
mained quite calm. The radio, however, reported: "Since seven o'clock
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this moming large forrrations over Brunswick, Magdeburg, Brandenburg,
northwest Saxony." So presumably to Berlin and Leipzig. -t...I

May 31, early on Wednesday after six o'clock

Great heat since yesterday. Up since quarter past tfuee, wom out. Very
tired, stomach upset. The usual dreariness at the factory: aggravation. The
foreman bawled me out once again, a young girl of sixteen at the next ma-
chine gives me orders very disrespectfully ftelps me, but does so in an
awkward way). Added to that, the worry about my eyes. Eva's state of
health also poor. Today I have a night watch before me.

Yesterday at quarter past eleven immediate full air-raid warning, all
clear after only twenty minutes. On the radio: "Northwest Saxony," that
b, l-eipzig. This has been going on now since Whitsunday---over Ger-
many night and day. But in Italy extremely slow advance, and elsewhere
not the slightest movement. I am without hope.

)une 3, Saturday afternoon

On Monday moming after completing the night watch---as has already
been ageed with Lang-I shall report sick. Renewed attempt to be re-
leased from labor duty; if it fails again, as may be assumed, it at least
me.rns a couple of days to draw breath. The dreariness weighs on me more
and more. I have had very little to do since Wednesday, but am all the
more tortured by the slow death of these nine and a quarter hours. [ . . . ] I
have still not leamed how to bundle the paper, to order it in even sheaves,
and I shall never leam it. But now I put all the blame on my eyes, and after
the foreman's first bout of bellowing, Frau Hippe, the fat master machin-
ist, gave me a hand, and in a few minutes of break she caught up with and
finished off what I had not managed at all or only very incompletely. It is
very pitiable and very depressing and does not help shorten the hours.
t...I

]une 4, Sunday midday

Over Whitsun the Windes visited their nary twins in Swinemtiurde. Frau
Winde said: "It" would start in the navy as in 1918. Unpopular officers
had been thrashed, one disposed of during an engagement with airplanes,
the crew of a U-boat, which had just retumed to port and immediately
been ordered to go to sea again, had refused, including the commander, a
holder of the Knight's Cross; the officet reduced to the ranks, was now
doing hard labor in a punishment unit in Norway . . . The coastal and har-
bor smoke screens during air raids were causing all the trees affected to
perish . . . Emergenry slaughtering of livestock was now being carried out
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on a large scale, food for the winter was no longer assured, the govem-
ment was staking everything it had.

I...I
Frischmann business. Frischmann is hairdresser, cobbler, ration-

coupons dealer, jack-of-all-trades in the house. His daughter, early twen-
ties, full-bosomed, fresh-faced, mixed race and brought up as Jewis[
therefore wearing the star, once helped me carry coal. Two days ago
mother and daughter were arrested: correspondence between Ilse
Frischmann and one of the cheerful Russian prisoners discovered. The
Russian was immediately taken to the adjacent barracks; the two women,
at least the daughter, irretrievably lost. The barracks yard is silent, no
more tootling and strumming, no playing ball, no gymnastics.

The ]ews' mistrust of one another: The pair of us only leamed of the
business long after the event, everything was passed on furtively as whis-
pered gossip; not only our house, but also the cemetery already knew it a

day and a haU ago.
t...I
In the factory as in the army, much is pretense. Saturday cleaning. Blind

comers cru:t remain dirty. Even if there is nothing left to be done, you must
remain at your place of work until the bell. You must, even if you have
nothing at all to do, be occupied when the foreman is there. Good Frau
Hippe a hundred times: "Stand here beside me, ooer there the foreman can
see you . . . Pick up a sheaf of p aper . . ." Yesterday she hauled over a cou-
ple of huge bundles of ungrmrned paper from the other end of the stock
table and piled them up in front of me: "There, you've got a wall, so that
no one can see you."

June 5, Monday evening

1...I
This moming [ . . . ] after breakfast the now farniliar Katz-Sternplatz

round. This time it worked: I was put on the sick list indefinitely. Therl as
arranged with Katz, I went to see Neumark, and now the request to be re-
leased from labor duty is taking its course. With what success and
whether to my benefit, God alone knows. -The evacuation of Rome was announced today, and simultaneously
there appears a proclamation by Hitler, that the invasion will bring about
the final defeat of the enemy. -

June 6, Tuesday morning

So perhaps Saturday, June 3,1944, will mark the absolute end of my time
as a factory worker. But I am constantly plagued by doubts as to whether
I have done the right thing with my release applicatiory and today I was
several times on the point of running over to Neumark and stopping my
petition.[...]
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Toward evening

While I was tutoring Bemhard Stiihler, Eva brought the news that the in-
vasion had begun last night (from ]une ${) near Cherbourg. Eva was very
excited, her knees were trembling. I myself remained quite cold, I am no
longer or not yet able to hope.

]une 8, Thursday toward evening

Now the English have already held on for three days and are near or in
Caen and Bayeux; the landing itself, therefore, has succeeded. But how will
it go on and at what speed? I can no longer hope for anything I can hardly
imagine living to see the end of this torhrre, of these years of slavery. -The force of facts. Until Tuesday people were saying: They probably
won't land, they've got time, they don't need to make this sacrifice. Or if
they do come, then probably not at the Atlantic Wall. It's much more likely
to be Denmark, Spain, the south of France, the Balkans . . . Since Tuesday
people are arguing, that they had to come, and indeed that they had to
come at the Atlantic Wall. After the event one always finds the most plau-
sible reasons for what has actually come to pass. But had things tumed out
differently, then equally plausible reasons would have been found.

Yesterday to see Katz. He gave me an official examination for the re-
lease application and found, at the most inopportune moment, my heart
somewhat better. He now wants to request that either I get a clerical job
(which can be managed withone eye) or that I be released. General regu-
lation: No one under the age of 65 may be released, regardless of illness.
Extra clause: |ews may not be employed in offices or on clerical work.
Which exception will the Gestapo find easier, violation of point 1 or 2? |
very much fear that this application will end badly for me. -1...1

"I-egal adviser" Neumark informs me in quotation marks, "that'the
Reich Govemor has refused payment of a part of retirement pay to Victor
Israel Klemperer.'"

r...1

)une 1Q Saturday morning

t...I
I fear that if the release petition is refused I shall be falling out of the fry-

i.8 p* into the fire, and be sent from Mcibius to Schwarze, a cardboard
box factory in which one works ten hours for the poorest wage and with
the most atrocious treatment. So I went to see Neumark as a precaution.
He was somewhat put out when he received me. Why had I talked to
other people about my release; everything to do with the authorities was
confidential . . . The Jewry which still exists here, consists of gossip and
moire in equal parts. -
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The merry camp life of the Russian cobblers below is at an end, the
music is silent. Is the Frischmann case to blame or the invasion? At any
rate they are kept more shictly; yesterday a shocked Frau Cohn reported,
that from a stair window she had seen and heard the brutal beating of a
Russian by a sentry.

The invasion appears to be making progress. Yesterday's report: Ad-
vances in Normandy. But I still cannot hope. There was repeated talk of
"retribution," of new weapons. Goebbels wrote he had greater fear of the
invasion not taking place than of its occurrence; Hitler one day before the
landing: The most crushing defeat would be inflicted on it at a decisive
point. It would be far too rich, even for the LTI, if all of this tumed out to
be no more than bluff. Is it a cunning ruse, do they want to lure the whole
of the enemy force into a trap? Perhaps gas? On the other hand: The En-
glish are cautious and well informed and the impregnable Atlantic Wall
has evidently been breached. We rack our brains, and I cannot hope.
Which means: I am certain of German defeat, have been certain of it since
September 1., 1939-but when? Even the annihilation of the invaders
would not lead to German victory, only to prolongation of the war. -I. I

June 13, Tuesday toward evening

t...1
Yesterday evening Rieger's daughter, who is the technician forDr.Katz,

brought the latter's medical opinion for the health insurance office. Since
my eyes are failing me so bad1y, I have actually become quite indifferent as
to whether I shall now be released or put in a factory again. Besides proba-
bly nothing will be decided tomorrow - Filia Rieger, an intelligent girl
(mixed race with star), who wants to study medicine after the war, i.e., in
the Fourth Reich, was very optimistic on the strength of English announce-
ments: Rouen in English hands for days; Churchill, who is not at all boast-
ful and always weighs his words carefully, had declared they expected to
be finished in three or four months. - Today's military bulletin, which Eva
heard on the radio, is vague and has nothing to say. - t . . . ]

Eva, at present somewhat better supplied with tobacco things, has been
given a paper bag of cigar butts (presumably collected to combat aphids)
by Frau Winde. Every day I allow myself one in my pipe. No more, be-
cause Eva uses them to roll mixed cigarettes (tobacco + blackberry leaves).
One of my early memories from Berlin is of poor people on the street
spearing thrown-away stubs on the points of their walking sticks. I
thought it pitiable and repulsive. A few months ago I was shocked when
Eva brought back a couple of cigarette ends from the restaurant. And now
I am smoking the stuff myself with pleasure and with a bad conscience in
relation to Eva. -I.l
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|une 15, Friday morning

Scrubbing the stairs, which affects us every three weeks (added to by hav-
ing to clean the windows of the stairwell). Not only a dirty job, but a dou-
ble martyrdom, typical of the times. Because 1) I am reluctant to exchange
the completely tattered cleaning rag for the better one, because no re-
placement has been obtainable for months; and 2) there is the torment and
fear ofbeing observed, gossiped about, denounced. One is not allowed to
work if one is a patient or has been released from labor duty. There are
very real gounds for my fear. A few months ago, when I was at Katz's, I
by chance overheard him defending the haU-crippled Komblum---cf. the
early days at Schltter-to the Gestapo; the man had fetched coal from the
cellar, because he was a bit henpecked. The defense did no good at all;
Komblum, released from labor duty long before, had to go back to work.
Reason: "If he can haul coal . . ." He was given "light" work, i.e., tmhottrs
slavery at Schwarze. When he could not endure it any longer, his hours
were shortened; that meant and still means: eight and a haU hours at
Schwarze.

I...I

lanelT, Saturday midday

[ . . .] Very disquieted by yesterday's military bulletin, which Eva heard
on the radio: A wedge has been driven into the English positions; the En-
glish coast bombarded with new types of weapons. If the invasion mis-
carries, the war will continue for years. I shall go to the ]ewish cemetery
information center; simultaneously my obligatory walk. (There always
has to be some pressure to drive me-wearing the star-onto the street. It
is a long time since I dared stop in front of a shopwindow, still less a news-
paper display.)

|une 1$ Sunday morning

My walk yesterday was shor! I came upon the ]ewish cemetery employ-
ees in the neighborhood of Sachsenplatz. Some were more, some less anx-
ious on account of the "new weapon," but knew no further particulars.
Meanwhile (radio heard by Eva) it seems to be more a means of reassuring
Germany than a truly decisive weapon. Rocket projectiles, with a range as
far as London, just as "Long Max" shot at Paris during the First World
War. And the battle in Normandy appears to have stalled.

[ . . . ] Big essay in the Reich of May 14,'M: "Ewope's Prior Question"
by Hermann Raschhofer. The "prior question" is the defense of Europe
from the fate "of becoming a tourist area for Americans, provided they
hold a Soviet entry visa." Only Germany is in a position to do thag the
small states must fall into line and subordinate themselves [ . . . ].
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|une 19, Monday toward evening

t. .I
The new weapon appears in the military bulletin of June 16 as a "new

type of very heavy caliber explosive device." On that day and the follow-
ing one the newspaper was full of mysterious reports, of publicity for the
new weapon. "Shock effect and mass flight from London " "merciless re-
taliation," etc. But already there are dampeners, too. We cannot expect too
much; the English, to adopt their sporting language (as if Goebbels did not
do so all the time!), could "take a lot of punishment"; we would make use
of further new weapons, this was only the beginning of the surprises and
retribution . . . Has not the whole thing largely been put up to distract and
mollify the German public, and is it not, at the same time, managed less
confidently than was usual before? Or do I see things in too rosy a light?

- The battle in Normandy is undecided; in Italy, England is advancing
rapidly; in southem Russia, things are still quiet; in Finland, the Russians
are gaining ground-how should I sum it all up? I judge things according
to my mood of the moment, and it changes every couple of hours. -t...1

I called on Neumark for a couple of minutes in the aftemoon. To my
surprise he told me that my release is regarded favorably. Only it is doubt-
ftrl, whether everything can be settled by Friday. So I shall probably still
have to do a few days factory work, but with the hope nevertheless of
soonbeingfree.- t. ..I

June 21, Wednesday midday

The first air-raid waming since Whitsun, also probably the longest. Began

after half past nine; we soon had to go down to the cellat were not up here
again until half past elevery and half an hour later there was a pre-alert.
They must have mounted a heavy attack nearby-Dresden was spared
once more; I am now almost convinced that Bene5 has been given a
promise. hr the cellar only a little band of people, very few men among
them. Cohn, Eisenmann senior, and Neumark chatted to one another. Nat-
urally about their own w,u experiences 1914-18. A grotesque conversa-
tion, really, in a fews' cellar. But it goes without saying that each one of us
is attached to the German army of the First World War and to its oppo-
nents in this world war with the same degree of passion. We chatted
calmly; except from time to time we thought of how things probably
looked in neighboring cities.

Factory work begins again tomorrow. Fear of the horrible loss of time.
Certainly, the length of the day at home often weighs on me, because I
have no distraction at all and shrink back from every errand-yesterday I
literally had to force myself to walk to the Jewish cemetery where in the
gardener's shed, with its threesome, the same old things were being
talked about-I also faII asleep repeatedly, but despite all that, the day
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does have an intellectual content; it is lived, there is not the dreadful feel-
ing of killing time, which I can truly no longer afford.

On Saturday Neumark had said: Come and see me on Wednesday, by
then I shall have telephoned the employment office about your case. Yes-

terday he had me called over: He had thought it over, telephoning the em-
ployment office might be harmful. "Because if the primitive official over
there hears that you have been declared fit for work by the insurance
fund . . . It's better if you work for a couple of days; once it has passed the
Gestapo, your petition will certainly go through without further investi-
gation. The employment office will then inform yorrr company directly
before your release from labor service. . . ." Then after a while: "The em-
ployment office sometimes dawdles so much; iI nothing has happened by
Saturday, I shall call them." And then: "But say nothing about all this to
Katz. He wanted nerything to be kept secret from you. We are not allowed
to talk about anything to do with the authorities after all." Katz and Neu-
mark Each hides behind the other, calls the other prevaricator and jelly-
fish, lays the responsibility and the decision on the other. Basically one
cannot hold it against them, because both are powerless and tremble be-
fore the Gestapo, which can deshoy them at any moment and under any
pretext.

I have now lived more like a human being for seventeen days, I have
had the faint hope of at last escaping the factory slavery. All I know is that
tomorrow it holds me fast again, and not when it will let me go.

Ul. Drailmer Zeitung of Monday, ]une 19, '44, afircle "Womm at the
Searchlight." ". . , Here we have seen the 'antiaircraft-gun women auxil-
iaries'on duty and in their free time. They are not'members of the armed
forces,' but 'members of the armed forces auxiliaries' . . .It is in accor-
dance with a policy instruction of the Ftihrer that German women are not
trained in the use of fuearms, as, for examplg has long been the case in
England and the Soviet Union . . ." What Jesuitry. The women here do not
directly serve the "firearms" of the battery just as the clerical courts of the
Inquisition did not carry out death sentmces. AIso, a woman at a search-
light is directly under fire and in any city under attack is literally at the
fiont--Secause she is not allowed to go to the air-raid shelter. But if she is
killed, then she has not fallen in battle, but has been murdered by "air
gangsters."

lurlre T2, Thursday evening

As if I had not been absent for a single day. World history has moved on
during these two and a half weeks, but for Thiemig & Mribiw and its Jews
absolutely nothing has changed. Paul Lang is still doing his utmost to pro-
voke Witkowsky, and Witkowsky is raging at the "defamation" of Jews by
Paul Lang; the nine hours still expand into an etemity and grind me
dowry I am still tormented by the murder of my time. - I counted and
packed 14,800 large folders, that was my day's work. Night watch tomor-
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row. If and when my release is going to come, God alone knows. - All
reading, all study is of course over again.

lune24, Saturday toward evening

A historic date in my life: Yesterday, on June 23, l9M,I was finally and
truIy "released from duty." I no longer had to do the night watch. Now the
factory work, which I had to perform for fourteen months and which cost
me a part of my health and so much wasted time, is truly at an end. I am
still too tired to be really glad. - The news reached me in the morning. If
Herr Mribius had really been concemed about me, I could have gone
home in the morning. But he did not bother himself about anything.
Witkowsky came to me: "I just met M<ibius on the stairs, and he told me:
'I have good news for you, Professor-you have been released from duty!'
I replied, unfortunately I was not the professor." I now waited hour after
hour, for Mribius to call me-nada. At midday Herr Hartwig said to me:
"You want to leave? I shall find out when." Afterward: He did not know,
it was up to the Bauer company to issue the instruction.

Lang, the chargeman, who is of very little use as a chargeman, thought
I should continue working until the end of the week. I declared, that I
would get in touch with Neumark. I called on him at five; he telephoned
Bauer-I was free.

During these last two days Frau Wittich was at the business files ma-
chine, and I counted and packed for her; she is a fat, determined, re-
served, but good-natured, decent person, has worked in the factory,
where her father is also employed, for many years. When she heard that
I was leaving, she became a little friendlier. "If only the war were over at
last." Her only child, an eighteen-year-old son, a submariner-all the
work in the factory and in the evening her husband comes home from
the factory too, and can't wait to get something to eat . . . "You will be
able to have a rest now and see something of the summer!" I told her that
with the star, walks were best avoided. Whereupon she quite innocently
and unwittingly: "But then I just wouldn't wear it outside!" She was
amazed and disbelieving when I told her that that would literally cost
one's life. -

For a while I had very much wanted to move to Bauer. Now I can count
myself lucky that this wish was not firlfilled, because in recent weeks
things have been more unpleasant at Bauer than at Mdbius. Dr. Wemer
Lang, the chargeman and Bauer's personal friend, appears-nothing is
clear-to increasingly have displayed an all-too-overbearing manner
toward Aryans as weII. At any rate he was dethroned, is no longer
chargeman, no longer the boss's deputy floating above the waters, but an
ordinary worker. Now, whether this demotion has led to the worsening of
measures against the Jewish workforce, or whether it itself occurred in the
course of measures initiated elsewhere, remains obscure. At any rate
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Bauer has remembered his membership in the SS and the risk of favoring
fews-two arrests in his factory made by the Gestapo, will have scared
him (a woman I do not know, and Neufels, the little Goebbels)-and for
some weeks now things have been getting worse and worse for the work-
ers over there. No more food, isolated from the Aryans, all kinds of in-
spections, prohibitions, threats of punishment-I am glad to have escaped
it all, and it will surely affect Thiemig & M6bius. Above all, however, the
weight of the dreadful or of the endless eight and half hours has been
Iifted from my soul. - Does Katz really believe me to be at death's door,
or does he really harbor true friendship and especial respect for me? -Admittedly, if I could exchange the health of my eyes for further slave
Iabor, I would do so immediately. -t...I

June 28, Wednesday midday

I repeatedly drop off to sleep, particularly in the morning, sometimes on
the sofa, sometimes while sitting reading. The two pairs of spectacles, one
over the other, my exhaustion, the ever-worsening diet, senility . . . che so
io? Nevertheless, in the course of the day I rouse myself and always ac-
complish something. What is accomplished? - Paper soldiers, Danes,
Russians, Indians, all mixed up together, as chance will have it. And yet
something may come of it one day-after all; I am constantly obsessed by
the one idea and discover something that bears on it in everything. The
Cohns provide us with the newspaper, occasionally with reading matteri
in retum they cheat us badly on the shared gas bill [ . . . ].

On the IiIl. The dynamite meteors are now called, since Monday, V-1 ex-
plosive devices; it is being explained at great length: Vergeltung-retribu-
tion-number 1, means that a V-2, etc., can be expected with certainty.
With all of that they are trying to drown out the rapid fall of Cherbourg
and the defeats in Russia and Italy. But when will these defeats tum into a
real debacle, ffte catastrophe? It can take a long time.

|une 29, Thursday toward evening

Forty years! Unimaginable length of time. And yet I cannot reconcile my-
self to the thought that my life is drawing to an end. - Nothing but banal
thoughts the whole day long, all of them tormenting ones. The only nov-
elty of this wedding anniversary: an air-raid waming from quarter past
nine to quarter past ten, no pre-alert/ sat it out in the cellar. At one point
there came the news--some soldier had it from the radio outside-"Air-
craft approaching Dresden, low-level attack can be expected." A few mo'
ments of anxious suspense. But everything remained utterly quiet.
Dresden appears to be taboo.

Any kind of celebration is made impossible. Day drags on. - t . . . I
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]uly 1, Saturday morning

To go out in the open air a little every day--despite the star-is the hard-
est thing. Once along the river to Sachsenplatz, once to the cemetery the
news center with its unchanging routine, once to Steinitz with the now-
fulfilled, now-urfulfilled hope of a cup of sweetened coffee, a piece of
cake. . . At home reading, falling asleep, reading, falling asleep. ln the
evening, however, the day was never quite as empty as in the times of the
factory.[...]

About a month ago I noted: Ilse Frischmann and mother "fetched," be-
cause despite repeated warnings the girl had carried on a love affair with
a Russian prisoner. A week ago the mother returned from prison. She had
fared not badly, and there was also hope for the daughter: The Russian, an
engineer, wanted to marry he{, and she herself, being of mixed race and
half-Czech, from the Protectorate, would not be regarded as German, but
as a foreigner. - The day before yesterday the drastic reversal: The
Frischmann couple were now arrested and at the same time Ruth Spanier
and Edelmann from our house. Spanier as the girl's friend, Edelmann-I
worked with him at Schltiter: tobacco master, giant Russian Jew, I think
from Odessa-because he was friends with the Frischmanns, and because
he had conversed with the Russians in Russian. At least, that is how it is
told and explained at the cemetery and there they know everything, al-
ways know everything, know it first and in a mysterious way. At any rate
the business appears to have taken a political tum now and so there is no
limit to its further spread and to its deadliness.

t...1

)uly 2, Sunday midday

While I was tutoring Bemhard Stiihler, furious.i.gi.g of the bell, ani-
mated, not hostile talking outside. A little sergeant, more Russian- than
German-looking, in khaki: "Please open the wardrobes, push the clothes
apart . . . Thank you." (Eva afterward: "Did he remove the blanket behind
the desk? No?!! Tfuee Russians could fit into the recess there-it leads to
the Cohns' room.") Two of the cobbler Russians, the prisoners of war, have
escaped. Thken together with the Frischmann business, that could tum
out to be catastrophic for all the |ewish residents of the house. We all have
to reckon on interrogation and arrest. [ . . . ]

Frischmann is very much missed, because today is haircutting day. He
is also indispensable as a cobbler and for us wearers of the star truly "one
of a kind." He was talked about at the Sti,iLhlers', at the cemetery and yes-
terday at the Steinitzes'.

t...1
After an interval of very many months, Eva once again ran into the du-

bious Carpenter Lange, who as a technical worker gets about a great deal.
He said it would be over by the end of November; he had a good way of
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putting things: We did not have three fronts now, but five: Russia, France,
Italy, in addition the home front of the bombing raids, and the pa rtisan ftont .

|uly 5, Wednesday alternoon

LTI. Military bulletin of July 2: "In the course of a number of mopping-up
operations in the French area 80 terrorists werc liquiilateiL " Of June 3: Lr
southern France a number of terrorist groups were engaged and, put
iloum." Note the "terrorists"; the usual word for francs-tireurs is "gangs."
Note the way the verbs make contemptible, reduce [people] to objects,
place outside military rules. In particular the foreign wodliquidate. -t...1

I went through accumulated newspapers of recent weeks, DAZ and
Reicft. Reading them bores me, I no longer find anything new, everything
is worn-out. Very few ideas, very few stylistic changes. Always the same
thing ad nauseam. The Americans and the English are bleeding to death
for Moscow on Jewish orders; Germany must make terrific efforts and en-
dure a great deal, but "fhal victory" is certain-for Europe.

t...I

fuly 7, Friday toward evening, in very great heat

Yesterday [ . . . ] I tutored Bemhard Stiihler at five and then went to see
Steinitz for a while. Both the Steinitzes in very high spirits, which infected
me-yet I was most anxiously implored not to say anything to anyone
else. Mortal fear everywhere! The Steinitzes knew from a "reliable
source," from accounts by railway men, who were always well-informed,
that the situation in Russia was very bad, catastrophic. The Germans
were retreating in haste, abandoning mat6riel; Wilna and Diirraburg were
likely to fall in two or three days, the enemy would be in Germany in two
weeks, it would be "over" in September. Since the German military bul-
letin itself sounds very gloomy, I was-as I said-very credulous and op-
timistic. That lasted until this aftemoon. I read Das Reich,I read Franzos's
Der Pojaz.

ln the moming, I was just scrubbing the stairs, there was an air-raid
waming; from quarter past nine until a quarter past ten there was the
usual meeting in the cellar, sparsely attended because it was morning. We
are all quite convinced that Dresden will continue to be spared, and feel
the trip to the cellar to be an unpleasant and unnecessary disruption. A
time.wasting game. |ust as every couple of days they play firc brigade
below our windows. A huge basin has been excavated in the gardens on
Zeughausplatz and filled with water; every couple of days uniformed
men with endless hoses and shiny connecting pipes appear, lay the pipes
into various houses to the accompaniment of mudr shouting of orders,
presumably also lay a pipe down to the Elbe and after a short time roll up
theirhoses again. - [ . . . ]
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|uly 9, Sunday morning

Circular from Neumark to the factory chargemen: ln future haircutting
will be performed by Biir, the cemetery gardener, and shoe repairs by
Saslawski, whom I do not know With that Frischmann, the imprisoned
barber and cobbler in one, is replaced and can be forgotten. How often do
I think of Andr6 Ch6nier's verse about the animal for the slaughter, which
is no longer counted as part of the herd. How many circulars, prohibitions,
and commandments there used to be! Only very rarely now---everything
has already been prohibited, and there are hardly any Jews left here. It is
also about two years and more since the period of the house searches. (But
the threat is present every day.) Every single thing again and again tums
my mind to the endless length of our slavery to the very long list of those
who have disappeared, who are dead, who all hoped to survive. And
again and again I tell myself, I, too, shall not survive, deep down I, too, am
apathetic and quite without hope, can no longer imagine myself trans-
formed back into a human being. -

Afternoon

Eva is in Pima. Propter pecuniam nigram. She also has to beg for bread
coupons, we are in very great need. Only yesterday she said we were liv-
ing on what we could beg, today she lamented: If only the begging er-
rands were at an end! It depresses me greatly. -t...1

Iuly 1O Monday aftemoon

LTL tn the Sunday edition of the Dresilener Zeitung a "poet and philoso-
pher" by the name of Wemer Deubel, of whom I have never heard, is glo-
rified on his fiftieth birthday in an effusive article by a certain Dr.
Doering-Manteuffel. The epithets German, heroic, and tragic occur in
every sentence (literally). I leam [ . . . ] that he has written plays [ . . . ] and
monographs ("The German Path to Tragedy," etc.). Also novels. That he
uncovered the tluly German, anti-Cfuistian, antihumanist, anti-Latin
character of Goethe and Schiller. That we still lack the utterly unique Ger-
man tragedy. "It demands a new heroically tragic appreciation of the
world and a tragic culture to emerge from it, opposed to the Europewide
Latin culture shaped by Humanism, Christianity, and Philosophical Ideal-
ism, which still sets its stamp on our lives today. [Such a] culture is the
condition for a German Empire freed from all alien bonds " I . .)

July 11, Tuesday toward evening

During the night, more precisely at half past one in the moming, there was
an alert, soon followed by the waming itself. It was the first noctumal trip
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to the cellar for months. We sat there for only a little while, before the all
clear sounded. Presumably the main force had been in Berlin again with
only a stray particle floating around here.

Goebbels's leading article in the Reich of July 2: "Are we conducting a
total war?" Sounds desperate. Each one of us must feel himseU to be in mor-
tal danger, since the enemy wants literally to exterminate the Germans.
Hence each one of us must give everything of himsef must forgo every-
thing,live as "primitively" as those who hadbeenbombed out. We can inno
respect "be falsely indulgent to ourselves"... "That is Bolshevist?"
Why? . . . "One must adapt to the methods of a tough opponent . . . Even the
most refined genfleman will finally have to take offhis jacket and roll up his
sleeves if he is assaulted in the street by three vulgar louts who are boxing
not according to the rules, but to win." (So gas? V-2 and 3, etc.?). . . "We
have a great advantage over our enemies because of our better natiornl race."
But they are stronger in numbers and resources. "We cannot allow matters
to reach the point where our racial superiority can no longer tip the scales
against our enemies'numerical superiority." Eqgo: "We must exploit our
human and material resources even more rationally . . . than before ," | . . .l

In the aftemoon I fetched a new iodine prescription from Katz. He also
appears to be expecting the end to come more quickly now. Caen and
Wilna. .. From Wilna to the German border is only another 110 miles.
Katz measured the distance with compasses. He does not reallybelieve in
the "accidents" that have killed Dietl and two other generals so soon after
one another, he also considers the resignation of Field Marshal Rundstedt
to be significant. - But he has as little real optimism as I do.

July 72, Wednesday evening

Eva's birthday. My hands quite empty agairy not even a flower. t . . . 1 In
the aftemoon guests (which means % lb. of white-bread coupons): Glaser,
Frau Winde, Frau Kreisler. Frau Winde came after all: "but for only a short
while, and not often anymore. My husband is anxious, he is drawing a
pension after all and hopes for a new appointment . . . and then my sons!"
t...I

Frau Winde told us: l) Das Reich appears regularly on Saturday with
Sunday's date; Fritzsche reads Goebbels's leading article on the radio on
Friday evening (I often heard it at Schli.iter's). Twice now the English have
already broadcast this leading article on Thursday. So there must be a spy
or traitor in National Socialism's irurermost circles. 2) Polish women
workers (forced labor) were repeatedly sent home if they were expecting.
Many wanted to go home, so many became pregnant. Now abortions
have been carried out on five hundred women: because they are needed as
labor and because an increase in the Polish population is not wanted. I as-
sume it will be a matter of no more than fifty cases. But even if it were only
fi ve-what unheard-of tyranny!

t...1
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Irlly 77, Monday toward evening

Monotony of the day; toward evening-as almost customary-a half-hour
dutiful boring walk up the Elbe, a few yards past Sachsenplatz.

Reading Rosenzweig with a feeling of despair.
If one reads the military bu[etin, then matters look almost lethally bad

for Germany, falling ever farther back in the East (Grodno evacuated
today, less than 40 miles from the German frontier), heavy fighting in the
West, Anglo-American "suction pump" { . . .1, falling ever farther back in
Ita1y (Arezzo), "gangs" and "terrorists" everywhere. . .If one reads the
newspaper articles-I am just leafing through a whole pile of the DAZ,
which Lewinsky brought yesterday; he was here in the morning, Steinitz
in the afternoon-then things are going very well for us: Our enemies are
bleeding to death in Normandy, suffering terribly because of the V-1
(which I consider to be nine-tenttu B-1 = Bluff 1), are not achieving any-
thing decisive either in Italy or in the East. Eva's spirits are very much
raised every time she hears the military bulletin, which she catches at five
o'clock at Pimaer Platz; I can no longer really hope, can no longer be sat-
isfied by small successes, wait for the catastrophe. It is inevitable, but
whether it will come tomorrow or in a year's time, God alone knows. And
in the background always the fear: What will become of me aftmaard? Cart
I still produce? Etc.

|uly 19, Wednesday morning

I repeatedly fish something important out of the Rosenzweig ocean of in-
comprehensibility, and so I cannot Bet away from it. Yesterday I had
hardly any time to go angling: In the moming Katz arrived for a long,
chatty visit; in the aftemoon severe pain drove me to Simon: an inflamed,
festering root inflammation, lengthy treatment.

This affects me financially: After both Neumark and myself had been
told that insurance continued to exist alsolor laos, and. I had been handed
an application form, today I received a rejection of the application on a
postcard, "since you are non-Aryan."

Yesterday Katz was at once optimistic and scarcd..Helcnew that the Rus-
sians had taken Kowno-an hour later Eva came from "Gertrud fthmidt"
with the definite information that Kowno had been in Russian hands since
Sunday, and Russian troops had already reached the border of eastem Eu-
rope-he thought the d6bAcle was imminent, but there was the simultane-
ous possibility, if not probability, that we would be butchered in the course
ofevacuations. [... ]

The more disastrous the situation is, the more shameless are the su-
perlatives of National Socialist language. In the Dresilener Zeitung of.luly
1.7, the commentary on the "NSDAP word of the week" concludes thus:
Today "our faith in victory has hardened into unshakable certainty. No
power in the world and no devil from deepest hell can snatch it from us
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now, because we have become a race of iron." The quotation itself, by
Goebbels, reads: "Only a race of iron will be able to hold its own in the
storms of our time. It must possess innards of iron and a heart of steel."
(Chapter: The superlative and the curse of the superlative.) Still no word
about Kowno in the military bulletin.

Evening

Still no word from the Germans about Kowno. False English report? But
for all its concealment the German military bulletin is catashophic
enough. "[arge-scale attacks" on all three fronts and loss of terrain some-
where on all three fronts.

t...t

|uly 2Q Thursday morning

LTI. Editorial in the Dresilener Zeitung of luly 18. "]ews in Normandy." The
battle was still going on, when there appeared the "ever-grasping," the
"hook-nosed," to take possession. After all, it's "their" war, "All of ]udah's
war." The reader awaits some fact to substantiate the article. It consists
solely in de Gaulle's decree abolishing the Jewish laws. hr additiory one is
told, that a chief rabbi is once again officiating in Rome. . .Important to
rze is this: 1) The Allies'first decree ever1rwhere is abottion of the |ewish
laws. 2) The campaign against the ]ews, the reduction of all enemies to one
enemy called Jew becomes ever more grotesque on the German side. 3)
My conclusion from t) and 2) and the rest: However much I resisted it, tlr
/ezo is in every respect the cmter of the LTI, of its whole view of the epoch.

- Note in this article also: "Eisenhower's hordes."
lewish psychosis. Conversation between Cohn and myself. "I have good

nevvs./ - "I don't want to know it!" l,ooks around anxiously. "Someone
could be outside, listening by the mailbox . . . The window's opery it could
be heard downstairs. . ." His wife complains he is always like that now,
the fear of being watched does not let go of him for a single moment.

Evening

There was a pre-alert at L1:00 e.u. Eva was about to go to the Windes'. I
advised her to go nevertheless; she can go into any cellar, and her chances
are the same everywhere. The air-raid waming itseU came before she
could catch a tram, and so we after all spent an hour sitting together in the
sparsely attended ]ews' cellar. Two, three times we heard the loud hum of
the enemy aircraft, once also antiaircraft fire. And I did get palpitations,
despite philosophy and despite faith in Dresden's Bene5 protectiory be-
cause we had just heard ghastly things about the last heavy attacks on
Leipzig and Munich. But again everything peacefully passed us by. -t...1
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laly 21, Friday toward evening

I was sitting and ordering my Rosenzweig notes-wearying work, still
not finished and will not be so for a long time-when, as the day before,
there was an air-raid waming at half past eleven, first pre-alert, then the
proper thing. This time our stay in the cellar was a little shorter and quite
unsensational, i.e., it was completely taken up by another sensation, by
the attempt on Hitler's life. Perhaps in a few years it will appear as remote
to me, be as shadowy a business, as the Btirgerbrdu affair of '39 is remote
to me now. What was it about, who was the perpetrator, what was the in-
tention, etc., etc.?? Neither Eva nor I can remember, because it simply was
without effect and so was painted out, displaced by what came after. Per-
haps it will be just the same with this plot, but perhaps it is the tuming
point. The person who lives through things knows nothing. I put on
record: On the stairs Frau Witkowsky told us: It had just been announced
that an attempt had been made on the Fi.ihrer's life, at General Headquar-
ters, by named German offcers, who had already been shot. ln the cellar, I
tumed to Neumark with this piece of news, believing it to be something
absolutely new. Whereupon he: It was already in the Freiheitskampf, had
happened yesterday, the Fiihrer had spoken on the radio in the evening.
He gave us the newspaper. There was the assassination attempt, the
names of those officers present and of those wounded-but nothing about
the perpetrators, only the conjecture that the [British] Secret Service was
the culprit. Neumark added, there were rumors of German officers (but the

]ews had to be especially cautious, because they were certainly being
watched); Frau Witkowsky said: But special editions with the names of
those shot had just come out. Until now, seven o'clock in the evening, I
have been unable to find out anything more and anything more reliable
here in the the Jews' House. The Stiihlers, too, are prtzzling over things.
He said: Perhaps it was all lies, because HE wanted to give himself the
aura of holy invulnerability. I: It would be suicide to say that the army had
tumed against the Fiihrer, that had not even happened on November 18.

Sttihler: Perhaps the information that German officers were the PerPetra-
tors is false. How would they have been able to, in the middle of General
Headquarters? And why would German broadcasting have admitted it?

- That is how little we in the |ews' House know what is happening. -
Eva is at Frau Kreisler's, perhaps she will come back with fresh news. And
I hope of a kind that will console us and tide us over the awful hunger of
recent days. - Just now music and soldiers marching by; the Stfihlers re-
port, that a mass rally for Hitler has been.mnounced on posters. -

After eight o'clock

Then [ . . . ] first of all Katz, who has a patient in the house and often uses

this as an opportunity to visit us, came, and after that, Eva. Thus far we
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know: This evening Hitler said (it is in the newspaper), a "small clique of
stupid officers" had wanted to get rid of him, but had already been elimi-
nated, he himself had been saved by "Providence." And then despite the
word "eliminated": He ordered the army to accept no instruction whatso-
ever from the zsulpers. The expression "usurpers" repeated. [ . . . ] Further,
he transferred supneme command of the Home Army to Himmler. That
much is fact. In addition rumor: There were disfurbances somewhere-lo-
cation unknown, aircraft used against rebels, English broadcast: There
was "civil war" in Germany. Joke from Professor Winde (his own?): AII
Germany was standing in mouming at Hitler's empty coffin. - Katz told
us: Neumark, who is very nervoLrri, and several other Jews had already
packed their suitcases last night. To that I said, and Katz agreed: Why pack
suitcases? If they come for us now, we won't go to Theresienstadt, but
against the wall or to the gallows. Katz also said: Kowno was really sup-
posed to be in Russian hands and German border areas to be under Rus-
sian artillery fire. -

I want to go on observing, taking notes, studying until the last moment.
Fear is no use at all, and everything is fate. (But, of course, despite all phi-
losophy I am seized by fear from time to time. As yesterday in the cellar,
when the Americans were droning up above.)

t...I

Illy 22, Saturday aftemoon

Yesterday evening, at about ten-Eva was already asleep-{ohn brought
me the newspaper with Hitler's speech, the proclamations of Goering and
of the commander of the fleet, etc. Even now it is still not possible to say
whether this is really the begiruring of the end-how many such begin-
nings have therc beery which then got no further than the beginning! -Linguistically all the characteristics of the LTI are present again: the por-
tentous foreign word "usurpers," the undignified abuse, the courting of
Providence, the closeness with which everything sticks to the vocabulary,
style, imagery of its models. The predictable, impoverished LTMnly as a
result of the stupefaction of the first moments can the following contra-
diction be explained: A small clique of ofhcers has been hunted down and
has already bem liquidated or put ilown (note these two verbs of the trashy
press, which are now tuming up in descriptions of the Maquis and have
spread from there to the latest press material), and on the other hand
there's the order not to take commands from any headquarters--ergo the
liquidated and the hunted down must st'rll hold something they usurped.

- All in all a worse defeat than the loss of a battle or even of a province. -The lews' boundless fear. I was at Simon's (protracted treatment) and af-
terward called on Glaser. Glaser was so distracted with fear, so pitifully
spineless--Segged me never to tell him anything about foreign reports-
torture could force one to make statements [ . . . ], he did not want to know
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anything he was not allowed to know . . . I told him, we all had one and a
half feet in the grave anyway, as old people we had to resign ourselves to
fate . . . All in vain, he remains an unlovely trembling aspen leaf. [ . . . ]

Tlne Dresdener Zeitung of July 20 printed an appeal by the Frankfurt
Hochstift [Foundation]: Contributions to the rebuilding of the Goethe
House; the foundation stone, which has survived and which, as a boy,
Goethe himself laid, will be incorporated . . . etc. The most repulsive
fetishism, a vulgarity without parallel in this time of blood, much worse
even than the [Catholic] Church's cult of relics. -In the Reicft of fuly 9 an already routine but especially pathos-laden ar-
ticle by Goebbels addressed to the English: AIly yourselves with us, be-
cause Russia will also overwhelm youl Linguistically interesting to me is
the following: a) The occasional reemergence of obsolete LTI words, which
had gone out of fashion, were no longer heard: When the defeats began,
we were in possession of a most extensive area, completely invincible,
"vulnerable" only on the periphery: Then there was no more mention of
that. Now the word is: "After so m.rny retreats and reverses" we are mili-
tarily more effective than at the time of our great victories; "then we were
sensitive andaulnerable to even minor misfortunes." There is again talk of
the future of "Western man" and of the threat of the "loss of individual-
ity." t . . . I b) even in the pathos of despair he cannot desist from the lan-
guage of sport. Concluding sentence, exhortation to hold out "The
competitor who breaks the finishing tape before the others, even if only by
a head, wins the race." [ . . . ] For how much longer will the Reiclt appear?

Evening

Without the least bit of news (while world history is rushing by) all day.
Did not pick up the military bulletin, nothing about the intemal situatiory
did not see the evening newspaper-absolutely nothing. And I do not be-
lieve that anything decisive has happened anyway. They can take punish-
ment, even fuly 20 will remain an incidental date, far removed from the
actual beginning of the catastrophe. I find my way back to Rosenzweig by
arranging my notes. He is not worth the misery and the time expended.

Illy 23, Sunday morning

No news. But since everything in Dresden is calm, it can be assumed that
the NSDAP has remained victorious this time also. We must be another lit-
tle bit closer to the end, but only a little bit closer to the distant end.

How greatly everyone, but absolutely everyone/ is imbued with Ger-
many's military superiority: yesterday in conversation with Waldmann, I:
The Russians are evidently better led than before; he: Yes, no doubt it is
Germanleadership, after all German generals had deserted to the enemy. -Simon told me his wife says Hitler must not be allowed to die, he can be
used to earn money by taking him around the world in a cage----one dollar
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to look at him, two dollars to spit at him, three dollars to smack him in the
mu8.-

Now I have been infected by Glaser's fear after all. It occurred to me:
The Windes are not cautious with the radio. - Annemarie's brother is
close to the conspirators in his views at least. Annemarie herself is politi-
cally unpopular. Eva is a frequent visitor at the Windes', my manuscripts
are with Annemarie. Be a fatalist!

t. .l

Toward evening

[.. . ] Steinitz was here for a long time in the moming. He, too, knew
nothing. Only rumors. According to them five thousand officers, etc., are
supposed to have been arrested and shot numerous Berlinworkers-xd.
that would be tremendously important-are also said to have been ar-
rested. - Cohn has just brought the Sunday newspaper: According to it
the last conspirator was eliminated within "six hours," and now the jubi-
lant nation felt doubly strong and optimistic-and so we shall not find out
more until the "final victory" or until the next time. (Whery therefore?)
Eva heard the military bulletin on Pimaischer Platz: small advances by the
Anglo-Americans in Normandy, Iarge ones by the Russians in the East
Italy quiet; unchanged tone of the German bulletin: "warded off ' .. .

"blocked," etc.; I am sick and tired of it. - I am in fact very depressed. For
sure, it may not be entirely true that the threat has been completely elimi-
nated, and even if it is then there are certainly metastases remaining in the
body of the army; but nevertheless: They still have the press and the
power and all that goes with it; contrary to every natural law they have
once again maintained their invulnerability-"Providence!" "within six
hours," spontaneously (also resurrected!) jubilant nation-in terms of pro-
paganda they have drawn something rousing, a mood of victory out of a
most serious defeat, millions will once more believe in final victory. And
meanwhile some gauleiter or some other Party boss has given a speech,
the army was about to be completely reequipped with new weapons and
would be victorious in "the last round" with these new weapons; and in
the latest issue of the Reicft Goebbels is supposed to have written he shud-
dered at the thought of the fate to which London was sentenced; and so
millions of "national comrades" have been given new hope, and so there
is little point in the Americans scattering leaflets over six-times-bombed
Munich: "For the V-1!" and over devastated Budapest: Reply to the perse-
cution of the |ews! - the German side will endure it (partly whipped up,
partly intimidated), and the swastika still rules. - I . . . I

|uly 26, Wednesday toward evening

Yesterday Katz was here for a while [. ..]. He told us: Many shootings
had occurred, including in Dresden; the whole army was now allowed to
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use only the Party greeting (he had seen an officer begin to salute and then
correct himself by raising his hand into the air from his cap), the whole
army had renewed its oath of loyalty (had swom for the second time,
therefore!) to Hitler. All three of us considered this second oath to be utter
madness. (An oath of loyalty is completely pointless! Outwardly it is un-
necessary; the law, compulsion is binding. It is only of special significance
with regard to one's conscience, and that cannot be affected by an im-
posed oath.) Katz concluded, therefore, that this business was not over,
rather it was only just beginning. - I . . . I

Irtly 28, Friday toward evening

t...1
LTI; tn the military bulletin of luly 26 on the fighting in Normandy:

"Our troops fighting fanatically. . ." For the first time the word "fanati-
cally" is in a military bulletin! After the introduction of the German greet-
ing, this word has now been taken into the official language of the army!
Until now only at Party meetings or in individual proclamations of Na-
tional Socialist generals, but never in the army bulletin. As already men-
tioned, I set it beside the greeting and the second oath of loyalty.

t...1

August 2, Wednesday morning

Since yesterday dominated by the feeling: thirty years ago! Linked to that
is always the contemplation of being old, of standing at the end of some-
thing, of having no entitlement to anything. But I am so utterly lacking in
what I always imagined to be the maturity of age, I am neither satisfied,
nor tired, nor in any way calm in the face of death. Only absolutely skep-
tical. - As far as the war is concemed, it appears to me a cruel irony of fate
that the Russians occupy exactly the same positions with respect to East
Prussia as they did on August l, t914. Who is there, who could inflict a

Thnnenberg on them today? If one looks only at the military bulletins of
the last few days: Normandy, Augustow, Warsaw, in addition since yes-
terday the Beskidy Pass and Turkey's irresolution-then one has no choice
but to say, that the war can last only a few more weeks. If one reads the
newspaper articles, speeches, decrees, then provision has been made for
years to come, the tyranny unshaken and unshakable, "final victory" de-
spite all momentary "crises"---crisis is the current euphemism for "de-
feat"-absolutely certain. And since even I am influenced by this iron
impudence and this relentless repetition, how can it not have an effect on
the mass of the population? I tell myself again and again: They have main-
tained themselves for so long in the face of all nature and every calcula-
tion, why not yet another year? -t...1
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Evening

Today stagnation on all fronts; nothing remarkable, but it shows never-
theless, that the German army is offering resistance, that it is by no means
demoralized and disintegrating. And at some time or other the Russians
will have to pause. I already see the sixth winter of the war before me. And
since war and armaments and labor deployment have been even further
"totalized," and since a new questionnaire on labor duty arrived today, I
am expecting a reexamination and see myself in the factory again. And
since I have for days been plagued by a stomach and intestinal disorder,
which appears to be very widespread at the moment, and since Eva also
has a lot of heart trouble again, everything looks very gloomy.

August 4, Friday toward evening

I am bored by exhaustion and despondenry. No end in sight, The stagnation
in the East is more marked; troops are said to be constantly moving through
Dresden,being rushed from Italy to Russia. And in ltaly, too, the English are
advancing only very piano piano-they havebeen just outside Florence for
at least two weeks and have not taken it. On the other hand: The famous
"bridgehead"--does it, too, not belong in the superlatives chapter of the
l:Il? -b now expanding from Normandy to Brittany and extending in
depth toward Rennes. And likewise on the other hand: Turkey has broken
off relations with Germany. Does it signify nothing, or does it signify only a
symptom (the rats leave. . . ), or does it perhaps, as a fourth front, as a
rolling up of the Balkans, signify the decisiveblow?At the momentone can
say just as little about the significance of the Turkish factor as about the sig-
nificance of the officers' putsch. Yesterday and it certainly belongs to the
LTI--$rief newspaper item. Lord Mayor Goerdeler (Lord Mayor of l,eipzig,
Commissioner for Prices, retired from both, but not so very long ago), a
fugitive since luly 2Q a participant in the plot. One million marks ratsard.

What belongs to the LTI here is the amount. Curse of the superlative, in this
case the form determines the content: If everything is expressed in huge
numbers, then the price on someone's head has to have the requisite zeros
as well. But they harm only themselves as a resul! because pmple will say
to themselves: How dangerous must a wanted man be if they are willing to
part with a million. Quite absurd also is again the cool brazenness of the
thing: Yesterday only a few officers, only ofhcers, were involved, and they
had all been "liquidated," and today they are hunting a lord mayor. -I...1

August 7, Monday morning

On Saturday aftemoon L,ewinsky, who was expected the next day, tumed
up uvmnounced. Full of indignation: He has to do Sunday work duty
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("Sunday deployment") and help unload goods at the station. It's one con-
sequence of the new supettotalization: Sunday deployment with the age
limit raised from sixty to sixty-five, ten-hour working day in all factories, in-
cluding Baueq, of course, and Thiemig & Mribius. In the event of a reexami-
nation, thereforc, I must expect the worst. - Steinitz was here on Sunday
morning; later, at a quarter to twelvg the usual Sunday alert sounded, but
no more than a pre-a-Iert, and it lasted only thirty minutes. In the aftemoon
I visited Eisenmann senioq, and when I came back I found Berger here. Nat-
urally "the situation was discussed" agait and again wittr Steinitz, wittl
Eisenmann, with Berger. With Steinitz I was the active party, encouraged
both him and myself, by listing everything that indicates collapse. In partic-
ular the new threat of a Turkish front and the ever-wider circles made by the
plot business. This new bulletin; the list of "cashiered officers" ("The army
purges itself!" At its own rcquest, which Hitler complies with, the following
are handed over to the "People's Court" . . . then the list. The bloody court,
therefore, which was recently defended in the Racft as not passing only
death sentences, one case had even ended in acquittal, although since it
dealt solely with high treason . . .) - With Eisenmann and Berger, however,
it was they who set me to rights. Eisenmann said thus far he had believed
the outcome would be decided in the East, he was now of a different opin-
ion and justified it like this: The army knew that the war was lost, that Ger-
many was defeated. ln that case the soldiers preferred the
rather than the Russians to enter the country, and y-proof was
the rapid success of the enemy in Brittany!-they would run away as fast as
possible, so that the Anglo-Americans would reach Germany before the
Russians! He held forth about this in all seriousness and with grcat cer-
tainty. He was convinced that a complete and final German collapse would
take place within a few weeks. [ . . . ]

Vocespopuli.ln a restaurant, Eva overheard a gentleman reading the list
of those "cashiered" to two women. The first woman: "And they are sup-
posed to be German officers?!" The other, a postal worker: "Well, they
must just have had enough!"

LTL l) Eva drew my attention to "action." I don't believe I have ever
made a note of it, and yet it is one of the very oldest catchwords. From the
very beginning, every form of activity, against the Red Front, against Jews,
against other parties, etc., is an action. Cf. Goebbels' HIB action. [HIB-
"Hinein in die Betriebe!"-Into the factories.]

2)Large amount of space in the press devoted to Knut Hamsun's 85th
birthday. He visited a German submarine and expressed the hope that
Germany would be victorious over Bolshevism and lewry for Europe. I
have never read anything by Hamsun, but after reading the few remarks
in R. M. Meyer and Stammler, and after what Eva tells me, I can find ab-
solutely no clue as to how this psychologist and follower of Naturalism
finds his way to National Socialism, finds his way to it now, or stands by it,
when his country is subjugated, when all the criminality of the National
Socialists is plain to see. [ . . . ]
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Auguet 8, ILesday toward evening

Yesterday evening, Eva was already in bed, Stephan Miiller was here. He
confirmed from Swiss broadcasts what Berger had reported the day be-
fore, added that the Americans had tumed east and were advancing on
Paris from Laval. He said, among those shot for participating in the plot
were Schacht and Neurath; there's a certain "Commissioner Nebe,,, who,
according to a newspaper item, is roaming around in a state of mental de-
rangement, and whose finder receives a fifty-thousand-mark reward.
Nebe was the fugitive head of the Berlin detective force. [ . . . ]

August 9, Wednesday morning

The military bulletin continues to obscure, to conceal, to pass over in
silence. But the newspaper reports and articles, etc., are now becoming
more plainspoken. (I get to see newspapers only late and irregularly-
now from the Cohns, now from the Sttihlers, although each is afraid of
the other; and the radio broadcast on Pimaischer Platz, which Eva lis-
tens to at five o'clock, is often unclear and affected by interference; if she
tries to buy a newspaper, it is mostly sold ou! occasionally Frau Winde
gives her a copy . . .) In the Dresdener Zeitung of Moaday, August 7, there
is: 1) Reception for SS and Party leaders, Reichleiters, and gauleiters,
at the Ftihrer's headquarters. Himmler talks of a "holy people,s war.,,
Hitler says he is protected by fate, because "the nation. . . needs a man
who does not capitulate under any circumstances but unllinchingly
holds high the flag of trust and of faith, and because I believe that
no one else would do it better than I do it. Whatever blows of fate may
fall, I shall always stand straight as bearer of the flag!,, (Style! Wom-
out petit bourgeois phrases. - t . . . l) 2) Article: "East Prussia sets
an example of supreme preparedness for battle. (Unique effort by the
whole community to protect the frontier-beacon of German readi-
ness.)" [. . . ] "With an ardent will to prevent the deadly Bolshevik
enemy from violating German soil . . . hundreds of thousands of East
Prussians" are working to throw up ramparts. (We hear that large num-
bers of Hitler Youth have been sent to do digging in East prussii.; ttrus
is propaganda capital made out of the report of the Russian advance
[onto German territory]. The article is taken from the "National Socialist
Party Correspondence"; it is therefore undoubtedly in all the news-
PaPers.

t...I

August lQ Thursday toward evening

t...I
Yesterday Eva ran into Natscheff in town, they greeted each other spon-

taneously. He was in prison for a whole year. He had been denounced by
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a middle-class persorL said it was an excePtion, most denunciations were

made by the lower class of people. He was unchanged in appearance, but
said his nerves had suffered badly. He was not allowed to oPen a shop for
five years after the sentence-but thought he would be able to, "in two to
three months time." Bulgaria is negotiating. -t...1

August 13, Sunday midday

Four |ews have been arrested at the Schwarze factory, one woman is sup-
posed to have been "gabbng," three people are supposed to have been
"listening." That is sufficient. I know only one of the four, and him only
slightly: the singer and chargeman Kosciollek, I talked to him once at the
hairdresser's. Stiihler, dismayed and shaken, told me about the business
yesterday. "Let's just keep very quiet-we don't want to lose our heads

now, at five minutes to twelve." -At that I remembered: Agood ten years

ago Grete Blumenfeld said to me: "Walter has been dismissed, it is so

sad-now, at just five minutes to twelve!" There are hours in which I as-

sume the "last five minutes" could stretch out terribly once more. At any
rate things are at a standstill in the East.

Evening

Stagrration in Russia and Italy; there will be no conclusion this year either.
Tremendous intemal measures in Germany, new trooPs mustered, new
enlishnents for labor service, closure of theaters, postal deliveries only six
days a week and only once a day, etc.

t.I
August 14, Monday evening

LTI. The new regulations for the mail are notified under the heading "Ur-
gent measures." Among them is also the abolition of the "packet." Packet

has been the word used for years now for "sample of no commercial
value." Packets play an imPortant Part in communication with Theresien-
stadt. The ]ews there are said to suffer much more from hunger than we
do here, and whoever can do so sends them packets, mostly bread,
zwieback. Now that is no longer possible. It has never been quite clear zuluo

among the people in Theresienstadt is allowed to correspond with whom.
In all these years we have not heard a word from Trude Scherk' News of
the Hirschels has often reached one or other Person, and we heard of the
death of Jon Neumann, and that Frau Ida Kreidl was well. Now it is said
that a great number of the Theresienstadt people have been transported,
perhaps to Auschwitz, perhaps to their death.

t.l
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August 16, Wednesday morning

Two humiliations yesterday, which brought home to me once again the
ghastliness of my situation. - One of the salesclerks in the always-
crowded Amalien pharmacy is a pop-eyed cr€ature with thick glasses,
whom I have long suspected of hostility to ]ews. She has often made me
wait, served people first who carne in after me, or chattered endlessly to a
customer in front of me. I refused to believe it thought I was oversensitive.
Yesterday an elderly gentleman indicates me in a friendly fashion: "Was
here before me." - "Yes, and can I help you?" serves him fust. It is ridicu-
lous how bitter such a trifling matter makes me. And instead of becoming
more indifferent,Ibecome evermore raw. Then in the evening, around ten,
the Cohns and the Sti.iNers, Eva as well, were already in bed, the usual po-
lice check and, as also fairly usual, on the first floor. Unusual was simply
that Waldmann, instead of ringing once as norrnal, rang repeatedly and fu-
riously. I thoughl Gestapo! and had a brief bout of palpitations. - But a
new hope squeezed between these two humiliations: the Anglo-American
landing in southem France. There is a psychological reversal inside me: My
mind hopes, but my heart is no longer capable of believing.

The frequent LTI observations about "surmy," etc., death notices will
now probably cease. Since Monday the Dresdener Zeitung is printing only
mass graves, so to speak, or memorial tablets. Le., the individual notices
are contained within a large black-framed panel and are as compressed as
classified advertisements; only the scantiest particulars and even these
with abbreviations, so that all decorative adjuncts are dropped and not
much more remains than the earlier lists of the fallm.

August 17, Thursday toward evening

During the afternoon I was unsettled, half concemed-arrested? taken
ill?-haU irritated, that Eva stayed out for so long, and appeared only
toward half past three instead of toward two, as expected. Reason: Frau
Winde's cat was just giving birth to the kittens, about which we have been
talking for weeks: Two of them, once they have spent three months with
their mother, ar€ to come to us-f we can take them by then. Il, therefore,
by November 17,19M. . . Will that be the case? From the Winde source,
from Simon, but also from the German military bulletin, and not onlybe-
tween the lines of the latter, we deduce, that things are going extremely
badly in France. But is it a real d6bAcle, is ltthe d6bdcle,is it flre moment of
decision? Katz, who has patients in the house and frequently drops by-
as yesterday evening, as at lunchtime today-is halfway certain that point
has been reached; Paris will have to be evacuated in the course of the next
few days, the "small pincers" at Falaise were cutting off the southem wing
of the German Atlantic army, the Americans, who had landed on a front of
100 miles from Nice to Marseilles, were meeting little resistance and
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would dash up the Rhdne toward Germany-a snap change in the
weather: My mind believes it, and my heart does not believe it. -Yesterday moming there was a full air-raid waming for nearly all the
one and a half hours between haU past ten until almost twelve; the Amer-
icans were in x places again and left Dresden alone once again.

I...I

August 18, Friday morning

[. . .] We had imagined, as a kind of caricature, what the newspaPer
would write about the new French situation, and now there it is, word for
word and in all seriousness in the sifuation report: Eisenhower had un-
dertaken his large-scale offensives in Normandy and Brittany, hounded
by the V-1 and out of fear of the V-2 and V-3, and the landing in the south
of France, in despair at the lack of success in Normandy and the deadlock
in Italy; despite tremendous losses of men and matdriel and small gains of
territory all the French enterprises have thus far entirely failed to achieve
the real success that was anticipated . . . Do the mass of readers really be-
lieve it, and for how long will they go on believing it? But do I myself not
believe a little bit of all of that, when it is repeated so brazenly and impu-
dently? - Nevertheless: Suddenly the enemy is in the Chartres-Dreux
area, when only recently (according to German reports and in contradic-
tion to other reports) he was so hopelessly far away from there. - I . . . 1

August 19, Saturday afternoon

t .I
A pompous article on guerre totalissime: "Renunciation of peacetime

habits; mustering of the nation's r€serves of strength." In it a) The cities
badly affected by the air terror were "very rightly described as frontline
cities." b)ltwas now the "unyielding demand of the hour" "to change from
the more bourgeois way of life of yesterday to the revolutionary and sol-

dierly lifestyle of today." ("Revolutionary" is the stamp of holiness here.) -
In the same paper a ban on adhering to old house regulations made ob-

solete by the war: Domestic stairs, like those in shops and factories, were
to be scrubbed only once a week---<leaning rags had to be saved.

Two ]ewish rurnors: There had been mass murders in Poland in the
course of withdrawals. On the other hand ]ews had been allowed out of
Hungary after a Hungarian agreement with the USA. We consider point 1

very likely; point 2 can be correct only if Hungary has broken away from
Germany. Did it? We are tapping in the dark. -

August 20, Sunday aftemoon

[ . . . ]After hours of work making notes on Stresemann, I had forced my-
self to take a long walk for health reasons. On Saturday aftemoon one en-
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counters only the ]acobi family at the cemetery it's weekend for the trio of
workers. I was sitting with the Jacobis on the bench in front of their house,
when Wemer Lang tumed up, and I walked home with him afterward.
Naturally we talked about the situation: Matters appear to be catastrophic
in France. But four weeks ago they appeared to be similarly catastrophic
in Russia, and suddenly the Russians were checked. I leamed: A little
while ago many elderly Jews (Three hundred? Three thousand?) had been
transported from Theresienstadt, and afterward an English broadcast had
announced that this transport had been gassed. Truth? ForsechE si,
forsechE no. - On the way home Wemer Lang also told me: A soldier had
addressed him on the platform of the tram: "You're still here, why is that?"
(Without any aggression in his voice) - "Because I am in a mixed mar-
riage." - "Well, that's decent; but I've seen such awful things in Poland,
such awful things! It will have to be paid for!" This very loudly, while
other people were listening. The man was risking his head. - And this
morning Steinitz was here and told us his wife had come from the bank in
a cheerful mood. She had asked for application forms for the currency of-
fice. "Take as many as you like (the woman clerk pushed a whole pile
toward her), soon no one is going to need them anymore. You'll see, in two
weeks!" Our hopes are raised for an hour at a time by such talk, a little
longer by the situation at the front-but even then not for very long and
not always consistently. Only one thing is surprising about the talk Peo-
ple's courage and lack of caution, because the newspapers are full of
prison and death sentences for every kind of "defeatism ." - | . . . I

August 21, Monday midday

Exhaustingly hot and humid days, for the first time this summer really.
Yesterday evening instead of taking my obligatory walk I lingered in the
Waldmanns' cellar apartrnent. Berger was there. Of course: the situation.
In addition the gossip about individual ]ews and the deep mistrust of one
for the other and the tremendous fear of being betrayed even at the last
moment. All of them are demoralized and frightened, each wams against
the other, counsels silence and caution and is himself incautious. I myself
always argue for an aftitude of fatalism absolutely without dread (not
fear). Berger quoted something, which is supposed to be old, but was new
to me: "We passed through the Red Sea, and we shall pass through the
brown shit!" [. . . ] Aside from that, the newspaper articles about the war
again and again attempt to deflate the Allied victories by emphasizing the
v-1.

I...I
Among Jews the idea of owning books has disappeared. Too much is

floating around masterless, too much has been stolen, been left behind,
has passed from hand to hand; no fewish property is safe. Months ago I
lent Berger two books, which I myself had found somewhere or inherited.
The collection of criminal reports I had found left behind in the uncleared
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rooms at Lothringer Weg; where the "Singermanns" came from, I no
longer know. When I asked Berger to give the things back to me, he was
embarrassed; evidently he had long ago loaned them to someone else.
Books are masterless, Jews'books. He came a week later; he wanted to put
back what he had borrowed t. ..]. I immediately saw that there was a
mistake but pretended not to notice.

I am now worried about my reference books. An appeal in the news-
paper: Books, especially dictionaries in private hands, to be given up,
since many public libraries have been destroyed by air terror. What is re-
quested from Aryans, is usually taken from Jews. On the other hand
Steinitz thinks: After all the robberies that have already taken place, they
imagine we don't have anything anymorle; after all, we've also been
spared the latest fabric collection. I am undecided, whether we should get
the reference books to Gertrud Schmidt or leave them here. They would be
a heavy load for Eva to carry and I should miss them geatly. -t,..I

August 24, Thursday moming

t...I
Yesterday aftemoon, on the tram line grade crossing in front of our

house, a wild-looking worker passed close by me and said loudly: "Chin
up! The scoundrels will soor- be finished!" - Stiitrler had a similar experi-
ence. But for years now we have had such experiences every couple of
days, and for years now we have had quite opposite experiences every
couple of days. No conclusions can be drawn from them, nor from the mi-l-
itary situation, desperate as it is for Germany, both in the West and the
East.

August 25, Friday morning

Yesterday aftemoon Frau Sti.ihler: Customers said German broadcasts had
reported the defection of Romania. In the evening (during the air-raid
drill), Stephan Mi.iller told me it was already in the newspaper. Today
Cohn saw a copy of the Freiheitskampf, which was displayed; according to
that the position was analogous to the Badoglio business. Naturally a Na-
tional Party had already emerged with a proclamation and a civil war was
in progress. - For a moment my spirits were greatly raised-but from the
first moment also muted and skeptical. Really Germany should collapse
now; but "really" it should already have done so in |uly '43, when Italy de-
fected. - The fews are afraid and skeptical. Shihler rebuked his wife for
having talked about it [the defection of Romania]. "I am afraid, at five to
twelve I don't want to. . . if you had seen the people who recently re-
tumed from Gestapo interrogatiory then you would be afraid, too." Fear is
the dominant feeling, apart from that apathy. People can no longer imag-
ine an end. And yet the whole Balkan front seems to be collapsing: Bul-
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garia, Turkey, Romania, and fiftyto sixtypercentof our oilcomes from Ro-
mania. But in Berlin "they" will still offer resistance. Yesterday during the
air-raid waming some bombs fell on Freital; Eva, who was in the cellar of
the Albert Theater, went to see Glaser afterward, saw the columns of
smoke of the fires. On the tram people drew each other's attention to
them, but only by glances, no one dared speak. - I . . . 1

Yesterday evening from half past seven until half past nine, i.e., until
well after dark: air-raid drill. An imaginary phosphorus bomb (a tin can)
and splashes of phosphorus marked in chalk were disposed of with ficti-
tious sand and fictitious water. Before and after, endlessly, the by-now-
familiar instructions, admonitions, threats. On this occasion something
became very evident, which was already evident long ago: The Jews are
not very attentive, even a little refractory in a passive way, because they
know they are not well trained and well protected. There is a lack of gas
masks; there is a lack of first-aid attendants, because Katz is not allowed to
train any Aryan women and because Aryan wives of ]ews are not allowed
to attend any general training course. One of us, Waldmann indeed, who
plays an important role in the house, after all, posed the question: "If our
]ewish cellar collapses-will anyone pull us out?" Kautzsch, a decent
man, replied, hall indignant, half uncertain: "As long as I am Group
Leader here, certainly!" Yet earlier, when there was talk of the missing "lay
nursing attendants," he had said very dolefully:. "lshould very much like
to help you, but as you know, my hands are tied." It is tragicomic and
tums into pure Lfl when the man attempts to make us fit into the general
"effort," when he inevitably slips into the stock of phrases he has leamed
by heart which are like an insult to us: Three times yesterday we were told
that we had to play our part, for both our own and the general good, ready
for action as a "community bound by oath." Pretty to hear, when one
wears the star and is an "enemy of the state." [ . . . ]

August 26, Saturday afternoon

The very exhausting heat has now lasted for something like a week. The
sun shines on our living room for the greater part of the d"y. -I had to have my wretched shoes sewed up again. I went to the third
]ewish cobbler. The first, a giant Russian Jew, who had his workshop in
Sporergasse, hanged himself in prison. The second, Frischmann, has been
inside for weeks-I made a note of the affair in which he was involved.
The third, Saslawski, has set up his workshop next door to Waldmann; I
made his acquaintance yesterday, saw and listened to him while he was
working. A lean, dark man, fifty-one years of age, eastem Jew, an eastem
accent to his speech-that is what a Galician craftsman must look like and
talk like. Previously he did locksmithing; in peacetime he had done
"everything," as he says, film and traveling salesman. His mother is in
Theresienstadt, one son (cobbler) is intemed in Australia, one daughter, a
trained nurse, is in England. He was sensitive and respectful toward me,
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the professor whom "they hounded from his chair" (slc); he could not be
persuaded to accept money for his stitching. What did I know of "fu-
daism"? I said, unfortunately I had no knowledge of Hebrew. - "But you
must know words like broche arrd mitzaah." I showed sufficient knowl-
edge. lncidentally this man, too, is of course in a mixed marriage. And
then: As a consequence of being buried alive during the First World War
his whole head and half the upper part of his body twitches terribly while
he is speaking and working. [ . . . ]

Artgust 27, Sunday midday

Steinitz was here yesterday aftemoon. He said the cobbler Saslawski had
not been a German front-line soldier and had not been buried; his trem-
bling originated in a concentration camp of the Third Reich. -The bombs dropped on Freital-Dcilzschen-Birkigt are supposed to have
caused greater damage than was at first assumed; according to an opti-
mistic rumor sixty-four corpses are buried in a bunker; according to a
gloomier one, it's two to four hundred. Since no details are ever pub-
lished, the most disquieting rumors are naturally going around. I have
been scared out of my complacency about Dresden a little. Now I also fear
for our little house. One of the targets of the attack, rf not the target, was
the railway line in the Plauenschen Grund [below ftilzschen].

t...I

August 28, Monday evening

This moming [. . . ] Waldmann was supposed to repair one of our roller
blinds. (Troublesome business, procuing the necessary cord: written con-
firmation from the landlord is required.) At the last moment: impossible,
he [Waldmann] has to fetch a corpse. (That is his office, together with ]a-
cobi.) At once there was the fearfuI rumor, someone will have met his
death in the police prison. It then, however, tumed out to be the Jewish
wife of an Aryan in Niedersedlitz. The corpse was brought back in a hand-
cart-for |ews there is no proper vehicle for conveying corpses.

In Saturday's newspaper there was an announcement-"the burial"
(no more than that!) will take place in Freital at 5:00 p.M., delegations with
flags should, etc. . . . A great mass of people is said to have gone out there,
but no one is allowed to talk about it. There are said to be many dead still
in a destroyed bunker. All of it is hushed up, the military bulletin long ago
ceased to concern itself with such trivia. For weeks now it has stated: large
formations over central Germany (e.g.), in particular over . . . there follow
the names of two cities, where the losses were evidently far too great to
pass over in complete silence. How many Freitals with dozens, perhaps
with two htrndred, dead may there be in Germany every day?

The newspaper lavishly celebrates the organizational achievement of
the gauleiter of East Prussia, who in twenty-four hours mobilized hun-
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dreds of thousands to dig trenches. The whole thing is once again a Na-
tional Socialist triumph, a defeat for the Russians, who cannot and will not
be able to invade East Prussia. Thus everything is tumed into a German
victory. For how much longer will it work? All measures are taken with
such effrontery and emphasis, as iI the war were going to last years yet' It
is repeatedly emphasized that a new field army would be made available
by the new measures [ . . . ]. (Have I noted that from the fust of September,
no more "belletristic" and "related" books may be printed anymore? Only
natural science and technology! That commercial schools, etc., are being
shut?)-[...]

August 3Q Wednesday morning

t...I
From individual editions of the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, mid-luly

r.rntil mid-August. [. . .] On Iuly 15: "The Sef-Assertion of the Theater
During the Air Terror." Report by the "Reich Dramaturg," Ministerial
Councillor Dr. Schkisseq, on how, despite all the destmction, "the uplifting
and relaxing art of drama" was being sustained for the population
through amalgamation and mutual assistance. Four weeks after this
speech, Goebbels extinguishes all theaters from September 1. - An item
about forthcoming symphony concerts in Buchanest, a German will make
a guest appearance. Tiaro weeks later Romania declares war on us. - [ . . . ]
On August 15 a leading article, "Our Nation in the East," a hymn to the
Upper Silesians' love of Fatherland, from which it emerges that there they
are just as anxious and are digging trenches just as in East Prussia. [ . . . ]

September 1, Friday moming and later, five whole yearc of war!

t...I
I do not believe I have ever noted this: At every door of the apartnrent,

fixed at an angle and at eye level, there is a mezuzah. kwinsky says the
rabbi lived here. Recently he opened one of the little rolls and showed us
the splendid, regular, but minute handwritten verses from the Bible.

t..I
Since the destruction in Freital I cannot get rid of the thought that a

bomb could fall onAnnemarie's clinic. Industrial Pima, Ktittrer's nearby,
which makes parachutes! Then every one of my manuscripts, which are
all in the same suitcase there, would be destroyed at one fell swoop. Yet I
fear the Gestapo more than the Americans. But everything is fate, and
there is no safety anywhere.

On August 28, together with detailed news of the complete abandon-
ment of Paris-one now saw that apart from "strong points" it had really
been in the hands of the others for days-the Dresdener Zeitung (and cer-
tainly not it alone) printed an article: "Secret of the Final Phase of the War"
by SS war correspondent Achim Femau. It is the most absurd thing they
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have come up with so far. Popular and mysterious. Yes, for months we
have been losing area after area, army colps after army corps in every the-
ater. The spectator is like someone watching a game of skat through a
glass door. Two players have all the trumps in their hands, the game ap-
pears to be up for the thkd. And suddenly-the third player is being con-
gratulated. Because the spectator did not see the grand coming at all. -Or: Two cars are racing each other. What counts is which one was last to
tank up, which one is able to tank up last. The Allies want to reach their
goal now, must reach it now-because afterward! The English Minister of
the Interior has said: "I know of terrible things!" The V-1 is only the be-
ginning of these terrible things. Churchill knows that, hence the tremen-
dous exertion now, the desperate push forward! Churchill has said in an
interview: "We must end the war by the autumn, otherwise . . ." Ominous
dots in the text. t . . .] In short: At the moment our enemies are winning
out of fear and desperation . We, we have to hold out only until auturm.
And we shall do it too. "With all our means and all our strength. Victory is
truly very close." (Conclusion of the article!) - This has been going on for
weeks now on an ever-increasing scale. Germany is keeping its cards close to
its chest. Is it bluffin& or does it really still hold trumps? [ . . . ] Anyhow:
With the slogan "time in exchange for territory" and with the mysterious
weapons the nation is kept in line.

1...1

September 3, Sunday midday and later

t...1
All moming beating drums, fanfares (wrongly played, just as all the

notes of the 3rd Reich are wrong), Hitler Youth marching, singing, in posi
tion on the Elbe bridge, waving their flags at the sound of the fanfares, in
a word: the same old carry on. Reason: According to the National Social-
ists the war began today, on September 3,1939, as a result of the ground-
less declaration of war by the English and French. On September t,1939,
we merely "retumed Polish fire."

1...I

September d Monday morning

Lewinsky stayed away yesterday. But Eva played very nicely on the
pianoi now I often do not listen to her for weeks; but away from home she
plays a little with Glaser and with Frau Kreisler-at the same time there
are all kinds of things to eat, to smoke and also food and things to smoke
to bring home.

LTI. On every house, beside a chalk circle and arrow, the letters LSR
[Luftschutzraum-air-raid shelter]. As a new explanation we heard:
"Lemt schnell Russisch" [Leam Russian quicklyl.
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Or Saturday evening Katz was here for a while. He maintained, that
the Gestapo werebecoming a little more courteous and reasonable; at any
rate they did not want to make themselves eoen mote hated. (I don't be.
lieve it, it's not in their character, does them no good now anyway.) [ . . . I

September 5, Tiresday morning

Yesterday Eva brought home from the Freiheitskampf that Finland has ca-
pitulated and Bulgaria has got a "suicide govemment" (i.e., one tuming
toward Russia). Frau Cohn brought the news, Waldmann whispered it to
her on the stairs, Brussels had fallen. Toward evening, during my health
walk by the Elbe, a fat gentleman, coming up from the river, crossed my
path and said: "Now it will soon be over!" And when I walked on without
reacting, said behind me: "Thank God! . . . You must not misunderstand
me!" - For all of that it goes on and on. The last newspapers I saw de-
clared: I:r the West we are establishing the same elastic (IiIl: Since Stalin-
grad the line in the East has beqt elastic, and the enemy never achieves a
breakthroughf-so the same elastic front line as in the East; we are avoiding
the decisive battle and will fight it only when the prospects arc favorable
to us again. Do people believe that? Goebbels has dampened hopes in the
neu weapons, one must not expect any sudden miracle from them, and in
the last military bulletin, says Eva, the V-l was absmt, absent for the first
time in weeks! Thus I vacillate between hope and an inability to believe,
but am, for all that, diligent in storing things away. I now make a virtue
out of the misfortune of no longer being able to stick to one theme: I tell
myself, I sfill have time to catch up a little on the gmeral education, which
I neglected in recent decades.

t...I
On I:II. National Socialism is a most poisonous consequence/ more

properly overconsequence, of German Romanticism; it is just as guilty or
innocent of National Socialism as Christianity is of the Inquisition; Ro.
manticism makes of it a specifically German matter and distingrrishes it
from Fascism and Bolshevism. It finds its strongest expression in the racial
problem, and this in tum emerges most strongly in the Jewish question.
Thus the Jewish question represents the "essential core" and the quintes-
sence of National Socialism. And it is precisely this kemel that demon-
strates the mendacity and absolute loss of intellect, the absolute descent
into the Hell of Romanticism in the Third Reich. The ]ewish problem is the
poison gland of the swastika viper.

September 6, Wednesday midday

t...I
In the evening I succumbed to temptation, as I have done occasionally,

and did not go for a health walk, but to Waldmam, caretaker, undertaker,
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and removal man-for the revenue office, public sale of confiscated Jew-
ish property; he said: "They're in a hurry now, they're probably afraid"-
formerly a fur dealet vigorous man in his early fifties, much younger,
very blond wife, likes to talk politics, very well disposed to me-went to
see him therefore under the pretext of reminding him that a tom roller-
blind cord has long been in need of repair. Down in the cellar he has a
pleasant sitting room with four club chairs around an elegant oval table;
apart from the couple I have sometimes found Berger there, with whom
he is on very friendly terms. First the men are quiet, then they wam me to
be cautious, then they reveal the Allied reports and give their own views.
Berger says the mos! but Waldmann is not sparing with interpretations
and suppositions.

I...I
The Reich of August 20; Goebbels's leading article: "In the Storms of

Our Time." Naturally we have become stronger in every respect because
of July 20 (the assassination attempt). The culprits-incomprehensible,
"that there arre men with German names and born of a German mother,
who raise their hand to extinguish the life of the Ftihrer"-are ultrareac-
tionaries, and in their character "the powers of a diabolical intellect have
overwhelmed the powers of instinct." t . . . I An article by Hans Schwarz
van Berk: "The impatience of the enemy. The morass of his policies." The
same old tune: Our opponents do not have any positive cultural war
aims-their soldiers are war-weary and want to go home, so matters must
be brought to a conclusion. We on the other hand, we are defending our
culture, culture as such, that is our missiory otherwise we shall go under.
That is why we shall "fight for every inch." Among the familiar awful vi-
sions of defeat there is also the following: "Instead of the German school
for our children there will be foreign institutes, in which they would be
'reeducated'and have to deny what their parents thought and did, where
in the history class men like Priery Mtilders, Dietl would be condemned as

criminals, while Diirer, Leibniz, Beethoven, and Goethe would be de-
clared citizens of the world . . ."

("Citizens of the world" as a derogatory term! Equivalence of Prien and
Leibniz!)

t...1

September 7, Thursday midday

Undoubtedly in all newspapers of Tuesday, September ,1-I got hold of the
Dresdener Zeitung from Cohn only yesterday evening, but everyone had
already been talking about it before that-Article: "Readiness is every-
thing! Within Germany's borders: People's War. By Helmut Stindennann/
Deputy Reich Press Spokesman." (An official statement therefore.) Tone of
the proclamation. The word "Heckenschitze" [it., hedge shooter, i.e.,
guerrilla]-which is the LII's word for franc-tireur-is avoided, but the
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thing itself is promoted in the most bloodthirsty manner and with a fa-
naticism extreme even by National Socialist standards. The enemy is ap-
proaching Germany's borders; his plan: "The German state is to be wiped
from the map, the Germans are to be dispersed over the whole globe as
labor slaves." "Driven on by insane ]ewish fantasies of hate" the enemy
wants to exterminate us entirely. [ . . . ] We, for our part, "we do not want
to win, in order to extirpate the British nation or to conquer America; we
have to win, in order-whether as nation or individuals-to continue liv-
ing in freedom. We shall achieve this victory, even if by the mobilization of
every German, for whom the heroic state of freedom has become the high-
est law of life . . ." "Anation that has absorbed the slogan 'better dead than
a slave' and has fanatically made it the guiding principle of its whole
heroic mission, such a nation will never be servile, and it will live forever!"
Concluding sentences: As yet our soil is "not directly threatened"--but
"readiness is everything!"

Further to this: The content is less criminal than stupid, because for the
first time this is naked desperation speaking. And who will be inclined to
a "people's war," when every town is exposed to enemy airplanes? And
must not everyone say to himself: Why should the others not be "in-
vaders," why is their invasion a crime, when we had occupied so many
countries? Stylistically: Once again there are the few, ancient LTI raisins
baked in with the mix. But the tenor of the whole thing seems to me more
extravagant than all the earlier scribblings. (Admittedly, they used all
kinds of superlatives for the cruelties of the Poles, Czechs, Soviets, Jews.)
I do not believe that it still goes down well.

September 10, Sunday morning

t...I
What is happening in the war? This moming Frau Cohn relates: "They

fetched five women (Aryans, that is) from the Sachsenwerk plant, be-.

cause, they said, [the Allies] had already reached Metz; a soldier's wife de-
nounced them." In the aftemoon Eva reported from the military bulletin:
"Engagements atMetz." And Eva reports via Winde and Simon: The En-
glish have declared the larger part of the island is no longer being blacked
out it is no lonSer necessary. They have also declared, however, that there
is a pause in the advance, troops have to be brought up.

And Lewinsky, who is always absolutely pessimistic, has heard from a
"most reliable source," that Aachen is already in enemy hands, about
which, however, England is keeping silent. And not a soul knows what is
happening in the East, and what in the Balkans [. . .] and what in Italy,
and what in Finland, and what in Germany itself; no one knows, and
everything is obscure.

New "totalization" decrees have come out: University departrnents
have largely been closed down (theology and philosophy completely), the
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senior classes of secondary schools have been dispatched to factory worl
all periodicals apart from those "important to the war effort" [ . . . ] have
been suppressed [ . . . ]. The weekly article on the military situation paints
a very dark picture. Naturally: We shall manage nersertheless, and "time is
on our side," but that is the most transparent of veils, contradicted by
everything else in the article.

Aparticular characteristic of the LTl is the shameless short-windedness
of its lies. There is a never-ending impudent abandonment of assertions
that have been made the day before. "They cannot land. - They will not
scale the Atlantic Wall. - They will not break through . . ." And now: "It
could all be foreseen and given their superior strength occurred astonish-
ingly late. But they cannot impose a decisive battle on us, because our
lines are on the terrain we have chosen; we are disengaging with great
skill . . ." Nothing more about the V-1. Once in recent days we were told:
[firing] has become "irregular because of events in northern France," but
resumed. Now silence.

September 11, Monday morning

Shortly after nine yesterday, as Eva was getting ready forbed (I tend to fol-
low her an hour later, but to begin the day at half past four), Stephan
Mi.iller tumed up and stayed until around eleven. He said it can last no
longer than mid-October at the outside. He talked about the English and
the Russian "Freedom Broadcasting Stations." Everyone was listening to
these broadcasts, the govemment was powerless to stop it. Officers and
men of the Paulus-Seydlltz army speak on the Freedom Station: Three-
hundred-thousand strong they stood ready to serve Germany, they
wanted to establish a "democratic" order. The English also allow German
prisoners to speak and solicit support. Germany's army in the West was
very demoralized and tremendously weakened. Kluge, the commander in
chief, had shot himself in the express train on the way to Hitler. [ . . . ] The
collapse in the Balkans was absolute and entirely analogous to the d6bAcle
of 1918. The V-l was finished, likewise V-2 and V-3, the latter were "one-
man" torpedoes and some kind of electrically remote-controlled boats
with a huge explosive charge . . . (A card dated August 28 has just arrived
from Hilde Jonson-Sussmann in Stockholm; she, too, twice hints very
clearly that in Stockholm they believe the end is near.) - So we did not get
to bed until around eleven; half an hour later-the first nighttime alert for
many months-the sirens wailed. Mi.iLller had said the Allies had an-
nounced increased air bombardment; all the air force units, which so far
had been deployed against the V-1, wene now also available; in addition
we remembered the four hundred dead in Freital: It made me feel rather
uneasy. The air-raid waming itself came after about twenty minutes. But
as I was shouldering the knapsack the all clear sounded--evidently the
air-raid waming had been given by mistake. [ . . . ]
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September 14, Thursday afternoon

1...1
In the evening, without having heard or read the reports herself, Eva

came home with the [contents ofl the latest bulletins: lnthe German mtli-
tary bulletin: English attack on Aachen; in the English one: in the course of
the attack on Tiier, the German frontier crossed on a 22-mile front. A new
offensive is also said to be under way in the East. - The fact that the
enemy is on German soil will make a tremendous impression. How will
the LTI respond? - In the cellar, Neumark had an old copy of the DAZ,
which he had found by chance and which included a page summarizing
the events of 1943. In February 1943 the fall of Stalingrad, in the spring the
Fiihrer holds discussions with the King of Bulgaria, with Antonescu-
Count Ciano is appointed Italian ambassador to the Vatican. . . What an
impression it all made on us! Ciano shot, Bulgaria and Romania ch*g g
sides, Stalingrad as remote as a fairy tale. . . But something else made a

greater impression on us-it was the same for both Neumark and myself:
the impotence of memory to fix all that we had so painfully experienced in
time. When-insofar as we remembered it at all-had this or that hap-
pened, when had it been? Only a few facts stick in the mind, dates not at
all. One is overwhelmed by the present, time is not divided up, everything
is infinitely long ago, everything is infinitely long in coming; there is no
yesterday, no tomorroq only an eternity. And that is yet another reason
one knows nothing of the history one has experienced: The sense of time
has been abolished; one is at once too blunted and too overexcited, one is
crammed full of the present. The chain of disappointments also unfolded
in front of me again. [ . . . ] Ever since Stalingrad, since the beginning of '43
therefore, I have been waiting for the end. I remember asking Eva at the
time: Do you think it is a defeat, or do you consider il to be the defeat, the
catastrophe? That was in February'43. Then I had not yet done any fac-
tory duty. After that I was a factory slave for fourteen months. And now it
is almost three months since I was released, three months in which I find
it ever more dfficult to wrest useful work from my so-called free days. -Eva draws my attention to a characteristic feafure of the times, the way
that individual serviceable maps of the theaters of war become family
relics. Eisenmann is proud of a large map of Europe, in which a parcel was
once wrapped; the Windes have a "good" map of France, which was sent
to them a long time ago; Gertrud Schmidt also possesses something simi-
lar. Naturally it has long been impossible to buy such a thing.

t...I
Cohn, usually so fearful, pessimistic, was quite elated yesterday: ln the

factory an Italian worker had spontaneously said to him in broken Ger-
man: "In a few weeks finish. . . Like so," and had pointed upward and
silently indicated, that the end would come through air attack. And that
same day, on the tram, a youn& well-dressed gentleman with several mil-
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itary decorations had wanted to press two meat coupons on him, assured
him of his philo-Semitism, and that now it would soon be over. -t. .l

September 15, Friday morning

The lethargy or bluntedness of the imagination! I am so accustomed to
news of cities destroyed by bombing, that it makes no impression at all on
me. Yesterday at the Steinitzes-I had to call on the watchmaker, who lent
me a bulky alarm clock until the repair is completed-I was moved by a
letter that a friend had written to him from Kdnigsberg: Eva's hometown
is 75 percent destroyed, according to official reports 5,000 people are dead
and 20,000 injured; the writer and his wife had saved nothing except the
clothes they were wearing; three relatives of the man, an old district judge,
are dead. That shook me, .rnd in the moming-dark, glowing, deep-
purple dawn-as I washed myself and looked out at the Carola Bridge
and the row of houses on the other side, I could not stop imagining that
this row of houses was suddenly collapsing before my eyes-as indeed
could happen at any time, as something like it really does happen every
day somewhere in Germany. But unless there happens to be an air-raid
waming in the next few hours, this image naturally fades, and I go on
placing my hopes in "Churchill's aunt." Until now Dresden itself really
has been spared; the threateningly clear bangs recently were not produced
by bombs, but by our antiaircraft guns. -Waldmann reported yesterday, a foreign station had broadcast this:
When the Russians entered Larusha (Warsaw front), they found the SS en-
gaged in shooting 1,000 ]ews (men, women and children). They liberated
the ]ews and put the SS people up against the wall. I believe this report
without hesitation, none of us doubts it. And each one asks himself, how
many Jews are still alive in Poland? In the evening, when I passed on the
news to Cohn, he relapsed into his literally quaking fear-he did not want
to know anything about foreign broadcasts, the Gestapo, etc., etc. The
same fright as with Glaser, as with Stiihler. There is nothing more ghastly
than the Jewish fear of the Gestapo. -Leading article in the Reiclr of September 3: Goebbels: "The strength of
our confidence." It is shameless and criminal and amazing in equal mea-
sure, how again and again, in defiance of all contrary events, the same
phrases about certain final victory of "time working lor tts," of the new
weapons still to come, are hammered into people. How the same words
are used again and again: The "reversals" are conceded, but our "morale"
is higher, we constitute a "community bound by oath," "we shall not
weary of again and again making clear to our nation that all the chances of
final victory lie in our own hands. What counts today is not where we are
fighting, but that we are fighting and how we are fighting . . . We shall not
get out of breath, when it comes to the final spurt." The most absurd of
these phrases is probably this one: it's all the same where we're fighting!
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They know that the war is lost, and allow city after city to be destroyed, so
as to gain another few weeks or months for themselves. To be noted in
terms of language is the cramped uniformity and monotony of the LTI to
the very last.

September lQ Saturday moming

t...I

Evening

[ . . . ] Glaser wrote to Eva today-no longer to me!-that he had been or-
dered to do labor duty, despite his 68 years. I repeatedly ask mysetf, why
I am released from duty. Katz is exceedingly fearful and scrupulous;
Aryans and lews with serious heart problems are doing labor duty (e.9.,
Cohn, who has bad attacks every couple of weeks)-why was I let go?
Does he consider me at death's door, am I at death's door? Sometimes I
believe I am, sometimes I think he was impressed by my former profes-
sorship and the books I produced and that he wanted to conserve me
and allow me to go back to my work. The question frequently preoccu-
pies me, although it is really of no importance. During the day I push it
all into the background and read, study, collect whatever I can, and oc-
casionally fall asleep and then go on reading again. If one day I can turn
it into a good book, then it was heroism-if not, then a senile pastime. I
force myself to repress the absolutely fruitless thought of death, the ab-
solutely sterile What for?-and even succeed in doing so again and
again.

t...I

September 18, Monday afternoon

Frau Cohn (the Aryan half) told me at a quarter to five in the moming-
I was washing up, she was making breakfast for her husband as every
morning: "Today is your high holy day, today is New Year. My husband
has worked it out." There was sometimes talk at Thiemig & Mcibius that
no one here knew the dates of the Jewish holy days-a calendar has not
appeared, there is no longer any religious practice; the Jews left here are
only those in mixed mariages, those who have more or less broken away
therefore. Even Lewinsky, who has various memories of orthodoxy, did
not know the date-otherwise he would certainly have mentioned it
yesterday afternoon. I pictured to myself with whal rejoicing this ]ewish
New Year will be celebrated in Italy, in France, in all the countries from
which the Germans have had to retreat. It has truly become "the Jewish
War"; abolition of the ]ewish laws is everywhere one of the Allies' first
acts. -1...I
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September 19, Tuesday moming

Yesterday evening, shortly after falling asleep, L1:00 p.rra., alert, immedi-
ately followed by air-raid waming. Down to the cellar; Eva's heart in a
really bad state; hardly there for a quarter of an hour: the all clear. Every-
thing had remained quiet. But lately the strain has become very great. The
English have issued a warning: Go into the open, our new bombs go right
down to the cellar! And in Kcinigsberg they appear to have substantiated
the waming. -Printed close together in the newspaper: Air raid on Auschwitz (con-
centration camp); "air raid on Buchenwald Concentration Camp near
Weimar: the prisoners Thiilmann and Breitscheid are among the dead."
How much of that is true and how much the covering-up of murder? An
attack on Buchenwald is in fact said to have taken place. (Letter from there
from Pauly to his wife.) But were Thiilmann and Breitscheid still alive
then? And who dropped bombs on Buchenwald? And . . . there are so

many possible ways of mixing an atom of truth with lies, of hushing up
murders. ..

September 20, Wednesday evening

The "NSDAP's Word of the Week" (Dresilmer Zeitung,September 18) goes:

"The coming victory will be a victory for us all. Today we must assume re-
sponsibility for it, fanatically and unconditionally. Dr. Goebbels." (Al-
ways: "Dr.," their famous university man, always the wom-out
"fanatical.") The headline above this text, which also sets the tone for the
subsequent commentary: THE CREED oF THE NATIoNAL colvt\tuNnrY. Final
words of the commentary: "Now more than ever!" - This, while there are
battles on German soil, the English are 20 miles from Cologne, and in Hol-
Iand their airbome troops are on the right side of the Rhine delta! I ask my-
self again and again what kind of effect it has, whether it rouses people
against the Allies or against the Nazis, whether it is the height of stupidity
or the height of cleverness. Only success can answer that question. [ . . . ] I
believe by tums (changing my mind six times a day), that Germany must
collapse in the next few weeks, and that Germany will stand its ground.
And again and again: My reason hopes and believes, but my heart doubts.

-t...I
September 21, Thursday late aftemoon

t.1
On the LTI. [ . . . ] In Rampische Strasse I saw new banners (big, printed

strips of paper) on shopwindows and doors: "Our will to [ve is stronger
than our enemies' will to destroy." And (roughly): "Only a strong heart
withstands the harshest test." Posted in a watchmaker's: "When there's an
alarm/Put a watch on your arm!" It must be very old, because it is a long
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time since there were any watches to be bought, and even repairs are no
longer carried out. -ln the Dresilener fuitung (and no doubt also in all the other German
newspapers) of September 1.9, three articles at once, of which I ask myself,
whether they are the height of stupidity or clevemess. 1) A moral reflec-
tion by a certain Lieutenant Colonel Ellenbeck: "Daily reflection. What can
I do to help my nation?" Content: One minute of reflection every morning.
Then weigh every word, show no weakness, be convinced of victory. En-
courage those who show weakness, denounce defeatists. The really inter-
esting thing about this sernon is its style. For the LTI there is only the
Goebbels-Hitler pattem-all the run-of-the-mill is imitation of that. [ . . . ]
As consolation we are told that after all the [Russian] offensive in the East
was stopped six weeks ago. - 2) Article ("Berlin. The High Command of
German forces in Northem Finland announces"): "Germans are still
shielding Finnish soil. "(Below in smaller print) "Only where the Soviets
attack is firmness unavoidable." Everything Germany has done to protect
Finland is noted. Accordingly it is "completely absurd" now to accuse
German troops of arbitrary devastation of Finnish towns. Only: Whatever
is of use to the enemy in his fight against the withdrawing German army,
must be destroyed. "Where destruction is undertakery it is not directed
against the Finnish people, but against the mortal enemy of the Finnish
people, Bolshevism." (With which Finland is just concluding peace!) 3)
"Transparent enemy lies about the Waffen SS. The steel spearhead of lib-
eration in the battle for freedom." Here, everything that for years has been
said about the SS and has been substantiated by examples is collected to-
gether as "enemy lies." (No, not nerything: the atrocities, the firing on
their own troops, the murders of the )ews are missing.) They were not
against the family, on the contrary "care of the kinship ideal" [was in their
hands]. They provided for the women in exemplary fashiory as well as for
their illegitimate children. "The enemy's imagination has expressed itself
with typical ]ewish cynicism on the subject of the 'Lebensborn' homes.
The nasty rumors about fathering occurring by choice, by force, or serially,
characterizes their author only too clearly." They did not have a superior
attitude to other elements of the army. They were not opposed to religion,
they did not have to leave the Church, they believed in Divine providence.
Nor did they have higher losses than other branches of the army. (This
presumably refers to the well-known fact that in the East, at least, the SS is
given no quarter.) In conclusion the article emphasizes that "today the
best of every European country voluntarily serve at the front under the sig
runes for the reordering of their continent." - I find the article especially
stupid. It is virtually a compendium and repetition of all the accusations
that have been made for years. And the final sentence is especially awk-
ward, since one repeatedly hears that people are pressed into the SS. This
whitewash article is no doubt related to the recruitment march we saw
and heard last Sunday morning, without knowing what it was about:
Long columns of troops in field-gray and S$black uniforms, with two
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noisily blowing military bands, marched across the Carola Bridge, onto
which our kitchen windows look out. Then the next day we read that there
had been a propaganda march through town.

September 23, Saturday moming (and later).

t...I
tntemally they act in every way as if their rule were still assured for a

"thousand years." But militarily, too, the fact that they are holding out is
completely incomprehensible. Where do they get the gasoline, the people,
where the morale, the ability to resist? Perhaps the annihilation of the En-
glish "airbome landing division" at Amhem is an unimportant, soon-to-
be-forgotten episode; but it is extremely important to me today and
pushes back my hopes of an end from September '44 to Easter '45, pre-
cisely because it is proof to me of unbroken powers of resistance. [ . . . ]

Evening,9:30 p.u.

[ . . . ] Eva came back late from the Windes'. One of their twins appears to
be lost. Yesterday evening the English announced the sinking of his tor-
pedo boa! nine men were named as saved-the crew numbers about
twenty-young Winde was not among them. A supplement is supposed
to be broadcast today; there is a very small hope (very small) that the boy
has been picked up after all. It was his first engagement. The other twin
has already seen action often and can at any moment be overtaken by the
same fate. Their parents sent both seventeen-year-olds to the navy, be-
cause the training period lasts longer. It did not last "longer" or at any rate
not long enough. As soon as the great dying comes close, it becomes im-
possible for me to say, "I can show no pity." The Windes, who have now
lost the second of four sons (and the other two are still in danger), are ab-
solute enemies of Hitler. -t...1

September 25, toward evening

LII. On the subject of the unfathomable hatred of ]ewry: I have had lying
on my desk for a long while now an article by the vile and without doubt
knowingly mendacious anti-Semite Prof. Dr. ]ohann von Leers of |ena
(whom I repeatedly encounter in newspapers), "Hero Worship and the

]ews." I came across the page as wrapping paper, and it was impossible to
ascertain which publication it came from; it must have been printed in a
specialist or members' periodical, perhaps of the veterans' association,
and probably dates from 1942.Leerc assembles a number of ]ewish quota-
tions, all of which disparage German heroism, German love of Fatherland,
German ideals. He asks himself how one could even have thought of giv-
ing such people German citizenship. He asserts that the Jew deliberately
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disparages German heroism, "deliberately. . . to uproot us, to rob us of
the blessing of the dead and their deeds," while they on the other hand de-
mand that all the nations worship their dead heroes. - Lr fact the quota-
tions are in every case heartfelt expressions of pacifism and humane
intemationalism made shortly after the First World War. ln the Iight of the
war, they were prevalent in every country and by no means uniquely ]ew-
ish in character. Naturally there is not a word aboutJewish volunteers and
|ewish dead.

t...I

September 27, Wednesday morning

Yesterday evening at a quarter to seven an air-raid drill in the cellar and
the courtyard of no. 3 Zeughausstrasse. Chalk circles on ground and wall
represent burning phosphorus-"anyone who puts his foot inside, falls
out!"-a stone, the phosphorus incendiary bomb. the fue-fighting group
scratches away at the walls, throws sand on stone and circles, plays
water-"when spray je! when full jet?" Second assumption: There are
two stick incendiary bombs in a room; as yet only a little flame is buming
on the first, the other has already bumed a circle around itself. The fire-
fighting group shovels up no. 1 and throws it out onto the yard and now
fights the supposed fire in the room. "What do you do with the cur-
tains? . . . Do you tackle tables and chairs first or wardrobes?" The group
mimes its work, the rest of us are called on to make criticisms: "He
scratched the phosphorus toward himself, instead of away from him-
self." - "He stepped inside the burning circle" - "The curtains should
be torn down first." Kautzsch, the upright air-raid wardery definitely an
old SPD man, definitely no Jew-hater, former sergeant major (silver
wounded-in-action medal, long decorations bar), Saxory doing his best to
speak proper German, not quite steady grammatically, good at explain-
ing, usually good-naturedly pleasant, sometimes threateningly discipli-
narian, repeatedly entreats: "Il's your life, your blessed limbs, that are at
stake!" - Above all Kautzsch shouts: "None of the firefighters was wear-
ing eye and mouth protection! Either a mask or goggles and a cloth tied
over your mouth!" There are a couple of gas masks, very few have such
things. [ . . . ] The practice is comical, not quite without value as instruc-
tion-I now know a great deal about fighting fires and about bombs,
about the organization of air-raid protection--only it's much too long-
drawn-out, which is even more the fault of the Jews than of the Aryans,
because whenever Kautzsch wants to wind up: "Does anyone still have a
question?" a ]ew looks self-important and really does have another ques-
tion, whereupon everything starts again from the beginning. - Repeat-
edly the question goes through my head: It's all a comical game, but
matters have already tumed horribly serious very close by; will it remain
a game for us?

1...1
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Eva intends to go to Pima this aftemoon. The last time she was out there
was on ]uly 8. In these barely three months there has been the whole col-
lapse in the West, the Hitler assassination attempt, and the hanging party,
and the Balkans and Finland have been lost. In retrosPect a tremendous
amount in a very short time. And yet for us right in the middle of things the
hallmark of each day is: too slow, stagnating too much! - Actually there is
something a little ridiculous about removing the manuscript pages: In in-
dustrial Pirna the things are at least as unprotected against incendiary
bombs as here. And are they so aery much safer from the Gestapo? Anne-
marie is not in their good books, has often incurred displeasure. To be sure,
she has gradually become cautious: I have been wearing the star since Sep-

tember'41, she visited us for the last time on October 9, '41. Nevertheless!
And I do not wish to deny how far she is sticking her neck out for us. She

not only knows that she is looking after my manuscripts, she also knows
that these are diaries. She has known for months that for such behavior it is
no longer a question of prison, but quite plainly of one's head.

My diaries and notes! I tell myself again and again: They will not only
cost me my life, if they are discovered, but also Eva's and that of several
others, whom I have mentioned by name, had to mention if I wanted them
to have documentary worth. Am I entitled, perhaps even obliged, to do so,

or is it criminal vanity? And again and again: I have published nothing for
twelve years, been unable to complete anything, have done nothing but
record and record. Is there any point to it, will any of it be completed? The
English, the Gestapo, the angina, my sixty-three years. And if it is com-
pleted, and if it is successful, and if I "survive through my work"-what
is the point of it all for me? I have so little talent for faith, in fact none at all;
of all possibilities nothingness appears to me, as far as the individual per-
sonality is concemed, and that is all that connts, because what do I care
about the "universe" or the "nation" or anything else that is not I my-
self?-nothingness appears to me the most likely. And I recoil from that
alone, not from the "etemal jrdge," in whatever shape. But I am writing
all this down (which goes tfuough my head every day, smeral times aday)
only because I do not want to send away an emPty page' And immedi-
ately afterward I shall go on working, i.e., reading and taking notes. Not
because I am so full of energy, but because I am unable to do anything bet-
ter with my time. -t...I

Afternoon

The familiar feeling of anxiety until Eva's return. Later I shall visit Steinitz;
that helps pass the time. Eva used to wait for the bus at Caspar David
Friedrich Strasse; that was far away from the hurly-burly at the station
and from the Gestapo building. I wish she were back already. -A few months ago Frau Cohn related that she had told a woman friend
about us as sharing the same apartment. "At the university I once at-
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tended a lecture on Dante given by a Professor Klemperer; is it the same
person?" I told Frau Cohn, yes, I was the same person, only twenty-three
years older. Now today Frau Cohn brought a bag of apples. The woman
friend had asked her, whether things were as short at the Professor's as at
the Cohns'. Yes? Then she should present him with these apples "from an
unknown well-wisher"! Dante apples, as it were, late fruits. I thereupon
read a couple of pages of my "Dante the stranger." Like the book of an au-
thor I did not know.

I...1

7:30 p.rvr.

Eva not yet back, and the feeling of anxiety is beginning to rise. I tell my-
self: "It always, always tumed out well before," but I also tell myself, it
need not always turn out well. - The feeling of anxiety exacerbated by
bad, hampering pain in my eyesi for days I have been struggling against
inflammations and against the horribly diffused and glaring light. As
there was no one at home at the Steinitzes, I have tried to read too much
and have overstrained myself. -Eva has meanwhile just returned safe and sound. Annemarie sends
me four pounds of bread coupons as a birthday present-a blessing and
a necessity given the terrible food shortage. (Frau Sttihler sometimes
puts a little bowl of potatoes or some other leftover on the kitchen table
for us; she gives me a single slice of bread, which Bemhard has brought
back from the factory-I take everything without shame. My fee for
French lessons! This misery is degrading: The Sti.ihlers live very well,
thanks to their Bavarian parents; the Cohns have their connections-and
zoe are stripped and naked. Today I have not yet had much more than
black ersatz coffee and dry bread.) - Apart from that-{ohn said so-
today was Yom Kippur. In many countries the fews will be in seventh
heaven. Here, on the other hand . . . Who is still alive? And who will sur-
vive?-[...]

September 29, Friday rnorning

t...I
ln the late aftemoon visited Steinitz for a couple of minutes. There I was

told that the 1.897 class, that is men of forty-six-Frau Steinitz's brother-in-
law is among them-is already being deployed at the front itseU. That did
not happen in the First World War. By contrast the English broadcasts de-
clare that the balance of forces between the Allies and Germany is now
1.0:1 in terms of men, 40:1 in terms of airplanes. But in the Reich of Sep-
tember 1.7 (so it can still be obtained after all!) Goebbels writes: "Resolute
and prepared for everything" and is still proclaiming confidence in vic-
tory; and two or three days ago there were three death sentences in the
newspaper (which had already been carried out): for the treasonable of-
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fense of having listened to foreign broadcasts and discussed them in a
manner hostile to the state-"I'd rather believe in victory than let myself
be hanged!"

t. .l

October 5, Thursday evening

t .1
This morning I accompanied Eva and waited for her at Steglich, the

butcher's in Marschallstrasse, to carry three cans of broth for her; two for
us/ one for Frau Sti.ihleq, eleven and a half pints altogether. Women and
men were coming with cans and other containers all the time. But, and this
is progress under the 3rd Reich, one no longer sees a queue on the street.
People line up in the courtyard. Hic et ubique.

1...1

October 8, Sunday morning

t...I
I now take note of everything with a very different underlying feel-

ing. Yesterday for the first time "it was very close to us." Freital recently
was not yet Dresden. This time we were really hit. The alert sounded
at L1:45 l.rra. I was working on my G<iring notes and went on writing,
Eva was at Frau Winde's (corner of Bamberger and Chemnitzer Strasse).
At 12 the air-raid warning. I took Tonio Krdger, a tiny volume (from
Steinitz), down to the almost-empty cellar and read for a while. Then
there was antiaircraft fire, then we heard clear, loud explosions, evi-
dently bombs, then the light went out, then there was a swelling rum-
bling and rushing in the air (bombs falling a short distance away). I
could not suppress violent palpitations, but retained my composure. It
became quietet from the entrance to the cellar we could see white
streaks ("vapor trails") snaking and curling in the sky, there were said to
be columns of smoke rising near the Wettin Station ("presumably the
Shell tanks"), we heard the sound of the fire brigade. Then the noise of a
squadron again and more explosions. An old woman had a heart attack
and was taken to her apartment. The electric light flickered, came on
again. More antiaircraft fire . . . The all clear not until half past one. No
one knew what had happened. All anyone said was: Around Wettiner
Strasse, Postplatz. Now I began to worry about Eva. She could very eas-
ily have been at Postplatz. (Later it tumed out that she was within a hair-
breadth of having to go down to a cellar there; she was still on the no. 6
tram when the pre-alert sounded.) People from the factories brought
news. The tram service was not running, rails had been destroyed close
to the Annenkirche, a big crater . . . I had to wait for Eva until five
o'clock. She had carried two heavy bags from the Windes' to "Gertrud
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Schmidt," Winckelmannstrasse, deposited them there, and retumed on
foot. She had eaten lunch with Frau Winde on the cellar steps, she had
seen the columns of smoke from the Windes' roof. A dud bomb had
fallen [ . . . ] nearby. Eva had heard the rumors on her way back. A
worker said loudly that the Playhouse was "gone" and the Zwinger
gallery damaged. Frau Ahrens received her with the question, whether
all of Chemnitzer Strasse had really been destroyed. Not even the small-
est bomb fell on Chemnitzer Strasse, and Frau Ahrens is an air-raid war-
den. - What was actually hit and whether there were dead, we do not
yet know. Nevertheless: Dresden has been bombed for the first time.
And it can be repeated at any moment. The newspaper says the real at-
tack on the West Wall is imminen! so in preparation the whole of Ger-
many was being bombed to stop reinforcements-yesterday and the day
before yesterday "they" were everywhere again, at the coast, in Munich,
in Berlin. There appears to be nothing after all to Churchill's aunt and
the promise to Bene5. Today Eva had to fetch her bags with sauerkraut
and a present of fruit from Winckelmannstrasse; she left at ten, since the
air-raid waming usually comes around midday and by then she should
no longer be in the vicinity of the railway station. It is now almost a
quarter to one, she is not yet back-she will have heard the radio "air sit-
uation," and there was no alarm. Nevertheless: Our relative calm (and
presumably that of all Dresden) in the face of the air war is gone. Thus
Bemhard Stiihler came into our room at three o'clock yesterday to ask
whether he had missed the warning. No, why? - "People are running
into the air-raid shelter down in the park." Later we heard: The pre-alert
(announced on the radio and not by sirens), which normally no one
bothers about-people take notice only at the first siren waming-had
been spread by word of mouth, and people in the streets had started run-
ning.

Katz visited us yesterday evening; a different worry was weighing on
him: If it came to an evacuation of Dresden, then Buchenwald concentra-
tion camp would be in store for those of mixed race and the men in mixed
marriages; that is how the ]ews in other evacuated cities had been dealt
with. Katz called it the "narrow pass." If the German front collapses, we
|ews would have to go through the "narrow pass." - t . . . I

October 9, Monday moming after nine o'clock

Very curious: My first frontline birthday (because during the First World
War I was safely at home on every Gober 9). All kinds of news and ru-
mors mounted up about the attack the day before yesterday. From the
Stiihlers, the Cohns, from Eva, who had been to visit Frau Winde and gone
home via Postplatz; she had seen a crater in Annenstrasse and damaged
houses. There are said to be quite a large number of dead, who were laid
out in Frciberger Platz (cordoned offl. t . . . I
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Congratulations from Annemarie. The modest hope that a bread
coupon might also be enclosed was disappointed.

October 10, Thesday morning (fog and rain)

Yesterday was quiet-but will today be quiet? One's entire awareness of life
is altered. Uneasy waiting until almost one o'clock; the Americans do not
usually appear here later than that. Then in the evening: Will the English let
us sleep? Somewhat calmer-unjustifiably in fact-in the aftemoon. I think:
we shall get used to it I got used to the angin4 too. Seidel and Naumarur is
said to be almost completely destroyed, Wettiner Strasse morebadly hitthan
at first assumed; the number of dead-a Russian barracks!---+eems to run
into the hundreds. But it's all "is said to" and "seems": The most definite ac-

counts contradict one another, each one is exact and incontestable, one man
adds zeroes, the other crosses them off. The only certain thing is that there
have been great destruction and slaughter in our immediate vicinity. Anger
at the newspaper. The military bulletin mentions various towns that have
been attacked, but not Dresden. Whathappened to us is evidently a trifle, oc-

curs every day in x places, which also go unmentioned. Unless whole sheets
have gone, unless there are over a thousand dead, they no longer devote any
space to it. (England announces that there were 5,000 aircraft over Germany
on Saturday.) The raid even goes unmentioned in the local Press-we saw
the Freiheitslampf, the Stiitrlers say the same about+he Dresdmer.l. . . I

Waldmann, to whom I talked yesterday evening, knew "for certain,"
that in the event of evacuation we mixed-marriage people would be put in
an Organization Todt labor camp.

October 11, Wednesday morning

The Stiihlers said: "Every day we wait for the airplanes as we used to wait
for Clemens and Weser" (the Gestapo bloodhounds). I: Then I prefer the
bombers. - \ y'hich is also true. But the present state of affairs also gets ter-
ribly on one's nerves. One hears awful details about the mutilations and
deaths on Saturday, but the most divergent figures as to the number of
dead.-[...]

October 12, Thursday morning after seven o'clock

At about four o'clock in the moming the alert sounded; hardly five min-
utes later the air-raid waming itself, but by half past four we were uP here
again, without anything having happened. I simply didn't 8o back to bed.
Eva is still asleep, and we don't anticipate anything unpleasant before
midday. Physis and Psyche! It was the first air-raid waming after the de-
flowering of Dresden. [ . . . ]

LTL In the Dresdener Zeitung of October 10 and 1l', along with the other
dead heroes of Greater Germany, there are twenty-six names togethet
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about twenty of them women's names; accompanied by the stock phrase:
"were taken from us by a tragic fate," followed by the date of the burial.
These are of course some of the victims of the air raid. In previous notices
in the Dresdener Zeitung as in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, I repeatedly
saw the words: "during the terror raid on Munich" or something similar.
Here and now they have to keep quiet about trifles. If it does not make it
to the military bulletin, then a town simply has not been hit. - Hitherto
only Dresden and Breslau of all the big German cities were supposed to
have escaped unharmed. - A few days ago Breslau was mentioned in the
bulletin and is said to have been terribly devastated. -

Quarter past eleven

When I fetched broth with Eva, she was told in the shop, that the air situ-
ation was "rotken," "they" were close [ . . . ]. Eva took the tram to the hair-
dresser's, I hauled home the cans for ourselves and for the Stiihlers, boiled
some milk-then Waldmann came up, he had got four hundredweight of
coal for me. We went down to the cellar. "Air situation?" - "You must
have heard them droning (we had)-a reconnaissance plane has again
marked out the white square [target area], which was above us on Satur-
day .. J' When I came upstairs, Eva was already back from Racknitz-
strasse; the hairdresser wanted to close right away, "they'll be here any
moment." - One becomes deadened: Once I have finished my entry, I
shall go on with the Wilhelm II book.

Evening, seven o'clock

They did not come, despite the square, which other people also saw; they
were in Brunswick and Hanover. I believe the psyche of the city has
changed since Saturday. Frau Waldmann, a robust, blond, younger
woman, says: "We are sitting here and waiting for death." Frau Cohn had
the same experience at her hairdresser's as Eva. - Shall we really become
accustomed to it? At this moment, of course, fear of the night is beginning
again. One really feels calmer only between 3:00 p.rra. and 8:00 p.rrr. 

-Witkowsky moriturus is traveling to Berlin tomorrow for an operation
(intestinal cancer). I brazenly told him that it was a light operatiory and that
afterward he would be firll of life again. He really seemed to believe it.

t...1

October 1O Monday afternoon

t...1
At about eight in the evening a Hitler Youth appeared, and in a fairly

per€mptory tone passed on an order to Cohn and Sttihler to carry out
clearance work in the destroyed houses on Sunday. The instruction, from
the police, also went to a whole number of longdeported and murdered
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|ews. There was something wrong about the list. A little later Lang and
Neumark, who are responsible for the Sunday deployment, tumed up on
the same business. People over sixty (including Konrad) were not re-

quired. . . Toward elevery we were already asleep, I was roused by thun-
derous knocking: Neumark and Wemer Lang once again, new instruction:
eueryone, every few without exceptiory had to rePort at 7:00 a.u' at 33 Wet-
tiner Strasse. I was given a travel permit (which I then did not even use),
and I went back to bed. Sttihler senior, as I leamed later, had a serious
argument with Neumark and Lang because he did not want to send his
fourteen-year-old boy, Bemhard. - On Sunday moming, I got up at four;
half the house set out together. Wettiner Strasse was closed to passersby.

A number of houses on the street terribly devastated. [ . . .] We stood in
two rows at the edge of the road for a roll calli besides the large Jewish
group there were also many Aryans; also a little group of women. A squad
of Italian prisoners with spades marched past. SA officers, among them
Ktihler, the plump and brutal overseer of the Jews-abuse and Gestapo
tone-made lists and divided people up; the groups that had been formed
moved off. About a dozen people were left behind, myseU among them.
"Can go home!" Today I heard from Neumark, Krihler had decreed he had
no use for the "band of cripples." [ . . . ] I was back again at eight o'clock,
had seen the otherwise inaccessible destruction, and saved the day for my-
self . . . The men who wene deployed did not come back until six in the
evening after exhausting shoveling of rubble. They had received a large
meal from National Socialist Welfare, millet gruel in milk. And Konrad had
brought a potful for us. I have just been downstairs to thank him' [ ' ' . ]

Envy, ill will everywhere, not only among Jews. Frau Witkowsky, just
back from Berlin, tells us: People, both Aryans and Jews, had again and
again said to her, almost malevolently: "You should get a proper raid for
once, you should find out what it's like!"

Eva has just come from listening to the radio at Pimaer P1atz: The mili-
tary bulletin is colorless, says nothing about Hungary. Eva said: Evidently
everyone had listened to the English broadcasts, a much larger crowd
than usual waited much more patiently than usual through all the miscel-
laneous news, "even from Tokyo." In vain.

October 17, Tuesday morning

It worries me greatly that our personal situation has been so very much al-

tered by Hungary's elimination. Now Dresden may become a transPort
junction behind the front, which is most threatened, and that in a very
short time. Then we shall get heavy air attacks. [ . . . ] Then there willbe an
evacuation, and at the same time the mixed marriages will be separated,
and the Jewish parties gassed-who knows where?-then my manu-
scripts, the yield of so many years, will bum in Pima . . . These are the
"horrors" my imagination has been painting since yesterday, without
even piling up any improbabilities.- [ . . . ]
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October 21, Safurday morning

Yesterday at 1:15 p.u. immediate waming of an air raid, but nothing fol-
lowed, except that we spent a good fifteen minutes in the cellar. The feel-
ing of dread has already (after a few harmless alerts) abated again, but the
sirens are always a shock now. [ . . . ]

October 24, Tiresday morning

t...I
On Sunday evening Konrad was here for a couple of minutes. He

spoke very pessimistically-and there is a great deal of probability be-
hind his assumption and evaluation-about the fate of the ]ews fallen
into Hitler's hands, those from Poland, Hungary the Balkans, and those
deported to the East from Germany and Westem Europe. He believes (to
judge by soldiers' reports) that before the retreats everyone was mur-
dered, that we shall see no one again, that six to seven million ]ews (of the
fifteen million that had existed) have been slaughtered (more exactly:
shot and gassed). He also considered that the prospects of us, the small
]ewish remnant left here in the clutches of the desperate beasts, remain,
ing alive were also very slight-and his judgment is largely shared by
Dresdenlewry as a whole. -

We now also hear complaints from Aryans about the worsening htrnger
and the increasing danger. I always tell myself: We, the ]ews, get a gener-
ous double measure of both: We get shockingly smaller amounts of food,
and our lives are threatened not only by bombs, but even more by the
Gestapo. The rumor of the separation of the mixed marriages continues to
circulate and grows stronger. -Yesterday from around 12:30 to 1:30 r,.u. there was a pre-alert immedi
ately followed by a waming. There was heavy firing for a couple of min-
utes, two or three times we heard the ringing sound of shell splinters
falling to the ground, but otherwise nothing happened. [ . . . ] The Japan
news of recent days belongs directly to the LTI. Japanese victories always
appear when things look bad for us, and the japanese victory statistics are
always pitched almost as high as those of Goebbels. ln the last few days
therefore the Japanese won the very greatest air and sea victory in the
course of an unsuccessful American attempt to land on Formosa, and an-
nihilated almost the whole of the American flee! the fleeing remnant was
pursued and also appeared to be sunk. Meanwhile it has become clear-
German repor! so how clear must it have become!-that the Formosa op-
eration was a diversion by the Americans and that they have now landed
in the Philippines with a huge fleet and a huge army. And "a German
naval reporter" writes of the sinking of the American fleet (the Dresdener
Zeitung of October 22 quotes him), it is possible that "the high figure for
American ships sunk will subsequently be somewhat reduced-since
given the great speed and intensity with which sea-air battles are con-
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ducted, reports [of sinkings] cary in certain cases, very easily be dupli-
cated."

t...I
The Sunday newspaper also reported the disbanding of "the music corps

of the army in the field"; the musicians will be sent to the front line. tn ad-
dition numerous reflections on the Volkssturm, in which parallels are re-
peatedly drawn with the Landsturm of 1813. The leading article----evidently
an all4erman one---states, the German leadership firmly rcjecs "the un-
derground and underhanded fighting methods that our enemies have
adopted in many theaters of war. The German Volkssturm has nothing in
the least in common with partisan fighters." [ . . . ] (What folly and what un-
masking through language ibelf is contained in this "nothing in the least"!)

I have never before encountered such a wholesale use/ such a

squadron-scale "concentration" of "fanatical" and "fanaticism" as in this
Sunday's edition. The word is repeated in every article, used at least a
dozen times altogether. [ . . . ]

October 27, Friday morning

Clinging to any hope. It occurred to me, Frau Kreisler told me recently,
that her husband, t . . . ] her Herr Weidlich, head clerk or junior director at
Wachs & Fl<issner, a foodstuffs factory (jams, etc.), himself quite unpoliti-
cal, reports what his bosses, who from time to time have dealings with
govemment offices in Berlin, say: There they are expecting the end to
come soon, not because of the military situatiory but because of the ex-
treme shortage of food and of gasoline. - [n any case, between the lines of
the military reports and the commentaries, matters sound desPerate
enougtL for all the covering up and shaightening out and "fanatical" be-
lief in victory. But the waiting grows ever more agonizing; one's strength
is weakening too greatly.

Yesterday moming to the labor exchange in Matemistrasse. They wanted
my employment book to make a correction. It was a good thing I went my-
selJ instead of sending it in, because there-$y the way: courteous treat-

werc not aware that I am permanently released from labor
duty. My route (with a few diversions) took me by way of the bombed dis-
trict (Queckbrunnen, Frciberger Platz). The picture was the same as recently
in Wettiner Strasse. Everywhere the destruction was just as it had been on
the first day. How must things look in towns that have been seriously hit?

t...1

October 29, Sunday after 1:00 r.u.

Now they probably won't come today. The Americans are in the habit
of appearing here on Saturday, Sunday, or Monday, truly: in the habit, as

if, like traveling salesmery they were doing certain areas on certain days. I
can no longer stop thinking about them. Not until about 2:00 P.M. do I teU
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myself: probably not today. Then in the evening I look out of the window
before going to bed: If the sky around the Neustadt station is bright, if it is
lit up, then in all likelihood, a quiet night can be expected. -Yesterday afternoon, as is usual by now, Steinitz was here; he brings
Eva unlermented tobacco leaves taken from plants that he has grown on
the grave of a fewish tobacco dealer. [ . . . ]

October 30, Monday afternoon

t...1
At midday Katz was here for a while. Very depressed. Yes, if only the

English had not been beaten at Arnhem! Then they would have the Ruhr
by now, and the war would be over. But now . . . The mixed marriages will
be tom apart. Mutschmann has been stirring up dreadful hatred against
the Jews again, and the Bolshevist atrocities in East Prussia, in which peo-
ple presumably believed, may be taken out on us.

1...1

November 2, Thursday afternoon

The stagnation of the war weighs heavily. Another winter, that is a dread-
tulthought.

There was an alert at quarter past twelve today, soon after that the air-
raid warning itself; we were in the cellar until one o'clock, heard firing
very far away, otherwise nothing happened. I, a1l of us are already forget-
ting the recent attack, and we are beginning to hope agairl that Dresden is
essentially taboo. But a little bit of dread has remained nevertheless.

t...1

November 6, Monday toward evening

Yesterday moming I was considerably annoyed by Steinitz. He frequently
comes to see us on Sunday after his haircut. (Since Frischmann was sent to
labor camp, this is now performed by Bar, the cemetery gardener, who
lives on the fust floor.) Steinitz said: "You are a hysterical optimist. tn fac!
at least 80 percent of the Germans still believe in Hitler, and it is National
Socialist ideology that makes them offer such tremendous resistance," that
no end at all is in sight. - I am an optimist only when I talk to others, in-
side not at all. I responded fiercely: "That is Jewish fear speaking-where
do you get the figure of 80 percent from?"

t...I

November 12, Sunday evening

This morning the two former coal merchants from Aussig-Steinitz and
Eisenmann-met here. Both saw the situatiory with respect to the length
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of the war, the shortages of the wintet and the danger to the |ews, as very
gloomy. Eisenmann has been working at Thiemig & M<ibius since yester-
day and for the time being is helping out at the machine for big document
files, justas I did. [. . . ]

Yesterday Eva reported something else from Frau Kreisler: There is a fe-
male interpreter from the Crimea living with her now; she did or still does
duty with the mysterious Moslem labor detachment now quartered at 2
Lothringer Weg. The girl related from her own experience that when the
Germans invaded the Crimea, the younger villagers fled. The older ones
said: "We know the Germans from the First World War; they're decent
people, we're staying." The younger ones wamed, these were no longer
the same people. The Germans came and looted ruthlessly. She, the inter-
preter herself, had all her things on her bed and sat on top of them. That
was a help. But the old woman she was staying with had to open her cup-
board and, weeping, hand over what the soldiers wanted. That tallies with
the recent accounts of the withdrawal from Riga. - t . . . I

November 14, Tuesday morning

t.1
Many things got in my way yesterday. ln the morning I again under-

went martyrdom three times over fetching a hundredweight of briquettes
from Hesse in Salzgasse. Every day the coal supply is more endangered,
and we have only a third of our ration in. However, I can hardly enlist
Waldmann's help yet again, as he is suffering from an eye injury. I can feel
this work breaking my heart, but I have to do it. Finished with the hun-
dredweight of coal, I went to fetch potatoes with Eva. When I wanted to
make use of the remainder of the moming to write, my tired hand failed
me. - In the aftemoon I had to go to Simon's (who this time wants to com-
plete the treatment on Saturday), and after my retum my hand was still on
strike. I began Lamprecht's 1809,1.813,1815, but did not get far, because
Katz was here three times, at midday, in the aftemoon, and in the evening,
and he made us party in detail to the closing act of the Cohn affair. The
poor, tall devil, who has had serious heart disease ever since we've known
him, has been suffering from an abscess in the tonsils for a couple of days.

Katz lanced it at midday yesterday and told me in the evening, when I
opened the door to the house to him, that it looked almost hopeless. Then
today Frau Cohn, weeping copiously, told us that her husband had died at
a quarter to twelve, in his sixtieth year. Once again I was struck by my
own shockingly unleeling coldness. I thought only of myself-"Hurrah,
I'm alive!" and "When will it be my turn?"-and of collecting material for
my book. Several features can be added to this collection: When Frau
Cohn brought us news of the death at eight o'clock in the morning, Frau

|iihrig, who had been sent by Neumark, was here [ . . . ]. Frau Jiihrig (Neu-
mark's secretary) began to weep and asked Eva for a handkerchief. After-
ward Eva said to me: "What wretched times. I am not going to iron my
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handkerchiefs anymore. I still had a good ironed one; it's one of the cou-
ple of things that Kdtchen Voss gave me for safekeeping when she was put
in the barracks camp. She has almost certainly been murdered in Poland
long ago." - Frau Stiihler-the Stiihlers set the mortal feud aside and be-
haved in a friendly manner; yesterday they lent a heating pad, gave a few
leaves of real tea-Frau StiiNer said: "Who knows what he has been
spared and what is in store for us? At least he wasn't separated from her."
That had also been emphasized by Frau Cohn: "At least he died here and
with me." Later I encountered a tenrible companion piece. I was fetching
coal from the cellar. Working close by was a woman from the house, with
whom I have exchanged a few words without knowing her name. I told
her Cohn was dead. Whereupon she, upset: "But at least his wife knows
how he died, she was there! But Mut I don't know how my husband and
my child died!" So that is Frau Beirl whose husband and son were shot
"aftempting to escape," i.e., were murdered in a concentration camp and
who goes to the um graves at the cemetery every day. - Then on the stafus
I also met little Frau Spanieq, who looks like Eva's mother; her husband
has been in a concentration camp for years, her daughter was recently
"fetched" in the Frischmannbusiness. She responded abruptly: "He hasn,t
missed anythinp we won't live to see it anymore." -In the kitchm Frau Cohn to Frau Stiihler: "I would so much have liked to
pray with him. But I can't say the Lord's Prayer-they've got different
prayers, after all. I folded his hands." To that Frau StiiNer said with convic-
tion: "There was no r€ason not to pray with him. We are all God's children."
I, out of respect, but without conviction: "There's no reason not to say the
Lord's Prayer for him. Every line is taken from the Old Testammt." Again I
was struck by the widespread belief, despite everything, in the Lord above
and by how impossible this belief is for me. Likewise for Eva, but she is
much morc stoical in this respect, much more indifferent. - [ . . . ]

November 15, Wedneeday evening

t...I
There was a depressed mood at home, because now Frau Cohn has

fallen ill with a high temperature and appears to have been infected by her
husband. A threat to us all here in this aparknent shared by three parties.
An Aryan doctor is much harder to get hold of than Katz, who is not al-
lowed to treat Frau Cohn. Meanwhile, however, after a great deal of to-ing
and fro-ing, Fetscher was here; reassuringly (but was he being honest?) he
concluded that it is not an infection, but rather a simple inflammation of
the throat.

November lQ Thursday toward evening

Content of a day: Washing up, fetching broth. hr six difficult trips hauled
two hundredweight of low-grade coal, the unrationed fuel, from Salz-
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gasse to the cellar. Washed up and made coffee. Fell asleep out of tired-
ness. Tutored Bernhard Sti.ihler in rough-and-ready fashion. In between
not even five pages of Lamprecht. During all this time Eva was here, there,
and everywhere, begging more than shopping. - Rumors about Hitler
and Himmler on all sides, safety nowhere. But together with the big of-
fensive they give grounds for hope nevertheless. -Stephan Mi.iller was arrested yesterday. He may have felt himself too
secure because of his understanding with the Gestapo, because he was
recognized as a former Freikorps lieutenant, may have concealed his star
too often. Perhaps also he was incautious with respect to the radio. If it's
the first, then concentration camp, if the second, death.

tI
November 21, Tuesday morning

Warm Fijhn weather again; I look at it solely from the point of view of
whether it hampers operations. The Anglo-American offensive appears to
be making a little headway in the West, but all too little. -t.. I

I inherited from Cohn: Three pairs of socks, one pair of gloves, sus-
penders, and garters. I accepted these precious things gladly and without
qualms, because all personal effects of a ]ewish spouse must be surren-
dered. Strangely Frau Cohr. had no idea, that her husband's will is in-
valid-the state takes eaerything. She has no other choice, except to claim
compensation afterward. Afterward-that maybe tomorrow or in a year's
time.

t...1

November 23, Thursday moming

From ten until after one o'clock yesterday morning I hauled a hundred-
weight of briquettes and two hundredweight of coal from the shop in
Salzgasse across Zeughausplatz and down to our cellar in nine two-pail
trips and afterward was angry and ilown. Thus I shorten what is left of my
lilfe, and nothing will ever be finished. [ . . .] At the coal merchant I was
busy for a longer time filling my pails. At the same time I listened to the
conversations of the women customers-the men are all in the army or in
the factories; the women fetch what they need in handcarts or also in
pails-with the friendly, not-at-all-Nazi Frau Hesse. (Her husband in tum
had business at the railway station; his most characteristic entrance is as

cyclops, when he rolls up, standing at the front of his fttle electric trolley')
"Now I've got a ration ticket for overalls for my man, but I can't get a pair
anywhere." [. . .] "My man is in Italy, near Verona. I'm allowed to send
him 75M a month. He still manages to pick up all kinds of things. Two and
a quarter pounds of chocolate 27M." - "l'mbeing sent a rabbit for Christ-
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mas." - "Won't it smell?" - "1'll wash it down with vinegar." - "It
varies with the men abroad. Some can send food. Others have to be sent
something extra to eat." None of them thought of peace. The war jwt goes
on. "Mine is getting Christrnas leave." - "He's doing a course now, which
last eight weeks, then he goes to the front again." t . . . l

Horribly grotesque death. In our house there lives an ancient white-
haired, ruhite-bearded Jew, capable only of creeping shakily along, Grii,n-
baum, eighty-eight years of age. I saw him downstairs once, when
Frischmann was still hairdresser; another time being led along the street
by his twelve-years-younger wife. A couple of weeks ago he seemed to be
dying. Katz came frequently and described to me most graphically how
swollen by edema he was. ("One can no longer see his penis.") The man
recovered, and during the night of November 2l-22ltb wife died of a
stroke. Now the helpless old man is quite alone and will presumably be
sent to Theresienstadt, that is, if they don't save themselves the detour and
do away with him at police headquarters. [ . . . ]

November 26, Sunday late afternoon

Yesterday at midday, a waming from quarter to twelve until half past
twelve, in the cellar after a few minutes. At a great distance, but it was
very clear and thus not so far away, there was unintermpted heavy firing
for a good half hour. So there must have been a very big raid and once
again destruction and death in our neighborhood--but no one can find
out where, everything is kept secret. [ . . . ] We are in the dark in other re.
spects also. English broadcasts claim the Americans have crossed the
Rhine near Mulhouse; German broadcast They have been cut off near
Basel and encircled.

Cohn died of a tonsil abscess and sepsis, and now SttiLhler is on his back
with a tonsil abscess and influenza. Katz, who lanced it today, is here
twice daily and then almost always sits with us for a long time. He says in-
fluenza and tonsil abscess appear to be widespread; he is very pessimistic
about the future: epidemics, malnutrition, shortage of doctors and medi-
cines, and no end to the war-Hitler appears to have been pushed asidg
Himmler is even worse. "He is capable of setting Dresden alight himseU,
if it is the only city the Allies spare!" He also foresees death for us, the
wearers of the star, and bloody civil war for everyone. - At the Windes'
parts of an account by a man on leave were once again related: horrible
murders of fews in the East. The hoops had to be given schnapps. "When
we got schnapps, we always knew what was coming." Some men had
committed suicide, "so as not to see it a second time and have to have it on
their conscience." That has now been reported too ftequently and by too
many consistent Aryan sources for it to be a legend. And of course it also
tallies with what we have experienced here. I heard about the fate of the
Frischmann family: The girl together with her friend Ruth Spanier pre-
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sumably in Auschwitz, sent to certain death therefore; her father in Rade-

berg labor camp; her mother, an Aryan, sentenced to two and a half years
in prison.

ln the newspapers a propaganda picture of awful stupidity: Four chil-
dren, boys of eight to fourteen (their ages are given!) defended a position
in Aachen with a German rifle and a captured American one and are now
prisoners of the Americans. Picfure and caption and accompanying article
are of course intended to demonstrate and publicize and inspire fear of
German heroism. What effect do they really have? 1) the Allies have a doc-
ument that provides proof that the Germans are fighting with irregulars,
gangs, francs-tireurs;2) they have a document of German weakness-the
DAZ says Eisenhower is attacking with seven armies, with two million
men (men not children!);3) it must tum the heart and stomach of all par-
ents, all German parents;4) the Allies must feel confirmed, and rightly so,

in their plan of taking the education of German youth into their own
hands. Thus the heroism propaganda trips over itsell that, too, is like the
curse of the superlatioe.

t...1

November 3Q Thursday late aftemoon

Only now, after six o'clock in the evening, have I managed to complete the
questionable notes on Paul Ernst-leaving Dostoyevsky aside. Yesterday
moming I again hauled up another two hundredweight of coal; that not
only tires me out very greatly, but also has the effect of crippling my writ-
ing hand afterward. So then I was essentially restricted to reading (Dos-
toyevsky monograph, from Lewinsky; and Stefan Zweig, frorn Steinitz),
also called on Steinitz, as I usually do once a week.

But the case of Stiitrler, above all has been and continues to be ever
more distracting and depressing. While his wife's and the doctor's hopes
go up and dowry the man is hopelessly ill and quite mysteriously so.

Overcoming the Gestapo's resistance, Katz consulted a tfuoat specialist
yesterday: The angina is subsiding, the puzzling sepsis remains: The sec-

ond case in the house. The third, if one includes the sickness of Frau
Cohn's sister-in-law; a fourth is in Katz's care elsewhere. Hence suspicion
of an epidemic. But the public health department has made no announce-
ment. Anyone who made the suspicion public would be a defeatist. Also,
now that death is raging at the front and over the cities, it makes no dif-
ference if one more rider of the apocalypse joins the others. Also there is a
shortage of doctors, hospital beds, and medicines. [ . . .] We found Frau
Stiihler, normally so active, in tears, especially worried about Bemhard.
We promised to put the boy up in our bedroom and to sleep here in the
front ourselves. This was to be organized today. [ . . . I

Then, hardly was Katz out of the house than the alert sounded, fol-
lowed very quickly, from half past twelve until half past one, by a full air-
raid waming, threatening news, bomber formations approaching, attack
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on Dresden possible. We heard humming; heard a great deal of very dis-
tant firing, but otherwise nothing happened. Meanwhile I discussed the
unpleasant Sti.ihler business with Neumark. He wanted to think over with
Katz, whether perhaps Frau Cohn and ourselves should be got away from
here and put in temporary quarters for the critical period. We are now
awaiting the doctor's evming visit. Thus at the moment the usual two
sources of danger--4estapo and bombers-have been augmented by a
third and, perhaps, probably even mor€ dreadful one. [ . . . ]

December 1, Friday morning

Stiihler died last night-it could make one's flesh creep. Whatever hap-
pens, however,I intend once again to report quite coolly and until the very
last. - Katz came yesterday evening; I was expecting him to talk to us in
detail about the question of sterilization. But when he had finished his
call, at about quarter to eight, there was an alert, the second yesterday.
(The all clear was sounded at half past eight, without our having to go
down to the cellar.) Katz hurried off-absolute reversal of mood!-we
should not be too anxious for ourselves. Sttitrler himself, to be sure, whom
he had injected with camphoq, was "far from tuming the comer." At about
ten in the evening, Frau Sti.ihler had to go to the pharmacy, meanwhile I
had to keep watch. I heard the light switch and steps in the sickroom;
when I opened the door, Sti.iNer was already in bed again, but very rest-
less and breathing heavily. I asked him, if he wanted a drink. - Yes. - He
sat up, I first supported his pillow, then his head, which was soaked in
sweat, gave him a little mineral water. He was terribly thin, his eyes were
glassy, his voice rough; it was an effort for him to speak, but he was com-
pletely lucid. Where was his wife, when was she coming back, thanked me
repeatedly. I washed hand and sleeve in the ersatz Lysol, which Eva had
finally managed to get hold oi lay down to sleep at half past ten. Frau
Stiihler woke us at half past one: She could not hear any breathing, feel
any pulse. Stiitrler lay on his back, his eyes open but not glazed, his face
pinched and stiff-not really peaceful, but not suffering either, merely
cold and distant. Obviously dead, but I could not say so with certainty. We
knocked at Frau Cohn's door [ . . . ]. I felt afraid as I went to sleep, came
into the front room at six, found Frau Sti.ihler on our settee, and continued
to feel afraid, realized the complete pointlessness of the attempts at disin-
fection, and let fate take its course. [ . . . ] I went to see Neumark before
breakfast and telephoned Katz. [... ] Ovemight Katz's mood had
changed entirely. I should not be excessively anxious, today, in wartime,
there was no question of disinfection by the authorides; the "house com-
munity" should protect itself by mopping the floors with Lysol. He,Ka|u,
had no "ofhcial" reasory indeed, no right to make a report-if he did so
nevertheless, then the consequences for all of us were incalculable--offi-
cially Cohn and Stiihler had died as a result of septic angina; he, Katz, had
expressed the suspicion of contagious disease (with bread perhaps the
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source) to me and to me alone, privately, in "friendly conversation," and
he was binding me to silence. [ . . . ]

December 2, Saturday morning

Central from moming till evening is the frightful threat of infection. A
bowl with stinking ersatz Lysol on the kitchen table-but what good is the
holy water, with all this promiscuity? l. . .I Perhaps the pestilence is al-
ready inside us, perhaps a bomb will hit us before it breaks out.

December 3, Sunday evening

Our mood is no better, even though a degree of apathy in the face of the
naked fear of death has set in. Yesterday we still got rid of bread and cake
from the Shihler$-today I ate a piece of br€ad that Frau StiiNer had given
us. In between admittedly every kind of thing has been disinJected, in-
cluding the crockery. [ . . . ]

December 5, Tuesday toward evening

[.. . ] Eva has just come from Gerkud fthmidt with the news, halfway
confumed by the German military bulletin, that the Russians have broken
through at Lake Balaton. If that is true, Vienna is threatened, and then
there will be air raids on Dresden. In the West everything is being slowed
down by flooding in HoIIand.

Yesterday the Gestapo fetched the eighty-eithtTear-old Griinbaum,
whose wife died recently. Will they still take him to Theresienstadt or wi.Il
they just do away with him here?

It touched me very much, when Frau Cohn told me today, that on his
last healthy Sunday her husband had so much wanted to take a walk with
her, it was such fine weather. She had refused: "On Sunday people stare
even more than on a weekday. - You'll just be annoyed. Wait!" He had
complained bitterly, "I'm a prisoner" and now she was reproaching her-
self. How often have I, too, had this feeling of "lmprisoned!" and no doubt
also made a note of it.

December 7, Thursday morning

Yesterday was a day that shattered both of us physically; it was marked by
two alerts. ln the morning another two trips to Hesse to fetch two hun-
dredweight of coal, and from the start it strained my heart very badly.
Toward the end of the procession back and forth" distant firing was audi-
ble. [ . . . ] "They're already banging away, we'll get an air-raid waming in
a minute," said Frau Hesse. So I completed my coal business in a great
rush, especially as afterward I still had to wash and change some of my
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clothes, also pack the manuscript in the air-raid bags. While I was doing
tha! shortly after twelve, the siren went. Heavy firing continued in the
distance, but there was no more than an alert, which was called off soon
after half past twelve. My heart is no longer up to this tension, although
mentally I remain quite calm. The second alert was worse. [ . . . ]

From the Dresdener Zeiturg of recent days: 1) Official: The little piece of
soap, which in the past five years and four months of war had to last four
weeks-but it always lasted only for a few days-has now to last eight
weeks. Corresponding extension for detergents. 2) Call by the Reich head
of the BDM [League of German Girls-<quivalent of the Hitler Youth for
girlsl and by the "Reich Women's Leader" to "German women and girls"
to volunteer for the "Wehrmacht Women's Auxiliary Corps," which is to
be the expanded form of "the already existing deployments of women" (rn
particular the "women's antiaircraft gun auxiliaries"). The "German
woman who is ready to do her duty" jons the "Wehrmacht personnel" arrd
wears a uniform. Each auxiliary "releases a soldier." Certainly, the auxil-
iaries do not carry arms, but do serve under fire, like doctors. Is there such
a great difference between that and the "gun woman"? The difference is
made up by the Volkssturm proclamations and the glorification of the
children who joined in the fighting at Aachen. 3) German rnernoranilum
against De Gaulle's toror. The De Gaulle govemment is behaving "bru-
tally" toward German nationals and French citizens "who did their duty in
accorilance with thc instructions of the legal French gooernmoi of Marchal Pi-
tain." Threat (officially via the Geneva Red Cross) of countermeasures. 4)
From time to time a Lieutenant Colonel Ellenbeck writes moralizing arti-
cles in a most popular style in order to strengthen resistance. Three or four
days ago he was inciting people to reduce to silence anyone (in fact, of
course, it is an encouragement of denunciation), who says, for example,
perhaps the Russians are not so murderously bad after all, perhaps one
could think of giving in. That was "damned stupid," that was a crime
committed out of stupidity.

t...I

December & Friday toward evening

After wearisome reading-admittedly almost the whole moming was
taken up with scouring and other housework----sparse yield from the
Reich.

[ . . . ] Article "The Foreigners Among Us" by Hans Schwarz van Berk.
Their huge number, in some factories only a tenth of the workforce Ger-
man; in some villages "only prisoners of war behind the teams." Why
does the uprising, the sabotage, on which Eisenhower counted, not take
place? Some may think of it-but they also think of the annihilation of in-
surgent Warsaw! (Yesterday, in Htittig's, Eva had a conversation with a
watchman from a private company. He told her, twelve-hour tums of duty
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in a nearby Polish camp, in which ten thousand prisoners are guarded by
a very few hundred police officers. Recently they had "mutinied" - th"y
had used every stick, every piece of iron as a weapon-and "we nearly got
our heads done in." [ . . . ] So how far is the Reiclr article right? At any rate as
regards the main point, that thus far there have been no major acts of sab-
otage or anything similar. And it is certainly also right that only a small
proportion of these foreigners of very mixed origin are really hostile to
Germany and have a real will to fight it.)

t. .I

December L0, Sunday toward evening

Steinitz visited us in the aftemoon. Gloomy mood as with all the Jews, as
also in the Winde-Kreisler circle, because of the stagnation of the war; ru-
mors of new German weapons are also turning up again: They are sup-
posed to be building turbines, which can suck airplanes out of the sky! I
myself am gradually being influenced by the sentence, which one hears
everywhere: "the war is not yet decided." [ . . . ]

Yesterday in the late aftemoon I also tutored Bemhard Stiihler. He
asked me to teach him history because it is his favorite subject. I have re-
peatedly observed that the most corunon foreign words are unfamiliar to
him or at least unclear; so, in a lesson somewhere between French and
history, I explained the concepts dictator, republic, monarchy, oligarchy,
constitution to him. This lesson and the Bemhard Sttihler case in gen-
eral-fifteen years old on January l, 1945, almost no schooling, but fed
with a few scraps of English and Spanish (a couple of private lessons, his
teacher ended up in a concentration camp; before that some makeshift pri-
mary school organized for ]ews, factory worker for some time nowFthis
case is, therefore, extremely important to my account, whether the LTI or
whether the Curriculum.

t.1
December 11, Monday morning

Berthold's birthday. He would be seventy-three now, he has been dead for
fourteen years, died at fi$-nine. The affection and the conllict between us
filled so many years-what did it leave behind, do his sons have the
faintest notion of it and of the life and thoughts of their father-how far
did even his wife penetrate his real essence at all? His whole life he des-
perately wanted to be someone else to her, to himself, and not who he
really was. Perhaps we Jews always want to be something else-some
Zionists, the others Germans. But what are we really? I do not know. And
that, too, is a question to which I shall never get an answer. And as a
scholar that is my greatest fear of death: that in all probability it will give
me no answer to all my questions.

t..I
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December 1d Thursday toward evening

Yesterday at midday two alerts with only a short interval between them,
from half past one until two, and from2:25 until 2:40, both without cellar,
both very nerve-racking and also disquieting.

t...1

December 18, Monday moming (and later{uring the day I shall
probably be busy with notes)

On Saturday moming I got only a hundredweight of briquettes from
Hesse. He said, there was now nothing more to be had before January; he

said, there will be a coal catashophe. Meanwhile serious frost has set in. It
almost, no truly makes me glad: Because that will get the Russians mov-
ing.

I...I
Early this moming, as I was washing up, Frau Stiihler related: She had

had a letter from Heidelberg; there, although not yet declared a war zone,
people were living as if in hell. Several days a week completely without
gas, constantly in the cellar-here we didn't have a clue about the war.
Then: Yesterday during her air-raid duty (in the Btihme Fashion House in
Waisenhausstrasse) she was again struck by people's obtuseness (the peo-
ple-that is the insoluble puzzle): A couple of the staff, not entirely uned-
ucated, were still firmly convinced of Germany's victory after it had
suwived the difficult sununer months, it was now making headway
again. - So is the propaganda of the press, etc., having an effect after all?
But onwhatpercmtage of the population?And how far is Saxony, how far
is unbombed Dresden, how far is this little grouP of three or four people
characteristic of the whole? Again and again the same impossibility of
knowing.

Midday, 12:30

Wild wartime day. We had to fetch broth before midday, because the Mon-
day supplier in Pillnitzer Strasse opens at nine o'clock, and by ten there is
nothing more to be had. I was up from half past five and had three cold
potatoes in my stomach. At nine on the dot Eva was standing in the queue
that had already formed; I waited a house away and then carried the liter
she had secured. [... ] When Neumark left, it was about 9:45, and Eva
went into the kitchen to heat up the souP. Two minutes later the alarm
sounded. We nevertheless stubbornly sat down to eat, excePt I first of all
made the air-raid bags ready. After the first plate Eva said: "So-we've
had one plate of soup." The second plate and hall a cup of tea followed
after, then, at 10:15, came the air-raid waming: A quarter of an hour in the
cellar without tuing. t . . . l

At half past ten we were upstairs again, drank another cup of tea, then I
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took my diary out of the air-raid baggage. Then came the second alert, and
I had to pack again. This time there was no waming, but the alert lasted a
good half hour. - Now I shall see whether during the aftemoon I shall
manage to make a few notes on my copious, but for me not very profitable,
for the LTI almost completely unprofitable, reading of recent days.

t...1

December 19, Tuesday moming

t.. I
Yesterday evening Frau Sttihler brought the military bulletin in the

newspaper-it had already appeared as a special announcement-the
first time in years!-at midday: A major offensive started unexpectedly
from the West Wall on the moming of December 1.5, American forward
position overrun "after brief but tremendous preparatory fue," the attack
continues . . . For me it was truly, and this is no mere phrase, a bolt from
the blue-or at least it now appears to me that before this announcement
the sky had been almost blue. Because it did hold out hope of an end. But
now . . . a German victory delays it for many months. Dr.i.g the night it
occurred to me: The surprise might consist of gas. Eva has now gone to the
Windes'. Perhaps they know something.

Toward evening

From 12:45 until l.:40 there was another alarm, but this time without the
cellar.[...]

Today I again went through umpteen issues of Reich and DAZ; it now
always really wearies and bores me to do so. The yield was, almost grati-
fyingly, very slight-it is all so familiar to me.

t...1

December 2L, Thursday morning

t...I
A new Talmud question, but a perilous one. The fews are ordered to use

only the front platform of the tram, and not to enter the carriage. Since the
day before yesterday a new regulation has been displayed on the trams in
large letters: Entry at front only. Exit at rear only. Now, which command
should a few obey when he alights? Any transgression of a command
costs him, by way of prison and camp, his life. There is impassioned dis-
cussion of this question; I shall note the outcome.

[ . . . ] I was supposed to get a pair of Sttihler's shoes; they fit me, I had
them in our room for a day, then I gave them back-I found it all too re-
pulsive to be running around in front of the widow wearing her hus-
band's shoes. Shoes are more visible, more evident than gloves and socks.

1...1
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December 22, Friday afternoon

I...I
Today, on behalf of the tax office, Waldmann removed-that is his of-

fice-two dress baskets containing the personal clothing of Cohn and
St'ritrler, including hat and walking stick. Naked robbery and loathsome in
its contemptible shabbiness, as well as its brutality to the widows. - How
little thoughtfulness there is: Frau Cohn lost her husband to a throat dis-
ease. She said of the tax official: "He told me his child died of diphtheria a

few months ago; I regard that as God's punishment!"

December 23, Safurday evening

The German offensive in the West is making Progress and depresses me
greatly; nevertheless I hear on all sides (the Windes, Stem, Katz), it should
not be viewed too gloomily, it is an act of desperation, perhaps it does not
mean a postponement, but perhaps even an acceleration of the inevitable
end. Anyhow I am heavy at heart. Especially as it has tumed very cold
and our diet gets worse every day, and Eva's strength is failing.

Stem was here and invited us for tomorrow aftemoon, Steinitz came
and brought an invitation for Tuesday. That will be our Christmas cele-
bration: a little bit of home'baked cake twice over. We can give no Pres-
ents, neither to ourselves nor to others. This year the only Christrnas trees

are glven by the Party to large families. The special rations-the first for
several months and naturally only for Aryans-consist of haU a pound of
meat and two eggs. This sorry situation is now supposed to be improved
by the victory in the West. Goebbels writes we will fight to the last regi-
ment and not give up "because of some butter ration."

t...1

December 31, Sunday evening half past seven

|ust now, I was reading aloud, there was an air-raid warning. A very brief
one, 5:50 until 7:10, but we immediately had to go down to the cellar
across frozen snow and in the darkness. Each of these warnings does
shake my nerves a little: Dresden has been spared, yet on two occasions

this year has had a couple of hundred dead nevertheless. Today-I al-
ready noticed it in the moming, when fetching coal-the march up and
down stairs with baggage was particularly hard for me; my heart has its
say in my New Year's Eve r6sum6. The only really important date of the
year for me was ]une 24. The day of my release from labor duty. Since then
I have been rid of the factory slavery, since then I have-at first I found it
hard, now I am used to it again-been able to work more extensively for
myself, i.e., to carry on reading indiscriminately with resPect to LTI' But
since ]une 24 I am also very consciow of being under a double death sen-

tence: If I were not suffering from very serious heart disease, Katz would
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have been unable to apply for and unable to get his way with this release
from duty. (Admittedly the eye paralysis, which has meanwhile unques-
tionably improved a little, probably also helped a bit.) After that: If Dres-
den is evacuated, and I were classified fit for work, I would have to dig
trenches somewhere, while as a useless old |ew I will undoubtedly be dis-
posed of.

I face the future apathetica[y and with little hope. It is very uncertain
when the war will come to an end (although at the moment, with the of-
fensive in the West at a standstill and Budapest lost, German prospects
have sunk again). And to me it is even more uncertain whether I shall be
able to benefit from the peace, since I have evidently come to the end of
my life. -I am incapable of somehow becoming reconciled to the thought of
death; religious and philosophical consolations are completely denied me.
It is solely a matter of maintaining one's dignity until the very end.

The best means for that is immersion in study, to behave as if the accu-
mulation of material had a real purpose.

My financial position is also gloomily depressing: My bank balance will
last until April, certainly no longer. But this worry about money does not
depress me too much. It seems of minor importance, since I always see

myself, and twice and three times over, in the direct proximity of death.
The year draws to an end very disappointingly. Untit well into autumn

I, and probably the whole world, thought it certain, that the war would be
over before the end of the year. Now the general feeling and mine also:
perhaps in a couple of months, perhaps in a couple of years.

Second New Year's Eve aler! without cellar, 10:15 until 10:30. We were
about to go to sleep.
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january 1, Monday, T:00 p.tvt.

In the Relclr of December 31, an article by Goebbels, "The Ftihrer," which
contains such extravagant glorification that the title could just as well
have been "The Savior." "If the world really knew what he has to tell and
to give, and how profoundly his love goes out to the whole of mankind
beyond his own nation, then at this hour it would bid farewell to its false
gods and render him homage." But something else is more important than
this deification: Twice it says he walks with a slight stoop, which is due to
his study of maps; once, his hair has tumed gray; once, at the same age
Frederick the Great was already known as "Old Fritz." But nevertheless,
and that must be emphasized most strongly, it was a lie iI enemies spread
rumors that he was ill: He was healthy, his eyes still gleamed youthfully,
and he would break his silence, when it suited him, and not when it suited
his enemies. - After this article I thought it certain that Hitler was ill. But
just now at the Witkowskys', I heard that yesterday evening he really had
spoken on the radio. -

January 4 Thureday 7:00 r.u.

Today Eva was at the Windes', who visited their son in Flensburg over
the New Year; he is at the Naval College there and has just been made
a midshipman. They told of the extreme difficulties of the journey-
reason: the lack of locomotives, the constant air attacks on the latter-
but they also related that now "midget U-boats" were being mass-
produced, which a few days ago were praised as the newest of the new
weapons. One thing is unquestionable: the tremendous tenacity and re-
peated ingenuity with which the govemment carries on the war. They
do indeed have a right to talk about a "German miracle," and I am truly
no longer so certain of their defeat; at the very least they will continue re-
sisting for all too long. They do not keep the mass of people in line by
tyranny alone. But above all by the ever repeated (and believed even by
people like Frau Sttihler!): Our enemies, and in particular the Bolshe-
vists, want to annihilate you, literally kill you. They owe everything to
the bogeyman of Bolshevism, even though they themselves are the most
Bolshevik of all. -t...I
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|anuary 5, Friday aftemoon

Steinitz and Lewinsky, my fellow tenants, supply me with newspapers
(Dresdener, Reich, DAZ),brttl find it ever more distasteful to plow through
them. They are utterly sterile; the style and content are endlessly repeti-
tive. With respect to the LTI, I can leam nothing more from them.

The sole new feature of Hitler's speech broadcast at midnight on New
Year's Eve was the invocation of the Almighry who will lead the just cause
to victory. "He's got religion." Stylistically there are two stages to this get-
ting of religion. First "Providence" appeared, now the good Lord in person
has followed. [ . . . ] Despite its jaded tone, the text of the speech gave me
something of a jolt. I said to myself that perhaps (probably, even) its obsti-
nacy will, despite everythin& be believed by millions and be experienced
as invigorating. Especially as Hitler can say with justice that all the Allies'
deadlines were false prophecies and that after the catastrophes of the sum-
mer Germany has after all pulled itself together. (Here the National Social-
ist superlative kiumphs once again: "Thousands of Volkssturm battalions
have been raised and are in the process of being raised. Division after divi-
sion has been re-formed, People's Artillery Corps, rocket launcher and
assault-gun brigades have been created ovemight . . .")

My spirits were raised a little by Katz. He said: If the recent offensive in
the West had had the least real success, just think what a part it would then
have played in Hitler's speech! Because it was undertaken solely for this
speech, solely to rouse the people. And Hitler did not mcntion it once. -t...I

January 6, Safurday morning

t.. l
Eva, who had spoken to Frau Richter, when she visited the Kreisler

woman, brought good news home from "Ktitzschenbroda": Hungary has
declared war on Germany-in the Hitler speech Hungary was placed
among the "apostate nations"-in Budapest 50,0(D men are besieged in
the citadel, the city was shot to pieces, after the garrison had shot Russian
truce envoys. In the West the German offensive has been completely
stopped. - For all that: how much longer?

t...t

|anuary 1Q Wednesday moming

For days, after a very short period of thaw, frost again. But no Russian of-
fensive. On the contrary. The Germans have attacked in Hungary as well
as in Alsace. Yesterday moming wretched coal business with the usual
memento mori. First a load up from the cellar. Later Frau Cohn, for whom
the lugging is just as much a strain as for myself, and for the same reason,
announced that Hesse had briquettes. There, I found a whole heap piled
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up on the street, the scales set up in front of iU Frau Hesse did the weigh-
ing, Herr Hesse dealt with the queue of women (ration-card entry and
payment). Half a hundredweight for each customer. t . . .] A woman in
front of me got a whole hundredweight. A woman behind me, more wist-
ful than irritated: " She gets awhole hundrcdweight." Immediately the one
with the whole hundredweight, very agitated and half weeping: "I would
happily change places with you, I have been bomb damaged-for five
weeks now-I've no strength left-but if I say that, then I'm told I'm com-
plaining!" The other: "But I didn't know that, I didn't meanitlil<e thnt . . ."
Frau Hesse: "You see, if only you'd kept quiet!" Herr Hesse, in front of his
desk, at once waming and telling off: "Quiet! Quiet out there!" That is the
most characteristic thing about the scene: Everyone is afraid. Someone
could denounce something, the complaint of the bomb-damaged woman,
the complaint of the envious woman, the trouble in the queue outside the
Hesses' shop; each one of these denunciations would lead to punishment.
The war will go on as long as this fear is the strongest emotion among the
populace.-t...I

|anuary 14, Sunday morning

Each day teaches one anew that for the 3rd Reich this war really is the /ear
ish War, that no one can experience it as acutely and tragically as the star-
wearinglew, who is held prisoner inGermany and who inhis upbringing,
education, and sentiments is truly German; each day therefore validates
my work. Lately I have been thinking of it as a double volume under the
title LIL Volume or Book I-the diary 193}- ?, volume tr-the philological
studies, sketches, problems. In that way the opus could become the pace-
maker for the whole Curriculum. "We lack only time," the poet Dehmel, I
think, says somewhere.

On the ]ewish War. The Dresdenet Zeitung of January 12 has a little arti-
cle from Stockholm about the planned "Reeducation" of German youth
(which, of course, will never happen, since Germany will be the victor). A
five-volume history of the world is due to appear in April, a series of six
German readers is under way and will be published in large editions; the
authors are "without exception Jews," almost all 6migr€s from Germany.
Headline of the article: HIsroR! FAIsIFIED BY JEws l. . .1. Dresdener Zeitung
of ]anuary 11, article: "The Right Language. Churchill in Hebrew." For
some years without a ministerial post, Churchill "had lived by the pen"
and now the "works" (mocking quotation marks) are being translated into
Hebrew. "Now at least they will be in the place, where they are best un-
derstood. They will be put on the shelf beside Talmud and Shulhan
Arukh." - Dres dmer Zeitung of ]anuary 13-14. (Sunday edition) big head-
line: Ew rono pavs HUGE BRIBES. HENRv MELCHETT-MoND IN HUGE coRRLtPTIoN

scANDAL. Boss of the biggest English chemicals company, lord, member of
the upper house of Parliament. The man was predestined for it "Because
his title is nothing more than the mask concealing the ugly lew's face of
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the son of Alfred Mond, who became a Sir and a Lord because of his
money and was the model of a Jewish upstart." To that is added the usual
stuff about the "intemational goal of the Jews," "profits through corrup-
tion and prolongation of the war." [ . . . ]

|anuary 15, Monday morning

At night in the cellar, Schwarz, a star-wearer, who has a bad heart and is
released from labor duty, with whom I sometimes exchange a few words
without knowing very much about him, told me that yesterday's military
bulletin had reported the beginning of an East Prussia offensive and also
"heavy fighting" in the Vistula offensive. The English reports, however,
give the most detailed information about the Vistula offensive: The Rus-
sians had advanced from Baranow and Sandomir; on a front 40 miles wide
and 25 miles deep they had broken through three German positions, had
passed Kie1ce, and were now 40 miles from Krakow and advancing
toward Upper Silesia. AIso, after a considerable interval, Thomas Mann
had spoken on the radio from the USA-"splendid-it gave my spirits
such a lift!" He [Mann] had wanted to wait until he was sure of his
ground, but now that the German offensive in the West had failed utterly,
that National Socialism had undoubtedly been granted only a brief re-
prieve, he wanted once more. . . well what? That I didn't elicit from
Schwarz, he repeated in fervent voice only that it had been so "uplifting."
He didn't want to believe me when I told him that Mann was Aryan
through and through and from an old patrician family; he had always
thought him to be a ]ew. I enlightened him---only his wife was ]ewish.
This moming, when I passed on my news to Frau Sttihler as morning con-
solation, it tumed out that she already knew it all. She also knew that
Marur talks frequently and is considered an outstanding speaker-(quite
new to me!). She is much more discreet than I am, when it comes to these
matters. It also tumed out, however, that the news did not give her any
pleasure. Again and again this: We have been disappointedtoo often, they
just will not stop! The mood down in the cellar was similar. -Lewinsky here yesterday aftemoon; Witkowsky, the indestructible
moriturus, also stayed for a long time. Lewinsky had heard again from an
Aryan source what we have now heard in the same words from so many
different people, and which can therefore not be an invention: that in
Poland the Germans have carried out the most dreadful murders of Jews.
A soldier had told how small children had been taken by the legs and their
heads smashed against the wall of a house. Immediately after that Lewin-
sky read out from the DAZ, with considerable indignation and in a voice
full of histrionic pathos, what infamous destruction of cultue had been
caused by the last English terror raid on Ntirnberg, how many patrician
houses, churches, etc., had been destroyed. I asked him whether he knew
who had destroyed the slmagogue in Nrimberg and the Tower of Londory
whether he knew how many factories in Ntimberg were working to keep
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the war going. I told him I began to see red if I just heard the words "Ger-
manculture."-t...1

]anuary 16, Thesday

t...1
Four pounds ofbread coupons arrived, addressed to Eva "with kindest

regards and in haste your Kiithe." I said to Frau Cohn: "We cannot figure
out who sent them; our friendE sign only with their first names, and even
then they don't use the right one." To which Frau Cohn (who, by the way,
is curiously full of life as a widow and is becoming ever more youthful
and cheerful): "It was exactly the same with us."

t...I

After eight in the evening

Hurrah, we're still alive! Dresdm had a heavy raid for the third time. The
alert sounded at 11:30 e.u. I calmly went on reading [ . . . ].At twelve the
siren sounded again, I thought for the all clear, but it howled a full-scale
warning. Slowly down to the almost-empty cellar. Then others came: The
radio reported formations approaching,30 miles,20 miles away. I stood at
the cellar entrance with Wemer Lang and Neumark. I guessed Eva to be at
Maxe, the Berlin cafeteria in Walpurgisstrasse, or at Gertrud fthmidt's in
Winckelmannstrasse. We heard approaching aircraft, a series of detona-
tions, single explosions, not the double bang of the guns. We went into the
cellar. Very loud humming of the aircraft directly above us, the blast shook
the cellar door, a couple of times it went dark for seconds, we waited in
unpleasant suspense. Then we went up to the cellar door again. Smoke in
the sky. Wemer Lang went through the house onto the square and re-
ported: big clouds of smoke over Friedrichstadt. We heard humming
again, more explosions. It went on like that for a good hour before the first
all clear sounded. I was upstairs again at a quarter past one, the final all
dear did not come until half past. I had not been very agitated, at any rate
much more impassive than the previous time. I had no worries about Eva.
For a long time there were no trams rurning, and she did not refum until
about half past four. Again she had been closer to the mischief than I
thought. Because the Americans bombed not only the Friedrichstadt sta-
tion, but also the railway tracks at the main railway statiory at the Hohe
Bridge, and at the Nossen Bridge, and during the actual attack Eva was at
Frau Winde's, at the comer of Wiirzburger and Chemnitzer, and heard the
bombs whistling down and exploding very close by. - [ . . . I

Second alert from 9:45 until almost L1., one whole hour of that time in
the cellar. After a late meal, we were fortunately not yet in bed. Sparkling
starry sky, but very dark. Very bad heart trouble. Distant, but prolonged
and heavy firing probably in Riesa and Grossenhain agaul as on Sunday.
In the cellar many very downhearted, indifferent to the Russian successes,
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pessimistic, fearful. Eisenmann senior was dismayed and wamed me to
be cautious when I talked about the English report. Incidentally, the En-
glish are said to have declared, if Germany still would not yield, that the
air raids would "become serious." [ . . . ]

|anuary 18, Thursday moming

Everything is kept secret, for everything one is dependent on rumors, on
what is passed on by word of mouth, on what cannot be controlled. What
is certain today is that this time Dresden was hit much more badly, in many
more places than in the earlier raids. Thiemig & Mribius in jagdweg, close
by the railway line, got shrapnel on the third floor (where I cut cardboard);
the house opposite was destroyed-28 dead [ . . . ]. Eisenmann pdre talks of
around 1,000 victims; how he arrives at this figure, I do not know -Yesterday Eva went to customs to fetch a package from Stockholm, of
which we had been notified. Fabulous things: four tins of sardines, more
than two pounds of plain cake, pralines, a pound of yellow peas, soup
cubes, dried fruit. The Eisenmanns were invited for the cake-a necessary
retum match!-they also got the dried fruiq with that we're fishing for
cigarettes. The candies go to Frau Winde as a small expression of thanks
and to cheer her up, the pralines went into our air-raid bags, the sardines
were attacked immediately. For who knows what is going to happen to-
morroq what will happen this evening. . . Our guiding principle in
everything is now: At least I've had a piece of cake. -At Steinitz's yesterday aftemoon feelings were mixed: Close to death
and close to deliverance: the Russians outside Krakow, the Anglo-
American bombers above us, the Gestapo behind us.

t...I

]anuary 2Q Saturday morning

Yesterday a thaw with a mild wind and almost 44 degrees, today frost and
snow again, which doesn't bother me, because it helps the Russian offen-
sive. It has broken terribly upon Gerrnany: Warsaw Krakow Lodz, Czen-
stochau have been taken, the border of Upper Silesia has been reached.
"Over 150 divisions" have been committed against us, says the bulletin;
perhaps it exaggerates the numbet in order to diminish the defeat. Made
wise by events in August, I am still reining back all hopes. First it remains
to be seen, whether the extraordinarily rapid German retreat means a real
collapse. I still believe it to be strategic calculation: They will bring the
Russians to a halt at prepared positions on the frontier, as they did in East
Prussia in August and as they did with the Anglo-Americans in the West.
And the when and how of the end of the war is still unpredictable.

Admittedly Steinitz relates: Recently ]acobi had to go into a public air-
raid shelter and hesitated on the threshhold. But people had been friendly,
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and a worker had called out: "Come on in, mate!" ]acobi: "But you mustn't
say that." The worker (loudly): "We're all mates-and soon we'll be able to
say it out loud again." But I, too, have heard of and myself experienced
similar scenes for ten years-and the word was always "won," and we
were always disappointed. -Frau Cohn has just come: There's coal at Hesse's, probably half a hun-
dredweight.

Afternoon

Just now there was the most unpleasant counterpart to Jacobi's experi-
ence; now which is the vox populi? There was a whole hundredweight of
briquettes to be had at Hesse'si that meant three two-pail trips, aggravated
by terribly slippery ice. I carried the first two pails, piled high with coal,
down to the cellar, the second load up to us. Thery at about 11:5O there
was an alert. Since things remained quiet, I ventured to go to Salzgasse
once more, without waiting for the all clear. I reached our house with the
last two pails just when the waming itself sounded. As I made my way to
our cellar, the Russian prisoners were standing in the courtyard; they
stared up at the sky and then crowded into the passageway in front of our
coal cellar. "Mlaurry, many" one called out to me. (There were 46 airplanes;
Eva, at the Windes', counted their vapor trails. They merely flew over
Dresden; again there was no antiaircraft fi-ne to be heard.) I was agitated
and very tired, so I went past the landing with the empty pails and down
to the Waldmanns' apartment. I did not know that their large hall repre.
sented the building's "Ary^" air-raid shelter. All kinds of people were
standing around; I squeezed into a comer without saying anything. A
small black-haired woman immediately came up to me: "You're not al-
lowed to stay here!" [. .. ] Immediately after that, old kuschner also
tumed to me: "What are you doing here?" I pointed at my two empty
pails, said I had fetched coal and just had to catch my breath for a moment,
then dragged myself up here despite the most severe angina pains. Then I
remained here, very much the worse for wear, physically and spiritually.
Nothing more happened, and the all clear came exactly one hour after the
fust siren. I am very depressed: The bout of pain was the price of exertion
and agitation-the slightest upset clutches at my heart, even beforc it
touches my thoughts, and before I can at all consciously ward it off-and
its severity was once again a very bitter memento. -Eva was in a hurry when she returned from the Windes'; she had to
catch the half-past-three train to Pirna, the first visit there for three
months. As I was making up the manuscript package, I was again tor-
mented by the question, whether I shall ever be able to tum to account
everything I have collected. But of course I must not think about that, un'
less I want to sink down into utter nonexistence.

t...t
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|anuary 21, Sunday evening

Eva retumed from Annemarie in a rather depressed state: "a dead per-
son." That was already my impression when I could still get out to Pima
in the early days of the war. She is apathetic about everything. Apart from
that, very friendly to us, helps out with money and by looking after man-
uscripts. I continue to be of the opinion that she was broken by the Dres-
sel affair.

t...I

January 2$ Thursday evening, 7:30 r.*r.

Frau Stiitrler often complains about the rampant National Socialism and
credulous certainty of victory of her female colleagues in Bdhme's clothes
store on Georgsplatz. Today she told us the women were scared, expect-
ing the Russians to march rn, arguing whether it was better to stay or to
flee-flight is preferred by the majority, the Russians are represented as
particularly cruel and murderous. - I went downstairs just now, to see
Waldmann to ask about the military bulletin and to probe the Jewish
mood. Berger was there and Wemer Lang-the elegance of the lounge
chairs in this cellar roombeyond the inhospitable hallway is very curious.
The Russians have crossed the Oder at Brieg, they are (German report!)
close to Breslau, there's street fighting in Bromberg, they appear to have
reached Elbing, Oppeln has been taken. Our people also expect a Russian
advance on Dresden. There are already said to be crowds of refugees from
Silesia here. It really does appear, that the end is rapidly approaching and
can no longer be halted. -t.. I

Astonishing and almost disquieting that there has been no air-raid
waming for many days now. Now, when the Russians have reached Bres-
lau! What is in the offing?

lanaary 27, Saturday morning

The mood of catastrophe, for us as wearers of the star, nine+enths joyful,
one-tenth fearful-but even when it comes to fear people say: "Better a
terrible end!" - is growing stronger. I note some of the signs of the mood.
Sources: Yesterday I got a hundredweight of inferior-grade coal from
Hesse (am supposed to get a half-hundredweight of briquettes today), in
the aftemoon I tutored Bemhard Sti.itrler, toward evening went to see
Witkowsky, who is now in bed and has been given u5weeping Frau
Witkowsky had asked me to visit him, Katz had informed her of the hope-
lessness of the case and of the probable imminence of death-but whom I
found remarkably fresh, buoyant, and certainly unsuspecting; Eva visited
the Kreisler woman, met Frau Winde and Frau Richter there; Frau Sti.ihler
reports from B<ihme's; and "Leni," Frau Cohn's gray-haired, thin and tiny
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sister, whose hip is badly dislocated and who works in a big linen factory
in the Neustad! also reports this and that. -The actual situation: Battles in Breslau, the Oder crossed, English offen-
sive imminent in Holland. (English source, I am still ignorant of yester-
day's German bulletin.)

Leni: In the room with her seamstresses, a group of twelve womery they
say that Dresden will remain spared, because the Russians would be in
Berlin very soon, "in eleven days." Where they get the eleven days from
and from what point they were counting, could not be ascertained. Frau
Richter had more details. On ]anuary 19, the Russians had broadcast a
declaration that they would be in Berlin on the anniversary of the "seizure
of power" on January 30. There was no need to wait for supplies, as huge
German stores had been captured when westem Poland was overrun, and
the troops could be supplied from there. - At Hesse's I heard a wom.rn
grumbling more loudly and openly than anyone usually dares to: She
could knock "their" heads against the wall, it could make her "really
sick " was one supposed-the coal shortage, the gas cut off!-"to cook on
snow"[...]

Curious sign of the wind tuming, reported in the same way by Bem-
hard Stiitrler and at the Witkowskys': )acobi and another couple of |ews
were to prepare a mass grave at the [Aryan] cemetery. @very day long
columns of the air-raid dead in the newspaper.) An Aryan worker was
supposed to dig with them. He refused, he was a "skilled worker." The
cemetery inspector ordered him to do it. "No, not with lews." At which
the inspector: "Then do it yourself!" and sent the Jews home. [ . . . ]

ln the Dresilener Zeitung of January 25, Walter Lippmann is once again
quoted and reviled as "one of the inspirations of Roosevelt's foreign pol-
icy ("Yid Lippmann's cynical confession " that is, on the "surrender of Eu-
rope to the Bolshevists"). He is presumably the editorial writer of the Near
York Herald Tribune. | . . . I

|anuary 29, Monday morning

Yesterday tension and hope rose all day. Waldmann was here in the morn-
ing; English bulletin: Russians in Liegnitz, in the whole of Upper Silesia,
in Danzig [ . . . ]. Waldmann was convinced of complete collapse in a few
days, of the occupation of Berlin and Dresden within a very few days. He
told us-incidentally not always on a friendly footing with foreign
words-about a speech by Thomas Marur; according to it the Germans
murdered one and a half million (ttrc figure was given down to the last
hundred) Jews in Auschwitz and ground down their bones to use as fer-
tilizer. The exact figure was owed to German thoroughness, a record had
been kept of every single dead Jew, and thanks to their surprise advance
the Russians had found the books. Waldmann related further that havoc
was also being wreaked among non-Jews. He is employed as a fumiture
remover by the tax office. In the last few days he had to clear the contents
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of an Aryan apartment. At the tax office he was told that the tenants of the
apartment a lawyer and his wife, had been executed. - Irr the evening
during the alert Schwarz (or Schwarze), who exactly two weeks before
had informed me of the victorious begirtning of the Russian offensive and
told me of Mann's speech, paid a friendly visit. He had never called on us
before, he felt a need to talk about the situation. [ . . . ]

Immediately before Schwarze's visit, and after the alert had already
started, we had the most astounding fewish inspection. While we were
eating, a middle-aged police officer (two stars, probably the most elevated
lower rank) appeared in our room accompanied by Waldmann. Very
friendly "Good evening-well we've got our little inspection to do-don't
interrupt your meal, dear!" Waldmann, evidently already well-acquainted
with the policeman, whom he was taking around-usually those carrying
out the inspection set up their tribunal in the hallway on the first floor, and
I had to go down to them. Waldmann said: "The professor here is an emi-
nent man, his name is in every reference book!" The policeman asked me
sympathetically, whether I got a pension. "Not a penny since November
'43." Embarrassed silence. He then shook my hand. "So good night, pro-
fessor. Things are going to change, you will get your post back!" That in
uniform, on duty, in front of witnesses! One is executed for less. -On the subject of "refugees." [ . . . ] Frau Cohn told me, that the railway
station here, overflowing with refugees, looks terrible. I asked, what was
it, that looked so bad. She: A public passage leads from the inquiry desk to
Bismarckplatz. There, in broad daylight a man was squatting by the wall
and "doing his business." The whole stretch along the wall looked like a
pigsty. They all squat down there, men and women together. Where can
they go-all the toilets are occupied, and who knows how long they've
been traveling. [ . . . ] ln yesterday's Sunday newspaper: A poorly covered
mass grave with 274 bodies was found in a recaptured Hungarian village.
A slightly wounded worker said: The |ewish village shopkeeper, Isidor
Kobet had denounced the inhabitants as anti-Bolshevistic to the com-
mander of the Soviet regiment passing through, whereupon they had had
to dig their own grave and all, apart from the Iightly wounded witness,
who had escaped, were shot. - The ]ewish denouncer naturally interests
me most in this story. He need not even be invented. Because if we were
asked whom we could name here as particularly unpleasant Nazis, we
wouldn't exactly hold back either. Ergo: What will become of us?

Chaotic issuing of orders: A few days ago the hours of the blackout
were extended; today they have been reduced again. - A few days ago
letters were prohibited altogether. Today they have been permitted again.

- New orders: The newspapers, which recently were limited to four
pages in a smaller format, are now to be resfricted to a mere two pages
four times a week. -Eva said I must not mention any name, must not put anyone at risk.
Right-but how could I keep a precise record without names? I think there
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will be no house searching of the air-raid bags; I hope that now there will
not be mough time and people for house searches at all anymore.

1...I

February 2, Friday afternoon

t...I
From yesterday to today, two alerts, no cellar, the first as we were at

supper/ 8:10 to 8:35, the second toward moming today,3:4() to 4:05.
Elated and extremely tense mood: According to yesterday's German

Tilit""y bulletin the Russians are northwest of Kiistrin, according to the
Engtsh one: in Landsberg and in Ktistrin. But serious food problems tug
at one's nerves. For one thing all our reserves are exhausted, and there,s a
shortage of potatoes, also Eva does not get anything to eat in crowded
r€staurants and still less anything to take awayi and for another the gas
now almost completely fails even at times when it is available. We can
hardly boil water, potatoes cannot be cooked at all. Since yesterday we
have been experiencing the nadir of our diet. With a bad conscience and
plagued by pains in my belly, I stuff dry bread into myself, and Eva prac-
tices going without. I hallucinate having enough to eat.

[ . . . ] At the sight of the refugees Frau Sttitrler said with complete con-
viction: It was heaven's just punishment for the deportation of the Jews,
she felt no pity at all. - I do not feel pity either, on the contrary-but
God's punishmmt so readily strikes the wrong persory it is at any rate not
much bothered about the individual.

February 3, Saturday moming

We do not know yesterday's military bulletin. Frau Sttihler brought home
from her shop: Russian tank spearheads had entered Bertin; Eva from
Kreisler (+ Winde and Richter): in Berlin everything was chaotically con-
gested/ masses of refugees colliding with troop convoys, and two air raids
(the cause of our two last alerts) had come down on this chaos. Both the
Sttitrlers and the Kreislers had known of people who were expecting the
final collapse in the next few days.

Meanwhile the shortage of food and gas is driving us to absolute de-

lpair; this moming was a nerye-racking tragedy. At times only one little
flame was buming on the Cohns' and the Klemperers' two stoves, even
that only with popping interruptions.

Evening aeven o'clock

Mood has sunk greatly again. News came, that the Russians are not in
Berlin, and that their advance has been halted. News came, that the four-
week ration card has to last for four and a half weeks-when as it is we
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cannot make the bread last anything like four weeks, and when during the
last few days, almost completely dependent on dry bread and jacket pota-
toes without any accompaniment whatsoever, we have already become fa-
miliar with hunger.

t...1

February 5, Monday morning

t...1
I wrote about Komblum during my time at Schliiter. He is on his back,

fairly given up for los! paralyzed and with a serious heart problem. On
the stairs, his wife, a feared Xanthippe, not unfriendly to me, asked me to
visit him. \Alhen I went down, the daughter, without makeup and more

presentable than usual, opened the door. The mother was in the kitchen;

she was praying for her husband. So Komblum seriously and piously told
me. Otherwise there was innocuous talk of his good times as a shop
owner in Dresden. Eva came to fetch me uPstairs again. She was admired
for her courage. - Why courage? - It was said that Aryan wives were
forbidden to visit Jews, even those in mixed marriages. We had not heard
anything about it. On the other hand we had already been wamed-secret
order, issued by Neumark-Jews not to talk in groups, not even in twos,

on the street, above all to display a cheerful and even "triumphant ex-

pression." -t. .I
ln the afternoon Eva went to Iisten to the broadcast on Pirnaer Platz:

The Russians at Arnswalde, i.e., Iess than 40 miles from Stettin, the English
offensive against Cologne is imminent (artillery exchanges). More tfueat-

ening-other people had noticed it, too-military patrols on the streets.

Then in the evening Schwarz said: Another two weeks at the most. Chaos

in Berliru in which refugees and troops jam the streets and which had the
most atrocious air raid during our last alert (center and Wilhelmsstrasse
destroyed, many dead); the Russians in position on the Oder for a frontal
attack on Berlin, the infantry already brought up behind the tank army in
thousands of American trucks. ln two weeks there would at most be guer-

rilla fights with Nazi remnants in Upper Bavaria. Eisenmann, Schwarz,

Frau Sttihler also knew what the patrols were for. The army has been con-
fined to barracks, from today the police also, no policeman is allowed to
sleep outside barracks anymore. There was so much desertion from the
Volkssturm here and from the Eastern front. They were looking for fugi-
tives, making checks. [ . . . ]

February Q Tuesday afternoon

I .l
Since yesterday all cinemas have been shut. Officially, and it's very

likely, because of lack of coal. Frau Stiihler thinks, to avoid people gather-
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ing. But I don't know: Cinema is a distraction; reflection and anger grow
where distraction and gathering together are absent.

t...1

February 8, Thursday evening seven o'clock

At lunchtime today-lueuing for bro*r, queuing again at Maxe (Berlin
canteen)-Eva had a fainting fit and came home feeling very unwell. She
is too wom out, too poorly fed, unlike myself she cannot substitute quan-
tity for the missing quality. I cannot help her, I am very depressed and
have a bad conscience as I still my own hunger.

No news about the war for 48 hours. It is going too slowly for us. -Everyone is afraid. The Jews of the Gestapo, who could murder them be-
fore the Russians arrive; the Aryans of the Russians, Iews and Aryans of
evacuation, of hunger. No one believes in a quick end, and ]ew and Chris-
tian alike fear the air raids. This moming Eva had something more up her
sleeve. When the Russians come, she said, the bridges will be blown up;
then we shall certainly have to leave our house; either because of the ex-
plosion itself, or because it will be made ready for the defense. - We both
had to laugh, because we were discussing, as such a matter of course,
what would once have appeared to us like something from a novel. At
bottom we are afraid of nothing anyrnore, because we constantly, at every
moment/ have everything to fear. One becomes blunted. [ . . . ]

Today as I was waiting for Eva by the broth queue, an ordinary woman
wanted to give me a bread coupon. "I would really like to give you some-
thing." I declined with heartfelt thanks. Eva also experienced an expres-
sion of sympathy. At Butcher Nacke in Pillnitzer Strisse, where we ietch
broth on Thursday and where Eva usually buys sausage, the shop was
empty, and the butcher's wife asked to whom the Jew's ration card be-
longed, emphasized her long-standing friendship with fews, in particular
with Konrad, and wanted to hand Eva the latest Dresdener Zeitung.
"There's someone looking through the shopwindow-I'll wrap the bacon
in the newspaper." The bacon was very generously weighed.

February % Friday moming

Yesterday's "conversation from a novel" about the possible blowing up of
the bridges! ln the evening Schwarz came upstairs: the English and the
Americans both announced the Russian intention of taking Dresden;
Waldmann had seen civilians marching to Ullersdorf to dig trenches; he
himself, Schwarz, was on good terms with a friend of the chauffeur of the
local head of the SS, von Alvensleben; his acquaintance reported that
Mutschmann was preparing to flee; he himself, Schwarz, had, by chance,
heard the order being taken around an Aryan tenement block to hand over
spade and pickax from the air-raid-protectionequipment. . . [ . . . ]

Keep on making notes to the last Frau Cohn's curious psychology. Her
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eyes full of tears, she had stood loyally by her husband, she remained a

friend of the Jews, she was not clinging to life-but she did not want to die
in fhis community, she wanted ot;J. ol here. (Particular cause of bittemess:
that the Aryan air-raid shelter was refused her, that she had to fetch her ra-
tion coupons at an office for those of mixed race!) Curious psychology of
Frau Cohn and Frau Stiihler: They always already know everything that
we tell them from forbidden sources; but they always mistrustfully keep

their taowledge to themselves. Everyone is afraid of everyone else.
Yesterday, however, Frau Sti.ihler divulged a curious fact: Order relayed

to Aryan houses not to give bread to begging soldiers, still less a bed, and
to chase away any who were persistent. (Schwarz said that in Dresden
alone, patrols were said to have arrested about 700 deserters.)

t...I

February lQ Saturday midday

[ . . . ] Today ]acobi came to visit me for a while; Katz has got him declared
unfit for work because of a weak heart. He said that the Volkssturm was
being put in secondhand SA uniforms, which made the men afraid and
angry. Further, that many treks-the latest LTI word-had been overtaken
by the Russians and well heated; just to keep up the anti-Russian atrocity
propaganda, it was now being spread about (we have already heard it,
too), that the Russians say "We won't do anything to you, but keep run-
ning, because after us comes the commissar!" The commissar, that is, the
"Jewish-Bolshevist Commissar," that is, the bloodhound. 26ode(o2gtiv [in
personl.[...]

February 11, Sunday moming

t...1
Latest rumor, based on the fact that everywhere on the streets stringent

checks are being carried out by soldiers and by SA: Russian parachutists
in German uniforms have landed and are in hiding. I believe it almost as

little as in 1914 I believed in the poisoned wells, but given the mass of Rus-

sian people here who are on the German side, serving in German uni-
forms, it is, of course, not completely impossible for someone to find
shelter. On the other hand: What could single parachutists accomplish
here? And, says Eva, what good are the checks? These parachutists would
surely have convincing documents. Admittedly Eva also says: What good
is digging trenches? It won't stoP anyone anyway.

Evening after seven o'clock

Eisenmann senior and Steinitz were here this morning. Steinitz: At the
mailbox an individual, something "between man and gentleman," had
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stared at his star and told him in broken Slav German he had "better stay
at home in the next few days." Weighing the matter, the four of us came to
the conclusion that it was more likely to be a reference to an uprising by
the many Eastem workers than to a pogrom, and that perhaps there was
some truth after all to the parachute Russians. But everytldng is mysteri-
ous and in the hands of fate. - Have just spent a little time with
Witkowsky, the vigorous moriturus. There Frau Spanier arrived with this
news, she had spoken to refugees at the railway station, who said the Rus-
sian tank spearheads (LIL New!) were at Gtirlitz. And Frau StiiNer brings
from town: Liegnitz in the east and Cleve in the West have bem taken. -Eisenmann senior taught me: Ja Gewrej-l am a lew. He talked of three
sources of danger: the first: looting Eastem workers, the second: retreating
German troops, the third: invading Russians. He forgot to mention, what
I fear the most: the Gestapo.

February 12, Monday moming

Rumors, which at least are characteristic as sucfu and which are more in
the realm of the probable than of the possible. In the aftemoon Frau Sttih-
ler was at Aryan friends with important connections, among them "a big
Nazi swine in the SS." His wife had been wailing: "My husband says, we
have to shoot ourselves, but we can't shoot the children!" - Everything
has been prepared for the evacuation of Dresden. - The Aryans have
been evacuated from Breslau, but the ]ews have been left in the city. -Foreign broadcasts have announced that we should provide ourselves
with provisions for three weeks (tu parles!) and if possible bury them, at
any rate not keep them at home. - The number of deserters detained in
Dresden already stood at seventeen thousand (sic, it was seven hundred
two days ago!), they are put in assault battalions(!), behind them guard
units ready to open fire. - Freisler, the chief judge of the People's Cour!
the man who treated the assassins of July 20th in such scoundrelly fashion,
and who in the newspaper was announced as one of the victims of the
most recent "terror raids" on Berlin, was in truth hanged by officers, and
in exactly the same way as he had ordered the execution of the con-
demned: slowly, and with the rope loosened a couple of times. - There
had been disturbances in Berlin, but the rebels had been shot to pieces. -In the coal cellar just now Waldmann added an indisputable report to all
of this: He had seen soldiers working at the pillars of the Carola Bridge,
had inferred they were mining it. He believes that the next few days will
decide our personal fate. He also thinks any attempt at avoidance is im-
possible. ln the hands of fate. [ . . . ]

An old lady came to visit Frau Cohn yesterday. She said, she had been
advised to remove the picture of Hitler from her apartrnent, best of all, to
take it out of the frame and put something else in it. "I cremated him."
t...1
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February 13, Thesday afternoon, perfect spring weather

Odysseus in Polyphemus's cave. - Yesterday aftemoon Neumark had me
called over; I had to help him deliver letters this moming. I was quite un-
suspecting. In the evening Berger was up here with me for a while, I told
him, and he was annoyed and said, it'll be for digging trenches. I still did
not grasp the seriousness of the threat. So today at eight o'clock I was at
Neumark's. Frau ]iifuig came out of his room weeping. Then he told me:
Evacuation of all those capable of work, it's called outside work duty; as I
myself [i.e., Klemperer] am released from duty, I remain here. I: So the end
is more likely for me than for those who are leaving. He: That is not the
case; on the contrary, remaining here is a privilege; there will also remain
a man who lost two sons in the First World War, further, he himself, Neu-
mark, then Katz (presumably as holder of the Iron Cross, First Class, not
as physician, because Simon is going), Waldmann and a couple of those
who are seriously ill and released from duty. For the fust quarter of an
hour my heart almost let me down completely, then Iater I was completely
blunted, i.e., I made observations for my diary. The circular to be delivered
stated that one had to present oneself at 3 Zeughausstrasse early on Friday
moming, wearing working clothes and with hand luggage, which would
have to be carried for a considerable distance, and with provisions for two
to three days travel. On this occasion there is to be no confiscation of prop-
erty, fumiture, etc.; the whole thing is explicitly no more than outside
work duty--$ut is without exception regarded as a death march. The most
cruel separations are taking place: Frau Eisenmann and Schorschi stay
here, Lisel, the eleven-year-old, who wears the star, has to leave with
father and Herbert. No allowance is made for old age or youth, not for
seventy nor for seven-what they mean by "capable of work" is quite in-
comprehensible. - I had to inJorm Frau Shihler fust, she was far more
shocked than on the death of her husband and rushed out to alert friends
on behalf of her Bemhard. [I.e., in the hope, that they could intervene.]
Then I went by tram, I was permitted to do so, to the Station and Strehlen
quarter with a list of nine names. Simon, not yet fully dressed, maintained
his composure, whereas his normally sturdy wife almost collapsed. Frau
Gaehde in Sedanstrasse, very much aged, eyes staring, again and again
opened her mouth so wide, that the handkerchief she was holding in front
of it almost disappeared inside; a desperate look on her face she protested
wildly and vehemently: She would fight to the last against this order, she
could not leave her ten-year-old grandson, her seventy-year-old husband;
her son-in-law was a prisoner of war "for the sake of the German, of the

German cause"; she would fight and so on. Frau Kreisler-Weidlich, of
whose hysteria I had been afraid, was not at home; relieved, I dropped the
sheet in the mailbox. Atso in Franklinstrasse I had to call on a Frau Piirck-
hauer. I met her with her Aryan and deaf husband. Ordinary people. They
were the calmest of those on my list. A Frau Grosse in Renkstrasse-a
handsome villa by the Lukaskirche-was bad despite her self-comPosure.
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A woman of middle age, rather ladylike; she wanted to call her husband,
stood helplessly by the telephone: "I have forgotten everything, he works
in a confectionery factory. . . my poor husband, he is ill, my poor hus-
band. . .I myself have such bad heart trouble. . ." I comforted her, per-
haps things would not be so bad, it could not last long, the Russians had
reached Giirlitz, the bridges here had been mined, she should not think of
death, not talk about suicide. . . I finally got the necessary signature ac-
knowledging receipt and left. Hardly had I shut the corridor door than I
heard her weeping loudly. Even more pitiful was Frau Bitterwolf in Stm-
vestrasse. Again a shabby house; I was vainly studying the list of names in
the entrance hall when a blond, snub-nosed yount woman with a pretty,
well-looked-after little girf perhaps four years old, appeared. Did a Frau
Bitterwolf live here? She was Frau Bitterwolf. I had to give her an un-
pleasant message. She read the letter, several times said quite helplessly:
"What is to become of the child?" then signed silently with a pencil. Mean-
while the child pressed up against me, held out her teddy bear, and, radi-
antly cheerful, declared: "My teddy, my teddy, look!" The woman then
went silently up the stairs with the child. Immediately afterward I heard
her weeping loudly. The weeping did not stop. - 29 Werdershasse was
also a very shabby house. Women on the stairs told me that Frau Tenor
was not at home, but I should call on her friend right at the top. A sickly,
almost delicate-looking young woman in a very wretched attic room. She
spoke very anxiously, her friend had always feared this, would commit
suicide. I urgently preached courage, she should keep her friend's spirits
up. - At 52 Strehlener Strasse, where we had frequently visited the Re-
ichenbachs and the Seliksohns, I had to deliver the letter to a Frau Dr.
Wiese. Instead of her the door was opened by an imposing matron in
trousers, a Frau Schwarzbaum. She told me, and I remembered the case,
that the previous year, her own husband, together with Imbach, had com-
mitted suicide (cf. the diary of Lotfuinger Weg), in order to escape arrest
by the Gestapo. - Finally at 7 Biirgerwiese, a tiny, white, shabby old
house, with stately buildings on either side, I searched in vain for a Frau
Weiss. Star-wearing ]ews are permitted to cross Biirgerwiese onlyby way
of Liittichstrasse, and must not walk along it otherwise; consequently it is
years since I have been there. - Frau ]iihrig was here just now with her
young daughter, from whom she must part. lnstruction from Neumark:
Frau Weiss lives with her mother, Frau Kiistner; I must immediately go
there once again.

Toward 7:00 r.u.

Frau Kistner lived in the cellar of the side wing in the back court; behind
the courtyard one can see a curious little old church. A dark young grrl
opened the door, she read the letter with complete resignation. Yes, it was
all the same to her now, only she didn't want to sign before her mummy
had read it. Could I not come again. I said that was impossible for me. I
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then had to urge her for quite a while before I got a signature acknowleg-
ing receipt. -At Neumark's the whole office was crowded with those to be deported,
I shook hands with Paul Lang, Rieger, Lewinsky-"You're coming, too?
No?" with that there was already a gulf between us. I went upstairs to the
Eisenmanns for a moment, the whole family had assembled----extremely
upset. I went to Waldmann, who remains here. He set forth the gloomiest
hypothesis with very great certainty. Why are the ]ewish children being
taken as well? Lisel Eisenmann can't do work duty. Why does Ulla Jacobi
have to go alone-as cemetery superintendent her father is still classified
indispensable. There are murderous intentions behind it. And we who re-
main behind, "we have nothing more than a reprieve of perhaps a week.
Then we'll be fetched out of our beds at six o'clock in the moming. And
we'll end up just like the others." I threw in: \{hy are they leaving such a

small remnant here? And now when they've got so little time? He: "You'll
see, I'll tum out to be right."

The Destruction of Dresden on February 13 and 14
(Tiresday, Wednesday), 1945

Piskowitz, F ebruary 22-24

We sat down for coffee at about half past nine on Tuesday evening, very
weary and depressed, because during the day, after all, I had been running
around as the bearer of bad tidings, and in the evening Waldmann had as-
sured me with very great certainty (from experience and remarks he had
recently picked up) that those to be deported on Thursday were being sent
to their deaths ("pushed onto a siding"), and that we who were left behind
would be done away with in just the same way in a week's time-then a

full-scale waming sounded. "If only they would smash everything up!"
bitterly said Frau SttiNer, who had chased around all day, and evidently
in vain, to get her boy freed from the work duty. - Had there been only
this first attacl it would have impressed me as the most terrible one so
far, whereas now, superseded by the later catastrophe, it is already blur-
ring into a vague outline. We very soon heard the ever-deeper and louder
humming of approaching squadrons, the light went out, an explosion
nearby. . . Pause in which we caught our breath, we kneeled head down
between the chairs, in some groups there was whimpering and weeping-
approaching airplanes once again, deadly danger once again, explosion
once again. I do not know how often it was repeated. Suddenly the cellar
window on the back wall opposite the entrance burst open, and outside it
was bright as day. Someone shouted: "tncendiary bomb, we have to put it
out!" Two people even hauled over the stimrp pump and audibly oper-
ated it. There were further explosions, but nothing in the courtyard. And
then it grew quieter, and then came the all clear. I had lost all sense of time.
Outside it was bright as day. Fires were blazing at Pimaischer Platz, on
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Marschallstrasse, and somewhere on or over the EIbe. The ground was
covered with broken glass. A terrible strong wind was blowing. Natural or
a firrestorm? Probably both. In the stairwell of 1 Zeughausstrasse the win-
dow frames had been blown in and lay on the steps, partly obshucting
them. Broken glass in our noorns upstairs. In the hallway and on the side
facing the Elbe, windows blown irU in the bedroom only one; windows
also broken in the kitchen, blackout tom in half. Light did not worlg no
water. We could see big fires on the other side of the Elbe and on
Marschallstrasse. Frau Cohn said in her room fumiture had been shifted
by the blast. We placed a candle on the table, drank a little cotd coffee, ate
a little, groped our way over the broken glass, lay down in bed. It was after
midnight-we had come upstairs at eleven. I thought |ust sleep, we,re
alive, tonight we'll have peace and quiet, now just put your mind at restl
As she lay down, Eva said: "But there's glass in my bed!', - I heard her
stand up, clear away the glass, thm I was already asleep. After a while, it
must have been after one o'clock, Eva said: "Air-raid waming.,, - 

,,I

didn't hear anything." - "Definitely. It wasn't loud, they,re going around
with hand sirens, there's no electricity." - We stood up, Frau Stiihler
called at our door "Air-raid waming"; Eva knocked at Frau Cohn,s door-
we have heard nothing more of either-and we hurried downstairs. The
streetwas asbright as day and almost empty, fires werebuming, the storm
was blowing as before. As usual there was a steel-helmeted sentry in front
of the wall between the two Zeughausshasse houses (the wall of the for-
mer synagogue with the barracks behind it). In passing I asked him
whether there was a waming. - "Yes." - Eva was two steps ahead of me.
We came to the entrance hall of no. 3. At that moment a big explosion
nearby. I kneeled, pressing mysell up against the wall, close to the court-
yard door. When I looked up, Eva had disappeared, I thought she was in
our cellar. It was quiet, I ran across the yard to our fews, cellar. The door
was wide open. A group of people cowered whimpering to the right of the
door, I kneeled on the left, close to the window. I called out several times to
Eva. No reply. Big explosions. Again the window in the wall opposite
burst open, again it was bright as day, again water was pumped. Then an
explosion at the window close to me. Something hard and glowing hot
struck the right side of my face. I put my hand up, it was covered in blood,
I felt for my eye, it was still there. A group of Russians,where had they
come frcm?-pushed out of the door. I jumped over to them. I had the
knapsack on my bacl the gray bag with our manuscripts, and Eva,s jew-
elery in my hand, my old hat had fallen off. I stumbled and fell. ARussian
liftedrne up. To the side there was a vaulting, God knows of what already-
half-destroyed cellar. We crowded in. It was hot. The Russians ran on in
some other direction, I with them. Now we stood in an open passageway,
heads down, crowded together. In front of me lay a large unrecognizabie
open space, in the middle of it an enonnous crater. Bangs, as light as day,
explosions. I had no thoughts, I was not even afraid, I was simpty tremen-
dously exhausted,I think I was expecting the end.After a moment I scram-
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bled over some vaulting or a step or a parapet into the open aiq, threw my-
self into the crater, lay flat on the ground for a while, then clambered up
one side of the crater, over the edge into a telephone kiosk. Someone called
out: "This way, Herr Klemperer!" In the demolished little lavatory build-
ing close by stood Eisenmann senior, little Schorschi in his arms' "I don't
know where my wife is." - "[don't know where my wife and the other
children are." - "It's getting too hot, the wooden paneling is bum-
ing . . . over there, the hall of the Reich Bank building!" We ran into a hall,
it was surrounded by flames, but looked solid. There seemed to be no
more bombs exploding here, but all around everything was ablaze. I could
not make out any details, I saw only flames everywhere, heard the noise of
the fire and the storm, felt terribly exhausted inside. After a while Eisen-

mann said: "We must get down to the Elbe, we'll get through." He ran
down the slope with the child on his shoulders; after five steps I was out of
breath, I was unable to follow. A group of people were clambering up
through the public gardens to the Briiihl Terrace; the route went close to
fires, but it had to be cooler at the top and easier to brcathe. Then I was
standing at the top in the storm wind and the showers of sparks' To right
and left buildings were ablaze, the Belvedere and-probably-the Art
Academy. Whenever the showers of sparks became too much for me on
one side, I dodged to the other. Within a wider radius nothing but fires.

Standing out like a torch on this side of the Elbe, the tall building at Pir-
naischer Platz, glowing white; as bright as day on the other side, the nrof
of the Finance Ministry. Slowly thoughts came to me. Was Eva lost, had she

been able to save herself, had I thought too little about her? I had wrapped
the woolen blanket--one, I had probably lost the other with my hat-
around head and shoulders, it also covered the star' In my hands I held the
precious bag and-yes-also the small leather case with Eva's woolen
things, how I managed to hold on to it during all the clambering about is a
mystery to me. The storm again and again tore at my blanket, hurt my
head. It had begun to rain, the ground was soft and wet, I did not want to
put anything down, so there was serious physical strain, and that probably
shrpefied and distracted me. But in between there was constantly Present/
as dull pressure and pang of conscience, what had happened to Eva, why
had I not thought enough about her. Sometimes I thought She is more ca-

pable and courageous than I am, she will have got to safety; sometimes: If
at least she didn't suffer! Then again simply: If only the night were over!
Once I asked people if I could put my things on their box for a moment, so

as to be able to adiust my blanket. Once a man addressed me: "You're also

a Jew, aren't you? I've been living in your house since yesterday"-Lciwen-
stamm. His wife handed me a napkin with which I was supposed to ban-

dage my face. The bandage didn't hold, I then used the napkin as a

handkerchief. Another time a young man, who was holding up his
trousers with his hand, came up to me. In broken German: Dutch, impris-
oned (hence without suspenders) at police headquarters' "Ran for it-the
others are buming in the prison." It rained, the storm blew. I climbed up a
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little farther to the partly broken down parapet of the Terrace, I dimbed
down again out of the wind, it kept on raining, the ground was slippery.
Groups of people stood or sat, the Belvedere was buming, the Art Acad-
emy was buming, in the distance there was fire eveqnuhete-I was quite
dulled. I had no thoughts at all, no more than occasional scraps rose up in
my mind. Eva-why am I not worried about her all the time-why can I
not observe any details, but see only the theatrical fire to my right and to
my left, the buming beams and scraps and rafters in and above the stone
walls? Then the calm figure of the statue on the terrace made a shange im-
pression on me again-who was he? But most of the time I stood as if half
asleep and waited for dawn. Very late it occured to me to jam my bags be.
tween the branches of a bush: Then I could stand somewhat more freely
and it was easier for me to hold my protective blanket around me. (Inci-
dentally Eva had had the leather case after all; anyhow the bag and the
knapsack were burdensome enough.) The feeling of the encrusted wound
around my eye, the rubbing of the blanket, the wehress also had a numb.
ing effect. I had no sense of time, it took forever and didn't take so long at
all, then dawn began to brcak. The burning went on and on. To the right
and left of me the way was still blocked-all the time I thought: To have an
accident now would be wretched. Some tower glowed dark red, the tall
building with the turet on Pirnaischer Platz seemed about to fall-but I
did not see it collapse-the ministry on the other side bumed silvery
bright. It grew lighter, and I saw a stream of people on the road by the Elbe.
But I did not yet have the courage to go down. Finally, probably at about
seven, the terrace-the terrace forbidden to Jews-was by now somewhat
empty, I walked past the shell of the still-burning Belvedere and came to
the terrace wall. A number of people were sitting there. After a minute
someone called out to me: Eva was sitting unharmed on the suitcase wear-
ing her fur coat. We greeted each other very warmly, and we were com-
pletely indifferent to the loss of our belongings, and r€main so even now.
At the critical moment, someone had literally pulled Eva out of the entry
hall of no. 3 Zeughausstrasse and into the Aryan cellar, she had got out to
the street through the cellar window, had seen both numbers 1 and 3 com-
pletely alight, had been in the cellar of the Albertinum for a while, then
reached the Elbe through the smoke, had spent the rest of the night partly
looking for me [. . . ], had in addition observed the destruction of the
Thamm building (thus of all our fumiture), and partly sitting in a cellar
under the Belvedere. Once, as she was searching, she had wanted to light
a cigarette and had had no matches; something was glowing on the
ground, she wanted to use it-it was a burning corpse. On the whole, Eva
had kept her head much better than I, observed much more calmly and
gone her own way, even though pieces of wood from a window had struck
her head as she was climbing out. (Fortunately her skull was thick and she
was unharmed.) The difference: She acted and observed, I followed my in-
stincts, other people and saw nothing at all. So now it was Wednesday
moming, February 14, and our Iives were saved and we were together.
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We were still standing together after our first greeting when Eisenmann
appeared with Schorschi. He had not found the other members of his fam-
ily. He was so low that he began to cry: "In a moment the child is going to
ask for breakfast-what can I give him?" Then he pulled himself together.

We would have to try to find our people, I would have to remove my star,

just as he had already taken off his. Eva thereupon ripped the star from my
coat with a pocketknife. Then Eisenmann suggested going to the |ewish
cemetery. It would be undamaged and be a meeting point. He strode
ahead, we soon lost sight of him, and we have not seen him since. We
walked slowly, for I was now carrying both bags and my limbs hurt, along
the riverbank [. . . ]. Above us, building after building was a bumed-out
ruin. Down here by the river, where many PeoPIe were moving along or
resting on the ground, masses of the empty, rectangular cases of the stick
incendiary bombs protruded from the chumed-up earth. Fires were still
burning in many of the buildings on the road above. At times, small, and
no more than a bundle of clothes, the dead were scattered across our path.
The skull of one had been torn away, the top of the head was a dark red
bowl. Once an arm lay there with a pale, quite fine hand, like a model made

of wax such as one sees in barbershoP windows. Metal frames of deshoyed

vehicles, bumed-out sheds. Farther from the center some People had been

able to save a few things, they pushed handcarts withbedding and the like
or sat on boxes and bundles. Crowds streamed unceasingly between these
islands, past the corpses and smashed vehicles, up and down the EIbe, a

silent, agitated procession. Then we tumed right toward the town again-
I let Eva lead the way and do not lrrow where. Every house a bumed-out
ruin, but often people outside on the street with household goods they had

saved. Again and again fires still buming. Nowhere a siSn of attemPts to

extinguish them. [ . . . ] Not until we came to the hospitals was I able to ori-
ent myself. The Biirgerspital seemed no more than a fagade, the hospital
only partly hit. We entered the Jewish cemetery. Only the outer walls of the
little building that had contained the dead house and the jacobis' small
apartrnent were still standing. Inside there was a deep hole in the naked

earth, nothing else, everything was gone. This space appeared remarkably

small; puzzling, how it had managed to contain the hall, the aParhnent and

several side rooms besides. I walked down the avenue to the gardeners'
shed, in which I had often come across Steinitz, Schein, and Magnus at
their game of cards. Many gravestones and slabs had been thrown over
or pushed aside, many trees snapped, some Sraves as if dug up. (Later,

in a street quite some distance away, we found a piece of Sravestone,
Sara . . . could be deciphered on it.) The gardeners' shed was hardly dam-

aged-but no one to be seen anywhere' There was no cellar at the ceme-

tery-what can have happened to Jacobi and his family?
Now we wanted to go to Borsbergstrasse, toKatz, partly to make con-

tac! partly because of my eye, but there was rubble and smoky dust
everywhere on the streets, everywhere individual houses were still burn-
ing. When one building collapsed only a few steps in front of us, naturally
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raising an incredible amount of dust, we gave up the attempt. Slowly, halt-
ing frequently, very exhausted, we went back the way we had come. There
the same procession flowed as before. Then we went to the square in front
of Zeughausshasse to see whether any of our people were there. No. 3
Zeughausstrasse was nothing but a heap of rubble, a single pillar of no. 1

Zeughausstrasse stood facing the town, with a little piece of wall hanging
from it, as if from a gallows. It stuck up eerily and dangerously and only
emphasized the picture of absolute deskuction. Again not a soul. We now
settled down against the outer wall of the Bri.ihl Terrace, the narrow side.
There we found the Waldmanns and Witkowskys, as well as the Fleisch-
ners, an elderly couple. Waldmann boasted of having saved some forty
people, Jews and Aryans, from 1 Zeughausstrasse, no one had died there.
He also knew from somewhere, that both the Steinitz and Magnus m6-
nages were safe-he knew nothing of all the others. I was curiously
moved by the fact that Witkowsky, who had been quite given up, was
tenaciously and nimbly among the living.

An ambulance stopped on the open space in front of us; people sur-
rounded it, stretchers with wounded lay on the ground nearby. On a liftle
bench by the door of the vehicle an ambulance man was dispensing eye-
drops; there were a great many people whose eyes were more or less badly
affected. It was very soon my tum. "Now, dad, I'm not going to hurt you!"
He removed some dirt from the injured eye with the edge of a small piece
of paper, then put stinging drops in both eyes. Feeling a little relieved, I
walked slowly back; after a few steps I heard the ugly hum of an aircraft
above me coming rapidly closer and diving. I ran toward the wall, where
there were already some other people lying, threw myself to the ground,
my head against the wall, my arm over my face. There was an explosion,
and little bits of rubble trickled down onto me. I lay there for a little while
longer, I thought: Just don't get killed now!" There were a few more dis-
tant explosions, then there was silence. -I stood up, Eva had meanwhile disappeared. The Fleischners had only
just seen her, there had been no calamity here. So I was not especially con-
cemed. Nevertheless it was probably two hours before we found each
other again. When the first bomb was dropped, Eva had, like myself,
taken cover against the wall, afterward sought out a cellar by the river. I
looked for her along the wall, thery together with Waldmann, in the Al-
bertinum. At the wall I left my address, so to speak, with an elderly man,
who had tumed up and with whom I found Waldmann in relaxed con-
versation. "Leuschner's brother-in-law." - "But he must know, that you
and I were wearing the star." - "Ihat doesn't matter at all now. All tists
have been destroyed, the Gestapo have got other things to do, and in two
weeks everything will be over anyway!" During the next few days that
was Waldmann's frequently repeated conviction. Liiwenstamm and
Witkowsky judged likewise. Leuschner's brother-in-law at any rate re-
mained harmless, I chatted with him often during the night and the next
moming we shook hands on parting.

41,1
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After some time, therefore, Eva had got to the cellar of the Albertinum,
familiar to her from earlier days and from the beginning of the night of ter-
ror. The upper stories of the big building had bumed, but I know that only
from Eva's report. For the cast-iron queen reigned unharmed up above,
and there was no damage to the solid range of cellars, real catacombs, to
which a broad flight of stairs led from the gateway. The numerous high
rooms, lit by electric [ght, were very full. It was difficu]t to find a seat on
the benches. The seriously wounded lay on the ground on stretchers, blan-
kets, or mattr€sses, some rooms were organized as a hospital, filled only
by people lying there. Soldiers and ambulance men c.une and went, more
stretchers were brought in. Where I found a place, it was perhaps in the
middle room, there was a soldier on the ground groaning terribly, a strap-
ping fellow with big legs and feet. Everyone who passed stumbled over
his boots; the man, completely unconscious, was no longer aware of any-
thing. Close by him, two women were lying under bedding, and for a long
time I thought they were dead. Later one of them began to groan and
asked me to stuff the blanket more firmly against her back. A generator
stood on a low platform in a comer of the room, a big flywheel with a han-
dle. When Eva came, she stretched out on this platform and slept. I myself
wandercd around a lot, chatted, in between I huddled on a little bench
and slept. After the night of catastrophe and after the moming's lengthy
march with baggage, I was so exhausted that I no longer had any sense of
time. It was no later than four o'clock, yet it seemed to me as if it were al-
ready late on the second night. My exhaustion was made worse by
hunger. We had not had a bite to eat since the small amount of food with
our coffee on Tuesday evening. We were constantly being told the Na-
tional Socialist Welfare was going to bring food. But nothing came. The

army medical orderlies had their own rations of bread and sausage. They
gave some of it away. I went up to one to beg something and brought Eva

a slice of bread. Later a woman came by, broke off a piece of her sandwich
with her no doubt dirty hand and gave it to me. I ate the piece. Much later,
it was already late in the evening, a senior medical orderly announced that
everyone would now get something to eat. Then a basin appeared with
white packets of bread, two double sandwiches in each packet. But after a
few minutes we were told: Each packet mustbe shared between two Peo-
ple. I shared with Eva. But what most people-though not, curiously
enouglL ourselves-missed more than food was something to drink' At
the begiruring people had got hold of a little tea somewhere and distrib-
uted it by the mouthful. Soon there was nothing at all, not a drop of water,
not even for the wounded and dying. The medical orderlies complained
that they could not help anyone. The vigorous Waldmann felt tormented
by thirst to such a degree that he literally began to fade away' He fell
asleep, started up in a wretched state, he had been dreaming of drinking.
New medical orderlies came. One put a bottle to Waldmann's mouth. An-
other, evidently a doctor, stood in front of the man groaning on the floor.
"The lungs?" I asked. - Edema, came the indifferent reply. After a while
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the groaning stopped, a little foam came from his mouth. But the man's
face went on moving for a long time, before he lay still. Later the corpse
was taken out. There were said to be many dead lying in the courtyard. I
did not see them, I only (ike x others) relieved myself up there. At some
point the lights went out, we were sitting in the dark, immediately a wail
went up: They're here again. And indeed we could hear the humming in
the air, and indeed the airplanes were back again. Candles were lit, and
someone called out there were no airplanes after all, we simply had to
generate new current for the lighting and the ventilator with the hand ma-
chine. The big wheel was tumed, and the huge shadows of the men work-
ing it rising and falling on the wall, looked fantastic. After a couple of
minutes the lights gradually came on again, and the ventilation machine
began to sing again. The whole scene was repeated a few hours
later. . . Eva slept soundly, I walked around, slept again, walked around
again, was without thoughts or sense of time, but nevertheless somewhat
less strained than the night before. The wounded were constantly being
carried in or transferred from one room to another, new medical orderlies,
also more civilians were constantly coming in. A girl told me she had been
waiting tables in the Trompeterschlcisschen, which had a particularly
good cellar. During the first attack the Zentraltheater and a nearby hotel
had been hit, and the people from there had come down to the cellar of the
Trompeter, they had also been given wine down there. Then the
Trompeter, too, had caught fire, it had become terribly hot in the cellar. She
herseU, a cook and another two employees had kept the ventilator going
by hand, and holding damp cloths over their mouths, had managed to get
outside; but all the rest had collapsed, those who escaped had climbed
over whole piles of corpses. Very late at night or early in the moming,
Witkowsky came excitedly up to me: "We are all being taken out of here to
Meissen, to Klotzsche." I woke Eva, she agreed, but it was a while before
she was ready. Then we were told the kuck was fuIl, but others would fol-
low at short intervals. We remained outside on the bench in front of the
cellar-it was very hot and stuffy inside. [...] We sat for a long time,
dawn broke. Then another truck was ready, several wounded on stretch-
ers were put on, then we, the healthy ones, were pushed between them
and to the back. Abumpy drive past ruins and fires. I could not see much
from my sea! but the complete destruction ceased on the other side of Al-
bertplatz. We were at the air base fairly early on Thursday moming.

Klotzsche

February 1g Thursday moflring-February 17, Safurday evening

The first delight was the huge pot of noodle soup in the dormitory. I
calmly took the spoon of an old man, who had eaten before me. I ate three
big bowls. Then we went to look for our people and soon found them in
an identical room in an identical building. I always lost my way in these
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uniform labyrinths. We found the Waldmann couple and Witkowsky and
Frau Bein, whose husband and son had been shot in the concentration
camp. Good people, but in the long run-by Saturday I had had enough-
a little too populusque. Likewise the Aryans quartered there. What had
happened to the educated people? We both asked ourselves the same
question. Presumably there are so few of them that in such a catastrophe
they disappear from sight altogether. One gray-haired man looked like a
vagabond from a Hauptmann play. During the night Eva's woolen jacket
and skirt disappeared under his pillow. When Eva energetically searched
for and found them, he declared that he had made a mistake in the dark.
The inconstancy of the popular mood was demonstrated on this occasion.
First people were scandalized by the attempted theft. But then a female
piped up: "Why's she sleepin' naked? Why don't she look after her
things?" And the mood veered around. The populusque-the ]ewish in-
cluded-was more demanding than we were: Now the soup was too mo-
notonous, and it was impossible to eat one's fill!, now there was too little
"welf.are," now people were longing for a room of their own and "being
able to cook for themselves." Frau Bein was the most plebeian soul in our
group; in the morning she woke up weeping: "All the fumiture, all gone,"
immediately afterward she was cheerful. People probably took it a little
amiss that we went our own way during the day. Also that we didn't find
fault with the food. Of course we found it really monotonous, always the
same soup (no longer the nice noodle mixture of the fust moming) and
bowls of crumbled bread with it---<rumbled by whose dirty fingers!-but
we were simply grateful to have enough to eat.

There was an alert even before lunch on Thursday, and the air-raid shel-
ter was a very flimsy affair, which would certainly not have withstood a
direct hit. But strangely enough Klotzsche had thus far always been
spared and remained so this time alsq-the airplanes were over Dresden
again.

In the aftemoon I went to the military hospital. I had already noticed
the great number of eye injuries in Dresden. Here a special eye ward had
been set up. It was soon my tum, the young doctor was very kind, asked
my profession and became even more kind and attentive. Findings: Acur-
sory examination (and there was not the equipment here for anything
else) showed that the hemorrhage was under the conjunctiva and harm-
less; but a tear in the retina could not be ruled out, I would have to see a
specialist. How speedily I would have done that in normal times. Now I
had no choice but to add this danger to the rest. The eye has meanwhile al-
most recovered, and now there will probably be no further problem. -t. .1

During Friday night, the sound of aircraft was uninterrupted. During
that same night the thought occurred to me: Piskowltz.[ . . .] ln the mom-
ing we went our own way again. At lunch (Saturday midday therefore)
we leamed that all civilians would be evacuated from the air base on Sun-
day, the bombed out would be taken to places in the neighborhood like
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Coswig and Meissen. But we thought that Piskowitz might be a pLace

where we could disappear more completely and so made ready to leave.

t...I
It was in Klotzsche that I first began to think of what we had lost. All

my books, the reference works, my own works, orre typescript of the
18iBme and of the Curriculum. If there is an accident in Pirna, then the
whole of my work since 1933 will be destroyed. - In my desk were all
the pieces for the third volume of collected essays. How can I put that to-
gether again? All my reprints were destroyed at Thamm's . . .

None of that bothered me very greatly. I would reconstruct the Cur-
riculum in a more condensed and perhaps better version. [ . . . ] It would
be forever a shame only because of the collections of material on the LTI.

- Every time I thought and think of the pile of rubble of nos. 1 and 3
Zeughausstrasse, I nevertheless also had and have the atavistic feeling:
Yahweh! That was where the Dresden synagogue was bumed to the
ground.

Piekowitz, February 19, Monday afternoon

I have a catchword outline, which I am continuing with; here I shall en-
large upon certain details depending on time and mood.

I am again and again concemed about the double danger. The danger
of the bombs and the Russians I share with everyone elsei that of the star
is my own and the much greater one. It betan during the terror nigh! at
fust I covered the star with the blanket. In the moming Eisenmann said to
me: "You must remove it, I have already done so." I took it from my coat.
Waldmann reassured me: ln this chaos and with the destruction of all of-
fices and lists . . . Besides I did not have any choice; with the star I would
immediately be picked out and killed. The first step was of necessity fol-
lowed by the others. In Klotzsche I registered as Victor Klemperer and
nothing else. At fust I carefirlly dictated it. Later, when food coupons were
distributed, that is what I siped. After that I needed an entitlement per-
mit. Now detailed statements and sigrratures at two offices in the town of
Klotzsche. Eva also took a smoker's card for me. I signed twice. I sat in
restaurants, I traveled by train and tram-as a Jew in the 3rd Reich all of it
punishable by death. I constantly told myself, who could recognize me,
especially as we were going farther and farther away from Dresden. Ka-
menz is a separate district. Here [in Piskowitz] we first of all asked Agnes
whether she had ever told anyone in the town that . . . Reply: no one. Now
the young mayor wanted to know why we had thought of Piskowitz. I:
Agnes had been in service with us for many years. "Oh, then you are
Herr . . ." - "Klemperer." - "Did you not live somewhere else before?"

- "Yes, in Hohe Strasse." - "Anna Di.iLrrlich was with you there, wasn't
she." We talked freely about everything, asked after Anna-she was mar-
ried in Vienna. Then when our details were taken down, the question that
had not been put in Klotzsche: "You are not of ]ewish descent or of mixed
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ruce? " - "No." A friendly shake of the hand on leaving; we shall have to
go there again because of the food-ration cards and the entitlement permit
[ . . . ] with the entry that we have been bombed out. I am just as close to
death as on the night of the bombs. -

Voces populi.In Klotzsche. A young woman from Liibeck: "They are try-
ing to use terror to force us to capihrlate. (With genuine indignation:) They
have made a mistake!" A pair of blathering females, very plebeian, who
were in Dresden and have rescued something from the cellar.
"Mutschmann was there." - "You should have smashed a stone in his
mug!" At table, an elderly woman: She could not understand the military
bulletin, because the young woman opposite was talking so loudly. The
young woman: "No one is going to tell me to shut up. I've heard enough
Fiifuer speeches!" On another occasion a matron: "Our good Fiihrer, who
sooo much wanted peace-but our enemies, and now the traitors among
us, who are to blame for everything, only the traitors are to blame!" -The situation is just as unclear and contradictory as the vox populi. The
impression made on me by Klotzsche air base was one of great solidity in
every respect. I repeatedly thought they are invincible. For one thing, the
military aspect. The solid, unpretentiously elegant and formal layout of a
whole military town. [ . . . ] Where here is there a lack of men or resources
or morale or is there sluggishness or lack of zeal? What evidence is there
of five and a half years of war and imminmt collapse? But much more im-
pressive even than the military element was the other side of it. The home-
less of Dresden flocked here, a thousand are said to have been brought
here, and the sudden strain was bome without difficulfy. [. .. ] "Things
ran smoothly," only a few miles from the chaos, the spirit of organization,
which seemed to be collapsin& recovered itself. Going by that, Germany
really will have to be destroyed yard by yard, before it is completely de-
feated. Going by that, it can go on offering resistance for a long time yet.

- But then we went into the town of Klotzsche. Three forms of life pour-
ing uninterruptedly along the highway. First of all military vehicles, all
kinds of supply columns. Little Russian nags and Russian soldiers, often
with Asiatic faces-that is the German army saving Europe. Then people
coming from Dresden with loaded handcarts, with bits and pieces found
under ruins in cellars. Moving in the opposite direction refugee treks from
the East. Trucks, some transformed into homes with ingenious straw
roofs, occasionally a small vehicle or a buggy being towed by the first.
Here again I thought, it cannot last much longer.

February 20, Tuesday morning

All the reflection in our group on the mood of the people and on the situ-
ation naturally led again and again to the question of personal safety. I
was the only one who was anxious. Then on Saturday we leamed: 1) a
new surrender ultimatum would expire on Sunday,2) all civilians would
be evacuated from the air base on Sunday. At that Eva, considerably per-
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turbed, took the Piskowitz plan in hand with wild mergy. We were back
at the air base with all the papers we needed at a quarter to severy our
train was supposed to leave Klotzsche station at 7:10, and we got there
with our luggage and plain slices of bread at 7:20. "Trarn will be an-
nounced-uncertain when." Crush of soldiers and civilians. We ate our
brcad. The train came at about 8:30. Set off into the dark with endless stops
and an unbelievable trail of sparks from the engine. In Kamenz at mid-
night precisely. The railway station overcrowded. Troops and refugees.
The welfare organization's room. Two tiers of bunk beds, one above the
other, as in a dugout, six to eight small children on each, some sleeping,
some crying. Diapers drying on the tiled stove. In the middle, long tables
and benches. Helpers handed out a ghastly herbal tea and bread and jam.
Baby carriages. A child's diaper was taken off, the inflamed little backside
grven .rn airing. Coming and going, hot stuffy ai1, overcrowding. Eva
drank a mouthful, I ate a slice of bread, then we went into the booking
hall, where one could breathe. German-Russian soldiers---one of themiust
as pure Mongolian as his comrade from the supply train on the main road
in Klotzsche-lay stretched out on the ground on their coats and kit bags,
two nuns with big white cowls sat on a bench. Eva slept for hours on the
Iong, metal-covered surface of the baggage counter, I walked up and
down a lot and sfudied the advertisement of a department store, Lahmann
am Markt, which promised to supply crockery of the previous quality
"after victory." Toward moming we went into the somewhat thinned out
and ventilated rooms inside. A young, short, thickset man with a good-
natured negroid face, a touch of Dumas pEre, asked for a light, sat down
beside us, talked. His father, partrer in a large circus, he himself an animal
tamer, had served as a parachutis! discharged from the army because of
his health, now called up for the Volkssturm. He spoke very critically
about the situation, it could all be over in a few days, had to be over by the
spring. The soldiers had had enough. [ . . . ] Everything in Cologne dialect,
not all of it comprehensible. Sometimes I had the impression that he was
an informer, but probably did him an injustice. He talked about the cor-
ruption in the country, all the good things were still to be had, one simply
had to know where and have the money to spend. He offered Eva a ciga-
rette from a full pack and slipped me a cigar. Afterward we lost sight of
him.

I inquired in the welJare room whether there was any public transport
to Piskowitz. Unlikely on a Sunday, I was told; but I should inquire at the
barracks of the armored infantry', also I could flag any military vehicle on
the main road.

We began the march with baggage after seven o'clock. Much on the way
was familiar to me from our drives. They were extremely courteous to us at
the barracks, but there was nothing going to Piskowitz, nor did we have
any luck flagging down vehicles. @very time I had anything to do with the
National Socialist Welfare or the ar:my or any govemment or Party official,
it gave me a small jolt to the heart as a memento. Ever since the mayor here

477
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asked his question, the jolt is no longer small, and in fact I have death con-
stantly before me, although Eva's soundings this moming suggest the man
is harmless.) We had to walk the whole 5 miles slowly, slowly. Flat fields al-
temate with perfectly rectangular pieces of woodland, which consist of
closely planted, uniform, and unromantically scraggy pine trees. In Gross-
baselitz the inn was open, but occupied by a troop of laborers. We went to
the kitcheru related our misfortune, were immediately made welcome, got
coffee and rolls and butter at the kitchen table, for which coupons and
money were refused, and had to report. An old man, very vigorous, with a

finely chiseled and fresNy shaven face, the landlord or the father of the
landlord, sat down at the table for his ownbreaKast and spoke loudly and
plainly of the untold misery for which he was toblame, he alone, and that
he, the landlord, had seen it coming a long time ago. Now the end had
come. We took this hospitality as a good omen. -Thus far we had had pleasant lines of hills to our right; at the begin-
ning, on and between the hills there had been Kamenz, drawn-out, but
clearly defined. Now there was only flatland, after a while a wood and
thery with a few houses emerging behind the wood, Piskowitz. A large vil-
lage, a scattered cluster of half-timbered houses, a large farm building of
yellow-brown stone,buililings really, which are set at odd angles to one an-
other, in front of it a large manor house, with an imposingly solid, yellow
wall. One wing of the building is now used by the Wehrmacht as a mili-
tary hospital. Close by the farm a long row of bright green barracks, a

camp for gfuls on land-labor service, which will be evacuated tomorrow
and occupied by troops. Principal characteristic of the place: the large
number of images of the Virgin Mary and of Christ on houses, on rocks
everywhere. A Christ wi*r a stone pillar on the little bridge. We easily
found "our house" on the other side of the stream.

Aftemoon

Knocked out, but in fact more by a cold suddenly coming on and by tired-
ness than by the fear of death, which now weighs on me only as a general
dull pressure now heavier, now weaker. I am probably sustained a little by
the romantic strangeness of the sifuation. Eva went to see Krahl, the mayor,
early this moming, showed him her passport which she had found, and
her clothing card, asked if anything could be obtained with it, chatted with
him, found him harmless, does not beteve that he suspects us.

We arrived early on Sunday aftemoon. A little girl, the eight-year-old
Marka (Maria) by the door: Her mother was ill. Agnes sat in a bed made
up on the sofa in the familiar room; she was very little changed, her face

ruddy as ever. Shock and joy and shock again-she had thought us lost
years ago [ . . . ]. Then in the plaintive voice that she always had: Now she
was on her back-but it was only influenza, which was passing, and the
next day she pulled herself together-after all too much misfortune: Her
youngest child, a three-year-old, had died in December'43, her husband,
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Michel, only forty-six years oId, had died in September 'rl4 of influenza
and inflammation of the lungs-no doctors, no medicines, not mough
time in the hospital!-at eighteen her hardworking foster son (her hus-
band's illegitimate son) was an American prisoner of war; Jurij, the thir-
teenTear-old, was harum-scarum and unwilling to work; Marka, who
was good, was still too small. Only her sister-in-law helped her. And then
the refugees, and then the soldiers, and then the threat of starvation, and
the threat of evacuation. But it was a matter of course for her to take us in;
she said, much sorrow and one joy had been foretold her, and the sorrow
had come true, and now we were the joy. She immediately understood our
situation or constellation. The members of her family also greeted us as a
matter of course and with warmth, and they were immedia-tety ln the pic-
ture about us (whether about the star also, I do not know; they speak
Wendish to one another). Agnes's father, old Zschomak, who brought her
to us in Dresden a good twenty years ago, occasionally came from the next
village to help and greeted us as old acquaintances, a giant, hardly bent
seventy-six-year-old, who eams plenty of money and food with casual
work. Frau Rothe, her sister-in-law, is busy for hours with the farm work;
her husband, worker in a sawmill somewhere, sits here in the evening and
talks politics. Vehemently anti-Nazi, Catholic, Slavophile, and pro-Czech.
He of course listens to Radio Beromiirrster-he was allowed to do that, it
was neutral-"it can cost you your head, Herr Rothe!"-the country from
here to the island of Riigen belonged to the Sorbs, he would not flee from
the Russians, he and Agnes did not believe the propaganda and ahocity
stories, the war must be over in a very short time, Herr Hitler had foqgot-
ten about "General Hunger" . . . On Sunday evening two tall soldiers,
stooping, entered in the middle of his talking politics and in Bavarian di-
alect demanded quarters for themselves and four horses. They are still bil-
leted here, but are extremely pleasant and obliging; they gave the two of
us cigars and cigarette papers. Whether they belong to the service corps,
to the infanby, or the artillery is not quite clear-there appear to be all
three in the village. - Refugees, soldiers, the building of antitank obsta-
cles, trenches, horse-drawn supply wagons with sacks of cement and
other equipment mark the whole district.

t...1

February 2t Wednesday morning

The Scholze property [ . . . ] is perhaps the tiniest in the village. There are
two rooms in the little half-timbered house. Downstairs the familiar low
living room with all the Catholic omaments, upstairs a bedroom with two
beds for the married couple and a child's bed. Both upstairs and down-
stairs a very tiny kitchen recess with stove, cauldron, a faucet (but no
sink). Behind the house, the stall and the impossible toilet, behind the
stall, the bam. In the kitchen everyonmurselves included-washes
hom a single washbasin (but there is always hot water on the stove); using
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the toilet is an excruciating feat because it is so cramPed, there is a lack of
paper, since no newspaper comes from Dresden. Agnes sleeps on the sofa
in the living room, the boy on the floor. On the first night Eva and I slept
in one bed upstairs, Marka in the other. After that we were supposed to
get the closet next door, in which com is stored at the moment. But since

people are constantly expecting evacuation, Agnes is not shifting things
around: Now Marka sleeps in the child's bed upstairs, and we sleep in the
marriage beds. Since the room cannot be blacked out or illuminated, and
dressing in the pitch darkness is difficult, I sleep in my trousers. The closet
downstairs is occupied by the billeted soldiers I . . . l. I spend hours writ-
ing my notes-the ink, the paper, the Pen from the grocer's shop are tor-
ture to use-in the living room, where everything happens: ]urij winds on

his footcloths, Marka is dressed, Agnes combs her hair, I myseU shaved
here yesterday, freed myself of the thick one-week beard with the shaving
things that have come down to me from the late Michel (I have also inher-
ited a fine hat from him). At the wooden table, which is never covered, but
is frequenfly wiped with a damp cloth, eaery kind of work is carried on:
Playing and school exercises, sewing, eating. People wash themselves lit-
tle and bathe not at all. Everything civilizsd and urban, everything that is

taken for granted in the city, is absent here, probably even in normal times

and certainly now. (But there is a water supply and electric light.)
But against all that the food is heavenly. It is not as if Agnes treated us

as guests and prepared treats, rather we get exactly what she and her chil-
dren eat. Except the two of us probably ate especially badly in Dresden;
we already appreciated the board in Klotzsche as a feast. But here one is

truly living on butter and cream and Sets more calories in a day than one

got in Dresden in a week. Moming and aftemoon we get any amount of
the lovely rye bread with butter and curd cheese or honey. At midday we
get a rich soup and almost always meat in the evening, too' They have rab-
bits and butcher them, they have milk in abundance (from two cows), do
not deliver everything they are supposed to deliver, and make a little but-
ter on the side. Yesterday aftemoon we got pancakes with our coffee' Eva

ate two and a half and followed them with a slice of bread with meat. I ate

threeandahalf.[...]
Yesterday the neighbor slaughtered a pig, from that we got fatty boiled

pork at midday and a fatfy sausage broth in the evening. For many years

midday meals had no longer agreed with me; now I am so starved, that at
every mealtime I can devour large amounts with a good appetite, at break-
fast at eight, at lunch at twelve, at coffee at five, and at suPPer at eight. In
this tremendous emergency the peasant is indeed-a thought I used to re-

sist-the most important and the happiest man' Getting enought to eat is

the most important thing of all, even somewhere to live comes second.

Apart from a little arable land and woodland, Agnes owns two cows, a

goat, a pig, rabbits, pigeons, some Seese and hens, about 30 swarms of
bees. The supervision of the deliveries is supposed to be exceedingly
strict, nevertheless some things are put aside. The milk pail in the mom-
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ing would be what one of our ordinary town shops has to make do with.
And here there is no such thing as skimmed milk. This morning we came
upon Agnes with a large brown stoneware jug; she was secretly making
butter in it with silent rocking movements.

Yesterday the stove fitter greased the cauldron in the [ttle kitchen, be-
cause "our" pig (between two and three hundredweight) is also to be
slaughtered.

Chililren's schooling. Yesterday Marka went to Grossbaselitz for her les-
son (every second day in the inn). Today Jurij likewise to Kleinbaselitz; but
he rejected the name; it was Deutsch-Baselitz and Wendisch-Baselitz. They
don't allow the Wendisch words to be taken away from them. Jurij came
back without having been taught anything. Refugees from a trek were en-
camped in the inn; the teacher had said the smell was too bad. Yesterday
evening Eva helped Marka do counting on the slate. 5+2,3+4. . . lncom-
prehensible how hard it was for the little one to count off the numbers on
her fingers. T\e German School Atlas by Philip Bouhler (facsimile signa-
ture) with the date September 7,l9L2,hasbeen republished. The most ter-
rible hubris. From the contents: Greater Germany within Central Europe;
Greater Germany as living space [Lebmsraum]; the regional divisions of
the National Socialist Party; German colonies; Ntirnberg, City of the Na-
tional Party Rallies; Munich, Capitat of the Movement. . . A "German
Counting and Arithmetic Book" takes its exercises from Winter Aid
793U39, the Versailles Diktat, the abolition of unemployment by Adolf
Hitler, etc.

Now and then a soldier comes into the room: "Mrs., can I have a little
flour?" Then there's a little chat. The mm are resigned-it's not war any-
more, only slaughter, the Russians' overwhelming numbers could no
longer be stopped, etc., etc.-*ut that's just it, they are only resigned and
weary---one of them has been a soldier for seven and a half years-and by
no means defeatist or even rebellious. They witl undoubtedly go on letting
themselves be slaughtered, they will undoubtedly go on offering resis-
tance. -From his vain walk to school ]urij brought back some bullets he had
found, including a whole clip. We said the Russians would shoot everyone
in the house, if they found the bullets here. At that, his mother took them
away from him, whichputhim in a terrible huff.

Toward evening

It rained for the best part of the day. As a result the continually passing
refugee treks made an especially sorry impression. Horse and oxen teams
drawing open wagons, also horse and ox together, horses and ponies tied
on behind. Like something from earlier centuries. And that in conjunction
with the horrors of air attack. In the aftemoon we went for a short walk.
The highway and the edge of the woods chumed up. Treks again. They are
building a second antitank barrier in the village: narrowing (not closing!)
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the road with stone ramparts and tree trunks in front of them. [n the farm-
yards soldiers with well-looked-after horses-a curious infantry! At the
edge of the wood, as elsewhere on the roads, strips of tinfoil, dropped by
aircraft to distract the locating devices. (N.B. |urij showed me leaflets that
had been dropped.)

At home we met a shopkeeper from Dresden who had lived through
the night of terror on the Wilder Mann without being bombed out and
who had left Dresden on Monday. Her relations, the Kuskes (our suppli-
ers, when we lived in Holbeinstrasse), mother and daughter, were dead.
There was a dreadful smell of corpses, the authorities estimated 200,000

dead, there was a thin supply of water, no gas, there were no newsPaPers,
instead a leaflet from the Freiheitsknmpf, which threatens shooting for
"everything"; narrow alleyways had been cleared through the rubble, one

sees slips of paper put up: I am safe . . . I am looking for . . . -"Have 
you

perhaps heard anything of a Dr. Lang, a ]ewish doctor-he had a practice
until just before the war, later I sometimes saw him at the Goehle
plant. . .?" - "l don't know him, but if he was a |ew, then he was cer-
tainly taken to Poland long ago, they were all deported . . ." The woman
was incensed, there were no bounds to her reviling of the murderous gov-
emment, repeatedly intem.rpted, however, by outbreaks of fear and en-
treaties not to betray her. She gave me a razor blade-from a safety razor
left behind by a soldier-and a liule comb. ln Dresden, and this made us

take a particular liking to her, she had picked up a cat and brought it to
Piskowitz. The soldiers are calling the children to eat with them, there's
meat. You find them in every army: decent people and murderers. -I.. I

February 22, Thursday morning

Yesterday evening, young Rothe, a bright boy of about seventeen years of
age, brought a few editions of the Knmenzer Tageblatt [Kamenz Daily
Paperl. The military bulletins gave us no encouragement whatsoever: The
enemy is making no Progress either in the West or the East, there is no
question at any rate of panic on the German side. Like !ftis it can go on for
months. On the other hand: Under the date of February 1.6, summary
courts-martial have been set up. Every weakening of resistance is punish-
able by death. I link that with the desertions during our last days in Dres-
den. But for how long can a despairing nation be forced to resist? -

The brief items on Dresden are shameless. Nothing but the irreplace-
able works of art, not a word about the 200,000 dead' [ . . . ]

February 26, Monday after supper

All night long and all day a most violent storm, usually with rain. Toward
moming I lay awake with gloomy thoughts. I am in Sreater danger with
every day that passes; tomorrow, two weeks will have elapsed since the
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catastrophe, everything is still ftrnctioning an end to the war is not in
sight neither in the East nor in the West nor intemally. Hitler is supposed
to have spoken again and to have predicted a tumabout in the fortunes of
war for this year. How long can I remain here unmolested? - The house
was astir very early, because the soldiers moved out. Remnants of a de-
stroyed division, which is to be re.formed somewhere. I asked our man
whether he knew the latest military bulletin. Reply: Yes, Breslau was hold-
ing out for the tenth day since complete encirclement, there was no men-
tion of our section (G6rlitz). - t . . . 1

February 27, Tiresday moming

Still the noise of rain and wind, although not quite as bad-but with the
roads muddy, no weather for an offensive. - Eva is making all kinds of
contingency plans for flight, we have also written a line to Annemarie.
Agnes drops the letter in the mailbox in Grossbaselitz: But at every mo-
ment there is nevertheless the awful threat, that someone comes in here:
"You are . . . Come with me." How do I know whom they are searctring for
from Dresden? Perhaps not a soul is bothered about me, perhaps I can live
here quietly for many weeks [ . . . ]. It torments me literally day and night.
1...1

Afternoon

Tomorrow the pig will or was to be slaughtered; a big even! Agnes went
as far as Kamenz for condiments, the children are reveling in it, Jurij
would like to do the slaughtering himsell Marka: "I told the pig tomor-
row you're going to be slaughtered!" Then Agnes came home in despaiq,
the butcher, whom it had been such an effort to obtain for tomorrow, has
suddenly been called up! Now she is running from pillar to post, to find a
substitute. -I feel I am like the pig. A brief stay of executiory no more, and the de-
liverance on February 13 will have been for nothing. The Russians appear
to have been pushed back everywhere, it's supposed to say in the news-
paper, that eastem Saxony is no longer in danger. Also the newspapers are
calling on all inhabitants of Dresden whose homes were not destroyed to
return to the city, so order is being reestablished there. I feel I am lost. Thus
far we have not thought of a way out. -Short walk along the country road. At the milestone we came upon a
large family, decent petit bourgeois people with small overloaded hand-
cart. They asked us if there were accommodation in Piskowitz. They had
been walking for a week. Bombed out in Cologne, they had gone to
Muskau, which they had now left as refugees. The Rwsians had been
thrown back 40 miles at Guben(?!), but how long would that last? "It could
drive one to despair," said the oldest of them, probably the granddad,
sixty-six years of age. I consoled him and thought &e need not despair. But
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I could. I saw the Gestapo swine, the vicious Mtiller, the brutal Petri, the
arrogant mountain of flesh Krihler literally before my eyes and wished I
had Veronal. Anything but fall into their hands!

During lunch the sound of an alert in Kamenz.

February 28, Wednesday morning

t...1
Eva went to see the mayor early today. Harmless and overwhelmed as

before, and in Dresden things still appear to be fairly chaotic. But he read
Eva new orders from the Kamenz newspaper, and Agnes has just now
brought the newspaper with decrees issued by Mutschmann: The rope is
drawing ever tighter around my neck, there is no way out to be found.
And the war is continuing downright successfully for Germany: It is
standing firm ever)'where, even recovering ground. After breaKast I was
in the grocer's shop, got some ink-but it is hardly any better than what I
have been using so far-and some toilet paper. A woman, speaking in a
strong East Prussian accent, was lamenting: She was from Tilsit, she had
been able to rest here for a little while, now at midday today the refugees
were being moved out, all the evacuees had to leave, presumably for
Bavaria. A young woman said: She was from Gcirlitz, was living with her
aunt here and hoped to be able to retum to Gcirlitz, because no doubt the
Russians would be pushed back. - All of that worsens orr position here,
because in our isolation we shall inevitably be ever more conspicuous, in
next to no time we shall inevitably be sent back to Dresden. [ . . . ]

After lunch, two o'clock

Eva's steadfastness always raises my spirits. Her plan of appealing to
Schemer appears to me quite fantastic, not to say impossible; but we
would go there by way of Pima in any case, and I pin something like my
very Iast hope on Pima. -

1...1

March 1, Thursday morning

Extremely mild early spring weather. Lay awake for a long time this
moming with a little spark of hope from yesterday. Benko Rothe, the sev-
enteen-year-old, had been here to ask if we wanted to come over and lis-
ten to the radio at seven o'clock in the evening. A speech by Goebbels had
been announced, and we said, that didn't tempt us. Whereupon he: "No,
it's the other one." So we went over there at seven o'clock, i.e., Eva literally
led me by the hand through deep darkness. I had bad heart trouble-my
cold, the dull agitation?-as I have had for much of the last few days. This
time we found the Rothes, including Maria Scholze, alone; later another
girl came by herself, Over and above the roaring rise and fall of interfer-
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ence, interrupted by individual scraps of words and melody from various
countries, we could clearly hear the speech of a network addrcssed to the
German forces, which compared the Party program with the actual condi-
tions and achievements, then again the accusatory speech of a prisoner of
war in England, calling for the pointless war to be brought to an end and
the criminal regime, which had murdered "millions of Jews, Poles, etc.,"
to be brought down . . . Listening to these speeches I had, as before (and as
with all the reports, of which I have heard so many via Winde), a sense of
their utter futility. Millions have been listening to them for many months
and don't lift a finger. "You are too cowardly to stop!" said one of the
speakers. Then we heard, sometimes drowned out by the noise of inter-
ference: News from the front. "Marshal Stalin" announced the capture of
Neustettin and Prenzlau in Pomerania; the English say that in the last 24
hours they have advanced 10 miles near Cologne, there had been heavy
air raids on Berlin again. And then suddenly Goebbels's speech was there
after all, the crudest antithesis to the earlier accusations, and I drew hope
precisely from that. Goebbels spoke differenfly than usual. He largely dis-
pensed with rhetorical tone and structure and instead let the individual
words fall very slowly with a stron& even emphasis, like hammer blows,
with a pause between every blow. And the content was utter despair. The
Ianguage of sport even now: We are like the marathon runner. He has put
more than 20 miles behind him, he has another six miles to go. He is cov-
ered in sweat, he has severe stitches, the sun is blazing, his strength is giv-
ing out again and again he is tempted to give up. Only the greatest
willpower keeps him going, drives him ory perhaps he will collapse un-
conscious at the winning post, but he must reach it! . . . How often has a
dying man overcome death through his sheer will to live! . . . We are
strained to the utmost, the terror attacks have become almost unbear-
able-but we must stay the course. Only a very few inferior characters
think differently. We shall "coldly and calmly put a rope around the neck"
of anyone who tries to sabotage us. And now the old tune, history would
lose its meaning, if we were not victorious over the hordes "from central
Asia." Then as practical consolation: Our enemies were "just as tired as we
were." And as future prospect We had to "economize and improvise" and
"reconquer" German territories as soon as possible." - All in all: This
marathon rurrner speech was totally despairing, and in conjunction with
the English report, that the pace of the advance on Cologne had quick-
ened, it gave me at least a little spark of hope, that the next few days could
perhaps after all see a change.

Apart from that the speech was also in marked contrast to a proclama-
tion that Hitler had read for him a few days ago-I saw it in the Kamenz
newspaper yesterday-and in which he intends to achieve a reversal in
the fortunes of war "this year" and rout the "]ewish-Bolshevist plague"
and its Anglo-American "pimps." There is no lack of "fanatic" and "fa-
naticism" in either Hitler or Goebbels, and Goebbels, in the manner of the
old myth of the battle against the Huns, has the dead go on fighting in the
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skies and will himself rather die than see defeat. - "kt him!" cried Maria
Scholze, who repeatedly interrupted the speech loudly and vehemently.

t...I

Falkenstein im Vogtland

In Scherner's pharmacy

March Z Wednesday morning

Since we arrived here, my chances of survival have probably risen some-
thing like 50 percent. My manuscripts in Pirna, however, of which there
are no copies anymore and which include all my work and all my diaries,
I give at most a 10 percent chance.

Now in orden

On Sunday in Piskowitz I had just finished my notes, when the mayor
came into the room and told us without much ado, well we had to leave at
two o'clock; when we objected and pleaded that we were accommodated
"privately," he replied that it was a strict order, he was sorry, but . . . If we
had friends somewhere, we did not need to join the mass transport going
to the Bayreuth area. Eva said these transports meant certain murder, the
bombers destroyed them at the railway stations and in communal quar-
ters (as in Berlin, as in Dresden at the Technical University and at the main
railway station). Krahl, the mayor, agreed. Eva then got some food-ration
cards from him, he was friendly, he was willing to send on an entitlement
to purchase a pair of trousers, as soon as we informed him of a new ad-
dress. Agnes was shattered, principally out of true affection and concem
for us, but also out of fear that now soldiers would be billeted on her.

[ . . . ]At two o'clock, during an unpleasant snowfall, Agnes and Marka-
Jurij was somehow absent-took us to a neighbor's house. A refugee
woman was already waiting there. Then a small, half-full open wagon,
preceded by an already completely full one, rolled up. On our wagon we
pushed our way between suitcases, bundles and, above all, making up an

all-too-wide middle axis, three baby carriages. Eight adults (including the
wagon man) and four children; there were also three well-wrapped in-
fants in the baby carriages. The women-there were no men with us-
were agitated, slovenly, and coarse; it would not have been pleasant to
remain in their company. Together with the first wagon we formed just
such a trek as we had often seen. So now we ourselves were also bombed-
out and evacuated refugees. We crawled along, the joumey lasted longer
than we had taken on foot from Kamenz to Piskowitz. [ . . .] At the rail-
way station the crush we were already familiar with. It was 4:00 P.M. Eva
bought tickets for Pima, and soon afterward the hain set off at a snail's
pace and with repeated stops. [ . . . ] Finally toward eleven in the evening
we reached Pima. We trotted along the dark, wet street. Eva knew the way.
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We had to knock for a long time at the locked door of the house and look
for the bell. Then Dr. Dressel and Annemarie came downstairs at the same
time, both hardly changed, both not overly surprised-I had after all re-
cently sent Annemarie a penciled note from Piskowitz. [. . . ] I told my
story and what danger I was in (for the sake of simplicity, that I myself had
already been part of the transport intended for gassing, set to leave on Fri-
day, February 16), that I was an outlaw and had to have shelter. [... ]
Dressel gave us the marriage bed in his aparhnent for the night and slept
next door on the sofa, he gave me a pair of shoes (which fi$ and trousers
[. ..], he gave Eva smoking things. Next moming Annemarie made
breakfast for us-after that we starved----she took charge of my documents
("without any guarantee, of course!"), she gave me 250M. Later she came
rushing after us at the railway statiory because she thought we had for-
gotten a couple of keys, but we had deliberately left them behind, because
the house to go with them is no longer standing! [ . . . ] While I was shav-
ing Eva went to the station. One was allowed to travel 50 miles without
confirmation in writing from the Party dishict office. For the time being
we did nof want to call on the Parfy, but see how far we could get toward
the Schemers without its help. Eva retumed: Everything seemed to be
simplified; on showing the document issued in Klotzsche she had got tick-
ets to Falkenstein im Vogtland without any problem. [. ..] The success
with buying tickets heartened me a littlei should things not come off with
the Schemers-perhaps he was long dead, he had already been apoplectic
enough in the thirties, and Annemarie had not heard anything from him
throughout the war years either-then we would go on to Bavaria. Our
goal Schweitenkirchen near Munich, wherc the Burkhardts, Frau Sti.ihler's
parents, live. They do not know us, we know nothing of them, it is less
than a straw to a drowning man, but yet it is an exteruion of our vanish-
ing line . . . I . . . I The train departed at l.:45 p.rr4. almost without any delay.
[ . . . ] We set off without feeling particularly afraid of aircraf! the Ameri-
cans had already completed their daily quota, the English came only at
night and we should have passed Dux and Briix, their usual target, a long
time before. But the train went ever more slowly, with ever-longer stops,
and when we reached Dux, it was already completely dark. The synthetic
petroleum plants were supposed to be between Dux and Brtix, the whole
area as far as Komotau was a coalfield and the target of raids. Hardly had
we left Briix than there was an alert. The train stopped, wentbackward for
a bit-into a strip of woodland, said Eva afterward-stopped again. We
heard the sound of aircraft, we heard relatively close explosions, perhaps
antiaircraft guns, perhaps bombs. Suddenly everything around was very
bright-the brightness of flares, as I remember it from Flanders. "Damn,"
said Eva, "flares above us!" and crouched down between the benches, I
crouched down, too, and opened my mouth. My heart beat fast, I felt
death above us. Two, three explosions nearby. Someone said: That looked
like tfuee strips of buming oil, and now something is buming on the
ground, about thirty yards away from us. The great brightness was still all
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around us. But the humming was gone, neither did we hear any morre ex-
plosions. Then darkness fell again, and a little while later the train crept
farther on. [ . . . ] Then at eight o'clock in the moming we were in Zwoten-
tal, a little dump among wooded hills covered in deep snow. We had thin
shoes and shivered and starved. (We have done so continuously since

then.) An ill-humored station official said: A train went to Falkenstein at
seven in the evening. [ . . . ] As soon as we alighted we heard that a freight
train [for Falkenstein] was passing through at half past ten; but the official
we asked had also immediately and categorically told us that on no ac-
count would he allow us to travel on this train. [ . . . ] When t]re train
pulled in, we ran after it through the deep snow to the baggage car. The of-
ficial kept on shouting, he would not let us travel on it, we were old peo-

ple, alighting without a platform was dangerous. . .I was about to give
up, but Eva didn't stop. At the hain itself, the engineer told the same story'

[ . . . ] I was already convinced it was quite pointless-we had all the time
protested, we were agile, were not stiff, had also had to clamber around on
the night of terror. . . -the guard suddenly said (and the official didn't
contradict him), well, now that we were here and weren't giving him any
peace, we should get on. [.. .] We went very slowly, but nevertheless
faster than on the passenger train, through the snow-covered timber and
over bare hilltops [ . . . ]. There was loading and shunting at several sta-
tions. Once a quantity of cartons, Knorr soup noodles, were passed from a

freight shed to the wagon by a line of men, as we had done at the factory.
I wanted to join in like the soldiers, but: "The army is allowed to, but not
civilians-if you ruptured yourself" . . . Twice we had to get down during
the shunting, into deep snow (in our low shoes!). Once we heard an alert
far away. But at one o'clock without any trouble we reached Falkenstein
behind the pounding locomotive, halted pretty much out in the open,
were brought to the station by the guard, and ended up in the waiting
room with rice soup. An ordinary woman at our table immediately told us
where the Schemers'home was. He was such a good man, unfortunately
he had had a bad stroke a couple of years ago and had to go to a sanato-

rium, but now he was all right again. Then as we slunk toward the town
with our bags-wintry scene, snow and ice-a woman called out to us,

her sledge was empry I could load our things on it. I did so and helped
pull. She also immediately sang Scherner's praises: "You will be in good
hands there!"

March g Thursday morning

I spent all day yesterday and early this moming noting down the last
entry. With some effort and a degree of pedantry, because there is so little
hope that I shall survive, and even less hope that my manuscripts will sur-
vive in Pima. The deskuction continues unceasingly, day and night.

At Schemer's apartment an elderly lady, who was very kind and imme-
diatd grasped the situatioru a sister of Trude Schemer, opened the door
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for us. We left our luggage in the corridor and went to the pharmary.
Friendly, circumspect welcome by female assistant, the boss has to sleep
until three o'clock-it was half past two. We sat in the room joining private
office and shop. After a while Mommy stuck her head out, rccognized
me-astonished greeting. Haru Schemer got up from the sofa with con-
siderable difficulty. An excessively fat wreck, every movement ponderous,
a thick cane always in his hand, usually--on the street always.-
guided. Yet in many respects unchanged. Extremely warm, obliging, tively,
at heart evidently quite content. Yet then again not only even-tempered,
but indifferent, apathetic, not granting events any very great importance.
About himself: Yes, he had had a stroke lr:.L94O, but then a cure at Bad
Ttilz and some other cure, and now he could manage again, even with the
arm, and gout and rheumatism were evidently to blame for a great
deal. . . Bubby? - But he's dead, five years ago by now, pemicious ane-
mia, he got to forty-five. Harms? Still, in his eighties, an editorial writeq
very, very Nazi--God knows, he has to eam a living-and perhaps he even
believes it. Schemer himself wears the Party badge and the picture of Hitler
hangs in the private officg "and you must be careful, my little assistant, a
good, charming girl, but after all she has been brought up . . ." etc., etc. Our
own story is heard with sympathy and revulsion, but then again also with
a degree of insensibility. Butperhaps the apathyis onlynotknowing, an in-
ability to imagine. Because the same indifference is displayed in the face of
the danger from bombs. "Down to the cellar? Never. There are barrels of
gasoline down there, also the way out isn't very easy. We always sleep
through it." But the apathy was again and again followed by warmtll plea-
sure. At the same time the business of the shop was being conducted at a
furious rate. "I have been completely free of debt for five years now, I have
an annual tumover of 250,000IvI, I have nine employees, including two cer-
tificated pharmacists,I pay 50,000M in tax and 2,000M a month in salaries."

- "Of course we'IIput you up, we justhave to think how At home we had
to rent one room to a Berlin engineer, then Mommy's sister is there, thm
we're expecting Norma Schingnitz with three children. (Schingrritz? - Oh,
she got a divorce from the Nazi, she is the wife of at-eipzig doctoq, com-
pletely anti-Nazi) . . ." After a while-Mommy had made some tea for us-
he stuck his head in again: "You will sleep here in the private office on the
two settees. You have to leave it at eight o'dock in the moming during the
day you'll have the night-duty room upstairs." And so it was done, and so
this is where we live and we have almost got used to it. [. . . ] The food is
the gloomiest point and the greatest disappointment here. Less than
nothing remains of Schemer's former pleasure in eating and hospitality
with respect to food. [ . . . J

Again and again I go over my chances: My trail as a refugee has been
covered, the constantly growing chaos is too great for any inquiries to be
made about me. On the other hand: Every movement can cost me my life
at any moment. And for how much longer? We do not find out very much,
the Schemers are absolutely uninterested, the newspaper from Leipzig is
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said to arrive irregularly, we have had no luck with the broadcasts on the
town hall square. Still The allies are certainly in the suburbs of Cologne.
Forsechd si, forsechE no . . .

March 9, Friday morning after seven o'clock

Shaved and made myseU ready in the laboratory-kitchen. Eva splashes on
some water in the room between shop and Private office. She then packs
things up down here, we breakfast, and at eight, when Scherner aPPears,

we move upstairs. Already familiar.
But a new oppressive anxiety. When we come downstairs toward

evening, there is a crowd of people here. Schemer is friends with all of
them, immediately introduces us to all of them. "Herr and Frau Professor
Klemperer" here and there, on everyone's lips. For sure, friends, harmless
peopte. Yesterday a fat woman offered me a pair of woolen socks; I de-
clined, but as she left she dropped two "fingers" of cheese on Eva's hand-
bag, "so that you don't starve completely!" But all these harmless people
have relatives, friends, all of them have connections with Dresden. After
that and a thousand times worse: Yesterday we handed in our police resi-
dence registration form, signed by fthemer and the landlord's representa-

tive. Victor Klemperer, former professor from Dresden. Naturally there is
Gestapo here, too. And naturally they will keep a check on arrivals. What
do they know, for whom are they looking? Klemperer is an unusual and
well-known fewish name. (The Bank Klemperers.) It is a horrible feeling.

Morning nine o'clock

The registration form has not been handed in yet, has not yet been signed
by the landlord. Eva thinks the landlord (the branch manager of the All-
gemeine Deutsche Credit-Anstalt Bank) is strange, she also considers him
superfluous, as we are only uisitors, not trnaafs. She will try to prevent [his
involvement]. But after that? Not hand it in at all? Alter it to cover things
up? Everything is made infinitely more difficult by Schemer's double lack
of understanding. For one thing, he is unaware of and fails to understand
the difficulty of our position (and we dare not make him fearful and ner-
vous); for another he is extremely hard of hearing, one has to shout at him.
We are thinking of further flight-but where to? The Burkhardts in
Schweitenkirchen do not know us, the joumey there, even if we werc Per-
mitted to undertake it, would mean night after night of deadly hardship-
and then we shall find everything overcrowded with the bombed out of
Munich and Ntimberg. - Remain here and lie low without registering?
For that we would have to know, how much longer? ln the kipziger
Neueste Nachrichtm of March 7 a situation rcPort was sufficiently somber
to give cause for hope. [ . . . ]

Schemer repeatedly comes creePing unsteadily upstairs during the

course of the day; with fur hat and cane and wearing his white coat he's
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worthy of the stage. I chatted with him as best I could, but he understands
Eva better than me; my still-raging cold makes me almost incomprehensi-
ble even to people with normal hearing. He has, as I assumed, reconciled
himself with the Catholic Church. The Protestants: dull fellows, nothing
but Kantian philosophy and the Enlightenment-"tr the past I wanted to
understand, explain everything with the intellect. Now I tell myself:
Whatever I can understand, whatever I can explain, I don't need to
know!" Thus one becomes a Catholic or a National Socialist, thus one be-
comes enviably happy. And thus one makes light of every calamity, of
one's own crippled conditioru and of the surrounding hell of murder and
crime.-[...]

Evening 7t30p.u.

The situation continues to be completely uncertain. Signed registration
forms were retumed to us by the landlord. But after consulting with
Schemer we did not hand them in. Eva obtained new copies, on which we
shall give Landsberg as place of residence before Piskowitz instead of
Dresden-a small deception. But it remains doubtftrl, whether this regis-
tration will be accepted without the landlord's signature. Further: A spe-
cial permit of residence has to be issued, even for visitors. I said we would
get that, because he, Schemer, was letting us share his own living space.
On the other hand, it is doubtful whether the employment office will not
lay claim to me. We do not know whether the age limit is sixty or sixty-
five. And every encounter with officialdom is simply deadly dangerous
forme.-t...I

March lQ Saturday morning nine o'clock

I still see us outside Briix, crouching on the train in the light of the flales,
waiting for the bomb to drop. Since yesterday I feel exactly like that all the
time. The registration business is still unsettled. I wrote Landsberg instead
of Dresden with a very heavy heart. (It's done, anyway; everything else,
even the haircut at the barber's, could also be the death of me.) The ques-
tion is, whether we shall be able to hand in the form without getting the
landlord's signature agairy further, whether the employment office claims
me. Eva will shortly go to the town hall. -I...1

Schemer reported yesterday: The district headquarters of the Gestapo
is actually in Plauen; in Falkenstein, transferred from Silesia, there were
sixty "conhollers of harmful elements," presumably a group of observers,
spies, in-formers, police hounds poking around for rebellious refugees and
deserters. In Falkenstein, said Schemer, the antagonisms were very sharp,
strong Nazism and strong anti-Nazism; the contest will be a bloody
one.-[...1
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Aftemoon about four o'clock, private office

The registration forms were accepted; we keep one, one is kept in the town
hall, one goes to the county office in Auerbach. There was no more talk of
any special permit, nor of the employment office. It is possible, therefore,
that the bits of paper will disappear among a thousand others, that I shall
have peace for a while. [ . . . ]

March 14, Wednesday afternoon, three o'clock

t...I
Today, March 14, I am very depressed. I can see no end to it-Scher-

ner's stock phrase is "in three months"; I do not see how I can remain hid-
den for three months. Why the torture of constant fear and constant
hunger, if in the end I am going to be beaten to death anyway? -

The ADCA, the Allgemeine Deutsche Credit-Anstalt Bank, occupies
the ground floor below the Schemers'private apartment and is his land-
lord. Thus far the local branch has been shut; the manager/ also the land-
lord, worked in the Auerbach branch. Today Schemer told me that the
Dresden ADCA is being transferred here, to Falkenstein, and will begin
conducting business here as early as tomorrow or the day after. I paid the
Zeughausstrasse rent to the Dresden ADCA. The people will not necces-
sarily know me because of that, they will know nothing of my presence
here-but some other Dresden establishment can just as easily come here,
and I can at any moment encounter someone from Dresden who knows
me. I told Schemer about the danger I am in; at first he was skeptical, he
asked quite surprised, whether the Nazis were really "such beasts." He
will now be cautious no doubt, but also a little frightened. -I .I

March 16, Friday, T:00 r.u., upstairs

We retum dead tired and very h*gry from our walk and find Schemer
up here: "I have to tell you something, you must find Iodgings somewhere
in a nearby village, from Monday I have to accommodate a female ap-
prentice up here, I've been ordered to." -l cannot see things clearly yet,
it is like a blow to the head, it is probably a death sentence, certainly a

dreadful further worsening of our sifuation--€ven less room, even less

food, although that is unimaginable, new acute danger-it is probably im-
possible for us, because the villages all around are completely over-
crowded. I have to wait and see what else Schemer has to tell us; he said
only a few words in the presence of Uhlmann, who was fetching some ar-
ticle from the cupboard here. Meanwhile I have been reading aloud, I shall
at some point set down my notes about this afternoon, the time before the
newblow.
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9:fi) r.u.

We had a fust alert from 11:30 to 12:30, thery as we were walking after
lunch, a second from 1:30 until almost 3, and the third sor.rnded just now
at 9 o'clock, but so far no air-raid waming.

As he left, Schemer said that the apprentice he was getting on Monday
was from a strongly Nazi Dresdm family, her parents,likewise bombed out,
are in Rodewisch, she will perform her duties here during the day and sleep
with her par€nb at night-the bus to Auerbach goes on to Rodewisch.
Hence it was far too dangerous for us to stay here in the house, and the rest
is to be discussed tomorrow moming. I see the danger multiplied a hundred
times over---but we arc too exhausted to think through the new state of af-
fairs now. We want to go to bed ns soon as the alert is over. (Last night was
short, today's walk long, and hunger once again our constant companion.)

t...1

March 17, Saturday,4:00 r.rvr.

t...I
When we went up to the night-duty room this moming, Schemer was

just receiving his new apprentice. A very young thing, she must have been
a child when war broke out. What can the name Klemperer mean to her?
The bank people were already out of the country, I myself was knocked
out in 1935. A Friiulein Ottoi her father, said Schemer, managed nursery
gardens; there is no reason either for him to be familiar with the name of
Klemperer. Nevertheless we must wait and see what Schemer thinks and
decides-he, after all, is hardly any less at risk than I-it was tremen-
dously busy downstairs (the pharmacy is open today and Sunday) and we
hardly set eyes on him. -t...1

March 1& Sunday, toward seven o'clock, downstairg

Brief morning reflection arisen from great love. In fact, the main point
after all is that for forty years we have so mudr loved one another and do
love one another; in fact, I am not at all sure at all that all this is going to
come to an end. For certain, nothingness---en tant que individual con-
sciousness, and that is the true nothingness-is altogether probable, and
anything else higNy improbable. But have we not continually experi-
enced, since 1914 and even more since 1933 and with ever greater fre-
quency in recent weeks, the most utterly improbable, the most
monstrously fantastic things? Has not what was formerly completely
unimaginable to us become commonplace and a matter of course? If I
have lived through the persecutions in Dresdery if I have lived through
February 13 and these weeks as a refugee-why should I not just as well
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live (or rather: die) to find the two of us somewhere, Eva and I, with angel
wings or in some other droll form? It's not only the word "impossible"
that has gone out of circulation, "unimaginable" also has no validity any-
more. -t...I

March 19, Monday,9:30 a.m., upstairs

[ . . . ] meanwhile Eva, in whose hands I now place myself, has already ap-
proached Scherner with a finished tightrope plan-I cannot even say that
the rope is stretched across the abyss, because Mi.inchhausen-like, it is being
thrown up into the a4 cut behind us, thrown up again. The goal Schweit-
enkirchen in Bavaria, cianged name, lost documents-a mixture of Karl
May and Sherlock Holmes. Our proper documents, our manuscripts (Eva's
compositions, my bit of diary) are to be deposited with Schemer, the ]ew's
star also. I shall be five years older and a secondary schoolteacher from
Landsberg an der Warthe. Schemer is to give us money. - It is all absurd
and terribly risky. But Eva thinks the apprentice pharmacist from Dresdm,
working here since this moming, *ems eoen more dangerclus. She is plan-
ning the departure for tomorrow moming. Officially to Aussig. [ . . . I

11:30 a.m.

The secondary schoolteacher Wilhelm Klare and his wife, Ellen Veronika,
both resident in Landsberg an der Warthe, from there to Strausberg, from
there to Dresden, overtaken by the catastrophe, finally seeking shelter
with Schemer, but his house is overcrowded, and now en route to the
Burkhardt-Stiihlers in Schweitenkirchen, lost their documents, when their
briefcase was taken by mistake while changing trains at night - "but we
still have our food-ration cards, here they are as proof of identity ([ . . . ]
and so far the cards have not even been signed, fortuitously not)-more-
over Herr Dr. Schemer in Falkenstein will confirm our statement, you can
describe us, a sixty-nine-year-old gentleman, a lady of the same age with
short hair and thick spectacles . . . ," this menage, in every detail Eva's in-
vention, will not go on its travels for the time being. Scherner was up here
and said that the dreaded Friiulein Otto was not starting to work for him
until April 1.-the girl only introduced herself on the Saturday. For that
length of time at least we should not tempt fate - "and by then perhaps
the war will be over." Accordingly Eva is now also in favor of staying. I
feel I am without a will of my own.

I...I

March 21, Wednesday moming

D".i.g the night, from three until five, so truly for the beginning of
spring, there was an air-raid warning. Out of bed for two hours; repeat-
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edly during this time, not deep and close, but nevertheless threatening,
there was the humming above us. "Formations over Thuringia approach-
ing Saxony," the young daughter of residents of the house reported as a

radio announcement. There must have been big raids again. We spent the
longest time sitting in the corridor close to the door to the laboratory-
kitchen with Friiulein Dumpier, who was on night duty. She cautiously
began to come out of her shell. The never-ending misery-whether there
was any point to continuing the war-if not, then why were people being
deceived? I said, defeatists would be shot, and this was martial law after
all. She gradually came out with strong doubts of National Socialist teach-
ing. She said her grandparents could not speak German, only Lithuanian,
she talked of the oppression of the Lithuanians by the Germans. It was
then very easy to talk to her about the arrogance of the Germans. About
the nature of propaganda, of "bringing everything down to one denomi-
nator." She tumed the conversation toward the ]ewish question. I side-
stepped carefully. Anyone who says: the German, the Pole, the lew, is
always wrong. [ . . . ] But I always fell back on saying, that a regime fight-
ing a war could not be objectioe, rrrilst suppress criticism of itself. I went
through quite a few contortions. The girl's last words were amusing. She
understood all of that, she believed in the rights of nations, she found the
arrogance and brutalization in Germany repugnant-"it's only the Jews I
hate. I think I've been influenced a bit in that." I would have liked to ask
her, how manyJews she knew, but swallowed it down and merely smiled.
And noted for myself, how demagogically justified National Socialism
was in putting anti-Semitism at the center.

lnt}:re Leipziger NN of Sunday, March 1&-four pages in honor of Sun-
day-there is a lead article signed Hs., therefore written by Harms in
Berlin-Dahlem: "The Slave Traders of Yalta." Under Lincoln the North
Americans freed the Negro slaves and now they want to sell the Germans
into Bolshevist slavery (for rebuilding work). They want to enslave Ger-
many and Japan, but Germany must and will defend Europe . . . Thus far
it is the usual stuff here and now, and could possibly be excused an old
journalist as a necessity of war, although of course Harms must know that
in the National Socialist perspective "the freedom of European living
space" is no more than German elbowroom, that France, England, etc.,
etc., etc., resist. But now: "Moscow is to be the seat of the'Tribute Com-
missiory'a Jew has been put in charge of it. The powers that had the last
word at Yalta are thereby given due prominenge: The Kremlin and World
|ewry." And again later, the USA has been led astray "by its President and
by the ]ews, his associates, and his partners by marriage." Harms must
know, he really must know, how much he is "wrigglng," "reducing things
to the lowest denominator," lying. There is no excuse for it. When I think
how he supported me in 191.8-1920,loved and championed me as his col-
Ieague his political friend . . . He is a perfect representative of the decline
and of the treachery of the German intelligentsia, of German morals. -

1...1
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March 22, Thursday, T:fi) r.u., private office

Quiet night without alerts, oppressive sense of hopelessness on waking. It
is taking too long.

t.I
Yesterday in the late aftemoon we took a walk over to the station and in

the crowded waiting room drank a coffee to go with bread we had
brought. [. ..] At the station an elderly woman from Tilsit chatted with
us, confiding, embittered, and absolutely defeatist. She owned a small
farm in the suburbs of the town, and she described all the animals and the
produce, is worried about scattered relations in K6nigsberg, in Stettin, at
the front. "If you've got just a little bit of intelligence, then you must know
how it's going to end. But before that happens, they'll let us all get killed."

- One hears very many East Prussian accents. East Prussians and Sile-
sians form the majority of those accommodated here. Tieks from Silesia-
the covered wagons often camouflaged with fir twigs-are still passing
through.

ln the evening we went out again, for soup and potato salad at Mayer's.
We heard the military bulletin, the Anglo-Americans are pushing up the
Rhine step-by-ste5Koblenz, Bingen taken-the Russians are also ad-
vancing step-by-step, but it is happening with nerve-racking slowness,
and the final offensive itself, against the Ruhr, against Berlin is still to
come. [. .. ]

March 23, Friday about 9:(X) r.u., upstairs

[. .. ] I have made considerable progress with Wassermarct's Maurizius
and am reading aloud a great deal. I already want to make notes on a cou-
ple of points today. "If I live and I'm healthy," Father used to say. If the
bombers and the Gestapo permit, I said today. Hunger, the bombs-I
would take them upon me in double measure, if only the ever-more
strongly tormenting feeling of being hunted would disappear. I haoe to sit
in a restaurant several times a day, and every minute is torture. (On the
street, while walking and here I feel-in general, not always-a little
safer.) I look at every person, trying to judge whether he is a Party official
or something similar.

Evening about ten o'cloclg downstairs

Out for much of the day, although in the moming and in the late evening
I read from Maurizius a lot. At half past eleven we went to the Lochstein.

[ . . . ] Hardly had we got to the top than there was a full air-raid waming,
which lasted a whole two hours, from a quarter to twelve until a quarter
to two. We walked in a westerly direction for a while between wood and
meadow and sat down on a bench right beside the entrance to the wood.
It was the first warm spring day-still cold in our room naturally-the
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sun shone very pleasantly on us. After a while an elderly couple joined us
and began to chat confidingly and with astonishing trustfulness.

March 2t, Saturday morning after half past six, downstairs

Extremely tired yesterday evening. The night calm and free of bombers.

- The couple [see above]-he talked, she reinforced the important
points-were fleeing to the country from the terribly damaged Plauen
for a couple of weeks respite, were only waiting in Falkenstein for the
next train. It could not last much longer, everything would certainly be
over in a few weeks, in the West and the East. They should have foreseen
it. The many dead in Plauen. Of course there are bunkers only for the
bigwigs. And the way the dead are treated! They are put in paper bags,
which tear, head and feet stick out. But recently, when the Gestapo build-
ing was hit and there were seven Gestapo dead [ . . . ], then of course
seven coffins were immediately requisitioned; yes they get laken care of,
they have everything . . . Poor Plauen, 120,000 inhabitants, there used to
be L30,000. We had so many foreigners, such big companies . . . The per-
secution of the Jews ruined it all, there were such big Jewish companies,
the murder of the fews. . .t . . .] But it can't last much longer now, a
couple of weeks at the most. . . But how we shall suffer in the mean-
time! . . . What decent people Hindenburg and Ludendorff were by com-
parison! When they saw that the game was up, they brought it to an end
and didn't let us go on being murdered. But these people! ]ust so they can
rule for another couple of weeks... t... ] and the National Socialists
made so many promises, to small businessmen, to workers, everybody!
[ . . . ] Well, in a couple of weeks it'll all be over. If we just manage to stay
alive. . .

The man had no doubt been an inspector or some other kind of middle-
ranking employee in a big Jewish textile company, a Social Democrat as
well and probably an official of his party, because he knew the party's his-
tory (talked about Bebel, about the shooting of Karl Liebknecht) and used
political clich6s like "stronghold" (Plauen became a "stronghold" of the
National Socialists). His optimism did me no end of good.

1...I

March 27, Tuesday norning

1...I
During a late and meager supper-we can always go out only when

Schemer leaves and hands us the key-we listened to the military bul-
letin: American tank spearheads at Hanau, that is, close to Frankfurt am
Main. That is a prodigious step toward the destruction of Germany; but it
does not take the weight from our soul: With this people, this desperado
regime really will resist down to the last village. And where shall we go
next Tuesday? Into the void, and this void is small and bombs rain down
on it. With every hour that passes, I have to pull myself together again, in
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order to push the thought into the background and make good use of the
moment. -t...I

Last year I got a bottle of iodine preparation from the Amalien phar-
macy in Dresden on Katz's prescription. On it my name was Kleinpeter.By
altering two letters, one can very easily readm asin and r as I [ . . . ] We re-
membered that now.

8:00 r.u.

Walked all aftemoon; I have enough strength left to read aloud a little, but
not to write.

March 28, Wednesday, 11:00 l.u.
At eight o'clock Schemer brought news, which he had from an English
broadcas! according to it, the Anglo-Americans had already reached
WtiLrzburg and Fulda. But he didn't know exactly; when it comes to these
things he's like a six-year-old child. He was up here a while ago, a visitor
had written down the important points from yesterday's German military
bulletin on a scrap of paper for him: Aschaffenburg and Limburg occu-
pied by the enemy. - What affected me most were two quotes Schemer
had from the English broadcast: They were in the process of cutting
Bavaria off, and, above all, "This is your Easter Week, Mr. Hitler!" [ . . . ]

March 3O Good Friday, half past twelve at night

At 23:40 we were wakened by an aler! the all clear has just sounded, after
fifty minutes; the target will have been Berlin.

Today we heard the military bulletin at five, as we were drinking coffee
at Pohlandt. Despite all the window dressing, it is so catastrophic that we
tell ourselves again and again, it cannot go on much longer. Then again,
the will to resist is whipped up by the most contemptible means, they
work on people's fears far more than they appeal to fanaticism. It goes on
like that from broadcast to broadcast. During lunch at Mayer's a situation
report came on. The speaker formulated thus: "If we rcsist, we have the
possibility of continuing to live; if we capitulate, we shall certainly die. Be-
cause not only the Bolshevists want to exterminate us, but the Anglo-
Americans want to do so, too, behind both is the ]ewish will to destroy."
t..l
March 31, Saturday evening after nine o'clock

t...I
So Eva has given notice of our departure from here on April 3. Today

also the military bulletin points to the great progress of the Allies in East
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and West, but even today it does not hold out any prospect of an end, and
the whipping up of resistance together with the wildest abuse of the
enemy continues. Thus we are setting off into the void with all its dangers
for weeks, perhaps months. [ . . . ]

April 1, Easter Sunday moming, after six o,clock

1...1

- Yesterday I went through a number of Velhagen & Klasing magazines
from 1944. (Publisher and editor Dr. paul Weiglin. Take notel!) In bitween
neutral things and art there are special articles with the most vile, the most
loathsomg the lowest, the most idiotic anti-Semitism. prof. Dr. Johann
Leers, who published the most poisonous articles in the Dresden newspa-
pers, has an essay here entitled: "The Moses of the twentieth century.r ld
est Roosevelt. He is of ]ewish descent, his wife also and with a vengeance.
He was in partnership with Jewish robbers from the start, was involved in
corrupt deals from the start, has no natural gifts, etc., etc. He is to blame
forthewar.[...]

5:fi) r.u.

Schemer consoled me today: "You'll take part in the reconskuction, you,ll
be rector of the Technical University yet." I said, I believed I would piay an
active part, if I survived the next few weeks. Il, that is the big question.

11:00 BM.

While we were eating potato salad at Mayer,s, there was a pompous re.
port on the "Werwolves," men and girls taking up the fighi agilnst the
e_nemy in the territory occupied in the West. They have a transmitteq,
Greater German broadcasting will pass on their news. With that, this
franc-lreur-, gartisan group [ . . . ] is not only glorified, but also officially
recognized. It was immediately followed by a corresponding appeal by
the Pq$ to all men and women. "The supreme test, fight to tt 

" 
Uitt".

9nd. Uihat will $e Anglo-American answer be? Destruction of every
house from which a shot has been fired, even more intense air attacks.
And no one in Germany puts an end to this murderous govemment.

April 2, Easter Monday morning

Stonnblowing, today as yesterday. Yesterday evenin& when we stepped
out of Mayer's into utter darkness, the wind tore the hat Agnes had giien
me from my head and blew it away. No chance of finding it agaii, we
began to grope our way back, Eva more desperate than l. Suddenly in tfre
darkness-I say sgmgthing even darker, nudged it with my foot-it really
was my hat. I should very much like to take the utterly unexpectedly
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rescue of the hat as an omen for the head, which goes with it. But I am

skeptical. Yesterday's Werwolves and Party Pronouncements are unques-

tionably an expression of desperation, but equally undoubtedly they
demonstrate what we two can expect, if we don't make it ' . . But since, if
discovered, we are lost anyway, then a little bit more or less forging of doc-
uments (thinks Eva, and I agree with her [ . . . ]) is neither here nor there.

Our plan, therefore, is this: The Kleinpeters, a married couple from Lands-
berg, afterward in Dresden (bombed out here), Piskowitz, Falkenstein,
have given notice of departure for Aussig, because they have acquain-
tances there and also because the Schemers are expecting new arrivals
(two apprentices for the pharmacy and a brother, who is a refugee). But
we shall travel southeast only as far as Falkenau and then tum toward
Schweitenkirchen by way of Regensburg' For Regensburg we give Profes-

sor Ritter's name, but do not find him there, have to go on, and for
Schweitenkirchen give the names of Frau Stiihler's parents, whom we
shall probably realty find there and who would certainly help us with ac-

commodation. On the way we shall tum to the National Socialist Welfare

or the local official of the Party farming organization. Proofs of identity:
The Falkenstein registration of departure and the food-ration cards, which
are in order t . . . ]. This aftemoon I am depositing this compromising
diary, the pages covering exactly four weeks in Falkenstein, with Schemer
in a sealed envelope as a scholarly manuscript, to be retrieved, eventually
retrieved. I am aware that carrying out the plan Eva has devised depends
on Eva; she must everywhere be the one who acts and speaks, my own
presence of mind or calm or courage is not sufficient, alone I would surely
be lost. I am completely aware to what extent she is putting her own life at

risk in order to save mine. While we are depositing the diary, we are keep-
ing-against Eva's judgment--despite the risk of our luggage beinq
seirched, we are keeping our PassPorts and one ] star, because we shall
need this evidence to save ourselves, just as much as we need the Aryan
identity. - I now want to go on noting details, corune si de rien n'6tait.

t...I

3:fi) p.u.

We bought tickets to Falkenau before lunch. The only train leaves at 4:52

in the mbming and is supposed (supposed!) to be in Falkenau three hours

later. There it will be apparent, whether traveling on to Regensburg is pos-

sible without any difficulty.
t...1
Now Eva is going to forge the documents, with this ink and this pen.

And I am closing the Falkenstein diary, in order to take these pages to
Scherner. Coffee somewhere beforehand, to be on the safe side. -

The dominant memory of Falkenstein will surely be the constant tor-
ment of hunger.
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Apil2, evening

Heartfelt, indeed very heartfelt leave-taking, a little in extremis, of both
the Schemers. Nothing new to report. Tea (real sugar and calces!). [. . . ]
Listened to the military bulletin. Three pounds of bread coupons as part-
i"g gft.

Now, after eight o'clock, we want to eat at home; I shall then read from
Bergengruen, but only until the time when, from previous experience, the
hour of the English is over. So until about half past nine. I hope they witl
not come during the nigh! and I hope we shall wake up in time, i.e., at
tfuee o'clock, of our own accord. We are both very, very exhausted and
tired (in every respect). [. . . ]

Unterbernbach near Aichach

April 13, Friday morning, houee of the Ortsbauernfiihrer

It looks as if, after ten very difficult days of flight we shall come to provi-
sional rest here. It also looks as if the war were now really and finally com-
ingtoanend. [... ]

April 15, Sunday, 1:00 nu., at Grubers'

Supplementary entries

During the night from April 2 to 3 we were without an alarm clock. We
woke up at one o'clock, at two, at three. Then we got up, drank a coffee,
hotted off to the railway station. The dead of night, still dark when the
train left. Muldenberg, Zwotental, Falkenau-the same shetch that we
had come. ln Falkenau athaU past eight. [ . . . ] Then Eva proved her worth
as "tour manager": Without any difficulty and without any phone call to
the authorities, she got tickets to Munich; in the town she found a hand-
some large hotel in which we could breakfast. [ . . . ]

In the early aftemoory now already tired, on to nearby Eger. There at
four o'clock for the fust time I saw a partly destncyed railway station: part
of the building, part of the train shed in ruins. In the course of the next few
days I came to take this sight for granted; here, for the first time, it shocked
me. A train to Wiesau was due to leave almost immediately, I really
wanted to catch it. We reached it just as it was pulling out. It would still
have been possible to get on; Eva hung back, I despaired for a moment.
Eva pointed to the antiaircraft guns on the last car: "We would have been
even more at risk than here." (There was an alert as we left Falkenau, there
are low-flying airplanes active everywhere.) So we sat in the waiting room
for a while and then from about six to seven o'clock, traveled onto Markt-
redwitz. Terrible squeeze. A fat woman with a well-informed little boy was
thrilled by the deeds of the Werwolves. They had shot thirty horses some-
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where, "and killed three officers," added the boy. The woman sitting be-

side them asked doubtfully whether this would not bring harm to other
civilians. The Nazi cow said nothing.

We went the whole length of the place-a massive town hall building-
looking in vain for accommodation; every hotel refused. Back to the sta-

tion as darkness fell. Opposite, in the gatehouse of a public building, the
National Socialist Welfare [NSV]. Lots of people there, begging for lodg-
ings like us. Very nice girls helping out, trying to do their best. (As the
NSV everywhere tried to do what it could, but was also everywhere
largely helpless.) We got soup. Then in utter darkness we were led down
the street and through a park to the Josefa convent. An infemal hall. Many
beds, one above the other. Crying children, drying diapers, the airblazing
hot and quite suffocating, dirty, cursing women. One complained her in-
fant was starving, there was milk up to only six months! Another: It
wasn't true that she had scabies, it was only a rash' At that, we said we
preferred a night in the station waiting room. So back there. With many
people in the ticket and luggage hall. At the Josefa convent we had heard
that the previous day's refugee train had been attacked: five dead, a num-
ber of wounded. Now the light suddenly went out, no waming. Mean-
while the humming could already be heard in the air. "Where is there a
bunker?" No one replied, no one knew. We crouched down close to pillars
and waited-helpless. A large formation appeared to be flying over the
town. After a while it becarr.e quiet. That was at about midniSht. [ . . . ]

On the morning of the fourth we were "refreshed" with coffee at the
NSV and at haU past seven there was a kain for Regensburg, which left
late and was held up frequently on the way. I was very preoccupied; every
time we stopped, I thought, now there's going to be a raid' I spent the
whole time standing in the corridor. [ . . . ] Two people were interesting: A
very young, boyish waiter, who had to rePort for call-up and displayed
not the least enthusiasm; and a German from Slovakia conscripted into the
German army, who spoke obliquely but very bitterly about the propa-

ganda of the N aziParty, which had first created the divisions and tensions
within Czechoslovakia and between Germans and Czechs. Now the Slo-

vaks were completely anti4erman and the Germans in Slovakia-he
himself had swom three military oaths in succession, had had to serve in
three different armies in succession, as a Czech, as a Slovak, as a Ger-
man-the Germans in Slovakia had been utterly led astray and had no fu-
ture.

We pulled into Regensburg at half past one. The constant increase in the

degree of misery means that I can no longer quite do justice to the early
stages of the joumey. The first waiting-room night in Marktredwitz had
made a great impression on me because of the crowding together and the
different groups mixed up on the floor. Soldiers, civilians, men, women,
children, blankets, suitcases, kit bags, knapsacks, legs, heads jumbled up,

the picturesque centerPiece a girl and a young soldier sleeping Sently
shoulder to shoulder. Such sights have now become so commonplace for
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me that I forgot this picture of the first night. It occurs to me only now be-
cause Eger railway station was nothing compared to Regensburg railway
station (and this in tum was a harmless sight compared to Munich).
Craters, ruined buildings, destroyed railway trucks and carriages, de-
stroyed ships, which had been run aground, a ship's bow just like that, the
railway station itself largely a ruin. Here an alert during the third plate of
NSV soup. Possible to continue our journey at 5:45 p.rra. To a nearby hotel.
An air-raid waming while drinking the fust cup of coffee. Spacious, well-
equipped cellar. A dozen people. The landlord reports the situation
minute by minute. After a while the preliminary all clear. We drink our
second coffee upstairs. Radio (without another siren) repeats three times:
extreme danger from low-level attack. No one in the street pays any atten-
tion. Finally we don't either. Walk through the city. [ . . . ]

Back to the railway station-wretched food during these last days,
rarely anything but dry bread or an NSV soup-and a much-delayed start
to the joumey, as we hoped, to Munich. Instead, at Landshut, at about nine
o'clock in the evening, at any rate in complete darkness, we were told:
aligh! line destroyed, two and a half miles on foot to Altdorf, the next sta-
tion. That was probably the greatest hardship of these days (although later
we had to cover longer distances on a march with baggage). Knapsack and
a heavy holdall in each hand. On no account could we lose contact with the
hurrying group of passengers. The way was extremely bad, more a raised
rough path over wet terrain, in which, one after another, huge water-filled
craters shone on either side. Stumbling, going over on one's ankle, slip-
ping, constantly in danger of falling into a crater. Sweating, pains in shoul-
ders and arms, panting forward. From time to time destroyed buildings,
mostly only the craters in the ground. What can have occasioned such
bombardment here? After a while the group had evidently lost its way, we
went tfuough ever more waterlogged fields, and then there was a stream,
fairly wide, and only a few beams sunk in the water remaining of a bridge.
We had to get across; the water went over our ankles, filled our shoes. After
that the ground was drier, and now in the darkness we saw a train in front
of us. We clambered on. Somewhere a flashlight, a match, a cigarette lit up
always only for seconds. We were in a very large second-class compart-
ment with a lot of space between the benches. All only indistinctly recog-
nizable. We found places on the upholstered seats, could put down our
baggage in front of us. Conversations went back and forth in the darkness.
A young man beside me: My father still believed in victory never listened
to me. But now even he doesn't believe anlnnore . . . Bolshevism and inter-
national ]ewry are the victors . . . A young worutn sitting same distance
away: She still believed in victory she trusted in the Ftihrer, her husband
was fighting in Breslau, and she believed . . . the train got going at about
eleven o'clock; I dozed a little, the wet shoes remained on my feet, a heavy
cold, from which I am still suffering, was the result. Eva bore the wet feet,
but then caught my cold and tumed it into a cough. . . At about four
o'clock we werre again told to change, in the dark, over tracls, no platform,
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an electric station light dazzled us, more confusing than illuminating. That
was Moosach. Standing on the crowded platform of a carriage, we finally
puled into Munich at 4:45 a.u.

So on Thursday, April 5, we were in Munich for the first time. The sta-
tion building, the huge roofs of the station hall fantastically weirdly ru-
ined. At a Sreat depth beneath it, giving a feeling of safety, an immense
bunker, whole catacombs divided into a wide lengthwise corridor with
big side rooms, subterranean waiting rooms, NSV Post, fi6t-aid Post, toi-
lets, washrooms. All of it overcrowded with people lying, sitting; staff,
railway police often very rough: "Wake up! Legs down! Other people
want to si! too... t... l You're here for the fourth day; if I catch you
again, you're coming with me! . . ." The Marktredwitz scene magnified
and varied fifty times over. We were there three times. Eva lay on her

scabby fur coat spread out on the bare floor of the cooler outside Passage-
way, surrounded by Italians and Slavs (who were restricted to the outer
rooms), I sat in the rooms, where it was crowded, sfuffy, smelly, but warm.
Naturally, for me, sleep was limited to a very few hours. In a room at the
very back, one got coffee and bread from the NSV in the morning, soup,
very thin soup, and bread at midday and evening. Everything was given
out in a very friendly manner, but a record was kept of every ration, and

there was unpleasant embarrassment the third time we appeared: "Oh,
you're still here?!" A fairly depressing business and yet also no more than
a prelude to our experiences in Aichach and tnchenhofen. But now I have
run ahead and summarized.

On Thursday, April5, thery we waited in the bunker until moming' We
leamed that in the aftemoon (4:00 r.r.a.) we could go on to Pfaffenhofenby
way of Dachau. From there-the bus service had been susPended-the
milk truck would take us to Schweitenkirchen. The square at the railway
station was terribly destroyed. Messina. The more we got to see ol Munich,
the more evident was the dreadful destruction. Whole fields of rubble and
great buildings and palazzi in ruins, tumbledowry partly collapsed, badly
damaged, boarded-up rows of houses; houses *rat one can enter, but in-
side floor after floor is shattered and uninhabitable. The landmark church
of the city is still standing, but one tower is without a roof and the cathe-

dral itself smashed, the university is partly ruined, the city gates dam-

aged. Yet it was precisely because of the damage and destruction that I
realized (especially on the street leading to the Maximilianeum) what a

wealth of massive Italianate and neoclassical buildings there are in Mu-
nich. [ . . . ] The whole city is interspersed with classical and Renaissance
styles, the whole city has something grandiose and powerfuIly Roman
about it-Dresden by comparison is no more than a little rococo jewel box,

a most precious one indeed, but nevertheless a toy box, or rather: it was,

because while Munich can perhaps be restored, Dresden is probably to-
tally destroyed.

Extraordinary how in Munich, this city of ruins, life is already "getting
going" again. There is no sign. of the small-town sleepiness of the place be-
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fore 1914. Shops in half-destroyed buildings, in-Messina!-new wooden
huts. Tracks laid on the streets, Iittle locomotives, giving off black clouds,
pull trains of wagons, each tmck converted into a primitive carriage by
mearu of box boards, all the seats packed, also clusters of people hanging
between and on the wagons. (Marseilles to the nth degree!) In the city cen-
ter there are even one or two proper tram lines. Noticeable is the almost
complete absence of craters in the streets, noticeable how few traces of fire
there are; they must have aimed very well and used only high-explosive
bombs, no phosphorus. We said to each other: a dreadfully damaged city,
but, unlike Dresden, one that was still alive; but we also said to each other:
here there is still much damage to be done; and since then Munich has
been repeatedly bombed.

I have summarized the impression made by both stays. On the Thurs-
day we did not see very much of the center, we first of all breakfasted in a
hotel close to the station, were then caught by an air-raid warning and di-
rected to the "Party bunker." These are deep catacombs, similar to those of
the station bunker, below the open ground somewhere by, between, or be-
hind the museums (I mean the Pinakotheks and the Glyptothek); I was
unable to get an idea of which of the museum buildings was still standing,
to what extent the open ground was originally lawn, to what extent
cleared ruins; and whether they are enlarging the big bunker here, or at
what else they are working. Hundreds of people poured in, we were
crowded together. News from the radio was relayed every couple of min-
utes. After less than half an hour the preliminary all clear was announced.
Hardly outside, we heard the humming of low-flying airplanes, also the
rattle of a machine-gun salvo and with very many other people hurried
back into the bunker. A little later the all clear proper was announced-al-
though that is not to be relied on either. When the air-raid waming began,
we had just been promised soup in a small public house; now we had
strayed far from there, but instead found a proper big restaurant. Only a
few were still in business, and mealtimes are extremely restricted every-
where. But compared to Falkenstein there was nevertheless a certain
abundance, Above all one gets---everywhere in blessed Bavaria-potatoes
without coupons. One also has to hand over fewer fat coupons and re.
ceives more generous portions. That is, of course, true of Pfaffenhofen and
of Aichach to an even greater degree than of Munich; also, prices are
rather high in Munich, very low in the small towns. Then in the villages
the extremes meet. I.e., everything is evidently there in plenty, but while
some good-naturedly share a part of their astonishing riches, milk, bread,
spaghetti, sausage, macaroni, semolina (without ration cards and pre.
pared with egg), others hard-heartedly keep everything back, reckon that
a famine is coming, and regard the countless refugees flooding across the
country [ . . . ] as a sw,rm of locusts without rights.

During lunch we shared our table with a married couple from Berlin.
He said: People were saying Hitler had shot himself, she: They were say-
ing, the "furning point " the new weapory the new offensive, was coming
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in four days. Taken to an extreme, those were the two sides of the vox pop-
uli, which one encounters everywhere. Or more exactly: encountered. Be-
cause in the last few days the final victory optimism has almost died away
(at least among the people around us), and the defeatist remarks are as dif-
ficult to count and tell apart as the air-raid wamings: Everywhere one
hears sirens, low-flying aircraft everywhere the distant and no longer so

distant rumble of the front, everywhere the sigh: "If only the Americans
come quickly!" - So in the late aftemoon of April 5 we traveled to Dachau
and from there to Pfaffenhofen on another train. [ . . . ]

Very early on Friday, April 6, we walked down and into Pfaffenhofen
from the railway statiory breakfasted at Briiuhaus MiiLller, also ate there at
midday, strolled around the place a little. The milk tmck was due to leave
at one. We have meanwhile discovered this institution to be a general one
in Upper Bavaria. Somewhere in each district there is a central dairy, every
day the peasants have to supply the bulk of their milk to it (but naturally
keep back enough for themselves-and from the perspective of the towns-
man, not to say Saxory it's half Canaan-in part openly because they are
"self-sufficient," in part illegally), and get back butter, "skimmed" milk,
etc. The dairy vehicles convey passengers from village to village free of
charge, one clambers up with difficulry one crouches on the massive milk
cans, one gets down whm the cans arc loaded and unloaded at the milk
platforms of the various places; these stages or platforms in front of large
farms now constitute a kind of station; the timetable is only very approxi-
mate-but one also has to wait hours for the train. I have got to know these
particulars only here in Unterbernbach. In Pfaffenhofen we waited in front
of the post office for a long time. The van arrived toward two o'clock; it did
not go directly to Schweitenkirchen, which is five and a half miles east of
Pfaffenhofen, but made a long detour to the north by way of the village of
Geisenhaus, a distance of about twelve and a half miles. [ . . . ]

In Schweitenkirchen we quickly found the Burkhardts by asking the
way. A small house, rented for six years (and probably rented only in
part). Modest petit bourgeois people; the husband was a typesetter and
proofreader with Bruckmann in Munich for forty years, then he retired at
sixty-five and yearned for rural peace. The wife not much younger and
with very bad heart trouble. Staying with them a married daughter,
bombed out in Munich, younger than her sister Lisl Stiihlea a little disfig-
ured by missing front teeth, which are irreplaceable at present, but pleas-
ant looking. All three people displayed an unsurpassable, charming, most
agreeable warmth when we introduced ourselves as Lisl Stiitrler's neigh-
bors-they had heard of us.

We leamed immediately: Lisl Stiihler had been there for several weeks
with Bemhard, but then left again, because she was unable to continue
there without food coupons. Her plans were unclear, her parents did not
know and were very worried. She had wanted to go back to Dresden or
perhaps go to Wtirttemberg, she had somewhere obtained coupons for
herself and the boy, she had wanted to rctum to her parents, who were
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keeping an otherwise requisitioned room free for her. We also leamed im-
mediately that the Burkhardts could not take us in; they were afraid of a
Nazi in the same house, they were afraid that someone knew about Bem-
hard Stiihler's mixed blood, they were afraid of us as Lisl Sttihler's neigh-
bors, they had promised to keep the spare room for Lisl Stiihler herself.

But we got such a good rest we could catch our breath and pluck up
courage. I was able to dry shoes and socks and sitback in warm socks and
slippers, we got coffee, we got a very plentiful warm supper, we were Put
up for the night, and slept together on a very wide settee; the next mom-
ing I was able to shave, there was breakfast as well-and with all of that
theywere friendlyto us, and in the evening welistmed together to the En-
glish broadcast and drew hope from the advance of the Anglo-Americans.

We decided to retum to Munich and to call on Vossler; we had already
found out at the university that he was still living in the Maximilianeum.
The attendant said he had seen the Councillor and his wife on the street
only recently. If Vossler did not know what to do, then we would tum to a

lwelfare] organizatio+ after all there was nothing wrong with our docu-
ments. (Only we would have to use our proper names, since we would of
course have to prcsent the certificate attesting we had been bombed out.
Little risk at such a distance and in this chaos. - We had registered in
Falkenstein under our own names. Then because it was Easter and be.
cause of an air-raid waming we hadbeen unable to obtain the notice of de-
parture.)

We had slept well, eaten well, had washed-we had got our courage
up. Orr Saturday, April7, after breakfast and after lengthy conversation,
Herr Burkhardt led us through the village to the entry and exit point of the
Munich (25 milesFNtimberg (69 miles) autobahn a mile away. Military
vehicles and trucks were always passing, they would certainly give us a
lift. [. . . ] There was a strong, bitingly cold wind blowing, Father
Burkhardt complained about his coat being too light and about "stomach"
trouble, so we took our leave of him and waited alone. And cars did come,
three or four, but they paid no attention to our signals. Chilled to the bone
ourselves, we gave up and began our march with baggage to Pfaffen-
hofen, which was another 4X miles from there. For a while we had to fight
our way along the open road, then we entered tall woods. Right at the
edge there was a military vehicle, the driver was rcpairing it, a soldier was
watching. Could they give us a lift? - The repair would take hours, we'd
be in Pfaffenhofen more quickly on foot. Hardly had we gone any farther,
than the soldier caught up with us, as a matter of course took one of my
bags and chatted artlessly the whole way. He had only one hand. Lost the
other in Normandy: Taken prisoner there, shipped to the USA, and then
exdranged. He was eighteen, big and strong, from the Waterkant, the
North Sea coast, but he liked it here, he had found a girl here. Only--did
he have any future at all? He was in the SS and what would happen to the
SS, if.. . But the Fiihrer didn't deserve to be defeated, he had had such
good intentions and organized everything so well. And he would not be
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defeated either. The defeats so far had been the result of treachery, there
had been treachery long before July 20, and noq on the Fiihrer's birthday,
on April 20, our new offensive would begin and liberate the East. He did
not seem quite certain of that, however, and was glad to be consoled by
me: As a bricklayer he would always eam a living, and he would surely be
able to work with one hand and a prosthesis. I asked him what it had been
like in America. "Good," he could not deny it good rations, decent treat-
ment under German officers . . . But of course the Americans had done
that only for propaganda reasons, so that those exchanged would after-
ward say good things about the USA when they got home. So the lad got
natural and reasonable things and what had been drummed into him all
jumbled up.

t ..I
We soon reached Pfaffenhofen; at the edge of the town he tumed away

toward his billet. His last word: If things went really badly, then he would
volunteer for the front again. I think, that is the very last pro-Nazi and bel-
licose voice that I have heard. From that point on, there are only ever more
frequent defeatist remarks, sometimes disguised, sometimes openly ex-
pressed, until finally, they can no more be kept count of than the air-raid
wamings. With very rare, purely official exceptions, one also no longer
hears "Heil Hitler." Everyone says, already said in Munich, "Grtiss Gott"
[Good day] and "Auf Wiedersehen" [Good-bye].

Hardly had we entered Pfaffenhofery at about 12:30, than there was an
aler! hardly had we sat down to eat in BrAuhaus Miiller on the big square,
than there was a waming, and we had to go down to the spacious cellar.
Conversation with one of those present: "How on earth will the war end?"
Smirking reply: "I can't tell you that-silence is golden-one never knows
whom one is talking to." As I said: There are too many such remarks to
note down any more. Refugees, with whom one is together for a few min-
utes, on the milk truck to Schweitenkirchery on a railway platform . . . talk
bitterly, accusingly, are waiting for the end-and the peasants most of all!
When can the Americans get here . . . if only they were here . . . Dg a hole
for a bazooka? We'll take a towel with us, so we can surrender right
away . . . It's madness, that a.re are supposed to fight! But fte has every gen-
eral and every mayor who doesn't go on fighting shot. . . Another one to
two weeks, no more, then they'll be here. . . My lieutenant says, the new
offensive is coming on the twentieth and then the East will be free in four
weeks, but I don't believe it. . . The new weapon? We've heard that for
two years now . . . If only they were already here, the Americans . . . Etc.,
etc., as unceasing as the wamings and the airplanes.

We ate at Mi.iLller's, got a cup of coffee (only one) at the caf6 next dooq,
then got the train to Dachau. We were supposed to go on from there at 6:00
P.M., but the train was stormed by the crowd and so packed, that we had to
wait for the next one an hour later. It was dark by the time we arrived in
Munich and sought out the already familiar bunker. I have already de-
scribed the overcrowding, the thin NSV soup, the rough tone of the rail-
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way police. I appealed to a fust-aid man and was rewarded with a
stretcher on which Eva could lie on this second night in Munich.

1...1
On Sunday, April 8, in Munich the cleaners and guards woke us after

five o'clock, we again went to the NSV room for coffee, then sought out an
early opening hotel (Excelsior) in a heavily damaged building close to the
station, sat there quietly for a while over breakfast. Then the trip out to
Vossler. [ . . . ]Apart from a tiny stretch by tram, we wandered through the
city on foot, there was an alert almost the whole way. We arrived at the
r€ar of the Maximilianeum, where it is surrounded by gardens. Painted on
the wall in large letters: To the Academy. To Vossler. To the library. A pub-
lic air-raid shelter. We agreed: Eva would wait for me in the gardens; if
there was an air-raid waming, she would go down to the shelter, At that
very moment, theatrically, the air-raid waming sounded. Very many peo-
ple suddenly appeared and flooded into the shelter, the two of us along
with them. Several rooms; I looked around for Vossler, in vain. Radio an-
nouncements of the position of the aircraft formations were constantly re-
layed. From time to time a man with an armband emerged from the
crowd. After a while I approached him to ask whether there was a sepa-
rate cellar for people living in the house, I had been about to call on
Vossler. - "There's the Councillor's wife now." An imposing blonde
woman, in her early fi-fties, at once dignffied and pleasant in appearance.
I inhoduced myself to her as Vossler's oldest studen! it afterward tumed
out, that she had not understood my name, nevertheless she took me up-
stairs immediately. Avast, elegant room, but evidently everything in one:
study, dining room, drawing room. Not an official apartsnent, despite
Academy and library but given to Vossler privately. He stood in the mid-
dle of the room, at fust sight little changed-later, however, I noticed the
signs of age. The face with the very small, gray mustache was fairly gaunt,
often the posture of someone hard of hearing who would like to disguise
his ailment, for all his liveliness distinctly fatigued after a while. He re-
ceived me very warmly: "We have often talked about you, we thought you
were in America long ago!" The moment Frau Vossler understood my
name, there was no holding her, Eva must come up, she would simply call
out her name downstairs. I described Eva: Fur with bum marks, thick
spectacles, and after a few minutes both ladies were upstairs. We were
kept there for a princely peacetime lunch. The Vosslers still have a maid,
still have "sources": we got soup, a peacetime.sized schnitzel with young
spinach and fried potatoes, a dessert, Eva got two cigarettes, I got a cigar,
which I put away "for the evening" and so saved for Eva. As we ate there
was no end to questions and talking. Shoptalk is nice, shop gossip even
nicer. Pfandl has died, Hiimel bombed out, Gelzer killed in a terror attack
on Jen4 Curtius has devoted himseU entirely to Low Latin, Lerch, whose
eldest son has fallery is staying "somewhere in the Riesengebirge hills."
She had never forgiven him his behavior to Sonja, said Frau Vossler, and
Vossler and I also pronounced negatively on [,erch's character. Rohlfs,
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who attacked Vossler and Lerch and myseU so fiercely and unfairly, suc-
ceeded Vossler in Munich in 1938 and is still his enemy, at the same time
an enthusiastic Nazi and race man. "In the departrnent he displays his at-
tacks on me and not my replies," said Vossler. And she: "My husband is

completely isolated." I observed in him a degree of vain pride in his (for-
mer) successes. "That is the man who made me an honorary doctor," he
said of me to his wife. I: "It will not have been the only Dr. h.c."-"Coim-
bra and Madrid have been added."

1...I
I told him and his wife of my fate as a Jew and of the risks of my flight.

"For me you are Aryan, I know nothing else." Both talked about Coss-
mann, the editor of the Silddeutsche Monatshefte, the nationalist of the First
World War. Frau Vossler [ . . , ] was his secretary, had got to know Vossler,

the widower, then. Cossmann, a very devout Catholic-he prayed for
Hitler, because even Hitler had an immortal soul-was a fulI few and
wore the star, was in prison for a year, died in Theresienstadt in his seven-
ties.[...]

A couple of times the conversation went beyond talk about people.

[ . . . ] For all that, however, the Vosslers could give us no advice as far as

accommodation was concerned. Frau Vossler offered only to put us up for
the night, iI we did not find quarters an)'where else, we had to promise
her to come back, if no hotel or room could be found. But Vossler himself
was very exhausted, even a little indifferent, and immediately took leave
of us with a degree of finality. Frau Vossler accompanied us, first of all
showing us the view of the city (I think the Maximilianstrasse) from one of
the big balconies. The passageway leading to it was damaged, the top
floor of the Maximilianeum had been hit and had bumed out. Then Frau
Vossler guided us to nearby Thierschstrasse, where the Resettlement Of-
fice is situated, but which was closed on a Sunday.

t...I
We walked back into town. [ . . .] We looked for accommodation, first

in hotels-in vain-then in pensions that had been mentioned to us or
which we found ourselves. They were all in such dreadfully shattered,
partly collapsed, fire-damaged buildings that we became quite alarmed'
Frequently no one opened up when we rang. Or we were told the rooms
were uninhabitable. [ . . . ]After a while the ruined buildings made us feel
quite fearful, and after supper in the Roter Hahn [ . . . ] we went back, for
the third time, to the station bunker. At the NSV they said: "Are you still
here, people?" and there was only the bare floor for Eva to sleep on. Nev-
ertheless we were glad to be there, because at one o'clock at night there
was an air-raid waming, many people poured in, and bombs fell some-

where outside. It would have been no pleasure in one of the pensions.

On Monday, April 9, we already felt so much at home in this situation
that I hardly registered life in the bunker and among the ruins as any-
thing out of the ordinary anymore. We again breakfasted in the Excel-
sior, and as people with a knowledge of the place, old-established
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habitu6s, as it were, we were joined by an interesting young couple.
They were from Graz, the man, a minor civil servant, was on his way to
Berlin to claim his overdue salary; where they were going to come to
(momentary) rest or be "redeployed," they did not know. It was amus-
ing to observe how isolated and crumbling scraps of the LTI, which had
been dutiftrlly leamed by heart, still floated around like islands in the
man's disillusioned and embittered head. The bigwigs had fled Graz by
car, and the ordinary people had to get out as best they could. And it was
ordinary people once again who were left to face the music: the distress,
the war. . . But, of course, it would still tum out well. The Fiihrer had
said nothing was impossible, and then: We were "Europe's rampart
against Bolshevism." We let the couple go on talking and took a friendly
leave of them; they will certainly very quickly and very willingly find
their way into the Fourth Reich. Now (to the accompaniment of repeated
alerts) there were wearying errands, which took us through Munich.
First to the Resettlement Office. While Eva was upstairs, I took a look at
the River Isar. Eva very soon returned with an allocation to Aichach.
Neither of us had ever heard the name before and did not know where
the place was. Then back to the railway station; there was annoyance
and loss of time because of queuing at various counters. [ . . . ] After
dealing with preparations for the joumey we had to fetch ration cards at
the Food Office, which was in Sparkassenstrasse right in the center of the
city. We wearisomely found our way by asking, and we spent an exces-
sively long time at the ration-card section.

1...1
At 3:00 p.u. out of breath to Dachau. Arriving there at four, we were told

that we could probably reach Ingolstadt by late evening, but the waiting
room there had been deshoyed in the last air raidi it was better if we
stayed in Dachau, perhaps there was even accommodation in the town.
The town was some distance from the railway station, haphazardly scat-
tered around the not very high, but steep, blocklike and flat-topped hill,
which is crowned by the castle. t . . .] A few yards below the castle, but
still high up on the hill, on the market place of Upper Dachau, so to speak,
there is situated, like a massive bo4 the inn, presumably also an indepen-
dent brewery of Aloys Zwicknagel. There, during yet another alert, we ate
a good evening meal-naturally there was no accommodation---and after
the all clear we resignedly undertook our march with baggage back to the
station and once more spent the night in a waiting room, without a bed
and without protection against each and every air raid. Naturally also al-
ways unwashed.

On Tuesday, April 10, we were supposed to travel on to Ingolstadt at
five o'clock in the moming, there we would get a connection to Aichach,
by the aftemoon we would have reached our goal. We did indeed get on
the waiting train at about five and found good seats, but we sat there for
almost four hours before the train set off. While we were waiting and dur-
ing the joumey there was a constant altemation of alert and all clear. [ . . . ]
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We arrived rnlngolstadt at half past eleven, we were supposed to go on
to Aichach. Conhary to the information at Dachau, the station was quite
undamaged, we even got a good lunch in the restaurant. And another
good thing: A painful abscess had formed close to the thumbnail of my
right hand; in a little Red Cross room a friendly nurse provided relief with
some antiseptic cream and a Protective bandage. I was walking content-
edly down the plafform back to the restaurant when I heard a loud
whistling sound above me; I leaped into the dining room and kneltbeside
a pillar just as there was a bang and panes of glass rattled; haU undemeath
me crouched a very young girl, whimpering, "Oh God! Oh God!"; all
around people were kneeling on the floor, chairs had been knocked over;
many people ran to the door, others shouted: "Stay inside! Stay iruide!"
All that in a matter of seconds. I immediately said to myself: a single low-
flying airplane. In fact the bomb it dropped had hit a lavatory close to the
dining room. Things became a little more calm, I hurried over to our table
in the middle of the room; Eva sat there unhurt (like everyone else); she

had taken cover under the table, "there was a captain under the next table,
we crawled out again at the same time." To get over the shock we ordered
another coffee, I made a note on a scrap of paper; then we were told a for-
mation was now approaching, we should go down to the cellar. Beneath

the station hill, it was fairly deep and inspired confidence, except too

small and packed full. I had to leave our bags by the steps in the outer
room and I positioned myself close to it, while Eva stood somewhat far-
ther inside. People stood squeezed up against one another. A loud bang,
chalk dust trickled into one's eyes, the light went out, my hat had disap-
peared. Shouting, calls to "Stay calmt," many voices: "My hat!" - "My
cap!" - "Has no one got a flashlight?" - "There's someone injured in the
outer room!" . . . Meanwhile there was the beam of a flashlight here and
there, hats were found, Eva called from faraway: "Victor, I've got your
hat!" AII of that is a distraction, there must meanwhile have been repeated

explosions, even if not quite so close-I don't know. People poured up the
stairs, it was over; they quickly ran down again: It was continuing. A
while later Eva and I found each other, and we risked going upstairs.

[ . . . ] Things did not look too bad-and we heard later, as we took shelter
from low-flying airplanes in a house by the road, that there had been only
a few injured, and no dead-but now the railway line was destroyed, and
we had to undertake a S%-mile march with baggage to the next station at

Zuchering. En route, as already noted, we took shelter from low-flying air-
craft for the first time, something that since then has become a daily habit
for us. For a while we walked along with a soldier; the man, a complete
exception here, still had hopes ofApril 20. (Today is the nineteenth, Rus-

sians and Anglo-Americans are simultaneously closing in on Berlin; I, too,
am now almost superstitiously on edge, awaiting what this April 20 will
bring, on the German and on the enemy side.)

The hike was arduous and dreary. It was not the typical plain of Upper
Bavaria, which we have now been daily and thoroughly Setting to know
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and like for the past week, apart from its dusty, treeless and shadowless
grand'routes. Typical of this high plain is its green, rolling terrain, in which
again and again there are strips of woodland, often like backdrops, so that
one gets a glimpse of more broad meadows and more woodland back-
drops or islands beyond. And then far away in the distance, forest-dark or
distant-blue, there are real mountain r.rnges on the horizon. And every-
where, often quite close together, there are villages, each with its own
church [ . . .] and each church has its tower, the simple onion dome, or the
one with a radish stuck on, or the pointed towe{, or the stepped-gable
tower, and sometimes there is a stork's nest loosely attached to the fai end
of the church roof, and once I even saw a stork standing on i! and fairly
o_ften th9 more imposing tower of a large, yellow, baroque monastery
church also appears, usually made of stacked up filing boies and with i
helmet on top. But on the stretch between Ingolstadt and Zuchering all that
is missing. Nothing but meadow and arable land, as flat as a pancake, not
rolling at all, no woodland at all; it might just as well be a stretch of coun-
try somewhere in the province of Posen. "It's there, that,s all.,,

We arrived in the village of Zucheing very late in the aftemoon, very
hungry, very tired. A little outside it there had been a stream with willows
along the bank, we had briefly rested there, ducked into the bushes be-
cause of a low-flying airplane. Close to us a soldier in a brown uniform
had been standing guard at a little bridge. When we asked a question he
shook his head with a friendly smile. Afterward we saw seueial more of
these foreigners, and leamed that they were part of a Hungarian company.
But there were also German soldiers in the village. I was standing in-front
of a little shop, in which Eva had got nothing to buy, and telling one of
them about our fate, and that we were starving, and that Eva was just now
in the butcher's shop opposite, making a final attempt to obtain some-
thing for us. At that moment the shopkeeper leaned oui of her parlor win-
dow and said: "If you don't get anything, I'11 make you a soup. you can
rest in the 'summerhouse,'your train doesn't leave until ten in the evening
anyway." Eva came back, having met with no success, and we were led to
the summerhouse at the back and a good soup was put in front of us. (Af-
terward the woman refused any payment.) The soldier mentioned above,
billeted here, a Wiirttemberger by his accen! no longer young and of good
family, spoke very openly about the war, which was unquestionablylost,
about the senseless murder of the continuing fighting, about Flitler,s
"megalomania." Then he disappeared and brought us a large piece of
army bread and a quarter pound of butter as a present. We itrouta iust
take it, when more than a hundred men were being supplied with ra-
tions-tre was evidently mess sergeant-there was alwayi something left
over. We then slowly walked the last part of the way up to the station.
Scattered groups, soldiers and civilians were lying in the meadow around
the little station. We did likewise until it became too cool and damp. It was
completely dark when the hain arrived, and it was overcrowded. There
was a crush, anger, literally a night battle. We forced our way into a com-
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partment, were at fust made to feel very unwelcome by the military occu-

pants, angrily rebutted a remark that civilians were still traveling for plea-
sure, stood and crouched very unhappily. But gradually the situation
calmed down. We arrived tt Aichach at half past one in the morning. This
now became the seventh and final waiting room or train night of our days

of flight, but our odyssey was not yet over.
The next moming, Wednesday, April 11, Aichach greeted us with three

cups of coffee each in the station restaurant. That was a beneficent sur-
prise. We then walked into the town itself, and Eva negotiated in the
county office. We have since been in Aichach another three times and my
impression is always the same. I can distinguish it from Falkenau and
Pfaffenhofen almost solely in terms of size-the large small town, the

smaller small town, the very small small town. There is always a ring of al-

most villagelike houses and streets around an elongated patrician and his-

toric main square. Yesterday (April 18) I made a particular effort to SrasP
the specific character of Aichach. Its long main square is divided in the
middle into two squares at an obtuse angle to one another by a big
baroque assembly house that leaves a road free to riSht and left. The dom-
inating church is missing here, there is only a modest ecclesiastical build-
ing on one long side; a massive gate with a massive pyramid tower bears

a large colorful inscription that tells of battles in the Thirty Years' War.

Close to the main square there is a smaller three-comered square, adjoined

on one side by the rear of the main church and its big yellow tower. (It has

a stork's nest.) Beside the church is the county office, with which, much
more than we would like, much much more! we are very familiar. On the
main square there are three big restaurants, of which two are also brew-
eries, and a Caf6 Mayr [ . . . ]. We have already eaten well a couple of times

in the Ziegler hn-but sometimes school classes are conducted in its din-
ing room, then we have to go to the Stieglerbrdu. Beer is served only on
certain days, coffee almost always, often also lemonade-but only here in
town; the village inns decline to serve.

Eva retumed with this information: Munich had referred us to Aichach
by mistake, the district was already closed to refugees; but since we were

here, they would look after us, only we must immediately continue, on
foot, to Inchenhofen with a special letter of recommendation. Inchenhofen

is a small market town4%miles northwest of Aichach. Here the district is

not as dreary as near Zuchering, but simply the typical Upper Bavarian
landscape. The same is true of Unterbembach, in which we have now
come to rest-rest for those who have become modest'

We reached Inchenhofen toward seven o'clock in the evening very tired
and flushed. As a place with a market it occupies a curious position be-

tween village and town. Nothing but village houses [. . . ], nothing but
village dirt roads, but several ProPer streets, Iong and with houses built
close together, the narrow gable ends of the houses facing the street' The
whole place high up, on the ridge itself the main square with the yellow
church, whose narrow, helmeted tower (the ugly "gooseneck," says Eva)
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dominates the whole district and thus is also visible from Unterbembach.

leadinq my scraps of notes I find that there was a constant alert during
the walk to lrchenhofm, that we heard bombs falling, that so*eone ex--
pressedttre wish "If only they would come, the Americans!,, During the
last week (today is April 19) all of it, the constant alert, the formationJand
individual fighters flying over uq the openly expressed longing for the
Americans, all of it has become so commonplace and taken for gr-anted, it
dominates completely the atmosphere here-and ,,here,, for us is now
Aichach and a good haUdozen surrounding villages we have walked and

friven through, so that these things no longer stick in my mind from the
hike of April 11. I know only that we ended up at the inn in a quite des-
perate state and flrat the young landlady there wordlessly and with an al-
most mocking shake of the head refused us the least bite to eat and the
least drop to drink, although a party of billeted soldiers were gefting an
ample meal. While I waited resentfully, Eva went to see the mayor and re-
tumed with a billeting slip for the peasant ]oseph pulver. Now, this man
Pulver is the nastiest fellow we have so far met on our flight. [ . . . ] pulvea
a shriveled up, little old man, hard of hearing or making a pretense of
being hard of hearing, accompanied by his wife and a young persorg who
afterward sneaked away. Pulver sullenly read the slip, theniiid we coutd
have the closet with one bed, anything more was nothing to do with him,
he would not lift a finger. I asked for water. - 

,,Water?,, 
- 

yes, for wash-
ing, for drinking. No, he didn't have any water, the pump wasn,t working.

,And the young person confirmed that the pump was bioken, they didn t
have any water. Now I was driven by angeiand desperation. Eva fave me
the address of the mayor on the main square. A heavy, black-haiid mar;
]imfing and with a cane. I told him that we had been received with,,plain
hosUlity," the man refused to give us water. No doubt my voice was
foqse tired, desperate, it made an impression. The mayoi--at fi$t he
had said, it was just for this one night, he would provide something better
tomorrow-nodded moumfully and repeated ,,with hostility, yel: with
hostility." Then: "Go to the gendarmerie, the house on the other side of the
sgu1re, tell the police sergeant on my behalf what has happened.,, I found
the house, knocked, a friendly man, probably in his fiftiei, in a woolen un-
dershirt, opened the door, listened to what I had to say. ,,I,ll come and help
you, wait downstairs for me." After a while he appeared in full green uni-
form, his revolver buckled onto his brown belt.loseph pulver Jeemed to
be well known for his unpleasantness. "I will have totake vigorous action
for once, put things straighf these people don,t know what o.-thers are suf-
fering, they ve not had to go through anything themselves, but now things
have got to be put straight." By the time we arrived, pulver had evidently
become a little fearful and taken up a pail of water, to which afterward an
empty beer mug and a chamber pot were added. The police sergeant ar-
gued !_vlttr the old people. Meanwhile a younger man tumed up, an enor-
mous fellow, not in uniform, he must have had some position in the party,
possessed of some more absolute authorify than- the gentler poliie
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sergeant with his "they call themselves Christians." He waved his fists,

roared terribly at the old man. Out of the flood of dialect I understood only
the repeated, we're not taking any more and: "I'll have you taken into cus-

tody, into custody!" Then the two of them departed with us, the bellower
disappeared, the fatherly police sergeant led us to the Klosterwirtin, a

more modest inn, already closed, opposite the mayor's house. There he

negotiated in the kitchery while we sat in the emPty taProom, came back,

asked whether we would like the sausage wafln or cold-"Whatever is

less bother"-made promises for the morrow and left after many words of
comfort. Apig had evidently just been slaughtered in the house; we were
reminded of Piskowitz. The good-natured landlady brought us such a

quantity of black pudding and liver sausage, that we were still eating it
the day after; she gave us bread, she promised us breakfast and lunch for

the next day, she also kept her Promise, accePted only a very little money

for everything and didn't take a single coupon from us. [ . . . ] We retumed
to our unpleasant quarters, Eva took the straw mattress out of the bed
frame, put it on the floor for me, herself lay down on the bare wood-there
were enough blankets for the two of us-we slept well. [ . . . ]

The next morning, Thursday, April 12, we left the closet, without look-
ing for the Pulver people, went to the Klosterwirtin, and then over to the

mayor. The police sergeant also appeared and soon after the commissar

from the Reich Resettlement Office in Kiihbach, a good-looking young
man with an artificial right hand, not speaking in dialect, very polite, and

with a certain air of authority. Result of lengthy deliberation: Inchenhofen
was hopeless, at midday a military vehicle would take us back to Aichach
with a letter from Commissar Klein to the county office there. Midday
tumed into tfuee o'clock, but then the vehicle took fifteen minutes for
what had taken us more than two hours to walk. tncidentally an uneasy

pleasure, because there are always low-flying airplanes about, and are the

few fir tree branches much use as camouflage?

t .I
In Aichach Eva once again negotiated at the office and retumed with

three addresses of requisitioned rooms, of which one might "perhaps" be

suitable. (The commissar had already spoken on the telephone from
Inchenhofen to the inspector in Aichach.) We fortified ourselves with cof-

fee and set off on our search. The first room was a tiny space without bed

or bedclothes, with a miniature sofa on which there was room only to sit,

containing lots of luggage belonging to other refugees and all kinds of
provisions; the housewife said she had to run her "lemonade factory" in
here. (The sign "Lemonade Factory" is quite common in Aichach and, I
think, also in Pfaffenhofen.) The second room, in a good house, was first-
we were there twice-defended by an elderly lady, then by her giant of a

son, a captain, with great politeness, but "fanatical tenacity." He, the cap-

tain, was returning to the front on Monday, but with resPect to the room,

the office had told an "untruth": It was not requisitioned as such, but req-

uisitioned for the bombed-out and expected family of the captain. The
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third room was in a locked-up apartmen! we could not be let in, because
the tubercular occupant was in the hospita! her children had been taken
away, the apartment was not yet "disinfected.,, Back to the county office:
This third house really had been locked up by the police-open tubercu-
losis-and they didn't want to have a fight with-the captain. We were
given a letter for Unterbembach, "only tm minutes,, from the next station,
Radersdorf; we would certainly find somewhere to stay there.

I was in a state of bitter despair; things would be nodifferent in Unter-
bembach than in Aichach and Pfaffenhofen; furthermore it was already
late in the day, there was the prospect of a waiting-room night o. wors".
But we had no choice. So, to the station with our bags. There we fought
and begged, until, giving an assurance that it was only to the next stati6ry
we were allowed to shove onto the platform of a carriage overcrowded
with soldiers. G9i^g in a northeasterly direction toward tngolstadt,
Radersdorf is the first station after Aichach (about 4X miles). Frori there a
pitiless country road winds in a NW dircction to Unterbembach, but it
takes not tm, but a good thirty minutes. We arrived there dead thed,
asked the way to the Ortsbauemffihrer; a young person said he would
come soon/ we should leave our bag;s in the hallway and meanwhile wait
in the inn opposite. From this moment on things went well for us. At the
innwe werc given supperby a friendly landlady. Afterward, itwas almost
dark, we met the ftsbauemffihrer, Flammenspeck, a gaun! gray-haired

TT, yh" immediately took care of us with the most touching kindliness
(a Quaker, says Eva). It was a matter of course for straw beds, pillows, and
blankets to be laid down on the living room floor for us; we were to stay
there until other quarters had been found for us in the village, We lay
folvn to sleep relieved and happy (especially as the landladylt Ue irur
had provided us with a feast, soup, jacket potatoes, bread, cheese, beer).
And really the actual odyssey and the worst privation (even if far from all
unpleasantness) was now behind us.

April2Q Friday

We have now been properly resident here for a whole week and have set-
tled down a little, I have been able to spend hours every day writing the
above supplemen! we have been able to go repeatediy inio the l&ely
wood, strolling leisurcly and without bags, coll-ecting fir twigs for fuei,
even reading aloud; sleeping in a bed has once again becomeiomething
taken forgranted by us. Certainly there is no lack of serious inadequacies]
washing is half impossible and very messy, we are shoved around inen it
comes to food, we have to beg for it, as it werc, drinl is very difficult, we
arc always thirsty, But nevertheless we have a roof over our head, and the
end seems really, this time really close. Today is the Fiihrer,s much-
anticipated birthday. According to yesterday,s military bulletin, the Ruhr,
!og"!E with the army there and its Marshal Model, appears to be or is
lost "The battle is over," no more, not a single syllabh mbre. The Russians
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are enga8ed in a major offensive, the others have Leipzig, Chemnitz,

Ptauen, are figrting to take Magdeburg. Where could a German counter-

attack of a.,yiig.,ifi.ut ce come from? And here in Bavaria Niirnberg has

been capturcd.
But ''Goebbel" (sic) spoke yesterday, and quite evidently he made an

impression. "Wonderful!," we are to hear the repeat. We were holding our
o*h, ir, the new Europe our cities would flourish again. Admittedly he

did not say how victory could still be won-but the mood here is evi-

dently bolder than before: Ingolstadt was a strong fortress, and Berlin

could hold out for months!
The Flammenspeck family, on whose floor we slept for two ni-ghts

(from Thursday toFriday and from Friday to Saturday; from the twelfth to
the thirteenth 

-and 
from the thirteenth to the fourteenth of April), is a

model of friendliness. The man, deputy mayor and Ortsbauemfrihrer
(Sign on the house: "Reich Agricultural Estate. Blood and Soil'" Under-

n"ith thut, "Ortsbauemftihrer."), cannot do enough to help us, displaying

all the while a good-natured dignity' His wife very ungrudging' Creased

face, animated 
-in 

he. -orre-ents and speech, virtually incomprehensible

dialect. A plump older daughter with a boy of about eight, hertrusband
fallen. A younger daughter with a four-week-old bottle-fed child, around

which everything happily and tenderly revolves. The child's father is a

young wounded soldier with his arm in a sling. (The same one who told
me his lieutenant was talking about a new offensive, he himself did not

believe in it.) on the wall the picture of a son missing in Russia. The father

says he is a National Socialist, but things cannot go on like f&is, peace has

toie made, otherwise more blood will be shed in vain. He is not afraid of

the enemy, althoughhe is a Nazi, because he has oppressed no one' At the

same time the teaiher says of him that he was the first and most enthusi-

astic Nazi in the village.

April 21, Saturday

On the first day we took in the village and its surroundings with some

thoroughness. Unterbembach is hardly any larger than Schweitenkirchen,
but is d-ivided into two quite separate parts by a large meadow' At the tip
of the part now farthest away from us stands the church with its big tower

rising in stages and bearing a gable consisting of two baroque scrolls'

erorina it ismalt churchyard. The village has no baker, no cobbler,

nothing, only a little shop in which there is hardly anything to be had' But

the villige ijevidentty piosperous and kept very clean. The courtyards all

swept v-ery thoroughly, most quite expansive, the houses very nicely
whiiewashed, the window arches and their keystones in complementary

colors, yellow with red keystone and blue with yellow. Everywhere there

are plenty of caftle and pigs in big, solid bams and pigsties, a few sheep, a

vasi amount of poultry, hens, ducks, geese-I have never ever seen such a

number of goslings together in one place. By the inn there stands a huge,
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ancient linden tree, which has been bound by metal hoops and burst them
many times; nestling in the side of the tree is a massive dark cross with a
golden bronze Christ and a golden Mary undemeath. (Crucifixes by the
roadside and in the comers of the peasants, rooms everywhere. But
Catholicismesuperficiel, ils n'ont pas de charit6, says the piisonnier, the
tailleur de Valenciennes.) Everywhere the prospect of the Upper Bavarian
expanse as described before. To the west between woodLd ridges the
"gooseneck" of Inchenhoferu a couple of miles away. A wonderful fiece of
woodland, our_favorite place, close to our present lodgings, in the part of
the village without church or inn. rhe atmosphere or ttre trours in this
wood must be recorded. Sprir,g, talf straight pine trees, not crowded to-
gether, plantation of various ages, clearings with field and meadow, bil-
berry bushes, broom, buttercups, blue skies above it all----and strips of
tinfoil scattered everywhere, and always the humming of single airplianes,
the dgep hum of formations, from time to time the silvJry gt:tter of
squadrons o. spaller groups as they become visible, then the bings and

S. ly1!.1S .u1r""d by bombs falling not so very far away, again and-'again
the dull thunder of the frorrtline artillery indefinable individual exllo-
sions, impossible to say of what kind and how far away. We lie under
cover beneath the trees, we hear the various warning sirens, we collect
pine twigs for the fir,e, I read aloud . . . The route norttrwest to the villages
of Halsbadr and Htirzhausen passes tfuough this wood. We walked it-on
9-ur lrst day, from choice, later once again from necessity, because
Hcirzhausen has a cobbler. Even the smallest village has a church and an
inn, but at the inn, if it is open at all, one is refused everything, there is no
fire in the hearth-there is a lack of coal, but there is abundan=t wood, it is
stacked up in the farmyards, it is collected as waste by meryone, natives
and refugees alike-they don't have any coffee or a diop oi mllk-they
do, of course, but on the whole they don,t have mucli time for these
strangers and locusts. And the country roads are treeless and dusty and
gireate.iid b.y low-flying aircraft. It is no pleasure walking along them. -fhg cgbb-le1-rs not willing either. He has two jor-eyrnery Ir, the iorkshop
a1d the hlllyay there are piles of boots waiting io be repaired. Out oi
charity and for twenty pferurigs he sews 

" 
seam of the shoes that Dressel

gave me in Pima, which are pinching dreadfully; he refuses to touch the
completely tom neat leather shoes: the cobbler in paar deals with jobs tike
that.

We live with the Gruber woman in the northem smaller part of Unter-
bembadl and our favorite little wood and beyond that tire villages of
Halsbach and Hcirzhausen lie to the north of us. Toward the soulttr we
know the villages and roads as far as Aichactr, about 6 miles away. There
is a-straight rold_there, pretty much alongside the railway line by way of
Radersdorf and OberbembadU and one that swings out in a curve tothe
east by way of Paar and the much larger Ktihbich with its rambling
palace, originally a Benedictine convent, behind a beautiful high iron raii
ing, its big church and a flat cemetery laid out as regularly is if from a
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child,s box of bricks and with a little modettike chapel. There are another

couple of smaller villages along these roads. [ . . . ] The landscape, every-

where varying the same theme.is enlivened by a small river, the Paar, and

here in Unterbembach also by a stream, which we cross on a little stone

bridge when we go from one Part of the village to the other' The large

u-oi,r,t of meadJwland is often boggy. We have repeatedly walked and

driven through the area at all times of the day. But we feel at ease only in

"our" piece o1woodland with its mixture of timber and plantation, its ex-

tensive meadow, field and boggy clearings and the distant prospects that
openup.[...]^ 

On our second day in Unterbembach we traveled with the moming
milk truck to Aichach by way of Paar and Ktihbach. t . . . ] In Aichach, in

the first-aid room of the military hospital, an older nurse, who was chang-

ing the bandages of a number of soldiers, treated my thumb (it is still not

neirca1. We bJught bread, sausage, ink tablets (there is no ink any more),

a steel pen; the kind-hearted landlady of Caf6 Mayr gave Eva some

thread, ie ate at Ziegler's-then it was already time to go to the dairy,

from which, after one o'clock, a truck was going in our direction as far as

Ktihbach. We walked back wearisomely from there. Then that evening,

Saturday, April L4, we moved to our actual lodgings in the Gruber house-

hold.
I want to say something more about the Flammenspecks, with *19*,

as I said, we remain in constant close touch-the nice stewed dumplings
at lunchtime today! They are always looking after someone or other' Dur-
ing our second night there, they put up in the barn and fed two Ukrainian
w5rkers who had been sent from Niirnberg for some "duty" somewhere'

Meanwhile they have had plenty of soldiers billeted on them ' ' ' Flam-

menspeck askei me once, whether the Russians were "really" so cruel,

whether "American lewry" really, etc., or whether it was partly propa-

ganda. I explained very cautiously: The steel industry not in Jewish hands,

irrd b""id"r 
^uch 

better and more stable business was done in peacetime

than in wartime. The youngest son-in-law, Asam, wounded five times, ab-

solutely defeatist, tiving in the house of his mother, who "has not yet

given it up," yesterday let us listen to the military bulletin with him "in
itr" e**},u,ri." The peasant living rooms are all very similar, also like

those of the Wends: There is always a crucifix comer, there are always Pic-
tures taken during military service.

At the Gruber *oman's we have an attic, very similar to the one at

Agrres's. [ . . . ] The most interesting person in the house is the French pris-
orier of war, the tailor from Valenciennes, who lives with a group of pris-

oners next to the inn and who for two years has worked and been fed here.

t...I- 
An even more interesting (and more fertile) acquaintanceship than the

prisoner is provided by the teacher Friiulein Haberl and her married sis-

ier, Frau Steiner. There is no lending library in Aichach and the public li-
brary is open only in the evening, therefore inaccessible to us' So we
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called at the schoolhouse and I calmly introduced myself as who I am
[i.e., as professor]. First we were received by young Frau Steiner. She
showed us her books, I noticed several volumes by Vossler so there was
an immediate point of contact. Herr Steiner, at present serving in Ingol-
stadt, had started a fine-art publishing house, had previously Ueen in
newspaper publishing, could no longer reconcile that with his convic-
tions, they are devout Catholics. I found German translations of Georges
Bemanos and Emest Hello - Vossler had promised the publishing house
something . . . was I "Pg"-a Party member? My heart grew lighter, and I
replied diplomatically, I had atready said that I was i student and ad-
mirer of Vossler, hence one could imagine my attitude to the regime. At
about this moment her sister, also a teacher, appeared, and she p-rovided
the greatest surprise. Frau Steiner is gentle and dark-eyed, harmless-
looking, so to speak; I would definitely have judged her sister, with her
staring blue eyes, her overwhelming blondness, her tight short clothing
and almost military posture, a super-Nazi, a fanatical BDM leader, a Nazi
partisan. Her rougtu brittle voice fitted with all of that. Les extremes se
touchent Th" gr.l is-I must say here-a fanatical opponent of the 3rd
Reich, and an utterly incautious one. ,,If you are writing about the lan-
guage of the 3rd Reich, don't forget Dachau. Thirteen thousand people
have died there in the last three months, most of them of starvation, ind
now they're releasing the res! because there,s nothing left for them to eat.
They've got to the letter H with the releases.,, Both women talked about
Cossmann, the "hundred percent" nationalis! who had died in There-
sienstadt. We pretended that we knew nothing about Theresienstadt, and
were almost shaken to hear the name in a village in the middle of Upper
Bavaria. We g9! reading matter-at the momint I am reading Berg;n-
gruen's magnificent Grosstyrann [The great tyrant] aloud-we got -truo

eggs 
1s a special pr€sent and were invited to come again. We went there

at eight o'clock in the evening of the nineteenth and listened to the mili-
tary bulletin. I said Goebbels would speak today. ,,He should be crushed
underfoot!" responded the teacher. She was alone, her sister purchasing
provisions. We want to go there again this evening; a numberbf air raidi
on Ingolstadt provide a good excuse to inquire after Herr Steiner. The two
sisters are also-of the opinion that it cannot go on much longer; I myself
have meanwhile become doubtful again.

At Flammenspeck's I recently met an elderly south German Landes-
schiitze. He explained the word: A kind of home-guard duty for those
temporarily unfit for frontline duty, but who have been at the front and are
retuming to it. The man, aggressive in type and character, certainly no
hypocritg was completely convinced of the Hitler cause and of its'final
victory. Hoar the tumingpointwould come, he did not know,buthe knew,
that it would come. "Adolf Hitler" had always managed it, one had to
'telieve blindly" in him, one blindly believed in so mrch that had stood
the test of time so much less than the Ftihrer. Recently a bombed-out
woman had said to him: "We owe that to the Fiihter!,, He naa shouted at
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her: "Without himyou, would not be bombed out, you would have been

mincemeat long ago!" It could not be gtasped with a "slide rule" and with
"common sense," that was no use at all---one simply had to "believe in the

Ftituer and in victory!" I was really rather depressed by these speeches. If
this belief is widespread, and it almost appears as if it were . . . Then again
the Haberl girl says the German army is disintegrating, and it's coming to

an end. (ln fact, today, April 21, Germany basically consists of no more

than a generously defined Greater Berlin and a Part of Bavaria.) But the

Haberl girl also says: "Now I fear only the German soldiers."

t...1
Every day the sorrows and also joys (substantial joys "with cheese and

eggs") of eating, every day and night the air-raid wamings, which here we
cin listen to in relative calm, the deep hum of the squadrons, which can

often be seen in groups of six, or ten, or more, formation after formation
flying in every direction, usually visible as silver fish thousands of feet

nigh, this moming audaciously low, big and gray beneath gray clouds;

da and night the distant banging of falling bombs, the very distant thun-
der of the front, the curious rattling and shaking of the windows, the chat-
ter of a machine Bun or an antiaircraft gun, the isolated indefinable
explosion. And meanwhile we sit in the wood, feeling safe, and I read

aloud. Today the flying went on incessantly all morning; afterward we

heard that a low-flying aircraft had shot two girls and a team of oxen near

Aichach. (All the peasants here are very much afraid of low-flying air-
planes, the plowing is suffering badly because of it') - During the night
-of 

epril 17 we saw a "Christmas tree" over the railway line (the pattem of
flares really does look like one).

Eva says: We're unlucky; going by the last report, Falkenstein must al-

ready be in American hands. And are are in Upper Bavaria - [ . . . ]

Lpil22, Sundaymoming

Toward evening yesterday there was a thunderstorm, but we got to the
Flammensbeck(as it should be) house during a break in the rain [ . . . ] and
over fried potatoes and a cup of warm milk I saw an excerpt from
Goebbels's 6irthday speech [i.e., for Hitlerl in the Aichach newspaper. The

crucial sentence: Surely we shall not give in now, just when the "perverse

coalition" of our enemies is about to fall apart' So they want to luse that

(and again and again reporting on the tensions of the San Francisco con-

ference and of the Polish question) to keep the populace in line and still
maintain a belief in victory. That it made young Asam angry goes without
saying. But even Flammensbeck unbent. New weapon, offensive, turning
poir,t-he hud believed it all, but "now he didn't believe in anything any-

more." Peace must at last be made, the Present Sovernment must go. Did
I think it true that we would all be deported? I talked that out of him, said,

they were whipping uP resistance with demagogy. He agreed comPletely'

t...I
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Frau Steiner and her sister had recently said: We are now afraid, only of
the Genmn soldiers. Now they told us in alarm, that eight hundred SS
men were expected here. (Which does yet appear certain: The billeting in-
skuctions change almost by the hour.) The reputation of the Steiner-
Haberl sisters was well known in the village, and the SS would also be
politically active. On the other hand, they also reported to their, and our,
relief that the mood of the soldiers so far accommodated in the village and
the schoolhouse was completely defeatist: "You should hear them com-
plaining!" [.. . ]

Afterlunch

[ . . . ]At lunch today-Sunday tunch: frittata, soup, as much potato salad
as we wanted, and real chicken! - I was able to be gently and forcefully
enlightening. And I found the ground well prepared. Young Asam has
been voicing it for a long time, and Flammensbeck senior has known it for
a long time and is pleased to have me confirm it. "It " that's everything,
the criminal murdering and propaganda, the whole catalog of sins of this
govemment, whidr has to go. I am very calm, I avoid every accusation, I
avoid all humanist and pious phrases. I constantly repeat only this: Our
enemies do better business in peacetime than in war, they don't want to
deshoy us at all. They were surprised by the wa4, they want to get rid of
our warlike govemment, etc., etc. And always: "But you know this con-
versation will cost us our heads, if . . ."

[ .. . ] While Eva sleeps and I wanted to write here, the Berliner sat
chattingbeside me for a long time. Utterly depressed, extreme opponent
of the regime. How many more days could it last? His home is in Bas-
dorf, 10 miles from Alexanderplatz, he is a master joiner, has a wife and
child; runs a large business together with his father. Who and what of all
that is still there? It is so long since he heard anything. This deceitful
govemment, deceitful in everything! And so cruel: "I don't know if you
know how they treated the |ews in Berlin. These poor people, they were
truly excluded from the national community. Well, I wouldn't have
cared if they had been excluded from public office! But from everything!
They were not allowed into any theater, they were allowed to go shop-
ping only at certain times, I saw children, ten-year-olds, completely seg-
regated. . ." I said: "It was no doubt the same in every city, it weighs
very heavily on me." He: And did I believe in the Russians' cruelty? I:
On the whole, not at all, but there would be individual brutes every-
where . . . the hostility to the SS, etc. He: What the SS had on their con-
science was coilunon knowledge. He also talked about the collapse of
the army. Many were deserting. In Heidelberg he had seen two hanged
soldiers. . . And about the great quantity of stores distributed, squan-
dered in Regensburg. There was again a cigarette and even a cigar left
over for Eva; there will be a joyful awakening. . . I was most of all
touched by his spontaneous speaking up for the Jews. He appeared to
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know more about the atrocities than he said. Apart from that: he was
completely unpolitical, he wanted to live with his family and be able to
work. The man wears the black jacket with the death's-head of the tank
units; he is now a driver and talks about the serious dangers and losses
because of the low-flying airplanes; he himself had already lost two ve-
hicles.

Apil23, Monday morning

t.. 1

Yesterday evening outside Flammensbeck's house (where we ate), op-
posite the inn and on the square in between: Wallenstein's camp and
Children's Crusade. A detachment of a Hitler Youth division had arrived
from Ansbach together with refugees from the same place, other troops
came and went. Terrible, this Hitler Youth gang. Lads of sixteen, fifteeru
even yonnger ones and complete children among them, in uniform, a

cape in brown sacking color or camouflage over their knapsack; they are
supposed to fight with bazookas. Among them also, in civilian clothes,
boys, children rather, who have been taken along from Ansbach. A few
adults as leaders. Lr the taproom of the inn children's beds made up on
benches.

I...I

2:00 p.*r.

Today for the first time I saw the Flammensbeck family sitting down to-
gether to their meal: They were all eating, man, wife, both daughters, the
littte boy, each with his spoon, from a huge (wash) basin of thick gruel
standing in the middle of the table. Aside from that, the room looked the
same as the day before, soldiers and refugees on every bench and chair
and settee, coming and going, two noisy baby carriages. We also sat on the
bench and waited, until it was our tum for the nourishing feed. Mean-
while and afterward chatted and listened. Beside me a handsome young
pilot with the Iron Cross, First Class. His wife in Magdeburg, which is in
American hands, no news from her for weeks. "They've already crossed
the Danube at Dillingen, we can't do anything about it. We've got enough
aircraft, better than theirs, faster, better armed, we would bring them
down-but we can't do anything anyrnore, we lack fuel, ammunition,
everything." He shrugged his shoulders pityingly at the Hitler Youth. Per-
haps there were individuals among them who were capable of some-
thing-but as a unit? Impossible. An Ansbach woman with a baby: her
husband twice seriously wounded, now instructor with the Hitler Youth.
Infanticide! One can only hope that it will be over, before these children
are sent into action. [ . . . ]
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Lpil 24, Thesday aft ernoon

Yesterday aftemoon old Tyroller tumed up in a state of agitation, "they"
had already readred Gabelinz, the airfield close to Augsburg, and at
Dillingen they had crossed the Danube on an undamaged bridge. [ . . . ]

ln the newspaper we saw the "Fiihrer's order of the day to the Eastem
front." To the last the same features of language and thinking. Boundless
abuse and vilification of the enemy. "The lewish-Bolshevist mortal
enemy" has begun his assault "for the last time." (Ambiguity of the ,,last

time.") He wants to "exterminate" us. "While old men and children will
be murdered, women and girls will be degraded to prostitutes. The rest
will be marched off to Siberia." But we have foreseen everything and ex-
panded "our army with countless new units." (Mendacious superlative.)
But "Bolshevism will this time experience the ancient fate of Asia, that is,
it must and will bleed to death before the capital of the German Reich,"
Once again after that, the German nation hopes, that "thanks to your fa-
naticism. . . the Bolshevist onslaught will choke in a bloodbath.,, Again
the pretense of a possibility of victory: "T"lte turning poin t of the war will be
decided at the very moment, that fate has taken the greatest war criminal of
all times fuomtlis earth." - Rhetorically formulated: "Berlin remains Ger-
man, Vienna will be German again, and Europa will never be Russian.,,
ut.

In the schoolhouse they don't believe that Hitler is in Berlin. He is too
muchof a "coward" forthat. [... ]

April 25, Wednesday morning

t...I
Particularly shocking in Hitler's proclamation was the order not to

obey any officer who called for retreat, but rather to arrest the man or
shoot him. Fear of the Seydlitz and Paulus people or of an imitation of
Paulus in the German rani.s?

When there was talk of marching on, the instructor of the Hitler youth
boys here said: "What does it matter where the Americans catch us!,, [ . . . ]

I was back just before midday, and after lunch we went into the wood.
Butwe didnotmanage mudrreading. From every side weheard the thun-
der of the front, bombs exploding, formations and fighter planes flying at
a great height, fighter planes diving, the rattle of a machine gun . . . Sud-
denly two shots very close to us. "Here are the Americans!" said Eva, and
we decamped hastily, repeatedly looking behind us, to see if the American
tanks were rolling up. But they didn't come, presumably it had been only
a couple of Hitler Youths up to mischief.

These Hitler Youths and their younger companions are accommodated
in mass billets; mainly they are bursting out of a house and a shed on the
square in front of the inn and the ftsbauemftihrer. They are very diverse.
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Since they are going around b"ggg for food everywhere-they are said
to be very badly or not at all supplied with rations; today we overheard
one group: "\Ay'hen the Americans come, at least we'll get something
proper to eat!"-we have been able to exchange a couple of words with a

few of them. Two (particularly one here) appear to me to be from good
homes and decent, fumocent boys. I asked one of them, who was given a

couple of potatoes here, how old he was: "Fifteen." - "Are you about to
be sent to the front?" - "Only the volunteers." - "Are you a volunteer?"

-Quite unheroic: "No." [ . . . ]

April 25, Thursday morning

Two remarks by Frau Steiner: She did not like Wagner at all, the innkeeper,
one of the wealthiest farmers here ( . . . ) I: But he was certainly not a Nazi.
She "We shall soon see that a non-Nazi can also be aery unpleasant!" Truly a

profound piece of wisdom. For me today all mankind divides into two
parties: pro- and anti-Nazi, and all anti-Nazis appear to me as friends and
allies. Tomorrow things will look different again.

On another occasiory although she had just declared her support for de-
mocracy, Frau Steiner said: "Don't you think, that Liberalism is to blame
for everything bad?" l...I I must get her to talk about her opinions at
greater length. I must explain to her: A liberal is someone toho stands by the

sentence: ln my father's house there are many roozs. A scholar who does not
agree with that sentence is no scholar.

5:00 r.u.

[ . . . ] At Frau Steiner's for a moment, who unfortunately had no business

in Ktihbach, so that the errand fell to me. We got to know her husband, the
publisher, who is now a paymaster (after several years in the front line).
Big, strong, well fed, blond, about forty. His opinion: The war will be over
in two weeks. Frlulein Haberl complained angrily about the rough mis-

chiei the destructiveness of the Hitler Youth quartered with her. Lrdeed
the majority of them make a frightful impression. Street arabs and chil-
drery proletarian children in uniform, playing with guns. That's how I see

them Iying around the garden in groups, that's how I hear them banging
away in the woods [ . . . ] that's how I saw a whole gang of them in front
of the shed by the inn. During the solid Flammensbeck dinner, the beauti-
ful woman from Ansbach (whose husband, after five years'frontline ser-

vice, is a Hitler Youth trainer, who in Peacetime had got as far as the first
semesters of political economy, and who since then has got a wife and
child and the rank of an NCO, and who now sees the future in the black-
est terms-intensified repetition of the conditions of 1918!), the Ansbach
woman, then, related under seal of silence: The Party was giving the war
up for lost; the bulk of the Hitler Youths should try to get hold of civilian
clothes and make their way home under their own steam; only a battalion
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of volunteers who had already seen service at the front were to stay to-
gether. In an address, hopes for the future had been placed in them, be-
cause Russia and the USA would soon begin to quarref and then the
NSDAPwill rise again! - t . . . I

April 27, Friday, 2:00 p.u.

Yesterday toward evening, in the wood, shots from somewhere fired by
the brutalized Hitler Youth, a bullet smacked into a tree by the path. A sol-
dier bellowed: "Stop it, you bloody stupid bastards!" but the shooting
went on. One could have died a hero's death for nation and Fiihrer. Gen-
eral indignation in the village at this child soldiery.

t...I
Old Tyroller has already asked me twice, what will happen when Rus-

sians and Americans meet in Berlin? On both occasions there was the hope
in his voice, that Russians and Americans would immediately fall upon
one another and engaSe in bloody battle. That is the degree of confusion
that Goebbels has managed to create.

This moming wood close to our fallen tree trunk, great mili-
tary activity, at once modem and Landsknechflike. Motorized troops had
bivouacked in the open, since our village is crammed full. First a group of
heavy vehicles, between fifteen and twenty of them, pushed under the
trees, young firs along the sides and completely covering the canvas. The
men sitting and lying, cooking, eating, washing; kit bags, knapsacks, high
boots leaning against trees. After that horse-drawn wagons; the horses,
black, browru white of varying size, by improvised houghs, mostly eating.
Such a shange collection of horses, which one hardly believed could exist
any more, between the trunks of the tall pine trees! The troops encamped
among them. Tiuly a painting from the Thirty Years' War! But twenty
paces away from them the trucks, and above it all the unceasing buzz of
the searching airplanes. And in addition the firing of the batteries, the rat-
tle of machine guns. We talked to a few people, no one knew anything def-
inite, everyone only rumors, everyone believed and hoped that the end of
thewarwasnear.-[...]

April 28, Saturday afternoon

1...I
Late yesterday afternoon we were sitting at the edge of the wood, a

thunderstorm was threatening--one never knew, is it thunder or artillery
rumbling, the two altemated-in addition Eva had a stomachache, so we
didn't go ory then first drops of rain and once again the irresponsible
banging away of the Hitler Youth drove us home early. Earlier, over coffee,
I had got to know a nice Hitler Youth leader, wounded parachutist, he had
volunteered three years earlier, now a sergeant major, from Hamburg, had
completed the upper fifth, very weary of the war and very reasonable. We
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were iust chatting, he had given me a cigar, when two SS men in leather
jackets, arrogant mercenary types, presumably officers, came in with the
thunderstruck Frau Gruber (to whom they were appallingly rude), curtly
demanded quarters, threatened to throw out anyone who might oppose
them. Outside in the kitchen the peasant woman and the young sergeant
major afterward complained bitterly about the overbearing insolence of
the SS. I{hen we came back from the wood we saw a car with the hated SS

symbol standing in the shed. [ . . . ]
We ate in the kitchen in the light of a candle stuck in a beer bottle. Two

SS members, as inoffensively decent as their comrades in the aftemoon
had been iIl-mannered, radio operators, brought in their receivet and so
we could hear the military bulletin properly. Ingolstadt had fallen (and
Siemensstadt in Berlin!), so we could expect the Americans to arrive here
in the very near future. Also the Hitler Youth and several other units were
to leave the village before the evening was out. (Also-it's unbelievable,
but completely true!-the mayor has had the swastika, fastened above the
coat of arms on the gable of the district office, removed!) - t . . . I

Apil29, Sunday morning

General te deum laudamus atmosphere. I slept in my clothes, it wasn't
necessary. Only from a very great distance, closer to Munich than to
Aichach, was there still the sound of artillery fire. Here the war is un-
doubtedly over.

I...1

2:00 r.*r.

[ . . . ] OId Tyroller, only yesterday still fearfully retracting the Epp
rumor and [saying]: "The SS is here!" today spits out his hatred of the
Party and of the SS. ln a village on the Danube a peasant had removed a

bazooka from his house and thrown it into the river. Mayor and Orts-
bauernfiiLhrer had interceded for him. The SS had hanged all three for be-
traying the interests of the fatherland. . . And how they had behaved
toward religion! And the Hitler Youth . . .Th"y were against the Bolshe-
vists and were Bolshevists themselves! . . . Frau Wagner, the landlady at
the inn, beaming. . . The same mood at Steiner's, at the Flammens-
beck's. Old Flammensbeck passionately: They had been "too radical,"
they had deviated from their program, they had not treated religion with
consideration... t. . . I

7:00 r.u., kitchen

Between stormy gusts and downpours bright patches in a thundery dark
sky; the entrance to Halsbach wood, a track under tall trunks leading to
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the bright meadow, even more dramatic than usual. Here, in the late after-
noon, a group of three young German soldiers comes hesitatingly, mis-
trustfully toward us; uvrrmed, all wearing camouflage capes. One has a
map, all three have good faces, undoubtedly from good families, perhaps
students. They just managed to escape from Ingolstadt, they want to make
their way toward Landsberg, they do not want to be taken prisoner. Were
"the Americans" in the village? No-but in Kiihbach, probably also in
Aichach . . . They should see to it that they get hold of civilian clothes, the
war was almost over. "We have tried everywhere, but without success." -"All we have 1eft," says Eva, "is what we are wearing, we cannot help
you." We directed them to the Ortsbauemfiihrer, but he will be afraid.

The three beaten and helpless soldiers were like an allegory of the lost
war. And as ardently as we have longed for the loss of the war and as nec-
essary as this loss is for Germany (and truly for mankindFwe neverthe-
less felt sorry for the boys.

In the morning we had seen piles of cut firewood at the bivouac places
in the wood; we wanted to collect it now, but others had been there before
us, and we found only leftovers. [ . . . ] Here I have iust met the tailleur; he
and his people are being taken away tomorrow. He comforted us: Aussi
pour vous la guerre sera bient6t finie. He says, there are a few American
soldiers and a lieutenant frangais in the village.

April 30, Monday, 10:00 **r.
The Frenchman took a warm leave of us yesterday evening. There was no
[electric] Iight, it was (and is) bitterly cold, we soon crawled into bed. Ab-
solutely silent night, absolute silence also today; it appears as if Munich
has already fallen, because otherwise we would hear artillery from that di-
rection. But we know nothing at all; since the recent thunderstorm there is
no electric current and hence not only no lighg but also no radio. We have
not yet seen Americans face-to-face, neither tanks nor men nor decrees;
only the tailleur told us yesterday that one is not allowed on the street
after nine in the evening. I think we shall leam something at lunch in
Flammensbeck's house or afterward from the priest-I hope he will be
able to help me out with reading matter and a little writing paper.

We repeatedly experience a great feeling of relief and gratitude (grati-
tude to whom?) at now having really survived all this more-than-romantic
danger. It surges up in us again and again, but of course from hour to hour
it is increasingly overlaid by the unpleasanbress-for those less badly af-
fected it would be quite a misforfune, and even hardened cases like our-
selves are not in the end simply hardened, but also exhausted and,
literally, wom-out-all the misery of our situation: the lack of space, the
primitiveness, the dirt, the raggedness of our clothes, our shoes, the lack
of each and every thing (like shoelaces, knives, bandages, disinfectant,
beverages. . . )
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May 1, Tuesday

We are beneficiaries of the pig slaughters that take place out of fear of the
enemy. First at Agrr.es's, then (for days now) at Flammensbeck's, and yes-
terday at the inn. It is not very elevated of me to mention every single
meal, but my picture of the times would be untruthful if I did not do so.
And as for Eva, I appreciate every calorie she gets. So now there is space
at the Wagners'; we were able to spend an evening eating with them once
agaiq and it proceeded in very friendly fashion in their heated little pri-
vate room next to the big taproom. The landlord was talkative, related that
for fifteen years he had been caretaker at the Stiegelbrdu in Aichac[ re-
lated proudly that he had never been in the Party, that he had been in a
Catholic organization, and how he had been in fights with the SA and had
made himself respected. To what extent are coats now being tumed, to
what extent can one trust? Now everyone here was always arrenemy of the
Party. But if they really alwayswerc. . . What appears to be genuine is the
bottled-up hafred of the SS, also genuine no doubt is that they long ago
had enough of tyranny and war. . . [ . . . ]

May 2, Wednesday moming

Terrible cold, snow on the fields and roofs, more snow falling. This and the
constant absence of electric current make life more than uncomfortable.
Nevertheless the feeling of having been saved is dominant.

t.1
After lunch, while Eva was sleeping, I walked to Kiihbach to go shop-

ping. [ . . . ] An American emergency or repair column was on the church
square: A truck with a winch, one with tires, etc., smaller vehicles, jacked
up high on one was a long, thin-necked machine gun with cartridge belt
h*g*g down. A grinding machine or a lathe stood against the wall of a
house; black, more precisely: brown Negro soldiers in indefinably gruy-
green, earth-colored jackets and trousers, all with steel helmets stuck on
their heads, bustled and swarmed around-village children stood close
by and among them. Later I also saw individual blond soldiers, in dark
leather jackets, revolver strapped on, rifle (different from the German one,
barrel without a wooden casing) slung over the shoulder. All the shops
were shut, admittedly it was not quite three o'clock. I tumed into a side
street; a young blonde, certainly no peasant woman, presumably from
Munich, answered my inquiries. I should wait until three o'clock, but they
would probably not open. On the first day the occupation troops had
taken everything out of the shops, but otherwise had been altogether de-
cently behaved. "The blacks too?" She almost beamed with delight.
"They're even friendlier than the others," there's nothing to be afraid
of . . . Dd she know anything about the situation? - Munich had already
fallen yesterday evening (so on April 30).
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I went back to the main squ.ue, asked two old ladies (more ladies than
women) for information. Again, only more emphatically, the same re-
sponse to the occupiers, exactly the same beam of delight because the Ne-
groes were the especially good-natured enemies. (I thought of all the black
children's nurses, policemen, and chauifeurs in our life.) And what had
been said about the cruelty of these enemies, that all had been nothing but

-lst9Sans," 31at 
was only "rabble-rousing." How the populace is being en-

lightened! The two also knew in detail about Munich, in such detail, that
today I still find it unbelievable. After all, there is no electric current in
Aichach either and thus no radio, but the Americans had told people and
shown it on the map: They had advanced on Munich from six Jiaei t . . . ].
But one could still hear artillery fire from there, I threw in. ,,That would
probablygo on for a while yet, because the SS was still defending itself in
every little comer." - Was it true that there was fighting between army
and SS? The information was unclear. [ . . . ]

The shops in the town were to remain closed for about a week but I
s-hould try my luck around the back, "across the yard, past the dung heap,
that's where you'll find Lechner." There I met a friendly woman, who im-
mediately brought me a six-pound loaf. It cost 90 pfennigs. I handed her
money and coupons, she refused the coupons, they were worthless. t . . . I

May 3, Thursday morning

After coffee yesterday, the walk to the cobbler. To Haslangkreit as the day
before yesterday, then we tumed off onto a path across the fields to paai.
Thus far we had had thunderclouds behind us, now we were in driving
rain and snow, which didn't stop, so that even today all our things are
completely soaked. [ . . . ]

On the last part of the walk we wene overtaken by Frau Steiner on her
birycle, her brown stockings dark to the knees with webress. She was very
depressed: Her husband had surrendered to the Americans as an officer
the day before and not come back; she had now leamed at the headquar-
ters at Aichach that he had aheady been transported with other prisoners,
presumably to France. I consoled her, it would not be for long. Whereupon
she: But yes, perhaps it was really only starting now. In Aichich an Amer-
ican is supposed to have said, they would now go to war with Russia. I
talked urgently to her, she should not let the tying Goebbels propaganda
make a fool of her. Eva said: If we kept on hearing it for much longer, we
would believe it ourselves. This moming the first words of the Gruber
woman: "They say the Russians have declared war on the Americans!,, -I- trotted 9ut my argument again: Our enemies were not so sfupid, frsf
they would secure their booty and afterward they would resolve theirdif-
ferences through horse.trading and not through an expensive war. But
there was,nevertheless a grain of truth to the ,,we,ll end up believing it
ourselves."[...]
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2:fi) p.u.

Eva has checked my diary and criticized me for not having sufficiently
emphasized the actual climax on April 28. She means the moment when
we were sitting reading in our attic in the moming. Suddenly the already
familiar artillery fire tumed into explosions very close by and the sharp re-
ports of individual shots, Eva also heard the whistle of a bullet---evidently
there was now fighting going on at the edge of our wood in front of our
village, our comer. We hurried downstairs, the house was empty, they
were already in the shelter, they had forgotten us. For quite a while we
stood and sat pressed into a corner of the kitchen, which appeared safest

to us. Gradually the shooting abated and our courage grew. We wanted to
cross over to the Asam shelter-renewed shooting forced us to look for
cover against the outside wall of the Asam shelter; not until some time had
passed did we risk the final couple of steps. Admittedly these few steps
along the passageway between the farm buildings led directly toward the
enemy, because it faced toward the meadow and beyond it the edge of
the wood from which the Americans had to come. After that we sat in the

sheltet sometimes I stuck my head out, but without discovering anything;
the farmer's wife fetched food for her peoPle, u)e starved, and so at about
two o'clock we venfured home again and made ourselves a coffee. The at-
tack had rolled over our village, more exactly, it had rolled around it, only
at the edge of "our" strip of woods had a last, small group of soldiers of-
fered resistance for a couple of minutes before they, too, fled. The war lay
behind us, even as we still thought it before us.

At the midday meal Asam told us, and afterward the gloomy Staringer,

who lives opposite, who repaired Eva's shoe-but now mine is SaPing,
too!-repeated it with great certainty, Hitler was dead, it had been broad-
cast on the radio (by whom?) without any particulars. Asam, however,
also added, he himself did not believe it, only yesterday officers had as-

serted with the greatest conviction, the "turning point" would come in
two weeks, it would start from the Obersalzberg and would be brought
about by "the netl weapon." This faith aPPears ineradicable and finds ever

new believers. The propaganda was simply too great and really was mass

suggestion.[...]

May 4, Friday morning, house 11, Tyroller-Gruber

Yesterday we had an argument with the Gruber woman, which continued
today and will probably lead to a change of accommodations before the

day is out. [.. .] We again had to take refuge with Flammensbeck. He

looked around for new quarters for us, gave us an ample supper. [ . . . ]
At the Flammensbecks', who sadly, sadly do not have a room in which

we could stay, we are not only fed on milk and honey and warmed in a
well-heated room-today the ground was covered in frost again!-but it
is also always the most interesting place. The sign "Ortsbauemftihrer" has
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disappeared, nevertheless people still tum up, and Flammensbeck feeds
them and puts them up for the night in his bam. Everyone get$ soup or a
piece of meat or sausage, the round loaf and the knife lie on the table and
everyone cuts as much from it as he wants. "It is as rti' says Eva, "people
smell his kindness." [ . . . ]

So yesterday evening Flammensbeck once again took in two soldiers,
unarmed but in uniform, with whom we talked for a long time. Both in
their early twenties, in the army for several years, before that one had been
a commercial employee, the other---older, spectacles, more talkative, the
dominant one, I took him to be a primary schoolteacher-a law sfudent in
his first semester, but since then a soldier for five years. Both Sudeten Ger-
mans, left their disbanded unit at Dillingen, trying to reach home by way
of Ingolstadt, Regensburg. They had frequently passed Americans, finatly
some who were riding along the railway track on a trolley, so far unmo-
lested. Yesterday they had listened to aradio, eoeryfhing, including Berlin,
had capihrlated, and Hitler was dead. The student declared: "If anyone
had told me that, even four weeks ago, I would have shot him down-but
now I don't believe anything anymore. . ." They had wanted too much,
they had overdone things, there had been atrocities, the way peopte had
been treated in Poland and Russia, inhuman! "But the Fiihrer probably
knew nothing about it," the Ftihrer was not to blame; they say that Himm-
ler was in charge of the govemment. (Still the belief in Hitler, he undoubt-
edly had a religious effect.) Neither quite believed anymore in the
"tuming point" and the imminent war between the USA and Russia, but
they did a little bit nevertheless. They were hostile to the SS, which was
still fighting. "In the end they'll make a bolt for it in civilian clothes and
getaway."[...]

May 5, Saturday morning, District Office

The District Office is right at the southem end of the village, as far away
from our previous domicile as it is possible to be; through the upper win-
dow of the south-facing main door one can see the white strip of the road
to Radersdorf, cutting between meadows, rising up the slope into empti-
ness, into an unlimited indefiniteness, fat away on either side of the flat
meadows and fields stands the forest. [ . . . ]

The swastika outside was just above our window---<tas-1,1, have slept
on the wedge-shaped pillow of the Sg and the picture of Hitler bumed in
our stove; despite all momentary dfficulties and inconveniences (to
which the cold, the rain, and muddy roads contribute a great deal) it is a
joy to be alive.

t...I
Our removal caused a stir in the village and showed us how many peo,

ple here already knew us and sympathized with us: People repeatedly
called out to us and asked questions. Among others, a young woman ad-
dressed us [ . . . ] in a rich Berlin accen! were we already departing. I said:
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We should certainly like to, but we had not reached that point yet. With
that we got into conversation.

The woman, from north Berlin, ended up here a week before us by way
of Silesia; she told us, she had "heard from a sergeant that Fritzsche, as

prisoner of the Russians, had announced on the radio": Hitler and
Goebbels had shot themselves, the Russians were helping the Berliners to
put out the fires, the war was completely over. (Father Moll even exPects
the railways to be running again in two weeks and that it will be possible
for us to return home!) But it was impossible to find out anything reliable,
we have been without electric current and therefore cut off since Saturday,
April 28, that is, for one week. At supper young Asam had the most recent
thing, a newspaper sheet with the title Nacftrichterz [News] dated April 28,

thus also a week old. It is published in German by an American army in
the territory it has occupied and had reached here from Aichach. The sheet

reported on the "historic meeting" of American and Russian troops in Tor-
gau-now the Reich was torn in two----on the handshake between Ameri-
can and Russian commanders.This shakehands was in stark contrast to the
hopes of war originating with Goebbels, it was also, admittedly, reminis-
cent of the handshakes of German and Russian officers in Poland in 1939.

t...1
The woman from Berlin bec;une more important to me, not for the ru-

mors she passed on but for this: She related that her brother had been in a
concentration camp for ten years and she herself had been inside for eight
weeks; she related it with pride. With the same pride and a degree of bit-
temess, Frau Steiner said-she was about to cycle for three hours to
Neuburg, in terrible weather, to seek information about her husband,
since her trip to Aichach had been in vain-she spoke proudly then, of
how often her husband, who had been an editor on the Gerade Weg

[Shaight path], "under Gerlich, the fiercest opponent of the Nazis, whom
they beat to death in Dachau" (find out: Who is Gerlich?!), how often he,
how often they both had helped |ews, taken people in who had no papers,
hidden them, passed them on-"and now he is to suffer, and in Aichach
the worst Nazis are still running around free! The Americans have defi-
nitely been very much misinformed in many cases!" Under the same

heading I should also like to record that Wagner, the landlord, recently
boasted of his prowess against the SA, and the boundless cursing of an or-
dinary woman, who is quartered with him, and some open remarks on the
part of young Asam, and some veiled ones on the part of Flammensbeck.
And I myself: I told Frau Steiner perhaps I could be of assistance to her at
some point, my name was respected, and the Nazis had forced me out of
my post. I even said something similar to Flammensbeck, and he there-

upon carefully noted my name.
So now everything comes triumphantly to light that until April 28 was

fearfirlly hidden (note the peasant Tyroller's retraction, the rumors were
false and the SS were in the village), but also no one who undoubtedly was
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a Nazi now wants to have been one. - What is the truth, how can it be es-
tablished, even approximately?

And ever more puzzbng, despite Versailles, unemployment, and deep-
seated anti-Semitism, ever more puzzling to me, is how Hitlerism was
able to prevail. Here, e.9., Flammensbeck, they sometimes talk as if Hit-
lerism had been essentially a Prussian, militaristic, un-Catholic, un-
Bavarian cause. But Munich, after all, was its "Traditionsgau"-its oldest
center. And how was this cause able to win over skeptical and Socialist
Berlin and maintain itself there? (Flammensbeck says that the Party pro-
gram respected religion, insofar as it did not encroach on politics, and at
the beginning he had not grasped the perfidy of this perfidious word inso-
far,b* Friiulein Haberl declares that Flammensbeck had been for a long
time a "fanatical" National Socialist.)

To feed our stove, I delight in going berserk in the tofl Valuable picture
frames have met their fate. If only we had an ax or a saw. I discover a
heavy "Stiirmer" display board. What pleasure it woutd give me to bum
it!

t...1
At the moment we are reveling in meat and fat and every kind of food

surplus; only milk is missing, and that is an unpleasant reminder. Since
the ration cards are out of circulation, a new order and authority has not
yet established itself; we can very soon be in trouble. But there is no point
in saving up; we must take every opportunity to build up our strength
and take each day as it comes. Naturally we often discuss whether and
when and how and where we should go from here. But everything is ut-
terly uncertain. Except for two things: we no longer need fear any Gestapo
or any bomb, and this "except" is nevertheless so much, that we should
really become Catholics. -

May 5, Sunday after luncll one o'clock

Thus far unchallenged here. No mayor, no Americans-thus far. During
the meal the Flammensbecks lent us an ax: so I can chop up bits of picture
frames for the stove. Eva has made us a set of shelves out of two chairs-
tiie.e are many fancy peasant chairs, wood with a little heart in the back-
rest and a depression in the seat-and two of the wicker children's
stretchers. With a pleasant temperature now it's quite cozy up here. Only
our cracked shoes and our socks refuse to dry out properly. The ground
outside is still muddy, and with the continuing gale from the south, one
needs to watch out for the showers of rain falling since this moming.

The latest rumor-someone is always "said" to have heard such a thing
on some radio somewhere: Germany has capitulated to Eisenhower, but is
continuing to fight against Russia; Goebbels has shot himself and his fam-
ily, Hitler has disappeared.

t...1
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May 8, Tuesday

t...I
This is now the eleventh day without light (presumably it did not,

after all, fall victim to a thunderstorm on April 28, but to the fighting; the
Steiner-Haberl sisters relate that on their cycle ride to Neuburg they saw
wires down everywhere), without the radio, and without any news at
all.

The greatest of our present anxieties and problems are related to that.
Above all the question: When and how shall we be able to get away from
here and get to Dresden? How on earth can we even get to Aichach, and
what shall we find there? To obtain real help, I would have to reveal my-
self as a |ew But I would want to do that only when I can definitely and
immediately leave my present surroundings. The matter I am intimating
here is one we are constantly considering from every angle; it is a diffi-
cult subject, with much to be said for and against. And it is impossible to
solve as long as we have no news at all . . . One can still hear artillery fire
from a great distance, formations and reconnaissance planes fly over us
almost every hour, it is said-"it is said," rumor upon rumor-isolated
groups are still fighting in the mountains. In the wood we again and
again meet soldiers returning home, usually in civilian clothes, but al-
ways unmistakable with their kit. The Americans don't bother with
them. The army is seeping away. I ask myself whether I can draw con-
clusions about the millions in the army from these individual returning
soldiers. But how many ships sailed across the ocean in peacetime, and
how few and how isolated were those we met on our long cruises. Ger-
many is like the ocean. . . We talk to the returning soldiers; they all
know nothing more than rurnors. The war between the USA and Russia
still plays a part in these. Yesterday I talked to two, who said: "The
Americans are all right-but what will it be like with the Russians? Our
homes are near Breslau." I: They won't do anything to the common sol-
dier. Only the officers and the SS. Pause, then with an (uneasy?) smile:
"We are not in the SS."

t.. I
Eva's health continues to be very unsatisfactory, she is shockingly thin.

A particular torture for her: the lack of tobacco. Now that the soldiers have
gone, there are not even stubs on the streets.

My particular troubles: my thumb, which just will not heal, my com-
pletely cracked, darnp, pinching shoes, carrying the heary pails of water.

Now that the danger to our lives has gone, we have had more than
enough of the minor, but cumulative misfortunes of our situation and no
longer find any compensation in its romantic aspect. But the feeling of
gratitude is nevertheless still constantly present, and many hours of the
day are again and again enjoyable. Bucolic hours, so to speak. In addition
also "close to the people" and therefore instructive.

I .1
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May 9, Wednesday morning

t...t
Electric light and with it the radio are expected hourly. Thus far in vain.

Heckenstaller, the mill owner here, has his own electricity supply. Yester-
day he gave out as reliable radio news: Total capitulation with the surren-
der of all submarines and "midget submarines" was signed yesterday,
May 8, at 3:00 e.u., on the German side by Admiral Dtinitz. "But the thing
about the Russians wasn't true, it wasn't mentioned," added Asam. So he,
too, had believed just a Iittle bit in this war between the USA and Russia.

The many airplanes that passed over us yesterday in groups of three,
very low and slow, are said to have been transports. Subjectively, from our
point of view, the characteristic thing about them is that we no longer look
for cover, are no longer afraid and yet with every airplane remember our
past fear.

t...I

May 1Q Thursday morning

Today began with a lot of chopping wood. Flammensbeck lent us the ax,
and there were many rafters lying around in the toft. There is also a huge,
heary display board, more precisety a display box of the "sttirmer"-
"The jews are our misfortune!" I should so much like to chop it to pieces
[ . . . ] but I fear I do not have the strength.

May 11, Friday moming

Yesterday essentially at home until 4:00 p.M. [ . . . ] After that, a most un-
successful errand to Ktihbach. The evening then brought some consola-
tion, i.e., a certain clarification or initial disentangling of the situation. 1)
the milk truck began running again this morning, so that there is transport
to Aichach at least. (But for the time being there is milk only for the chil-
dren, and so we have to go on living from our tins of preserves.) 2) the
electric light came on unexpectedly agarn, while we were drinking our
late coffee at Wagner's. Light That also means radio. (Why actually? I am
always ashamed of my ignorance of science, every child knows more than
I do. What is education?) So today we shall be able to hear the news in the
schoolhouse. We now want some orientation and further clarificatiory in
addition to waiting for Eva's condition to improve a little, and then travel
to Aichach together perhaps on Monday.

The two most urgent misfortunes apart from Eva's tobacco things are
now the condition of my shoes and the coffee rururing out.

The populace is absolutely without history in every respect. In the
evening a woman came to Flammensbeck to register her children's milk-
ration card, youn& not unintelligent. She appeared to be from Munich,
had cycled to Munich one day recently. Evidently there has been unruli-
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ness on the part of the Slav prisoners, who here, too, appear as idle, trou-
blesome, and overbearing, and evidently the American authorities re'
stored order. The woman related with conviction, and Flammensbeck
undoubtedly believed her, that America had issued an ultimatum to Rus-
sia to evacuate eastem Germany immediately. I asked the woman if she
had heard anything about Hitler and the other Nazi bosses; no, she had
had no time to ask about that, in other words: It no longer interested her.
The 3rd Reich is already almost as good as forgotten, everyone was op-
posed to it, "always" opposed to it; and people have the most absurd ideas
about the future. And patriotism? In front of the Petershof inn a couple of
refugee women were complaining they l:rad got less meat than the peas-
ants. The landlady: "Let the peasants be," the peasants had worked, were
the most important people, etc. The women: "We worked., in the arma-
ments factories . . ." I nodded hypocritically to the landlady, but it was the
women from the city who were right. The peasants were better off and are
incomparably better off than the rest. I do not believe in the peculiar pa-
triotism of the peasants, only in their peculiar egotism. [ . . . ]

May 13, Sunday,3:00 p.u.

When the light came on again the day before yesterday, the word was that
we must still continue to black out. That was canceled yesterday, and yes-
terday, on May L2, 1945, therefore, we saw illuminated windows for the
first time since September l, 1939, almost six years ago. Only a few win-
dows in the village, and yet the place immediately looked quite different.
It made a great impression.

But what good is all awareness of the peril we have come through-
you may put on the ligh! you may watch the never-ending flyby without
a care, there is no Gestapo for you to fear, you once again have the same
rights-no, probably more rights than those around you, what good is it
all? Unpleasantnesses ane more bothersome than the neamess of death,
and the unpleasantnesses are piling up now, and our powers of resistance
and patience are very much shaken. The terrible heat, the great plague of
mosquitoes on top of that. The lack of anything to drink-now even the
inn has run out of coffee. The lack of underwear, the unspeakable primi-
tiveness of everything that has to do with eating: plate, bowl, cup, spoon,
knife, partly (or mostly) completely absent, partly completely inadequate.
tn the long run (and in this heat) the distress caused by the inadequate
way food is served at the Flammensbecks'-when the wife dishes up, we
don't even get a plate each-the cmdeness of preparation-today for the
first time I could hardly stomach the warm, flabby, almost raw bacon, the
tasteless bread soup has already been tormenting me for days. Eva, for her
part, suffers agonizingly from the lack of tobacco, and unlike me she can-
not drink water. I know it all sounds funny, one could also say: presump-
tuous, after everything we had to put up with before; these are no more
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than everyday calamities. But as such they simply do torment one very
greatly. We are longing to get away from Unterbembach.

t...I

May 15, Tireeday, about 2:fi) nu.

t...I
Early today, when I was still fresh, I said to Eva I had more than "two

horses" in my stable, all of them would give me pleasure, but I would like
to be sitting comfortably in the saddle of one of them at least. I could: 1)

take over a professorship, 2) a ministry of education, 3) the editorship of a
newspaper desk, a) the work on the Curriculum, 5) on the LTI, 6) on the
18iEme, 7) a continuation of my modem French literatue history and
prose up to 1940. But I would really like to ride one of these seven horses
for as long as my heart lets me. And in addition, garden and the possibil-
ity of making music for Eva and smoking and alcohol for both of us, and
once again the pleasures of a car! When will these hopes be fullilled?
When one comes home hot, the knapsack and bag laden with noodles, and
Eva complains about [the lack ofl a cigarette and I about [the lack ofl a
drink-then all seven horses take on an illusory and phantasmal appear-
ance. As yet no train is running, as yet there can be no thought of transport
from herc, as yet there is no coffee, no tobacco, no clothing, no possibility
of movement, of newspapers, of getting or listening to news.

Tomorrow is our May 15. We shall be able to observe it with a lighter
heart than in past years, but we cannot "celebrate" it materialistically, with
wine and roast and rcal coffee and tobacco, we still carmot celebrate it.

The biggest impression of yesterday's trip to Aichach: On the main
square, close to the old gate, waving on the flagpole, which is as tall as the
Nazi ones were, as big and as extravagant in its use of cloth as the
swastika banner, the white and red stripes and the stars on a blue insert of
the banner of the USA. [ . . . ]

There was a fairly large crowd outside the Strasser shop, mostly foreign
workers who arebeing sent away first, for the timebeing to assembly cen-
ters, and among them German people. On the threshhold a civilian, like a
Bavarian inn servant, with a white armband: "Police." But he was a gen-
uine Bavarian inn servant, and to my question whether there was an in-
terprcter inside, he put a finger to his lips and replied, "There's not
nothin'." [ . . . ] There were yet morc true Bavarian policemen around; I
asked another one, and he said one could enter as one pleased and join the
queue. Once inside I at first saw only a cloud of smoke beyond the head of
the queue and the shop counter [ . . . ]. A young woman with large, gray-
blue eyes, notlewish-looking, wearing very thick lipstick [ . . . ] smoking
cigarette after cigarette, talking animatedly in an Austrian accen! to the
foreigners, to the Bavarians, to a male colleague, a female colleague, ges-
ticulating vigorously, brief and definitive in dealing with those in front of
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her, but actually never discourteous. Only repeating continually there was
no entry permit to Munich or anywhere else, and very often emphasizing:
This and that would be solved by the civilian administration, but for the
present the military govemment was here. I . . . I It gtew emptier and the
pressure on the Viennese woman was somewhat less. Then I told her in a
low voice and in a few words, who I was, and pushed my ]ewish identity
card over to her. Immediately smiling courtesy, helpfuhess, expression of
respect. One "Herr Professor" after the other. Did I need financial help,
did I have decent accommodation, clothing would be attended to, tomor-
row she would have the mayor of Unterbembach there, she would make
a note of my n,une: "K-l-e-m-p-e-r-e-r," beaming: "I've heard of it"-she
will no doubt have heard of Georg or Otto Klemperer, nevertheless it was
to my advantage. - "I shall talk to the mayor, Herr Professor!" -"Madam, I really would not like people in the village to find out . . ." Ye-
hemently: "Well, do you think you still have anything to fear? On the con-
trary: You wlll getprefermflal treahnent!" Only I would still have to have
patience with regard to departure. But I had nothing at all to fear. "Your
house? But you will receive compensation. . . So, I trust, Professor, you
may retum to your post very soon!"

Then I was standing outside again fairly perplexed. Success or failure?
For the time being there was no hope of departure and [ . . . ] God knows
what she will say to the mayor and in what light I would then appear to
the village. On the other hand I had undoubtedly established friendly re-
lations with the Military Government. [ . . . ]

ln the evening in the schoolhouse I said that I no longer wanted to keep
my cards close to my chest, talked about myself, and showed my |ewish
identity card. "We already suspected as much." [...] The two of them
(Frau Steiner had also been a teacher before her marriage) then related
their links with fews-friendship, "in the famtly," sympathy, political ten-
denry-[talked] about the Munich ghetto, of several cases where ]ews had
"died" and risen again with other documents and names and thus had
survived the Third Reich. It turned into a long and intimate evening [ . . . ].

May 16, Wednesday, 3:00 nu.

t...I
Among the people to whom I talked this moming was also the recently

mentioned Berlin woman with the flat nose and the intelligent character.
(lntelligent does not mean "educated": She talks in vivid Berlin dialect
and really does say "gorilla war"-wonderful popular etymology.) She
was put in a cell with fifteen others "because of things she said." With
growing trust in me it is gradually becoming ever clearer, and with ever
more details, how much her whole family, father, brother, husband, was
attached to the Communist Party and suffered for the Communist Party.
All of it in a fine Berlin accen! coarseness and feeling well mixed. [ . . . ]

We now repeatedly hear the same desire expressed by women refugees
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of every opinion and provenance: If we could only go home, if we had
only some contact with the rest of our families! And again and again: My
husband hasbeen a soldier for five, six years now-are they going to send
him to Russia? He wasn't in the SS, only in the army! [ . . . ]

May 17, Thursday

My hand is trembling from the forced march in the heat to and from
Aichach. From half past seven to haU past ten to get there, fatiguing time
in the office, Eva's fainting fit. Complete success, the march back took
until now. End of the village episode, beginning of our retum home: to
Munich early tomorrow moming.

Yesterday afternoon a car with American soldiers, two of them Chinese.
The mayor showed the people around the building opened our door a lit-
tle, said a few words to them, and that was all. The car drove on, two sol-
diers lay down on the grass until it retumed, gave the children who came
up to them candy or chocolate.

Then FrAulein Haberl appeared, brought bread and curd cheese from
Aichach. Then the engaging Berlin woman with a packet of barley malt
coffee and two cigarettes and we chatted with her for a long time. [ . . . ]

Then in the evening at the schoolhouse for a long time; we had to give
an opinion of a petition for the release of Dr. Steiner (and moderate it); we
talked about our past, our plans: we became friends. In a Swiss broadcast
I was shaken and impressed by a sentence in an Allied declaration: Ger-
many had "ceased to exist as a sovereign. state," but the Allies could not
encumber themselves with its administration, the Germans would have to
work under A]lied control. In addition I took in what the sisters told us
from other radio reports: that in Aachen schools had already opmed
again, with pre-Nazi textbooks "retrieved from an American library"; that
in Frankfurt 140 ]ews had been found still alive and had immediately been
employed in the reconstruction service. It was immediately clear to us
both that I must right away attempt to play my part, register my claims
and attainments. Thus today's forced march came about.

Munich, St. Martin's Hostel

(Catholic Home for old men and women)

May2l, Whitmonday

uBptq! [Hubris] It has pursued me since Friday moming, when we fell
from cheerful confidence into new *isery for a moment almost into de-
spair. I had believed myself to be someone almost of importance again,
and now sank back into a helplessness that was hardly less than that of the
Hitler years. There were moments when I no longer made any particular
distinction between the Gestapo and the Military Police, which blocked
entry to the town hall with brute force. I have meanwhile come to see the
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tragicomical and provisional aspects of the relapse, regard things with
greater patience and from the perspective of a new Curriculum chapter,
supported in all of this by Eva's stoicism; but the emotionally significant
words upptq [hubris] and "Pierced by the'knowledge of his nothing-
ness," which emerge to stick in my mind again and again, are still dom-
inant even now. -1...I

On Thursday (May 17) we were already rather tired and flushed by the
time we reached Aichach in the late aftemoon. The office was crowded-
just as it had been the first time I was there. Miss Lazar, incidentally wear-
ing a wedding ring and this time more exhausted, serious, older than
before, greeted me immediately as an admired acquaintance: Good after-
noon, Professor, are things working out now? And then asked where I in-
tended to go first "The best thing for you is to go to Munich immediately,
with your wife, with all your baggage-I shall supply the pass." I ob-
jected, that I had neither lodgings nor food, and furthermore it was uncer-
tain, how I would get any farther. - But no, it was a matter of course, she
assured me, etc., etc., I had only to report to the Military Govemment in
Munich, and I-M was a VIR after all-would of course be taken care of.
There was an American soldier in the office who, by his appearance and
gestures, I immediately recognized as a Jew. She whispered a few words
to him, and he right away shook my hand and passed me two cigarettes.
(Do you speak German or Erench? Shake of the head. I cannot say how much
I regret my inability to speak English.) A very heavily made-up young
woman then emerged, a colleague of Miss Lazar as I later discovered,
Swiss-French-we then spoke French to one another. My I identity card
was explained to her, I also heard something about"many books . .."-the
French woman, too, radiated affection. In between Eva got her fainting fit,
had to lie down flat on the floor for a while. They wanted to take her to the
army hospital, we said no: "merely overstrained, anemia." Sympathy for
us now reached a high point. Our pass arrived. But how to get to Munich?
An elderly gentleman, who had evidently already established friendly
business relations with the goTrernfiefit: He would gladly take us with him.
He was the director of the Aichach Machine Mill Ltd., which makes deliv-
eries to Munich every day. Departure quarter to seven-but how could we
get to Aichach from Unterbembach by 6:45 e.u.? - "You present the
mayor with our order to have you conveyed here with baggage tomorrow
moming-or the moming after-whichever suits you!" Good wishes and
we were discharged; then the French woman whispered to me, we should
wait outside, they had something for us, except "the lieutenant shouldn't
see." Hardly were we outside, than the Jewish soldier came and silently
dropped some provisions into my bag: Cheese with bacon and----evidently
from German army supplies-Tilsit cheese in a tube. - How could I have
expected, after all these expressions of sympathy, to encounter quite dif-
ferent treatment here in Munich? How could it not have gone hubrislike to
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my head that as a Jewish victim of the Nazis and as the very important
personof many books,lwas one of the Chosen?

We told ourselves that this was a great success, and we wanted to
travel the next day without waiting, so as not to be caught up in the Whit-
sun office holidays. Perhaps already by midday on Friday we would be
sifting in a car, even an airplane! and on Friday evening be in Berlin or
Dresden. Berlin was Eva's idea, that was where the headquarters of the Al-
lied administration must be. And I too, was mightily tempted by Berlin.
We ate a most meager lunch in the Bauemtanz; Caf6 Mayr was shut, but
the friendly landlady let us sit in the yard and made us a lemonade, for
which afterward she did not accept payment. She was unable to offer us
anything more, because everything had been looted by Polish and Rus-
sian workers and she had had to give up her crockery to the American of-
ficers'mess. We then walked back in great heat. Eva held up bravely; the
feeling of the "great success," our hopes of the immediate future lifted our
spirits mightily. Then from six o'clock onward in Unterbembach we really
were very important persons. Flammensbeck ordered a horse-drawn ve-
hicle for five o'clock in the moming. According to American regulations
one was not allowed to be on the street before 5:00 e.rvr. But I had a special
mission and special documents. [... ] After supper the Flammensbecks
gave us/ as additional provisions for the joumey, a big block of bacon and
ten eggs. We were truly departing from the fleshpots of Egypt. Then 1ve
went to the school. The sisters could not do us enough favors. We were
given (ust in case! if we had to stay in Munich for a little while after all) a
letter of introduction for their apartment in Laim, they also gave us soap
and a pair of stockings for Eva, and on Friday the Steiners'maid would
fetch back the things we had borrowed from the priest and from the Stein-
ers. The sisters undoubtedly envied us, they undoubtedly hoped for fu-
ture favors from us.

t...1
On Friday, May 1.8, we woke up at three, rose at four, waited in vain for

the vehicle at five, went to Flammensbeck at 5:20, who saw to it, cursing.
At about a quarter to six the wagon was standing in front of our district of-
fice. An extremely unsprung farmers'wagon, we traveled as if on a gun
carriage, but with two handsome horses in fron! as fellow passengers two
women we already knew, who wanted to shop in Aichach; beautiful fresh
moming, blissful jolting joumey, farewell views of the familiar landscape
[ . . . ]. Reached our first goal at exactly quarter to seven. The Machine
Mill, close to the entrance to the town, is a large complex of buildings
around three sides of a vast square, which is both yard and garden. [ . . . ]
Huge trucks rolled out of garages and moved into position. Ours had to
load a hundred sacks, we had plenty of time. In the meantime the director
talked to us. He had prevented the bridge from being blown up by having
the detonators removed; the SS commander had wanted him hanged for
that, he had almost lost his life, but had denied all knowledge. (The
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evening before, the sisters had related a nasty hanging case: A man "on
leave" in Unterbernbach, that is, a deserter, a family man, had gone to
Aichach to shop and had not retumed. Then a belated letter, which he had
written before being hanged, arrived, a last victim of the SS at the very last
moment.) The truck ran on wood gas; we sat in the completely enclosed
driver's cabin next to the driver and codriver. Despite the open window, it
was stiflingly hot in the heated, confined space. The drive, which did not
start until about eight o'clock, truly did not proceed much more swiftly
than in the horse-drawn wagon: We took a good two and a half hours to
cover a little more than 30 miles. Neither of us could say in detail what
route we followed; we were soon on the autobahn, which ran monoto-
nously and straight as an arrow tfuough the landscape, usually past
meadows, only occasionally through patches of woodland. We drove into
Munich from the Nymphenburg side at about haU past ten, but now, how-
ever, there were a number of stopping points at which flour had to be de-
livered. Only now did I get an idea of the strength of the American
occupation. Vehicles of every kind were driving in all directions virtually
without intemrption. Huge transporters, which look like barges set on
wheels, other giants in more familiar form, some packed with goods,
some with crowds of soldiers, other giants with gasoline drums, long con-
voys of them, ever new convoys-and we wanted to fiSht that without
any oil!-tractors pulling heavy guns. Constantly darting between them
are small, not very pretty, but fast, open vehicles, often only seats on a

chassis, but very often with tall metal fishing rods, which are radio anten-
nae. Sitting in these ugly, gray worms are four or six, sometimes even only
two soldiers. "Sitting" is not the right word. They sprawl, casually cheer-
fuI, one long leg is always hanging out sloppily somewhere, and to indi-
cate driving straight ahead the left hand lies equally sloppily on the
windshield (there is no indicator; when tuming the driver stretches out
his arm to right or left). Most of the vehicles, large and small, have been

given names; on small ones I read women's names like Mary Ann, also

Baby-Boy, on a truck: Chicago Gangster. There was deep water beneath a
railway underpass (probably because of a burst pipe). Our truck had to
wait there, because military convoys coming from both sides were plow-
ing their way through the water. t. . . ] Thanks to this holdup we had
ample opportunity to observe the strength and the massive amount of this
military traffic. We then drove farther into the city and to a bakery at the
comer of Erzgiessereistrasse and Dachauer Strasse; it had been arranged
that our luggage would remain here "only eight minutes'walk from the
railway station," there was also supposed to be a tram going to the station.
And it was here that the nightmare of the day began and our dreadful dis-
appoinknent. There was no tram running in the whole of Munich. And we
were not eight, but a good twenty minutes'distance from the railway sta-

tion. Dust, shattered buildings, and American cars raising clouds of dust
as they race through streets narrowed by rubble. Ever since then, that has
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been my hellish impression of Munidr; I feel that I have been in this hell
for an endless length of time, and yet today is only the fourth day.

At the railway station we had our second disappointment: The restau-
rants, which had still been open in April, were now all shut. Nowhere was
it possible to get anything to eat or drink. Again and again: "Shut because
of looting." [ . . . ] We have heard a lot about the looting, in Unterbembach,
in Aichach, and here. The foreign civilian workers and the prisoners of
war evidently played terrible havoc; the Americans intervened only late
and leniently, they presumably thought it naturat that those who had long
been held in poor conditions should now make up for it. . . We inquired
about the American headquarters: at the town hall. Right behind it was
the snack bar, in which we had eaten something in April. Now we got a
cup of broth and a cup of undefinable "fruit jelly"-there was nothing
else-which cost mor€ money than a proper midday meal cost at Flam-
mensbeck's. We went back to the town hall unrefreshed, and here I now
had the most definitive and depressing disappointment. There were nu-
merous Military Police guards there. A rope was shetched in front of
them, and on this side of the rope there stood a large crowd of waiting
people, largely foreigners. The sun was blazing hot. I attempted a couple
of times to approach a guard, to make clear to him in broken English that
Ihnd to geltnto the town hall, that I had been sent by the Americans them-
selves, etc. Always in vain. I was grabbed by the arm and pushed back by
a fellow as tall as a lamppost with a rubber truncheorl as well as by a less
motion-picture-like soldier with a slung rifle.

May 22, Tiresday, seven o'clock, refectory

A group of foreigners were called; they were permifted to climb over into
another roped-off section-the whole square reminded me of a cattle mar-
ket-and let into the town hall. The German group went on waiting. A
young interpreter appeared beside the tall rubber-truncheon-motion-
picture policeman: "All those who are here about bicycles, step over the
net to the side!" Avery large proportion stepped over the rope to the side.
"You should apply to the German police." - Shouts: "We've already been
there, they sent us here." - "We've got other things to do-you must go
to the German police!" The people moved off resignedly. The interpreter
then called out: "Tiavel permits will not be issued, travel permits will not
be issued." The crowd shrank to a small group. Now the motion-picture
boy waved over individuals, one after another stipped through the rope to
the taboo inner space and exchanged a few words with the interpreter.
Each one was dispatched at lightning speed, evidently negatively. It was
my turn. I showed the young woman my papers, explained my business
as briefly as possible. "You must go to Kaulbachstrasse 65, they will give
you somewhere to live." - "But I don't want somewhere to live. You can
see that my case is differen! I have to continue my joumey on the instruc-
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tions of the military govemment itself! . . ." - "You must go to Kaulbach-
strasse 65, there is also a housing office in Reisinger Strasse . . ." - "Bltl
don't want somewhere to live. . ." She did not understand, she was as-

tonished, confused, the motion-picture boy became impatient. He is uni-
aersity's professor, he says.. . From on high: three times, four times, five
times, not roughly, but with motion-picture impassiveness: No pass (pess!)

IQulbachstreet 65, Kaulbachstreet 65. I couldn't get anywhere against that;
another few seconds and he would have grabbed me by the arm again and
pushed me back. Es chambres des dames we shall laugh about it, but at
midday on Friday in the blazing sun it was terrible.

Eva waited in a shady corner; so now we dragged ourselves to 65
Kaulbachstrasse, way out in the English Garden t. . .1. An imposing
building, hardly damaged. [ . . . ] I could not really make sense of the inte-
rior of the building. later I heard that there had been a Gestapo depart-
ment here. [ . . . ] At a little table in the corridor there was a young girl with
a lisU one was then supposed to be dealt with in order of registration.
Which did not happen however. We sat there from two until four watch-
ing the activity. [ . . . ] Finally we had had enougl! and simply went into
the room. At various tables, in various comers people were bargaining,
greeting one another and chatting. [ . . . ] I happened upon the gentleman
who was second in charge; he became exceptionally friendly when he

heard my story immediately brought me over to Dr. Neuburger, chairs
were set down at his desk for us, and now there was a long and sympa-
thetic (except inasmuch as it was interrupted by all the man's digessions)
consultation. The result, however, was not cheering. There could be no
thought of continuing the joumey until the railways were running again.
And on top of that to Dresden in Russian territory! No one is allowed into
the town hall, He would write a letter to Dr. Maron, I should try to have
this letter sent up to Dr. Maron, perhaps Dr. Maron would then come

down to see me and be able to offer advice. But above all we must have
lodgings, the-I no longer remember which-school was nearer, St. Mar-
tin's Hostel was farther out, but a little less like a barracks; it would be bet-
ter if he wrote us a pass for St. Martin's Hostel, but now we would really
have to hurry to reach the town hall, before they finished for the day, it
was already past four ..."so, Herr Professor, the best of luck!" So we
dragged ourselves back to the town hall, where there were not so many
waiting as before. In dreadful English I asked a guard to send my letter up.
Later I heard another guard speaking French. I asked him, whether my let-
ter had been forwarded. - Yes, and the gentleman was still upstairs. I
went on waiting. But no messenger came to take me up. Instead I saw of-
ficials leaving the town hall in little groups. Once Eva went up to a gentle-
man, whether he was Dr. Maron or whether he knew anything about him.
In vain of course . . . opptg [hubris] "Pierced by the knowledge of his noth-
ingness" . . . happed beyond hope. We dragged ourselves, dragging is
truly no exaggeration, the endless distance to the East Cemetery to which
St. Martin's Hostel is adjacent, by way of the Isar Gate. In all this time we
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have experienced no more exhausting day of walking, hunger, heat, dis-
appointmmt than on this Friday, May 20. We had truly been expelled from
Paradise-the earthly one of Unterbembactu the heavenly one of our
hopes and our feeling of importanc+to a new infemo. Because in its
present state Munich, and again this is really no exaggeration, Munich is a
more than Dantesque hell . . . When we arrived here at 7:00 p.u., Eva had
no more strength left. She repeatedly felt so faint, that she had to lie down
on the sofa at receptiorL on the bare floor in the refectory. The sisters of
mercy---of which order?-with huge white coifs and collars-received us
with great friendliness; we got a glass of wine, Eva got some lavender
water in her washbowl, there was even a passable supper for us. But we
were also told right away that the hostel was overcrowded and we were
being taken in only temporarily. On a long corridor half a dozen old
womerL sick, in a row of beds one behind the other, then a folding screery
and theru isolated from the rest and close to an openwindow,likewise end
to end, two further beds; they were meant for us. This is now where we
live, God knows for how long.

The pattem of the next few days is determined by the house rules here
and by our lengthy walks.

t...I
On Saturday we made a futile attempt to walk to Laim-it is too far

out---on the way back we tried at least to get to Erzgiessereistrasse, by
then it would not have meant a very great detour, but there was too little
time even for that. Then on Sunday we went straight to Erzgiessereistrasse
and brought the knapsack with the food and a few essentials here{ut
we forgot the shaving brush, and we left coats and warm clothes there, be-
cause it was terribly hot, and meanwhile the weather has broken, and
today, Tuesday, we are sitting here shivering and trapped by downpours
and know from experience that in Munich rain after thunderstorms goes
on for days, three or four days. [ . . . ]

Has Munich's hellish state really become more hellish since April, or
have I become only more sensitive? Presumably the air raids of the final
month caused further destructiory and what has meanwhile been
achieved in the way of cleaning up-the digger at the station is still in op-
eratiory without any noticeable diminution in the pile of rubble--only
makes the destruction even mone apparent. On all our walks of miles and
miles tfuough the crty center and the suburbs, from the southeast to the
southwest and northwest the same picture everywhere in ever new vari-
ations, with ever new motion picture effects: piles of debris, houses that
appear untouched and are no more than facades; houses, whose extemal
walls and roof have been tom off, but the individual stories, the individ-
ual rooms with their variously colored wallpapers are still there; some-
where a washbasin is preserved, a table hangs in midaif, there's a stove;
houses that are bumed out inside . . . t . . . I But I got the most terrible im-
pression of all on Saturday aftemoon on the far (west) side of the railway
line, when we wene making for Erzgiessereistrasse from the direction of
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Laim. Along this stretch are (or were) situated big customs and railway
administration buildings, etc. Here everything is destroyed, huge piles of
rubble block the road, and the crumbling ruins and the suspended and
fantastically hanging beams, blocks of concrete, tin roofs threaten to crash
down with every gust of wind. Before us and across from us, to the north
and the east, a blue-gray thundery sky contrasted with the gray-whiteness
of the ruined city. It truly did almost make one think that a Last Judgment
was imminent. And the cars of the Americans were continually racing
through the dust, the ruins, the sound of the storm. It was these cars that
made the picture of hell complete; they are the angels of judgment or the
centaurs at the stream of blood or something of the kind; and they are the
triumphant and cheerful victors and masters. They drive quickly and non-
chalantly, and the Germans run along humbly on foot, the victors spit out
the abundance of their cigarette stubs everywhere, and the Germans pick
up the stubs. The Germans? Wa the liberated, creep along on foot, 7oe

stoop down for the cigarette ends, we, wl:to only yesterday were the op-
pressed, and who today are called the liberated, are ultimately likewise
imprisoned and humiliated. Curious conflict within me: I rejoice in God's
vengeance on the henchmen of the 3rd Reich-"today is the anniversary
of Muschel's death" said Eva on the twentieth, and I: "Every hair on his
thick liftle ftu has been paid for by a German life"-and yet I find it dread-
ful now to see the victors and avengers racing through the city, which they
have so hellishly wrecked.

Apart from that, the Americans make neither a vindictive nor an arro-
gant impression. They are not soldiers in the Prussian sense at all. They do
not wear uniforms, but overalls or overall-like combinations of high
trousers and blouse all in gray-green; they do not carry a bayonet, only a
short rifle or a long revolver ready at hand; the steel helmet is wom as

comfortably as a hat, pushed forward or back, as it suits them. Down by
the Isar I saw one wearing a steel helmet and with an oPen umbrella and
a camera in his hand-the umbrella appeared to be there for the camera. I
have not seen even the smallest group marching: they all drive-as I have
already described. Also the traffic policeman does not have the stiff pos-
tue and movements of the German. He smokes on duty, he moves his
whole body, when he directs the vehicles with sweeping arln movements;
he reminds me of film shots of boxers, or rather of referees circling around
the fighters, separating them, counting them out . . . t . . I

A small vehicle bore the words: "Alles kaputt." It probably expressed
the same sentiment as the inscription chalked on the wall of a house:
"Death to Hitler," where Hitler probably stands for the Hitler people. On
the Feldhermhalle, carefully painted in giant letters: "Buchenwald,
Velderu Dachau-I am ashamed to be a German." It was followed by the
name of the author, which I could not decipher. Very close by, on the entry
to a building, smaller and only in chalk, not as large-scale and defined as

the previous sentence: Au pays des crdmatoires. There are also French oc-
cupying forces here, I often see vehicles with the French flag and the word
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"French" in big white letters, I have also seen the tricolor on buildings, ev-
idently military quarters. [. . . ]

The second new feature of this stay is St. Martin's Hostel. A huge, red
complex of buildings by the East Cemetery a rectangle open on one side,
the side wings different in size and height, with a large, ugly block set
back in the middle of the third side, incorporating a chapel, with a sepa-
rate wash house and stalls for animals, with a large garden and very large
kitchengarden.[...]

The hostel is a Catholic old people's home, it is said to have 500 in-
mates, men and women. At the moment it is overcrowded with refugees
of every kind stuffed into every corner: Homecoming soldiers, Aryan
refugees, ]ews, people from Dachau concentration camp are all referred
here. A proportion of these refugees-they come and go, I rarely know
where from, still less where to, because no one can get out of Munich-are
bedded down in the cellar air-raid shelter and eat in "our" refectory. [ . . . ]
Our two beds are on a long corridor of the section for men and married
couples. Several women are in the corridor day and night. The rooms
leading off the corridor are full. Morning and evening old and very old
men shuffle along to the toilet, chamber pot in hand. [ . . . ]

May 23, Wednesday morning, half past six, refectory

The food here has become ever more inadequate and ever more frequently
accompanied by the cries of woe of the sister without merry, that every-
thing is lacking, and how long is one going to stay. The climax came yes-
terday aftemoon: From today, May 23, no more food will be provided,
only "coffee with nothing else," we would have to see to it that we ate in
town-the old people were complaining that the refugees were getting
better treatment than they were! (But I myself see that a couple of the hos-
tel employees are substantially better fed than the wicked refugees.)

t...1

}slay 24, Thunsday morning, seven o'clock, refectory

Yesterday another dies ater, even worse than the Black Friday of our ar-
rival. On Wednesday aftemoon we had had a similar experience in
Kaulbachstrasse as on the first occasion, only this time I got through more
quickly. Neuburger again gave me a couple of lines for Marory who had
looked for me on the town-hall square on Friday and either failed to see
me or come too late. On Wednesday, therefore, I was supposed to be able
to tet to him without any problem. And I was successfirl in that I was let
through, and upstairs in the endless Gothic passageways a sentry pointed
to his room, no. 95. Dr. Marorl undoubtedly a lawyer, midfifties, attended
to me with downright warmth. His office was crowded. I should wait out-
side as on "pivate" business-after a few minutes he was with me and
was quickly put in the picture. [ . . . ] Maron deserted his office-"some-
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thing must be done to help you!"-we went over to a building opposite
the town hall: "Transport Police for Deportees and Foreigners." [ . ' . ] An
officer, young but very bald, fluent German, fluent English, fluent French.

I was very soon passed on to him, he led me into a seParate room, was
quickly made aware of my case, relaxed, and became extremely courte-
ous, indeed warm and personal. Evidently, certainly, he was himself a

south German ]ew (by his accent), who had lost members of his family in
Germany. He hinted at it, he also said: "Our superiors like to talk about the
Nazi atrocities against the Jews and to express their shock, but unfortu-
nately they do not do enough for the survivors." For all that he was at a
loss as to what to do about my case. He was, after all, in a subordinate po-
sition and strictly bound by certain orders. I was of course a lew, but nev-
ertheless a German citizen. And my wife was Christian and German. And
it was not permitted for a civilian to be conveyed in a military vehicle.

t...1
I felt almost broken as I left and met Eva, who had meanwhile been

trying just as unsuccessfulty to obtain food-ration cards in nearby
Sparkassenstrasse. We leamed, that Reisingerstrasse [welfare office] was
near the Sendlinger Tor [Gate] and that located directly beside the
Sendlinger Tor was the Blumercchule, which had been offered to us right
at the beginning as a place where we could eat and stay. As on the first Fri-
day we had only a cup of soup from the nearby snackbar in our stomachs.

We went to the Sendlinger Tor. Right next to the damaged gate itself, in the
midst of the most terrible destructiorL this school is remarkably well pre-
served. But it is a dark, stinking building, more a neglected prison than a
dilapidated barracks. The dining room the darkest dive of a place with du-
bious tables and benches. There we were told: You must bring food cards

from Reisingerstrasse with you. I left Eva in the dive and went to the wel-
fare office. Two secretaries and at a seParate table, the lower part of her
body invisible, alarmingly dolt-like, with little hands like those of a two-
year-old child, a dwari but without the wrinkles of other dwarf faces,

smooth, tiny, dark inteltigent eyes, very elegantly dressed, speaking very
dignified and meticulous High German. Really only Kaulbachstrasse was
responsible, and without instruction from there I was not allowed . . . but
an exception could be made after all, and so I received 2 x 2 lunch chits. On
the strength of these we each got a deep plate of thick soup in which there
were even little bits of meat floating . . . On to Erzgiessereistrasse. We had

got only to the beginning of Dachauer Strasse when it began to spit with
rain; Eva was very lightly dressed, I left her in the entrance hall of a house

and walked the long distance to our baker alone. From there I took our
coats, a cardboard box, and a loaf with me. [ . . . ] I found the way back un-
speakably difficul! after two minutes I realized that I would be unable to
carry the heavy box back to the hostel; my heart failed me, I had to set it
down every couple of steps. Finally I reached the hallway: Eva opened the

carton, made it lighter, took some things in her handbag, made a very
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skillful bundle out of others. So, with the burden divided, I then managed
the way back, but it was a great effort. [ . . . ]

At the hostel I went to see the mother superior and asked for clarifica-
tion with respect to board. The conversation developed in such a way that
I appeared as the protector of the refugees on the one hand and of the hos-
tel itself on the other. I suggested to the mother superior a letter to ,,the ap-
propriate authority," saying that it was absolutely necessary to allocate

ler food supplies for the refugees and only a limited number of refugees.
I myself would attempt to reach the right person with this letter.

8:00 P.M.

This moming, Thursday, May 24, therefore, we resumed our accursed er-
rands; I registered us at the police office at the comer of Direnhoferstrasse
and Tegemer Landstrasse, in a cruelly devastated area-the office itself, in
a partly destroyed house marked by a chalked sign, Iocatable only by
t!g;e in the know: "lodgings" St. Martin's Hostel. (Here I saw the convoy
of Poles returning home, a column of 60 to 70 trucks, decorated with flow-
ers, garlands, white and red flags----one truck had a proper polish coat of
arms fixed to the front--$lack soldiers driving, the occupants, women
with brightly colored head scarves, men in the most diverse ctothing, the
blue-and-white-striped linen trousers of the Dachau inmates among them,
one Dachauer wore a top hat with his prison clothes.) Merward to the
town hall again and after that met Eva at the ration card issuing office. At
the town hall the great fum for the better: I ran into Maron outside his
room; he was not at all surprised at my lack of success and also said ttrat
65 Kaulbachstrasse had already been instructed to organize further ac-
commodation in the Simonschule. (He appeared to think the mother su-
perior's letter irrelevant, but he would pass it on.) I said: Then we wanted
to continue on foot, if that were possible. He immediately: If you want to
take the chance! I: Was it possible? He: Why not, there wai no risk at-
tached, he could give me a permit allowing me to go more than 30 miles
beyond the city, but hardly anyone was going to ask me for it, also one
could make a detour around suspicious-looking guard posts. He talked as
if the matter were easy and quite safe, he wished me the best of luck and
shook my hand in relief. Eva and I were thereupon resolved ,,to take the
chance." (But just now a young man here told me we would without fail
be stopped somewhere and, il we did not have a permi! brought back.
Now I am once again very doubtful.) We now ate at the Blumenschule
again; a big crowd of German soldiers was drawn up on the square in
front of it. They were discharged, whereupon 145 of them poured into the
building to eat. But what we also saw were tramcars: Thi line from the
East Cemetery as far as the Sendlinger Tor was running agairl a wonder-
ful relief for us. Now back again for a glass of slops it the Stachus and
again to the good baker on Erzgiessereistrasse. There Eva packed the most
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important things in the gray bag, the rest we left for safekeeping until they
could be forwarded; we bought a large amount of bread (which in many
places is not to be had and would nowhere else be handed over on our ex-

piring aicnacn coupons), walked to the Sendlinger Tor, and rode tri-
umphantly home on the tram. I reported to the mother superior giving the
impression I had secured an easing of her burden tfuough the Simon-
schule and forwarded her petition to a vital authority. I further told her,

we would set out tomorrow or the day after, but could she have the hostel
cobbler mend my shoes and could she keep a package for us for forward-
ing. She was agreeable to both, and as thanks for my "help" she gave us a

bag ofrolls and otherbaked things. [ . . . ]

l.day 25, early Friday morning, before seven o'clock

This is the pleasant difference as compared to our situation onApril 3 (de-

parture from Falkenstein): One's life is no longer at risk' And this is the
unpleasant one: Then we had no choice, we ftad to leave, whereas this time
we have to choose. We are not risking our lives, but the most awkward sit-

uations, iI we make the wrong choice: If we are "caught" on our ioumey,
they can transport us back, perhaps put us in a camP for weeks. Then we
are even worse off than here. If our ration couPons are not renewed, then
we shall have to capitulate on account of hunger. Or the other hand: If we
stay, thery as was demonstrated yesterday, we shall also have coupon dif-
ficulties here. We are supposed to furnish "ptoof" and cannot, that we
were properly deregistered at Aichach and directed to Munich; the Amer-
ican permit merely states: "For three days to see a doctor." So we could
end up without coupons and comPletely dependent on the impossible

catering of some Blumenschule place. That would be just as bad as some

camp and perhaps worse . . .

Make further inquiries? The answer is either negative or wrong, is
without doubt uncertain, because no one knows what instruction will be

issued by the next department or in the next hour. [ . . ' ]
We woke up at two o'clock in the moming, Eva came to the side of my

bed and once again we thought things over backward and forward. With-
out result. Mariez-vous! Ne mariez pas! -

t...1
What I should have noted as fully as possible-but there was never

the time-and what I am now only summarizing, is the La Bruydre of
these days. In the refectory here, at 55 Kaulbachstrasse, in the dive that
was the Blumenschule (in the canteen downstairs and upstairs in the

clothes store), I have seen the greatest mix of people flocking together.

Most conspicuous are the Dachau people in their white-and-blue'striped
tinen. Terribly embittered remarks' I heard the wildest utterances in the
Blumenschule dining hall. There a soldier who had been discharged

[ . . . ]-blond hair smoothly stuck down with grease, spectacles, scrubbed
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dumb-insolent face-asked what Dachau was all about and what the
plans were of the former inmates. He more or less made himself an advo-
cate of the 3rd Reich. Surely it had been "ficial," too. What did the two
Dachau men think they were going to do now? Reply: They wanted to get
home, they knew what they had to do, the camp was staying, now those
who had wreaked such havoc on the KPD would be put inside. - But
there was no KPD in Germany anymone, said the fool. - Wild, derisive
laughter. At our table in their convict clothes: a boy, who had been inside
from 16 until he was 20. Fragment: ". . .youhad to get it up, the SS man
was holding a gun to your hand. One guy really couldn,t d; it, no matter
how hard he pulled. He got his fingers shot off. Others got their teeth
knocked out . . ." (Now posters on the streets, "Dachau prisoners,, should
report for examinatiory if they have suffered injury.) Theoriginal comrade
of this boy, with whom he is constantly playing cards, is a taiitum, tiny, al-
most dwarflike man with a curiously pinched idiotic face, which is never-
theless sly-looking at the same time. Also a few, it seems. Now a boy of at
most fifteen has appeared, very soft features, big eyes, puffy, sickly pale
cheeks, quietly cheerful, entirely in Dachau linen. Then tr,lro peopll in
civilian clothes, probably in their late twenties. One of them, from Ham-
burg, small, gleaming eyes, fanatical face. Once, when refugees were com-
plaining about hunge4, he burst out, without shouting, in a very low,
dispassionate voice: The Allies were far too humane, 40 percent of the Ger-
man population should be exterminated. [. . . ] Then the ordinary civil-
ians. A woman from Breslau with tr,lro small girls, very working class. She
mcourages the children (and even tells people so) literally to go begging.
The children ask for food at middle-class homes, eat some of it on the ipot,
bring some of it back. The woman said: "What is ,Gestapo,, I,ve never
heard the word. I've never been interested in politics, I don,t know any-
thing about the persecution of the Jews . . . ," etc.Is this true not-knowing
orhas it come into being only now? Of the Dachauers she always sayi
only: "The convicts," she talks to them, yet nevertheless keeps a-fearftrl
distance. Her father, she says, was a Social Democrat, her huiband---she
does not know where he is-an "unpolitical" medranic. What is the truth
of this not-knowing? - TheApostel family from Oppeln presents me with
similar riddles. The gray little husband is already quite senile, still tatks
about the "gowemment of the Reictr," doesn't seem to be all there any-
more. His wife, on the other hand, is younger and very alert. Her bois,
lawyer Steinitz, whom she admired so much, was such a good man after
all, and "such harsh things" did occur. After that, however, she was in po-
lice service as a clerk, "but doing responsible work,,, ,,with 19bM
.ft" . . .b1t quite unpolitical herself, and she had "not known a thing,,
about it all, and to her, too, the Dachauers are "convicts," and she is afrald
of the Russians, and of Hitler she still says "the Fiihrer.,, Since she knows
my opinions and situation, she is of course very philo-Semitic and very
cautious. - Also the nice nineteen-year-old at Kaulbachshasse. Of mixed
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race from Mannheim, work on the Atlantic WalI, abducted by the SS,

father in Buchenwald, dead or alive? mother in Mannheim---or where?
Himself a seniot wanted so much to study medicine. [ . . . ]

}lay 26, Saturday morning, half past six, refectory

Yesterday aftemoon in citta once again, after queuing a long time at a shop
captured some cheese-validity, acceptance of our coupons as jellylike
and uncertain as everything else: one man accePts, the next refuses [ . . . ],
coffee at the Stachus hut, which does a tremendous trade with its sloPs at
20 pfennigs a glass. Retumed very weary even though we now have the
tram, but for us the great weariness and utter exhaustion arises from Mu-
nich. This nightmare of destruction, dust the Americans'speeding vehi-

cles, of lack of everything and, above all, of absolute uncertainty,
unreliability, vagueness-this terrible jelty, both literally and metaphori-
cally, of debris, rubble, and dust.

We have notified the police of our departure: Moving from lodgings in
Giesing old people's home to Falkenstein in the Vogtland, Hauptstrasse
5b. We haoe to go, I told the mother superior, that we are leaving today, I
have presented myself as benefactor of the hostel, as a man of influence, in
retum we wer€ secretly brought extra food (yesterday evening also we got
bread and butter after our souHecretly out on the corridor), in retum
she had my shoes from Pima excellently and thoroughly repaired, in re-
tum she is keeping a cardboard box of things for us to be forwarded--dis-
jecta membra: a part here, a part with the worthy baker [ . . . ].

Our escape attempt has much less chance of success than the one from
Dresden. Except that then the price of failure was death, whereas now it is
humiliation and exposure to considerable ridicule. If we do not get

through, then I shall have to tum to Kaulbachshasse for help and that will
be very hard. But we have weighed up the pros and cons and the result
was always the same: Flight will certainly be exhausting and have its dis-
appointments, but so will remaining in Munich. We both came to the same

conclusion: If we have to retum because of lack of food, or the Americans
send us back, then at least we have been out of Munich for a while.

Apart from that it is, of course, almost a crazy enterPrise: to want to

cover two hundred or two hundred fifty miles without proper hiking
things, without any certainty about food-ration couPons, about lodgings.

1...1

Refurn Munich-Dresden

May 2FJune 10

After breakfast on Saturday, May 26, we took our leave of the mother su-
perior of St. Martin's Hostel; to my embarrassment she thanked me, she
was already feeling the beneficial effect of my intervention, because now
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ry Tory refugees were coming to her. I acted as if I really were responsi-
ble for this.

We began our march through Munidl at about ten o,clock; I liked the
Isar promenade and the English Garden---+ome craters, but nevertheless
very peaceful, undusty greenery-very much, just as on this occasiory for
all its desolatiory I placed Munich as a magnificent centuries-old city far
above the dainty rococo casket of Dresden. [ . . . ]

I trglley car came, but got us only few a hundred yards farther. We
walked on toward Ereimann, following the route the bui had once taken.
Nothing left of scattered village plots, rather houses and industrial build-
ings, much in ruins of course or at least damaged. Then the place came to
an end, the main road curved out into the open country. Jusi at this point
there was a large ash in the meadow close by the road. It began to rain a
little, we rested in the shelter of the tree and began to unpa& bread and
eggs. A small group of travelers settled down a few yardJ away from us.
At that moment a tractor with a rattling empty trailer iame puffing up, the
people beside us, retuming soldiers, girls also with them, ran toward it,
stopped it, and began to climb on. At that Eva snatched up our things, and
then we, too, were sitting on the trailer. It went a little farther, 

-then 
a

checkpoint blocked the exit from Greater Munich. The first critical situa-
tion. "Haae you pass?" 

-'Yes, sir, a lewish pass." The sentry was satisfied
by the identity card and my hope of success grew. The tractor took us
about 3 miles fartheq, to Garching. There, squatting on the road, we made
an exchange with the group of soldiers and girls, which made Eva happy:
1,yu S9t twenty Italian cigareftes for a piece of bread. (Though the coUeci-
ing of cigarette butts has not stopped because of that.) We had taken no
mo-re than ten steps, when a farmer's cart came trotting slowly along, but
still faster than we could walk. It took us about another2% mil is to Dieterc-
heim.Fromthen ory on this,fust day, we really did walk, apart from a very
short stretch, where we rode on a harrow, and in the courie of the follow-
ing dgy: the rides became much more infrequent. The country was com-
pletely flat, nothingbut meadows and field, only far to the weitwas there
a line of hills, and not until near Freising a few strips of lowland forest.
One often saw the debris of battle, and that was tme of the whole distance
from Munich to Dresden: twisted, bumed out, somehow wrecked cars
and trucks, tanks, machine guns. The ashes of campfires, scattered ammu-
nitiory splintered-trees, partly or completely deshoyed farms, deep fur-
rows in the road surface or the road broken away; the main ioads
everywhere, and that, too, is rather universal, arc very busy. The Ameri-
cans drive and drive, on what scale and with what piodigal indulgence
will become entirely clear to me only in contrast with-the Russian zoire; in
addition to their transport of men and mat6riel there are the trucks in
which foreigrr workers and German soldiers are being removed. The Ger-
man soldiers are presumably fust taken to a camp oi an assembly point,
their identity cards have to be registered before they are realy allowed to
go home (and SS remain prisoners). tn addition the never-ending crowd of
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those on foot. Most of the retuming soldiers already have an American
pass. Soldiers half and quarter in civilian clothes, with kit bags and,knap-

iacks, with packages, with handcarts in which a whole group pushes its
things along together, often there are women army auxiliaries with them'

Apait from the soldiers, not always immediately distinguishable from
them, those released from the concentration camps and prisons. Some-

times still dressed completely inblue-and-white-striped linen suits, some-

times with prison trousers or jackets, often in wild and patched-together
civilian clothes. I...1 On the harrow I sat next to an honest Bavarian
tradesman in almost decent civilian clothes. He had come from Stadel-

heim prison in Munich, as a "political" prisoner released before the "crim-
inals." "Listened to foreign broadcasts, the swine, but now!!" Every day

"heads chopped ofl," later death from starvation, "intention of doing

away with irr"ryo.,u . . . if the Americans had arrived only a little while
later, then we would all be dead." I have heard such stories in many vari-
ations from various camPs.

Whm we got down from the harrow, just outside the village inn of
Acheing, a heavy thunderstorm began and the tavem quickly filled. There

was nothing but a ghastly peppermint tea, which everyone drank to the

accompaniment of humorous and resigned remarks. We could not con-

tinue until half past six. The weather was now very fine, the landscape, the

tight also, the only threatening thing was the the 9:00 p.u. curfew. We

r"acfrea the boundary sign "Town of Freising proper" in good time [ . . . ].
It was already half past eight by the time I found the German police sta-

tion on the central Marienplatz and requested shelter for the night' TWo

easygoing civilians with armbands conJerred, sent us with recommenda-

tions to two hotels, both refused us: both requisitioned by the Americans.

At nine we were standing in the police station again: Let us stay here,

otherwise the Americans will arrest us! At that one of the policemen came

with us. He took us to a house close to the market square, led us up a stair-
way, we saw a great deal of bomb damage, into a large room, evidently
quirters for a large number of soldiers, bunk beds on toP of one another

along the walls, washstand, table. Everything appeared to be in use: There

was used water in the basin, scraps of food, two broken cigars, several

knives, a spoon, a fork, a shaving brush with soap still clinging to it lay on

the table; i gas mask and a haversack hung from the coatrack. The police-

man said the people were gone, we should make ourselves comfortable,
the tavem wai downstairs, water and lavatory were on the corridor, with
that he took his leave. The tavem downstairs was shut, not a soul to be

seen. We stood helpless and thirsty in the courtyard, from which great

devastation of neighboring buildings was visible. A young man opened a

ground floor window I took him to be the landlord. He said sympatheti-

ially that there would be nothing served in the irur before eight o'clock in
the moming, but he would gladly help us out with a bottle of beer and a

mug of water. We gratefully received them through the window, then re-
tumed to our lodging and had a very cheerful supper from our own suP-
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plies, wrapped ourselves in our coats, and slept splendidly on the used
bedclothes of the top beds. This was our fust day's tramping, Saturday,
May 26, from Munich to Freising, 22%miles.

On Sunday, in glorious sunshine, we awoke before six, fresh and confi-
dent. Throughout the fust few days we were always in danger of being
stopped and sent back; someone or other had put it into our heads: until
you cnoss the Danube at Regensburg, you can expect to be sent back! and
now, happily, we had put one of the dangerous days and the immediate
environs of Munich behind us; also, instead of the daily pace of 12% miles
wehad calculated, we had managed22%miles. We did not wash and were
ready quickly, we took what we could use from the soldiers, legacy: a
glass, the cutlery a pocket knife (the things served us infinitely *eti;, a
haversack. t. .. ] It was Eva's plan to bypass Landshut on the west, ap-
proach Regensburg in a more direct northerly direction; for one thing, to
save a couple of miles, but also to get around any checkpoints and barri-
ersmoreeasily,[...]

In great heat the remainder of the day was very exhausting, in addition
to knapsack and bag there was now the coat to be carried over the arm,
and my very old and heavy and stiffly wrinkled army boots were ever
more of a torment. About 3X miles of country road, mercilessly lacking in
charm and shade-the absence of trees along the highway is an unpleas-
ant widespread characteristic of Upper Bavaria, in some way relaied to
the absence of balconies in Munich-had a very depressing eiTect. Some-
thing else occurs to me re the coat: the day before, when I was wearing i!
the luminous button from last winter was still fixed to it. Two cyclists
came toward us, and one called out laughing: "He's still wearing the party
badge!"

In the village of langmbach we got, although we had to ask for i! a

Prgpe-r and adequate warm lunch, and that not only heartened us physi-
cally, but also spiritually, because we concluded, that we had left U-eruna
the real starvation zone around the capital. But the refreshment did not
last long. The heat was too great. [ . . . ] The villages we passed were called
llkofr", Krchamper, Ambach. Here we stood at 5:00 p.r,a., very thirsty, and
here we each got a proper mug of beer-rare and almost i favor, much
harder to obtain than milk.

Somewhere Eva had seen a detailed map from which it was apparent
that we had to decide at the village of Thalbad; close to Moosburg, be-
tween landshut and veering away in a northerly direction. We resolvid to
call_on the village teacher there to ask for advice and to look at a map. The
walking tumed to marching, to silent expenditure of energy, gradually we
began to march more with clenched teeth than with our feet.-

The village ol Feldkirch, then probably a small group of houses, and to
t|re 

"ignt, 
spreading out white and townlike, Moosbury through which

the road,certainly led to Landshut<f Thalbach there was nothing to be
seen, and a couple of passersby knew nothing of it. (It later tumed out that
we had already passed this little place.) Instead a road sign appeared, ac-
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cording to which Gammelsdorf was five miles farther nortlt' Once we
reached Gammelsdorf, we were definitely closer to our goal than if we
tumed off to Landshut. [ . . . ]

We walked doggedly on. [ . . . ] Finally a one-horse cart, two very
young people, almost children, on it, brother and sister. They let us

squeeze onto the tiny conveyance, they are going the same way but only
for a mile, but after that it is not supposed to be far, and we can rest. But
the benefit of the rest was short-lived, and it grew late, and the road
stretched out endlessly, and went over yet another hill, and behind each

rise we should "already be able to see" the church tower of Gammelsdorf
and it is still out of sight. At last, at a quarter to nine, we are in Gammels-

dorf, askot;r. way to the priest's house and ring in vain at the locked door.

In despair to the nearby inn, a good-natured woman, but she has no room.

She gives us beer to drink, promises, if need be, a place to sleep in the
bam, but first I should inquire across the way at Wagner Schmid's. I go

over, believe I am in the second inn of the village, am instead (the people
laugh at my mistake) in the home of a peasant, who is at the same time
Wagner---<artwright-by trade. At my short report that I had tried in vain

at the priest's house, that as a Professor I had to retum home . . . Presum-
ably also because of my very exhausted aPPearance we were made won-
aeifuUy welcome. We got fried eggs for supper, we got coffee with milk,
the radio reported the arrest of Streicher and the like, the master of the
house and his family, of which I did not yet know who was who, talked in-
terestedly and sympathetically about politics, in a Catholic anti-Nazi
sense, of course. On such occasions I am always the probably Catholic, at

any rate strongly religious senior educationist, who regularly wins hearts

with the the sentence: "Above all young people must once again leam the

Ten Commandments." By saying that I really get to the heart of things and

also express my own conviction (but at the same time nevertheless play
hide-and-seek).t...1

So that was the second day of our journey, Sunday, May 27, from Freis-

ing to Gammelsdorf.
lfter these exertions we had set aside a half of Monday as a day of rest,

and it passed in part well, in part badly. What was disappointing was that

we neither found the priest nor were we able to make any Purchases-we
virtually nerrer succeeded in this, because shopkeepers either demanded
that our passage couPons be restamped or exchanged, or these couPons

were not recognized at all, or a new regulation or a withdrawal from cir-
culation had just been announced on the radio, or the shops were locked

up, or we were simply laughed at, when we offered coupons-there was

always something wrong, and either we iust got our food for nothing or

not ai all. At the beginning it upset me greatly, later I became quite blunted
to it: I became accustomed to periods of hunger and to begging, and starv-
ing to death was simply one possible death among the many possible
delths of recent months, and ultimately a very unlikely one, because after

all for the time being we still happened upon ration depots for returning
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soldiers and refugees . . . As against the disappointment was the fact that
I was able to wash and shave properly, that a second inn promised us
lunch and a little bread, and above all, that the fthmid household treated
us with uncommon friendliness. We got an ample breakfast (coffee with
milk and bread) [. . .]. The still-young peasant, widower of a widow,
dwelling with grown-up stepdaughters, proudly showed us his holding,
the full bam, his hops [ . . .], his workshop with several finished shafts
and yokes, with several crooked pieces of untreated wood, chosen pre-
cisely for a cartwright's purposes. We wanted to pay the girl who kept
house, she did not want to take anything, finally said, "so that you give
me some peace," I could pay two marks for everything. I did so, and as we
took our leave, she felt obliged to set a number of pancakes in front of us
as well and to give us some bread for the joumey. After that we still had to
eat lunch at the inn as agreed, and here, too, we were given bread to take
with us. Thus we had no more worries for a while . , .

At two, very full up and in very great heat, we set off again, walking
slowly as far as the first strip of woodland, where we rested for almost an
hour. It was no help, we were still tired, my feet were a tormen! the pretty
countryside [.. . ] was of no avail against the heat and the abominable
boots; a cup of buttermilk in Obermiinchen, even a somewhat nervous rest
on a heavily laden hay cart driven wildly by Hungarians did not help us
over our depression. Nevertheless we managed a distance of 9% miles, a
good 7% miles of it on foot. On the way, with my constant asking-what-
time-is-it I for the first time (and not the last) came upon a Polish worker,
who, being unable to speak German, held out his looted German ladies,
watch. We reached Pfeffenhausen, a market town like llrchenhofen, with a
great effort, but this time not so late at all.

Once again I called on the priest and this time happened upon him. An
elderly man, pipe-smoking, to a1l appearance unspiritual, peasantlike
[ . . . ]. His first response: Why hadn't I chosen a village, everything here in
the market town was so full. But he immediately added, something could
be done, left us standing and went, just as he was, across the road to a
farm. After a very short time he came back, thene was no need to worry, he
would take us to some good people. On the way I told him of our inten-
tion of seeking out Dr. Ritter in Regensburg. Immediately: "Dr. Ritter at
the hospital? He's had me on the operating table, too . . ." With that I knew
at once that Dr. Ritter was alive, still hetd his old post, and was at
home. . . The priest took his leave very hurriedty, we did not see him
again. The peasant family and the peasant house to which we had been
entrusted were dirty beyond imagining, fit for the stage [. .. ], the wife
fantastically ragged, the husband reminiscent of the poorhouse inmates
who swept the streets in Landsberg an der Warthe, the infinitely garrulous
daughter hardly any better dressed than her mother, all crowded together
in a small and dirt-covered kitchen. But we were given a friendly welcome
and reasonably fed, and the conversation was interesting insofar as they
railed against the Third Reich (We fetl for Hitler!), but nothing good was
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said about the Americans either, they looted too much, was the refrain.
When we were led out of the stuffy and stinking kitchen to go to sleep, it
tumed out that the couple had given up their own bedroom, and that this
bedroom was far more wealthily furnished than we could have suspected
from the family's kitchen and clothing. Above the broad bed there was the
Holy Family in relief, all kinds of children's toys were piled up, a ward-
robe with a seaside picture, trinkets. There was also a proper night com-
mode, a showpiece. But we were expected simply to go into the stall built
up against the house.

For this day I must also add the feeling, later a frequently occurring
one, of waiting for a motor vehicle. One distinguishes the sounds. The
fast, loud American vehicles and convoys of vehicles ar€ out of the ques-
tion, as are the trucks provided by the Americans for returning soldiers. A
tractor offers a better prospect, but sometimes it is pulling manure. Most
reliable are horse-drawn vehicles-but suddenly, ten Paces before they
reach our resting place, they turn off into a field. There is also the disap-
pointment of a horse without a cart, one which is merely being led. And
then there are also oxcarts; these are not much slower than horse and cart,
but they usually go only very short distances. I do not know why Iater on
we did not manage to catch a lift with a vehicle as often as on the first
day-perhaps because then we were more rarely walking along main
roads? But the horse-drawn vehicle also prefers the side roads to the high-
ways. (We regr€tted avoiding the main roads only because there were
more cigarette ends to pick up on them-the wealthy Americans smoke
like chimneys and often throw away half a cigarette' The Russians are not
so rich, smoke tipped cigarettes and throw away only the tip.)

The achievement of this third day, Monday,May 28,was modest: Gam-
melsdorf to Pfeffenhausen.

For the following day we had been led to have hopes of motor trans-

por! they were fulfilled, but very inadequately. The peasant's wife [ . . . ]
took us to the dairy, where things were very much as in Aichach, except
that here we had first of all to beseech the driver to take passengers. And
then we had to wait at the ramp from eight until a quarter to nine in the
ever hotter sun, until the loading and unloading was finished, and when
we did drive off, we were set down again after less than four miles-it had

hardly been worth it. The place was called-I think--Cisselsdorf. Here

our walk began. [r murderous heat we needed a whole seven hours for
the roughly 9}1 miles to Langquaid. Apart from the heat, we were this time
tormented by hunger, all our efforts to obtain a decent meal at an inn or
from peasants failed. Money seemed worthless. At one inn we were ill-
humoredly given a plate of soup between the two of us and then payment
was iust as ill-humoredly refused; at another inn, they scraped together a

tiny plate of potato salad for each of us; at peasant houses we managed to
get acup of milk for a few pfennigs or for the asking-it was horrid and

depressing (yet only a prelude to our days of hunger in the Vogtland in
Saxony). The landscape, always a variation on the same theme, this time
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displayed very mimy red and blue and yellow wildflowers, in addition a
number of pictuesque river views. Once, I see it in front of me, a group of
Poles accompanied by women allow their horses to enter the water and
drink, while the wagon waits ready to continue the joumey. Once we
come upon a very gypsylike traveling circus, their carav.rn has made a
halt. I am carrying Eva's fire-eaten fur coat over my armi a young woman
with an impudent face, very glpsylike, grabs at the fur: What do you need
it for, give it to me! I recoil involuntarily. The woman, offended, says con-
temptuously: I don't want i! I wouldn't have it, if you gave it to me. A
minute earlier I had asked the people, whether we could come part of the
way in their caravan, but they were going in another dircction, toward
Niirnberg. A third image from this part of the journey. Below us, near the
village of Laaberberg an der [,aaber, but quite isolated, on green grass, lies
a big, gray teeming heap, like an inflated piece of rubber tubing , flat, at
first indefinable. Then one distinguishes: an American army camp, vehi-
cles parked between the tents [ . . . ]. For a long time cries float up to our
high-lyrng road from the swarming mass below . . . t . . . I

At five we stop for a longer restinl,angquaid, a very large village [ . . . ].
At the inn, as ever5rwhere in this district, there is a great deal of cursing of
the Americans: They loo! they steal jewelry and watches, one had
watches all the way up his arm . . . the commander, however, had replied
to German complaints: "You're still living in paradise here, compared to
what our allies in Russia and France had to bear from your soldiers."
t...I

We are a little recovered, the sun is a little lower, so we soon put the re-
maining mile or so to the next village, Schierling,behind us-there is sup-
posed to be a milk truck from there to Regensburg (20 miles) . . . t . . . I

We again found a good priest, I no longer recall what he looked like, I
only know [ . . . ] that he immediately set off with great warnrheartedness
and attended to our request, while we drank a beer. [ . . . ] I know that we
werc very well fed and looked after, mattresses and bedding were put
down on the floor of the upstairs front room, we were also given food the
next moming and the people would not be persuaded to;ccept money.
t...I

The fourth day therefore: Tuesday, May 29, from Pfeffenhausen to
Markt Schierling, about L2%mtles.

The fifth day, Wednesday, began with a serious disappointment and
yielded three dramatic climaxes. The milk truck man was a coarse block-
head and refused to take us with him. So we now began our hike crawling
very wearily along to Eggmiifrl, 2% miles distant. [ . . . ] Then later there
was-well, what? here the catchwords have become mixed-up, and my
memories too. There was a rest in a wood and the futile waiting for a cart,
already described above; there was a camp for retumees with baby car-
riages and washing hangrng up, there was Eva bare.legged in slippers,
there was landscape like an "English garden" and in the far distance a line
of hills that presumably marked the north bank of the Danube. There were
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two plates of soup, which we spooned up sitting on the step of the house
of a charitable peasant, which reminded me of times in my parents' house.
The beggar was given a plate of soup on the steps at the kitchen door, and
x times the soup was afterward found untouched-the man had been
after money for schnapps-he wasn't hungry, who in Germany before the
Great War was hungry? Another rcst in the early aftemoon, and then the
oxcart appears, which takes us a remarkably long distance at a respectable
pace, and which already has two elderly women as passengers. The two,
petites bourgeoises from Regensburg, returning home from an extended
foraging trip, are drawn to us; one of them tells us with tremendously
Iively intonation, facial expressiory and dramatic Bestures about an inci-
dent in Regensburg. The Americans had issued an ultimatum to surrender
the defenseless and already heavily damaged town, otherwise they would
destroy it in a massive air attack. The SS refused, the women of the town
demonstrated vehemently in the marketplace. At that point Dr. Maier, the
cathedral preacher, got up and spoke--deep bow, arms spread wide, very
emotional, soft, pleading voice ("This is just how he spoke!"): We demand
nothing, we want no more than to ask that we be spared the worst! Then
the SS came, pushed us back, drove us away . .. I screamed and wept and
defended myself . . . and they tied Dr. Maier's wrists, and he managed to
say ttpray for me" . . . and the next moming his body was hanging in the
marketplace, and he looked so beautiful and white, not like a hanged man
at all!

After we had been kicked off the oxcart, we walked on with the women
for quite a distance. Chatting helped keep weariness at bay, but gradually
I fell behind nevertheless, I was limping all too painfully, also knapsack
and other baggage were weighing me down. Suddenly, in a village, I think
nKitfering, the women came toward us with a third party. \ [hether friend
or relative did not become clear to me, at any rate Aunt V<ilkel lived here,
and we were going to get a revivifying coffee from her, and now we had a
piece of pancake stuffed into our mouths as a farewell present from the
pair on the oxcart and a fatty (fatty! how marvelous) bag of pancakes
pressed into our hands, and soon we were sitting in a clean and peaceful
cottage garden, and Aunt V6lkel, the widow of a teacher and the mother
of a pretty little girl, really did give us coffee, and we regained our
strength . . . It was our intention to make our way as close to Regensburg
as possible, to spend the night in the last village and then to enter the town
the next morning and seek out Ritter. It had become clear to us, that he
must be a highly respected and very influential man. . . We had been
wamed: don't get too close to Regensburg, everything there was de-
stroyed. But now that we had revived again, and since a horse and cart
soon took us another mile, and the line of hills beyond the Danube-be-
yond! we knew that for certain now, and it drew us ory for it appeared to
me that victory for our undertaking lay there----since, therefore, the line of
hills was coming ever closer we marched on under a sky that threatened a

thunderstorm, and all of a sudden we were in the last village before Re-
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gerrsburg, Burgueinting, and here suddenly in the midst of complete de_
struction (whereas thus far there had been little sign of damage, I think
none at all). We asked our way to the priest: We were told he ias in the
church. He came out of the sacristy, a young man, a curate. He immedi-
ately and emphatically said it was impossible. Not a house was undam_
aged, not a comer empty, not a piece of bread to be found; we had to,
simply had to overcome our tiredness and carry on for the last 3 miles to
Regensburg; he would give us a recommendation to the Cdcilienschule, a
church music school; we would certainly get accommodation there. I ob-
jected that it was already past 7:00 p.M. and I couldn,t keep up a good pace
anymore. Yes! we would manage it, we would enter the town nJt far from
the Cdcilienschule, also the curfew in Regensburg had been moved for-
ward to haU past nine. Both pieces of information turned out to be wrong:
It was lucky that we found out onry afterward-we reached the scho6l
less than two minutes before the curfew time. The final spurt of the day
really was no more than that, a supreme effort. Destroyed terrain at the
edge of town, craters, ruins, the outer belt of a ciry as wL have repeatedly
seen it. Then gradually there were streets and at last we had fo.,,a *,u ca-
cilienschule. [ . . . ] First my_ringing brought a nun, then the mother supe_
rior to the door [. . . ]. Finally we were assigned a cleary pretty room, but
there was nothing to eat, nevertheless some resident of the house left cof-
fee on the stairs for us. [ . . . ]

So on this fifth day of our joumey, Wednesday, May 30, we had man_
aged to get from Schierling to Regensburg and thrrs re"ched our first goal.

. The slxth day was completely taken up with Regensburg. It begariun-
pleasantly. It was a very long walk on an empty stomach, L ttre riiru ttre
length of the city to the hospital district, prii(eningstrasse. we found Rit-
ter's private house, everyone knew it, and rang in vain. We went to one of
the big hospitals, which was mentioned as hii. Nurses and matron were
very friendly, but Herr Doktor had just left for some meeting. His apart_
ment was telephoned, there was no reply. Very weak and weiry we ivent
to the villa orrce again. This time we were in luck: A gentleman opened the

{oor, from his appearance,unmistakably a brothei of Ritter. iounger, I
thought, because he looked not unlike the Ritter of 19L9. But he wls an
older brother, a bombed-out pediahician from Cologne. We immediately
got on with him. After a while a young girl, his eldesi daughter, came ani
brought us tea. Then an hour later Ritterhimself was ther{giant of a man,
fatter and older in the face, but the same warmth of feefin[ as in the old
days. His wife and boy, he told us, were lodged in a nearby-village. There
was a moment of coldness, nevertheless, when his (still faiily young) wife
tumed up after all and at fust appeared somewhat put out, but soJn she,
too, found the right note of friendship. A friend, who had been an engi-
neer and businessman abroad, was also present and staying there.

Ritter arranged for us to have a room for the night in his hospital; we
were his guests all day, were sumptuously feted at lunch ani in the
evening-merely sitting at a well-laid table was relaxation for us_I got
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shoes (admittedly size 46 inste ad, of 42) and socks and a little pieceof soap

as presents; in short we were warmed both inside and out. Ritter had be-

.o*. u highly regarded, satisfied man, evidently one of the leading fig-

ures in Regensburg. He is in charge of two hospitals, one for men and one

for women, 700 beds altogether. [ . . . ] He was not very enthusiastic about

the Americans, they had looted, and they were not particularly wanting in
the brutality of the victor. Their attitude, too, was one of retribution' His
judgment of the Nazis was extremely harsh. I was surprised, in the liSht of
'his 

pious views, when he declared of Himmler's suicide, cyanide acled-in

a couple of seconds-that had been "too little" for this bloodhound. I also

mentioned the engineer (employed by AEG or Siemens). I found him in-
teresting, because he thought the anti-Semitism of 1919 and after had a

commercial basis: On his retum from lndia "they" had been in all the im-
portant business positions; I note this, not because I unhesitatingly believe

it, butbecause it zuggests to me one of the many paths on which Hitlerism
could march.

t. .l
We were most definitely assured, that from Regensburg, more precisely

from Walhalla station, goods trains were already running north. With our
hopes set on this and very much relieved we went to the hospital after we
had taken our leave of the family. Ritter himself took us there and saw to

us the next moming as well, but then he was already in his white coat and

with calls on him from all sides as head physician, leave-taking was some-

what abrupt. That was day six, Thursday, May 31, our day of rest in Re-

gensburg.- The first and properly heroic part of our joumey, in which we were al-

most exclusively dependent on our feet, very clearly ends in Regensburg'

[ . . . ] The degree of our hardships was subsequently hardly diminished, it
was only displaced. I walked less, but starved more. Or: I walked less, but
was also much more tired out than before.

t...I
On the morning of Friday, June 1., we walked through the not so heav-

ily damaged city center itself and then crossed the river on a big Pontoon
bridge, *hich was also used by vehicles. [. ' . ] After about 3 miles we
reacied Walhalla station, without having seen the Walhalla itself' Disap-

pointment: The train left from Regenstauf, 5 mileg farther. So that day we

did nevertheless walk a total of about 12% miles. [ . . . ]
Regmstauf itself, which we reached after 5:00 P.M., is a considerable vil-

lage: In almost every house is an inn, and in not one of these could we get

ev:en a mouthful of coffee. We had to walk through the village to the iso-

lated linesman's cabin 7.Herc beside the embankment and by the road-

side and in the meadow an encampment grew up like the one we had seen

in Suchering. I could fill our jar of water at the cabin's box PumP, sor /e ate

a meal on the gruss and waited for the train, the first for us since the end

of the war. It came after six: a IuSSage van and two open freight cars' We

found places in one of the freight cars, it was bliss to be rolling sooo
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quickty northward; the 19 miles to Schwandorf were covered in less than
one and a haU hours, we were in the Upper Palatinate, at the start of the
industrial area. In the marketplace I received the information from the
Americans-I naturally drew attention to my mission-that an American
vehicle would take us on the next day, and the German police directed us
to the municipal hall as the joint camp for refugees and retuming soldiers.
It was a chaotic and damaged building, the largest room in it a liall wittr a
stage [ . . . ]; many soldiers, few civilians, very simple people with children
were resting on mattresses; the mattresses had been distributed, but there
was still straw and we cheerfully made up a bed for ourselves among the
soldiers. There was also an ample soup eaten at greasy tables, ,nJ *e
were doubly cheerfirl. We explored the extensive bombdamaged build-
ing. The floor of a side room was thickly covered with thousands of card-
board insoles (we took a few with us). In the courgard stinking pieces of
Russian uniforms and rags of every kind were smoldering iir-a bomb
crater. Eva therefore concluded that there had been a cobbleis workshop
or similar establishment with Russian prisoners of war here. Outside thi
hall there was also running water and washing facilities, where some sol-
diers were shaving. The windows of the hall were broken, so there was no
lack of fresh air, and we slept well and romantically (on subsequent occa-
sions only dirtily and primitively)-under our almost thirty-year-old
coats.

Day seven, Friday, June 1., therefore: From Regensburg to Schwandorf,
3L miles.

_ 
On Saturday, Iune 2, awake before five and early to the marketplace,

where soldiers were gathering in various groups according to destinition.
We joined the one making for Weiden. The day before, the-Americans had
assured us that we would also be taken. We then found one of the many
inns open and prepared to let us have a coffee with our bread. American
trucks began to draw up toward eight. We got places on the one bound for
Weidery however I was very much squeezed in and could not see much.
[ . . . ] We had gone no more than 12 miles when the truck halted at the bot-
tom of a hill near a high-lying place: Nabburg an iler Naab. Everyone ou!
the truck isgoing back. Perhaps(l) another one will come along.-The men
sjood gumbling at the roadside, "they" always did it like that. Many sol-
diers- immediately continued on foot. I climbed up to the town, part of
whilh w9 had already driven through, showed the civilian policeman an
old (invalid) English language scrap of paper, which he could not read,
was thus passed on to an interpreter; the man was from Cologne, knew
the musician Ofto Klemperer---and was immediately full of entLusiasm. I
was given a recommendation to the person in charge of a neighboring
refugee camp and a man [was detailed] to take Eva and mysef to it. fn *ri
camp things did not look good, it contained civilians, women and children
alnong them, who, poorly fed, had already been waiting long and impa-
tiently for transport to travel on. Where had they come from? t don,t
know, in general in Bavaria civilian refugees were iti[ being detained, in
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order to keep roads and transport free for the foreign workers and for sol-

diers retuming home--and these civilians now saw us as illegitimate in-
truders. et firit the camp superintendent, too, was overwrought and not

very responsive. Only when I became forcefut did he push me onto a truck

thai drew up and was stormed, even passed a loaf up to me. Once again

Eva (as "frail") was accommodated beside the driver; once again I was

very squashed, with unpleasant neighbors this time. It was still fairly
eariy in the morning. Once again the drive did not last long: 4 miles out-
side Weiden, *e *ere once more dumped in the middle of the road to the

accompaniment of much cursing. We walked into the town, I again went

to American headquarters; even with the help of the police, who let me

have a mouthful of beer, there was nothing to eat or drink; after an hour

the headquarters passed us on to a civilian policeman, who again brought
us to a niotor vehicle, which was surrounded by cursing people, and got

us onto it. Tired and skeptical we drove off in the early aftemoon through
a pretry mountainous region, and reached the little place-of lNindisch'

Eschenbach. Once again imploring struggle at the American headquarters

[ . . . ]. Nevertheless, once again it worked. For supper we got souP at a

nearby inn, then we werre yet again squeezed onto a vehicle packed with
peopl!, [driven] through always beautiful mountain country, finally com-

i.,g io un arr"tt ru completely overarched by mighty trees that led to the vil-
IageofReuth.[...]

In the evening in Reufh, rn-eak and weary I go to the mayor, he gives me

a billeting slip for bed and board and directs me to the inn, which belongs

to a butcher; the landlord and butcher, bad tempered and very rude: "Do

you think I'm going to get a Parlor room ready for you? You can sleeP on

straw in the hall, if you wan! you'll get nothing to eat or drink from me,

we don't have anything left." - But it's an order from the mayor' - 1ft:
mayor c.rn go and jump! He's a baker, he can give you bread himself"' I
lefiEva at the inn, ran back to the mayor, found only his wife, helplessly

beleaguered by other refugees. The village was overcrowded and eaten

bare, Ler husband was out, trying to get everyone off the streets before the

curfew-I think here it had been moved forward to 10:00 r.u. I paced

around, until the mayor came back' He said he could not help me, th9

landlord really had nothing left. I retumed at ten, we ate dry bread, which
the mayor had given us, and drank water with it.

Eva had meanwhile discovered a garden pavilion, in which there were

a great many Pieces of baggage but only a very few people; we slept there

in makeshift fashion, as in a waiting room.
That was day eight, Saturday, ]une 2, one of the most unpleasant and

arduous despite having to walk very little. I don't know how many miles

made up the much subdivided stretch from Schwandorf to Reuth'

Sunday, the ninth day of the joumey, began with a wonderfirl walk, ex-

cept thai it was very exhausting on an emPty stomach, of 7 miles to
Wiesau station. We set out very early in the moming, well before six, so as
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to avoid the heat. We walked along proper hill paths, of the kind on which
amenity societies put up signs (at useless points, never at necessary ones),
with forest and meadow and good views. [ . . . ]

hWicsau we thoroughly refreshed ourselves. Notes and clear memory
resume again only on the goods train, which got us to Marktreilutitz
around midday. There we changed trains and first of all waited until four
o'clock in the new open wagon for the joumey to continue. Here there was
a comic intermezzo. On the whole stretch from Wiesau to Hof only sol-
diers and soldiers alone were allowed to use the goods train (there'were
no passenger trains yet). For my part I had an identity document and a
recommendation-but only of a dubious nature. At any rate if there had
been an inspection I would have had to get involved in explanation, dis-
cussion, perhaps even a fight. And at Marktredwitz station an overzealous
official really was carrying out an inspection. There were a number of
civilians, including women, on board. They were hidden under pieces of
baggage and clothing and helpful soldiers stood around them in such a
way that the official did not notice them. The two of us also crouched
down and camouflaged ourselves a little and were likewise unseen.
Toward evening, at about six o'clock, the train re ached Oberlatzau, 4mies
outside Hof, and there was a further train connection only from Feilitzsch,
about 4 miles beyond Hof. So in great heat we walked to Hof.I . . .l

At the police station they could give no advice as to food, nor really as
to accommodation either: A long, long way out of town there was sup-
posed to be a refugee camp in a damaged and shut-down thread factory
[ . . . ] Thus we had no other choice except to drag ourselves all the way
out to the factory in Leopoldstrasse, high above the towry although it wai
almost curfew time (here half past nine) and my strength really was ex-
hausted. (My feet, the baggage.) For a moment I was tempted to ipend the
night in the bushes at the side of the road or in a freight car by a level
crossing. Then we reached the factory at last. But the dormitory was so
crowded and the air was so bad-always the poorest of people with ba-
bies and diapers, we smelled it with a shudder a hundred times over dur-
ing these months-that we fled. The dormitory was up a couple of steps;
down by the gate, off the courtyard (in which there wis a tavitory), there
was a corridor with a number of mattresses. An old factory watchman and
several refugee women, who thought us in part arrogant in part crazy,
shook their heads as we bedded down there. Apart from that, the peopie
had giwen us a jug of cold coffee from their own already prepared sup-
plies. We slept as we were in sweaty clothes, it was the third night we
spent in our clothes.

That was the ninth day, Sunday, June 3, from Reuth to Hof, with long
marches at the beginning and the end of the day.

On the tenth day, Monday, June 4, we again started at 5:00 a.u.; beauti-
ful early moming, beautiful mountain view---everything would have
been beautiful but for the tiredness and the sum of everything else that
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weighed us down. Thus the summer joys of the tourist again very quickly
tumed into an arduous, hot, hungry and weighed down progress, toiling
up and down hill on a treeless and merciless road. At eight we were in Fei-

litzsch, the hrst village with a Saxon name [ . . . ]. From Feilitzsch there was
supposed to be a train rurming to Plauen. [ . . . ] At the station I found out
thit no train came through here. Only a locomotive would pass through at
1:30 p.u., but since I was the Czar's courier after all (my dubious chits and

papers worked wonders), I would be taken along. [ ' . . ] We had an ample

breakfast at the village inn (in this case ample means: We got black coffee

and ate the rest of our bread with it), and then walked a mile to the village
of Trogen, where there was a reception camP. It had been a youth labor
camp of the Third Reich, very prettily laid out: big clean barrack huts
around a large rectangular square, a lawn and all kinds of greenery, on the

walls various Nazi moral homilies. Now the barracks had been emptied

except for bundles of straw and a couple of tables without chairs, every-

thing was desolate, without having quite lost its former prettiness. And in
this iamp, curiously, there was proper food, bread, souP, coffee. [ . . . ] We

had a relaxed rest, sat down for a while by the edge of the road high above

the camp, then walked slowly and confidently back to Feilitzsch station. A
crowd of soldiers had meanwhile arrived there; I asked myself how a sin-
gle locomotive was supposed to take us all' The telegraph announced it,
erreryone got ready. There appeared a locomotive pulling a high coal ten-

der. bozens of soldiers (corr.ing from Hof) were sitting on the coal, stand-

ing in the locomotive; in a flash a couPle of young fellows clambered onto
the tender like monkeys, helped by their comrades; there was confusion
and shouting; I roared at my official, who for his part was quite helpless,

and the locomotive set off again, and those who had not managed to get

on moved off in resignation. I raged at the official, but that didn't change

anything, and so at about two o'clock we continued our joumey on foot.

t...I
We tramped 4% miles along the motorway, then by the village of Pirk,

about 10% miles from Hof and already situated in Plauen prefecture, we
came to a huge, half-finished motorway ovefPass, which looked like an

antique viaduct, just as splendid and just as much a ruin-it seemed to me

a symbol of Nazism's hubris. [ . . . ]
In the village of Magwitz, which is completely surrounded by forests,

we were well accommodated on a wealthy and friendly farm: We were ex-

cellently fed, we slept in a big bam, could undress to a considerable extent

and wash the next moming. t . . . l
On the tenth day, Monday, june 4, therefore, we got from Feilitzsch to

Magwitz.
On the eleventh day, Tuesday, fune 5, we set out late, not until eight

o'clock, Eva with her hair washed, I shaved' [. . .] We came closer to

Plauen than we had intended, we then found a road to Oelsnlfz, and in this

long and bleak place, a refugee camp in a school, which fed us bread and

soup. The.t from the early afternoon we walked along beautiful Etzge-
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birge mountain roads, which were now part of the district around Falken-
stein, with places that in part we had heard mentioned, in part really did
already know.

Once, the first time in a long while, we were given a lift by a horse and
cart again, once in the Tirpersdorf inn, we found not only a big can of cof-
fee, but also a south German news shee! the Hessische posf of May 26. The
acfual final act of the war has, after all, remained obscure to us tothis day.
I...1

At half past eight we were in Falkenstein. The Schemers'private home
heavily damaged, the pharmacy much less so. American shell fire, as we
Ieamed later. We called and clapped our hands outside the locked house.
Trule Schemer opened the door, Scherner himseH had gone to l*ipzig
with "his" FrAulein Uhlmann to buy stock, he retumed at ten, just ai we
were about to retire, triumphant that he had been able to make purchases
for 10,000M instead of the approved 200M; after the complete destruction
of the other pharmacy, he now had a monopoly as it were. Great warmth,
great hospitality, and it was not until elevery the curfew hour in force here,
that we were lying on our old resting places in the private office of the
pharmacy. There the picture of Hitler had disappeared and been replaced
by a landscape. Schemer related, how immediately before the Americans
entered the town (it had been under fire for two weeks) the people from
the Party had come to see him and forced him, in their presence, to bum
all the Nazi books, which he had previously been forced to buy, and which
he had promised to keep for me. . . So we now had the firrnintention of
resting here for a while [ . . . ]. This was the eleventh day of our joumey,
the last of the second phase (Regensburg to Falkenstein), from Magwitz to
Falkenstein, Tuesday, June 5.

On Wednesday everything looked different. It was literally sheer
hunger that drove us to leave Falkenstein as quickly as possible. On the
evening we arrived, the Schemers had fiIIed our stomachs with a meal of
potatoes, which had already been cooked. But now they did not have an-
other crumb. We would no doubt obtain coupons at the town hall, but
there was nothing to be bought with them, bread sold ou! no butter to be
had for a long time, etc., etc. In the restaurant, for potato coupons, we got
a plate of dry and tasteless tumip schnitzels-which we later repeatedly
encountered as a typical dish of the impoverished Vogtland-and nothing
else. Schemer took his crutch, leaned heavily on me with his other hand
and went on a begging errand along the high street. He knew every
passerby and talked to everyone, he knocked on the doors and display
windows of closed shops and pushed his way in, he told our story every-
where, and thrL^ a portion of meat was bought and a piece of bread given
as a present. That was very touching and to some extent helped us over
the immediate difficulty, but it was also very embarrassing and impossible
to repeat. I immediately prepared to continue the joumey. I went to Amer-
ican headquarters: A very young, impassive lieutenant and a very hand-
some, boyish, good-natured, slim half-Negro as interpreter. He offered me
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an easy chair at his lieutenant's desk, bent over me with a childlike smile,
and asked in a soft voice: "Was willst du?" [What do you want?]. I ex-

plained myself, he explained it to the lieutenant, and the latter wrote in
block letters, but without an official stamP, as he had understood it: "This
Professor Victor lsrael Klemper* is a half-leu.t and he would like to go to Dresdm.

He is one of Germany's famous professors in philosophy and languages. He is a

good man anil we would recommmd eorything possible to help him. " I took this
chit, which I would subsequently make a big show with, to the "motor
pool." tn vain. There were no vehicles at all going in the direction of
Schcinheide, where there was "supposed" to be a rail connection to Aue
and on to Chemnitz, and from Chemnitz there was "supposed" to be a
regular train to Dresden-so no vehicles at all going there from Falken-
stein but perhaps from Auerbach. On Schemer's advice I also went to see

a lawyer, Reichenbach, ahalf-lao or a whole one, cousin at any rate-as it
tumed out--of our unfortunate Dresden Reichenbach, and in a senior ad-
ministrative position since the changeover. He was very friendly and
promised to take us to Auerbach the next moming, also to be of assistance
to me there. Otherwise the day passed with various conversations. Scher-
ner told us how badly Friiulein Uhlmann, who was morally intact, but had
grown up believing completely in Nazism and the FiiLhrer, had suffered
from the collapse and learning the truth. Without revealing my Jewish-
ness, I nevertheless gave the girl all kinds of information-Eva thought I
had treated her too roughll'. Talking to the anti-Nazi Frdulein Dumpier
was simpler. A few harmless words were exchanged with Norma Dettke.
To my profound joy, her husband, the Baltic Nazi who believed in Hitler
and victory, with whom the war agreed so well and for whom it had not
lasted long enough at aII, was evidently a prisoner of war of the Ameri-
cans.

This the twelfth day, Wednesday, ]une 6, spent entirely in Falkenstein.
Thursday, lune 7 , depressed departure from Falkenstein, basically we

were going into the unknown again. The lawyer and a comPanion arrived
in a beautiful automobile and took us to Auerbach in a few minutes, but
let us wait outside some office for a good hour. In the meantime Reichen-
bach came out once; there was a Russian officer inside, perhaps he would
be able to help us continue our joumey. But then, after an hour, we were
told, unfortunatety it was all in vain, the [American] headquarters were

not allowing anyone into the adjacent no-man's-land and into the Russian

zone; the most sensible thing was to retum to Falkenstein with him, Re-

ichenbach, immediatety. When I indignantly objected, he said he admit-
tedly knew of many who had crossed over secretly and on their own; he

could also see whether I could get a Pass at military headquarters. So we
drove there. Many of the rooms were crowded but Reichenbach immedi
ately knew the right one and the right intelpreter. [ . . .] The interpreter
partly confused me with Otto Klemperer and made a "music professor"

and owner of a farm near Dresden out of me. After some waiting I did
then get my pass, which I did not use on a single occasion. I do not know
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where the notorious no-man's-land was, I do not know where the actual
Russian zone began, I was not troubled in the least by soldiers or loot-
ers . . . Wehad thepass and werenow supposed tobe taken to Schdnheide
by a moving company. Supposeil. But this company, which definitely went
there and was very willing to take people with passes, did not go in that
dir,ection, and private cars, it was said, still avoided the uncertainties of
the no-man's-land so, once agairu we had to tramp the approximately l0%
miles to the "supposed" raiTway station. [n Auerbach we got tumip
schnitzels as a meal again, and that only with great difficulty and after a
figh! shops were closed, we set off on foot in the noonday heat. A horse
and cart helped us over the worst hour after lunch, thus we reached
Rodeutisch. t . . . ] In Rodewisch we succeeded in buying bread, in Riltzen-
griln a frendly grocer's family gave us a pot of coffee, which we drank on
the steps, and here Eva also exchanged some sugar for tobacco,inSchnar-
tannelsaw the last American sentry-he was letting children clamber all
over him, as iI he were a good-nafured Saint Bemard.

This road to Schnarrtanne and then on to Schiinheide was Baedeker-
worthy and lovely and a godsend for tourists [ . . . ]. But it rose and rose
and rose and I was very much weakened by the constant heat. And then
finally the long stretch from Sch<inheide to Schdnheidehammer. Bwt then we
really had reached the rail connection. We spent the night in the Carlshof
inn, without food, without any opportunity of getting out of our clothes.
t...1

The thirteenth day therefore: Thursday, Jluulre 7, from Falkenstein to
Schrinheidehammer.

The fourteenth and penultimate day of the joumey is characterized by
dry bread and water. And by the fanaticism of the overwrought refugees,
ordinary people in the Carlshof. One woman, from Breslau, cursed Hitler
fanatically, another, who had fled from the Russians, cursed the Russians
equally fanatically and declared all German atrocities in Russia to be lies
and propaganda-no German soldier had ever looted or done anything
else bad . . . We kept out of the way and sat in the garden of the inn or by
the railway line, until at last the train came, a proper passenger trairl for
which we should havre bought second-class tickets. In three-quarters of an
hour we were in Aue, which from the train appeared to be a larger town;
in the waiting room I obtained the infamous tumip schnitzels-unfortu-
nately they disagreed with Eva this time-at half past three we were in
Chemnitzl. . .1.

The fourteenth day of our joumey, Friday, |une 8, from Schtinheide'
hammer to Chemnitz.

The city center of Chemnitz appeared completely destroyed, many
buildings were certainly standing, but were uninhabited and uninhabit-
able, in between them ruins, heaps of debris, somewhere a large square
with nothing but rubble and a huge, undamaged candelabra protruding
from it-all in all the usual picture. [... ] Then we saw a little group of
people standing outside a haUdestroyed building, it appears to be some
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kind of store; we ask whether one can get a cup of coffee here and are di-
rected to the fust floor. There a sight as if from a lost world, in a long room
the elegari prewar music caf6. Thbles with white tablecloths, all
crowded---<oats are left at the cloakroom outside!-a large quantity of
tableware (no spoons, however), waiters in tails, coffee in pots, Bram-
bacher mineral water, beer, coffee cups'even seem to suggest real coffee, a
jazzband, as negroid as can be, the beginnings of the elegance of painted
demimondaines, the beginnings of inllation prices: It was the start of the
goings-on of 1919, the mood of Hurrah-we're-still-alive and of black mar-
keteering, but all of it incomparably more grisly and shocking and
wretched than in those days, because the building was destroyed and the
room patched up so badly, that one stumbled on the floor, and the city all
around lies in ruins, and what is being offered at fraudulent prices, is er-
satz and miserable and does not assuage hungel, only skims over it. Eva
thought she could already discem a change to Russian hairstyles (C16o de
M6rode), I myself repeatedly had the impression that among the cus-
tomers there were various members of the Russian civilian administration
and no doubt also of the police-but that may have been autosuggestion.
What I did conclude with certainty was that I found this coffeehouse life,
the pleasure of my youth, really very boring, that I was a little ashamed to
be sitting white-haired among all the young people and to observe sadly
as ghastly variation or as sheer repetition what the young took up with de-
light (clapping their hands and showing off to women when they paid-I
saw a-previously unknown to me-twenty-mark note of the Saxon State
bank of April 1945, that, too, a beginning and a repetition). - For all that:
I nevertheless had the momentary feeling of having emerged from the life
of the vagabond and retumed to the joys (even if for the time being the
most mendacious ones) of civilization. - I was to be very disappointed,
and again it was a double disappointment. I took up my load, we walked
through the sultry heat for a whi-le; some distance from the center we
found a tram, which took us to Hilbersdorf station, there (where once
again a crowd of refugees was encamped on the steps, etc.) we leamed
that the next train to Dresden would not leave until today, at "about" tfuee
o'clock. But "yesterday" it had not left until seven o'clock in the evening,
and it was always overcrowded and irregular. What a calamity for us sev-
eral times over! Here without ration coupons and suppor! and afterward,
dumped in Dresden on Saturday night, equally helpless. But that is only
the one side of my disappointrnent, the misfortune side. Weary and at the
end of our tether we followed the streets leading out of the city and came
across a simple inn. Inside there was great activity in the taProom and sit-
ting room; German soldiers, civilians, and Russian soldiers all mixed up. I
saw the Russians for the first time, gray-green and dressed in sporty light
clothes like the Americans, but in tunics. Curiously the landlady immedi-
ately made us welcome; we should sleep in the back room, there were not
many people there, she would also make coffee and potatoes for us (I gave
her our potato and travel coupons). And truly, when she later brought us
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a bowl of jacket potatoes and a jug of coffee, after that even beer, we were
as if delivered. A young mary a "loader" from Duisbury separated from
his family, sat down beside us. (D<ilzschen, june 13) I got the same de-
scription of the Russians as was repeated to me before and afterward: in a
sober state usually good-natured, in a drunken state quite wild, theft of
watches and jewelry, frequent rapes. Soon after that someone from the
Iandlord's family came up: The Russians wanted to know what kind of
professor I was; one had asked quite agitatedly what kind of "draracter"
that was. The fact that I stood out among ordinary soldiers and people in
this humble hotel on the edge of town was hardly thanks to my distin-
guished face, but rather to the high white collar, which I had bought in
Klotzsche on February L5 and always avoided wearing, and which I now
had to wear, since the shirt with the soft, turndown collar was completely
done for: in Eva's words this bourgeois stand-up collar and with it the
threadbare clothing of the tramp and the several days' growth of white
stubble-it looked like the bad disguise of a fleeing bourgeois and anti-
Bolshevik. A huge fellow, a captain as I later discovered, came up to me
and spoke in Russian. He came so close to me, sat on the edge of the table
and settee in such a way that I was unable to move, and spoke in a not un-
friendly tone, but very forcefully and insistently. I said: "]e ne comprends
pas" and "]a Gewree" (as Eisenmann had taught me) gave him my iden-
tity card, pointed out the "!"-he went on talking impatiently. Finally an
elderly woman on a crutch appeared, a Baltic German, who understood
Russian and acted as interprcter. The officer wanted to know, above all,
when I "had come to Germany." It took a long time before I made clear to
them, that my family had been living in Germany for 200 years, that until
19L8 Landsberg a. W. had been part of the province of Brandenburg. After
that I gave precise information as to my position before and after 1933,
also said with some spirit, that three of our family had entries in the Brock-
haus Encyclopedia and that my brother Georg had treated Lenin. At that
the officer stood up, gave me a friendly and patronizing pat on the shoul-
der and left. I felt this business, together with everything I had by now
heard about looting and rapes, to be all too unpleasant-after all it had not
been so very far removed from the Gestapo arrest on the tram-"I want to
friskhim!"

Next to the taproom was a back room with a $tage and a bandroom,
such as we had often seen before. It had evidently been fitted out as a kind
of temporary barracks some time before: Apart from about twenty bunk
beds in two rows one above the other, in which there were now only un-
covered straw mattresses, the room contained only army lockers and a
long table. At the moment there were very few soldiers sleeping there; still
wearing our clothes we lay down under our coats and passed the night.
There was no question of washing; there was no pump within reactr, and
the water was reputed a typhus risk.

On Saturday,]une 9,I was awake very early, probablybefore five o'dock,
and I sat down at a window table in the taproom to write these notes. After
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a while there was an imperious knocking at the window, a Russian soldier
was standing outside, gesticulating vigorously and shouting, demanding
entry. The front door was locked, no one awake, I could not open it, no one

appeared. Finally I withdrew farther into the room, so that I could not be

seen. A soldier who had woken up grumbled, how could I have been so in-
cautious as to show myseU at the window; the Russian could make trouble
for all of us. After a while, when the Russki had given up making a racket, I
bent low and carried coats and baggage into the sheltering darkness of a
lower bunk bed and continued writing for a while at the table in the back
room. I felt quite rotten. What I had experienced with the Russians so far did
not look like personal freedom and safety.

On Saturday, June 9, I went to the barber in the moming and had my
hair cut, then we waited-without having eaten, all attemPts to obtain a

lundr had failed-waited very skeptically in a huge crowd at the station.
Had we not got transport, we would have continued on foot. [ . . . ] And so

on the moming of the fifteenth day, on Sunday, ]une 10, we were in Dres-
den.

But really this Sunday is still part of our joumey home, because this is

when the fairy-tale tumabout came. The day began gloomily enough.
Tired and hungry we walked to the NeustAdter station-nada! We went to
the police station opposite. Very friendly reception and one correct and
one false piece of information. You must go to Dcilzschen immediately! I
objected, that it would take time, before I could move into my house there.
The officer grinned: You've no idea, how quickly that can sometimes hap-
penl And in that he proved to be right. Although I was helped by the fact

that Berger had fled . . . But as far as our hunger was concemed/ we were

told, that we would be fed at the refugee camP on Glacisstrasse, but there
the rooms were empry with Russian sentries sleeping on the top floor. So

the walk was entirely in vain. Now someone on the street told us there
was a carnp, I think on Marggrafenstrasse. There we found only an army
hospital, but no food. Then, still hungry and after an impossible night, we
walked right through all the destruction of the city center. In Theater-

strasse there was supposed to be an inquiry office with information about
residents and people who had been bombed out. It was closed. Then we
struggled-the word is no exaggeration!-along to the Swiss Quarter:
Frau Ahrens's house, the Windes'house destroyed, no news about them
to be had. OnIy an old man, who had lost his wife and whose dog had
been stolen by a Russian soldier the day before, stated with certainty that
the Ahrens family had been saved (but he did not know where they were).

Finally we found the Glasers'building, it was a little damaged inside, but
on the whole wonderfully preserved, with nothing but ruins all around'
This was where the day tumed into a fairy tale. Frau Glaser welcomed us
with tears and kisses, she had thought us dead. Glaser himself was some-
what decrepit and listless. We were fed, we were able to rest. In the late af-
temoon we walked up to Dtilzschen.
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|anuary 4 - The Neumanns in K<itzschenbroda: I.e., The Neumanns have heard
on enemy broadcasts.

l, Clnuilius: Novel by Robert Graves, first published in 1934 (German translatiory
1935).

fanuary rz - Folder V. Hugo Poetry: The temporary hiding place for the most
rccent pages of the diary, before Eva Klemperer could take them to Annemarie
K<ihler in Pima.

January rE - ForsechC si, forsechB no (Italian): "Maybe yes, maybe no."

February 5 - D'outre-tombe (French): "From beyond the grave."

Rommel: Field Marshal Erwin Rommel (1891-1944) was commander of the Axis
forces in North Africa from February 1941 to March 1943. l^ater, he was placed in
command of the French Channel coast before the Allied invasion. Aware of the
plans to overthrow Hitler in lu[y l9M, he committed suicide in October 1944.
(Rommel was more or less instructed to do so by Hitler, who did not want to put a
popular general on trial.)

February 8 - the P6tain-Darlan govemment: the Vichy French govemment, sub-
ordinate to Germany. After the 1940 armistice, the Vichy French controlled south-
em France and most of the French colonies, including Tunis, and cooperated with
the Germans in the northem occupied zone of France. [n November 19112, the Ger-
mans also occupied southem France.

February rz - kipziger NN:The Leipziger Neueste NachrichteL adaily newspaper
for which Klemperer wrote after the end of the First World War and before his ap-
pointment as professor in Dresden.

February 26 - "il. faut que . . . pas parler!" (French): "Germany must lose the
war." - "No talking!"

"Bon courage!" (French): "Chin up!"

March 6 - Regnavi-sum sine regno (Latin): "I have ruled-I am without
power."
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March 7 - when the earth shook in Naples: On January 14, 1915, the Klemperers

experienced an earthquake in Naples. (Victor Klemperer had a iunior post at the

university there.)

March I - Fetscher: Professor Rainer Fetscher (1895-1945). General practitioner
and teacher at Dresden TU. Active participant in resistance to the Nazi regime. He
was shot by the SS on May 8, 1945, on his way to a Red Army unit for discussions

on the involvement of Dresden's anti-Fascists in normalization of Me in the city.

March r5 - a "privileged" Jew: After the introduction of the yellow star to identify

fews (September 19,1941), several privileged categories were not required to wear
it. This concemed, above all, Jews in "mixed marriages" with chil&en who had been

baptized as Christians. As becomes clear from Victor Klemperer's diary, such "priv-
ileges" were subject to arbitrary alteratiory sometimes with fatal consequences.

Auschwitz: This is the first time that Victor Klemperer has heard the name

Auschwitz. Auschwitz was one of six camps established by the Nazis in Poland to

facilitate the "Final Solutiory" that is, to murder Jews' Originally a labor camp, it
was in March 1942 that large numbers of Jews began to be deported there and ei-

ther killed or worked and starved to death. Victor Klemperer, therefore, heard

about this death camp very quickly, although he was not to find out for certain
about the nature and scale of its operation until the closing months of the war.

Karl May: May (1842-1912) was an immensely popular German author of adven-

ture stories, many set in the American "Wild West."

March r'7 - Arthur Rosenberg: Rosenberg (1889-1943), not to be confused with
namesake Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi ideologist and leader, was a radical politi-
cian and historian who wrote some of the most acute contemPorary studies of the

failure of Weimar demosacy. He went into exile in 1933.

March 19 - Sir Basil Zaharof: Zaharotf (1849-1936) was an intemational arms

dealer. He became a notorious figure, indeed the symbol of ruttrless and unprinci-
pled trading in armaments. The Phrase "merchant of death" was coined originally
to describe him.

April z - Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Chamberlain (1855-1927) was an

English-bom race theorist and philosopher of history who had a strong influence
on the Nazis' racial ideology. Marriage to Richard Wagner's daughter, Eva, put
him at the center of right-wing uolkisch circles'

Eriedemann Bach: a novelby Albert Emil Brachvogel (1824-1878).

April 5 - in iudaeos (Latin): "Against Jews."

April z8 - Arthur Eloesser: Eloesser (187G-1937) was a famous theater and liter-
ary critic in Berlin.

May rr - Tohuwabohu: Satirical novel by the German Zionist author Sammy

Gronemann; see note, May 15, 1941, Vol. 1.
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May 4 - Wilhelm Meister's Years of T?aoel: The wond part of Goethe,s novel Wil-
hclm Meister.

May r9 
-semper idem (Latin): "Always the same thing."

May z3 - d'altra parte (Italian): "On the other hand."

May z9 - fe n'en ai qu'un trDs faible espoir (French): "I have only a faint hope of
that."

May 3o - Eva Chamberlain-Wagner: Daughter of Richard Wagner, wife of Hous-
ton Stewart Chamberlain (see note, April 2).

May 3r - that I was also in mortal danger in 1915: i.e., during his period of ser-
vice on the westem front.

]une z - The Myth of the Tweatieth Century: The principal work of Alfred Rosen-
berg, the Nazi ideologist and leader.

fune 4 - the Vorwiirts bookshop: i.e., a bookshop of the Social Democratic party.

]une 5 - c'est i dire (French): "That is to say."

June 8 - It was declared to be "]ewish arson": On May 18, 1919, members of the
Herbert Baum group (a Jewish Communist resistance group) caused a fire at the
National Socialist propaganda exhibitioru The Soaiet Parailise, in Berlin. In a re-
venge operation carried out between May 27 and 29, 154 Berlin ]ews and 96 fews
imprisoned in Sachsenhausen concentration camp, ne.[ Berlin, were shot. Many
of their relatives-the figures given vary-wene deported to Theresienstadi,
Auschwitz, and Sachsenhausen concentration camps. More than twenty members
of the resistance group were executed.

the attempt on Heydrich: Reinhard Heydrich (1904-1942) was the central execu-
tive official of the "Final Solution." He was in charge of the mass killings of Jews
following the German attack on the Soviet Union and chaired the Wannsee Con-
ference in fanuary 1942. He replaced Neurath as govemor of the Czech lands in
September 1941 and inaugurated a reign of terror. Following Heydrich,s death in
Prague on June 4, 1942, there were further ahocities, including the razing of the
village of Lidice and the killing of its male inhabitants. CIhe assassins supposedly
had sheltered in the village.) The killing of Heydrich also meant the disappearance
of the last vestiges of Czech autonomy.

Dubnow memoirs: Semjon Dubnow (1860-1941) was a fewish historian, perhaps the
most distinguished modem historian of Jewry. He left Russia for Germany after the
Bolshevik Revolution; after Hitler's seizue of power, Dubnow emigrated to Riga,
where he was murdered with the otherfews of the city after German noops mtered
it in summer 1941. The German translation of his memoirs was publishedir.lggT.

|une r3 - Professor Gaehde: Victor Klemperer was very harsh in his condemna-
tion of Christian (Professor) Gaehde and his wife, Stephanie. From the diaries it is
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evident that in the months and years after the suicide of Julia Pick, he became less

severe in his iudgment of Frau Gaehde, though not of her husband.

However, in a letter (September 29, 1996) to the German publisher of the Klem-
perer diaries, Joachim Gaehde, surviving son of Christian and Stephanie Gaehde,
describes Victor Klemperer's response to his father as unjust. He argues that the
former underestimates the pressure the family was under at the time and the very
real dangers his mother faced. Her father, Carl Pick, had committed suicide on
March 15, 1942; her aunt Else, on January 27 ,7942. (These were Julia Pick's brother
and sister-in-law) In January 1942, Joachim Gaehde's brother had died in mysteri-
ous circumstances in Bucharest. Stephanie Gaehde had been Present during sev-

eral house searches of the Jews' House in which her father had been forced to
reside. At the same time she was being threatened day and night by anon)4nouE
phone calls and had been summoned by the Gestapo.

foachim Gaehde writes, "What Victor KlemPerer saw outside the fews'House
on Caspar David Friedrich Strasse was no display of ingratitude and cowardice -
real cowards would not have come at all - but the consequence of a dfficult and

painful choice between two human duties: one she owed her aunt . . . the other she

owed her own family, her husband, het surviving son, and most particularly an

eight-year-old grandson, whose Parents had been detained in the Far East because

of the war."

fune zz - Povera e nuda vai (Italian): Abbreviation of "Povera e nuda vai, o
filosofia" - You go poor and naked, O philosophy.

luly t - Gliickel oon Hameln: GliJrckel (l{A6-1724) was the author a book of mem-
oirs that provided an insight into the family, cultural, and economic life of German
jews around 1700.

fuly 4 - Cras mihi (Latin): "Tomorrow me" or "tomorrow my tum."

fuly 7 - Oldenburg-|anuschau: KlemPerer was reading the memoirs of Elard von
Oldenburg-fanuschau (185F1937), an extreme conservative politician who repre-

sented the interests of big landowners; anti-Republican after 1918 and an intimate
friend of Marshal Hindenburg, who was German president from 1925 to 1934.

fuly ro - Wemer von Siemens: Siemens (1816-1892) was an inventor and

founder of the Siemens electrical engineering company.

Illy z+ - Lord Lansdowne: Lansdowne (1'U5-1927), British politician, fust Lib-
erai, then Conservative. Variously war and foreign secretary, govemor-general of
Canada, and viceroy of India.

fuly z6 - Schtinerer: Georg, Ritter von Schtjnerer (7U2-1927), Austrian politi-
cian. Became one of the leaders of the German nationalists inAustria; anti-Semitic,
anti-Catholic, and an advocate of unffication with the German Empire. lnfluenced
Karl Lueger and, not least, Hitler.

Lueger: Karl Lueger (1844-1910), Austrian Christian-Social politician. Populist

anti-semite and anti-socialist. From 1897 mayor of Vierura, where he Promoted
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progressive municipal policies; unlike Schtinerer he was an advocate of accoruno-
dation with the other nationalities of the Austrian Empile.

Eyselsberg: Probably tr11en, Freiherr von Eiselberg (1860-1939), prominent Vien-
nese surgeon and university teacher.

Schnitzler: Arthur Schnitzler (1852-1931), playwright and prose writer, one of the
most influential of modem dramatists; his treaknent of sexual themes was consid-
ered scandalous at the tum of the century (and after).

|uly 3r - y en a tant (French): "There are so many of them."

August 6 -f'en doute (French): "I doubt it."

August 7 - Sedan: Decisive battle (1870) of the Franco-Prussian War - surrm-
der of the main French army together with Emperor Napoleon III. Sedan Tag
(Sedan Day) subsequently became a holiday in the German Empire. (In nationalist
terms, Germany had at last avenged the humiliations of previous centuries,)

in semiticis (Latin): I.e., on the ]ewish question.

Auguet ro 
-l'accuse 

(French): Literally "I accuse," a rcference to 6mite Zola,s fa-
mous 1898 open letter that opened with the words "J'accuse." In it, he condemned
the injustice inflicted on the |ewish officer Dreyfus, falsely accused of spying for
Germany.

comme une vieille 6dent6e (French): "Like a toothless old woman."

August r.6 - Harald Kreutzberg: Kreutzberg (1902-1968) was a dancer and
choreographet. He trained at the Dresden Ballet School, but became a leading ex-
ponent of modem dance.

Eppure (Italian): "Nevertheless."

August a7 - "Les extremes se touchent" (French): "The extremes"--rxtreme
points of view or positions-"meet."

August 19 - Les faits nouveaux (French): "The latest news."

August zz - Georg Hermann: Hermann (1871-1943) was a very successful tew-
ish novelist of Berlin themes, perhaps undeservedly neglected today. Emigrated to
the Netherlands, but was deported during the German occupation and died in a
concentration camp.

August z5 - la maison juive morte (French): "The Jews' House i" dy g."

September r - Schlachtfat (German): Party following the butchering of a pig for
domestic use (sausage making, etc.).
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September 4 - the Marienburg: The Marienburg (Castle of Our Lady), today
Malbork in Poland, is a great brick Gothic castle and cathedral on the banks of an
arm of the Vistula in West Prussia. It was for a while the chief seat of the German
Knights. Formerly, it was seen as one of the rePrcsentative architectural works of
German culture.

Albrecht Palaces: Mid-nineteenth-century princely residences on the north bank of
the Elbe.

September 6 - Ravensberg: I.e., Ravensbriick, a concentration camp, whose in-
mates were mainly women.

September 7 - So I shall probably seen Marckwald for the last time: In German:

So werde ich wohl Marckwald wohl zum letztenmal gesehen. According to Walter
Nowojski, the German editor of the diaries, the slippage in this sentence is one of
the rare occasions where Victor Klemperer's emotions disrupt his self-imposed
role as observer, recorder. On September 8,1942, htty Dresden Jews were sent to
Theresienstadt on Transport V/6. Thirty-nine died in Theresienstadt, Fritz Marck-
wald as early as September 14. Those who did not die in Theresienstadt were
transported to Auschwitz and died there.

September I - tout nu (French): "Completely naked."

September rr - the Milke couple: An Aryan couple living in the same house.

Ratph von Klemperer: A Dresden businessman, no relation, who had emigrated to
South Africa.

Piazza di Spagna: Square in Rome, with the famous Spanish Steps on one side.

September z4 -Amold Zweig:Zweig (1887-1968), not to be confused with his
namesake Stefan Zweig, was one of the most successful German authors before
1933. A left-wing radical (and pacifist) and fewish, he emigrated to Palestine. Dis-
illusioned with Zionism, he retumed to (East) Berlin in 1948.

October 3o - comme si de rien n'6tait (French): "As if nothing had happened."

November z - "rachmoness (Yiddish) position": Position or post granted out of
charity.

November 5 - Maximilian Harden: See note, fuly 12, 1938, Vol. 1.

November r'5 - Ne hibsh (Yiddish): "Not nice."

November r9 - y compris (French): "Included."

November zr - summo jure (Latin): "With the greatest justification."

November z4 - "Jews' Camp Hellerberg": See preface.
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November z5 - Darlan. . . the "traitorous admiral": Franqois Darlan (1881-
7942),1939-4O commander in chief of the French na\ry; from 1940 a member of the
collaborationist Vichy French govemment; 1942, commander in chief of the French
armed forces. When Allied forces landed in French North Africa in November
19t[2, he concluded an armistice and surrendered, but was killed by an anti-Vichy
assassin shortly afterward.

December rr - menu peuple (French): "Humble people" or "cl,asses."

Solamen miserum, miserrimum (Latin): "Poor comfort in the worst comfort."

fthmidt Henry fthmidt (bom 1912), SS Obersturmfiihrer, was, from April 1.942

until February 1945, the Gestapo officer in charge of the "Final Solution of the few-
ish Question" in Dresden and environs, and in this capacity organized the exter-
mination of 985 Jews. After the war, Schmidt lived in East Germany under an
assumed name, but was arrested in April 1985 and sentenced to life imprisonment
on September 28, 1987, by the Dresden district court.

December zo - "prise de pouvoir" (French): "seizure of power."

December 29 - The city. . . rid of Jews: ln the Nazi plans, the cleansing of
Vienna of fews was the model for actions elsewhere in the Reich.

1943

Ianuary 3 - IGddish (originally Aramaic): In this context, the |ewish prayer for
the dead.

January r.8 - Hebel's: Johann Peter Hebel (1760-1825). Popular poet, teller of
stories and anecdotes. Still admired today.

Herbert Norkus: Hitler Youth killed during political disturbances in Berlin on fan-
uary 24,1932. Tumed into a martyr by the Nazis.

January z7 - It has been admitted . . . have been lost at Stalingrad: The German
Sixth Army and various allied forces had been cut off from the main German
forces on November 22,1942. The actual capitulation of the southem pocket did
not in fact take place until February 2,1943, and, the capihrlation of the northem
pocket, under Field Marshal Paulus, not until january 31,7943.

|anuary z8 - Armin Wegner: Wegrrer (1886-1978) was a prominent German
writer of the interwar period. In 1933, after the first call to boycott |ewish busi-
nesses, he protested against the Nazi anti-Jewish policies. He was arrested and
passed through a number of prisons and concenhation camps until his release in
1936, when he left Germany. Klemperer was reading a travel book on Palestine by
Wegter, published in 1930.

Boileau's Art po€tique: Nicolas Boileau-Despr6aux (163G1770), French poet and
critic. In his Arf poettque, he summed up the rules of literature as they had devel-
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oped in France during the seventeenth century, based on Aristotle and his com-

mentators.

facult6 maitresse (French): "Outstanding talent."

]anuary 3o - Signum coeli (Latin): "Sign from heaven."

oraison fundbre (French): "Funeral oration."

February 14 - the Zentrum: Before 1933 the Catholic political party in Germany'

February z8 - evacuation was imminent At the end of February 1943, Commis-
sar Schmidt (see note, December 11, 1942) received an order from Adolf Eichmann
in person to liquidate the Hellerberg camP. During the night of March 2-3, the in-
mates were taken to Dresden-Neustadt goods station, loaded into cattle trucks,
and deported to Auschwitz. The transPo$ which eventually consisted of thirty
trucks containing several thousand PeoPle, arrived at Auschwitz-Birkenau on the

evening of March 3. The majority werc "selected" on arrival and had to make their
way directly from the ramp to the gas chambers.

March 17 - "Paper soldiers": A phrase, drawn from a childhood game, which
Klemperer had already used in Curriculum Vitae, the autobiographical account of
his life from 1881 to 1918, to describe plans and projects that had not been or might
not be realized.

April 5 - di nuovo (Italian): "Once again."

April r5 - voce populi (Latin): "Tfuough the voice of the people."

peu ir peu (French): "Little by little."

April z5 - le leurre 6temel du PrintemPs (French): "The etemal lure of spring."

April z6 - Dwinger: Edwin Erich Dwinger (1898-1981), nationalist German

writer, propagandist for the Nazi state.

April z9 - young. . . Aris: Helmut Aris (190U1987) was one of the hundred
Dresden Jews who received deportation summonses on the moming of February

1,3,1945, the day of the bombing of Dresden. Like Victor Klemperer, he survived.
Later he was, until his deat}l president of the Association of Jewish Communities
in the GDR (East Germany).

May r - conspiracy trial in Berlin: Precise reference is uncleat but during 1942

and 1943 the Gestapo broke up a number of resistance groups whose members
were tried in batches, the majority being executed.

The man in Wehlen: i.e., the address, which Richter had arranged, where Klem-
perer could go into hiding if need arose.

May 3 - Perez: Jichak tejb Perez (1851-1915), Yiddish writer.
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Rastelli: Enrico Rastelli (1896-1931) was considered the greatest juggler of all time.

M"y 5 - Katyn: At the end of February 1.943, German soldiers discovered the
bodies of more than 4,000 Polish officers in mass graves i" Katyn forest, about
twelve miles west of Smolensk. The officers had been taken prisoner by Soviet
forces in September 1939, when Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia partitioned
Poland. There is no longer any doubt that they were killed on Stalin,s orders in
May794O.

May 11 - tant mieux (French): "So much the better."

May zo - Africa lost: The "Army Group Africa" surrendered on May lg,lg43.
Two-hundred-fifty-two thousand German and Italian troops became prisoners of

May zr - the river dam business: The "Dambusters" raid on dams south of the
Rufu took place on the night of May 77-18.

Y^y ,g - Matthias Erzberger: Erzberger (1875-1921),leader of the left wing of
the Zentrum (Catholic Party); key role in organizing the Reichstag (parliamint)
peace resolution of 1917, which advocated peace through negotiation and without
territorial gains. Erzberger was one of the signatories of the armistice of November
ll,1978, was subsequently vice chancellor and foreign minister. Favored accep-
tance of the Versailles Treaty conditions. A hate figure of the Right, he was assasi!
nated by members of a nationalist organization on August 25, 1921.

|une r - a bloodbath in Warsaw: Presumably a reference to the second phase of
the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising-resistance to deportations from the ghefto-be-
tween April 19 and May 16.

June 5 - dissolution of the Comintem: On May 15,1943, as aconciliatory gesture
to the alliance with the Westem powers, Stalin dissolved the Comintem-the
Communist Intemational-the institution whose task was seen as furthering
world revolution.

]une rz - KaNenberg and the Hirschels would be evacuated ,,tomorrow,,: The
Kahlenbergs and the Hirschel family are recorded as arriving in Theresienstadt on
fune 21, 1943. On November 28, the Hirschel family with their two sons, and
Kahlenberg and his rnother, were taken to Auschwitz on a so-called family trans-
port and apparently gassed immediately.

a part in my opus: Klemperer kept his promise. He drew a portrait of Frau
Hirschel in the chapter "Die Sprache der Sieger" (The Language of the Victors) of
his book ITL

The National Association of ]ews in Germany has been dissolved: That is to say,
the association, a Nazi creatiory had served its function in the prosecution of the
"Final Solution" in cleansing Germany of virtually all its fews. Its property was
confiscated. Nevertheless, organizations to represent the remaining Jewi wire re-
vived within a few months. See diary enqy for September 21, 1943.
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]une 14 - Que faire? (French): "What is to be done?"

|uly u - Kursk [n summer 1943, the Germans attemPted to rcgain the initiative
on the Eastem fronti however, the offensive that began on |uly 5 had ground to a
halt within a few days, and the Russians counterattacked' Russian victory was an-

nounced on August 5. Kursk is often referred to as the greatest tank battle in history.

Allied landing in Sicily: On July 1.0,7943, British and American forces landed in
Sicily. They soon occupied the whole island, and on September 8 Allied forces

landed on the mainland of Italy.

|uly r.3 - the strip he has occupied: I.e.. in Sicily.

july z6 - Mussolini's resigrration: At the request of the Fascist Grand Council,

King Victor Emanuel III assumed suPreme command. Mussolini was dismissed

and arrested on July 25, and the Fascist Party was dissolved on fuly 28.

|uly z7 - Marshal Badoglio: Pietro Badoglio (1871-1955),Ila11an chief of staff, re-

signed 1940. He was apPointed prime minister after Mussolini's arres! on Sep-

tember 3, 1943, he concluded an armistice with the Allies'

the Quirinal: Roman residence of the Italian king.

Camicie nere (Italian): "Blackshirts."

August z - proprio (Latin): "Indeed; actually."

August z5 - 26od e(o26riv (kat'exochen-Greek): "Plain and simple."

September 9 - the Italians have capitulated: Despite assurances of loyalty to
Geimany, the Italians had been conducting secret neSotiations with the Allies

since March 3, 1943. An armistice was signed on September 3 and announced by
Eisenhower, the Allied commander in chief, on September 8.

September 13 - Pacelli!: Klemperer places an exclamation mark behind the

Pope's name, because therc is a certain irony in the fact that the pontiff, who had
been papal nuncio in Germany and was suspected of Axis sympathies, would now

be a virtual prisoner of the Germans in the Vatican enclave'

September 14 - the student of Lamprecht: Karl Lamprecht (1856-1915), histo-

rian; his work helped make social and cultural history acceptable to scholars.

September r'5 - the freeing of the Duce: On September 12, 1943, German special

forces freed Mussolini from imprisonment and took him to northern ltaly, where

he became the head of a new Fascist countergovernment.

September zr - On verra (French): "We shall see."

September z4 - tempi passati (Latin): "Past times" or "bySone days."
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October 7 - StaN: Friedrich Iulius Stahl (1802-1S61), a baptized Jew, was
Hegel's successor as professor of philosophy at the University ofBerlin. More im-
portantly in this context, he was both a political theorist and a prominent parlia-
mentarian. During the 1850s, he became leader of the Conservatives in the
Prussian parliament.

December u -ebene 
(Italian): "Well," good, okay.

December r7 - Felix: Klemperer's brother Felix (185G1931).

December 22 - I-,a. BruyEre: fean de La Bruydre (7645-1696), French writer fa-
mous for his clufacfefs, containing something like four hundred character studies.

1944

]anuary 4 - ou petite guillotine (French): "Or little guillotine.,,

)anuary 5 - DAF: Deutsche Arbeits Front (German Labor Front), the official
Nazi labor organization set up after the dissolution of the trade unions in spring
1933.

January r'5 - communis opinio (Latin): "Gmeral,, or,,popular opinion.,,

the Italian treason trial: Trials in Verona of those members of the Fascist Grand
Council who had not supported Mussolini on fuly 25,1943.

Paulus: Field Marshal Friedrich Paulus (189G-1957), commander of the German
Sixth Army, who surrendered to Soviet forces at Stalingrad. ln captivity, he joined
the Nationalkomitee Freies Deutschland (National Comrnittee-for i Free Ge.-
many), a kind of popular front of captured officers who had declared themselves
against Hitler.

Seydlitz: Colonel4eneral Walther von Seydlitz-Kurzbach (188&-1976), comman-
der of the LI army corps at Stalingrad. Lr favor of a breakout from the pocket in
Noy.er_nber 7942, the". of capitulation (in defiance of Hitler,s order to fight to the
end). In captivity one of the founders of the Nationalkomitee Freies oeutschland.

|anuary z3 - omein (Hebrew): "Amen."

February ao - Hauptmann's Emaauel Quint: Gerhat'- Hauptmann,s novel Der
Nan in Christo, Emanuel Qzint (The FooI in Christ, Emanuel euint).

February 15 - Ma come? (Italian): "But how?"

February-zr - Tumler: Franz Tumler (1912-1998), Austrian writer, German army
officer in the Second World War. His post-1945 work is in part govemed by an ei-
fort to come to terms with his attraction to Nazism as a young man.



NOTES

fean Giraudoux: The French dramatist and novelist died in Paris on January 31,

t9M.

Siegfried: Le., th e aovel Siegt'ritd et le Limousin, which addresses the relationship of
France and Germany before and during the First World War.

Russian Vend6eans: After the French Revolution, the rural, conservative, and very
Catholic region of La Vend6e in the west of France was the scene of a popular up-
rising against the revolution. It was brutally suppressed. Russian Vend6eans, then,

are Russian counterrevolutionaries.

March 4 - sub specie tertii imperii (Latin): "With respect to the Third Reich."

March rz - Hauptmann's weavers at the dog roast: Allusion to an incident in
Weber's Naturalist PIay The Weaaers, about a textile u/orkers'revolt in Silesia dur-
ing the "Hungry Forties."

April z - Ludwig Finckh: Finckh (187G1964), popular regional (southwest Ger-

man) writer; anti-Semitic.

April 4 - A. I. Cronin: Cronin (1895-1981) wrote PoPular novels with a touch of
social criticism, often drawing on his experiences as a general practitioner in min-
ing districts. He is today best known for the British TV series Dt. Finlay's Casebook,

which was based on a number of his novels.

April r3 -Hinc sympathia (Latin): "Hence the sympathy."

April 14 - the Emperor and the King: That is, the German emPeror and the

Saxon king.

April 3o - the Reichsbanner: In the years before the Nazi seizure of power, the

paramilitary organization of the democratic parties and the trade unions.

May z - ma vue baisse (French): "My eyes are failing."

May z4 - maqub (French): Shrubby vegetation of southem France and Corsica

made up of small evergreen trees and bushes. It was a name taken by resistance

groups in France because the "maquis" provided cover, a hiding place.

MOI (Mouvement d'ouvriers imrnigr6s): "Movement of immigrant workers."

Marcel D6at: D6at (1894-1955), French Politician. After resiSnation from the So-

cialist Party in 1934, he became an advocate of understanding with Germany. Con-

demned to death in absentia in 1945.

normalien (French): A graduate of the elite Ecole normale sup6rieure.

Munichois (French): I.e., a supporter of the Munich agreement, which appeased

Hitler by giving in to his demands with resPect to Czechoslovakia.
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Vichysoi*s: I.e., supporters of the pro4erman Vichy govemment.

laval: Pierrc Iaval (188&-1945), former socialist, prominent politician since 1914;
deputy prime minister in P6tain's govemment in1940 and again from 1942. Sub-
sequently prime minister. Sentenced to death in 1945.

Damand: foseph Damand (1897-1945) was cliel of the milice, a militarized police
force raised by the vichy govemment, which collaborated with the Germans in
fighting the resistance. Executed in 1945.

Action Frangaise Exheme right-wing monarchist and anti-semitic political move-
ment in France, founded at the end of the nineteenth century.

Maurras: Charles Maurras (1868-1952), French writer and politician, cofounder of
Action Frangaise, sentenced to life imprisonment in 1945, 6ut pardoned in 1952.

Henriot Philippe Henriot (1889-1944), French politician of the extreme Right, as-
sassinated in 1944.

Johst. . . Johsts: The reference is to novels by Hanns Johst, a right-wing German
writer.

the Nettuno fronh On fanuary 22, 1944, Anglo-American forces had landed at
Anzio and Nettuno, south of Rome and behind the German lines. The Germans,
however, contained the bridgehead until May, when they were forced to rcheat.

l|,fay .6 
- *, *st laugh: Murnau,s film of 1924 in which Emil Jannings took the

lead role.

May z9 - tant bien que mal (French): ,,After a fashion.,,

the Fischmanns: Novel by Henry william Katz (7906-1992), published in 193g in
Amsterdam.

6 - that the invasion had begun: I.e., the Normandy landings of June 6,

)une ro - moLe (Yiddish): "Fear."

|une r'7 - new_types of weapons: A fust reference to the V-l (Vergeltung I or Ret-

1!g!or 1). The V-l was a pilotless aircraft with a range of 150 mili. Betieen |une
13, 1944, and March 29, 1945, more than 16,000 were liunched against Londonand
other targets in southem England and in Belgium. ti}'e v-2, a b;l[stic missile with
a slightly grreater range, was first launched, against paris, on September 6,1944.

June z4 - nada (Spanish): "Nothing..

July r - Ilse Frischmann. . . "fetched,,: Ilse Frischmann, then 22, was sent to
Auschwitz. She survived the camp and retumed to Dresden after the war.

Iune
t9u.
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luly Z - Wilna and DiiLnaburg: Today, Vilnius in Lithuania, and Daugavpils in
Latvia.

Franzos's Der Pojaz: Karl Emil Franzos (1848-1904), bom in Galicia, became a

prominent German editor and wiler. Der Pofz, his best-known work, is an auto-

biographical account of growing up in Jewish eastem Europe.

fuly 8 - Propter pecuniam nigram (Latin): "For black money" (i.e., to get money
that they were not supposed to have).

July rr - Dietl: Eduard Dietl (1890-1944), colonel-general, early nember of the

Naii Party, took part in the abortive Munich putsch of 1923, latet in 1940, in
charge of the invasion of Norway. He was killed in an air crash onJtne 23,19M.

Field Marshal Rundstedfi Gerd von Rundstedt (1875-1953), suPreme military
commander in the West fuom 1940, removed from command in July 19t14, rein-
stated in September, finally dismissed in March 1945.

|uly rz - Fritzsche: Hans Fritzsche (1900-1953), in charge of the broadcasting

section of the Propaganda Ministry. One of the leading Nazi commentators'

l:uly 17 - Reading Rosenzweig: Franz Rosenzweig (1886-1929) was a Philoso
pher, theologian, and educational reformer Described as a religious existentialist,

he is one of the most influential modem fewish thinkers. He published his mag-

num opus Der Stern der Erllsung (The Star ofRedemption) in 1921. In collaboration
with Martin Buber, he also began a new translation of the Hebrew Bible into Ger-

man.

|uly zr - the attempt on Hitler's life: Often referred to as the officers' plot, al-

though not only military personnel were involved. On july 20, a bomb intended to

kill the Fiihrer was planted at Hitler's headquarters. The assassination was suP-

posed to be the signal for a coup d'6tat. Hitler, however, was only wounded, and

in the subsequent confusion, the anti-Nazi officers failed to seize power' This fail-
ure was followed by a wave of suicides, arrests, and executions.

Bi.irgerbriiu affair: An earlier attempt on Hitler's life (see note, November72,1939,

Vol.1).

August z - thirty years ago: On August 1, 1914, Germany declared war on Rus-

sia and issued the order for general mobilization.

August 4 - Goerdeler: Carl Goerdeler (f884-1945), mayor of Leipzig from 1930,

came into conflict with the Nazi Party from 1935, resigned 1937. Goerdeler became

a central figure in conservative circles hostile to the Nazi regime. Went under-

ground after ;uly 20,1944; was denounced, tried, and executed in February 1945'

August 7 - Knut Hamsun: Hamsun (1859-1952), great Norwegian writer of re-

alisinovels inflected by neo-Romanticism, and one of the most influential writers
of the early tu/entieth century. won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1920. Became
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a supporter of German National Socialism during the Second World War. In 194g,
a Norwegian court sentenced him as a traitor.

August E - among those shot. . . Nebe: The rumor that Schacht and Neurath
had been executed was false. If both had become increasingly critical of Hitler,s
war policies, they were not involved in the circles that prepared the fuly 20 plot.
Arthur Nebe, an SS officer and police general, the senior commander of the crimi-
nal police, went underground on fuly 24, 1944, was arrested on ]anuary 1,6,1945;
tried and executed in March 1945.

August 16 - landing in southem France: Early on August 15, American forces
landed in southem France on a wide front between Toulon and Cannes. This was
followed by a rapid withdrawal of German forces northward.

August r,9 - guerre totalissime (French and Latin): ,,Most total war,, or ,,totalest

war'"

August zo - notes on Stresemann: Klemperer had read two volumes of speeches
and writing by Stresemann. Gustav Stresemann (1878-1929) was a righi-liberal
German politician. Briefly German chancellor in 1923 and subsequently German
foreign minister until his death, Stresemann became a proponent of peateful revi-
sion of the Versailles Treaty.

August 25 - the defection of Romania: An armed insurrection led to the fall of
the pro-German Antonescu regime on April 23, 1944, and, to Romania changing
sides and joining the anti-Hitler coalition.

August zG - brcche (Hebrew): "Blessing"; mitzoah (Hebrew): ,,Blessing or com-
mandment."

September r - mezuzah (Hebrew): Small parchment with religious texts, which
is rolled into a case and fixed to the doorpost of each door in a Jewish home.

September 5 - Finland has capihrlated: After the Finnish army had been dec!
sively defeated by Soviet troops in fuly l9M, the country capitulited on Septem-
ber 19,79M, and drove German units out of northem Finland.

September 5 - Prien, M<ilders, Dietl: For Prien see note May 24, l9#., yol. l;
Wemer Mdlders (19111941), fighter-pilot ace, killed in a flying accident; for Detl
see note Iuly 11, 1919.

September u - Kluge: Field Marshal Giinther von Kluge (1882-1944) took over
as supneme commander in westem Europe in luly l9M, but was removed from
command on July 20. Suspected of complicity in the July plot to assassinate Hitler
(he was not in fact involved) and fearing arest, Klugeiommitted suicide near
Metz onAugust78,l9M.

September r9 - Thiilmann and Breitscheid arc among the dead: Rudolf Breit-
scheid, a leading Social Democratic politician of the period before 1933, was in-
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deed killed in an air raid on Weimar and the Buchenwald concentration camP

nearby on August 24, 19414. Emst Thiilmann, however, leader of the Communist
Party when the Nazis took power in 1933, was murdered in Buchenwald on Au-
gust 18, 79M, alter eleven years' solitary confinement. Victor Klemperer's suspi-

cions were thus retrospectively confirmed.

September zr - "Icbensbom": (Fountain of Life). Homes that were part of
Himmler's trbensbom Prcgram to create a suPerrace through selective breeding.

Carefully chosen young German women were encouraged to become pregnant by
racially and politically desirable SS men, then sent to one of the twelve Lebensbom
homes, where they got special matemity care. Another asPect of the kbensbom
pro$am was the kidnapping of racially acceptable children from occupied coun-

tries.

the sig runes: The SS identifying flashes.

September 23 - the annihilation. . . at Amhem: British airbome troops had at-

tempted to secure bridges across the Rhine at Amhem in advance of the Allied
forces, but the operation failed.

September z7 - Yom Kippur (Hebrew): The Day of Atonement, central religious

festival of the |ewish year; a time of fasting and Penitence.

October 5 - Hic et ubique (Latin): "Here and everywhere."

October 8 - ^y Goring notes: Klemperer had been reading a biography of the

Nazi leader Hermann Giiring.

Tonio kdgo:Thomas Mann's early novella.

October 10 - Organization Todt: A semirnilitary works organization set up in
1938, whose main purpose was the construction of military installations and infra-
strucfure.

October rz - Wilhelm II book: Abiography of the last German emperor, who ab-

dicated in 1918.

October 24 - he Landsturm of 1813: The general conscdPtion of all men be-

tween seventeen and fifty who were not already in the army or the militia
(Landwehr).

November 14 - LamPrecht's 1809, 781'3, 7815: KarI Lamprecht's book on the

Prussian-German war of [beration from the French.

November 3o - notes on Paul Emst: I.e., notes o Tagebuch eines Dichterc (Diary

of a Poet) by Paul Emst (186G1933), a minor author, prominent in the early years

of the century, who attempted to use classical forms to renew German literature'

leaving Dostoyevsky aside: Klemperer had been reading a biography of the writer'
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and Stefan Zweig: And also Zweig's novella ztmok.

December rr - Berthold's birthday: Berthold, Victor Klemperer,s brother
(1871,-1931).

December r.9 - A major offensive started unexpectedly: The last major German
offensive of the Second World War, it usually goes under the name of the Battle of
the Bulge. On December 16, l9M, German forces attacked in the Ardennes, but
after initial successes were pushed back once again.

1945

fanuary r4 - Talmud and Shulhan Arukh (Hebrew): The Talmud is the compre-
hensive term for the cumulative compilation of discussions in the rabbinic schools
of Palestine and Babylon and of later commeintaries on them. Shulhan Arukh is the
standard guide to Jewish law and practice, compiled in the sixteenth century.

lantary z7 - "Better a terrible end!": I.e., better a terrible end than no end at all.

Walter Lippmann: Lippmann (1889-1974) was perhaps the most influential politi-
cal commentator of his day in the United States. His columns were printed inmore
than two hundred fifty newspapers.

fanuary z9 - had found the books: A refercnce, in fact, to Thomas Mann,s broad-
cast of fanuary 74,1945.In it Mann stated: "Between Apnl1.5,1942, and April 15,
1944, in these two German establishments [the concentration camps of Auschwitz
and Birkenaul alone, 1,715,000 fews were murdered."

February 5 - a feared Xanthippe: I.e., an ill-tempered woman (after Socrates,
wife).

February u - tu parles! (French): "You don't say!"

a couple of times: Roland Freisler (1893-1945), president of the people,s Court, the
judge entrusted with the show trials of those implicated in the attempted coup
against Hitler on July 20,7944. He was killed in an air raid on Berlin at the begin-
ning of February 1945.

February zz-24 - For discussion of the bombing of Dresden, see preface.

buming in the prison: In fact, a large number of prisoners, including political ones,
did escape.

the Albertinum: A building containing art collections and museums.

February a1-a7 - a little too populusque (Latin): I.e., a little too much of the
people, too plebeian.
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February zr - Philip Bouhler: Bouhler (1899-1945) was a senior Nazi, holder of
various important positions. He was, among other things, in charge of Hitler's of-
fice.

March 7 - passed Dux and Briix: The train was taking a route to Falkenstein,
southwest of Dresden, by way of northem Bohemia, now in the Czech Republic.

Dux is today known as Duchcov and Briix as Most'

Komotau: Today known as Chomutov.

March ro - and strong anti-Nazism: After 1918, Falkenstein had been a well-
known center of working-class radicalism.

March z3 - Wassermann's Maurizius: Der Fall Maurizius (T'lu Maurizius Case),

1928 novel by fakob Wassermann.

March z4 - Ludmdorff: Erich Ludendorft (1f365-l%n. Genera} during the First

World War he was Hindenburg's chief of staff and the brairu behind the latter's mil-
itary victories. Fled to Sweden in 1918, retumed to Germany, and became a leading
figure in extreme nationalist and racialist movements. Participated in the IGpp
Putsch of 1920 against the democratically elected govemment and in Hitler's putsch

attempt of 1923. Ftom 1924 to 1928 he represented the Nazi Party in parliament.

Bebel: August Bebel (184G-1913), cofounder of the German Social Democratic

Party in 1869 and leader of the party for many years until his death. He was one of
the great leaders of European parliamentary Socialism.

the shooting of Karl Liebknecht: Liebknecht (7871-1979) was a radical politician
and the first active opponent of wartime govemment during the First World War.

Expelled from the SPD he founded the antiwar Spartacus League. At the end of
the war, he was cofounder and leader of the new Communist Party (KPD) together

with Rosa Luxemburg. He and Luxemburg were murdered by Freikorps (irregu-

lar) officers after a misconceived left-wing revolt in Berlin in January 1919'

April z - Bergengruen: Victor Klemperer was reading the historical nov el Am Him-
met wie auf Erden (ln Heaven as on Earth) by Wemer Bergengruen, published in 19t10.

April r.5 - Eger: Today Cheb in the Czech Republic'

Messina: Before the First World War, the Klemperers had visited Messina in south-
em Italy shortly after the great earthquake that almost completely destroyed the

city in 1908.

Maximilianeum: Built in the mid-nineteenth century, in a mixture of neo-Gothic

and neo.Classical styles, as a gallery of historical painting'

the Pinakotheks and the Glyptothek: The Old and the New Pinakothek are gal-

leries of pre.nineteenth-centuy alt and nineteenth-century art resPectively; the

Glyptothek is a sculpture gallery.
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gendarrrerie: The name, taken from the French, given to the police in rural areas
of Germany before 1945.

April zo - Marshal Modet Walther Model (1891-1945), enthusiastic supporter of
Hitler, appointed commander in chief in westem Europe after the dismissal of
Field Marshal von Kluge. The remains of his forces were surrounded in the Ruhr
and surrendered in mid-April 1945. On April 21, Model committed suicide rather
than face capture.

April zr - Catholicisme superficiel . . . tailleur de Valencierures (French): ,,Su-

perficial Catholicism, they are without charity, says the prisoner [of war], the tai-
lor from Valenciennes."

April ez - the tensions of the San Francisco conferrnce and of the polish ques-
tion: The San Francisco conference of April and June 1945 established the United
Nations; therr were differences between the Westem Allies and the Soviet Union
regarding the constitution of the Polish government.

April e3 - Wallenstein's camp: Le., Iike a scene from the Thirty years, War.

April z4 - the greatest war cimintl of all times: lJ.S. President Franklin Roosevelt,
who had died on Apnl12,79M.

April z9 - te deum laudamus (Latin): "Lord, we praise thee.,,

the Epp rumor: Tyroller had declarcd that there had been a broadcast announce,
ment that Franz Xaver Ritter von Epp (1t368-79a\, conservative general, influen-
tial early supporter of the Nazi Party, gauleiter of Bavaria, was negotiating with
the Americans. Epp was indeed involved in a failed revolt by the anti-Nazi Frei-
heitsaktion Bayem (Action for freedom of Bavaria) in April 1945.

Aussi pour vous la guerre sera bient6t finie (French): "For you, too, the war will
soon be over."

May 3 - Hitler was dead: Hitler had committed suicide in the chancellery bunker
in Berlin on April 30.

May 5 - Gerlich: Fritz Gerlich (1883-1934) was an uncompromisingly anti-Nazi
Catholic newspaper owner. The editorial offices were stormed by the SAon March
9, 1933, and Gerlich was taken to Dachau concentration camp.

May 9 -Admiral Dcinitz: Karl Dtinitz (1891-1980) was appointed supreme com-
mander of the German navy in 1943; briefly Hitler's successor, he signed the
armistice with the Allies. He was artested on May 23, 1945. Sentenced to ten years,
imprisonment at the Ntimberg war crimes tdals.

May zr - "Pierced by the knowledge of his nothingness": euotation from
Friedrich Schiller's Don Carlos (act 2, scene 1).
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Miss Lazar: Klemperer thought he detected a likeness to Auguste Wieghardt-
Lazar's sister, Maria, and hence had given the Viennese woman the name Miss
Lazat.

May zz - Es charnbre des dames (French): "The ladies' room."

Au pays des crdmatoires (French): "In the land of crematoriums.,"

May z5 - Mariez-vous! Ne mariez pas (French): "Marry! Don't marry!" - a

quote from Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantagruel, book 3, chapter 9.

the La Bruydre of these days: I.e., the study of character tyPes; see note, December
78,1943.

May z6 - disjecta membra (Latin): "Scattered limbs."

May zGlune ro - Gisselsdorf: In fact, Gisselthausen.

Himmler's suicide: Himmler was arrested by British trooPs and committed sui-
cide on May 23, 1945.

the Walhalla itself: Imitation Greek temple, built 183G42 on a hillside overlooking
the Danube, to contain the busts of famous Germans. A "hall of fame," in other
words.

the Czar's courier: An allusion to Jules Veme's novel The Courier of tht Czat, usu-
ally known in Englishas Michel Strogoff.

to American headquarters: Falkensteiru in Saxony, was, of course, well inside the
territory allocated to the Soviet zone of occupation that would become the future
GDR-East Germany. At this point, however, American forces had not yet evacu-

ated those areas that they had captured in the closing stages of the war.

the adjacent no-man's-land: Between the American and Soviet forces in Saxony
there was for some weeks after the C.erman surrender an unoccupied area. AGer-
man anti-Fascist committee established the rudiments of administration. It re-
mains unclear why "The Republic of Schwarzenberg" was allowed to exist, even if
only for a short time. The episode has been the subiect of at least one film and one
novel.

D<ilzschen, fune 13: Klemperer had interrupted his diary and resumed it only after
the retum to D<ilzschen.
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L8_8i - Victor Klemperer bom in Landsberg an der Warthe (today Gorzow
wielkopolski in Poland) on october 9. Fathei: Rabbi Dr. wi[rerm IG-p"*r;
mother: Henriette Klemperer (n6e Franke).

1884 - The family moves to Bromberg (today Bydgoszcz in poland).

r89o - The family moves to Berlin to 20 Albrechtstrasse, in the old center of the
city. His father becomes second preacher of the Berlin Reform congregation.

1893 
-Attends the French Grammar School in Berlin.

1896 - Attends the Friedrich-werdersche Grammar school. The family moves to
26 Winterfeldstrasse in the Schrineberg district of Berlin.

1897- Begins a commercial apprenticeship in the haberdashery and fancy_goods
export company of L<iwenstein & Hecht at 2 Alexandrinnenstrasse.

19o(F19o2 - Attends the Royal Grammar school in L^andsberg an der warthe,
and takes the final examination.

a?o:ago1 
--Studies 

philosophy, and Romance and German philology in Mu_
nich, Geneva, Paris, and Berlin.

1905-1912 - Works as a joumalist and writer in Berlin.

1906 - Maries Eva Schlemmer, a pianist and musicologist.

rgrz - Takes up his studies again in Munich.

r9a3 - Takes his doctorate with Franz Muncker. Embarks on his second stay in
Paris. studies Montesquieu for an habilitation thesis (qualification as univeriity
teacher).

r9r4 - Completes his habilitation under Karl Vossler.

19r,4-L9t5 - Becomes an assistant at the University of Naples as a private, un_
salaried lecturer of the University of Munich.

Publishes two-volume work, Mo ntesquieu.

1915 - serves at the front as a volunteer from November l9l5 until March 1915.
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191ts1918 - Works as a censor in the Book Examination Office of the Press Sec-

tiln of the Military Govemment of Lithuania, first in Kovno then in Leipzig'

19a9 - Named an associate Professor at the University of Munich'

ag2c-!ag35 - ApPointed a Professor at the Technical University, Dresden'

1923 - Publish es Moderne Frunzijsische Prosa (Modem French Prose)'

ag21-ag3l - Authors Die franzi)sische Litefitut oon Napoleot bis zur Gegenwatt

lFrenchliterature from Napoleon to the present) in four volumes (new edition is-
sued in 1956 under the tille Geschichte der f'ranzdsischcn Literatur im 19' untl 20'

lahrhundert [History of French literature in the 19th and 20th centuries])'

tg26 - Publishes Romanische sonderart. Geistesgeschichtliche studim (Romance

particularity. Studies in intellectual history).

ag2g - Publishes ldeatistische Literaturgeschichte. Grunilsiitzliche und anwendenile

Siutlien (ldealist literary history' Basic and applied studies) and Modone FranzF

sische Lyrik (The modem French lyric).

ag33 - Piene Corneille is published.

ag15 - "Retired from his duties" in accordance with the Law to Re-establish a

Professional Civil Service.

ag45-ag+7 _Reappointed a professor at the Technical University Dresden'

ag47 - Publishes LTl-Notizbuch eines Philologen (Lll-Notebook of a Philolo-

grst).

ag47-ag48 
-Professor 

at the University of Greifswald.

ag4*a96o 
-Takes 

on a professorshiP at the University of Halle.

1951 - Eva KlemPerer dies on JulY 8.

q5a-ag54 
-Professor 

at the University of Berlin.

1951 - Receives hbnorary doctorate from the Technical University Dresden'

1952 - Marries Hadwig Kirchner.

1953 - Becomes a member of the German Academy of Sciences in Berlin'

ag54-GeschichtedufranzdsischenLiteraturim18'lahrhundert,Bd'I:Daslahrhun-
diit Vokairet (History of French literature in the 18th century, vol. I: The century of

Voltaire) is published.
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rt56 - Publishes Vor 33/Nach 45. Gesammelte Aufiiitze (kfore 3l/ Aftet 45. Col-
lected essays).

1960 - Victor Klemperer dies in Dresden on February 11.

1966 - Geschichte der franzdsischn Literatur im 18. lahrhunilert, Bil. ll: Das lahrhun-
ilert Roussuus (Iltstory of French literatue in the l8th century vol. II: Thecmtury
of Rousseau).

1989 - Curriculum oitae. Einnm,mgm eines phllologm 1881-L91g (Curriculum
vitae. Memoirs of a philologist) is published.

Lggs - lch will Zeugnis ablegm bis zum letzten. Tagebiichn 1gA3-194S (I will bear
witness unto the last. Diaries 1933-1945) is published.

1996 - Unil so ist alles schwankend. Tagebilcher luni bis Dezember l%5 (And so
everything is in the balance. Diaries fune-December 1945) ard l*bea sammeln,
nicht lragm wozu unil warum. Tagebiichn 1978-1 932 (Collecting life, not asking what
for and why. Diaries 1918-1932) are published.
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67-52, t00, 239, 27 t, 2n, 279, 370,
424

K<ihler, Annemarie, 31, 32, 35, 62-43,

207, 229, 242-43, 247, 253, 28tr,
319, 339, 351, 3M5, 36f., 396, 423,
427

Kiinigsbeqg, air raids orU 35& 360
Konrad (chargeman at Schltiter tea

conp arry), 225-26, 230-31, 236,
253-54, 279, 296, 373, 370, 37 t, N7

Kom, Dr. and Frau,45
Komblum, Frau,400
Komblum, Herr, 75, 2Y29, 224,

22G27, 228-29, 232, 297 -98, 325,
400

Kosciollek (singer), 344
Kowno, Lithuania, 3311-35, 337
KPD, see Communists
Krahl (mayor),424,426
Kreidl, Elsa, 36, 47, 50-51, 55-59, 52,

69:70, 72, 76, 78-tn., 82, 89-90, 95,
9*99, 104, 1.08-9, 114, 118, 130,
132, 145, L47, I 61,-42, 188, 227 18,
3L2

IGeidl, Emst, 5, 10-11, 38, 41, 51, 55-55,
5W, 52, @, 83, 85, 89-90 93, 108,
110, 155, 162, 167, 179, 788, 227,
312

Kreidl, Ida, 9, 17, 15,21, 25, 3112,
35-36, 38-39, 4, 52, 56, 62-63,
6-7 0, 7 4, 7 6-82, 89-9t, 102, L05,
107 , tt2,724-28, 130-33, 140, 1.45,
162,227,3U

Kreidl Paul, viii, 5-9, %, 6, 772, 162,
767

Kreisler-Weidlich, F r au, 227-22, 27 3,
307 , 31,6, 333,336, 352, 372,374,
390,396,399,N4

Kretzschmar (factory worker), 26742,
26M6,273
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Krcutzberg, Harald,722
Krone (salesclerk), 186
Kronheim, Grete ,93, loH, 107, ll7 ,

719, 124, 726, 129-31, r48
Kronheim, Herr, 10H, 107, 117

Kronthal (teacher), 76'l', 176, 190
Kriiger, Hugo,5G-51
Kursk, battle of,243
Kuske family,422
Kutzbach, Karl August, 140

l-anpen,Frau,76,97
Lamprecht, Karl, 258, 37 4, 37 6

Landesschtitze (reserve corps), 4151-62

Lang, Paul, 26${7 , 276,279,291-92,
304-5, 3W, 372, 319, 32r, 327 -28,
406

[,ang, Wemer, 275, 328-29, 347, 37O,

393,396,422
Lange (carpenter), 41.-42, 330-31
Lansdowne, Lord,106
Iast bugh, The (hlm), 319
Laval, Pierre,318
"Lazar, Wss" (caseworker), 479-80, 482
Lazarus (factory worker), 230-31, 233,

261
lrague of German Girls, 197,370,381,

467
Leers, Johann von ,2U, 362-63, 439

Lehmann, Lotte, 100

Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm von, 354

l-eipzig l7l, 27 4, 279, 281'-82, 28940,
294,321,335,458

Leipziger (medi cal officer) , 212, 230 ,
236,268,312

kipzigu Neuste Nachrichten, 435
Iending libraries,36, 39, 65-66, 72-73,

126, t7 5, 182, 192-93, 295, 307,
46Mt

Leni (factory wo*er), 39G97
Irnin, V. 1.,223,513
Lerch, Professor and Sonja, t149-50
kssing, Gotthold Ephraim, 198

l,euschner (businessman), 255, 395, 471

Levin, Shmarya, 8-9, 12, 15, 25-27, 135
Levinsohn, Richard (Morus), 30

tevy (window dresser), 233, 255

Lewin (fu miture dealer), x, 224,'230,
232,238,261

Lewinsky, Siegfried, 178-79, 785, l9l,
79 8, 203-6, 208, 27C-12, 215, 279,
22T24, 227, 233-34, 250, 264, 288,

294, 298, 317, 3U, 341-42, 357, 352,
359,390,39243,406

Liberal Judaism, 724, 798
Lidice, destruction of, 85
Liebknecht, Karl,437
Linke (builder), |M, 173, 188
Lippmann, Walter,397
Lodz ghefto, vii
Loewe, Frau (factory worker), 299-300,

306
London, rocket attacks on,326,339
L<iwenstamm, Herc, 408, 411

[11 (Lingua Tertii lmperii), 30, 33-36,
4H7, 51, 63, 7 l-7 3, 77 -78, 83, 108,
111, tu, 136, 155, r57, 1.68, 182,
19 4, 202-3, 210-11, 223, 258-59,
287, 306-7, 312-1,5, 324, 327, 329,
331-32, 335, 337 45, 349, 352-53,
35ffi3, 36H9, 382, 3U, 390, 391.,

402, 415, 451, 465, 479
Ludendorff, Erich,437
Ludwig, Frdulen, 28, 50, 62, 64, 66, 68,

70,82-83,91
Lueger, Karl, 108

Machol, Heinz,3
Magen (pharmacist),60
Magnus-Alsleben, Dr., 14, 16-78,

23-24, 52-53, 65, 7 7, 93, 172, 118,

7U, LM45, 147, 1,59, 164, 19T94,
20G7,249,276,294,410

Magnus-Alsleben, Frau Dr., 17 -18, 744
Man in the Dark, Tle (Levinsohn), 30

Mann, Thomas, 153, 2lO, 392, 397
Maquis,378,331,337
Marckwald, Frau, 48-49, 67, 7 6, 97,

102-3, 107, 173-14, 116, 120, 124,
125,128,13T36,13940

Marckwald, Herr, 4&49, 56, 61, 63, 67,
7 6, 9L, 97, 102-3, 107, ll3-l4, 176,
120-21, 124, 726, 128, 73T36,
139-40, 148,158

Marckwald, Wilhelm, 11114, 140

Maron, Dr. (lawyer), 486, 489-97
Marx,Karl,223
Matthias, Herr, 15

Maurras, Charles,318
Mauthausen concentration camP,

150-51
May,Karl,29
Meinhard (factory worker), 215, 217,

223-24
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Mein Kampf (Hitler), 108, 799, 265, 276,
295,297

Melcheft-Mond, Henry, 391-92
Mendelssohn, Felix,58
Metz, Allied seizure of,355
Meyer, Waldemar Lothar, 313
Meyer brothers (musicians), 119
Meyerhof, Erictr, 125, 152-53, 178, 182,

292
Meyerhof, Lissy, 11, 121
Michaelis (factory worker), 228
Mickley (neighbor), 127
Military Govemmen! U.S., 4ti0-82,

485-86
military hospitals, 24, 180
Milke (block leader), 743,239,257
Minsk, massacres irr, 307
mischlinge (part-lew), 125, t52, 2@,

229-31, 27 6, 3t 6, 322, A4
mixed marriages, vttr-ix, 27, 31,12, 38,

42, 50, 57, 85, 705, 728, t(t, 148,
15u54, 759-@, 764-65, 168, tX),
204-5, 229 -38, 243-4, 255, 262,
288, 294, 299, 349-50, 367

forced dissolution of, 151-52, 165,
206, n8, 292, 37 0-7'1, 373

Nazi hatred of, 72-73,110,733
spouse's death in, 105, 188, 299, 302,

377,380,393
strain in, 40, ll8, 67, 89, 7A4, 127, 154,

765-6, 789 , 290-97 , N2
M<ibius (factory owner), 275, 306-7, 328
M<ibius envelop e comp arry, 27 6,

279 &, 282, 285, 290, 29T9 6,
299-3[8, 31, 4-1.6, 319-21, 323, y2,
374,394

Model, Walther, rt57
Modem Art (oumal), 1112-43
M<ilders, Wemer,354
MolL Father,474
Montefiore, Clatrde 1., 124
Morus (Richard Levinsohn), 30
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 31
Miiller, Johannes, 17 -18, 272, 215
MiiLller, Stephan , 262, 26W8, 285 , 294,

307, 319, 343, U8, 357, 37 6
Miiller (cigarette manufacturret), 21, 26
MtiLller (Gestapo inspedor), 776-77,

22s,251,424
Munidr xii 21, 1.52, 335, 339, 367, 369,

421, 4fi , 41., 443-4, 48-50, fig,
470-71, 47 5, 4n -:7 8, 48W94

Munich Agreemmt (1938), 198, 318
Munich University, 449-il
Muschel (cat), 28-29, 44,52-56, 63,705,

488
music, 31-33, 39-40, 8, 58, 78, l0f,

719, t1t, 735, 175, 192, 277, 221,
229, 24G41,, 251, 261, 281, 304,
315-16, 320-22, 324, 352

Mussolini, Benito, 180, 205, 249, 253,
255, 25U59, 285, 287, 289, 370

Mussolini (GblJtlz), L26, ln
Mutschmann, Martin, 113, 118-19, 180,

305, 374, 373, 4ot, 476, 424
Myth of thc Tt entieth Century, The

(Rosenberg), 65-69, 77-73, 77 18,
126,175,193

Nadtichten,4T4
National Association of Jews in Ger-

marry, ix-x, 212, 238, 262
National Socialism, 65-69, 7l-73,

77 J8, 124, 729, 223, 298, 332, y2,
353,373,43L,435,457

National Socialist People's Welfare
(NS9, 69, 213, 216, ?25, 370, 472,
417,M,M2-4,44y51

Natscheff (librari m), 125-26, 138, 175,
182,19243,798,343-4

Nazi language, x, 3, N,3T%, 45-4,
63, 66,71-72,75-78, 83,96, 777,
124, 129, 734, 150, 799, 210, 219,
226, 264, 287, M-7, 372, 331,
334-35, 337 -4, 349, 35243,
37L-:72,390, 402, 425-26, 461.,

465
see alsolIl

Nazis, Nazi Parg, tx, 7, 23, 37, 4, 77,
43, 99, 105, 708, 773, 779-80, 188,
197, t9L20t, 239, 252-53, 256, 303,
30G8, 338-40, 385,424, 429, 437,
458,4ffi7,470,47+-75,ffi

seizure of power by (1933), 797,196,
294,397

swastika symbol of , 29, 34, 339, ar{f,,

473
Nebe, Arthur,343
Neubert, Professor, 293, 319
Neuburger, Dr.,486
Neufels (factory workerr, 233, 252, 329
Neumann, Frau, 3, 12, 27, 3l-32, 36,

3940, 68, 113-L4, r24, 142, 1.M,
14849
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Neumann, John, 3, 12, 26-27, 37-32, 36,
3940, 51, 6M9, 773-14, 124, 742,
145, 148-.49, 757, 767, 313, 3M

Neumark, Dr. (lawyer), 32, 34-35,
37 -38, 40, 52, 55, 61, 69, 142, l5l,
208, 252, 258, 27 0-7 1, 27 8, 281.,

29 6-97, 313-1^4, 322-23, 326-27,
332, 3U, 336-37, 357, 370, 37 4, 379,
M,404-4

Neurath, Konstantin, Baron von, 343
Noack (factory w orker), 261, 263,

265-46
"Nordic nce," n-:78
Norkus, Herbert, 191

Normandy inva sion, 32T26, 334-35,
33941,346,447

NSV see National Socialist People's
Welfare

Ntimberg, 392-93, 421,430, 458
Niimberg Laws, 129, 31.6

Oder-Neisse line, xiii
officers' plot (19 M), 33H3, 354, 3il,

403
Oldenburg-Januschau, Elard von, 95,

97
Organization Todt labor camps, 368
Origins of the German Republic (Rosen-

berg),30-33
Orthodox ]udaism, 198, 233, 359

Otto, Friiulein (apprentice), 43344

Palestine, 196,268
see also Zionisrr.

Palestine lourney (Holischer), 47-48
Paris,24,343,345,351
Paul, Frau, 41-42, 95, 97
Paulig (librarian), 36, 39, 175, 193, 295

Paulus, Friedrich von, 289, 356, 465

People's Court, N azi, 342, 403
Perez, fichak l,ejb, 223
Perl,Herr,27,87
P6tain, Henri, 170
Petri (Gestapo inspector), 424
Pick, Julia, 15, 21, 31,, 38, 41, 43, 50, 57,

62, 6H9, 7 l-81, 89-90, 94, 102,
707, 124-28, 135, 147, 228

Pinkowitz (teacher), ll9, 135, 14ffi
Pionkowski, Sie gfried, 726, 161
Piskowitz, evacues tn, 474-26, 437,

4Jl0,456
Pius XII, Pope,258

Poetzsch, Dr.,269,276
Poland, vii, S-6, 48, 7&, 1M, 159-60,

1.52, 168, 20H, 224, 229, 238, 346,
352, 358,375, 392, 422, M2,
473-74

Prague, 69, 71-12, 89, 96
Prague Technical University, 72

Prien, Giinther,354
P r is oner s, The (Kessel), 29 4
Protectorate (Czech Lands), 219, 290,

330
Protestantism, 77 J8, 198, 431
Pulver, foseph,45$-56
Piirckhauet Herr and Frau,404

Quedlinburg, 178,181

radio broadcasts, vi.j., x,33, q),133, 135,

155, 168, 797 ,217 ,22+-26, 228-31,
235-36, 24H6, 24H9, 251, 256,
25U59, 301, 304, 375-16, 320-21,
324, 333, 33G37, 343, 348, 356,
36fr7, 370, 37 6, 389, 392, 400, 419,

42+-25, 438, M3, M9, 472, 477, 498

Rasch (smith), 191.-92, 239, 24243, 245,
277

Rasch, Frau, 236 , ?38-39,246,257 ,
269-70,272-73

Rasch, Hildegard, 23H1, 269

Raschhofet Hermann, 325

Rathenau, Walter, 155

rationing, viii, 9, 21, 28-30, 3T35, 38,
il, 67, 86, 89-90, 7024, 138, 146,
153, 175-77, l8l, 190, 230, 309, 37 4,
381, 385, 399-400, 415-76,434,
MH7, 451, 477, 475, 491.-92,

49U99,572
for Jews, 11, 1.5, 2U29, 34, 53, 62,

6ffi6, U, 90-91, 98, 10G7, r28,
147, ts3, 15U59, 187, 196, 201,,

272-13, 218, 225, 243, 245, 255, 268,
277,287,302,319

Rauscher,Amo, T3
Ravensbriick concentration camp, 139,

155, 160-61
Red Cross, German, 12, 452
Red Cross, International, 124,381
Reform |udaism, 198, 296
refugee camps,50$-9
Regensburg, tM0-43 , 463, 497,502-s
Reich, Das, 5, 35, 21O, 223, 235, 2M, 249,

252. 282, 290, 377 -18, 325, 331, 333,
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338-39, 342, 354, 358, 36Hr.,
381-a2, 384, 389-90

Reichenbach, Fra4 a, 29, 37, 155,
15Hn,16ffi7,169,205,n5

Reichenbach, Herr (Community offi-
aa\, n, 29, 37, 81., 128, 13f,
tsw, 166, 769, 171, 774, 186, 188,
205,207-9,213, 40.5,570

Reichenbach, Herr (lawyer), 510
Reich Resettlement Offices, 450-51,

456
Reichsbanner (paramilitary group),

310
Reichstag decree s, 4546
Revolution of 1918, Cerman, 234, 327,

336,M6
Ribbentrop, Joachim voru 3, 205
Richter, Frau, 245, 253, 39O, 396, 399
Richter, Frau Dr.,320
Richter (property agent), tA45, 47,52,

ty,t4ru,v3-74,187_92,
199 +04, 211, 222-23, 247-42,
24445, 253, 256, 270, fig, 316

Rieger (factory worker), 287, 290-91,
*9-70,320,N6

Rieger, Filia, 311 -12, 324
Riesenfeld, Grete, 11, 19, 70, 92, 103,

105, 71,4, 122-23, 182, 313
Riga, Latvia, viii, H, l9l, 2N
Ritter, Dr. (surgeon), 440, 499, fi2-5
Rohlf s, Professo r, 449 -50
R<thm, Emst, 2rE, 268, 285
Romania, 180, 193,301, 305,N7,

u849,357,357
Romanticism, 124, 195, 313
Rome,246,248,322,335
Rommef Erwin, U, 96, 125, 222
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 731, lfi , 235,

435,439
Rosenberg, Alfred, 6fr9, 7713, n,

726,175,793
Rosenberg, Arthur, 3G-33
Rosengart (insurance executive), 117
Rosenzweig Franz, 3U, 336, 338
Rosh Hashanah,359
Rcissler (foreman), 228, ?34-37
Rostoski, Dr., 13
Rothe, Benko, 422, 424-25
Rothe, Frau,419
Rothenberger (Nazi jurist), 163
Roz, Firmin, 100
Rubin (Community secretary), 171

Rudolph, Frau (factory worker), 303,
307,372

Ruhr offensive, Allied., 436, 457-58
Rundstedt, Gerd von, 333
Russia, Czarist, 88, 218, 3M

SA (Sturmabteilwrg), 2Ot, 239, 262, 266,
370, N2,470,474

San Francisco Conference (1945), 452
"Sara" (forced middle name),50
Saslawski (cobbler), 332 349-50
Schacht, Hialmar,3,t3
Schein (clothier), 18, 24, 159, 7&, 2M,

249,410
Scherk, Trude, 3, 71, 70, 92, 9G97, 7O3,

705, tt4, lt7, 122, 124, 34
Schemer, Hans, 424,427-U, 43741,,

509
fthibilschak, Frau (trader), 314
Schiller, Friedrich , 191,,332
Schindhelm, Major,80
Schingnitz, Norma, t129

Schirach, Baldur von, 180
Schleimer (ousiness representative), 27
ScNesinger, Frau, 124
Schl<isser, Dr.,351
Sciltiter, Willy, 2 4647, 252-54, 259,

277,275
Sclrliter tea comp aulry, 21.4-18, 220-26,

228-42, 24647, 251,-56, 259-46,
269, 27 7, 27 3, 27 6, 282, 291-92,
296-97, 299, n4, 325, 33f, 333

Schmidt, Gertrud,, 217-72, 214, 334,
348,357,366-67,393

fthmidt, Henry (Gestapo inspector),
174,225

Schnauder (clerk), 252-53
Schnitzler, Arthur, 108
Scholz, Frau,30Z 309
ftholze family, 415, 418-26
Schrinerer, Georg Ritter vory 108
Schott, Maria, 122
Schubert, Franz,240
Schwarz, Hery 392,398, 4ffi-2
Schwarzbaum, Frau,405
Schwarzbaum (factory worker), 230,

lm5
Schwarze box fa ctory, 298, 323, 325,

3M
Schweiger, Friiulein, 230
Sebba, Jule,88
Sebba, Sebi,198
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Seliksohn, Herr, v, 8, 15, 24, 27 -29, U,
37, 4W, 47, 53, 66, 87 -€8, 102-3,
105, 109-11. 122, 135, 145, 154,
75V59, 16fr7, 769, 17 4, 778,
18ffi7,205,fis

Seliksohn, Lilly, ix, 8, 75, 24, 28-29, 34,
37, Aru, 98, 122, 136, 154, 159,
165-49, 172, 178, 205, 405

Seydlitz-Kurzbach, Walther von, 289,

356,465
Shaw, George Benard, 82, 194
Shulhan Arukh (Hebrew law guide),

391
Sicily, Allied landrng on, 243-M,

247-4,259
Siemens, Wemet von,97
Simory Dr. (dentist), 40, 78-80, 83, 87,

1.66, 77 0-72, 17 4, 180, 198, 205, 234,
254-55,279,287 , 334, 337-39, 355,
374,404

Simon, Frau, 338-39, 404
Slovakia, t142

Social Democrats, 16,23,28, 110, 178,
r87, 199-200, 234, 363, 437

Sombart, Wemer, 106, 1L6, 118-20, 155,

195,232
Sommer (butcher),278
Soviet-American tensiorrs, 467, 477,

473-78
Soviet Union, vn, 5, 45, 83, 96, 721-22,

158-40, 223, 301, 306, 317, 3N, 435,

477,47T74
army of, xiii,3, 12,22,2G27,1M,

v 0, ln, ,79-{[, l9l, 225, 380, 390,
392,397,402

Spain, 3, 166, 779, 198
Spanier, Ruth, 330, 37 5, 3n -, 8,

403
SPD, see Social Democrats
Spengler, Oswald,77
"Spitte1," see Clemens
SS soldiers, see Waffen SS

Stahl, Friedrich Julius, 258
StaNhelm (paramilitary group), 253
Stalin, foseph, 235, 425
Stalingrad, x, 147, 153, 755, 770, 774,

192-94, 799, 27 0, 285, 353, 357

Steinberg (pharmacist), 25 ,262,267 ,
288,291.

Steiner, Dr.,481
Steiner, Frau (peasant), 45G{3, 456,

468, 47 7, 47 4, 47 6, 48f, 483-U

Steiniger, Herr, 41., 50, 61, 85, 89

Steinitz, Frau, 40, 48, 57, 60, 70-71, U,
121, LM, 156-57, 1.65, 212, 220,
24ru, 27 3, 27 5, 287-82, 28}90,
292,331,347,365, 477

Steinitz (traveling salesman), 16-18, 24,
26, 32, U, 37, M2, 48, 54, 57, 60,

6M5, 70-72, 7 8, U, 88, 94, 103,

107, tr2,11.4, r2l,133,1M45, t47,
15CF52, 154-55, 159, 164-$6, 158,
77 0, 187, 793-94, 203, 206-9, 279,
227, 236, 243-4, 249 -50, 27 5,
289-90, 292, 296, 311, 376-7, 320,
330-31, 339, 342, 348, 350, 358,
364-45, 37 3-7 4, 390, 39 4-9 5, N21,
410-11

Stem, Herr,29
Stem (factory w orker), 222, 233, 240,

248,250,261,271,273
Stem-Hirschber g, Caroli, ll , l2l ,

152-53, 164, t7 8, 180, 20H
Stevastopol, siege of 8381,90,96
Streicher, Julius,498
Streller, Frau (secretary), 315

Strelzyn (engraver), 229, 260-62, 271,
278

Strelzyn family, 301

Stresemann, Gustav 318, 346
Strtver, Dr. and Frau, 132-33
Sti.ihler, Bemhard, 28O, 28fr6, 28&=89,

295, 309, 311, 320, 323, 330-37, 365,
367, 37 6, 37 8, 382, 39G97, 4M, 406,

M647
Sttilrler, Herr, 278-80, 287, 307-A, 3]].,

31.4-16, 319, 330, 335, 34345, 348,
358, 368-70, 3n -A0, 38,H5,
399

Stiilrler, Liesl, 27H0, 287, 294, 307,
311, 376, 379, 33[, 343, 345, 348,

365-.66, 368, 375, 37 8-a0, 3U, 389,
392,39G97,399404, 40G7 , 427 ,

4J:0,u647
suicide, viii, 15, 21., 25, 31, 36-39, 4H6,

53, 56, 82, 89, 97, 103, 113-74, 719,
723, 126-29, 135, lM, 165-66, 222,
226-27,313,349,3n, &5

attempte d, 7 {77, ll3-74, ll7
murders reported as, 89, 107, 120,

77Gn,212,255,292
by Na2is,403,473

Si.indermann, Helmut, 354-55
Sussmann, Lotte, 197
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Sussmann, Martn, 10, 56, 85.{f., lW,
1.46, 148, 1,52, 172, 197, 209, 219_20,
248,291,376

Switzerland,243

Taine, Hippolyte-Adolphe, 194
Talmud, 195,3U,391
Tan c r e il (Disr aeli), 32, Y-35
Tannenberg, battle of (1914),3,$
Taussig, Friiulein, 123
Tenor, Frau,405
Thiilmann, Emst,360
Theater des Volkes (Theater of the Peo-

ple), Dresden, 122
Theresienstadt concentration camp, viii,

i, 79, 89-90, 92, 95-97, 102_3, 105,
113-15, 117, 119, L2L, t2+-26, 132,
1y-%, 138, 7 42, 158, 161-42, 2U,
229, 238, 277, 292, 299, 302, 3[/8,
337, 3M, U7, 349, 3n, W, 4il, 6t

Thiemig & M<ibius, see Mcibius enve-
lope company

Thierack (ustice Minister), 133
Thirg Years'War, W,467
Tohuwabohu (Gronemann), 51,-52, 54
Tonerti (factory worker), 235
Torga4 66,220, 474
transports, conditions of, 127, 129,1.47-

42, 777, t7 5, 204, 206-9, 275, 277
TU, see Dresden Technical University
Tumler, Fran2,298,305
Tunisia, warfare n, 170, 180, 193, 203,

212-73,222,225
Twkey, 64, 285, 301, 3N-42, U9
Tyroller (village r), 467 -68, 47 4

Uhlmann (landlord), 432
Uhlmann, Friiulein, 5@-10
Ukraine, 21, 41, 791, 203, 298
Umberto, Crown Prince, 180
United States, 42 , 45,80,115,153,

155-56, 158,',t ffi , 195, 248, 310, M8,
471,473-79

army of, 180, 301, 345, 47U71,,
48t-€8, 494-95, 499-507, 5M

Unterbembach, rcfuge tn, 457 -&, 487
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Discussion Guide

1.. In hisdiary entries from as early as ]anuary 1933, Victor Klemperer fore-
saw the coming horrors of the Third Reich more distinctly than did
most Germans. Why do you think this is? Why do you think he had the
prescience to document Hitler's rise?

2. Historians can write about war from many points of view, from that of
general, statesmar! soldier, or citizen. How do the diaries document
World War II in Germany differently than do most histories? What, in
yout opiniory are Klemperer's most important insights into life in Ger-
many during the Third Reich?

3. Victor Klemperer was a diarist in the tradition of Samuel pepys in that
he was a relatively ordinary citizen who proved brilliant ai iecording
the quotidian details of life during an extraordinary period in history
Why do you think Klemperer's diaries succeed as well as they do? Whit
makes the diaries so compelling to read?

4. About the diarrcs, The New York Times wrote,,,This is history raw.,, What
do you think is meant by this?

5. Because Klemperer's wife, Eva, was a Christian, he escaped the death

:amps, but just barely. What other roles did Eva play in Klemperer,s
long gtruggle to survive the Nazi years? Had she iepi diaries, how do
you think they would have differed from her husband,s?

5. On February 13, 1945, Victor Klemperer opened his diary entry
"Odysseus in Polyphemus's cave." Later that night the Allied destrui-
tion of Dresden commenced. What in Klemperer,s subsequent descrip-
tionof the firebombing reminds you of a great odyssey? What about in
the diaries as a whole?

7. Many people have compared Klemperer's diaries to Anne Frank,s.
How would you compare them?

8. After reading the diaries, would you agree with historian Daniel Gold-
h3_Se1's argument that ordinary Germans were, to use his catchphrase,
"Hitler's willing executioners"?

9. Ultimately, Victor Klemperer's diaries-through their amassing of de-
tail about life in Dresden-take on the scope of world history. The Los
Angeles Times calls them "one of the great testimonies of ourcentur5r.,,
What in the diaries makes this assessment accurate?
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